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PREFACE.

In arranging for publication the présent collection of
my papers on Mathematical and Plxysical subjects, I
bave taken the dates of their first publication as a

général rule in fixing the order of the various papers.

In certain cases, however, I have considered it ad-
visable to bring together under one article ail that I
have written on one particular line of research ; the
most important instances of this being Articles xlviii.,

Xlix., and l. Article xlyiii., " On the Dynamical Theory
of Heat," and Article l., " On Thermodynamic Motivity,"
includes ail of my papers on this subject, published
between the years 1851 and the présent time, except
the Article " Heat" of the Encyclopœdia Britannica,
published in 1880. Article xlix., "On the Thermal
Effects of Fluids in Motion," consists of a joint sériés
of papers by Dr Joule and myself published at various
intervais between 1853 and 1862.
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vi PREFACE.

In the text the papers are given as originally pub-
lished, without even verbal change, and where additions
or annotations seemed necessary these are enclosed in
square brackets and dated. Corrections, where errors

have been found, are also distinctly marked in every

case and in most cases dated.

This first volume includes the titles of ail my papers

published between the years 1841 and 1853, and the
text of ail of them except those which appeared ten

years ago in my volume of Collected Papers on Electro-
statics and Magnetism. It will be followed as speedily
as possible by other volumes completing the sériés to
the présent date.

W. T.

Yacht "Lalla Rookh,"
Roshven Bay, Loch Aylort,

July 21, 1882.
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS.

bFrom the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. n. May, 1841.]

Art. I. On Fourier's Expansions of Functions in

Trigonometrical Sériés.

The ©bject of the following paper is to endeavour to shew in
what cases a function, arbitrary between certain limits, can be de-
veloped in a sériés of cosines, and in what cases in a sériés of sines.
Though the whole subject has been treated very fully by Fourier,
yet, as he nowhere direetly demonstrates, that a function can be
developed in a sériés of sines or cosines separately, and as, from
the want of this direct démonstration, many of his formulas have
been believed te be erroneous, the following paper may be interest-
ing to some readers.

It has been rigorously demonstrated, first, so far as I know, by
Fourier and afterwards by Poisson, that

where fx is completely arbitrary, between the limits x — 0 and
x — 27r. Now, putting the first part of this sériés equal to 7rcpx,
and the second to 7rijrx, we have

+ sin x sin afadi +

fx — <px + \[rx (a).
t. 1
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2 on foueiee's expansions op functions

But, since
sin nx — — sin n (27T — x), and cos nx — cos n (2tv — x),

it follows that

ijrx = —yjr (27r — x), and <px = (27r — x),
and hence fifir — x) = cf>x— yjrx (b).
Hence, by this équation, and (a), we have

i {fa+f(2nr-x)}=(f>x (c)
and \ {fx —f(2ir — x)} = tyx (d).

Now, when x is between 0 and it, fx and /(27r — x) are perfectly
arbitrary, and independent of one anotlier ; and therefore it follows
that cj}X and yjcx are likewise perfectly arbitrary between the same
limits. Now

r2ir I-2V

irSx = % fada + cosx cosafada.
J o J o

+ cos 2x I cos 2afada + &c.
J 0

== h [ fada + cos œ[ cos afadaJ o J 0

+ cos 2x j cos 2afada + &c.
J o

r-ir [ir
+ Ij f(2ir — ot) da + cosa?J cosaf{2ir — a.) do.

+ cos 2x I cos 2of (27r — a) ch. + &c.J o

— à [ {/a +/(2tt — a)} dx + cosx [ cos a {fx + f(2,ir — a)} do.
J 0 J 0

+ cos 2x j cos 2a {/a + f(2rr — a)} dtx + &c.
or by (c),

7T

27r<f>x=^J <f>cx dx + cos xJ cosa^ada
+ cos 2x I cos 2a(£acïa + &c.

J o
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IN TRIGONOMETRICAL SERIES. 3

In a similar manner it may be shewn, that

77 /*"" [*
- i/gc = sm « j sina-frada + sin2xj sin2a^ccda + &c.

Hence we see, that any function whatever of x, may be represented
between the limits 0 and nr, by a sériés either of cosines or sines of
multiples of x. If it be represented by a sériés of cosines, tlien the
value of the function corresponding to any [other] value of x, will
be found from its values between the limits x = 0 and te = 77, by
the condition,

/«=/(277 - x):

while if it be represented by a sériés of sines, the condition will be

fx = —f(2ir — x).

The same results might have been obtained by taking, in the
original équation, fx subject to either of these conditions. If it be

ç2tt
subject to the former, fa sin mdu will vanish, and fx will beJ o

expanded in a sériés of cosines. If it be subject to the second con-
f2trdition I fa cos nu du will vanish, and fx will be expanded in aJ o

sériés of sines. The two sériés thus obtained will be equal to one
another, when x is between 0 and ir ; but when x is between 7r
and 277, the value of one will be the négative of the value of the
other.

Fourier gives many expansions of functions in sériés of sines or
cosines alone, obtained from the formulas given above ; which,
however, he demonstrates merely by assuming fx to be developed
in such a sériés, and then determining the coefficients. Now with
regard to these sériés, Mr Kelland, in his excellent Treatise on
Ileat, remarks, that tliey are "nearly ail erroneous." This remark
has probably arisen from finding that they differ from the develop-
ments obtained from the général formula for functions which
follow the given assumption through their whole periods from 0 -to
27r, instead of following it merely between the limits 0 and 77, as
is the case if sines or cosines alone be used.

Thus, Mr Kelland gives the following expansion of a function
1—2
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4 on fourier's expansions of functions

which is equal to c, when x is between 0 and a, and to zéro, when
x is between a and 2m- :

ir — = i-a + sin a cos x + J- sin 2 2 cos 2x +
c

+ vers a sin x + -|- vers 2x sin 2x+ ■;

a,n expression differing, as he remaries, from Fourier s, " wbich em-
braces only the second line of tbis." Now, as long as x lies between
0 and 77-, the two sériés of wbich this expression is composed, are
equal to one another, if we suppose, for the présent, a < ir, and their
sum is the required function between tliese limits. When, bowever,
x is between ir and 27r, the value of the one sériés is the négative
of the value of the otlier, as is readily seen from what has been said
above. Hence, when x is between ir and 2-k the value of the ex¬

pression is nothing. Now Fourier proposes to find an expansion of
a function which is equal to c, when x is between 0 and a, and to
zéro when x is between a and nr, without any supposition regarding
the values of the function, when x is between 7r and 27r. Now it
is clear, that the double of either of .the sériés in the expansion
given by Mr Kelland, will be sufficient for this purpose, and
Fourier, Théorie de la chaleur, page 244, [Art. 226] chooses to
make use of the second ; that is, he develops the required function
in a sériés of sines of multiples of x.

The sériés given by Fourier may be verified in the following
manner :

Let u = vers a. sin x + \ vers 2a sin 2x + &c.
= sin x + | sin 2x + &c.

— \ [sin (a + x) + J sin 2 (a + x) + &c.}
. 4-1 [sin (a—x) + sin 2 (a — x) + &c.|.

Now it is well known, and it is demonstrated by Mr Kelland,
p. 59, that

sin 0 + sin 2Û + &c. = % [nr — 8),
which obviously holds for any value of 8 between 0 and 2ir,
and for no others. Hence, x and a being, of course, each less
than 7t, we have, when x < a,

u = \it.
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IN TRIGONOMETRICAL SERIES. 5

When x > a, the last sériés may be put under the form
— \ [sin (x — a) + \ sin 2 [x — a) + &c.},

and consequently we have
u = 0.

The values of u are thus found for ail values of a and x between
0 and 7t ; and, from them, those for any values of a and x are
readily found.

In exactly a similar manner it may be shewn, that the sériés
given by Mr Kelland, p. 64, is really the expansion of a very
différent function from the one of which the sériés given by Fourier,
p. 246, [Art. 228] is the expansion. Thus, the trapezium repre-
sented by Mr Kelland's sériés occupies the whole space along the
axis of x, from 0 to 27r ; while, in that space, two trapeziums are
represented by Fourier's, one extending from G to 7r, and the other
from 7T to 2'7t, and inverted, with regard to the axes both of x
and y. It may also be reinarked, that the form of the trapezium
represented by Mr Kelland's sériés is much more général than
that of the trapezium represented by Fourier's.

Fourier's sériés may be verified in the following manner :

Now, if a and x be each less than -|-7r, we have (Fourier, p. 237,
[Art. 222] or Kelland, p. 65),

[And obviously u = 0, and du/dx is finite, when x = 0.] Hence

du ^ ,

^ = 1, when x < a,

and du . .

-j- = 0, when x > a.CLOC

we have,

and

u = x, from x = 0 to x = a.

u = a, from x — a. to x— \w.
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6 on foukier's expansions of fungtions.

Now, since sin (2n +1) x = sin (2n + 1) (tt — x), the values of u
are the saine for x as for ir — x. Hence

u = x, from x = 0 to x — oc,

u = a, from x = a to x=nr — a,

and u—it — x, from x =tt — a to x — ir.

I have examined the other sériés given hy Fourier, on this snh-
ject, and they seem to he ail correct, with the exception of misprints
and mistakes in transcription, which, unfortunately, are very nume-
rous. The only one of these mistakes wliich can cause any serious
embarrassment, is with regard to the sériés at the top of p. 245 [end
of Art. 226]. The value of this sériés, between the limits x — 0 and

x = a, is sin ™, and not sin x, as is- there stated. The same error

occurs in p. 444, where an application of this sériés is made to
déterminé the value of the definite intégral,

f°°dg sin çwsin qv
J o l-~? ;

but Fourier must have been in possession of the correct value, as it
is that value wliich he employs in this application.

Frankfoet, July, 1840, and Glasoow, April, 1841.
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[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. III. Nov. 1841.]

Art. II.—Note on a Passage in Fourier's Heat.

In finding the motion of heat in a sphere, Fourier expands a
function Fx, arbitrary between the limits x = 0 and x = X, in a
sériés of the forrn

cq sin nxx + eq sin \x + &c.
where 1iv i\, &c. are the successive roots of the équation

tan nX . „

=1 — llJ.L.
nX

Now Fourier gives no démonstration of the possibility of this
expansion, but he merely détermines what the coefficients cq, cq,
&c. would be, if the function were represented by a sériés of this
form. Poisson arrives, by another method, at the same conclusion
as Fourier, and then states this objection to Fourier's solution; but,
as is remarked by Mr Kelland (Theory of Heat, p. 81, note), he
" does not appear, as far as I can see, to get over the difficulty."
The writer of the following article hopes that the démonstration in
it will be considered as satisfactory, and consequently as removing
the difficulty.

Let nX— e., ™ = and Fx —fx'.

Then the preceding sériés will take the form
. e,x , . e„x 0

a, sin -L + ct-sm-1- + &c.,1
7T 2 7T

the accents being omitted above x.
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8 NOTE ON A PASSAGE IN FOURIEE S HEAT.

Now it is sliewn by Fourier, that
/2i-l \

C')7r'
where ct is always less than -J-, and is equal to 0, when i is infinitely
great. Hence the sériés becomes

cq sin ^ — c^j x + a2 sin — c.^ x + &c (a).
Now it is easily shewn, from the fact that any fonction of arcan be
represented, between the limits 0 and ir, by a sériés of either sines
or cosines of multiples of x, that it may be represented, between
the same limits, by a sériés of the form

. • 1 T, ■ 3 0A sm x + B sin1 -x x + &c.
A A

Hence each of the quantities

sin (J - c,) x, sin - c2) x, &c„
can be developed in a sériés of this form. We may consequently
assume sin (|- — cj x equal i terms of a sériés of sines of odd
multiples of \x, together with a quantity, ie1 ; sin Q ~~ czjx e(lua^
to i terms of a similar sériés, together with a quantity le2 ; and so
with ail the terms of the sériés (a), up to the term

sm
/2i — i \
("2 °<)X>

which may be assumed equal to i terms, together with a quantity >ei ;
and it is readily seen, that each of the quantities ie1, iev 'e(,
is infinitely small wlien i is infinitely great. Hence we shall have

cq sin ^ x + eq sin - c^j x + + ai sin - c^j x
... I , . 3 , . 2i — 1

= A1 sin-® + A2 sm ~x + + -a,sm 0 - xA A A

+ a'e^ a2\ + + a%,

Av A2, A{, being known, in terms of av a2, oq. Hence,
conversely, any sériés,

„ . 1 , . 3 , . 2i — 1
Ax sm - x + A2 sm xX + + A, sm —x— x>A A
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note on a passage in fourier's heat. 9

where Â1} A2> A() are arbitrary, may be represented by anotber
sériés of the form

1 \ ,1.. f • /3
a Jsin s - c, x -!e. y + a Isin H -cj a; - 'eA +2 "iJ" "ij f

, , ■ /2i —3.+ a, Isml—— x - c,

where cq, cq, cq are determined, in terms of Âx, A2, ...... A{,
by i équations, giving- the latter quantifies in terms- of the
former.

Let now i = oo ; then each of the quantities 'e2, iei, will
vanish, and it will follow that any sériés,

1 3
A, sin- x + J.asin - x + &c,,

Ai A

may be represented by a sériés of the form

cq sin Q — c^j x + cq sin — c2j x + &c.
Now any function, fx, can be represented, between the limits

x — 0 and. x — ir, by the former sériés, and consequently by the
latter also, between the sarne limits. But the latter sériés is
equal to

•ex . ex .

a, sin — + a„ sm. ~ + &c..;.1
ir 2 7T

and hence fx can be represented, between the limits 0 and ir, by
this sériés ; and therefore it follows, that any function, Fx,. can be
represented, between the limits 0 and X, by the sériés

cq sin n,x + cq sin n2x + &c.

Glasgow, April, 1841.

Art. III. On the Uniform Motion of Heat in Homogeneous
Solid Bodies, and its connection with the Mathe-
matioal Theory of ElECTRICITY.

Lamlash, Aug. 1841.

[Camb. Math. Jour. Vol. m. Feb. 1842. Electhostatics anb Maghetism,
Article i.]
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[From the Cambridge Mathematieal Journal, Yol. ni. Nov. 1842.]

Art. IV. On tiie Linear Motion of Heat. Part I.

The differential équation winch expresses the linear motion
of heat in an infinité solid, is

dv
_ d'v

dt du? '

where v is the température at the time t, of a point at the
distance x from a fixed plane, which, for brevity, may be called
the zéro flâne, and the conducting power is taken as unity.
Its intégral may be put under two forms, one containing an
arbitrary function of x, and the other containing two* arbitrary
fonctions of t. I propose to deduce the latter of these solutions
from the former, and to shew, so far as possible, the relation
which tliey bear to one another, with regard to the pliysical
problem.

The first of the solutions referred to is

7Ai=f dote~alf(œ + 2oit^) (1).J —00

Let 0v, v0, represent the values of v corresponding to t = 0,
and x — 0, respectively. Hence, when t — 0, we have

7t\v = [ dae~afx,J -00

or, since I dcLe~a?= 0v—fx.

t* See (14) o! Part II.]
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ON TIIE LINEAR MOTION OF HEAT. 11

Hence j£e is the function expressing the initial distribution of
heat, which therefore is, as it should be, quite arbitrary, and
Sllfficient for determining ail the succeeding distributions of tbe
température. If, however, the varying température of any plane,
as for instance the zéro plane, be subject to any condition,
it is obvious that tbe initial distribution will cease to be altogether
arbitrary, as it alone is sufficient to détermine the températures
at ail future times. If, however, the initial distribution be given
on the positive side of the zéro plane, it is clear that a certain
initial distribution on the négative side will enable us to subject
the variation of the température of the zéro plane to any condition
we please. By applying this principle, we can détermine, in the
following manner, the variable température of any point in the
cases; first, when, the initial distribution on the positive side
being given, the température of the zéro plane is a given function
of the time; and secondl-y, when the part of the solid on the
négative side is removed, and the given initial distribution of
température on the remaining part is dissipated by radiation across
the zéro plane, into a médium of constant or varying température.

No. 1. Let the conditions be

0v = <px when x > 0 (2),
vt=P i3)-

[ff denoting any given function of t.']
Let yjrx be the distribution on the négative side, necessary

to produce (3), when <px is the distribution on the positive side.
Hence, when x > 0, fx = <jbx, and when x < 0, fx — yjrx, and there¬
fore (1) becomes

X

r°° r ——

•n-"v =1
x da.e~a2cj) (x + 2at'1) + j dae'^^r (x + 2a$)... (4),

2 d
and (3) gives

CO n Q

7r'-Çt = J dy.e~a"(f> (2at'2) +J dxe~a2^[r (2a$)
~ co

= | doLe'"1 {(p (2a^) + (— 2a^)î.
J o

Hence we must fmd a function F, such that

= j™ dae-°-2F(2atl) (5);
IRIS - LILLIAD - Université Lille 1



12 ON THE LINEAR MOTION OF BEAT.

and, when this is done, we hâve, for determining yjr,
i]r (— x) = Fx — $x (6),

[where x is positive.]

To détermine F, let, in the first place, %t be a periodical
function of t, and let

w ^ / < 2i77-£ „ . 2iiri\ /h7.& = t [A,cos — + Bisin,—-j ...(7).
Thon, by taking p — oo,. any unperiodical function may, by

Fourier's. theorem, be represented in this form. Hence the
problem is reduced to that of representing terms of the form
cos or by the definite intégral j dcte~a2F(2i$).
To effect this, let q — a + V{± 2mi a/{— 1)}, in the; first member of
the équation

fdge-^AJ -»oo

Then, dividing by we have
»co

[ dae"^ 111 V(-i)] = rjjke*zmt V(-i)_

Hence, by addition and subtraction,

+ f dae~a2e~2a^mt)S^n {2a V(m^)î =7r3 S*n [2mt)....(a),J -» cos cos

the upper sign being taken along with the sines, and the lower
with the cosines. Changing the sign of *J(mt), we have

f dae~a?ela^mr> {2a a/(mi)] = 7ra (2mi) (6).J - oo cos cos

Hence, by addition,

/oo • •doLe~a?{e2a V(«<) p e-2« v(»»hj sm {2a \/(mi)} = 277"" Sm (2mt);
-oo cos cos

or, since the multiplier of dx remains the same when a is changed
into — a,

r. OO . •

dxe-\ê^^ + e-2-VW}sin{2a\/{mt)\ = ^ Sm (2mt) ...(c).1 o cos cos
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ON THE LINEAR MOTION OF IIEAT. 13

Hence, if we put m = —, we have
P

fiirt _ fit
"Vit "W-£ <!««"' 2 (e "+8 *)cos (%*)/—)

(Vtu
fint

2a W —

+ 5,(« *
tint

wv.

VI
i_ / . 2l7T< _ . 2i7tA

= 7rJS 4L cos h il, sm ;V p p J

and therefore we have, for the form of the function F,

C ® v-
i^ = 2j44(e ^ +

*1% f /m)cos\x\/^
+ B, (<

» 1™ fi'vJ— -xj-V
V v 9

(8>-

[Remark that F (x) = F (— se). And, (another affair) consider
the intensity of the convergence of (7) required to make (8) con¬
vergent for ail values -of x less <than any given quantity a. Com¬
pare Art. xi. below.]

Now, to satisfy (7),
, 2 2mt' , . .A. = ~ atçt cos ■ , w'hen « > 0,

4L

B.

pJo
1

P

pj 0

2 [p . . 2iirt'' -u
sm -

clt'Çt',

rp

I dt £f
0PJo - p

Hence, the expression for Fx becom.es

pFx = fdt'tf (è° + e-0)J o

+
°a fP

22 dt'PU
i J o

cos
ïir\

p)
+ e

liir

yï(«+2'V:11T

p
f> since (ez + e~s) cos z — + e~zf f-1'} cos [z V(— 1)},

z) sin z — — [gz V(~i) _ e—z V(—i) J sin {z a/(— 1)},

or

and (6*
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14 ON THE LINEAR MOTION OF IIEAT.

and therefore each term of the sériés remains the same when
i is changed into — i,

x rp
,

pFx — 'Zfdt %t'
—

oo J 0

r V-
cos x — 2t'

'itr\

~p)

+ e
v 1)

cos
pj

If |ft be not periodical, let p = oo. Then, changing the
limits of t' to — \p and \p, instead of 0 and p, and putting
iir 7T 7 ,
— = m, — = am, we have
P P

■rrFx ■

/»00 f CO

--J dm j dt'Çt' [emix cos {ra^ (a - Mm!1)}
cos [m^ (x + 2 (10).+ 6

Hence, if we détermine F from (9) or (10), and ^ from (6),
the solution of the problem is found by using this resuit
in (4).

Equation (G) shews that (x), the initial distribution on tlie
négative side of the zéro plane, is composed of two parts, — 9 (— x)
and F (— x). The first of these, together with <px, on the positive
side, would obviously have the effect of retaining the tempéra¬
ture of the zéro plane at zéro. But, in addition to them, there is
the distribution F(—x), on the négative side, whicli is so deter-
mined from (9) or (10), that it alone rvould have the effect of
nraking the subséquent température of the zéro plane be |ft.
Hence, since the resuit of the two initial distributions coexisting
is equal to the su m of the results in the cases in which they exist
separately, it follows that, on the whole, the varying température
of the zéro plane is ff. Hence we see how it is that, witliout
altering the initial distribution on the positive side, the initial
température on the négative side may be so distributed as to make
the température of the zéro plane be |ft.

From (9) and (5), and from (10) and (5), we have the following
theorems :
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ON THE LINEAU MOTION OE IIEAT. 15

oo j— o

piT^t=%j dt'gt'J dae~a2 e pcos|2-t'^
+e-^coS{2y=(0(!+1vf)}j((11),

^ p GO p 00 /»00 ^

7T'%t= I dm I dt'Çt' I doie'** [e2aVM cos {2m^ (a£& — £'ma)}
J —00 J -00 J 0

+ e~2a^(m<' cos (2ma (ai2 +

the first or second being used according as fi is or is not
periodical.

Tbese theorems obviously hold when t is négative as well as
when it is positive. Hence we have found the distribution on the
négative side of the zéro plane, which not only produces in every
succeeding time the given température of the zéro plane, but
Would also follow if, for négative values of t, the température had
heen the same fonction of these négative values. In général,
however, the température of any plane except the zéro plane,
as given hy (4), will be impossible for négative values of t, since,
except on a particular assumption with respect to cpx, or the value
of 0v, when x is positive, the initial distribution, represented by
tyx and cf>x, is not of such a form as to be any stage, except the
first, in a System of varying possible températures, or is not pro-
ducible by any previous possible distribution. Thus, if 0v = 0
when x is positive, and 0v — F(— x) when x is négative, the state
represented cannot be the resuit of any possible distribution of
température whicli has previously existed, though if in (4) we put
<j)x= 0, and give t a négative value, we find a distribution, probably
impossible except when x = Q, which will produce the distribution
„v, when t = 0. [Compare Article XI. below.]

17r\

p J

Knock, May, 1812.
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[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Yol. m. Feb. 1843.]

Art. Y.—On the Lineàr Motion m Heat. Part II.

[Time-periodic Solution examined.]

Let us now endeavour to find the général form of 0v, for
positive and négative values of x, which is producible by any
distribution of beat, an infinité time prevâously, or which is the
same, to find the form of the function f, which renders v, or

7t_'M dxe~af (x+ 2a.$), possible for ail values of x, and for ail
J — 00

salues of t, back to — oo . [For right solution of this problem see
Art. xi. below.]

If v be possible for ail values of t, it may be represented by
2ÎTrt

, n . 2i7rt\ ...2 [P, cos — +Qt ™ -y) (d),
where P. and Q. are fonctions of x, which it is our object to
détermine. [For explanation and correction of this statement, see
note added at the end of the Article. Several passages from the
original Article involving imperfect or erroneous statements re-
garding the problem of which the right solution is given in
Article xi. below are now deleted ; and the rest of Article Y.,

given here as follows, may he regarded as merely an examination
of the time-periodic solution.]
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v.] on the linear motion of heat. 17

Modifying (a) and (b), so that the multiplier of dae~aS, in the
first members, may be of tbe form f (x -\-2a.t'2), and the second
members of the forms Pcos (2?n£), Q sin (2mi), and putting

VTT
m — —•, we have

{/y (—'",}
==A-,N/|sinr

cosV V p p )

J -CO cos l V p )

= Vf sin/ /iE + 2brt\
cos V V p P >

Hence we see that the most général expression for v, when it
is of the form (d), is

»? [V> {a- (.Vf+^+?f)}
+e-%oos(-,y=+2f)+A'8in(-v|+2f)}]<l2,.

Putting t = 0, we find

0„ = | [A, cos v + sin a

+ e (A; cos « Jj - B[ sin « ^j)} (13).
This expression consista of two independent parts, one con-

X I— . -# /— "
taining e * p as a factor in each term, and the other e * p. By
examining (12), we see that the former of these gives rise to
a sériés of waves of heat, proceeding in the négative direction ;
and the latter to a sériés of waves proceeding in the positive
direction ; and that while a wave in the former system moves from

t. 2
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1.8 ON THE LINEAlt MOTION OF HEAT. [v.

£ = oo to £ = —oo, and a wave in the latter from x — — <x> to
£ = oo , its amplitude diminishes from oo to 0.

If, in (12), fxt and f2t be the parts of v0 arising from the sériés,
of which the coefficients are A., B., and A,', B.', the value of v
hecomes

1 s, f xJ~î fip ,,, ( /iir 2i-rrt . ,v — - 2 e p at ft cos l£ 4 / (- -— (t — t
P-- L J-ip 1 V |) p

j -jp

/iir 2iirt..
COS \X . / (;t—t )

.(14).
V P P

or, when p = oo ,

7rv= f d/3 f dt' [e^xf/cos {$x + 2/3 (t — f')}J —00 J —OO

+ e~^xf/ cos {/3^£ —2/3 (t — t')\\.

From the latter of these forms, that given by Fourier ('Théorie
de la Chaleur, p. 544) may be readily deduced, and hy putting
f/ = 0 in the former, we have the solution (given by Kelland, in
his Treatise on Heat, p. 127) which Fourier employed to express
the diurnal and annual variations in the température of the earth
at small depths. It is obviously suited to the case in which the
température of the hody, below the surface, is naturally constant,
and ail the periodical variations are produced by external causes,
and proceed downwards, from the surface.

No. 2. Let the body be supposed to he terminated by the zéro
plane, and to radiate heat across it, according to Newton's law;
and let the external température he a given function, %t, of the
time. To find the state of the température of the body, after any
time has elapsed, the initial distribution in the body, or on the
positive side of the zéro plane, being </>£.

Let the médium into which the surface radiâtes he supposed to
he removed, and, instead of it, let the hody extend infinitely on the
négative side. The first thing to be done is to find the distribu¬
tion on the négative side which will exactly supply the place of
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V.] ON THE LINEAH. MOTION OF HEAT. 19

the radiation. The conditions which this must be chosen to

satisfy, are

(£-*<*-». I w,
and 0v = <px, when x is positiveJ
where h is the radiating power of the surface. If, in addition to the
latter of these équations, we assume i]fx to be the required initial
distribution on the négative side, the variable température, v, of
any point, will be given by (4).

Differentiating this équation, and putting x = 0 in the resuit,
we have

^ (^j-) —[ dae (2atty + f dae'a2^' (2x^)\dxj o J o J ~ »

</>0 —-i/rO+ 2t^~ '

Now must be = <£0, as otherwise, at the commencement of
the variation, the radiation would be infinité. Hence we have,
from (a),

J dae~a*cf>' (2a&) + J dxe~a*i/r (2a$)
= h | J dae~aXcji (2a$) + J dae~a*y{r(2at&) — tt^<| ,

or

[ dae~a! [<£' (2a$) +^jr'(— 2a$) ~h{<j> (2a$) + yfr (— 2a^)}]= — ir^hÇt.J o

Hence, if

s-* v/i 2f7Tt . 2iirt\ ...& = 2 [A,cos+ B,sin — J (&),
and if Fx be determined by (8), then, using x instead of 2at^, we
Daust have

cf>'x +y\r' (—x) —h {(f>x + ^(~x)\=— hFx (c),

0r

2—2
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20 ON THE LINEAtt MOTION OF HEAT. [v.

therefore (— x) = — Je™ j/i ((j>x —Fx) —
or y]r (—x) = cf>x — /ie~MJeto (2cfjx — Fx) dx. j

(15).

The fonction being determined from this, the solution of the
problem is found by using the resuit in (4).

After the motion has continued for a long time, the irre-
gularities of the initial distribution disappear, and the variations
of the température of the body are reduced, by the periodical
variations of the external température, to a permanently periodical
state. Let us suppose that this permanent state has been reached
when t = 0. That this may be the case, we must choose </>« of
such a form, that tJtx when x is négative, and <fix when x is posi¬
tive, may make 0v be of the form shewn in the second line of (13).
Let us therefore assume

where at and bt are to be determined so as to satisfy (c).

TJsing these values of ifrx and (f>x in (c), and using for Fx its
value (8), we have, by equating the coefficients of

when x is négative t}tx =
when x is positive cf>x = J-Se (atcosx~ hsin®^J^p) '

fin fin , fin fin . .

(6 ^f+e'^f jcos and gin

in the two members of the resulting équation,

whence

A2 + . /— + 2 —

V V p

17T .

g 17T
P 1>

(16).
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V.] on the linear motion of heat. 21

If, in (12), we use these values of ai and b. instead of A' and
i?.', and put A. and B. eacli equal to zéro, the resulting expression
is the variable température of any point. Let, for brevity,

Hence, using for A{ and B., their values, which satisfy (b), we
hâve

which agréés with the expression given by Poisson, in p. 431 of bis
Théorie de la Chaleur.

[Note on Art. Y. Added Jan. 27, 1881.—To the statement
regarding formula (d) above, the condition that the sériés must be
convergent ought to have been added. It was not till ahout a year
after this Article was written that I found the true principle
(given in Article xi. helow) for answering the question as to the
ago of a thermal distribution with which it opens. It is also to be
remarked that the déduction of the non-periodic from periodic fonc¬
tions of t, fondamentally used in Article v., is, though valid, by no
means convenient for the spécial question with which this Article
commences; and that the less analytical and more direct treat-
ment of Article xi., which I applied when I was a year older, and
published in 1844 (Art. xi. below), is much more suitable and
clearer.]

Art. VI. Propositions in the Theory of Attraction.
(EliEOIEOSIATIOa AND Ma<JNETISM. xii.)

(17),

Art. VII. On the Attraction of Conducting and

Non-conducting Electrified Bodies.
(Electbostatics and Maqnetism. vii.)
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[From the Cambridge Mathematieal Journal, Vol. ni. May, 1843.]

Art. "VIII. Note on Orthogonal Isothermal Surfaces.

The object of this article is to state an important question
relative to Orthogonal Isothermal Surfaces, which does not seem
to have been yet considered generally.

It is known that if. a System of surfaces be given, there are
two, and only two, other Systems cutting one another and the first
System at right angles. Lamé lias proved many général properties
of such conjugate Systems of surfaces, and has also considered
particularly the case in which each of the three Systems is a sériés
of isothermal surfaces. Ile has nowhere however proved the
possibility of the existence of three such Systems of surfaces in
général, or, in other words, he has not shewn that if one System be
isothermal, the two others which are determined by it are isother¬
mal also. There is however a considérable probability that this
proposition is generally true*. For, in the first place, it is true, as
will be shewn below, of any System whatever of isothermal cylin-
drical surfaces, and it is also true of ail isothermal surfaces of the
second order, whether cylindrical or not. As these two cases, the
only ones which have as yet been discussed, are very distinct in
their nature, they afford a considérable presumptive evidence of
the truth of the général proposition.

The case of isothermal surfaces of the second order has been fully
discussed by Lamé, in a paper on Isothermal Surfaces in Liouville's
Journal [for 1837] (Vol. il. p. 147), where he has shewn that ail
confocal surfaces of the second order are isothermal. Now the two
Systems of orthogonal surfaces conjugate to a given sériés of con¬
focal surfaces of the second order are also confocal surfaces of
the second order, and therefore they are likewise isothermal.
Hence the proposition is true for isothermal surfaces of the second
order.

* [It is provecl to he not generally true, at the end of Art. ix. below.]
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VIII.] NOTE ON ORTHOGONAL ISOTHERMAL SURFACES. 23

It may be proved in the foliowing manner to be true for a sériés
of isothermal cylindrical surfaces.

Of the two Systems of orthogonal surfaces, conjugate to the
given sériés of cylindrical surfaces, one is a sériés of cylindrical
surfaces cutting them at right angles, and having their generating
lines parallel to those of the first System, and the other is a sériés
of planes perpendicular to the cylinders. Nowa sériés of parallel
planes is obviously a System of isothermal surfaces, and it there-
fore only remains to be proved that, if one sériés of cylindrical sur¬
faces be isothermal, the sériés which cuts them at right angles will
be isothermal also.

To prove this, let us suppose any two surfaces of the first
System to be retained at uniform températures, and let v be the
température of any point (xy) between them. The équation of
any one of the isothermal surfaces will be

v = a (1),
which is therefore the général équation, comprehending ail surfaces
of the first séries.

By the équation of equilibrium of heat, moving in two direc¬
tions, we must have

d'v d'v

ï?+^=0 <2>-
Now let v1 = a1 (3)

be the général équation of the System of cylindrical surfaces, which
cuts the first system at right angles.
TT dv dv, dv dv, A ,,,Hence ;r ^ + t--.5^ = 0 ..-(4 •dos dx dy dy w

t , dv - , dv , .'• dÊ = hd<} '<»!'
therefore = — ( ).dy dx w

In these équations k is arbitrary, with the exception that it
must be so chosen that <^^dx + dy shall be a complété dif-
ferential. Hence we must have
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24 NOTE ON ORTHOGONAL ISOTHERMAL SURFACES. [VIII.

and therefore
dlc dv dit dv, (dv d"v\

kW+df) ^ dxdx^ dy dy
or, on account of (2),

dlc dv dit dv
_ q

dx dx dy dy
This équation is satisfied if & = 1, and therefore we may use

this value for k in (a) and (b). Hence
dvl _dv .

dx dy '
dv, dv , l4

dy = ~dx M'
These équations détermine a form of v, which satisfies équa¬

tion (4), the only condition to which vt is subject, in order that
vl = oq may be the équation to the sériés of cylinders cutting the
first sériés at right angles.

No,v i{c)+î/d)
S+$=° w-

Hence a fonction v± of x and y, which satisfies (5), may be
found such that v, = cq represents the sériés of cylindrical surfaces
cutting the first sériés at right angles. Hence the second System is
isothermal. [For a remarkable and interesting extension of this
theorem, and of a proper theorem of integrability of lines of force
or of stream lines, to conical isothermal surfaces, and to cases
of fluid motion in which the stream lines lie on concentric

spherical surfaces, see Art. xil. below.]
The theorem which has just been proved, was first given by

Lamé in a digression on Orthogonal Surfaces, contained in a paper
entitled, "Mémoire sur les Lois de l'Equilibre du Fluide Ethéré,"
in the Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique (Vol. m. cahier xxin).
His proof however is deduced from some général properties of
orthogonal surfaces which he has been discussing, and in a subsé¬
quent paper on the motion of heat in cylindrical bodies (Liouville's
Journal, Vol. I. [1836]), he has not noticed the proposition at ail.

Cambridge, April, 1813.
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[From the Cambridge Matliamatical Journal, Vol. iv. Nov. 1843.]

Art. IX. On the Equations of the Motion oe Heat
referred to curvilinear CO-ordinates.

Let x, y, z be the rectangular co-ordinates of any point in
space, and let A, \, \ be any fonctions of x, y, z, such that

A = a, \-at, A2 = a2 (1)
are the équations of three surfaces cutting one anotber at right
angles for any values of the variable parameters a, al} a2. The
three sériés produced by giving ail possible values to these
parameters form what is called a System of conjugate orthogonal
surfaces.

It has been proved by Dupin that the surfaces of any two of
the three sériés eut each surface of the other sériés in its lines of
curvature, Hence if one sériés, be given, the other two are
determinable from it, except in such extreme cases as those in
which the lines of curvature of the given sériés are indeter-
minate.

In the method of curvilinear co-ordinates, as proposed by
Lamé, the position of any point in space is determined by the
three conjugate surfaces of the system (1) which intersect in the
point. Thus, if any point P be given, there will be at least one
of the surfaces of the first sériés which passes through it, and in
général, but especially in such cases as we shall consider, there will
be only one. a the value of A corresponding to this surface is one
of the co-ordinates of P. The other two co-ordinates are the
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26 ON THE EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF IIEAT [IX.

values of X, and \ corresponding to the surfaces of the second
and third sériés which contain the two lines of curvature through
P of the first surface.

This général method of co-ordinates comprehends the two
Systems, rectangular and polar, in ordinary use. Thus, if

x = x, X,=y, a2 = g,

équations (1) will become

x = a, y = av z = a2,

the équations to three planes at right angles, by their intersection,
determining the point P, whose rectangular co-ordinates are

a, a,, a2. Similarly, if the first be a sériés of concentric spheres,
the second a sériés of planes through a diameter of the sphere, and
the third a sériés of cônes having this diameter for axis, and the
centre for vertex, A, \ will be polar co-ordinates.

The équations of the motion of heat in a solid body may be re-
ferred to the général system of curvilinear co-ordinates in the follow-
ing manner, which is exactly similar to that by which Fourier
establishes them for rectangular rectilinear co-ordinates. For
simplicity we shall suppose the body homogeneous, though the
investigation would be in principle as simple if this were not the
case. Let d be its density, h its conducting power, and c its
capacity for heat, or the quantity of heat necessary to raise the
température of a unit of its mass by unity.

Let A, Aj, A2 be the co-ordinates of any point P in the body,
and let A + d\, A, + d\, \ + d\ be those of an adjacent point
P'. The portions of the six surfaces corresponding to

A, A -f- dX, Aj, A, -I- d\, A2, and A2 -|- dX2

adjacent to the points P and P' will form a rectangular parallele-
piped, of which P and P' are opposite angles. Let dp, dp,, dp, be
the three edges of this parallelepiped which are respectively per-
pendicular to the surfaces corresponding to A, and A2: dp will
be the element of the normal to the surface A, commencing at this
surface and terminated by the surface A + dX, and similarly with
dp, and dp,. Hence, by a known theorem,
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dp = {% + ê + è) dx = 11dX, for brevity (a),\dx2 dy2 cfe2.

w'

^-(^+f+^y^-=ffA w-
Let v be tbe température of the body at P, and let

v + dKv + d^v + d^v
be the température at P' ; dpu, dx v, and dx v denoting the incré¬
ments of v which correspond to the incréments dX, dXt, dX2 of
X, Xt, X2. This notation, for partial differentials, we shall find it
convenient to use in those cases in which it is not convenient to

employ partial differential coefficients. The quantity of heat which
flows into the rectangular parallelepiped dp. dpx. dp2 across the
side which coincides with X, in the time dt, is

dpp
~kdp dPidP*-dt>

and tlie quantity which flows out across the opposite side, in the
same time,

fd,v \ , , /d,v
— Je

The différence of these two expressions,

or kdK dPldp2) dt,dp
is the whole quantity of heat which flows into the element during
the time dt in a direction perpendicular to X.

Similarly, the quantities of heat which the element gains in
the same time, by motion in directions perpendicular to and X2,
are

(d. v \ /dA v \
lcdx1dpdp2J dt, and lcdK \j^dpdp,j dt,

and therefore the entire quantity of heat gained by the element in
the time dt, is

k (k (dp dp*dp)+dx> ($dpdp) + dk" (& dpdp(\dt ;
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28 ON THE EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF HEAT [IX.

or by (a), (b), (c),

7 f d (dvHHj d f dv HHX d ( dv ///A] 7 7 7{^X \dX ~JT) + H^J +d\2 [dX3 dxd\d\dt>
where, in accordance with the ordinary notation of partial dif-
ferential coefficients, the suffixes are omitted in the partial dif-
ferentials.

Now if dv be the altération of the température of the element
dpdpxdp2, in the time dt, the corresponding addition of heat is

c.d . dvdpdp1dpi, or cd.dv . HH^II„ dXd\ld\.
Hence we have the équation

rnr ït dv & \d /dvH~ II\ d f dv HHXHHM„ — , •{— [ 1 + ^ ~SÇ)1 dt c.d (aJX \d\ H y dX
d (dv HI1\I+ d\\d\ //2 )) (2)'

which expresses fully, by means of curvilinear co-ordinates, the
motion of heat in the interior of homogeneous solid bodies.

If the motion has continued so long as to have become uniform,
' dv
then ^ = 0, and the équation becomes

d_ (dv HJI.\ _d_ (dv_ IIIIX d (dv HII\ _

dx \dx 11 y d\ \d\ //j y <yx2 v«(x2 //„ y

This équation was first given by Lamé, in a paper entitled
"Mémoire sur les Lois de l'Equilibre du Fluide Ethéré," in the
Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique (Vol. iii. cahier xxni.), who
deduced it by a very laborious transformation from the équation

d2v d?v d2v ' ...

a? + 3? + 57 = 0 <4>'
in which the motion is referred to rectilinear co-ordinates. Equa¬
tion (3) comprehends, as particular forms, équation (4), and the
équation in which the motion is referred to polar co-ordinates.
The former of these is obtained at once, if we put

X = œ, \ = y, \ = z,
which gives II = H, = Il= 1.
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To find tlie latter, let
X = (œ2 + 2/2 + z*)^ = r,

Hence

■-c

X, — tan 1 - = è,1
x T

z

(a? + if + z'f-
A„ = = = cos 9.

~1 dx2 + df dzV '
_ fdcfy' dtf? d<f)z\ '

r

T =0

TT ([dcosey (dcos ey {dcmff)y* y
2 | dx2 + di/ + dz2 J — sin0'

Therefore (3) becomes
d { * dv\ d ( . 2 „ dv \ d_ t 1 dv\
dr V dr) + d cos 6 V d cos 6/ d$ \sin2 9 dcf>)

cr r ^ (rvy i ^ (sin2 0 dv \ _j—i d^u _ o
dr2 d cos 6 V d cos 9) sin2 9 d<f>2 '

the well-known équation of which so mucb use is made in the .

détermination of the properties of the expansion of v in a sériés of
powers of r. Equation (3) may also be applied to find the con¬
ditions which must be satisfied so that each sériés of a System of
conjugate orthogonal surfaces may be isothermal; and we shall
thus be enabled to answer the question proposed in a paper in the
last number of this Journal (Vol. ni. p. 286) [Art. VIII. above].

If the first sériés of surfaces, or a sériés represented by the
équation X — a, be isothermal, (3) must be satisfied by the assump-
tion v=f (X), and therefore

a(-#^)=° <6>-
Similarly, if the second and third sériés be isothermal,

d (HH;s;(^/,'\)=o («>■
w-
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30 ON THE EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF HEAT [IX.

Integrating these équations, we have

ë3fX~F{\,Xj (8),H J

\)
1

(1Q)-
2

These three équations, together with the foliowing,
dX1 d\ , d\ , d\ d\ _ „

^

dx dx dy dy dz dz ^ ''

dX^ dX dX^ dX dX2 dX
dx dx dy dy dz dz ' *
dX dXt dX dX1 dX dXt _ .

dx dx ^ dy dy dz dz
which make the surfaces eut one another at right angles, are the
conditions which must he satisfied if the three sériés be orthogonal
and isothermal. If we could eliminate ail the quantities depend-
ing on two of the sériés, the second and third for instance, we
should find two équations relative to the first sériés which make it
hoth be isothermal itself, and possess the property that the two
sériés which eut its surfaces orthogonally shall also he isothermal.
This élimination is probably quite impracticable in général. There
is however an extensive class of surfaces which we see by inspec¬
tion satisfies each condition, the class of cylindrical isothermal
surfaces. For, if the axis of ^ be parallel to the generating lines
of a sériés of isothermal cylindrical surfaces represented by the
équation X = a, X will be independent of z, and Xl = a, being the
équation of a sériés of orthogonal cylindrical surfaces, X, will also
be independent of z. The third sériés of the conjugate System
will be a sériés of planes parallel to xy. Hence II and Hl are
fonctions of x and y alone, and therefore of X and X,, and H2 is a
fonction of z and therefore of X2. Now since X = a is an isothermal

H H
System, (5) must he satisfied, and therefore •—must containJd

the factor
, and X must enter in no other manner. Hence

/ W
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H
is the product of two functions, one of X and the other of

HH
and therefore

,. 2 must consist of three factors, functions of X, Xi; X2
1

sepai'ately. Hence if we choose the arbitrary fonction f (X,)
properly, (6) will be satisfied. Also, in every case, whether X = a
be isothermal or not, we may choose f\ (X2) in such a manner that
(7) shall be satisfied ; in fact a sériés of parallel planes is necessarily
isothermal. We have thus seen that the two conjugate orthogonal
sériés to a sériés of isothermal cylinders are themselves isothermal,
which agréés with what was proved in the paper already alluded to
(Yol. m. p. 286) [Art. vin. above].

In the case in which X and X, are surfaces of révolution we can
obtain from (5), (6), and (7) a simple condition, which being satis¬
fied, X and Xj will each be isothermal, if one of them is so. To
effect this, let the axis of révolution be taken for axis of x, and let
P — (y* + The generating lines of the surfaces of révolution of
which the sériés X and \ are composed will be plane curves ex-
pressed by two équations between x and p. If in these équations we
write (y2 + z*)* for p, the results will be the équations X = a, \ = a1
of the surfaces of révolution. Hence X and X, are functions of x
and p, and therefore, conversely, x and p are functions of X
and Hence we see readily that H and H, dépend only on x
and p, or on X and Also, the équation X2 =a2 must represent
a sériés of planes passing through the axis of x, and we may

V
therefore assume X2 = &> = tan-1 -. From this we readily deduce

z

11\ = p. Hence (7) is always satisfied, independently of X and X, ;
that is to say, a sériés of planes passing through a fixed axis, is
isothermal. Hence we have only to considerthe conditions relative
to X and X,, or équations (5) and (6). If we substitute for its
value, these become

<»>-

à. îeEf (x1)} = o as).d\ \H1 j

From these we readily deduce
p = </>(\) 0, (\) (16),
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32 ON THE EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF nEAT [IX.

[which is the analytical expression of a theorem given by
Bertrand, in Liouville's Journal for April, 1843, p. 130], </> and
(f)t being entirely arbitrary. Hence, if the équation X = a of a
sériés of surfaces of révolution be given ; and Xt = aq, the équa¬
tion to the orthogonal System be deduced, and if it bé found that
the distance of any point from the axis of révolution can be
expressed in the form (16), then both Systems, or neither, will be
isothermal.

If the given sériés be isothermal this test may be applied very
readily, as in that case we are always able at once to find the
équation of the conjugate sériés. To shew this, let the sériés X be
isothermal. Then (14) will be true, and therefore we have, by
intégration,

P§f(X)=F(\),
Therefore

1IF(Xt) ...(1,7).
1 Pf M

Also, since the sections of the two surfaces made by any plane
through x are perpendicular to one another, we have

this équation gives

dX dXt dX dXt q (18) *
dx dx dp dp

dXl dXt
dx

_ dp H
dX dX H,
dp dx

and therefore, by (14),

if Ll—JF(X1)dX1; therefore

A-le/'M (!)<**-S*) (19)'
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and L1 = a is the équation of the sériés of orthogonal trajectories
to the sériés of curves in which the surfaces of révolution of
the given isothermal system are eut by any plane through the
axis. We may verify this solution by observing that the cri-

dL
terion of integrability for the expressions given above for and

is satisfied ; since, if we transform the équation
dp

d'(fX) d*(fX) d°(fX)
dx2 "** dy2 + dzl

to the independent variables x and p, fX being independent of

-, we have

If X itself satisfy (4), we may take / (X) = X, and the transformed
équation becomes

d'X d"X 1 dX _

di?+dp+pd^-0 (20)-
Also, if we take X, — Lv (19) becomes

fdX 7 dX
\dp1

As an example of the application of these formulas, let À, represent
the sériés of surfaces of equilibrium in the case of a sphere having
matter distributed over it, according to the law of the distribution of
electricity on a neutral conducting sphere under the influence of a
distant electrified body. It is readily shewn that, if X be propor-
tional to the potential of such a system, on external points, and if
the centre of the sphere be origin, and the line joining this point
and the influencing body axis of x, we have

xx , .

(x* + p*f r5 .....(a).
Hence A = a represents a sériés of isothermal surfaces of révolution,
and X satisfies (20), as may be readily verified. Hence, if Xx — al
be the orthogonal system of surfaces of révolution, we have,
by (21),

\-rf-ir, (»>■(ar + p )* »
T. 3

(2I)-
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34 ON THE EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION OF HEAT [IX.

If between (a) and (b) we eliminate x, we have

pi+ x*~ xr=0
The value of p deduced from this équation is not of the form
F(X). Fl (X,) ; and hence, by (16), the second sériés is not isothermal.
Similarly, if X represent the potential of two equal material points
situated at the distance 2a from one another on the point xyz, we
have

11
/nX =

{(x-ay + pf + {(x + af + pf
Then, by (18), we have, for the orthogonal System,

^ x —a x + a ..
~{(x-ay+P*}ï {(x+ay+p*}i {e)'

The value of p deduced from these two équations cannot, I think,
he of the form F (X) F (XJ, and hence in this case also the second
sériés is not isothermal. Hence the question proposed in the paper
already referred to (Vol. ni. p. 286) [Art. ix. above] must be answered
in the négative, the proposition to which it refers being not gene-
rally true, since we have found cases of surfaces of révolution with
regard to which it does not hold; but it holds with regard to every
system of conjugate orthogonal surfaces, for which équations (8),
(9), and (10) are satisfied. Also, since it does not appear that any
two of these équations imply the third, it may happen that two
sériés of a system may be isothermal and the third not, as is
exemplified in the particular cases above considered, in each of
which a sériés of surfaces of révolution and of orthogonal planes are
isothermal, and the third sériés, consisting of surfaces of révolution,
is not isothermal.

[The theorem expressed in symbols by équation (21) above,
that the differential équation of the lines of force, symmetrical
round an axis, is rendered integrable by the factor p, was antici-
pated by Stolces in the corresponding proposition for stream-lines
in irrotational fluid-motion, which he gave in his paper " On
the Steady Motion of Incompressible Fluids," read before the
Cambridge Philosophical Society, on the 25th of April, 1842, his
first scientific paper, published first in the Transactions of the
Society, and recently republished at the beginning of the first
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volume (pp. 13, 14) of his " Mathematical and Physical Papers."
It is interesting to remark that the same theorem of integra-
bility holds of the differential équation of stream-lines for every
case of motion symmetrical round an axis. To prove this let
x, p be components of velocity parallel and perpendicular to the
axis. The " équation of continuity " becomes, in virtue of the
symmetry round the axis of x,

4. dP j. P - n •

, ùe + Tp+~p-°-
and the differential équation of the stream-lines is

pdx — xdp = 0.
The first member of this is rendered a complété differential by

the factor p, as we verify that djdp. (pp) = d/dx. (— px), in virtue
of the first équation. This theorem is interesting not only in
the mathematics of vortex motion : it is applicable also to lines
of magnetic force through a région traversed by electric currents,
symmetrical round an axis.]

•3—2
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[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. iv. February, 1844.]

Art. X. Elementary Démonstration of Dupin's Tiieorem.

If there be three sériés of surfaces, such that ail the surfaces of
each sériés eut the surfaces of the other two sériés at right angles,
the theorem to he proved is that the lines of intersection of any
one of the surfaces of one of the three sériés, with the surfaces
of the two conjugate sériés, are its lines of curvature.

Let 0 be any point in which three conjugate surfaces intersect,
and let the rectangular axes OX, OY, OZ he perpendicular to the
tangent planes of the three surfaces at 0. Let

he the équations of the three sériés ; and, when proper values are
attached to X, X2, let (a) he the surface touched by YOZ, (a,)
hy ZOX, and (as) by XOY.

Hence, when x = 0, y = 0, z — 0, we have

f{x, y, z) = \.

/,<>> Ih «) = \-

Â Cl z) =\

(a)

(ai)

■K)

ï-o. f = 0
dy ' dz

(b).
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.(c).

Now, since the system is orthogonal,

o
dx dx dy dy dz dz
if if + ik if +& â£ = odx dx dy dy dz dz
if if+if if ,if iA = 0dx dx dy dy dz dz

Differentiating the first of these équations with respect to x, the
second with respect to y, and the third with respect to z ; putting
x, y, and z each = 0, in the resuit, and making use of équations (b),
we have

(if) (Èf) + (if) (M\=0\dy) \dxdy) \dz) \dzdx) '\dy 1 \dxdy.
m tm+(m tstudxJ \dxdy) \dz) \dydz)

= 0,G
(IMâiMf)G£H

the hrackets denoting that in the quantities enclosed, x, y, z are

put = 0. From these équations we conclude that

(in\dydz)'
tdy.;
\dzdx

t£L\
\dxdy)

are each = 0.

Now, since YOZ is the tangent plane to the surface (a) at O,
we have

x =M(l>'+Kt>+(SM+fc «
r d2x \

\dydz) '
for points in the surface adjacent to O. To détermine
we have, from (a),

if
dx

_ dy
dy~ clf'

dx

Hence, differentiating with regard to z, and putting x, y, and z
each = 0, in the resuit,
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Hence (d) becomes

Hence tbe planes of xy and xz contain the principal sections of
(a) through 0, and therefore the lines of intersection of (œx) and
(a2) with (a), touch the principal sections of (a) at 0. Now 0
may be any point in one of the surfaces (a), and therefore each
of these surfaces has its lines of curvature traced upon it by the
surfaces of the sériés (aj), (as); similarly it may be shewn tliat
each surface (aj lias its lines of curvature traced by (a2) and (a),
and each surface (a2) by (a) and (aj : which is the theorem to be
proved.

By differentiating the first of équations (c) with regard to
y and z respectively, and putting x, y, and z each = 0 in the
results, and performing corresponding opérations on the second and
third, we obtain expressions for

(<m (d%\ (dj\ (dy,\ (dj\ (dft\
\dx'J ' \dx*J ' \dy''J ' \dy2) ' Xdz'1)' \dz*) '

in terms of (g) , (^) , (||) ,
which lead directly to the expression for the curvatures of the
principal sections of the three surfaces at 0, given by Lamé, in his
Memoir on Gurvilinear Co-ordinates.

[It is interesting to remark as an obvious conséquence of
Dupin's theorem that not every sériés of surfaces can be eut at
right angles by two mutually orthogonal sériés.]
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[Frorn the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. iv. February, 1844.]

Art. XI. Note on some points in the Tjieory of Heat.

[An application to Terrestrial Température, of the principle
set forth in the first part of this paper relating to the Age of
thermal distributions, was made the subject of the author's Inaugu¬
ral Dissertation on the occasion of his induction to the professor-
ship of Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow, in
October, 1846, "De Motu Oaloris per Terrae Corpus:" which,
more fully developed afterwards, gave a very décisive limitation
to the possible âge of the earth as a habitation for living créa¬
tures; and proved the untenability of the enormous claims for
Time which, uncurbed by physical science, geologists and biologists
had begun to make and to regard as unchallengable. See "Secular
Cooling of the Earth," " Geological Time," and several other Articles
below.]

In problems relative to the motion of heat in solid bodies, the
initial distribution, which is entirely arbitrary, is usually one of
the data. When this is the case, and the circumstances in which
the body is placed are known, the distribution at any subséquent
period is fully determined, and if our analysis had sufficient
power, would become known in every case. The solution of the
problem would be an expression for the température of any
point in the body in terms of the co-ordinates of the point, and
the times measured from the instant at which the distribution is

given.
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It is in many cases an interesting investigation to examine
what this expression becomes when négative values are assignée!
to the time. If, for a particular négative value — t, we find that
tire expression gives an actual arithmetical value for the tempéra¬
ture of every point in the body, the distribution represented
will be such that, if it had existed at a time t before the initial
instant, the given initial distribution would have been produced
by the spontaneous motion of the heat.

It is clear, however, that the arbitrary initial distribution
may be of such a nature that it cannot be the natural resuit of
any previous possible distribution, or that it cannot be any stage
except the first in a system of varying températures. This, for
instance, will be the case if there be any abrupt transitions in
the initial températures of adjacent points, or if the curves repre-
senting the initial températures of points situated along any

straight line through the body, have cusps or angular points;
for, though we may suppose such a distribution to be arbitrarily
rnade, it could obviously not be produced by the spontaneous
motion of heat frorn any other preceding distribution, and ail such
abrupt transitions or angles whicli may exist in an initial dis¬
tribution, will disappear instantaneously after the motion lias
commenced.

If, however, in any case, a complété solution of the problem
has been obtained, that is, if an expression for the température of
any point, in terms of its co-ordinates, and the time has been
found, this expression must assume some form, when négative
values are given to the time ; and it is my object here to examine
the nature of this form, when the initial state is such as not to
be dedu.cible from a previous distribution.

The simplest case is that of the linear motion of heat, and
as from it we are enabled to understand the nature of the problem
in its most général form, I shall, for the présent, confine myself to
this case. The case of a thin rod, protected from any latéral
radiation, or of an infinité solid, in which the température is
distributed in parallel isothermal planes, is what is usually con-
templated in speaking of the linear motion of heat; but the case
of a thin rod losing heat by radiation from its sides may also be
readily reduced to the same as the two former. For simplicity,
however, we may suppose that there is no latéral radiation.
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Let a fixed point 0 in the rod be considered as origin, let
the distance to any point P in the rod be x, and let the tempe-
rature of P, at the time t from the initial instant, be v. The
équation of the motion of the heat will be

dv
_ d2v ....

dt~dhil 1
if, for hrevity, we choose the unit of heat such that the conducting
power of the body, referred to a unit of its volume, may be
unity.

The complété intégral of this équation is
v = ~ïiAie~m'it cos {mpa + n,) (2).

Let 0v be the initial température of P. Tlien, putting t = 0,
in (2), we liave

0v = cos (rriiX + n^) (3).

Now, whatever be the arbitrary nature of the fonction 0v, whether
continuous or discontinuous, it has been shewn by Fourier that it
may be represented by a sériés such as the second member of (3),
and he has shewn how, when the value of 0v corresponding to
any value of x, is given, the constants At, mu nt may be determined.
The sériés thus found is an actual quantitative représentation
of 0v, and is necessarily convergent. In fact, the proof of its
convergence in every case must be included in the démonstration
of the possibility of representing any fonction 0v by the sériés (3).

Now the expression for v at time t, is found by multiplying
the respective terras of the second members of (3), by the
quantifies

6 - g - ^.

a sériés which converges when t is positive (mlt m2, &c. being
arranged in ascending order of magnitude). Hence, when t is
positive, the sériés for v is still more convergent than the sériés
for 0v, and therefore (2) gives a convergent sériés for v for every
positive value of t. If, however, the time considered be t before
the initial instant, the sériés (a.) will become

gOTlV gm./T> &c
which is divergent. Hence it will dépend on the degree of the
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convergence of the sériés for 0v, whether the expression of v in this
case be convergent or divergent. In the latter case the distribution
represented will be impossible, and therefore tkere will be no
distribution from which the initial distribution can be derived,
by spontaneous motion, in the time t. There are three cases
of the initial distribution, which we must specially consider.

1. If the convergence of the expression for 0v, or of the sériés
of coefficients

At, At, &c.
be of a lower order than that of the sériés (a), for every positive
value of t, then for any finite value, however small, of t, the
sériés

A^r, Â£m?r, &c.
will be ultimately divergent. Hence, in this case, for any time,
however small, before the initial instant, the distribution will
be impossible, and therefore the given distribution cannot be any
stage but the first in a systern of varying températures.

2. If the convergence of the sériés for 0v be ultimately of the
same order as that of the sériés («); that is, if the coefficients
Av A2, &c. can be put under the forms

a.1e~miv, a2e-m*v, &c.,
where a±, œ2, &c. form a sériés which ultimately lias a convergence
of a lower order than that of the sériés (a) ; then, at a time
t' before the initial instant, the distribution is represented by

v — cos (m^ + nt),

which belongs to the first class considered, and is therefore an
essentially primitive distribution. Hence, in this case, a finite
âge, t' may be assigned to the given initial distribution.

3. If the convergence of the sériés for 0v be of a higher order
than that of the sériés (a) ; or if, for any finite value of r, however
great, the sériés

A1e"'1"~r, A2emrT, &c.
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is ultimately convergent ; then, for every finite négative value of t,
the sériés for v will converge, and therefore v will have a possible
expression. Hence, in this case, no limit can be assigned to the
âge of the initial distribution.

The simplest case of distributions which belong to the third
class, is that in which the expression for 0v is composed of a finite
numher of terms of the form

A cos (mx + n) ;

but we may also readily form sériés of an infinité number of
terms, which will be sufficiently convergent to satisfy the con¬
dition stated for the third class, and therefore any initial dis¬
tribution represented by such a sériés may be deduced from
distributions existing previously for any length of time, however
great.

These remarks are sufficient to indicate the nature of the

question proposed. The détails of the convergence or divergence
of the sériés employed will dépend on the values which must be
assigned to mt, m2, &c. for satisfying the [boundary] conditions
of any particular problem.

If, instead of the initial distribution of heat in the rod, from
— oo to +00 being given, we have only a part, that for instance
on the positive portion of the rod, we must, to make the problem
determinate, have some other condition given. In such cases, the
part of the rod, over which the initial distribution is not given may
be conceived to be removed, and the second condition will then
generally relate to the extremity of the part of the rod considered.
In a previous paper (On the Linear Motion of Heat, Yol. in.p. 170),
[Art. IV. above], I have shewn how a solution of the problem
may be obtained by determining the initial distribution which
must be made on the négative part of the rod, in order that the
condition relative to the zéro point may be fulfilled. Thus, if
the température at the zéro point, or the extremity of the part of
the rod originally given, be constrained to be a given arbitrary
function of the time, this constraint may be effected by producing
the rod indefinitely in the négative direction, and impressing
on the part produced a certain initial distribution, determined
by équations (6) and (10) of the Article already rcferred to, in
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tcrms of the arbitrary fonction of the time, and the given initial
distribution on the positive side. In many cases, however, the
distribution so determined will be impossible, either over the
whole extent of the négative part of the rod, or frorn some point at
a finite distance on the négative side, to an infinité distance.
Notwithstanding this impossibility, the solution of the problem
obtained by the method described above will still give a finite
possible expression for the température of any point on the positive
side, at any time subséquent to the initial instant, which will be the
température that would be actually assumed by the point, if the
température of the zéro point had, by some external application,
been constrained to satisfy the given condition ; and the only
thing indicated by the impossibility of the distribution on the
négative side will be that this constraint cannot be effected
actually, by adding the négative part of the rod, with a certain
initial distribution of heat, to the given positive part. It is
unnecessary to enter into this question separately here, as the
détails [founded on considération of the intensity of the con¬
vergence of the sériés (7) of Art. iv. above] are very similar
to those given above. It should be remarked however that the
possibility or impossibility of the distribution on the négative
part will dépend entirely on the fonction of the time, which
expresses the variable température of the zéro point, and not
at ail on the given initial distribution on the positive part ; and
on this account, if the initial distribution on the négative part
be impossible, ail its subséquent forms will generally be impossible
also.

Before leaving this subject, it may be well to notice a point
relative to the theory of isothermal surfaces, or surfaces of equili-
brium, which involves considérations analogous to those with
which we have been occupied above.

It is a known theorem that an attraction every where perpen-
dicular to any given closed surface S, may be produced by the
distribution of a given quantity of matter m over the surface,
according to a law which is in every instance determinate ; but
in général it will be impossible to produce the same effect by
the distribution of matter over any surface in the interior of S,
not coinciding with it. If, for instance, S were the surface of a
cube, or any surface containing points or edges, this would ob-
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viously be impossible*, and it would probably also be impossiblef
in the case considered by Poisson, in wbich S is composed of two
spherical surfaces. In every case there will be an infinité sériés of
surfaces of equilibrium without S, becoming ultimately a sériés
of spheres having the centre of gravity of m for their common
centre, each of which is such that m exerts an attraction on any
point in it in the direction of the normal. Hence, if one of these
surfaces, s, be given, we may not only produce an attraction every
where perpendicular to it, by matter distributed over itself, but
by matter distributed over S, or over any surface between S and s,
enclosing the former. Hence s is analogous to a distribution of
heat which may be produced by a previously existing distribution.
But, unless S itself have the particular property we are considering
in s, we cannot produce an attraction perpendicular to s by any
distribution on a surface within 8. Thus s is analogous to a dis¬
tribution of heat which cannot be produced by any previous dis¬
tribution existing at a time before it greater than a certain limit t.

Again, in some cases the sériés of surfaces of equilibrium,
of which s is one, may be continued indefinitely inwards, till
we arrive at a surface enclosing no space, as for instance when s is
an ellipsoid, in which case the surfaces of equilibrium are confocal
ellipsoids, and the sériés within s may be continued till we arrive
at an eiliptical dise. Such a case is analogous to that of a distri¬
bution of heat, which may be produced from a distribution existing
an unlimited time before.

{Note added June 26, 1881. About a year after this Article
was written, the method of Electric Images (Electrostatics and
Magnetism xiv., and V. §§ 113—127) shewed me that I had been
wrong in the surmise regarding two electrified spherical conductors
which it contains : and now I find that I was wrong also in the
positive statement regarding a surface having "points or edges."
Considering the infinité sériés of images within each of two
detached spheres, and the finite sériés of 2i — 1 images within a
conductor bounded by two spherical surfaces cutting one another
at an angle ir/i, we see that the sériés of equipotentials may be
continued from the surface inwards, becoming ultimately a group

* [Not so. See Note at end of this Article.]
t [BÎU]
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of infinitely small spherical surfaces, or mere points, containing
among tliem the whole of the given quantity of electricity; and
thus is disproved not only my original surmise regarding the case
considered by Poisson, but the corresponding supposition winch
I should no doubt bave entertained for the case of two spherical
surfaces cutting at 7r/i.

Look for example at the annexed diagram representing an
insulated electric conductor bounded by portions of spherical
surfaces cutting one another at riglit angles; and indicating by
fine circular arcs the internai complétions of these spherical
surfaces. The electricity on the bounding surface may be an-
nulled, and instead two positive electric points may be placed
at A and B, and a négative electric point at G, without altering
the potential or force at the bounding surface and through

external space : provided the whole quantity, reckoned algebraic-
ally, is unchanged, and the quantifies at A, B, G are in the
proportions of + a, + b, — ^ > where a and b dénoté the
radii, and therefore (in virtue of the orthogonality of the spherical
surfaces) the distance AB between their centres is V(a2 + b'). The
values of the three quantities are clearly Va, Vb, — V ^ >
if V dénoté the potential of the boundary of the given electrified
conductor; and the potential due to these three if placed at
A, B, G is clearly equal to V not only over the portions of the
spherical surfaces constituting the boundary of the given body,
but also over the internai complétions of these surfaces. The sériés
of equipotentials, for potential greater than V, lies in the two
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latéral lense-shaped spaces; for positive equipotentials less than V
they lie in external space, and in the middle lenticular space ; and
for négative potentials they lie wholly within the middle lenticular
space. It is interesting to trace the whole sériés, beginning
with an infinitely large positive potential (for which the equi-
potential is a pair of infinitely small spherical surfaces having
their centres at A and B, and their radii in the proportion of a
to b), going on outwards to the V equipotential, and thence out-
wards and inwards to the equipotential for an infinitely small
positive value, which consists of an infinitely large spherical
surface, having for its centre the centre of gravity of the elec¬
tricity on the given conductor (or of the three replacing electric
points).

Another case also instructive in respect to the wrongness of my
old idea is the distribution of electricity on a conductor bounded
by a surface of which a part or parts lie on a spherical surface,
and the rest (which may be quite arbitrarily discontinuous, with
projecting or re-entrant angles,) lies ail outside this spherical
surface. It is easily proved that the actual distribution of positive
electricity on the protubérance, and its image (négative) inside the
spherical surface, togetlier with an electric point at the centre of
the sphere, of the right quantity to make up the whole given
amount of electricity, produces the same potential and force as
the given conductor at and witliout its surface. The reader may
find it interesting to draw an illustrative diagram.]
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[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. iv. November, 1844.]

Art. XII. Note on Orthogonal Isothermal Surfaces.

In a previous paper in this Journal (" On the Equations of the
Motion of Heat referred to Curvilinear Co-ordinates," Vol. iv.

p. 33), [Art. ix. above], I expressed the conditions winch must
be satisfied by a System of conjugate orthogonal surfaces which
are ail isothermal, and considered some particular cases of such
Systems. In addition to those, however, tlrere is another class
of surfaces which satisfy the conditions. For it is readily seen
that ail that is necessary in the démonstration of the tlieorem
relative to cylindrical surfaces in Art. ix. above, is that Uî

H
shall be independent of X and X1( and that shall be in-

dependent of X2. Now- a sériés of concentric spheres (including
the case of a sériés of parallel planes) is such that the value of
iT2 at any point of one of them is independent of the position
of the point on that surface. Hence we may consider X2 = œ2 as
representing a sériés of concentric spheres, and consequently X = a,
and \1 = a1, a system of conjugate orthogonal cônes having
the centre of the spheres for their common vertex. Any cone of
one sériés will intersect any one of the conjugate sériés along
a generating line, and the values of H and H1 at points along this

H
line will vary as the distances from the centre. Hence gî
is independent of We therefore see that the démonstration in
Art. ix. above is applicable to the général class of orthogonal cônes,
as well as to the particular included case of orthogonal cylinders.
Thus we have the général theorein that, if a sériés of cônes having
a common vertex be isothermal, the sériés of orthogonal cônes will
also be isothermal.
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[Added June 27, 1881; with reference to the promise inserted
at the conclusion of Art. vin. ahove. The Unes of thermal flux
in this case, and the lines of force in the corresponding cases of
"fields of force," and the stream-lines in the corresponding case
of motion of an incompressible fluid (or liquid as we may call it
for brevity), lie on spherical surfaces concentric with the origin of
co-ordinates: and their differential équation is integrable by a
factor, supposing the température, or the potential, or the velocity
potential to be a known fonction of proper co-ordinates. And not
only for these mutually équivalent cases, but for the less restricted
case of motion of a liquid, whether rotational or irrotational, and
the corresponding cases of electro-magnetic force, the differential
équation of the stream-lines is integrable by a factor provided they
lie on concentric spherical surfaces. To prove this proposition
let r, rÔ, rsmOcf) be components, referred to polar co-ordinates,
of the velocity of the liquid at any point (r, 6, <£). The équation
of continuity is

? IW+ï®(sin "*> + -0 (">■
and the differential équations of the stream-lines are

dr dd dé
* ~ 6 ~ <j>

INTow suppose every stream-line to lie on a spherical surface
concentric with the origin of co-ordinates: that is to say, let f = 0.
The équation of continuity becomes

sfoW^siQ^) +^ = ° (c)>
which may be written

d(- sinôd) d (sin 66)
dd = ~ d<j>

and the residual équation of the stream-lines may be written
<j)d0 — Ôdcf) = 0 (e).

Equation (d) shews that the first member of (e) is made a com¬
plété differential by the factor sin d.]

This class, and the class of confocal surfaces of the second
degree, are ail the triple Systems which as yet have becn found to

T. 4
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be isothermal; and, in the paper already referred to, some particu-
lar cases were considered in which it was shewn that one, or two
of the partial sériés of an orthogonal system are isothermal, and
the remaining sériés not. Since the publication of that paper
I have received a Mémoire by M. Lamé, which was published
about the same time (Journal de Mathématiques, Vol. viii. p. 397,
Oct. and Nov. 1843), in which he shews that no other triple
isothermal system can exist. Tliis interesting resuit is the
complété answer of a question proposed in this Journal, in May
1843 (Vol. ni. p. 286) [Art. viii. above], and to which a partial
answer was given in the paper already referred to (Nov. 1843)
[Art. ix. above]. The same question has been proposed by
M. Bertrand, in the April number of the Journal de Mathéma¬
tiques of the présent year (Vol. ix. p. 117) [Art. ix. above]; and
he answers it to a similar extent, by shewing that an isothermal
sériés of surfaces has not in every case its* two conjugate ortho¬
gonal sériés isothermal also. The reason, however, which he
assigns for coming to this conclusion does not seem to be quite
satisfactory : for it is founded on the assumption that " it is always
possible to take two consécutive isothermal surfaces arbitrarily,
and that the law of the température of the rest of the body is
then determined." Now, by considérations analogous to those
brought forward in a paper " On some Points in the Theory of
Heat" in this Journal (Vol. iv. p. 71) [Art. xi. above], it is
readily seen that if two consécutive isothermal surfaces be arbi¬
trarily assumed, it will in général be only for points between
them that a possible system of isothermal surfaces can be de¬
termined according to a continuous law. The températures of
points not lying between them will follow a différent law de-
pending on the sources of heat or cold which we must suppose
to be distributed over the two assumed surfaces, to retain them
at their constant températures. Thus, if we assume arbitrarily
two consécutive isothermal surfaces indefînitely near one another,
the system of isothermal surfaces tlirough the whole body, to
which these two belong, will in général be impossible. In
fact, it will generally be impossible to find any two surfaces,
containing the two assumed ones between them, which will be
such that if they be retained at différent constant températures,

* [For correction of the idea implied here by "its," and by the "the" twice
annotated below, see addition to Art. x, above.]
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the two assumed surfaces will eacli be isothermal. But M. Ber-
trand's conclusion, though correct, is drawn from the assumption
that this is generally possible. It may be remarked, liowever,
that though some restriction is necessary in assuming two con¬
sécutive surfaces of a possible isothermal system, it will probably
be foùnd to be not so narrow as a restriction which M. Bertrand
shews to be necessary in choosing two consécutive surfaces of
an isothermal sériés of which the* conjugate orthogonal sériés are
isothermal also. If this were previously shewn, M. Bertrand's
inference would be correct.

M. Bertrand also specially considers the case of isothermal
orthogonal surfaces of révolution, and arrives at the interesting
theorem that, if each of the]" conjugate sériés be isothermal,
the traces on the meridian planes will form a system of conjugate
isothermal plane curves, or the traces of a system of conjugate
isothermal cylinders, on their orthogonal planes.

This follows at once from the équations (14) and (15) (Vol. iv.
p. 39 of this Journal) [Art. IX. above], though it did not occur to
me till I saw M. Bertrand's paper. For, from them we deduce

which is the sole condition that each of the sériés of ortho¬

gonal plane curves represented by \=a, \ = a1, shall be iso¬
thermal.

Hence we see that if this condition be satisfied, and at the
same time the condition expressed by équation (16), the two
conjugate orthogonal sériés1 of surfaces of révolution will also be
isothermal. M. Bertrand states the latter condition in geo-
metrical language as follows—

" Two Systems of isothermal orthogonal lines being given, in
order that their rotation round an axis may generate isothermal
surfaces of révolution, it is necessary that the distances from the
axis, of the four corners of a curvilinear rectangle formed by the
given lines, shall be the four terms of an analogy."

"We may also add, that if a single sériés of surfaces of révolu¬
tion be isothermal, and if the traces on a meridian plane be

* [See addition to Art. x. above.]
t [Ibicl]

4—2
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isothermal lines, then the conjugate orthogonal sériés of surfaces
will also be isothermal.

Also it follows, from the resuit of M. Lamé's investigations
mentioned above, that confocal surfaces of révolution of the second
order form the only isothermal system winch trace a sériés of iso¬
thermal lines on a meridian plane.
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[From tho Cambridge Mathematical Jowrnal, Vol. iv. November, 1844.]

Art. XIII. Note on the Law of Gravity at the Surface
of a Revolving Homogeneous Fluid.

It has been shewn by Maclaurin that a homogeneous fluid,
revolving uniformly round a fixed axis, and acted upon only by
the attractive force of its own particles, may, with the same
angular velocity, have two différent figures of equilibrium, each a
spheroid of révolution round the shorter axis : and Jacohi has
shewn that it may be in equilibrium in the form of an ellipsoid
with three unequal axes, the shortest coinciding with the axis
of rotation. The following simple considération détermines the
law of gravity at the surface in each case.

Let any surface concentric with the free surface of the fluid,
and similar to it, be described in the interior of the fluid. If ail
the fluid exterior to the surface were removed, the fluid would
still be in equilibrium, since the proportions of the free surface
dépend only on the density and angular velocity. Hence the
accelerating* force at this surface, as far as it is due to the
centrifugal force, and the attraction of the interior mass [that
is the apparent résultant force], must be everywhere perpen-
dicular to the surface. But the mass without it, being con-

* [The senselessadjeetive "accelerating" here is liappily now a mere monument
of the difficulties created for students of dynamics by the euriously illogical usage
of the terms "moving force" and "accelerating force" still in vogue less than
thirty-six years ago, which have been annulled by the introduction of Gauss'
Jdnetic unit of force, and the associated reformation of elementary dynamical
language. See Thomson and Tait's Treatise on Natural Philosophy, §§ 219—223,
or Eléments of Natural Philosophy, §§ 185—191.]
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tained between two concentric similar ellipsoids exerts no attrac¬
tion on any point in tbe surface, and therefore the direction
of the force* on any point of this surface in the interior of the
fluid is in the normal. Iience the surface must be of equal
pressure. Now, let it be supposed to approach the free surface
so as to be indefinitely near it. In order that the pressure
on every point of it inay be the same, the force")" on any
point of the indefinitely thin shell between it and the free
surface, or the force of gravity at any point of' the free surface,
must be inversely proportional to the thiekness of the shell at the
point, or inversely as the perpendicular from the centre to the
tangent plane at the point. A very simple analytical proof of this
resuit was given by Liouville (Journal de Mathématiques, Yol. vm.
p. 360). We may also state it, that the force of gravity at any
point of the free surface is inversely proportional to the electrical
tension [electric density] at the point, supposing the surface an
electrified conductor.

* [For the sake of clearness the adjoctive "aceelerating," meaninglessly prefixod
to force here as above in the original, is now omitted.]

f [Ibid.]

Art. XIV. Démonstration of a Fondamental Theorem in

tiie Mechanical Theory of Electricity.

[Electrostatics and magnetism, viii.]
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[From the Cambridge Matliematical Journal, Vol. iv. February, 1845.]

Art. XV. On the Réduction of the General Equation
of Surfaces of the Second Order.

In tlie following paper, by a simple assumption with reference
to the coefficients in the général équation of a surface of the
second order, the cubic, by means of winch the three principal
axes are determined is made to assume a very simple form, which
enables us to prove the reality of the roots, and to find the limits
between which they lie, with great ease. It also leads to a very

simple analytical proof, that the three principal axes are at right
angles to one another.

Let Ax2 + Bif + Gz2 + 2A'yz + 2B'zx + 2G'xy
+ 2A"x + 2B"y+2G"z=II,

or, for brevity, II2 (x, y, z) + II1 (x, y, z) = II,
be the équation to a surface of the second order.

Let A' = {gk)\ B' = (hff, G' — (fg)\ j
A =/+«, B =g+/3, G =h + <Y,

from which we deduce

■(1),

•(2);

f_B'G' _ C'A' , A'B'
J A< > 9 B' ' G' '

A B' G' a „ C'A' „ A'B'
^ A , /3 B jj, , fy G G' '

which express real determinate values for f g, &c. in terms of
the given coefficients. Making the substitutions (1), we find

= ax2 + By' +1A + [flx + tfy + IGz)2 (a).
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Now we may define a principal axis to be a line such that, if it
be taken for the axis of x, and the axes of y and z be in the

plane perpendicularto it, the products x'y and x z' shall disappear in
the transformed expression J/2. This will be ensured if the product
x'y vanishes for every point in the plane x'y, and for every
position of this plane passing through the principal axis OX'\ a
définition équivalent to the one in which a principal axis is defined
as an axis which is perpendicular to its diamétral plane.

Let Z, to, n be the direction-cosines of a principal axis OX'-,
V, m', ri those of any line OY' perpendicular to it; x', y' the
co-ordinates of any point in the plane X'OY') x, y, z the co-ordi-
nates of the same point referred to the original axes : we have

x = Ix + l'y,
y = mx + m'y',
z = nx' + n'y'.

Therefore aa? + /3y2 + ya2 + (f2x + g2y + li'z)*
= (al2 + /3rri + yri) Y* + (aZ'2 + /3m'2 + yri2) y2

+ 2 (aW + (3mm' + ynri) x'y'

+ [(/Z + ghm + h\i) x' + (/V + gW + hlri) z/7;
which becomes Px'2 + P'y'2,
if we put for brevity

S =fk + g^m + h^n (3),
P= S2 + aZ2 + /3m" + yn2 (4),

and similarly for l'm'ri, and if we assume the coefficient of x'y' = 0,
which gives

(Sf* + al) V + (Sgh + /3to) to' + (Shh + yri) ri = 0.
If OX' be a principal axis, this must hold for ail values of

l', m, ri consistent with

II' + mm + nri — 0 ;

we must therefore have

Sf2 + al 8g^ + /3m Sfri + yn.
Z m n
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therefore each member is

= l (Sfh + al) + m (Sfl + /3m) + n (Sf^ + 7n),
= S' + al2 + /3m2 + 7«2,
= P.

Therefore l-
P — a '

??z =

71= ■

P—/3 '

SA4
P-7'

.(5).

Ilence, by (3),
/ + ^-0 +P —/3 P • L) = 0;

and therefore, unless /S = 0, which, on account of (5), would require
P z=a = /3= 7, a case that will be considered below, we must have

f
+ + -

h
■1 = 0. •(6),P — a P — /3 P-7

which détermines P. This équation, being a cubic, gives three
values for P. Now, from équations (2) it follows that /, g, h must
either be ail positive or ail négative ; the former being the case
when two or none of A', B', G', and the latter when one or three
are négative*. Hence, if a, /3, 7 be in descending order of
magnitude, and e be an indefinitely small quantity, and if we
substitute

a — e, /3 + e, and /3 - e, 7 + e,

for P in the first member of (6), the first and second values will
have contrary signs, and so will the third and fourth. Hence the
cubic has a real root between a, /3, and another between /3, 7, and
its remaining root must therefore also be real, and between 00 and
a, or between 7 and — co . The first is obviously the case when
/, g, and h are positive, and the second when they are négative.

* Hence (6) is a particular case of a certain équation of any order, which has
been shown by M. M. Plana and Liouville to have ail its roots real. See Moigno,
Cale. Int. p. 296.
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Let P1( P2 be any two roots of (6), and let lv ml, nl,
Z2, m2, w2 be the corresponding values of l, m, 11 deduced frona
équations (5). Writing down (6) for each value, and subtracting,
we have

(Pl " Pù {(>-«KP-a) + (P2-//(Pa-/3) + (P-7)(P"7)} =°'
If Pj be différent from P2, the second factor must vanish, or,

by (5),
KK+mim2+nih=0 (S).

Hence any two of the axes determined by équations (6) and
(5) are at right angles, and therefore the three must form a
rectangular system. If we take it for axes of co-ordinates, and if
P, Q, B be the three roots of (6), the équation to the surface
becomes

PP + Q1/ + Bz" + IIt = II,

accents being omitted. If none of the quantities P, Q, B vanishes,
we may obviously, by changing the origin, make IIl disappear, and
the équation will be reduced to the form

PP + Qtf + Rz- = H',

which is the équation of surfaces of the second order referred
to principal axes through the centre.

If in this équation II' be =0, the surface represented will
be either a point or a cone, according as P, Q, and P have the
same or différent signs. Excluding this case, we may, without
losing generality, consider H' as positive.

The équation will then represent an ellipsoid if P, Q, B be ail
positive; a hyperboloid of one sheet if one of them only be
négative, and a hyperboloid of two sheets if two of them be
négative. If ail three be négative, the surface will be imaginary.

Hence, from équation (6) we infer that if/, g, h, a, /3, 7, be ail
positive the surface will be an ellipsoid, and if they be ail négative
it will be imaginary.
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. In addition to thcse wc hâve the following cases.

t f . <7 hI. — + -^5 + 1>0.
-a — p -7

(1 )fgh>0.
a> 0, f3>0, 7 < 0, Ellipsoid,
a > 0, /3 < 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of one sheet,
a < 0, /3 < 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of two sheets.

(2) fgh < 0.

a>0, /3 > 0, 7>0, Hyperboloid of one sheet,
■ a>0, /3 > 0, 7<0, Hyperboloid of two sheets,

a >0, /3 <0, 7 < 0, Imaginary.

II. X+JL+A_l<0.
-a -/3 -7

(1)/^=o.
a > 0, /3 > 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of one sheet,
a > 0, /3 < 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of two sheets,
a < 0, /3 < 0, 7 < 0, Imaginary.

(2) fgh < 0.
a > 0, /3 > 0, 7 > 0, Ellipsoid,
a > 0, /3 > 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of one sheet,

a > 0, /3 < 0, 7 < 0, Hyperboloid of two sheets.

These tests enable us, when A, B, G, A', B', C' are given
numerically, to find the nature of the surface represented, pro-
vided it has a centre, by calculating a, /3, 7, /, g, h from équa¬
tions (2).

If the surface have not a centre, it can belong to neither of
the four cases considered abovo, and we must therefore have
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which is the condition that one root of (6) may be = 0. If we
substitute for a, 13, y, their values, by (1), and clear of fractions,
this becomes

ABG + 2fgh — Agh — Bhf— Cfg = 0,
or ABC+2A'B'C'-AA'*-BB'2- CC" = 0,

which agréés with the condition given in Gregory's Solid Geometry,
p. 64.

This is the condition that must be satisfied in the case in
which it is impossible to make Ht vanish, from the général équa¬
tion, by any finite change in the position of the origin, as may be
readily verified.

If the surface be of révolution, two of the roots of (6) must be
equal. Hence each of the two must be equal to one of the quan¬
tités a, /3, y, on account of the limits found above for the roots.
Hence, clearing of fractions, we find for the conditions

a = /3 = y,

and the remaining root will be given by

f+g + h-ÇP-a) = 0.

Hence, restoring the original constants, we have, in the case of
surfaces of révolution,

. B'G'
n C'A' n A'B' n „A -jr =zB ~jy~ ~ B (J~~ = Q =

which agréés with the condition given by Gregory, p. 109,

D ^ B'G' C'A' A'B'ciiid. jP Q + + g + (j, t

or —A + B+ C—2 Q.

The formulas which have been proved above furnish us with a

very simple proof of the following theorem of Chasles. [Compare
Thomson and Tait's Raturai Philosophy, Second ed. § 523.]

The principal axes of a cone touching a surface of the second
order, are perpendicular to the three confocal surfaces of the
second order which intersect in the vertex.
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Let " + Ï + --1.abc

be tbe équation to the surface. That of the tangent cone tbrougli
£ V, Kis

h- MM
where .£> £ + î£ + £ _1.abc

Hence, comparing with (a), we liave

„_?£ *£■/_a2' y_Z>2' rt_c2'

__P" o==_^ = _P"a~
a' b' 7 c

Therefore (6) becomes

+ 1/I.D. /-J . i^ = i;
a (aP+ if) & (&P + /f) c (cP + if)

£- „2 £2 i
but ^K+bK+~ÏK = 1+K'
Hence, by subtraction,

-JL + JL + J!__i m
K +, K+ K~ {)'

a+P +P C+P
Also, équations (5) give

K\ /, . ii\ / if\Z (° + p) ™(& + p) «(c + p)
Hence Z, m, n, are the direction-cosines of a normal at £ rj, £ to
the surface represented by (c) when either of the three values of

p is used in that équation. If the value > a be used, the surface
represented will be the ellipsoid confocal with the given surface
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which passes through the vertex of the cone ; the value between
a and b corresponds to the confocal hyperboloid of one sheet ; and
tbe value between b and c to the confocal hyperboloid of two
sheets. Thus we infer tliat these three surfaces intersect at right
angles in the vertex of the cone, and that the principal axes of the
cone touch their lines of intersection.

The same theorem might be proved separately for the différent
cases of surfaces without centres ; but, as these are only extreme
cases of central surfaces; we may infer the truth of the theorem
for them, as whatever is true in général, is true in limiting cases,
provided the resuit remain deflnite.

Si Petee's Collège, Cambmdge,
Jan. 11, 1845.
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[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. IV. May, 1845.]

Art. XVI. On the lines of curvature of surfaces of

the second order.

The method usually followed in works on Geometry of Three
Dimensions, in treating tke differential équation to the lines of
curvature of an ellipsoid, leads to an unsymmetrical intégral, in-
volving only two of the co-ordinates, and therefore representing
the projection of the lines of curvature on one of the co-ordinate
planes. In the following paper, by making use of an équivalent
process, but preserving the symmetry with respect to the two
variables wliich are involved, an intégral is obtained wliich enables
us from the symmetry to infer the équations to the projections on
the other two co-ordinate planes. By combining the three forms
of the intégral tlius obtained, we arrive at the intégral given by
Mr Ellis, and at other symmetrical formulse.

Let the équation to the surface be
a? if z2 „—P — H— = 1
ài + b2 + c*

The differential équation to the lines of curvature is conscquently

(b2- c2)x (c2-a2)y
dx dy dz

x« y* z2Let =» u, p « v, ~r,=w. The preceding équations becoîîi©
u+.v + w = 1 '-(1),.

(b2 — f) u (c2 — a2) v + (a2-b2)w _ Q
du dv dw
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Eliminating u from tlie latter équation, by means of the former,
we have

or

>2 — c2 fd- a2_ V - c2\ fa'-d _ b2-d
du V\dv du ) W\ dw du

2
_ v (— ddu — ddv + à?du + ddv)

C
dv

w (— ddu — ddw + a? du + ddw)
dw

But du + dv + dw = 0, by (1); and hence the équation to the
lines of curvature may be put under the form

v w
_ d — d

dv dw a?du+ddv + ddw'

If from this équation we eliminate du, we obtain an équation
of Clairaut's form, of which the intégral is found by substituting

dv
for an arbitrary constant. For the sake of symmetry we shall

dénoté this constant by j ; and we must consequently substitute
g and h for dv and dw in the differential équation, and therefore
also for du, — (g + h), which we shall dénoté by /. Thus we have

du _dv __ dw 1
J~ g-T (3),

where /+ g + h = 0, J
and the complété intégral is

v w_ d-d
g h~ a2/+ dg + dh

Also, by the symmetry, we have for the intégrais involving the
variables wu and uv,

w u
_ c —a

h f + h*g + dh
u v a? — V* .(4).

/ g df+dg + dh J
The manner in which the quantities /, g, h have been intro-

duced, shews clearly how they represent only one arbitrary con-

I
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stant. Any one of the équations (4) may be written in such a
form as to contain only one arbitrary constant explicitly ; and it
will be shewn below how /, g, h may be expressed symmetrically
by two arbitrary constants, one of which is irrelevant, as it enters
as a factor in tbe intégral.

From the équations (4), as from the ordinary forms, the pro-
perties of the projections of the lines of curvature may be readily
deduced. Thus, taking the second, and substituting for w, u, and

z2 a;2
g their values -j, -§, and — [f+h), we have

G CL

z2 x2 a2 — c2
c2h a2f (b2 - c2) h — (a? — b2)f '

Let a2, b2, c2 be positive quantities in descending order of mag¬
nitude. Then, unless f and h have opposite signs, this équation
cannot be satisfied by any values of z, x which satisfy the in-
equality

z2 o? ^

? + a2<1;
that is, hy values which correspond to any point of the ellipsoid.
Hence we may write the équation as

z2 x2 ,

- + -2=1 (5),
7 a x

, j c2 (a2 — c2) hwhere 7 —' (62-c2)A-(a2-52)/'
a2 (a2 — c2) /

(b2 - c2) A - (a2 — b2)f
Eliminating f : h between these équations, we have

7 (6).
C CL

Hence we conclude that the projections of the lines of curvature
on the plane of the greatest and least axes of the ellipsoid, are
tlie ellipses whose semiaxes, 7, a, are connected by the équation (6).
Thus the construction for describing them is as follows. Draw an

ellipse, concentric with the ellipsoid, in the plane ca, with the
lines

"

- c2\i fa2 - c2 "
b2 — o2) ' °V-

T.
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as semiaxes. Take any point in this ellipse, draw perpendiculars
to the axes, and with the intersections as vertices, describe a

concentric ellipse. This will be the projection of a line of curva-
ture. Also, by giving the point assumed in the auxiliary ellipse
every possible position in its circumference, we obtain the pro¬
jections of ail the lines of curvature. Similar constructions are
applicable to the projections of the lines of curvature on the other
two principal planes ; and, by taking one or two of the quantities
a2, W, c2 négative, we may extend the rules to hyperboloids of one
or of two sheets.

In the case we have taken, of an ellipsoid, and the plane of
the greatest and least axes for the plane of projection, each curve
intersects the consécutive one, and the locus of these intersections
may be found from (5) and (6) by the ordinary process. Thus, by
differentiation,

$dy + pa = 0,
n2 _ 7,2 }? _

ada + — ydy = 0.
a

Hence

which gives

c
1

— c2 74 a2

cz (A - c2)A ax (a2 — 62)-^ '
By combining this équation, first with (6) and then with (5), we
find each member

= ffi2~°2 = f (52 _ c2)i + ? (a2 - iy.
f ^-c')i + -(a2-iy c a
C Ci

Hence - (Z>2 - cy + - (a2 - by = (a2 — c2)4 (7),C CL

is the équation to the required locus, which is therefore a group
of four straight lines (on account of the double signs of the radi-
cals) forming a rhombus, of which the diagonals coincide with the
axes of c and a.

Thus we see that the projections of the lines of curvature on
the plane of the greatest and least axes, are ellipses inscribed in
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a rhombus, with their axes coïncident with those of tbe ellipsoid.
If we consider V as not of interraediate magnitude between d2
and c2, the équation (7) represents an imaginary group of straigbt
lines, which shews that the projection of any line of curvature on
the plane of the greatest and mean, or of the mean and least axes,
does not meet its consécutive.

It may be remarked with respect to équations (4), that any
one of them may be deduced from any other, by combining it with
the équation u + v + w = 1, as is easily verified. Also, by multi-
plying the first by a2, the second by h2, and the third by c2, and
adding, we bave

which is the symmetrical intégral given by Mr Ellis (Yol. II. p. 133).
This équation might also have been found directly, when it was
proved that

by eliminating by means of these relations, du, dv, dw from (2),
the differential équation to the lines of curvature, which is the
method foliowed by Mr Ellis.

Without losing generality, we may substitute for f g, h, any
expressions in terms of two distinct constants which satisfy the
condition /+ g + h = 0. Thus, if we take le and v for the constants,
we may assume

u (b2 — c2) , v (c2 — a2) t w (a2 — b2) nI 1 7 Uf 9 à

f=]ca\b,2-c2)-kv(b*-c2)..
or

Making these substitutions in (8), we have

(9).

or

(10).

5—2
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Adding this équation, multiplied by v, to

S+&+?-1 w.

we have -5 bjt h-5 =1 (H)-a—vb—vc—v

This équation shews that the lines of curvature of any surface
of the second order with a centre, are its intersections with con-
focal surfaces of the second order. Since this property is indepen-
dent of the centre, it follows that it must also be true for the case

of a surface without a centre.

If the co-ordinates x, y, z, of any point in the line of curvature
be given, by substituting these values for x, y, z in (10), which
will be a quadratic in v, we may détermine two values of this
parameter, which, substituted in (11), will give the équations to
the hyperboloids of one sheet and of two sheets confocal with the
ellipsoid, which eut it in the two lines of curvature passing through
the given point xv yv zv In général, équation (11) may be con-
sidered as a cubic for determining v, when x, y, z have any given
real values whatever, xv yv zv The three roots, which may readily
be shewn to be real, correspond to the three species of surfaces
confocal with the ellipsoid (a, b, c) which intersect in the point
xi> Vv zv ïn the présent case, when this point is on the surface
of the ellipsoid (a, b, c), and therefore xv ylt z1 satisfy the équation
(a), one root of the cubic is zéro, and the other two are the roots
of the quadratic (10), which is the reduced équation. Thus, whetber
we take the form (10) or (11) of the intégral, the two arbitrary
constants may be determined by the solution of a quadratic équa¬
tion, from the condition that the curve passes through a given
point.

If we wish to détermine the direction of the tangent at any
point of a line of curvature, we may follow the usual process of
differentiation for curves of double curvature.

Thus, taking any two of the équations (4), we find

du _dv __ dw
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But if l, m, n be the direction-cosines of the tangent, we have
l m

_ n
2 — 7 2 — 2 >

Uj y C 7 I/ 7
— au — av - aw
x y z

and hence (12).a* 62 c2, v '
—J — <7 - hxJ y J z

If we substitute for f g, h their values by (9), these équations be-
come

l m n

■|>-c2)(a2-u)
.(13).

We may also détermine l, m, n by the ordinary formulée for
the principal directions of curvature. Thus, if p be the radius of
curvature of the normal section touching the line of curvature at
the point considered, we have

n=-^~- (14);
a —pp b —pp c —pp

and pp is one of the values of Q deduced from the quadratic
équation

n? y2 g2 ^ /! r\

;+ P7w> _ n\ + j (1®)*a"(a*-Q) ^b*(b°-Q) c2(c2-Q)

Also v is a root of this équation, since, when it is suhstituted
for Q, the équation is identical with (10), one of the équations of
the line of curvature considered. Thus a line of curvature is the
locus of points on the surface, for which one root of (15) is con¬
stant. Now, by combining équations (13) and (14), we have

a2(l>2 — c2) (a2 — v) (a2 — pp)
x

&2(c2-n2)(&2-u)(&2-pp)
f

c2(a2 —fr») (c2 — v) (c2 — pp)

.(16).
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These équations shew that v and pp cannot both be constant,
and therefore they must be différent roots of the équation (15).
Hence, if p' be the radius of curvature of a normal section perpen-
dicular to the line of curvature at P, we have

v =pp\

which shews that the radii of curvature of sections perpendicular
to a line of curvature at différent points, are inversely proportional
to the perpendiculars from the centre upon the tangent planes at
those points.

The équations (16) may be verified directly, since, pp and v
being the two roots of (15), we have

s*
v.pp = aW [% + h +ar ' b* ' clJ'

(P+c>2 , (c2 + a2)y2 , (a2 + P)s2
v+pp= -, + p + ?

Hence (a2 — v) (a2 -pp)
.»2

= a4— {a2(P+ c2) -Pc2} -, - {a2 (c2+ a2) - cW} f, - {a?(a?+ P) - a2P} %Qj 0 G

= «4(l-|2-^)-{a2(P + c2)-Pc2}J
= (a2-P)(a2-c2) J
Hence a* (h* ~ e*) (a2 ~ v) (a'~Pp) = _ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^.X

and therefore we infer that each member of (16) is equal to this
expression, on account of the symmetry.

Let V, m', ri be the direction-cosines of the principal section
corresponding to the root v of the quadratic équation (15). We
shall have, by the formulai which correspond to (14),
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Thus by means of tlie same root of the quadratic équation, we
have, in (13) and (17), expressed the direction-cosines of each of
the two principal sections. If we put X for each member of (13),
these équations give

II' + mm! + nn = Xg, {a2(Z>2 — c2) + 62(c2 — a2) + c2(a2 — V2)) — 0,
which proves that the principal directions of curvature are at
right angles to one another ; a theorem, of which many other
différent proofs have been given.

December, 1844.

Art. XVII. Démonstration d'un théorème d'analyse.
[.Liouville Mathematical Journal, Vol. x. 1845. Incorporated in other papers

in "Electkostatios and Magnetism."]

Art. XVIII. Note sur les lois élémentaires d'électricité

statique.

[Liouville Matlwmatical Journal, Vol. x. 1845. " Electrostatics and
Magnetism," Article il]

Art. XIX. Extrait d'une lettre sur l'application du

principe des images à la solution de quelques problèmes
relatifs à la distribution d'électricité.

[Liouville Mathematical Journal, Vol. x. 1845. "Electrostatics and
Magnetism," Article xiv.]

Art. XX. Note on induced Magnetism in a Plate.

[Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. i. 1846. " Electro-
statics and Magnetism," Article ix.]

Art. XXI. On the Mathematical Theory of Electricity
in Equilibrium.

[Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. i. 1846. " Electro-
statics and Magnetism," Article v.]
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. x. 1846.]

Art. XXII. Note on the Rings and Brushes in the

Spectra produced by Biaxal Crystals.

It lias been shewn in this Journal (Vol. ni. p. 286) that if
any System of isothermal plane curves be given, the orthogonal
System, which is proved to be necessarily isothermal also, may in
every case be determined. Thus if v = a be the équation to the
first System, v being a function of x and y which satisfies the
équation

d*v d2v
_

dx2 d%f '
we shall have for the équation to the orthogonal system

the expression under the sign of intégration bçing in this case a
complété differential, and the équation

d\ d\_
dx2 dy2

will be satisfied ; results which may be readily verified.
To take an example, let Q, Q', &c. be any number of fixed

points determined by the coordinates (a, b), (a, b'), &c., and let
r, r, &c. be the distances of the point P (xy) from those points.
We may take for the équation of an isothermal system of curves

v = m log r + m log r' + &c. = a (1),
where r2= {as — a)2 + (y — b)2, &c., and m, m, &e. are constants.
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In tliis case we hâve

u — m tan-1 -—y + nu' tan"1 -—% + &c. = /3 (2)y-b y-b
for the orthogonal System, which, as may be readily verified, is also
isothermal.

To take a simple case, let there be only two fixed points, Q, Q',
and let nu— m = 1. The équation of the first system becomes

rr' = ea = c (3);
and, if we take the origin as the point of bisection of QQ', and
make this line the axis of x, the équation of the second system
becomes

tan + tan — = 6 (4),
y y

%XV i r.
or 5 f-,—8 = tan fi,

y — x + a

which may be put under the form
x2 + 21cxy — y1 = a2 (5).

The équation (3) represents the sériés of lemniscates which
Herschel has shewn to be the forms of the rings in a biaxal crystal.
Also (4) is the équation of a brush, since, if we draw PD bisecting
the angle QPQ' and meeting QQ' in D, we have

3T G/ di) 4 X

PD Q = PQX-DPQ = PQ'X+ Q'PD
= i (PQX+ PQ'X) = i (tan"1 X~~ + tan"1^^) .

Henee (4) represents the locus of the points P, when the angle
PD Q is constant, which is the characteristic property of a brush.

Thus we see that the rings in a biaxal crystal form a system of
isothermal plane curves, and the brushes the conjugate orthogonal
system.
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Some curious properties of the second System, which is a
sériés of hyperbolas, may be deduced from équation (5). Let

-which the former niakes with OX. To détermine hv hv and 9, we
have

Thus the second System is a sériés of rectangular hyperbolas
whose vertices lie on the lemniscate of which the équation is

By putting y = 0 in (5), we have, for the two values of x, ± a,
and therefore each hyperbola passes through the points Q and Q'.
The sériés is determined by this and the preceding property.

In addition it may be remarked that, by putting ea — à' in (3),
we find

(a;2 + i/2)2 = 2œ2 (x2 — y2),
or, in polar coordinates,

p2 = 2a2 cos 29,
for the équation of one of the curves of the first System. This
curve is a lemniscate similar to that which is the locus of the
vertices of the second System, and siinilarly situated, but of diffé¬
rent magnitude.

(h - 1) (A+1) = F,

from which we deduce = Qcl +1)^,

p2 = a2 cos 29.
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Art. XXIII. On tue Principal Axes of a Rigid Body.

['Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Vol. I. 1846. The substance
of this is given in Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, §§ 282, 284.]

Art. XXIV. Note on a paper " Sur une Propriété de la

Couche Électrique en Équilibre a la Surface d'un
Corps Conducteur."

[Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Vol.i. 1846. "Electrostatics
and Magnetism," Article x.]

Art. XXV. On Electrical Images.

[Britisli Association Report, 1847. "Electrostatics and Magnetism,"
Article xiv.]

Art. XXVI. On the Electric Currents by which the

Piienomena of Terrestrial Magnetism may be produced.

[.British Association Report, 1847. "Electrostatics and Magnetism,"
Article xxix.]
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Vol. n. 1847.]

Art. XXVII. On a Mechanical Représentation op Elec¬

tric, Magnetic, and Galvanic Forces.

Mr Faraday, in the eleventh sériés of his Expérimental Re-
searches in Electricity, has set forth a theory of Electrostatical
Induction, which suggests the idea that there may be a problem
in the theory of elastic solids corresponding to every problem con-
nected with the distribution of electricity on conductors, or with
the forces of attraction and repulsion exercised by electrified bodies.
The clue to a similar représentation of magnetic and galvanic
forces is afforded by Mr Faraday's recent discovery of the affection
with reference to polarized light, of transparent solids subjected to
magnetic or electromagnetic forces. I have thus been led to find
three distinct particular solutions of the équations of equilibrium
of an elastic solid, of which one expresses a state of distortion
such that the absolute displacement of a particle, in any part of
the solid, represents the résultant attraction at this point, produced
by an electrified body ; another gives a state of the solid in which
each element has a certain résultant angular displacement, repre-
senting in magnitude and direction the force at this point,
produced by a magnetic body ; and the third represents in a similar
manner the force produced by any portion of a galvanic wire ; the
directions of the forces in the latter cases being given by the axes
of the. résultant rotations impressed upon the elements of the
solid.

The général équations of equilibrium of an elastic solid have
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(1).

been investigated by Mr Stokes*, witbout the assumption of any
relation between the " cubical compressibility" and the elasticity,
with reference to variations of form which are not accompanied by
change of volume. If we dénoté by a, /3, 7 the projections on
three rectangular axes of coordinates, of the infinitely small dis¬
placement of a point (x, y, z) of the solid, it follows from Mr
Stokes' results that the équations of equilibrium, when the body
is acted on by no forces except at its bounding surfaces, may be
written as follows :

dp d2a d2a. d2a£- 4. L 1 = 0
dx + dx2 + dy2 dz1

dy dx2 dy2 dz2
+ 4. 4. HlI = 0

dz dx2 dy' dz'

p = -k(d« +f + di\dx dy dz.
In the idéal limiting case in which the solid is incompressible, h
will have an infinité value, and we shall have the relation

•*> + «+ 4.0 (2).dx dy dz w
Hence équations (1) and (2) express the conditions of the interior
equilibrium of an incompressible elastic solid. These équations
are to be employed for the représentation of the forces in the
several physical problems considered in this paper.

Now équations (1) merely shew that the expression
V2tt.dx + V2fi.dy + V27 .dz (a),

/
. d2 d2 d2\

|^in which V2 dénotés the opération ^ , must be a
complété differential, and therefore any expressions for a, /3, 7 sub-
ject to this condition, which satisfy (2), will represent an interior
state of the body which can be produced by the action of forces at
its bounding surface or surfaces.

* In a paper "On the Friction of Fluids in Motion, and the Equilibrium and
Motion of Elastic Solids," read at the Cambridge Pliilosophical Society, April 14,
1845. See Trans., Vol. vin. Part 3.
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We may obtain a particular solution by assuming
adx + /3dy + 7dz

to be a complété differential. Again, if we suppose this expres¬
sion not to be a complété differential, we may assume

to be a complété differential and find another solution ; or lastly
we may obtain a particular solution by means of a third supposi¬
tion, according to which neither of these expressions is a comjolete
differential. These three solutions I shall now proceed to consider,
with reference to the représentation of Electrical, Magnetic, and
Galvanic forces.

I. Electrical Forces.

Let

and assume

Then, since

r2 = a? + y1 + z2,

adx + ftdy + ydz = — d ^
1 d2 1 1

dx' r + dy2 r ^ dz2 r '
équation (2) is satisfied, and the coefficients of the differentials in
(a) vanish ; so that ail tlie conditions of equilibrium are satisfied.
Now ~ is the potential at (x, y, z), due to a unit of electricity at
the origin, and

_x a _y z
a~^> T —~3

are the components of the force exerted at the point (xyz).

.(I.)

II. Magnetic Forces.
Let

\az ayj \ax dz/ ° \ay dx/ r

This équation is satisfied by
mz — ny „ nx — ïz ly — mx

a = —pr* ' $ = —p~ . 7 (3),
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which also satisfy équation (2), and make tke coefficients of the
differentials in (a) vanish. Hence, displacements expressed in this
way may be produced by externally applied forces. Now

Ix + my 4- nz

is tbe potential due to a small magnet, of which the ' moment ' is
unity, placed at the origin, with its axis of polarization in the
direction l : m : n. The components X, Y, Z of the force which
this magnet exerts upon an idéal unit of magnetism (one end of a
thin uniformly magnetized bar) at the point x, y, z being the dif-
ferential coefficients of this expression, we have

Y_df3 dy -y_dy dot y _d% d/3
dz dy' dx dz' dy dx

The halves of the expressions ^ ~, &c. indicate the compo¬
nents round lines parallel to the axes, of the infmitely small rota¬
tion which an element of the solid receives, besides its change of
form, when adx + /3dy + ydz is not a complété differential. This
rotation therefore represents the résultant magnetic force, in direc¬
tion and magnitude.

III. Galvanic Forces.

Let y2® • dx + y2/3. dy + vV .dz — — d + m\ + nz ,

which is true if

. d Ix + my + nz l
a = A -= a

dx r r

o_ i d lx + my+nz m ,,,

dy r r

_ j d lx + my + nz n
^ a dz r r

It is readily verified that these expressions also satisfy équation (2),
and hence they represent an interior state of the body which may
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be produced bj externally applied forces. Now, we find by means
of these équations

d/3 dy mz — ny
dz dy ~ r3

dy da nx — Iz

dx dz r8

da d/3
_

ly — mx

dy dx r3

which are tbe expressions for the components of tbe force an

infinitely small element of a galvanic current, in tbe direction
l, m, n, at the origin, produces on a unit of magnetism at the
point (x, y, z); the intensity of the current, multiplied by the
length of the element, being unity. Thus we conclude that the
rotation of any element of the solid, in the state expressed by (4),
represents in direction and magnitude, the force of an element of
a galvanic wire.

I should exceed my présent limits were I to enter into a spécial
examination of the states of a solid body representing various
problems in electricity, magnetism, and galvanism, which must
therefore be reserved for a future paper.

Glasgow Collège, Nov. 28, 1846.

Art. XXVIII. On certain Definite Integrals suggested

by Problems in the Tiieory of Electricity.

[Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. n. 1847. " Electrostatics
and Magnetism," Article xi.]

Art. XXIX. On the Forces experienced by Small Spheres
under magnetic influence; and on some of the phe-
nomena presented by Diamagnetic Substances.

[Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. il. 1847. " Electrostatics
and Magnetism," Article xxxin.]
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, May, 1847.]

Akt. XXX. On a System of Magnetic Curves.

Let x be the potential produced by a magnet symmetrical
about an axis OX at a point P (ce, y). The magnetic curves, or
lines of force, being the orthogonal trajectories of the surfaces for
which the potential is constant, will lie in planes through OX ;
and the System in the plane YOX will be the orthogonal trajectory
of the System of curves, X = const. Their équation, as was shewn
in a paper "On the Equations of Motion of Heat referred to
Curvilinear Coordinates" (Yol. iv. p. 40), is

sy^ydx-fxdy)=G w-
As an example, let X be due to two small needles placed in the

line OX, at points M, M'; so that we may take

X = ^ (x ~f) . = H- (x -/) , fijoa-f)
{(x-fy + yf [{x-ff + tff AS A'a '

By intégration we find, from (1),

4. r
A8 A'3

for the équation of the system of magnetic curves.

If we take as a particular case, G = 0, we find y'1 — 0, which
shews that the axis is a line of force ; we have also, for another
hranch, corresponding to the same value of G,

6
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As A and À' are essentially positive in the physical problem, this
can only be satisfied if /x and /x'have différent signs. For instance,
if — (4 — — m, we bave

A' = rr$A.

The locus of this équation is, as is well known, a circle, winch
may be described thus. Divide MM' in A, and produce it to At,
so that

M'A = rr$. MA and M'AX = rr$. MAX\
on AAX as diameter describe a circle.

This resuit was suggested to me by the solution of a correspond-
ing problem (of much greater interest however) in fluid motion,
verbally communicated to me by Mr Stokes.

Si Peteb's Collège, May 18, 1847.
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Art. XXXI. Notes on Hydrodynamics.

(1) On the Equation of Continuité/.
[Not reprinted because its substance is repeated in Thomson and Tait's

Nat. Phil. § 194, and is also to be found in most text-boolcs on Hydro-
dynamics.]

[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Feb., 1848.]

(2) On the Equation of the Bounding Surface.
If a fluid mass be in motion, under any conceivable circum-

stances, its bounding surface will always be such that there will be
no motion of the fluid across it. By expressing this circumstance
analytically, we obtain the differential équation of the bounding
surface *.

In most problems of Hydrodynamics certain conditions are
given with reference to the surface within which the fluid mass

* The condition to bo expressed is entirely équivalent to this : that the surface
must always contain the same fluid matter within it, and it therefore appears that
the differential équation expressing this condition, according to the investigation
in the text, is satisfied, without exception, at the extreme boundary of the fluid,
as well as at the varying surface bounding any portion of the entire mass. Mr
Stokes is, I believe, the only writer who has given this view of the subject, ail other
authors having taken for the condition to be expressed, that a particle which is
once in the bounding surface always remains in the bounding surface. Poisson has
justly remarked that cases may actually occur in which this condition is violated ;
but we cannot infer, as lie and subséquent authors have done, that the differential
équation is liable to exception in its applications, although we may conclude that
the démonstration they have given fails in certain cases. In the démonstration
given in the text, founded on a necessary condition, there are no such cases of
failure. See Poisson, Traité de Mécanique, Vol. n. No. 652; Duhamel, Cours de
Mécanique, Partie deuxième, p. 266; Stokes, Cambridge Philosophical Transactions,
Vol. vin. p. 299.

6—2
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considered is contained : for instance, that this surface is given as
fixed in form and position ; that its form or position varies in a
given arbitrary manner ; or, as may be the case when the mass
considered is a liquid, that the bounding surface is free, but sub-
jected to a given constant pressure. Hence, in the analysis of al]
such problems it will be necessary to bave an expression of the
fact that the fluid is actually contained within the surface at which
the given conditions are satisfied. This will be effected by com-
bining the differential équation of the surface with tlie spécial
équation, or équations,-of condition in each particular problem, ail
of which must be satisfied at the bounding surface of the fluid.
Hence the investigation of the équation of the surface ought to
find a place in a complété treatise on the mathematical theory of
hydrodynamics. It is wanting in many of the elementary works,
and this paper may therefore be considered to be useful as supply-
ing the deficiency.

It will not be necessary for us in the présent investigation to
consider at ail whether the. fluid be compressible or incompressible;
and we may avoid ail restriction by supposing the boundary to be
a varying surface S. This will be expressed by considering t, the
time, as a variable parameter in the équation of S, which we may
therefore assume to be

F(x,y,z,t) = 0 (a).
To express the fact that every particle of the fluid remains on the
same side of this surface, or that tliere is no flux across it, we must
find the normal motion of the surface, at any part, in an infinitely
small time dt, and equate this to the normal component of the
motion of a neighbouring fluid particle during the same time.
The normal motion of the surface will be the projection upon the
normal of the line PP', joining two points P and P' infinitely near
one another, of which the former is on the surface S, at the time t,
and the latter on the altered surface, at the time t + dt, their
coordinates therefore satisfying the équations

F(x,y,z,t)= Oj
F(x, y, z, t+ dt) = Oj U"

Now, with the notation

{F' (x)Y + {F'(y)Y + {F'(z)Y = R\
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we have, for the projection of PP' on the normal, the expression

{af - x) F' (x) + (y' - y) F' (y) + (z' - e) F' (z)
R

But, since x — x, y' — y, z — z are infinitely small, we deduce, from
équations (b),

(x — x) F' (x) + (y' — y) F' (y) + («' - z) F' (z) + dt. F' (t) = 0.

Consequently we bave, for tbe normal motion of the surface, during
the time dt,

F' (t) dt.
R

Now the normal component of the motion of a fluid particle in
the neighbourliood of the point (x, y, z), during the time dt, is
equal to

udt. —® + vdt + wdt.
R j£ Il

and we therefore have

udt. F' (x) + vdt. F'1y) + wdt. F' (z) F' (t) dt
R " = R~ "

This may be reduced to the simpler forni

uF'(x) + vF'(y) +wF'(z) +F'(t) = 0 (1),
wliich is the required differential équation of the bounding
surface.

To i
cases

o illustrate the applicability of this équation to the class of
considered by Poisson as exceptional*, let us, for simplicity,

* The following passage, extracted from Art. 652 of the Traité de Mécanique,
oontains Poisson's statement with reference to the restriction. "Dans les mouve¬

ments des fluides que l'on soumet au calcul, on a coutume de supposer que les
points qui se trouvent à une époque déterminée sur une paroi fixe ou mobile, ou
qui appartiennent à la surface libre d'un liquide, demeureront sur cette paroi, ou

appartiendront à cette surface pendant toute la durée du mouvement ; en sorte que
l'on exclut les mouvements très compliqués dans lesquels des points d'un fluide
après avoir appartenu à sa superficie, rentreraient dans l'intérieur de la masse, ou
réciproquement; et l'on exclut même les cas où des points d'un liquide passeraient
alternativement de la surface libre à la surface en contact avec une paroi fixe ou
mobile. Ces conditions particulières auxquelles on assujettit les mouvements que
Ton considère, s'expriment par les équations suivantes." This passage is followed by
a démonstration of tlie differential équation of the surface.
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suppose the fluid to be contained within a fixed surface S. The
condition on which the preceding démonstration dépends may, in
this case, be satisfied in three différent ways by the motion of a
fluid particle which at some instant is in contact with the bounding
surface.

First, if its line of motion lie entirely on the surface, S ;

Secondly, if its line of motion lie within S, but touch it in one
or more points ;

Tlàrdly, if its velocity as it approaches the surface diminish
continually, and vanish when it reaches the surface, in which case
the line of motion may meet the surface at any angle.

The second and third kinds of motion (which are excluded
according to the restrictions already referred to) may be illus-
trated by taking as examples, actual cases of motion such as the
following.

Let part of the fixed bounding surface 8 be plane, and let a
certain cylindrical portion of the fluid, touched along a straight
line by this plane, revolve continually about its axis, while the
rest of the fluid moves within the surface S in any way that
would be possible were the cylindrical portion a fixed solid ; or,
whatever be the form of S, let a spherical portion of the fluid
revolve in any way, touching S in a point, the rest of the fluid
moving as if this portion were solid. Thus we have two easily
imagined cases of motion, in one of which, at a certain straight
line, and in the other at a certain point, particles of the fluid are
continually coming to the surface, and then retreating into the interior
of the fluid.

To illustrate the third kind of motion, a certain portion of the
fluid may be supposed to move as if it were solid, with a con¬
tinually decreasing velocity, till it cornes to rest, when one point of
it reaches the surface ; or, we may suppose the portion of the
fluid which moves as if it were solid, to be of such a form that a
finite portion of its surface may be made to coincide with part of S,
and we may suppose it to move with continually decreasing
velocity, till, when this coincidence takes place, it cornes to rest.
In such cases particles of the fluid which were originally in the
interior, come to occupy positions on the bounding surface ; yet
the condition, on which the démonstration given above dépends, is
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not violated; and the équation arrived at does not become nugatory
in form, so that we must consider it as literally satisfied.

With reference to the additional restriction made by Poisson,
excluding cases in which particles of a liquid pass alternately from
the free surface to the surface in contact with a fixed or moveable
vessel containing it, it may be remarked that, although there will
in général be the same kind of difficulty in such cases of motion,
as in the others considered above, yet even Poisson's investiga¬
tion is perfectly applicable, provided that the free and constrained
surfaces have a common tangent plane along their line of intersec¬
tion, a condition which may be actually ensured by arbitrarily
constraining, by means of a flexible and extensible envelope, the
motion of a band of the bounding surface of the liquid, con-
tiguous to the free surface.

Glasgow Collège, Jan. 10, 1848.

Art. XXXII. Système Nouveaux de Coordonnés
Orthogonales.

[Liouville, Jour. Math. Yol. xii. 1847. " Eleotkostatics and Maqnetism,"
Article xiv. §§ 211, 220.]

Art. XXXIII. Note sur une Equation aux Différences
Partielles qui se présente dans plusieurs Questions
de Physique Mathématique.

[Liouville, Math. Jour. Vol. xir. 1847. " Electrostatics and Magnetism,"
Article xiil]
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[Erom the British Association Report, 1848 (Part n.). Omittecl acoidentally
from B^rint " Electrostatics and Magnetism."]

Aet. xxxiv. On the Equilibrium of Magnetic or Dia-
magnetic bodies of any FORM, under the influence
of the Terhestrial Magnetic Force.

If a body composed of a magnetic substance, such as soft
iron, or of a diamagnetic substance, be supported by its centre of
gravity, the effects of the terrestrial magnetic force in producing
magnetism by induction, and in acting on the magnetism so
developed, are in général such as to impress a.certain directive
tendency on the mass. The investigation of these circumstances
leads to results according to which the conditions of equilibrium
of a body of any irregular form may be expressed in a very élégant
and simple manner.

In the présent communication I shall merely give a brief
général explanation of the conclusions at winch I bave arrived,
without attempting to state fully the process of reasoning on which
they are founded,as this could not be rendered intelligible without
entering upon mathematical détails, which must be reserved for a
paper of greater length.

In the first place, if the body considered be an ellipsoid of
homogeneous matter, supported by its centre of gravity, it is clear
that it will be in equilibrium with any one of its three principal
axes in the direction of the lines of force ; and if it be put into
any otlier position, the action of the earth upon it will be a couple,
of which the moment may be expressed very simply in terms of
the quantities denoting the position of the axes with reference to
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the direction of the terrestrial force, and certain constant magnetic
elements depending on the substance and dimensions of the
body.

In considering the corresponding problem for a body of any
irregular form, we readily obtain for the components of the direc¬
tive couple, round three rectangular axes chosen arbitrarily in the
body, expressions involving nine constant magnetic elements. I
bave succeeded in proving that six of these elements must be
equal, two and two ; so that the entire number of independent
constants is reduced to six. I have thus arrived at the interesting
theorem, that there are, in any irregular body, three principal
magnetic axes at right angles to one another, such that if the body
be supported by its centre of gravity, it will be in equilibrium
with any one of these axes in the direction of the terrestrial mag¬
netic force. If the body be held in any other position, there will
be a directive couple of which the moment is expressible in pre-

cisely the same form as in the case of an ellipsoid, in terms of the
magnetic elements of the body, and of the quantifies denoting its
position.

From tliis it foliows, that, as far as regards the directive action
of terrestrial magnetism, the ellipsoid with tliree unequal axes may
he taken as the général type for a body of any form wliatever.

Besides other spécial cases of interest, to which it is unneces-
•sary for me at présent to call attention, on account of the close
analogy which is presented by the well-known theory of principal
axes in dynamics, tliere is oue to which I shall allude, on account
of its importance with reference to the. général principles on which
the directive agency dépends. If the body considered be a cube,
the three principal magnetic elements will be equal, and therefore
the corresponding ellipsoid must have its three axes equal ; that
is, it must be a sphere. Hence a cube supported by its centre of
gravity cannot experience any directive tendency, and will there¬
fore be astatic.

Now a mass of any form may be divided into an infinité
number of small cubes, and the résultant of the actual directive
couples on ail of these cubes will détermine the directive tendency
of the whole mass. Hence if each small cube were acted upon
only by the terrestrial magnetic force, there would be no directive
agency on the body; and it is to the modification of the circum-
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stances introduced by the mutual action of the différent parts of
the body that we must ascribe the directive tendency which is
actually experienced, in général by irregular, but especially by
elongated masses. This modification is distinctly alluded to by
Mr Faraday in bis memoir on the General Magnetic Condition of
Matter (Expérimental Researches, § 2264), and the directive ten¬
dency which he has observed in needles of diamagnetic substances
is shewn to dépend on essentially différent physical circumstances
(§§ 2269, 2418) connected with the variation of the total intensity
of the résultant magnetic force in the neiglibourhood of the pôles
of a inagnet, and quite independent of the actual directions of
the lines of force. A mathematical investigation of the circum¬
stances on which these phsenomena dépend will be found in the
Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal (May 1847), Electro-
STATICS AND MaGNETISM, Art. XXXIII.

From the principles alluded to above, we may draw the follow-
ing général conclusions with reference to the action experienced
by a body subjected to magnetic influence when the intensity of
the magnetizing force is constant in its neighbourhood.

1. The directive tendency on a diamagnetic substance of any
form must be extremely small, probably quite insensible in any
actual experiment that can be made ; depending as it does upon
the mutual action of the parts of the body which are primarily
influenced to but a very feeble extent in the case of every known
diamagnetic.

2. An elongated body, whether of a magnetic or of a diamag¬
netic substance, will tend to place itself in the direction of the
lines of force ; so that, for instance, either a bar of soft iron, or
a diamagnetic bar, supported by its centre of gravity, would, if
perfectly free, assume the position of the dipping-needlo.

[For further information on this subject, see Electrostatics and
Magnetism, §§ 647—732.]
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[From the British Association Report, 1848 (Part il).]

Art. XXXV. On the Theory of Electro-magnetic Induction.

The theory of electro-magnetic induction, founded on the ele-
mentary experiments of Faraday and Lenz, has been subjected to
inathematical analysis by Neumann, who has recently laid some
very valuable researches on this subject before the Berlin Academy
of Sciences. The case of a closed linear conductor (a bent metallic
wire with its ends joined) under the influence of a magnet in a
state of relative motion is considered in Neumann's first memoir*',
and a very beautiful theorem is demonstrated, completely express¬

ing the circumstances which détermine the intensity of the
induced current. It has appeared to me that a very simple à
priori démonstration of this theorem may be founded on the axiom
that the amount of work expended in producing the relative
motion on which the electro-magnetic induction dépends must be
équivalent to the mechanical effect lost by the current induced in
the wire.

In the first place, it may be proved that the amount of the
mechanical effect continually lost or spent in some physical
agency (according to Joule the génération of heat) during the
existence of a galvanic current in a given closed wire is, for a

given time, proportional to the square of the intensity of the cur¬
rent. For, wliatever be the actual source of the galvanism, an
équivalent current might be produced by the motion of a magnetic
body in the neighbourhood of the closed wire. If now, other cir¬
cumstances remaining the same, the intensity of the magnetism
in the influencing body be altered in any ratio, the intensity of
the induced current must be proportionately changed ; hence the
amount of work spent in the motion, as it dépends on the mutual
influence of the magnet and the induced current, is altered in the

* A translation of this memoir into French is published in the last April
number of Liouville's Journal des Mathématiques.
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duplicate ratio of that in which the current is altered ; and there-
fore the amount of mechanical effect lost in the wire, being équi¬
valent to the work spent in the motion, must be proportional to
the square of the intensity of the current. Hence if i dénoté the
intensity of a current existing in a closed conductor, the amount
of work lost by its existence for an interval of time dt, so small
that the intensity of the current remains sensibly constant during
it, will be k.i2 .dt; where k is a certain constant depending on
the résistance of the complété wire.

Let us now suppose this current to be actually produced by
induction in the wire, under the influence of a magnetic body in a
state of relative motion. The entire mutual force between the

magnetic and the galvanic wire may, according to Ampère's theory,
be expressed by means of the differential coefficients of a certain
" force function." This function, which may be denoted by U, will
be a quantity depending solely on the form and position of the
wire at any instant, and on the magnetism of the influencing body.
During the very small time dt, let U change from U to U + dU,
by the relative motion which takes place during that interval.
Then idJJ will be the amount of work spent in sustaining the
motion ; but the mechanical effect lost in the wire during the
same interval is equal to kï'dt [if we neglect " self-induction"] ;
and therefore we must bave

idU = Ici2 dt.

Hence, dividing both members by Jcidt, we deduce
. 1 dU

1
k' dt'

which expresses the theorem of Neumann, the subject of the pré¬
sent communication. We may enunciate the resuit in général
language thus:—

When a current is induced' in a closed wire by a magnet in
relative motion [and when "self-induction" is negligible], the in¬
tensity of the current produced is proportional to the actual rate of
variation of the "force function" by the differential coefficients of
which the mutual action between the magnet and the wire would be
represented if the intensity of the current in the wire were unity.

[For more on this subject, and particularly for the correction to talce " self-
induction" into the account, see Articles on " Electromagnetic Induction"
below.]
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Feb,, 1848.
Electrostâtics and Magnetism, Article xm.]

Art. XXXVI. Theorems witii reeebenge to the Solution
of certain partial dlfferential equations.

Theorem 1. It is possible to find a function V, of os, y, z*,
which shall satisfy, for ail real values of these variables, the differ-
eutial équation

dUd~) d(d^)\ dx / , V dy> , V dz ) A / w

—s—+—df+—~~i"? (a>-
a being any real continuous or discontinuous function of x, y, z,
and p a function which vanishes for ail values of x, y, z, exceeding
certain finite limits (such as may be represented geometrically by
a finite closed surface), witliin -which its value is finite, but entirely
arbitrary.

Theorem 2. There cannot be two différent solutions of équa¬
tion (A) for ail real values of the variables.

1. (Démonstration.) Let U be a function of x, y, z, given by
the équation

jj _ [ff p'dx'dy'dz' .
JJJ {(» — (y — y')' + (z — a')2]^

the intégrations in the second member including ail the space for
which p is finite; so that, if we please, we may conceive the
limits of each intégration to be — oo and + co, as thus ail the

* The case of three variables, which mcludes the applications to physical
problems, is alone considered here; although the analysis is equally applicable
whatever be the number of variables.
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values of the variables for wbich p is finite will be included, and
the amount of the intégral will not be affected by those values
of the variables for which p vanishes being included. Again, V
being any real fonction of x, y, z, let

Q.rr rJ-<J -«J-« (V dx a dx J \ dy a dy J
( dV 1 dUV),

+ {'di-aïi)\d"d!ld"
It is obvious that, although V may be assigned so as to make Q

as great as we please, it is impossible to make the value of Q less
than a certain limit, since we see at once that it cannot be négative.
Hence Q, considered as depending on the arbitrary fonction V, is
susceptible of a minimum value; and the calculus of variations
will lead us to tlie assigning of V according to this condition.

Thus we have

f/Yf/ dV idu\ dhv ( dv idu\ dhv
* jJj{\ dx a dx) 'a dx + \ dy a dy)' dy

. a.

+ f dV 1 dU\ dSF) , , ,

Hence, by the ordinary process of intégration by parts, the
integrated terms vanishing at each limit*, we deduce

+ A f *dV dU\
dy \ dy dy J

+Hc'AA)}'bd'jd"-
But by a well-known theorem (proved in Pratt's Mechanics,

and in the treatise on Attraction in Earnshaw's Dynamics), we
have

d2U d2U d2U .

"^ + ^ +^ = 47rp-
Hence the preceding expression becomes

-ise=///ar.{JY'S+|(«!f)
* AU the fonctions of x, y, a contemplated in this paper are supposed to vanish

for infinité values of the variables.
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We hâve therefore, for the condition that Q may be a maximum or

minimum, the équation,

to be satisfied for ail values of the variables.

Now it is possible to assign V so that Q may be a minimum,
and therefore there exists a function, V, which satisfies équation (A).

2. (Démonstration.) Let F be a solution of (A), and Iet V1
be any différent function of x, y, z, that is to say, any function
such that Vt — V, which we may dénoté by (f>, does not vanish for
ail values of x, y, z. Lot us consider the intégral Qu obtained by
substituting V1 for V, in the expression for Q. Since

( dL_ldU)!l
V dx a. dx )

_( dV ldU\2 ( dV 1 dU\
\ dx a dx) ^ \ dx a. dx) a dx a dx2 '

we have

n n . a fff(! dv 1 dU\ dcf> , / dV 1 dU\dcf>
1 11 iii|v dx a dx)a dx \ dy a dy) dy

( dV 1 dd>\ dé] 7 7
+ [S-ils) *■£]*»***»

Now, by intégration by parts, we find
r r r r dv idu\ d<f> 7 7 ,I [a -, t~ « -y - • dxdydz
J-œJ-o=J-œ\ dx a dx J dx

the integrated term vanishing at each limit. Applying this and
similar processes with reference to y and z, we find an expression
for the second term of Q, which, on account of équation (A),
vanishes. Hence

0, = Q + ///«" (gr + f<+ g) dxdyds ..(<=),
which shews that Q, is greater than Q. .Now the only peculiarity
of Q is, that V, from which it is obtained, satisfies the équation (A),
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and therefore V1 cannot be a solution of (A). Hence no fonction
différent from V can be a solution of (A).

The analysis given above, especially when interpreted in various
cases of abrupt variations in the value of a, and of infinité or
evanescent values, through finite spaces, possesses very important
applications in the théories of heat, electricity, magnetism, and
hydrodynamics, which may form the subject of future communi¬
cations.

Edenbaknet, Dumbaktonshiee, Oct. 9, 1847.
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Feb. 1848.]

Art. XXXVII. Note on the Intégration of the Equations
of Equilibrium of an Elastic Solid.

In a short paper published at the beginning of this year (1847 ;
see Mathematical Journal, Vol. ii. p. 61) [Art. xxvii. above] certain
particular intégrais of the équations of equilibrium of an incom¬
pressible elastic solid were given. It may readily be shewn that
any intégral whatever may be expressed by the sum of such parti¬
cular intégrais as those winch are given in équations (4) of the-
paper referred to ; or that any possible state of distortion of an
incompressible solid may be considered as the résultant of coex¬
istent elementary states of distortion, each of which is represented
by a particular solution of the form there expressed. Hence the
considération of the particular intégrais alluded to may be of great
importance in the mathematical theory of incompressible solids;
and it would be very désirable to have a similar method for treat-
ing the theory of elastic solids in général. I have recently found
that a slight modification may be introduced in the expression
already referred to, by which their application will be extended
from the case of incompressible solids to that of solids in général.
Thus, l, m, n, and f, g being arbitrary constants, if we take the
expressions written below, for a, /3, 7, the three components of the
displacement of a point (x, y, z) from its position of equilibrium,
we have, by means of the following assumptions, a solution of the
général équations of equilibrium, for a solid of any kind, which
will become the same as équations (4) of the former paper, corres-
ponding to the case of an incompressible solid, if we put f= g.

t. 7
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Let a = ^/c
0 = i/-

7 = 1/;

where r = (,«2 + y2 + s2)*.
To shew that tliese équations satisfy the three général équa¬

tions of equilibrium, of which the following is one, and the other
two complété a symmetrical System"*,

, d /dot d/3 dy\ d?a d'à d'à
"

dx \dx dy dz) dx' dif dz' ■ '
■vve have merely to perform the necessary differentiations and sub¬
stitutions. Thus we find

d2a d2a d2a
_ .d lx + my + nz

dx2 dy' dz' 9 dx r8
dot d/3 dy . , , . Ix + my + nz
E + % + S-<-/+i,) — '

'Hence, by substitution in the first member of the preceding équa¬
tion, we find that it vanishes if

k(g-f)-f= o.
This équation may be put under the form

/ k
g k +1

If now we suppose the solid to be incompressible, we must
take le — co. This gives /= g, and we have the case of the former
paper.

The application of the solution expressed above, in the mathe-
matical theory of elastic solids, is analogous in some degree to a
method of treating certain questions in the theory of heat, which
was indicated in a paper "On the Uniform Motion of Heat in
Solid Bodies, and its Connexion with the Mathematical Theory of

* Already referred to in the Math. Journal, 1847 [Article xxvir. above]. Sec
Stokes on Elastic Solids, Camb. Trans. April, 1845, the only work in which the
true formulœ are given.
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Electricity." [Electrostatics and Magnetism, Art. i.] Instead of
the three components of the flux of heat at any point, we hâve to
consider the three components of the rotation of an element of a
distorted solid ; instead of a source of heat, we have a source of
strain round the point of application of a force. If the solid were
incompressible, there would be as close a connexion with the
mathematical theory of electro-magnetism, as was shewn to subsist
between the théories of heat and electricity : this follows at once
from the theorem given in the former paper, with reference to the
" mechanical représentation " of the electro-magnetic force due to
an element of a galvanic arc.

I cannot at présent enter upon the général mathematical theory
of elastic solids; but the method here indicated may bo readily
iinagined by examining the meaning of the particular solution
given above. It is easily shewn that those forms for a, /3, 7 ex¬

press the three components of the displacement produced at a
point (x, y, z) in an infinité homogeneous elastic solid, where a
force is applied to it at the origin of coordinates, in the direction
(l, m, n).

Glasgow Collège, Deccmber 10, 1847.

Art. XXXVIII. On the Mathematical Theory of

Electricity in Equilibrium.

[Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Mardi, May, and Nov. 1848,
Nov. 1849, and Feb. 1850.

Electrostatics and Magnetism, Articles iv. and v.]

•2
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[Cambridge l'hilosophical Society Proceedings for Junc 5, 1848 ; and Pliil.
]fag., Oct. 1848.]

Art. XXXIX. On an Absolute Thermometric Scale founded

on carnot's ThEORY of the motive power of heat* ane

calculated from regnault'S observations f.

The détermination of température has long been recognized as
a problem of the greatest importance in pliysical science. It has
accordingly been made a subject of most careful attention, and,
especially in late years, of very elaborate and refined expérimental
researchesj; and weare thus at présent in possession of as complété
a practical solution of the problem as can be desired, even for the
most accurate investigations. The theory of thermometry is how-
ever as yet far from being in so satisfactory a state. The principle
to he followed in constructing a thermometric scale might at first
sight seem to be obvious, as it might appear that a perfect thermo-
meter would indicate equal additions of heat, as corresponding to
equal élévations of température, estimated by the numbered divi¬
sions of its scale. It is however now recognized (from the varia¬
tions in the spécifie heats of bodies) as an experimentally demon-
strated fact that thermometry under this condition is impossible,

* Published in 1824 in a work entitled Réflexions sur la Puissance Motrice du
Feu, by M. S. Carnot. Having never met with the original work, it is only through
a paper by M. Clapeyron, on the same subject, published in the Journal de l'Ecole
Polytechnique, Vol. xiv. 1834, and translated in the first volume of Taylor's Scientific
Memoirs, that the Author has beeome acquainted with Carnot's Theory.—W. T.
[Note of Nov. 5th, 1881. A few months later through the kindness of my late
colleague Prof. Lewis Gordon, I received a copy of Carnot's original work and was
thus enabled to give to the Royal Society of Edinburgh my " Account of Carnot's
theory" which is reprinted as Art. XLI. below. The original work has since been
republished, with a biographical notice, Paris, 1878.]

+ An account of the first part of a sériés of researches undertaken by M.
Regnault by order of the French Government, for ascertaining the various physical
data of importance in the Theory of the Steam Engine, is just published in the
Mémoires de l'Institut, of which it constitutes the twenty-first volume (1847). The
second part of the researches has not yet been published. [Note of Nov. 5, 1881.
The continuation of these researches has now been published : thus we have for the
whole sériés, Vol. i. in 1847 ; Vol. n. in 1862 ; and Vol. in. in 1870.]

î A very important section of Regnault's work is devoted to this object.
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and we are left without any principle on winch to found an
absolute thermometric scale.

Next in importance to the primary establishment of an absolute
scale, independently of the properties of any particular kind of
rnatter, is the fîxing upon an arbitrary System of thermometry,
according to wliich results of observations made by différent ex-

perimenters, in various positions and circumstances, may be exactly
compared. This object is very fully attained by rneans of thermo-
meters constructed and graduated according to the clearly defined
methods adopted by the best instrument-makers of the présent
day, when the rigorous expérimental processes which have been
indicated, especially by Regnault, for interpreting their indications
in a comparable way, are followed. The particular kind of ther-
mometer which is least liable to uncertain variations of any kind
is that founded on the expansion of air, and this is therefore
generally adopted as the standard for the comparison of thermo-
meters of ail constructions. Hence the scale which is at présent
employed for estimating température is that of the air-thermo-
meter ; and in accurate researches care is always taken to reduce
to this scale the indications of the instrument actually used,
whatever may be its spécifie construction and graduation.

The principle according to which the scale of the air-thermo-
meter is graduated, is simply that equal absolute expansions of
the rnass of air or gas in the instrument, under a constant pressure,
shall indicate equal différences of the numbers on the scale ; the
length of a "degree" being determined byallowing a given number
for the interval between the freezing- and the boiling-points. Now
it is found by Regnault that various thermometers, constructed
with air under différent pressures, or with différent gases, give
indications which coincide so closely, that, unless when certain
gases, such as sulphurous acid, which approach the physical condi¬
tion of vapours at saturation, are made use of, the variations are
inappréciable*. This remarkable circumstance enhances very
much the practical value of the air-thermometer ; but still a

* Begnault, Relation des Expériences, &o., Fourtli Memoir, Eirst Part. The
différences, it is remarked by Begnault, would be much more sensible if the gradua¬
tion were effeoted on the supposition that the coefficients of expansion of the
différent gases are equal, instead of being founded on the principle laid down in the
lext, according to which the freezing- and boiling-points are experimentally de¬
termined for each thermometer.
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rigorous standard can only be defined by fixing upon a certain
gas at a determinate pressure, as the thermometric substance.
Although we have thus a strict principle for constructing a definite
system for tbe estimation of température, yet as reference is
essentially made to a spécifie body as the standard thermometric
substance, we cannot consider that we liave arrived at an absolute
scale, and we can only regard, in strietness, the scale actually
adopted as an arbitrary sériés of numbered points of reference suf-
ficiently close for the requirements of practical thermometry.

In the présent state of physical science, therefore, a question
of extrenre interest arises : Is there any principle on which an ab¬
solute thermometric scale can be founded ? It appears to me that
Carnot's theory of the motive power of beat enables us to give an
affirmative answer.

The relation between motive power and heat, as established
by Carnot, is such that quantifies of heat, and intervais of tempe-
rature, are involved as the sole elements in the expression for the
amount of mechanical effect to be obtained through the agency of
beat; and since we have, independently, a definite system for the
measurement of quantifies of heat, we are thus furnished with a
measure for intervais according to which absolute différences of
température may be estimated. To make this intelligible, a few
words in explanation of Carnot's theory must be given ; but for a full
account of this most valuable contribution to physical science, the
reader is referred to either of the works nrentioned above (the original
treatise by Carnot, and Clapeyron's paper on the same subject.

In the présent state of science no opération is known by which
heat can be absorbed, without either elevating the température of
matter, or becoming latent and producing some altération in the
physical condition of the body into which it is absorbed ; and the
conversion of heat (or calorie) into mechanical effect is probably
impossible* certainly undiscovered. In actual engines for ob-

* This opinion seems to be nearly universally held by those who have written on
the subject. A contrary opinion however lias been advocated by Mr Joule of
Manchester ; some very remarkable discoveries which he has made with reference to
the génération of heat by the friction of fluids in motion, and some known experi-
ments with magneto-electrie machines, seeming to indicate an actual conversion of
mechanical effect into calorie. No experiment however is adduced in which the
converse opération is exhibitod ; ' but it must be confessed that as yet much is
involved in mystery with reference to these fondamental questions of naturel
philosophy.
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taining mechanical effect through the agency of heat, we must
consequently look for the source of power, not in any absorption
and conversion, but merely in a transmission of heat. Now
Carnot, starting from universally acknowledged physical principles,
demonstrates that it is by the letting down of heat from a bot
body to a cold body, through the médium of an engine (a steam-
engine, or an air-engine for instance), that mechanical effect is to
be obtained ; and conversely, lie proves that the same amount of
heat may, by the expenditure of an equal amount of labouring
force, be raised from the cold to the hot body (the engine being in
this case worked backwards) ; just as mechanical effect may be
obtained by the descent of water let down by a water-wheel, and
by spending labouring force in turning the wheel backwards, or in
working a pump, water may be elevated to a higher level. The
amount of mechanical effect to be obtained by the transmission of
a given quantity of heat, through the médium of any lcind of
engine in winch the economy is perfect, will dépend, as Carnot
demonstrates, not on the spécifie nature of the substance employed
as the médium of transmission of heat in the engine, but solely
on the interval between the température of the two bodies between
which the heat is transferred.

Carnot examines in détail the idéal construction of an air-

engine and of a steam-engine, in which, besides the condition of
perfect economy being satisfied, the machine is so arranged, that
at the close of a complote opération the substance (air in one case
and water in the other) employed is restored to precisely the same
physical condition as at the commencement. He thus shews on
what elements, capable of expérimental détermination, either with
reference to air, or with reference to a liquid and its vapour, the
nbsolute amount of meclianical effect duo to the transmission of a

unit of heat from a hot body to a cold body, through any given
interval of the tliermometric scale, may be ascertained. In M.
Clapeyron's paper various expérimental data, confessedly very
imperfect, .are brought forward, and the amounts of mechanical
effect due to a unit of beat descehding a degree of the air-
thermometer, in various parts of the scale, are calculated from
tliem, according to Carnot's expressions. The results so ob¬
tained indicate very decidedly, that what we may with much
propriety call the value of a degree (estimated by the me¬
chanical effect to be obtained from the descent of a unit of
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heat through it) of the air-thermometer dépends on the part of
the scale in which it is taken, being less for higb than for low
températures*.

The characteristic property of the scale which I now propose
is, that ail degrees have the same value ; that is, that a unit of
heat descending from a body A at the température T0 of tbis scale,
to a body B at the température (T — 1)°, would give out the same
mechanical effect, whatever be the number T. This may justly
be termed an absolute scale, since its characteristic is quite in-
dependent of the physical properties of any spécifie substance.

To compare this scale with that of the air-thermometer, the
■values (according to the principle of estimation stated above) of
degrees of the air-thermometer must be known. Now an expres¬
sion, obtained by Carnot from the considération of his idéal steam-
engine, enables us to calculate these values, when the latent heat
of a given volume and the pressure of saturated vapour at any

température are experimentally determined. The détermination
of these elements is the principal object of Regnault's great work,
already referred to, but at présent his researches are not complété.
In the first part, which alone lias been as yet published, the latent
heats of a given weight, and the pressures of saturated vapour, at ail
températures between 0° and 230° (Cent, of the air-thermometer),
have been ascertained ; but it would be necessary in addition to
know the densities of saturated vapour at différent températures,
to enable us to détermine the latent heat of a given volume at
any température. M. Regnault announces his intention of insti-
tuting researches for this object; but till the results are made
known, we have no way of completing the data necessary for the
présent problem, except by estimating the density of saturated
vapour at any température (the correspondiug pressure being
known by Regnault's researches already published) according to
the approximate laws of compressibility and expansion (the laws

* Thia ia what -we migkt anticipàte, wken we refleet that infinité cold muat
correspond to a finite number of degrees of the air-thermometer below zéro ; since,
if we push the strict principle of graduation, stated above, sufficiently far, we should
arrive at a point corresponding to the volume of air being reduced to notking, which
would be marked as -273° of the scale ( — 100/-3G6, if -366 be the coefficient of ex¬
pansion) ; and therefore - 273° of the air-thermometer is a point which cannot be
reached at any finite température, however low.
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of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac, or Boyle and Dalton). Within the
limits of natural température in ordinary climates, the density of
saturated vapour is actually found by Regnault (Etudes Hygro¬
métriques in the Annales cle Chimie) to verify very closely these
laws ; and we have reason to believe from experiments which have
been made by Gay-Lussac and others, that as high as the tem¬
pérature 100° there can be no considérable déviation; but our
estimate of the density of saturated vapour, founded on these
laws, may be very erroneous at such high températures as 230°.
Hence a completely satisfactory calculation of the proposed scale
cannot be made till after the additional expérimental data shall
have been obtained ; but with the data which we actually possess,
we may make an approximate comparison of the new scale with
that of the air-thermometer, which at lcast between 0° and 100°
will be tolerably satisfactory.

The labour of performing the necessary calculations for effecting
a comparison of the proposed scale with that of the air-thermo¬
meter, between the limits 0° and 230° of the latter, has been kindly
undertaken by Mr William Steele, lately of Glasgow Collège, now
of St Peter's Collège, Cambridge. His results in tabulated forms
were laid before the Society, with a diagram, in which the com¬
parison between the two scales is represented graphically. In the
first table*, the amounts of mechanical effect due to the descent of
a unit of heat through the successive degrees of the air-thermo¬
meter are exhibited. The unit of heat adopted is the quantity
necessary to elevate the température of a kilogramme of water
from 0° to 1° of the air-thermometer ; and the unit of mechanical
effect is a metre-kilogramme ; that is, a kilogramme raised a metre
high.

In the second table, the températures according to the pro¬
posed scale, which correspond to the différent degrees of the air-
thermometer from 0° to 230°, are exhibited. [The arbitrary points
which coincide on the two scales are 0° and 100°].

Note.—If we add together the first hundred numbers given in
the first table, we find 135'7 for the amount of work due to a unit
of heat descending from a body A at 100° to B at 0°. Now 79
such units of heat would, according to Dr Black (his resuit being

* [Note of Nov. 4, 1881. Tliis table (reduced from métrés to feet) was repeated
in my " Account of Carnot's Theory of the Motive power of Heat," republished as
Article xli. below, in § 38 of which it will be found.]
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very slightly corrected by Regnault), melt a kilogramme of ice.
Hence if the beat necessary to melt a pound of ice be now taken
as unity, and if a metre-pound be taken as tbe unit of mechanical
effect, the amount of work to be obtained by the descent of a unit
of heat from 100° to 0° is 79 x 135'7, or 10,700 nearly. This is
the same as 35,100 foot pounds, which is a little more than the
work of a one-horse-power engine (33,000 foot pounds) in a
minute ; and consequently, if we had a steam-engine working
with perfect economy at one-horse-power, the boiler being at the
température 100°, and the condenser kept at 0° by a constant sup-
ply of ice, rather less than a pound of ice would be melted in a
minute.

[Note of Nov. 4, 1881. This paper was wholly founded on Carnot's uncorrected
theory, according to which the quantity of heat taken in in the hot part of the
engine, (the boiler of the steam engins for instance), was supposed to be equal to
that abstracted from the cold part (the condenser of the steam engine), in a
complété period of the regular action of the engine, wlien every varying tem¬
pérature, in every part of the apparatus, bas become strietly periodic. The
reconciliation of Carnot's theory with what is now known to be the true nature of
lieat is fully discussed in Article xlviii. bolow ; and in §§ 24—41 of that article, are
sliewn in détail the consequently required corrections of the thermodynainio
estimâtes of tbe présent article. These corrections liowever do not in any way
affect tbe ahsolute scale for thermometry which forms the subject of the présent
article. Its relation to tbe practically more convenient scale (agreeing with air
thermometers nearly enough for most purposes, througlrout tlie range from the
lowest températures bitherto measured, to the highest that can exist so far as we

know) which I gave subsequently, Dynamical Theory of Heat (Art. xlviii. below),
l'art vi., §§ 99, 100; Traits. R. S. E., May, 1854; and Article 'Heat,' §§ 35—38,
47—G7, Encyclopœdia Britannica, is shewn in the following formula ;

log t-log 273
log 373 - log 273 '

wliere 6 and t are the reckoliings of one and the same température, according to my
first and according to my second tbermodynamic absolute scale.]
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[From the Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Feb. 1849.]
<*

Art. XL. Notes on Hydrodynamics *. On the Vis-viva of

a Liquid in Motion.

1. If a liquid of finite dimensions be set in motion, it will
go on moving in a manner determined in général by the circum-
stances affecting its bounding surface, and the forces which operate
through its interior. Now ail the forces which are observed in
nature to act upon the mass of a liquid at rest, whatever may be
the agencies to which it is subjected, are such that if the liquid
be enclosed in a fixed envelope they cannot disturb its equilibrium,
but are in ail cases balanced by the résistance which the fluid
pressure expériences from the bounding solid. Hence, if a liquid
in motion were acted on by such forces only as it might expéri¬
ence when at rest, its motion within the bounding surface would,
by d'Alembert's principle, be entirely independent of the forces
operating on its mass. The pressure through the interior and at
the bounding surface would, however, in général dépend, partly
upon these forces, and partly upon the state of motion of the
liquid ; and therefore, in ail cases in which the form of the bound¬
ing surface is susceptible of altération by the pressure of the fluid,
the forces through the mass will, by the effect they may thus
produce on the form of the bounding surface, exercise an indirect

* [Note of Noy. 5, 1881. The sériés of "Notes on Hydrodynamics" wliieh are
printed in Vols, n., m., and iv. of the Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal,
were written by agreement between Prof. Stokes and myself. It may be convenient
to give here the references to the whole sériés.

I. On the Equation of Continuity (Thomson), Nov., 1847.
II. On the Equation of the Bounding Surface (Thomson), Jan., 1848.
III. On the Dynamical Equations (Stokes), March, 1848.
IV. Démonstration of a Fundamental Theorem (Stokes), Noy., 1848.
V. On the Vis Viva of a Liquid in motion (Thomson), Jan., 1849.
VI. On Waves (Stokes), Nov., 1849.
Of these No. i. is referred to, and No. n. is reprinted, in Art. xxxi. above :

Nos. m., iy., and vi. will be found in Stokes' Matliematical and PKysical Papers.]
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influence on the motion which takes place within it. Thus it is
that gravity, which could not affect the motion of a liquid entirely
filling a rigid closed vessel, will exercise a most important influence
on the motion of a liquid contained in an open vessel, and ex-

posing a free surface to the atmospheric pressure. The same
remark is applicable to the forces which Faraday has discovered
to be exerted by electrified bodies upon liquid non-conductors,
and by magnets or galvanic wires upon ferro-magnetic or diamag-
netic liquids ; but the internai forces of friction which are found
to operate in actual liquids (see Note ni., by Mr Stolces), and the
forces experienced by a liquid traversed by electric currents, under
the action of a magnet, belong to a différent class, and none of
the preceding remarks are applicable to them*. In this paper it
will generally be understood that the forces considered belong to
the former class.

2. The bounding surface of a liquid mass may be given as
varying in any arbitrary manner witli the time, under the sole
condition of containing a constant volume ; since, if the liquid be
enclosed in a perfectly flexible and extensible envelope, we may
clearly,' by external agency, mould it arbitrarily at each instant,
altering it gradually from one form to another. Hence, among
the data of a hydrodynamical problem, we may have

F(x, y, z, t) = 0 (1),
as the équation of the bounding surface, where F may dénoté an

arbitrary function of the four variables subject to the single con¬
dition that the volume of the surface so represented may be con¬
stant, but with besides the practical limitation, that there can be
no finite variations of the surface in infinitely small times-f*. From
this we may deduce, as was shewn in Note II., the following
équation, which must be satisfied by the components u, v, w, of
the fluid velocity at any point (x, y, z) infinitely near the boundary

F\x). u + F'(y). v + F'(z). w + F'(t) = 0 (a).
* The analytical characteristic of this class of forces is, that

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz,
is not a complété differential, if Xdm, Ydm, Zdm be the components of the force
experienced by an element, dm, of the liquid mass.

t If it be considered that perfectly impulsive action is practically impossible,
the farther limitation ought to be introduced that there can be 110 finite variations
in the "normal velocity" of the surface at any point in infinitely small times.
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If we dénoté by l, m, n, the direction cosines of the normal,
and by IIdt the normal motion of the surface at the point (x, y, z)
in the time dt; we shall have (Yol. II. p. 91),

F' (fc)

•(2),

Jl

m
R

_F\z)
n~R

and = (3);

so that, when the bounding surface is given at each instant, we
may regard these four quantifies as known. By introducing them
in (a), we may put it under the form,

lu + mv + nw — II ('4),
wliich will be convenient in the investigations to follow.

3. Since, according to the article referred to in § 2, the dis¬
tance in the neighbourhood of a point (x, y, z), between the surface
at the time t and the surface at the time t + dt, is IIdt, it follows
that at any instant, the form of the bounding surface being known,
the value of H may be arbitrarily given at each point of it, subject
to the sole condition, that the volume contained within the surface
must not be changed during the time dt, a condition expressed by
the équation

ffHds = 0 (5),
where the intégration is to include ail the elements, ds, of the
surface.

4. The components u, v, w, of the fluid velocity at any point
[x, y, z), which, when this point is infinitely near the boundary,
must satisfy the preceding équation (4), are, through the whole
liquid, subject to the équation

du dv dw .

as+!ç+»-#" (6)>
as was proved in Note I. (Vol. II. p. 286). These two équations, (4)
and (5), express ail the cinematical relations of the problem.

5. Theorem. If the bounding surface of a liquid, primitively
at rest, be made to vary in a given arbitrary manner, the vis-viva
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of the entire liquid at each instant uiill be less than it would be if
the liquid had any other motion consistent with the given motion of
the boundivg surface.

Let u1,vl,wl, be the components of the fiuid velocity at (x, y, z)
in any other state of motion cinematically possible at the time dt,
which must consequently satisfy the following conditions :
at the surface, lul + mv1 + nwt = H (h),

.... du, dv, dw, . . .

through the mterior, + -j-y + = 0. (c) :
uvvv w,,may be taken as any tbree quantifies whatevex for which
these équations hold.

Let Q be the actual vis-viva of the liquid, and the vis-viva
it would have if uv vv w1 represented its motion. We shall bave,
calling p the density,

Q = p JJf (f + v2 + w2) dxdydz (7),
Qi = P !If(u i + vi + w i) dxdydz.

From these we deduce, by subtraction, and by an algebraieal
modification,
Q - Qr=pfff{ 2tt(% - u) + MV1 - *) + 2u>(wi - w) + (»1- u)2 + (V1- v)2 + (wi~w)21dxdV d'-

Now, according to the proposition proved by Mr Stokes in
Note y., since the fluid was primitively at rest,

udx + vdy + wdz
must be the differential of some function of x, y, z (involving also,
in général, t as another independent variable), which we inay
dénoté by <f>; so that we have

dé dé dé
U~cîx' V ~~ dy ' W~Tz'

Hence

fff[u(ui — u) + v(vx — v) + w(wt — w)) dxdydz

=IIf{Ë (M> ~u)+dy- (v> ~v)+Tz (w*+w)} dxdydz-
Integrating the first terin by parts with reference to x, the second
with reference to y, and the third with reference to z, we reduce
the second member to the form

fj(f>. \(u^ — v)dydz + {v1 — v) dzdx + («q — w) dxdy)

-■fffé. [^r^ + d(v -v) +d(y -uf\ dxdydstJJJ \ dx dy dz )
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The triple intégral here vanishes in virtue of équations (&) and (c) ;
and the double intégral, which is to be extended over the entire
bounding surface, may (see Note i. Vol. II. p. 285) be put under
the form

JJ<j>. {(tq — u) l + (v, — v)m + (wi — w) n) ds.
Tliis also is equal to nothing in virtue of équations (4) and (b) ;
and hence the defmite intégral under considération vanishes. Thus
ive see that the expression for Qt — Q becomes reduced to

Qi-Q^P III{K - uf + (V1 ~ v)2 + (W1 - WT1 dxdydz (8).
In this expression the factor of dxdydz, and consequently the

entire intégral, is essentially positive, unless ui = u, vt — v, w, = w.
Hence, of ail the states of motion of the fluid cinematically pos¬
sible at each instant, any one which differs from the actual state
of motion possesses a greater vis-viva. q.e.d.*

6. Cor. 1. The condition that udx + vdy + \vdz must be a

complété differential is, in addition to the cinematical relations, suf-
ficient to détermine the motion. For in the preceding démonstration
no other condition was introduced to characterise u, v, wf.

Cor. 2. The motion of the fluid at any time is independent of
the preceding motion, and dépends solely on the given form and
normal motion of the bounding surface at the instant.

Cor. 3. If the bounding surface, after having been in motion, be
brought to rest in any position, the liquid will, at the same instant,
be reduced to rest.

7. The expression for the vis-viva of the liquid may be put
into a very remarkable form, by making use of the differential
coefficients of $ in place of u, v, and w ; and then integrating by
parts, in the following manner. Thus we have

= p//<£>. (udydz + vdzdx+wdxdy)
fff. (du dv dw\ , 7

* [Note of Nov. u, 1881. This is a particular case o£ a général theorem of
minimum energy announced in the Proc. of Iioyal Society of Edinburgh, for April,
18G3, and fully treated in Tliomson and Tait's Natwal Philosophy, §§ 312, and
817—319.]

t See Vol. in. p. 84 [Art. xexvi, above], where similar reasoning was applied to
prove a theorem, of which the corollary in the text is a particular case.
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The triple intégral vanishes in virtue of équation (5), and the
double intégral, extended over the bounding surface, may be mo-
dified by the transformation employed in § 4, so that we have tlic
following expression for the vis-viva,

Q^pJff.H.ds* (9).

The variation of the function within the bounding surface
will not affect the value of tbis intégral, in which <£ may be con-
sidered as merely a function of the co-ordinates of a point in the
surface itself. Hence, while the factor II expresses the given
normal velocities at the différent points of the containing surface,
the other factor, <£, under the intégral sign, is such as to express
by its differential components, with reference to superficial co-
ordinates, the tangential component of the velocity of a particle of
the fluid in contact with this surface.

Glasgow Collège, Jan. 11, 1819.

* This is a particular case of a général theorem proved in an article entitled
"Propositions in the Theory of Attraction," Part n. [Electrostatics and Magnetism,
Art. xii.], being obtained by taking R=R1=\/(u'>+v2 + w2) and 6 — 0, in équations
(3) and (4) of that article (Cavib. Math. Joum., Feb. 1843).
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[From Transactions ofthe Edinburgh Royal Society, xvi. 1849; Annal, de
Chimie, xxxv. 1852.]

XLI. An Account of Carnot's Theory of the Motive
Power of Heat*; with Numerical Eesults deduced
from Kegnault'S ExPERIMENTS on SÏeam "f".

(Read January 2, 1849.)

1. The presence of heat may be recognised in every natural
object; and there is scarcely an opération in nature which is
not more or less affected by its all-pervading influence. An
évolution and subséquent absorption of heat generally give rise to
a variety of effects ; among which may be enumerated, chemical
combinations or décompositions ; the fusion of solid substances ;
the vaporisation of solids or liquids ; altérations in the dimensions
of bodies, or in the statical pressure by which their dimensions
may be modified ; mechanical résistance overcome ; electrical
currents generated. In many of the actual phenomena of nature,
several or ail of these effects are produced together ; and their
complication will, if we attempt to trace the agency of lfeat in
producing any individual effect, give rise to much perplexity. It
will, therefore, be désirable, in laying the foundation of a pliysical

* Published in 1824, in a work entitled, "Réflexions sur la Puissance Motrice
du Feu, et sur les Machines Propres à Déveloper cette Puissance. Par S. Carnot."
An account of Carnot's Theory is also published in the Journal de l'Ecole Poly¬
technique, Vol. xiv., 1834, in a paper by Mons. Clapeyron. [Note of Nov. 5, 1881.
The original work has now been republished, with a biographical notice, Paris,
1878.]

+ An account of the first part of a sériés of researches undertalcen by Mons. Reg-
nault, by order of the late French Government, for ascertaining the various
physical data of importance in the theory of the steam-engine, has been recently
published (under the title, "Relation des Expériences," &c.) in the Mémoires de
l'Institut, of which it constitutes the twenty-first volume (1847). The second part
of these researches has not yet been published. [Note of Nov. 5, 1881. The con¬
tinuation of these researches has now been published ; thus we have for the whole
sériés, Vol. i. in 1847 ; Vol. ii. in 1862 ; and Vol. ni. in 1870.]

t. 8
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theory of any of the effects of heat, to discover or to imagine
phenomena free from ail such complication, and depending on a
definite thermal agency ; in which the relation between the cause
and effect, traced through the médium of certain simple opérations,
may be clearly appreciated. Thus it is that Carnot, in accordance
with the strictest principles of pliilosophy, entera upon the in¬
vestigation of the theory of the motive power of heat.

2. The sole effect to be contemplated in investigating the
motive power of heat is résistance overcome, or, as it is frequently
called, "work performed," or "meclianical effect." The questions
to be resolved by a complété theory of the subject are the
following :

(1) What is the précisé nature of the thermal agency by
means of Avhich meclianical effect is to be produced, without effects
of any other lcind ?

(2) How may the amount of this thermal agency necessary
for performing a given quantity of work be estimated ?

3. In the following paper I shall commence by giving a short
abstract of the reasoning by which Carnot is led to an answer
to the first of these questions ; I shall then explain the investiga¬
tion by which, in accordance with his theory, the expérimental
elements necessary for answering the second question are in-
dicated; and, in conclusion, I shall state the data supplied by
Regnault's recent observations on steam, and apply them to
obtain, as approximately as the présent state of expérimental
science enables us to do, a complété solution of the question.

I. On the nature of Thermal agency, considered as a motive
power.

4. There are [at présent known] two, and only two, distinct
ways in which mechanical effect can be obtained from heat.
One of these is by means of the altérations of volume which
bodies may experience through the action of heat ; the other
is through the médium of electric agency. Seebeck's discovery
of thermo-electric currents enables us at présent to conceive of
an electro-magnetic engine supplied from a thermal origin, being
used as a motive power : but this discovery was not made until
1821, and the subject of thermo-electricity can only bave been
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generally known in a few isolated facts, with reference to the
electrical effects of heat upon certain crystals, at the time when
Carnot wrote. He makes no allusion to it, but confines liimself
to the method for rendering thermal agency available as a source
of mechanical effect, hy means of the expansions and contractions
of bodies.

5. A body expanding or contracting under the action of force,
may, in général, either produce mechanical effect by overcoming
résistance, or receive mechanical effect by yielding to the action
of force. The arnount of mechanical effect thus developed will
dépend not only on the calorific agency concerned, but also on
the altération in the physical condition of the body. Hence, after
allowing the volume and température of the body to change,
we must restore it to its original température and volume ; and
then we may estimate the aggregate amount of mechanical effect
developed as due solely to the thermal origin.

6. Now the ordinarily-received, and almost universally-ac-
knowledged, principles with reference to " quantities of calorie"
and "latent heat," lead us to conceive that, at the end of a cycle of
opérations, when a body is left in precisely its primitive physical
condition, if it has absorbed any heat during one part of the
opérations, it must have given out again exactly the same amount
during the remainder of the cycle. The truth of this principle
is considered as axiomatic by Carnot, who admits it as the
foundation of his theory ; and expresses himself in the following
tenus regarding it, in a note on one of the passages of his
treatise*.

"In our démonstrations we tacitly assume that after a body
has experienced a certain number of transformations, if it be
brought identically to its primitive physical state as to density,
température, and molecular constitution, it must contain the
same quantity of heat as that which it initially possessed ;
or, in other words, we suppose that the quantifies of heat
lost by the body under one set of opérations are precisely
compensated by those which are absorbed in the others. This
fact has never been doubted ; it has at first been admitted without
reflection, and afterwards verified, in many cases, by calorimetrical
experiments. To deny it would be to overturn the whole theory

* Carnot, p. 37*

8—2
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of heat, in which it is the fondamental principle. It must bo
admitted, however, that the chief foundations on which the theory
of heat rests, would require a most attentive examination. Several
expérimental facts appear nearly inexplicable in the actual state
of this theory."

7. Since the time when Carnot tlms expressed himself, the
necessity of a most careful examination of the entire expérimental
basis of the theory of heat has become more and more urgent.
Especially ail those assumptions depending on the idea that heat
is a substance, invariable in quantity ; not convertible into any
other element, and incapable of being generated by any physical
agency; in fact theacknowledgedprinciples of latent heat; would
require to be tested by a most searching investigation before
they ought to be adinitted, as they usually have been, by almost
every one who has been engaged on the subject, whether in
combining the results of expérimental research, or in général
theoretical investigations.

8. The extremely important discoveries reeently made by
Mr Joule of Manchester, that heat is evolved in every part of a
closed electric conductor, moving in the neighbourhood of a
magnet*, and that heat is generated by the friction of fluids in

* The évolution of heat in a fixed conductor, through which a galvanic current
is sent from any source whatever, has long been known to the scientific world;
but it was pointed out by Mr Joule that we cannot infer from any previously-
published expérimental researches, the actual génération of heat when the current
originates in electro-magnetic induction ; since the question ocours, is the heat
which is evolved in one part of the closed conductor merely transferred from those
parts which are subject to the inducing influence? Mr Joule, after a most careful
expérimental investigation with reference to this question, finds that it must be
answered in the négative.—(See a paper "On the Galorific Effects of Magneto-
Electricity, and on the Mechanical Value of Heat; by J. P. Joule, Esq." Read
before the British Association at Cork in 1813, and subsequently communicated
by the Author to the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxin., pp. 203, 317, 435.)

Before we can finally conclude that heat is absolutely generated in such opéra¬

tions, it would be .necessary to prove that the inducing magnet does not become
lower in température, and thus compensate for the heat evolved in the conductor.
I am not aware that any examination with reference to the truth of this conjecture
has been instituted; but, in the case where the inducing body is a pure electro-
magnet (without any iron), the experiments aetually performed by Mr Joule render
the conclusion probable that the heat evolved in the wire of the electro-magnet
is not affected by the inductive action, otherwise than through the reflected influence
which increases the strength of its own current.
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motion, seem to overturn the opinion commonly held that heat
cannot be generated, but only produced from a source, where
it lias previously existe.d either in a sensible or in a latent
condition.

In the présent state of science, however, no opération is known
by which beat can be absorbed into a body without eitber ele-
vating its température, or becoming latent, and producing some
altération in its physical condition ; and the fondamental axiom
adopted by Carnot may be considered as still the most probable
basis for an investigation of the motive power of heat; although
this, and with it every other branch of the theory of heat, may
ultimately require to be reconstructed upon another foundation,
when our expérimental data are more complété. On this under-
standing, and to avoid a répétition of doubts, I shall refer to
Carnot's fondamental principle, in ail that follows, as if its truth
were thoroughly established.

9. We are now led to the conclusion that the origin of motive
power, developed by the alternate expansions and contractions
of a body, must be found in the agency of heat entering the body
and leaving it ; since there cannot, at the end of a complété cycle,
when the body is restored to its primitive physical condition, have
been any absolute absorption of heat, and consequently no con¬
version of heat, or calorie, into mechanical effect ; and it remains
for us to trace the précisé nature of the circumstances under
which heat must enter the body, and afterwards leave it, so that
mechanical effect may be produced. As an example, we may
consider that machine for obtaining motive power from heat
with which we are most familiar—the steam-engine.

10. Here, we observe, that heat enters the machine from
the furnace, through the sides of the boiler, and that heat is
continually abstracted by the water employed for keeping the
condenser cool. According to Carnot's fondamental principle,
the quantity of heat thus discharged, during a complété révolution
(or double stroke) of the engine must be precisely equal to that
which enters the water of the boiler* ; provided the total mass

* So generally is Carnot's principle tacitly admitted as an axiom, that its
application in tliis case Iras never, so far as I am aware, been questioned by practical
engineers.
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of water and steam be invariable, and be restored to its primitive
physical condition (which will be tlie case rigorously, if the con¬
denser be kept cool by the external application of cold water,
instead of by injection, as is more usual in practice), and if the
condensed water be restored to the boiler at the end of each

complété révolution. Thus, we perceive, that a certain quantity
of heat is let down from a hot body, the métal of the boiler, to
another body at a lower température, the métal of the condenser ;
and that there results from this transferenco of heat a certain

development of meclianical effect.

11, If we examine any other case in which mechanical effect
is obtained from a thermal origin, by means of the alternate
expansions and contractions of any substance whatever, instead
of the water of a steam-engine, we find that a similar transference
of heat is effected, and we may therefore answer the first question
proposed, in the foliowing manner :—

The thermal agency by which mechanical effect may be ob¬
tained, is the transference of heat from one body to another at a
lower température.

11. On the measurement of Thermal Agency, considered
with reference to its équivalent of mechanical effect.

12. À perfect thermo-dynamic engine of any kind, is a
machine by means of which the greatest possible amount of
mechanical effect can be obtained from a given thermal agency ;
and, therefore, if in any manner we can construct or imagine
a perfect engine which may be applied for the transference of
a given quantity of heat from a body at any given température,
to another body, at a lower given température, and if we can
evaluate the mechanical effect thus obtained, we shall be able
to answer the question at présent under considération, and so
to complété the theory of the motive power of heat. But what¬
ever kind of engine we may consider with this view, it will be
necessary for us to prove that it is a perfect engine; since the
transference of the heat from one body to the other may be wholly,
or partially, effected by conduction through a solid*, without the

* When "thermal agency" is thus spent in conducting heat through a solid,
what becomes of the mechanical effect which it might produce ? Nothing can be
lost in the opérations of nature—no energy can be destroyed. What effect then is
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development of mechanical effect; and, consequently, engines
maj' be constructed in which the whole, or any portion of the
thermal agency is wasted. Hence it is of primary importance
to discover the criterion of a perfect engine. This has been
done by Carnot, who proves the following proposition :—

13. A perfect thermo-dynamic engine is such that, whatever
amount of mechanical effect it can dérivé from a certain thermal
agency ; if an equal amount be spent in working it baclcwards,
an equal reverse thermal effect will be produced *.

14. This proposition will be made clearer by the applications
of it which are given below (§ 29), in the cases of the air-engine
and the steam-engine, than it could be by any général explana-
tion ; and it will also appear, from the nature of the opérations
described in those cases, and the principles of Carnot's reasoning,
that a perfect engine may be constructed with any substance
of an indestructible texture as the alternately expanding and
contracting médium. Thus we might conceive thermo-dynamic
engines founded upon the expansions and contractions of a per-
fectly elastic solid, or of a liquid ; or upon the altérations of
volume experienced by substances, in passing from the liquid to

produced in place of the mechanical effect which is lost ? A perfect theory of heat
imperatively domands an answer to this question ; yet no answer can be given in
the présent state of science. A few years ago, a similar confession must have
been made with reference to the mechanical effect lost in a fluid set in motion
in the interior of a rigid closed vessel, and allowed to corne to rest by its own
internai friction ; but in this case, the foundation of a solution of the difficulty
has been actually found, in Mr Joule's discovery of the génération of heat, by
the internai friction of a fluid in motion. Encouraged by this example, we may
hope that the very perplexing question in the theory of heat, by which we are at
présent arrested, will, before long, be cleared up. [Note of Sep. 1881. The Theory
of the Dissipation of Energy (Article lviii., below) completely answers this question
and removes the difficulty.]

It might appear, that the difficulty would be entirely avoided, by abandoning
Carnot's fondamental axiom ; a view which is strongly urged by Mr Joule (at the
conclusion of bis paper "On the Changes of Température produced by the Rare-
faction and Condensation of Air." Pliil. Mag., May 1815, Vol. xxvi.) If we do so,
however, we meet with innumerable other difficulties—insuperable without farther
expérimental investigation, and an entire reconstruction of the theory of heat
from its foundation. It is in reality to experiment that we must loolc—either
for a vérification of Carnot's axiom, and an explanation of the difficulty we have
been considering ; or for an entirely new basis of the Theory of Heat.

* For a démonstration, see § 29, below.
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the solid state*, each of which being perfect, would produce the
sarne amount of mechanical effect from a given thermal agency ;
but there are two cases which Carnot bas selected as most worthy
of minute attention, because of their peculiar appropriateness
for illustrating the général principles of his theory, no less than
on account of their very great practical importance ; the steam-
engine, in which the substance employed as the transferring
médium is water, alternately in the liquid state, and in the state
of vapour ; and the air-engine, in which the transference is effected
by means of the alternate expansions and contractions of a
médium, always in the gaseous state. The détails of an actually
practicable engine of either kind are not contemplated by Carnot,
in his général theoretical reasonings, but he confines himself to
the idéal construction, in the simplest possible way in each case,
of an engine in which the economy is perfect. He thus détermines
the degree of perfectibility which cannot be surpassed; and,
by describing a conceivable method of attaining to this perfection
by an air-engine or a steam-engine, he points out the proper
objects to be kept in view in the practical construction and working
of such machines. I now proceed to give an outline of these
investigations.

Carnot's Theory of tlie Steam-Engine.

15. Let CDF2E2 be a cylinder, of which the curved surface
is perfectly imperméable to heat, with a piston also imperméable
to heat, fitted in it ; while the fixed bottom CD, itself with no

capacity for heat, is possessed of perfect conducting power. Let K
be an imperméable stand, such that when the cylinder is placed
upon it, the contents below the piston can neither gain nor lose
heat. Let ' A and B be two bodies permanently retained at
constant températures, 80 and T°, respectively, of which the
former is higher than the latter. Let the cylinder, placed on
the imperméable stand, K, be partially filled with water, at the
température 8, of the body A, and (tbere being no air below it)
let the piston be placed in a position EF, near the surface of

* A case minutely examined in anotlier paper, to be laid before the Society at
the présent meeting. " Theoretical considérations on the Effect of Pressure in
lowering the Freezing Point of Water," by Prof. James Thomson. [Appended at
the end of the présent Article by his permission Nov. 5, 1881;]
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the water. The pressure of the vapour above the water will tend
to push up the piston, and must be resisted by a force applied
to the piston*, till the commencement of the opérations, which are
conducted in the following manner.

(1) The cylinder being placed on the body A, so that the
water and vapour may be retained at the température S, let the

piston rise any convenient height EE1, to a position EXFV perform-
ing worh by the pressure of the vapour below it during its ascent.

[During this opération a certain quantity, II, of beat, the amount of latent
heat in the fresh vapour which is formed, is abstracted from the body A.]

s In ail that follows, the pressure of the atmosphère on the upper side of the
piston will be included in the applied forces, which, in the successive opérations
desoribed, are sometimes. overcome by the upward motion, and sometimes yielded
to in the motion downwards. It will be unnecessary, in reckoning at the end of a

cycle of opérations, to take into account the work thus spent upon the atmosphère,
and the restitution which has been made, since these precisely compensate for
one another.
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(2) The cylinder being removed, and placed on the imper¬
méable stand K, let the piston rise gradually, till, wlien it reaches
a position EJF^, $le température of the water and vapour is T, the
same as tliat of tlie hody B.

[During this. opération the fresh vapour continually formed requires heat to
beeomo latent ; and, therefore, as the contents of the cylinder are protected from any
accession of heat, their température sinks.]

(3) The cylinder being removed from K, and placed on B, let
the piston he pushed down, till, when it reaches the position E3FS,
the quantity of heat evolved and abstracted by B amounts to that
which, during the first opération, was talcen from A.

[Note of Nov. 5, 1881. The spécification of this opération,
with a view to the return to the primitive condition, intended as
the conclusion to the four opérations, is the only item in which
Carnot's temporary and provisional assumption of the materiality
of heat lias effect. To exclude this hypothesis, Prof. James
Thomson gave (see p. 161) the following corrected spécification for
the third opération ;—Let the piston be pushed down, till it reaches
a position E'ZES, determined so as to fulfil the condition, that at
the end of the fourth opération, the primitive température 8
shall be reached*:]

[During this opération the température of the contents of the cylinder is retained
constantly at T°, and ail the latent heat of the vapour which is condensed into
water at the same température, is given out to B.]

(4) The cylinder being removed from B, and placed on the
imperméable stand, let tlie piston be pushed down from EsFa to
its original position EF.

[During this opération, the imperméable stand preventing any loss of heat, the
température of the water and air must rise continually, till (since the quantity of
heat evolved during the third opération was precisely equal to that which was

* [Note of Nov. 5, 1881. Maxwell lias simplified the correction by beginning
the cycle with Carnot's second opération, and completing it through his third,
fourth, and first opérations, with his third opération merely as follows :—

let the piston he pushed down to any position E3F3;
then Carnot's fourth opération altered to the following
let the piston le pushed down from E3F3 until the température reaches its

primitive value S ;
and lastly Carnot's first opération altered to the following : —

let the piston rise to its primitive position.]
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previously absorbed), at the conclusion it reaches its primitive value, S, in virtue of
Carnot's fondamental axiom.]

[Note of Nov. 5, 1881. With Prof. James Thomson's correction of opération (3),
the words in virtue of "Carnot's Fundamental Axiom" must be replaced by " the
condition fulfilled by opération (3)," in the description of the results of opération (4).]

16. At the conclusion of this cycle of opérations* the total
thermal agency has been the letting down of H units of heat from
the body A, at the température S, to B, at the lower température
T; and the aggregate of the mechanical effect has been a certain
amount of work produced, since during the ascent of the piston
in the first and second opérations, the température of the water
and vapour, and therefore the pressure of the vapour on the
piston, was on the whole higher than during the descent, in the
third and fourth opérations. It remains for us actually to evaluate
this aggregate amount of work performed ; and for this purpose
the following graphical method of representing the mechanical
effect developed in the several opérations, taken from Mons. Cla-
peyron's paper, is extremely convenient.

17. Let OX and OF be two lines at right angles to one
another. Along OX measure off distances OXv N1Na, XtNt,
X30, respectively proportional to the spaces described by the
piston during the four successive opérations described above ;
and, with reference to these four opérations respectively, let the
following constructions be made :—

(1) Along OY measure a length OA, to represent the pressure
of the saturated vapour at the température S ; and draw AAX
parallel to OX, and let it meet an ordinate tlirough Nx> in Ax.

(2) Draw a curve AXPA such that, if OX represent, at any
instant during the second opération, the distance of the piston
from its primitive position, NP shall represent the pressure of
the vapour at the same instant.

* lu Carnot's work some perplexity is introduced with reference to the tem¬
pérature of the water, which, in the opérations he describes, is not brought back
exactly to what it was at the, commencement ; but the difficulty which arises is
explained by the author. No such difficulty occurs with reference to the cycle
of opérations described in the text, for which I am indebted to Mons. Clapeyron.
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(3) Through A2 draw AssAa parallel to OX, and let it meet an
ordinate through N3 in A3.

(4) Draw the curve A3A such that the abscissa and ordinate
of any point in it may represent respectively the distances of
the piston from its primitive position, and the pressure of the

Y

O Na Ni M Nî X

vapour, at each instant during the fourth opération. The last
point of this curve must, according to Carnot's fondamental
principle, coincide with A, since the piston is, at the end of the
cycle of opérations, again in its primitive position, and the
pressure of the vapour is the same as it was at the beginnîng.

18. Let us now suppose that the lengths, OJXv X1X2, X2X3,
and X30, represent numerically the volumes of the spaces moved
through by the piston during the successive opérations. It follows
that the mechanical effect obtained during the first opération
will be numerically represented by the area AA^fi-, that is,
the number of superficial units in this area will be equal to the
number of " foot-pounds " of work performed by the ascending
piston during the first opération. The work performed by the
piston during the second opération will be similarly represented
by the area AlA2N2Xi. Again, during the third opération a
certain amount of work is spent on the piston, which will be
represented by the area A2A3AsAr2 ; and lastly, during the fourth
opération, work is spent in pushing the piston to an amount
represented by the area A3AON3.

19. Hence the mechanical effect (represented by the area
OAA^AJST^) which was obtained during the first and second
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opérations, exceeds the work (represented by JV2A2A3AO) spent
during the third and fourth, by an amount represented by the
area of the quadrilatéral figure AA1A3A3; and, consequently, it
only remains for us to evaluate tliis area, that we may détermine
the total mechanical effect gained in a complété cycle of opérations.
Now, from expérimental data, at présent nearly complété, as will
be explained below, we may détermine the length of the line AAX
for the given température S, and a given absorption Ii, of heat,
during the first opération ; and the length of A3A3 for the given
lower température T, and the évolution of the same quantity of
heat during the fourth opération: and the curves AXPA3, A3PA
may be drawn as graphical représentations of actual observations*.
The figure being thus constructed, its area . may be measured,
and we are, therefore, in possession of à graphical method of
determining the amount of mechanical effect to be obtained from
any given thermal agency. As, liowever, it is merely the area
of the figure which it is required to détermine, it will not be
necessary to be able to describe each of the curves AXPA3, ASP'A,
but it will be sufficient to know the différence of the abscissas

corresponding to any equal ordinates in the two ; and the following
analytical method of completing the problem is the most con-
venient for leading to the actual numerical results.

20. Draw any line PP' parallel to OX, meeting the curvi-
lineal sides of the quadrilatéral in P and P'. Let £ dénoté the
length of this line, and p its distance from OX. The area of the
figure, according to the intégral calculus, will be denoted by the
expression

where px, and' p3 (the limits of intégration indicated according to
Fourier's notation) dénoté the lines OA, and N3A3, which represent
respectively the pressures during the first and third opérations.
Now, by referring to the construction described above, we see
that. | is the différence of the volumes below the piston at corre¬
sponding instants of the second and fourth opérations, or .instants
at which the saturated steam and the water in the cylinder have
the same pressure p, and, consequently, the same température

* Seo Note at tho end of this Paper.
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which we may dénoté by t. Again, throughout the second opéra¬
tion the entire contents of the cylinder possess a greater ainount
of heat by H units than during the fourth ; and, therefore, at
any instant of the second opération there is as much more steam
as contains II units of latent heat, than at the corresponding
instant of the fourth opération. Hence, if k dénoté the latent
heat in a unit of saturated steam at the température t, the volume
of the steam at the two corresponding instants must differ by

Now, if cr dénoté the ratio of the density of the steam to

that of the water, the volume — of steam will be formed from the
le

volume (7 of water ; and, consequently, we have for the différ¬
ence of volumes of the entire contents at the corresponding
instants,

E-(i

Hence the expression for the area of the quadrilatéral figure
becomes

m H
(1—0 £ dp.J p3 K

Now, a, k, and p, being quantities which dépend upon the tempe-
rature, may be considered as functions of t ; and it will be con-
venient to modify the intégral so as to make t the independent
variable. The limits will be from t — T to t—S, and, if we dénoté
by M the value of the intégral, we have the expression

*■ W'

for the total amount of mechanical effect gained by the opérations
described above.

21. If the interval of températures be extremely small; so
small that (1 — cr) dp/lcdt will not sensibly vary for values of t
between T and S, the preceding expression becomes simply

M=(l-a)f^t.H{8~T) (2).
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This might, of course, have been obtained at once, by supposing
the breadth of the quadrilatéral figure AAXA2A to be extremely
small compared with its length, and then taking for its area,
as an approximate value, tbe product of tbe breadth into the
line AAt, or the line AaA2, or any line of intermediate mag¬
nitude.

Tbe expression (2) is rigorously correct for any interval S — T,
if tbe mean value of (1 — a) dp/Jcdt for that interval be employed
as the coefficient of II (S — T).

Carnot's Theory of the Air-Engine.

22. In the idéal air-engine imagined by Carnot four opéra¬
tions performed upon a mass of air or gas enclosed in a closed
vessel of variable volume, constitute a complété cycle, at the end
of which the médium is left in its primitive physical condition ;
the construction being the same as that which was described
above for the steam-engine, a body A, permanently retained at
the température 8, and B at the température T ; an imperméable
stand K; and a cylinder and piston, which, in this case, contains a
mass of air at the température S, instead of water in the liquid
state, at the beginning and end of a cycle of opérations. The
four successive opérations are conducted in the following manner:—

(1) The cylinder is laid on the body A, so that the air in
it is kept at the température S ; and the piston is allowed to rise,
performing work.

(2) The cylinder is placed on the imperméable stand K,
so that its contents can neither gain nor lose heat, and the piston
is allowed to rise farther, still performing work, till the tempe-
rature of the air sinks to T.

(3) The cylinder is placed on B, so that the air is retained at
the température T, and the piston is pushed down till the air
gives out to the body B as much heat as it had taken in from A,
during the first opération.

[Note of Nov. G, 1881. To eliminato the assumptioii of tho materiality of heat,
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make Professor James Tkomson's correction here also ; as above in § 15 ; or take
Mazwell's re-arrangement of the cycle described in the foot-note to § 15.]

(4) The cylinder is placed on K, so that no more beat can
be taken in or given out, and the piston is pushed down to its
primitive position.

23. At the end of the fourth opération the température must
have reaclied its primitive value S, in virtue of Carnot's axiom.

24. Here, again, as in the former case, we observe that work
is performed by the piston during the first two opérations ; and,
during the third and fourth, work is spent upon it, but to a
less amount, since the pressure is on the whole less during the
third and fourth opérations tlian during the first and second,
on account of the température being lower. Thus, at the end
of a complété cycle of opérations, mechanical effect has been
obtained ; and the thermal agency from rvhich it is drawn is
the taking of a certain quantity of heat from A, and letting it
down, through the médium of the engine, to the body B at a
lower température.

25. To estimate the actual amount of effect thus obtained,
it Avili be convenient to consider the altérations of volume of
the mass of air in the several opérations as extremely small.
We may afterwards pass by the intégral calculus, or, practically,
by summation, to détermine the mechanical effect whatever be the
amplitudes of the différent motions of the piston.

26. Let dq be the quantity of heat absorbed during the
first opération, Avhich is evolved again during the third ; and
let dv be the corresponding augmentation of volume which takes
place while the température remains constant, as it does during
the first opération*. The diminution of volume in the third

* Thus, will be the partial difierential coefficient, with respect to v of that

function of v and t, which expresses the quantity of heat that must be added to
a mass of air when in a "standard" state (such as at the température zéro, and
under the atmospheric pressure), to bring it to the température t, and the volume v.
That there is such a function, of two independent variables v and t, is merely an

ànalytical expression of Carnot's fundamental axiom, as applied to a mass of air.
The général principle may be analytically stated in the following terms:—If Mdv
dénoté the accession of heat received by a mass of any kind, not possessing a
destructible texture, when the volume is inereased by dv, the température b'eing
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opération must be also equal to dv, or only differ from it by an
infinitely small quantity o£ the second order. During tire second
opération we may suppose the volume to be increased by an
infinitely small quantity ; whieh will occasion a diminution of
pressure, and a diminution of température, denoted respectively
by « and t. During the fourth opération there will be a diminu¬
tion of volume, and an increase of pressure and température, which
can only differ, by infinitely small quantifies of the second order,
from tlie changes in the other direction, which took place in the
second opération, and they also may, therefore, be denoted by
<p, w, and t, respectively. The altération of pressure, during the
first and third opérations, may at once be determined by meanïs
of Mariotte's law, since, in them, the température remains con¬
stant. Thus, if, at the commencement of the cycle, the volume
and pressure be v and p, they will have become v + dv and
pv/(v + dv) at the end of the first opération. Hence the diminu¬
tion of pressure, during the first opération, is p—pv/(v + dv)
or pdv/(v + dv) ; and, therefore, if we neglect infinitely small
quantifies of the second order, we have pdv/v for the diminution of
pressure during the first opération ; which, to the same degree of
approximation, will be equal to the increase of pressure during the
third. If t+ t and t be taken to dénoté the superior and inferior
limits of température, we shall thus have for the volume, the
température, and the pressure at the commencements of the four
successive opérations, and at the end of the cycle, the following
values respectively

(1) v, t + t, p ;

(2) v + dv, t + t; p ^1 ~~^J '

(3) v + dv + (j3, t, p(\
(4) !) + f t, p- w ;

(5) v, t + r, p.

lcept constant, and if Ndt dénoté tlie amonnt of heat which must be supplied to
raise the température by dt, without any altération of volume; tlien Mdv + Ndt
must be the differential of a function of v and t. [Note of Nov. 5, 1881. In the
correçted theory it is (M—Jxi)dv + Ndt, that is a complété differential, not Mdv
+ Ndt. See Dynamical Theory of Heat (Art. xlviii., bolow), § 20.]

T. 9
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Taking the mean of the pressures at the beginning and end of
each opération, we find

(i) r(i-if'). <2>
(3) (4)

which, as we are neglecting infinitely small quantities of the
second order, will be the exjiressions for the mean pressures during
the four successive opérations. Now, the mechanical effeet gained
or spent, during any of the opérations, will be found by mul-
tiplying the mean pressure by the increase or diminution of
volume which takes place ; and we thus find

(1) dv (2) jp(l
(3) \p (4) (p-

for the amounts gained during the first and second, and spent
during the tbird and fourth opérations ; and lience, by addition
and subtraction, we find

, , dv . ,. dvaidv — p<f> — , or (va - j><f>) — ,

for the aggregate amount of mechanical effect gained during the
cycle of opérations. It only remains for us to express this resuit
in terms of dq and t, on which the given thermal agency dépends.
For this purpose, we remark that <p and a> are altérations of
volume and pressure which take place a.long with a change of
température r, and hence, by the laws of compressibility and
expansion, we may establish a relation* between them in the
following manner.

Let p0 be the pressure of the mass of air when reduced to
the température zéro, and. confined in a volume v0; then, what-

* We might also nvestigate another relation, to express the faet that there
is no accession or removal of heat during either the second or the fourth opération ;
but il will be seen that this will not affect the resuit in the text ; although it would
enable us to'détermine both <j> and w in terms of t.
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ever be v0, tbe product p0v0 will, by the law of compressibility,
remain constant ; and, if the température be elevated from
0 to t + r, and the gas be allowed to expand freely without any
change of pressure, its volume will be increased in the ratio of
1 to l+-Z?(i + r), where E is very nearly equal to '00366 (the
centigrade scale of the air-thermometer being referred to), what-
ever be the gas employed, according to the researches of JRegnault
and of Magnus on the expansion of gases by heat. If, now, the
volume be altered arbitrarily with the température continually
at t + r, the product of the pressure and volume will remain
constant ; and, therefore, we have

pv=p„v» [l+E(t+r)}.
Similarly (p — «) (v + cj})=p0v0 {1 +Et).
Hence, by subtraction, we have

Va> —p<f) + a>4> = pavaEr,
or, neglecting the product co<£,

va — pcf> =p0v0Er.

Hence, the preceding expression for mechanical effect, gained in
the cycle of opérations, becomes p0v0. Et . dv/v.
Or, as we may otherwise express it,

_

vdq/dv '
Hence, if we dénoté by M the mechanical effect due to H units
of heat descending through the same interval t, which might
be obtained by repeating the cycle of opérations described above,

times, we have
aq

vdq/dv
27. If the amplitudes of the opérations had been finite, so

as to give rise to an absorption of II units of heat during the first
opération, and a lowering of température from S to T during the
second, the amount of work obtained would have been found to
be expressed by means of a double definite intégral, thus* :—

* This resuit might have been obtained by applying the usual notation oî the
intégral calculus to express the area of the eurvilinear quadrilatéral, which, ae-

9—2
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|1 » *-*»££}%*«>
this second form being sometimes more convenient.

28. The preceding investigations, being founded on the
approximate laws of compressibility and expansion (known as
tlie law of Mariotte and Boyle, and the law of Dalton and Gay-
Lussac), would require some sligbt modifications, to adapt them
to cases in which the gaseous médium employed is such as to
présent sensible déviations from those la\vs. Regnault's very
accurate experiinents shew tirât the déviations are insensible,
or very nearly so, for the ordinary gases at ordinary pressures ;
althougli they may be considérable for a médium, such as sul-
phurous acid, or carbonic acid under high pressure, which ap-
proaches the pliysical condition of a vapour at saturation ; and
therefore, in général, and especially in practical applications to
real air-engines, it will be unnecessary to make any modification
in the expressions. In cases where it may be necessary, there
is no difïiculty in making the modifications, when the requisite
data are supplied by experiment.

29*. Either the steam-engine or the air-engine, according to
the arrangements described above, gives ail the mechanieal effect
that can possibly he obtained from the thermal agency employed.
For it is clear, that, in either case, the opérations may be per-
formed in the reverse order, with every thermal and mechanieal
effect reversed. Thus, in the steam-engine, we may commence by
placing the cylinder on the imperméable stand, allow the piston to
rise, performing work, to the position EJFZ ; we may then place
it on the body B, and allow it to rise, performing work, till it
reaches E2F2 ; after that the cylinder may be placed again on

cording to Clapeyron's graphical construction, would be found to represent the
entire mechanieal effect gained in the cycle of opérations of the air-engine. It
is not necessary, however, to enter into the détails of this investigation, as the
formula (3), and the conséquences derived from it, include the whole theory of the
air-engine, in the best practical form; and the investigation of it which I have
given in the text, will probably give as clear a view'of the reasoning on which it
is founded, as could be obtained by the graphical method, which, in this case, is
not so valuable as it is from its simplicity in the case of the steam-engine.

* This paragraph is the démonstration referred to above, of the proposition
stated in § 13 ; as it is readily seen that it is applicable to any conceivable kind of
thermo-dynamic engine.
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tlie imperméable stand, and the piston may be pushed down to
E1F1 ; and, lastly, the cylinder being removed to the body A,
the piston may be pushed down to its primitive position. In this
inverse cycle of opérations, a certain amount of work lias been
spent, precisely equal, as we readily see, to the amount of me-
chanical effect gained in the direct cycle described above ; and
beat bas been abstracted from B, and deposited in the body A, at
a higher température, to an amount precisely equal to that which,
in the direct cycle, was let down from A to B. Hence it is
impossible to bave an engine which will dérivé more mechanical
effect from the same thermal agency, than is obtained by the
arrangement described above ; since, if there could be such an

engine, it might be employed to perform, as a part of its whole
work, the inverse cycle of opérations, upon an engine of the kind
we have considered, and thus to continually restore the beat from
B to A, which bas descended from A to B for working itself;
so that we should have a complex engine, giving a residual
amount of mechanical effect without any thermal agency, or altéra¬
tion of materials, which is an impossibility in nature. The same

réasoning is applicable to the air-engine ; and we conclude,
generally, that any two engines, constructed on the principles
laid down above, whether steam-engines with différent liquids,
an air-engine and a steam-engine, or two air-engines with différent
gases, must dérivé the same amount of mechanical effect from the
same thermal agency.

30. Hence, by comparing the amounts of mechanical effect
obtained by the steam-engine and the air-engine from the letting
down of the H units of heat from A at the température (t + t)
to B at t, according to the expressions (2) and (3), we have

(5).

If we dénoté the coefficient of Ht in these equal expressions by
which may be called " Carnot's coefficient," we have

<*>-

and we deduce the following very remarkable conclusions :—
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(1) For the saturated vapours of ail différent liquids, at tlie
same température, the value of (1 — or) must be the same.

(2) For any différent gaseous masses, at the same tempera-
Ep v

ture, the value of ' must he the same.
vdqjav

(3) The values of these expressions for saturated vapours
and for gases, at the same température, must he the same.

31. No conclusion can he drawn a priori regarding the values
of tbis coefficient ^ for différent températures, which can only
he determined, or compared, by experiment. The results of a

great variety of experiments, in différent branches of physical
science (Pneumatics and Acoustics), cited by Carnot and by
Ciapeyron, indicate that the values of p. for low températures
exceed the values for higher températures ; a resuit amply verified
by the continuous sériés of experiments performed by Regnault
on the saturated vapour of water for ail températures from 0°
to 230°, which, as we shall see below, give values for p. gradually
diminishing from the inferior lirait to the superior limit of tempe-
rature. When, by observation, fi has been determined as a
function of the température, the amount of mechanical effect, M,
deducible from II units of beat descending from a body at the
température ^ to a body at the température T, may be calculated
from the expression,

11=11 fS fidt (7),J T

which is, in fact, what either of the équations (1) for the steam-
engine, or (4) for the air-engine, becomes, when the notation
for Carnot's multiplier, is introduced.

The values of this intégral may be practically obtained, in
the most convenient manner, by first determining, from observa¬
tion, the mean values of ^ for the successive degrees of the
thermometric scale, and then adding the values for ail the degrees
within the limits of the extreme températures S and T*.

* The results of these investigations are exhibited in Tables I. and II. below.
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32. The complété theoretical investigation of the motive
power of lieat is thus reduced to the expérimental détermination
of the coefficient fi; and may be considered as perfect, when,
by any sériés of expérimental researches whatever, we can
find a value of /t for every température within practical limits.
The spécial character of the expérimental researches, whether
with reference to gases, or with reference to vapours, necessary
and sufficient for this object, is defined and restricted in the
most précisé manner, by the expressions (6) for /t, given
above.

33. The object of Regnault's great work, referred to in the
title of this paper, is the expérimental détermination of the various
physical elements of the steam-engine ; and when it is complété,
it will furnish ail the data necessary for the calculation of fi.
The valuable researches already published in a first part of
that work, make known the latent heat of a given weight, and
the pressure, of saturated steam for ail températures between
0° and 230° cent, of the air-thermometer. Besides these data,
however, the density of saturated vapour must he. known, in
order that h, the latent heat of a unit of volume, may be cal-
culated from Regnault's détermination of the latent heat of a

given weight*. Between the limits of 0° and 100°, it is probable,
from various experiments wliich have been made, that the density
of vapour follows very closely the simple laws which are so
accurately verified by the ordinary gases-f*; and thus it may be
calculated from Regnault's table giving the pressure at any tem¬
pérature within those limits. Nothing as yet is known with
accuracy as to the density of saturated steam between 100° and
230°, and we must be contented at présent to estimate it by
calculation from Regnault's table of pressures ; although, when
accurate expérimental researches on the subject shall have been

* It is, comparatively speaking, of little conséquence to know accurately the
value of <r, for the factor (1 — a) of the expression for /*, since it is so small (being
less than tttstt f°r températures between 0° and 100°) that, unless ail the data
are known with more accuracy than we can count upon at présent, we might neglect
it altogether, and take dp/Icdt simply, as the expression for fj., without committing
any error of important magnitude.

+ This is well established, within the ordinary atmospheric limits, in Regnault's
Études Météorologiques, in the Annales de Chimie, Vol. xv., 1846.
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made, considérable déviations from tbe laws of Boyle and Dalton,
on which tbis calculation is founded, may be discovered.

34. Such are the expérimental data on which the mean
values of /x for the successive degrees of the air-thermometer,
from 0° to 230°, at présent laid before the Royal Society, is
founded. The unit of length adopted is the English foot ; the
unit of weight, the pound ; the unit of work, a " foot-pound
and the unit of heat that quantity which, when added to a pound
of water at 0°, will produce an élévation of 1° in température.
The mean value of /a for any degree is found to a sufficient
degree of approximation, by taking, in place of <r, dp/dt, and k ;
in the expression

n dP •(1 a)m'
the mean values of those elements ; or, wliat is équivalent to
the correspond ing accuracy of approximation, by taking, in place
of a and k respectively, the mean of the values of those elements
for the limita of température, and in place of dpjdt, the différence
of the values of p, at the same limits.

35. In Regnault's work (at the end of the eighth Mémoire),
a table of the pressures of saturated steam for the successive
températures 0°, 1°, 2°,... 230°, expressed in millimétrés of mercury,
is given. On account of the units adopted in tliis paper, these
pressures must be estimated in pounds on the square foot, which
we may do by multiplying each number of millimétrés by 2'7896,
the weight in pounds of a sheet of mercury, one millimétré thick,
and a square foot in area.

36. The value of k, the latent heat of a cubic foot, for any
température t, is found from A, the latent heat of a pound of
saturated steam, by the équation

k— — "h 00366 x 100 .0368Ga* ^
760 "1 +-00366 xi •>< 03080J.X,

* It appears that the vol. of 1 ldlog. must be 1-G907G according to the data here
assumed.

The density of saturated steam at 100° is taken as j-gpVs of that of water at
its maximum. Rankins takes it as
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where p dénotés the pressure in millimétrés, and X tlie latent beat
of a pound of saturated steam ; the values of X being calculated by
tbe empirical formula*

X = (606'5 + 0-305«) - (t + -00002«2 + 0-0000003«9),

given by Regnault as representing, between the extreme limits
of bis observations, tbe latent beat of a unit weigbt of saturated
steam.

Explanation of Table I.
37. The mean values of g for the first, for the eleventli, for

the twènty-first, and so on, up to the 231stf degree of tbe air-
tliermometer, have been calculated in the manner explained in
the preceding paragraphs. These, and interpolated results, which
must agree with what would have been obtained, by direct calcu-
lition from Regnault's data, to three significant places of figures
(and even for the températures between 0° and 100", the ex¬
périmental data do not justify us in relying on any of the results
to a greater degree of accuracy), are exhibited in Table I.

To find the amount of mechanical effect due to a unit of heat,
descendit}ff from a body at a température S to a body at T, if tliese
numbers be integers, ive have merely to add tlie values of g in
Table I. corresponding to the successive numbers.

T +1, T+ 2, S- 2, 8-1.

Explanation of Table II.
38. The calculation of the mechanical effect, in any case,

which might always be effected in the manner described in §37
* The part of this expression in the first vinculum (see Regnault, end of ninth

Mémoire) is what is known as "the total heat" of a pound of steam, or the amount
of heat necessary to couvert a pound of water at 0° into a pound of saturated steam
at t"\ which, according to "Watt's law," thus approximately verified, would be
constant. The second part, which would consist of the single term t, if the spécifie
heat of water were constant for ail températures, is the number of thermie units
necessary to raise the température of a pound of water from 0° to t°, and expresses
empirically the results of Regnault's experiments on the spécifie heat of water (see
end of the tenth Mémoire), described in the work already referred to.

t In strietness, the 230th is the last degree for which the expérimental data
are complété; but the data for tire 231st rnay readily be assumed in a sufiiciently
satisfactory manner.
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(with the proper modification for fractions of degrees, when
necessary), is mueh simplified by the use of Table II., where
the first number of Table I., the sum of the first and second,
the sum of the first three, the sum of the first four, and so on, are

successively exhibited. The sums thus tabulated are the values of
the intégrais

and, if we dénoté I pdt by the letter M, Table II. may be re-

garded as a table of the value of M.
To find the amount of mechanical effect due to a unit of heat

descending from a body at a température S to a body at 1\ if these
rtumbers be integers, we liave merely to subtract the value of M,
for the number T, from the value for the number S, given in
Table II.
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Table I* Mean Values of g for the successive Degrees of the
Air-Thermometer frorn 0° to 230°.

M /X /X r- fx

1» 4-900 48« 4-366 94» 3-889 140» 3-549 186» 3-309
2 4-946 49 4-355 95 3-880 141 3-543 187 3-304
3 4-932 50 4-343 96 3-871 142 3-537 188 3-300
4 4-918 51 4-331 97 3-863 143 3-531 189 3-295
5 4-905 52 4-319 98 3-854 144 3-525 190 3-291
C 4-892 53 4-308 99 3-845 145 3-519 191 3-287
7 4-878 54 4-290 100 3-837 146 3-513 192 3-282
8
9

4-865 55 4-285 101 3-829 147 3-507 193 3-278
4-852 56 4-273 102 3-820 148 3-501 194 3-274

10 4-839 57 4-262 103 3-812 149 3-495 195 3-269
11 4-826 58 4-250 104 3-804 150 3-490 196 3-265
12 4-812 59 4-239 105 3-790 151 3-484 197 3-261
13 4-799 00 4-227 106 3-788 152 3-479 198 3-257
14 4-780 61 4-210 107 3-780 153 3-473 199 3-253
15 4-773 02 4-205 108 3-772 154 3-468 200 3-249
ie 4-760 63 4-194 109 3-764 155 3-462 201 3-245
17 4-747 64 4-183 110 3-757 156 3-457 202 3-241
18 4-735 65 4-172 111 3-749 157 3-451 203 3-237
19 4-722 66 4-161 112 3-741 158 3-446 204 3-233
20 4-709 07 4-150 113 3-734 159 3-440 205 3-229
21 4-097 68 4-140 114 3-726 160 3-435 206 3-225
22 4-084 69 4-129 115 3-719 161 3-430 207 3-221
23 4-072 70 4-119 116 3-712 162 3-424 208 3-217
24 4-659 71 4-109 117 3-704 163 3-419 209 3-213
25 4-046 72 4-098 118 3-697 164 3-414 210 3-210
26 4-634 73 4-088 119 3-689 165 3-409 211 3-206
27 4-021 74 4-078 120 3-682 166 3-404 212 3-202
28 4-009 75 4-067 121 3-675 167 3-399 213 3-198
29 4-596 76 4-057 122 3-668 168 3-394 214 3-195
30 4-584 77 4-047 123 3-661 169 3-389 215 3-191
31 4-572 78 4-037 124 3-654 170 3-384 216 3-188
32 4-559 79 4-028 125 3-647 171 3-380 217 3-184
33 4-547 80 4-018 120 3-640 172 3-375 218 3-180
34 4-535 81 4-009 127 3-633 173 3-370 219 3-177
35 4-522 82 3-999 128 3-627 174 3-365 220 3-173
36 4-510 83 3-990 129 3-620 175 3-361 221 3-169
37 4-498 84 3-980 130 3-614 176 ' 3-356 222 3-165
38 4-486 85 3-971 131 3-607 177 3-351 223 3-162
39 4-474 86 3-961 132 3-601 178 3-346 224 3-158
40 4-462 87 3-952 133 3-594 179 3-342 225 3-155
41 4-450 88 3-943 134 3-586 180 3-337 226 3-151
42 4-438 89 3-934 135 3-579 181 3-332 227 3-148
43 4-426 90 3-925 136 3-573 182 3-328 228 3-144
44 4-414 91 3-916 137 3-567 183 3-323 229 3-141
45 4-402 92 3-907 138 3-561 184 3-318 230 3-137
46 4-390 93 3-898 139 3-555 185 3-314 231 3-134
47 4-378

* The numhers here tabulated may also be regarded as tlie actual'values of
lifort — l, î = lj, j = 2|,j = 3^, &e.
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Table II. Mechanical Effect in Foot-Pounds due to a Thermie
Unit Centigrade, passing from a hody, at any Température
less tlian 230° to a bodij at 0°.

Superior
Limit of

Tempe-
rature.

Mechanical
Effect.

Superior
Limit of
Tempé¬
rature.

Mechanical
Effect.

Superior
Limit of

Tempe-
rature.

Mechanical
Effect.

Superior
Limit of
Tempe-
rature.

Mechanical
Effect.

Superior
Limit of
Tempe-
rature.

Mechanical
Effect.

Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds.

î» 4-960 48» 223-487 94» 412-545 140» 582-981 186° 740-310
2 9-906 49' 227-842 95 416-425 141 586-524 187 743-614
3 14-838 50 232-185 96 420-296 142 590-061 188 746-914
4 19-756 51 236-516 97 424-159 143 593-592 189 750-209
5 24-661 52 240-835 98 428-013 144 597-117 190 753-500
c 29-553 53 245-143 99 431-858 145 600-636 191 756-787
7 34-431 54 249-439 114) 435-695 146 604-099 192 760-069
8 39-296 55 253-724 101 439-524 147 607-656 193 763-347
9 44-148 56 257-997 102 ' 443-344 148 611-157 194 766-621

10 48-987 57 262-259 103 447-156 149 614-652 195 769-890
11 53-813 58 266-509 104 450-960 150 61s-142 196 773-155
12 58-625 59 270-748 105 454-756 151 621-626 197 776-416
13 63-424 60 274-975 106 458-544 152 625-105 198 779-673
14 68-210 61 279-191 107 462-324 153 628-578 199 782-926
15 72-98.3 6-2 283-396 108 466-096 154 632-046 200 786-175
16 77-743 63 287-590 109 469-860 155 635-50s 201 789-420
17 82-490 64 291-773 110 473-617 156 638-965 202 792-661
18 87-225 65 295-945 111 477-366 157 642-416 203 795-898
19 91-947 66 300-106 112 481-107 158 645-862 204 799-131
20 96-656 67 304-256 113 484-841 159 649-302 205 802-360
21 101-353 68 308-396 114 488-567 160 652-737 206 805-535
22 106-037 69 312-525 115 492-286 161 656-167 207 808-806
23 110-709 70 316-644 116 495-998 162 659-591 208 812-023
24 115-368 71 320-752 117 499-702 163 663-010 209 815-236
25 120-014 72 324-851 118 503-399 164 666-424 210 818-446
26 124-648 73 328-939 119 507-088 165 669-833 211 821-652
27 129-269 74 333-017 120 510-770 166 673-237 212 824-854
28 133-878 75 337-084 121 514-445 167 676-636 213 828-052
29 138-474 76 341-141 122 518-113 168 680-030 214 831-247
30 143-058 77 345-188 123 521-174 169 683-419 215 834-438
31 147-630 78 349-225 124 525-428 170 686-803 216 837-626
32 152-189 79 353-253 125 529-075 171 690-183 217 840-810
33 156-736 80 357-271 126 532-715 172 693-558 218 843-990
34 161-271 81 361-280 127 536-348 173 696-928 219 847-167
35 165-793 82 365-279 128 539-975 174 700-293 220 850-340
36 170-303 83 369-269 129 543-595 175 703-654 221 853-509
37 174-801 84 373-249 130 547-209 176 707-010 222 856-674
38 179-287 85 377-220 131 550-816 177 710-361 223 859-836
39 183-761 86 381-181 132 554-417 178 713-707 224 862-994
40 188-223 87 385-133 133 558-051 179 717-049 225 866-149
41 192-673 88 389-076 134 561-597 180 720-386 226 869-300
42 197-111 89 393-010 135 565-176 181 723-718 227 872-448
43 201-537 90 396-935 136 568-749 182 727-046 228 875-592
44 205-951 91 400-851 137 572-316 183 730-369 229 878-733
45 210-353 92 404-758 138 575-877 184 733-687 230 881-870
46 214-743 93 408-656 139 579-432 185 737-001 231 885-004
47 219-121
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Note.—On the curves described in Clapeyron's graphical
method of exhibiting Carnot's Theory of the Steara-Engine.

39. At any instant when the température of the water and
vapour is t, during the fourth opération (see above, § 16, and
suppose, for the sake of simplicity that, at the beginning of the
first, and at the end of the fourth opération, the piston is ab-
solutely in contact with the surface of the water), the latent heat
of the vapour must be precisely equal to the arnount of heat
that would be necessary to raise the température of the whole
mass, if in the liquid state, from t to S*. Hence, if v' dénoté
the volume of the vapour, c the mean capacity for heat of a pound
of water between the températures S and t, and W the weight
of the entirc mass, in pounds, we have

kv = c(S— t) W.
Again, the circumstances during the second opération are sucli
that the mass of liquid and vapour possesses H units of heat
more than during the fourth ; and consequently, at the instant of
the second opération, when the température is t, the volume v
of the vapour will exceed v by an amount of which the latent
heat is II, so that we have

40. Now, at any instant, the volume between the piston
and its primitive position is less than the actual volume of vapour
by the volume of the water evaporated. Hence, if x and x dénoté
the abscissœ of the curve at the instants of the second and fourth

opérations respectively, when the température is t, we have
X = V — (TV, X = v' — (TV ,

and, therefore, by the preceding équations,
x = {II+c(8- t) W] (a),

x = (S-t)W. (6).
These équations, along with y = y'=p (c)

* For, at the end of the fourth opération, the whole mass is liquid, and at
the température S. Now, this state might be arrived at by first compressing the
vapour into water at the température t, and then raising the température of the
liquid to S ; and however this state may be arrived at, there eannot, on the whole,
be any heat added to or subtracted from, the contents of the cylinder, since, during
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enable us to calculate, from the data supplied by Regnault, the
abscissa and ordinate for each of the curves described above (§17),
corresponding to any assumed température t. After the ex-

planations of §§ 33, 34, 35, 36, it is only necessary to add that c is
a quantity of winch the value is very nearly unity, and would
be exactly so were the capacity of water for heat the same at
every température as it is between 0°and 1°; and that the value of
c(8—t), for any assigned values of S and t, is found, by sub-
tracting the number corresponding to t from the number corre¬
sponding to s, in the column lieaded "Nombre des unités de
chaleur abandonnées par un kilogramme d'eau en descendant de
T0 à 0°", of the last table (at the end of the Tenth Mémoire)
of Regnault's work. By giving S the value 230°, and by sub-
stituting successively 220, 210, 200, &c., for t, values for x, y, x, y ,

liave been found, which are exhibited in the following Table :—

Températures.

t

Volumes to be de¬
scribed by the piston,

to complété the
fourth opération.

x'

Volumes from the primi¬
tive position of the piston

to tliose occupicd at
instants of the second

opération.

x

Pressures of saturated
steam, in pounds
on the square foot.

y=y'=p

0» 1269.W x' + 5-409.H 12-832
10 639-C.W m'+ 2-847.II 25-567
20 337-3.W m'+ 1-571.H 48-514
30 185-5.W x'+ -9062.H 88-007
40 105-9.W x'+ -5442.H 153-167
50 62-62.W x'+ -3392.H 256-595
G0 38-19. W x'+ -2188.H 415-070
70 21-94.W x'+ -1456.H 650-240
80 15-38.W x'+ -09962.H 989-318
90 10-09.W x'+ -06994.H 1465-80

100 6-744AV x' + -05026.H 2120-11
110 4-578.W x'+ -03688.H 2999-87
120 3-141.W x'+ -02758.H 4160-10
130 2-176.W x'+ -02098.II 5663-70
140 1-519.W x'+ -01625.H 7581-15
150 1-058.W x' + -01271.H 9990-26
160 0-7369. W x'+ -01010.H 12970-2
170 0-5085.W x' + -008116.II 16630-7
180 0-3454. W x'+ -006592.H 21051-5
190 0-2267.W x'+ -005406.H 26341-5
200 0-1409.W x'+ -004472.H 32607-7
210 0-0784. W x'+ -003729.H 39960-7
220 0-3310. W x' + "003130.H 48512-4
230 0 x'+ -002643.H 58376-6

the fourth opération, there is neither gain nor loss of heat. This reasoning is,
of course, founded on Carnot's fundamental principle, which is tacitly assumed
in the commonly-received ideas connected with "Watt's law," the "latent heat of
steam," and "the total heat of steam."
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Appendix.

(Read April 30, 1849.)

41. In p. 30, some conclusions drawn by Carnot from his
général reasoning were noticed ; according to which it appears,
that if tlie value of /a for any température is known, certain in¬
formation may be derived with reference to the saturated vapour
of any liquid whatever, and, with reference to any gaseous mass,
without the necessity of experimenting upon the spécifie médium
considered. Nothing in the whole range of Natural Philosophy is
more remarkable than the establishment of général laws by such a
process of reasoning. We have seen, liowever, that doubt may
exist with reference to the truth of the axiom on which the entire

tlieory is founded, and it therefore becomes more than a matter
of mere curiosity to put the inferences deduced from it to the
test of experience. The importance of doing so was clearly appre-
ciated by Carnot ; and, with such data as he had from the re-
searclies of various experimenters, he tried his conclusions. Some
very remarkable propositions which he dérivés from his Theory,
coincide with Dulong and Petit's subsequently-discovered ex¬
périmental laws with reference to thé heat developed by the
compression of a gas ; and the expérimental vérification is there¬
fore in this case (so far as its accuracy could be depended upon)
décisive. In other respects, the data from experiment were in-
sufficient, althougli, so far as they were available as tests, they
were confirmatory of the theory.

42. The recent researches of Regnault add immensely to
the expérimental data available for this object, by giving us the
means of determining with considérable accuracy the values of /x
within a very wide range of température, and so affording a trust-
worthy standard for the comparison of isolated results at différent
températures, derived from observations in various branches of
physical science.

In the first section of this Appendix the Theory is tested,
and shewn to be confirmed by the comparison of the values of p,
found above, with those obtained by Carnot and Clapeyron from
the observations of various experimenters on air, and the vapours
of différent liquids. In the second and tliird sections some
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striking confirmations of tlio theory arising from observations by
Dulong, on tlie spécifie heat of gases, and from Mr Joule's ex-
periments on the heat developed by the compression of air, are
pointed out; and in conclusion, the actual methods of obtaining
mechanical effect from heat are briefly examined with reference to
their economy.

I. On the values of y derived by Carnot and Olapeyron from
observations on Air, and on the Vapours ofvarious liquids.

43. In Carnot's work, p. 80—82, the mean value of y between
0° and 1° is derived from the experiments of Delaroche and Berard
on the spécifie heat of gases, by a process approximately equi-

Ep v
valent to the calculation of the value of ffr for the tempe-

vdq/av x
rature -|°. There are also, in the same work, déterminations of
the values of y from observations on the vapours of alcohol and
Avater ; but a table given in M. Clapeyron's paper, of the values of
y derived from the data supplied by various experiments Avith
reference to the vapours of ether, alcohol, water, and oil of
turpentine, at the respective boiling-points of these liquids, afford
us the means of comparison tlirôugli a more extensive range of
température. In the cases of alcohol and water, these results
ought of course to agree .with tliose of Carnot. There are, hoAV-
ever, slight discrepancies Avhich must be owing to the uncertainty
of the expérimental data*. In the following table, Carnot's results
Avith reference to air, and Clapeyron's results with reference to
the four différent liquids, are exhibited, and compared with the

Namos of the Media. Températures. ATûIucs of fi.

AAilues of /x dé-
duced from
Rcgnault's

Observations.

Différences.

Air .

Sulphuric Ether .

Alcohol ,

Water
Essence of Turpentine

0
0-5

(Boiling point) 35-5
78-8

100
156-8

(Caiïnot) 4-377
(Clai-eyuon) 4-478

3-963
3-658
3-530

4-960
4-510
4-030
3-837
3-449

•383
■032
•071
•179

-•081

* Thus, from Carnot's ealeulations, we find, in the case of alcohol, 4-035 ; and in
the case of water, 3-648, instead of, 3-963, and 3-658, which arc Clapeyron's results
in the same cases.
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values of y, wliich have been given above (Table I.) for tbe same
températures, as derived from Regnault's observations on the
vapour of water.

44. It may be observed that tbe discrepancies between the
results founded on the expérimental data supplied by the différent
observer s with reference to water at the boiling-point, are greater
than those which are presented between the results deduced
from any of the other liquids, and water at the other températures;
and we may therefore feel perfectly confident that the vérification
is complété to the extent of accuracy of the observations*. The
considérable discrepancy presented by Carnot's resuit, deduced
from experiments on air, is not to be wondered at when we con-
sider the very uncertain nature of his data.

45. The fact of the graduai decrease of fi through a very
extensive range of température, being indicated both by Regnault's
continuous sériés of experiments, and by the very varied ex¬
periments on différent média, and in différent branches of Physical
Science, must be considered as a striking vérification of the
theory.

II. On the Heat developed by the compression of Air.
46. Let a mass of air, occupying initially a given volume V,

under a pressure P, at a température t, be compressed to a less
volume V, and allowed to part with heat until it sinks to its
primitive température t. The quantity of heat which is evolved
may be determined, according to Carnot's theory, when the
particular value of /jl, corresponding to the température t, is
known. For, by § 30, équation (6), we have vdq/dv = Eppjp,
where dq is the quantity of heat absorbed, when the volume is
allowed to increase from v to v + dv ; or the quantity evolved
by the reverse opération. Hence we deduce

Ep^dv
1

fl v w
* A still doser agreement must be expeeted, when more aeourate expérimental

data are afforded with reference to the other média. Mons. Regnault informs me
that he is engaged in completing some researches, from which we may expect,
possibly before the end of the présent year, to be furnished with ail the data for five
or six différent liquids which we possess at présent for water. It is therefore to
be hoped that, before long, a most important test of the validity of Carnot's theory
will be afforded.

-r 10
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Now, Ep0vjp is constant, since the température remains un-
changed ; and therefore, we may at once integrate the second
number. By taking it between the limits V and F, we thus
find

Q = ^hgÇ (9),
where Q dénotés the required amount of heat, evolved by the
compression, from V to V. ïhis expression may be modified
by employing the équations PV= P' V =p0v0 (1 + Et) ; and we
thus obtain

EPV EP'V' t V®
/J, (1 + Et) °° V' fi (1 + Et) g V (

From this resuit we draw the following conclusion
47. Equal volumes of ail elastio fluids, taJcen at the same

température and pressure, when compressed to smaller equal volumes,
disengage equal quantities ofheat.

This extremely remarkable theorem of Carnot's was indepen-
dently laid down as a probable expérimental law by Dulong,
in his "Recherches sur la Chaleur Spécifique des Fluides Elastiques,"
and it therefore affords a most powerful confirmation of the
theory-f-,

48. In some very remarkable researches made by Mr Joule
upon the heat developed by the compression of air, the quantity of
heat produced in différent experiments has been ascertained witli
reference to the amount of work spent in the opération. To
compare the results which he has obtained with the indications of
tlieory, let us détermine the amount of work necessary actually
to produce the compression considered above.

* The Napierian logarithm of V/ V is here understood.
f Carnot varies the statement of his theorem, and illustrâtes it in a passage,

pp. 52, 53, of which the following is a translation:—
"When a gas varies in volume witliout any change of température, the quantities

of heat absorbed or evolved by this gas are in arithmetical progression, if the augmen¬
tation or diminution of volume are in geometrical progression.

"When we compress a litre of air maintained at the température 10°, and reduee
it to half a litre, it disengages a certain quantity of heat. If, again, the volume
be redueed from half a litre to a quarter of a litre, from a quarter to an eighth,
and so on, the quantities of heat successively evolved will be the same.

"If, in place of compressing the air, we allow it to expand to two litres, four
litres, eight litres, &c., it will be necessary to supply equal quantities of heat to
maintain the température always at the same degree."
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49. In the first place, to compress tlie gas from the volume
v + dv to v, the work required is pdv, or, since pv =p0v(j (1 + Et),

/1 7~T r\ dv

Hence, if we dénoté by W the total amount of work necessary
to produce the compression from V to V, we obtain, by in¬
tégration, W—p0v0(f + Et) log(F/F'). Comparing tliis with the
expression above, we find

W_n(l+Et) .

Q E 1
50. Hence we infer that

(1) The amount of work necessary to produce a unit of heat
by the compression of a gas, is the same for ail gases at the same
température.

(2) And that the quantity of heat evolved in ail circum-
stances, when the température of the gas is given, is proportional
to the amount of work spent in the compression.

51. The expression for the amount of work necessary to
produce a unit of heat is /a (1 + Et)/E, and therefore Regnault's
experiments on steam are available to enable us to calculate its
value for any température. By finding the values of p at 0°, 10°,
20°, &c., from Table I., and by substituting successively the values
0, 10, 20, &c., for t, the following results have been obtained.

Table of the Values of p, (1 + Et)jE.

Work requisite to
produce a unit of
lleat by the com¬
pression of a Gas.

Température of
the Gas.

Work requisite to
prnduce a unit of
lleat by the com¬
pression of a Gas.

Température of
the Gas.

Ft.-lbs. ' o
Ft.-lbs.

1357-1 0 1446-4 120
1368-7 10 1455-8 130
1379-0 .20 1465-3 140
1388-0 30 1475-8 150
1395-7 40 1489-2 160
1401-8 50 1499-0 170
1406-7 60 1511-3 180
1412-0 70 1523-5 190
1417-6 80 1536-5 200
1424-0 90 1550-2 210
1430-6 100 1564-0 220
1438-2 110 1577-8 230

10—2
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Mr Joule's experiments were ail conducted at températures
from 50° to about 60° Fahr., or from 10° to 16° cent.; and, con-

sequently, although some irregular différences in the results,
attributable to errors of observation inséparable froin experiments
of such a very difficult nature are presented, no regular dependence
on the température is observable. From three separate sériés
of experiments, Mr Joule deduces the following numbers for the
work, in foot-pounds, necessary to produce a thermie unit Fahren¬
heit by the compression of a gas, namely, 820, 814, 700. Multi-
plying these- by l-8, to get the corresponding number for a
thermie unit centigrade, we find 1476, 1405, and 1368.

The largest of these numbers is most nearly conformable with
Mr Joule's views of the relation between such expérimental
" équivalents," and others which he obtained in his electro-magnetic
researches; but the smallest agréés almost perfectly with the
indications of Carnot's theory ; from which, as exhibited in the
preceding Table, we should expect, from the température in
Mr Joule's experiments, to find a number between 1369 and 1379
as the resuit*.

III. On the Spécifie Ileats of Gases.
52. The following proposition is proved by Carnot as a déduc¬

tion from his général theorem regarding the spécifie heats of gases.

The excess of spécifie heatf under a constant pressure above
the spécifie heat at a constant volume, is the same for ail gases
at the same température and pressure.

53. To prove this proposition, and to détermine an expression
for the "excess" mentioned in its enunciation, let us suppose a
unit of volume of a gas to be elevated in température by a small
amount, t. The quantity of heat required to do this will be
At, if A dénoté the spécifie heat at a constant volume. Let us
next allow the gas to expand without going down in température,
until its pressure becomes reduced to its primitive value. The

* [Note added Mar. 14, 1851; 772 is now the most probable, 1390 foot-pounds
for 1° Cent.]

f Or the capaoity of a unit of volume for heat.
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expansion which will take place will be Èt/( 1 + Et), if the tempéra¬
ture be denoted by t ; and hence, by (8), the quantity of heat that
must be supplied, to prevent any lowering of température, will be

Epv0 Et E^p
'g'T+Et' 01 ÏL(Ï+EtyT-

E*p
Hence, the total quantity added is equal to Ht -I ... , 7j,,2 t.

p (1 + Tilt)

But, since B dénotés the spécifie beat under constant pressure,
the quantity of heat requisite to bring the gas into this state,
from its primitive condition, is equal to Bt ; and hence we have

B'A+inr+Èt(I2)-

IV. Comparison of the Relative advantages of the Air-Engine
and Steam-Engine.

54. In the use of water-wheels for motive power, the economy
of the engine dépends not only upon the excellence of its adapta¬
tion for actually transmitting any given quantity of water through
it, and producing the équivalent of work, but upon turning to
account the entire available fall ; so, as we are taught by Carnot,
the ohject of a thermodynamic engine is to economize in the
best possible way the transference of ail the heat evolved, from
bodies at the température of the source, to bodies at the lowest
température at which the heat can be discharged. With reference
then to any engine of the kind, there will be two points to be
considered.

(1) The extent of the fall utilized.
(2) The economy of the engine, with the fall which it actually

uses.

55. In the first respect, the air-engine, as Carnot himself
points out, has a vast advantage over the steam-engine ; since
the température of the hot part of the machine may be made
very much higher in the air-engine than would be possible in
the steam-engine, on account of the very high pressure produced
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in tlie boiler, by elevating the température of tbe water wliich
it contains to any considérable extent above the atmospheric
boiling point. On this account, a "perfect air-engine" would
be a much more valuable instrument than a "perfect steam-
engine."*

Neither steam-engines nor air-engines, however, are nearly
perfect ; and we do not know in which of tbe two kinds of machine
the nearest approach to perfection may be actually attained. The
beautiful engine invented by Mr Stirling of Galston, may be
considéred as an excellent begiuning for the air-engine-f; and it is
only necessary to " compare this with Newcomen's steam-engine,
and consider what Watt lias effected, to give rise to the most
sanguine anticipations of improvement.

Y. On the Economy of actual Steam-Engines.
56. The steam-engine being universally employed at présent

as the means for deriving motive power from beat, it is extremely
interesting to examine, according to Carnot's theory, the economy
actually attained in its use. In the first place, we remark that,
out of the entire "fall" from the température of the coals to that of
the atmosphère, it is only part—that from the température of
the boiler to the température of the condenser—that is made
available ; while the very great fall from the température of the
burning coals to that of the boiler, and the comparatively small
fall from the température of the condenser to that of the at¬
mosphère, are entirely lost as far as regards the mechanical effect

* Carnot suggests a eombination of the two principles, with air as the médium
for reeeiving the heat at a very high température from the furnace; and a second
médium, alternately in the state of saturated vapour and liquid water, to reeeive the
heat, discharged at an intermediate température from the air, and transmit it
to the coldest part of the apparatus. It is possible that a eomplex arrangement of
this kind might be invented, which would enable us to take the heat at a higher
température, and diseharge it a lower température than would be practieable in
any simple air-engine or simple steam-engine. If so, it would no doubt be equally
possible, and perhaps more convenient, to employ steam alone, but to use it at a

very high température not in contact with water in the hottest part of the apparatus,
instead of, as in the steam-engine, always in a saturated state.

+ It is probably this invention to which Carnot alludes in the following passage
(p. 112):—"H a été fait, dit-on, tout récemment en Angleterre des essais heureux
sur le développement de la puissance motrice par l'action de la chaleur sur l'air
atmosphérique. Nous ignorons entièrement en quoi ces essais ont consisté, si
toutefois ils sont réels."
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which it is desired to obtain. We infer from this, that tlie tempe-
rature of the boiler ought to be kept as bigb as, according to the
strength, is consistent witb safety, while tbat of tlie condenser
ought to be kept as nearly down at the atmospheric température
as possible. To take the entire benefit of the actual fall, Carnot
shewed that the "principle of expansion" rnust be pushed to the
utmost*.

57. To obtain some notion of the economy whicli lias actually
been obtained, we may take the alleged performances of the
best Cornish engin es, and some other interesting practical cases
as examples j\

(1) The engine of the Fowey Consols mine was reported, in
1845, to have given 125,089,000 foot-pounds of effect, for the
consumption of one bushel or 94 lbs. of coals. Now, the average
amount evaporated from Cornish boilers, by one pound of coal,
is 8£ lbs. of steam ; and hence, for each pound of steam evaporated
156,556 foot-pounds of work are produced.

The pressure of the saturated steam in the boiler may be taken
as 3| atmosphères | ; and, consequently, the température of the
water will be 140°. Now (Regnault, end of Mémoire X.), the
latent heat of a pound of saturated steam at 140° is 508, and since,
to compensate for each pound of steam removed from the boiler in

* From this point of view, we see very olearly how imperfect is the steam-engine,
even after ail Watt's improvements. For to " push the principle of expansion
to the utmost," we must allow the steam, before leaving the cylinder, to expand until
its pressure is the same as that of the vapour in the condenser. According to
"Watt's law," its température would then be the same as (actually a little above,
as Regnault has shewn) that of the condenser, and hence the steam-engine worked
in this most advantageous way, has in reality the very fault that Watt found in
Newcomen's engine. This defect is partially remedied by Hornblower's System of
using a separate expansion cylinder, an arrangement,, the advantages of which did
not escape Carnot's notice, although they have not been recognized extensively
among practical engineers, until within the last few years.

t I- am indebted to the tindness of Professor Gordon of Glasgow, for the in¬
formation regarding the various cases given in the text.

J In différent Cornish engines, the pressure in the boiler is from 2| to 5 at¬
mosphères; and, therefore, as we find from Ilegnault's table of the pressure of
saturated steam, the température of the water in the boiler must, in ail of them,
lie between 128° and 152°. For the better class of engines, the average température
of the water in the boiler may be estimated at 140", the corresponding pressure
of steam being 3J atmosphères.
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the working of the engine, a pound of water, at the température
of the condenser, which may be estimated at 30°, is introduced
from the hot well; it follows that 618 units of heat are introduced
to the boiler for each pound of water evaporated. But the work
produced, for each pound of water evaporated, was found above
to be 156,556 foot-pounds. Hence, or 253 foot-pounds is
the amount of work produced for each unit of heat transmitted
through the Fowey Consols engine. Now, in Table II., we find •

583'0 as the theoretical effect due to a unit descending from 140°
to 0°, and 143 as the effect due to a unit descending from 30° to 0°.
The différence of these numbers, or 440 *, is the number of foot-
pounds of work that a perfect engine with its boiler at 140°, and
its condenser at 30°, would produce for each unit of heat trans¬
mitted. Hence, the Fowey Consols engine, during the experi-
ments reported on, performed of its theoretical duty, or 57£
per cent.

(2) The best duty on record, as performed by an engine at
work (not for merely expérimental purposes), is that of Taylor's
engine, at the United Mines, which, in 1840, worked regularly,
for several months, at the rate of 98,000,000 foot-pounds for each
bushel of coals burned. This is j9|, or -784 of the expérimental
duty reported in the case of the Fowey Consols engine. Hence,
the best useful work on record, is at the rate of 198-3 foot-pounds
for each unit of heat transmitted, and is , or 45 per cent, of
the theoretical duty, on the supposition that the boiler is at 140°,
and the condenser at 30°.

(3) French engineers contract (in Lille, in 1847, for example)
to make engines for mill power which will produce 80,000 metre-
lbs., or 98,427 foot-lbs. of work for each pound of steam used.
If we divide this by 618, we find 159 foot-pounds for the work
produced by each unit of heat. This is 36'1 per cent, of 440, the
theoretical duty-(-.

* This number agréés very closely with the number corresponding to the fall
from 100° to 0°, given in Table Et. Hence, the fall from 140° to 30° of the scale
of the air-thermometer is équivalent, with reference to motive power, to the fall
from 100° to 0°.

t It being assumed that the températures of the boiler and condenser are the
same as those of the Cornish engines. If, however, the pressure be lower, two
atmosphères, for instance, the numbers would stand thus: The température in
the boiler would be only 121. Consequently, for each pound of steam evaporated,
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(4) English engineers have contracted to make engines and
boilers which will require only 3?2- lbs. of the best coal per horse-
power per hour. Hence, in such engines, each pound of coal
ought to produce 565,700 foot-pounds of work, and if 7 lbs. of
water be evaporated by each pound of coal, there would resuit
83,814 foot-pounds of work for each pound of water evaporated.
If the pressure in the boiler be 3£ atmosphères (température 140°)
the amount of work for each unit of heat will be found, by dividing
this by 618, to be 1307 foot-pounds, which is or 29'7 per cent,
of the theoretical duty*.

(5) The actual average of work performed by good Cornish
engines and boilers is 55,000,000 foot-pounds for each bushel
of coal, or less than half the expérimental performance of the
Fowey Consols engine, more than half the actual duty performed
by the United Mines engine in 1840 ; in fact about 25 per cent, of
the theoretical duty.

(6) The average performances of a number of Lancashire
engines and boilers have been recently found to be such as to
-require 12 lbs. of Lancashire coal per horse-power per hour (i.e., for
performing 60 x 33,000 foot-pounds) and of a number of Glasgow
engines, such as to require 15 lbs. (of a somewhat inferior coal)
for the same effect. There are, however, more than twenty large
engines in Glasgow at present-f, which work with a consumption
of only 6-Jr lbs. of dross, équivalent to 5 lbs. of the best Scotch,
or 4 lbs. of the best Welsh coal, per horse-power per hour. The
economy may be estimated from these data, as in the other
cases, on the assumption which, with reference to these, is the

only G14 units of heat would be required; and, therefore, the work performed for
each unit of heat transmitted would be 160-3 foot-pounds, whieh is more than
according to the estimate in the text. On the other hand, the range of températures,
or the fall utilised, is only from 131 to 30, instead of from 140 to 30°, and, con-
sequently (Table II.), the theoretical duty for each unit of heat is only 371 foot-
pounds. Hence, if the engine, to work according to the spécification, requires a

pressure of only 15 lbs. on the square ineh [i.e. a total steam pressure of two
atmosphères), its performance is , or 43-2 per cent, of its theoretical duty.

* If, in this case again, the pressure required in the boiler to make the engine
work according to the contract were only 15 lbs. on the square inch, we should have
a différent estimate of the economy, for which, see Table B, at the end of this paper.

+ These engines are provided with separate expansive cylinders, which have been
recently added to them by Mr M'Naught of Glasgow.
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most probable we can make, that tbe evaporation produced by
a pound of best coal is 7 lbs. of steam.

58. The following Tables afford a synoptic view of the per¬
formances and theoretical duties in the various cases discussed
above.

In Table A the numbers in the second column are found by
dividing the numbers in the first by 8J in cases (1), (2), and
(5), and by 7 in cases (4), (6), and (7), the estimated numbers
of pounds of steam actually produced in the différent boilers by
the burning of 1 lb. of coal.

The numbers in the third column are found frorn those in
the second, by dividing by 618, in Table A, and 614 in Table B,
which are respectively the quantifies of heat required to convert a
pound of water taken frorn the hot well at 30°, into saturated
steam, in the boiler, at 140° or at 121°.

Witli reference to the cases (3), (4), (6), (7), the hypotbesis
of Table B is probably in général nearer the truth than that of
Table A. In (4), (6), and (7), especially upon hypothesis B, there
is much uncertainty as to the amount of evaporation that will
be actually produced by 1 lb. of fuel. The assumption on which
the numbers in the second column in Table B are calculated, is,
that each pound of coal will send the same number of units of
heat into the boiler whether hypothesis A or hypothesis B be
followed. Hence, except in the case of the French contract, in
which the evaporation, not the fuel, is specified, the numbers in
the third column are the same as those in the third column of
Table A.
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Table A. Varions Engines in which the température of the
Boiter is 140°, and that of the Condenser 30°.

Theoretical Duty for each Unit of Iieat transmitted, 440* foot-pounds.

Work produced Work produced
for each pound

"Work produced Per cent-
Cases. for each pound for eacli unit age of

of coal con- of water cva- of iieat trans¬ theoreti¬
sumed. porated. mitted. cal duty.

Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds. Foot-Pounds.

(1) Fowey Consols Experiment, reported)
in 1845 ..... j 1,330,734 156,556 253 57-5

(2) Taylor's Engine at the United Mines,)
working in 1840 . j 1,042,553 122,653 198-4 45-1

(3) French Engines, according to contrac) * * * * 98,427 159 36-1
(4) English Engines, according to contract 565,700 80,814 130-8 29-7
(5) Average actual performance of Corn- )

ish Engines ... j 585,106 68,836 111-3 25-3

(G) Common Engines, consuming 12 lbs. :
of best coal per hour per horse-i 165,000 23,571 38-1 8-6
power......'

(7) Improved Engines with expansion-!
cylinders, consuming an équivalent/
to 4 lbs. of best coal per horse-f 495,000 70,710 114-4 26

power per hour . . J

* [Note added Mareh 15, 1851. Total work for thermal unit, 1S90 (Joule),
377-1 corrected by the dynamical theory, Mareh 15, 1851,

377T=-2713 X 1390,
253 = -1820 x 1390 = -i_ x 1390.]

6 49 1

Table B. Various Engines in which the Température of the
Boilers is 121*, and that of the Condenser 30°.

Theoretical Duty for each Unit of Iieat transmitted, 371 foot-pounds.

Cases.

Work produced
for each pound

of coal con-

sumed.

Work produced
for each pound
of water eva-

porated.

Work produced
for each unit
of heat trans¬

mitted.

Per cent-
age of

theoreti¬
cal duty.

(3) French Engines, according to contract
(4) English Engines, according to contract
(6) Common Engines, consuming 12 lbs.)

of coal per horse-power per hour j
(7) Improved Engines with expansion-!

cylinders, consuming an équivalent/
to 4 lbs. best coal per horse-powerf
per hour ;

Foot-Pounds.
* * *

565,700
165,000

495,000

Foot-Pounds.

98,427
x 80,814

fil x 23,571

|if x 70,710

Foot-Pounds.

160-3
130-8

38-1

114-4

43-2
35

10-3

30-7

* Pressure 15 lbs. on the square inch.
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[Appended to the preceding (Art. XLI.), by permission of my brother
Professor James Thomson. February 10, 1881.]

theoretical considerations on the eefect of pressure in

Lowering the Freezing Point of Water. By James
Thomson.

(Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Nov. 1850 ; talcen, with some slight
altérations made by the author, from the Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, Jan. 2, 1849.)

Some time ago my brother, Professor William Thomson,
pointed out to me a curious conclusion to which lie had been
led, by reasoning on principles similar to those developed by
Carnot, with reference to the motive power of heat. It was, that
water at the freezing point may he converted into ice by a process
solely mechanical, and yet without the final expenditure of any
mechanical worlc. This at first appeared to me to involve an
impossibility, because water expands while freezing; and there-
fore it seemed to follow, that if a quantity of it were merely
enclosed in a vessel with a moveable piston and frozen, the
motion of the piston, conséquent on the expansion, being resisted
by pressure, mechanical work would be given out without any
corresponding expenditure ; or, in other words, a perpétuai source
of mechanical work, commonly called a perpétuai motion, would
be possible. After farther considération, however, the former
conclusion appeared to be incontrovertible ; but then, to avoid
the absurdity of supposing that mechanical work could be got
out of nothing, it occurred to me that it is necessary farther to
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conclude, that the freezing point becomes lower as the pressure
to which the water is subjected is increased.

The following is the reasoning by which these conclusions are

proved.
First, to prove that water at the freezing point may be con-

verted into ice by a process solely mechanical, and yet without
the final expenditure of any mechanical work :—Let there be
supposed to be a cylinder, and a piston fitting water-tight to it,
and capable of moving without friction. Let these be supposed
to be formed of a substance which is a perfect non-conductor of
heat; also, let the bottom of the cylinder be closed by a plate,
supposed to be a perfect conductor, and to possess no capacity
for heat. Now, to convert a given mass of water into ice without
the expenditure of mechanical work, let this imaginary vessel
be partly filled with air at 0° C.* and let the bottom of it be
placed in contact with an indefinite mass of water, a lake for
instance, at the same température. Now, let the piston be pushed
towards the bottom of the cylinder by pressure from some external
réservoir of mechanical work, which, for the sake of fixing our
ideas, we may suppose to be the hand of an operator. During
this process the air in the cylinder would tend to become heated
on account of the compression, but it is constrained to remain
at 0° by being in communication with the lake at that tem¬
pérature. The change, then, which takes place is, that a certain
amount of work is given from the hand to the air, and a certain
amount of heat is given from the air to the water of the lake.
In the next place, let the bottom of the cylinder be placed in
contact with the mass of water at 0°, which is proposed to be
converted into ice, and let the piston be allowed to move back to
the position it had at the commencement of the first process.
During this second process, the température of the air would tend
to sink on account of the expansion, but it is constrained to remain
constant at 0° by the air being in communication with the freezing
water, which cannot change its température so long as any of it
remains unfrozen. Hence, so far as the air and the hand are

concerned, this process has been exactly the converse of the former
one. Thus the air has expanded through the same distance
through which it was formerly compressed ; and since it has been

* The centigrade thermometric scale is adopted throughout this paper.
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constantly at the same température during both processes, the
law of the variation of its pressure with its volume must have
been the same in both. From this it follows, that the hand has
received back exactly the same amount of mechanical work in the
second process as it gave out in the first. By an analogous
reason it is easily shewn that the air also has received again
exactly the same amount of heat as it gave out during its com¬
pression; and, hence, it is now left in a condition the same as
that in which it was at the commencement of the first process.
The only change which has been produced then, is that a certain
quantity of heat has been abstracted from a small mass of water
at 0°, and dispersed through an indefinite mass at the same tempe-
rature, the small mass having thus been converted into ice. This
conclusion, it may be remarked, might be deduced at once by the
application, to the freezing of water, of the général principle de-
veloped by Carnot, that no work is given out when heat passes
from one body to another without a fall of température ; or rather
by the application of the converse of this, which of course equally
holds good, namely, that no work requires to be expended to make
heat pass from one body to another at the same température.

Next, to prove that the freezing point of water is lowered
by an increase of the pressure to which the water is subjected :—
Let the imaginary cylinder and piston employed in the foregoing
démonstration, be again supposed to contain some air at 0°. Let
the bottom of the cylinder be placed in contact with the Avater
of an indefinitely large lake at 0° ; and let the air be subjected to
compression by pressure applied by the hand to the piston. A
certain amount of work is thus given from the hand to the air, and
a certain amount of heat is given out from the air to the lake.
Next, let the bottom of the cylinder be placed in communication
with a small quantity of water at 0°, enclosed in a second imagi¬
nary cylinder similar in character to the first, and which we may
call the water cylinder the first being called the air cylinder;
and let this water be, at the commencement, subject merely to
the atmospheric pressure. Let, however, résistance be offered
by the hand to any motion of the piston of the water cylinder
which may take place. Things being in this state, let the piston
of the air cylinder move back to its original position. During
this process, heat becomes latent in the air on account of the
increase of volume, and therefore the air abstracts heat from the
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water, because the air and water, being in communication with
one another, must remain each at the same température as the
other, whether that température changes or not. The first effect
of the abstraction of heat from the water must be the conversion
of a part of the water into ice, an effect which must be accom-

panied with an increase of volume of the mass enclosed in the
water cylinder. Hence, on account of the résistance offered by
the hand to the motion of the piston of this cylinder, the internai
pressure is increased, and work is received by the hand from
the piston. Towards the end of this process, let the résistance
offered by the hand gradually decrease, till, just at the end it
becomes nothing, and the pressure within the water cylinder thus
becomes again equal to that of the atmosphère. The température
of the mass of partly frozen water must now be 0°, and the air
in the other cylinder, being in communication with this, must
have the same température. The air is therefore at its original
température, and it has its original volume, or, in other words,
it is in its original state. Farther, let the ice be converted, under
atmospheric pressure, into water ; the requisite heat being trans-
ferred to it from the lake by the mechanical process already
pointed out, which involves no loss of mechanical work. Thus,
now at the conclusion of the opération, the whole mass of water is
left in its original state; and likewise, as has already been sliewn,
the air is left in its original state. Hence no work can have been
developed by any change on the air and water, which have been
used. But work has been given out by the piston of the water
cylinder to the hand ; and therefore an equal quantity^ of work
must have been given from the hand to the air piston, as there is no
other way in which the work developed could have been introduced
into the apparatus. Now, the only way in which this can have taken
place is by the air having been colder, while it was expanding
in the second process, than it was while it was undergoing com¬
pression during the first. Hence it was colder than 0° during
the course of the second process; or, in other words, while the
water was freezing, under a pressure greater than that of the
atmosphère, its température was lower than 0°.

The fact of the lowering of the freezing point being thus
* In saying "an equal quantity" I, of course, neglect infinitely small quantifies

in comparison to quantifies not infinitely small.
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demonstrated, it becomes désirable, in the next place, to find what
is the freezing point of water for any given pressure. Tbe most
obvious way to détermine this would be by direct experiment
with freezing water. I have not, however, made any atternpt to
do so in tbis way. The variation to be appreciated is extremely
small, so small in fact as to afford sufficient reason for its existence
never having been observed by any expérimenter. Even to detect
its existence, much more to arrive at its exact amount by direct
experiment, would require very delicate apparatus which would
not be easily planned out or procured. Anotber, and a better
mode of proceeding has, however, occurred to me : and by it we
can deduce, from the known expansion of water in freezing, and
tbe known quantity of heat which becomes latent in the melting
of ice, together with data founded on the experiments of Regnault
on steam at the freezing point, a formula which gives the freezing
point in ternis of the pressure ; and which may be applied for any
pressure, from nothing up to many atmosphères. The following is
the investigation of this formula.

Let us suppose that we have a cylinder of the imaginary con¬
struction described at the commencement of this paper ; and let
us use it as an ice-engine analogous to the imaginary steam-engine
conceived by Carnot, and employed in his investigations. For
this purpose, let the entire space enclosed within the cylinder
by the piston be filled at first with as much ice at 0° as would,
if melted, form rather more than a cubic foot of water, and let
the ice be subject merely to one atmosphère of pressure, no
force heing applied to the piston. Now, let the following four
processes, forming one complété stroke of the ice-engine, be
performed.

Process 1. Place the bottom of the cylinder in contact with
an indefinite lake of water at 0°, and push down the piston. The
effect of the motion of the piston is to convert ice at 0° into water
at 0°, and to abstract from the lake at 0° the heat which becomes
latent during this change. Continue the compression till one
cubic foot of water is melted from ice.

Process 2. Remove the cylinder from the lake, and place
it with its bottom on a stand which is a perfect non-conductor
of heat. Push the piston a very little farther down, till the
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pressure insicle is increased by any desired quantity which may be
denoted, in pounds on the square foot, byp. During tliis motion
of tbe piston, since the cylinder eontains ice and water, tbe
température of tbe mixture must vary with tbe pressure, being at
any instant tbe freezing point which corresponds to the pressure
at that instant. Let the température at the end of this process
be denoted by — f C.

Process 3. Place tbe bottom of the cylinder in contact with
a second indefinitely large lake at — f, and move the piston
upwards. During this motion the pressure must remain constant
at p above that of tbe atmosphère, the water in the cylinder
increasing its volume by freezing, since if it did not freeze, its
pressure would diminish, and therefore its température would
increase, which is impossible, since the whole mass of water and
ice is constrained by the lake to remain at — t". Continue the
motion till so much heat has been given out to the second lake at
— f, as that if the whole mass contained in the cylinder were
allowed to return to its original volume without any introduction
or abstraction of heat, it would assume its original température
and pressure. This, if Carnot's principles be admitted, as they
are supposed to be throughout thé présent investigation, is the
same as to say,—Continue the motion till ail the heat bas been
given out to the second lake at — f, which was taken in during
Process 2, from the first lake at 0".*

Process 4. Remove the cylinder from the lake at —t, and
place its bottom again on the non-conducting stand. Move the
piston back to the position it occupied at the commencement
of Process 1. At the end of this fourth process tbe mass con¬
tained in the cylinder must, according to the condition by which
the termination of Process 3 was fixed, have its original tempéra¬
ture and pressure, and therefore it must be in every respect
in its original pbysical state.

By representing graphically in a diagram the various volumes
* This step, as well as the corresponding one in Carnot's investigation, it

must be observed, involves diificult questions, which cannot as yet be satisfaotorily
answered, regarding the possibility of the absolute formation or destruction of heat
as an équivalent for the destruction or formation of other agencies, such as me-
chanical work; but, in taking it, I go on the almost universally adopted supposition
of the perfect conservation of heat.

T. 11
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and corresponding pressures, at ail the stages of tire four processes
which have just been described, we shall arrive, in a simple and
easy rnanner, at tire quantity of work which is developed in one
complété stroke by the beat which is transferred during tirât
stroke from tlre lake at 0° to the lake at — i°. For this purpose,
let E be the position of the piston at the beginning of Process 1 ;

m 3 Z n.

\
*

\
i

A ' <; H >:

and let some distance, such as EG, represent its stroke in feet,
its area being inade a square foot, so that the numbers expressing,
in feet, distances along EG nray also express, in cubic feet, the
changes in the contents of the cylinder produced by the motion of
the piston. Now, when l-087 cubic feet of ice are melt.ed, one
cubic foot of water is formed. Hence, if EF be taken equal to
•087 feet, F will be the position of the piston when one cubic
foot of water lias been melted from ice, that is, the position at the
end of Process 1, the bottom of the cylinder being at a point A
distant from F by rather more tlran a foot. Let FG be the
compression during Process 2, and HE the expansion during
Process 4. Let ef be parallel to EF, and let Ee represent one
atmosphère of pressure ; that is, let the units of length for the
vertical ordinates be taken such that tire number of them in Ee

may be equal to the number which expresses an atmosphère of
pressure. Also let gh be parallel to EF, and let fm represent
the increase of pressure produced during Process 2. Then the
straight lines ef and gh will be the lines of pressure for Processes
1 and 3 ; and for the other two processes, the lines of pressure
will be some curves which would extremely nearly coincide with
tire straight lines fg and he. For want of expérimental data,
the natures of these two curves cannot be precisely determined ;
but, for our présent purpose, it is not necessary that tlrey should
be so, as we merely require to find the area of the figure efgh,
which represents the work developed by tire engine during one
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complété stroke, and this can readily be obtained with sufficient
accuracy. For, even though \ve should adopt a very large value
for fin, the change of pressure during Process 2, still the changes
of volume gm and hn in Process 2 and Process 4 would be ex-
tremely small compared to the expansion during the freezing
of the water; and frorn this it follows evidently that the area
of the figure efgh is extremely nearly equal to that of the rect¬
angle. efmn, but fe is equal to FE, which is '087 feet. Hence
the work developed during an entire stroke is '087 x p foot-pounds.
Now this is developed by the descent from 0° to —1° of the quantity
of beat necessary to melt a cubic foot of ice ; that is, by 4925
thermie units, the unit being the quantity of beat required to
raise a pound of water from 0° to 1° centigrade. Next we can
obtain another expression for the same quantity of work ; for,
by the tables deduced in the preceding paper from the experiments
of Kegnault, we fiiid that the quantity of work developed by one
of the same thermie units descending througli one degree about
the freezing point, is 4 97 foot-pounds. Plence, the work due
to 4925 thermie units descending from 0° to — i° is 4925 x 4'97 x t
foot-pounds. Putting this equal to the expression which was

formerly obtained for the work due to the same quantity of heat
falling through the same number of degrees, we obtain.

4925 x 497 x t — '087 xp.

Hence t = '0000035op (1).

This, then, is the desired formula for giving the freezing point —t°
centigrade, which corresponds to a pressure exceeding that of
the atmosphère by a quantity p, estimated in pounds on a square
foot.

To put this resuit in another form, let us suppose water to
to be subjected to one additional atmosphère, and let it be re¬
quired to find the freezing point. Here p = one atmosphère =2120
pounds on a square foot; and therefore, by (1),

t = -00000355 x 2120, or t = '0075.'

That is, the freezing point of water, under the pressure of one
additional atmosphère, is —'0075° centigrade ; and hence, if the

11—2
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pressure above one atmosphère be now denoted in atmosphères*,
as units, by n, we obtain t, the lowering of the freezing point in
degrees centigrade, by the following formula,

t =-0075/1 (2). ■

[The phenomena predieted by the author of the preceding paper, in anticipation
of any direct observations on the freezing point of water, have been fully confirmed
by experiment. See a short paper published in the Proceedings of tlie Royal Society
of Edinbur'gh (Feb. 1850), and republished in the PMlosophical Magazine for August,
1850, under the title "The Effect of Pressure in Lowering the Freezing Point of
Water experimentally, demonstrated. By Prof. William Thomson."]

* The atmosphère is here talcen as being the pressure of a column of mercury of
700 millimétrés; that is 29'92, or very nearly 30 English inches.

Art. XLII. On tiie Tiieory of Magnetic Induction in

Crystalline Substances.

\Brit. Assoo. Ilep. 1850 (Part xi). Electkostatics and Magnetism, Art. xxx.]

Art. XLIII. Notes on a paper "Problems respecting

polygons in a plane." by robert moon.

[Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Vol. v. 1850.]

Art. XLIV. On the Potential of a closed Galyanic .

Circuit of any foem.

[Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Vol. v. 1850. Electeostatics
and Magnetism, Art. xxv.]
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[From the l'roc. R. S. E. Jan, 1850 ; Phil. Mag. xxxvil. 1850; Annal,
de Chimie, xxxv. 1852; Journ. de Pharm. xviii. 1850; Poggend. Annal.
lxxxi. 1850.]

Art. XLV. The Effect of Pressure in Lowering the

Freezing Point of Water experimentally demonstrated.

On the 2nd of January 1849, a communication entitled "Theo-
retical Considérations on the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the
Freezing Point of Water, hy James Thomson, Esq., of Glasgow,"
was laid before the Royal Society, and it lias since been published
in the Transactions, Vol. xvi. part 5*. In tliat paper it was
demonstrated that, if the fundamental axiom of Carnot's Theory
of the Motive Power of Heat be admitted, it follows, as a rigorous
conséquence, that the température at which ice melts will be
lowered hy the application of pressure ; and the extent of this
effect due to a given amount of pressure was deduced hy a reason-
ing analogous to that of Carnot from Regnault's expérimental
détermination of the latent heat, and the pressure of saturated
aqueous vapour at various températures differing very little from
the ordinary freezing point of water. Reducing to Fahrenheit's
scale the final resuit of the paper, we find

t = nx 0 0135 ;

where t dénotés the dépression in the température of melting ice
produced hy the addition of n " atmosphères " (or n times the
pressure due to 29'922 inches of mercury), to the ordinary pressure
experienced from the atmosphère.

In this very remarkable spéculation, an entirely novel physical
phsenomenon was predicted in anticipation of any direct experi-

* It will appear also, with some slight altérations made by the author, in the
Cambridge and Dublin Matliematical Journal, Nov. 1850. [Reprinted as Appendix
to Art. xli. above.]
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ments on tlie subject; and the actual observation of the phœno-
menon was pointed out as a liighly interesting object for expéri¬
mental research.

To test the phœnomenon by experiment without applying
excessively great pressure, a very seusitive thermometer would be
required, since for ton atmosphères the effect expected is little
more than the tenth part of a Fahrenheit degree ; and the ther¬
mometer employed, if founded on the expansion of a liquid in a
glass bulb and tube, must be protected from the pressure of the
liquid, which, if acting on it, would produce a déformation, or at
least a compression of the glass that would materially affect the
indications. For a thermometer of extreme sensibility, mercury
does not appear to be a convenient liquid ; since, if a very fine
tube be employed, there is some uncertainty in the indications on
account of the irregularity of capillary action, due probably to
superficial impurities, and observable even when the best mercury
that can be prepared is made use of ; and again, if a very large
bulb be employed, the weiglit of the mercury causes a déformation
which will produce a very rnarked différence in the position of the
head of the column in the tube according to the manner in which
the glass is supported, and may therefore alîect with uncertainty
the indications of the instrument. The former objection doos not
apply to the use of any fluid which perfectly wets the glass; and
the last-mentioned source of uncertainty will be much less for
any lighter liquid than mercury, of equal or greater expansibility
by beat. Now the coefficient of expansion of sulphuric œtlier
at 0° C. being, according to Mr I. Pierre*, '00151, is eiglit or nine
tirnes that of mercury (which is '000179, according to Regnault),
and its density is about the twentieth part of the density of mer¬
cury. Hence a thermometer of much higher sensibility may be
constructed with œther than with mercury, without experiencing
inconvenience from the circumstauces which have been alluded to.

An œther thermometer was accordingly constructed by Mr Robert
Mansell of Glasgow, for the experiment which I proposed to make.
The bulb of this instrument is nearly cylindrical, and is about
3| inches long and -gths of an inch in diameter. The tube bas a
cylindrical bore about Ct} inches long : about 5-\ inches of the tube
are divided into 220 equal parts. The thermometer is entirely

* Sec I&on On lient, p. 72.
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inclosed, and hermetically sealed in a glass tube, -vvliicli is just
large enough to admit it freely*. On comparing the indications
of this instrument with those of a thermometer of Crichton's with
an ivory scale, ivhich has divisions corresponding to degrees Fah¬
renheit of about Jïïth of an inch each, I found that the range of
the sether thermometer is about 8° Fahrenheit ; and that there are

about 212 divisions on the tube corresponding to the interval of
température from 31° to 34°, as nearly as I could discover from such
an unsatisfactory standard of reference. This gives of a degree
for the mean value of a division. From a rough calibration of the
tube which was made, I am convinced that the values of the
divisions at no part of the tuhe differ by more than 51ïïtli of this
amount from the true mean value; and, taking into account ail
the sources of uncertainty, I think it probable that each of the
divisions on the tube of the sether thermometer corresponds to
something between ^ and ^ of a degree Fahrenheit.

With this thermometer in its glass envelope, and with a strong
glass cylinder (Œrsted's apparatus for the compression of water),
an experiment was made in the foliowing manner:—

The compression vessel was partly filled with pièces of clean
ice and water : a glass tube about a foot long and -jjjth of an inch
internai diameter, closed at one end, was inserted with its open
end downwards, to indicate the fluid pressure by the compression
of the air which it contained ; and the mther thermometer was let
down and allowed to rest with the lower end of its glass envelope
pressing on the bottom of the vessel. A lead ring was let down
so as to keep free from ice tbe water in the compression cylinder
round that part of the thermometer tube where readings were
expected. More ice was added above; so that both above and
below the clear space, which was only about two inches deep, the
compression cylinder was full of pièces of ice. Water was then
poured in by a tube with a stopcock fitted in the neck of the
vessel, till the vessel was full up to the piston, after which the
stopcock was shut.

* Following a suggestion made to me by Professor Eorbes of Edinburgh, I have
in subséquent expérimenta with this thermometer, used it with enough of mereury
introduoed into the tube in which it is hermetically sealed to entirely cover its bulb ;
as I found that, without this, if the experiment was condueted in a warm room, the
indications of the thermometer were frequently deranged by the portion of the
water which was left free from ice beooming slightly elevated in température.
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After it was observed that the column of œther in the thermo-
meter stood at about 67°, with referonce to tlie divisions on the
tube, a pressure of from 12 to 15 atmosphères was applied, by
forcing the piston down with the screw. Immediately the colunm,
of œther descended. very rapidly, and in a very few minutes it was
below 61°. Tlie pressure was then suddenly removed, and im¬
mediately the column in the thermometer began to rise rapidly.
Several times pressure was again suddenly applied, and again
suddenly removed, and the effects upon the thermometer were
most marked.

The fact that the freezing point of water is sensibly lowered
by a few atmosphères of pressure was thus established beyond ail
doubt. After that I attempted, in a more deliberate experiment,
to déterminé as accurately as my means of observation allowed me
to do, the actual extent to wliich the température of freezing is
affected bjr determinate applications of pressure.

In the présent communication I shall merely mention the
results obtained, without entering at ail upon the détails of the
experiment.

I found that a pressure of, as nearly as I have been ablo to
estimate it, 81 atmosphères produced a dépression measured by
7| divisions of the tube on the column of œther in the thermo¬
meter; and again, a pressure of 1G'8 atmosphères produced a
thermometric dépression of 16^- divisions. Hence the observed
lowering of température was 7^/71, or 106° F. in the former case, and
16A/71, or '232° F. in the latter.

Let us compare these results with tlieory. According to the
conclusions arrived at by my brother in the paper refèrred to
above, the lowering of the freezing point of water by 81 atmo¬
sphères of pressure would be 81 x "0135, or 109"F.; and the
lowering of the freezing point by 16'8 atmosphères would be
16'8 x '0135, or '227° F. Hence we have the following highly satis-
factory comparison, for the two cases, between tlie experiment and
theory:—

Observed pressures.
Observed de-

pressions of
températures.

Dépressions, according to theory,
on the hypothesis that the

pressures were truly observed.
Différences.

.

8*1 atmosphères...
lli-8 atmosphères...

•106° F.
•232° l!\

•109° F.
•227° F.

- -003° F.
+ •005» F.
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It was, I confess, with sorae surprise, that, after having com-
pleted the observations under an impression tirât they presented
great discrepancies from the theoretical expectations, I found the
numbers I had noted down indicated in reality an agreement so
remarkably close, tbat I could not but attribute it in some degree
to chance, when I refiected on the very rude manner in whicli the
quantitative parts of the experiment (especially the measurement
of the pressure, and the évaluation of the division of the œther
thermometer) had been conducted.

I hope before long to have a thermometer constructed, which
shall be at least three times as sensitive as the sether thermometer
I have used hitherto; and I expect with it to be able to perceive
the effect of increasing or diminishing the pressure by less than
an atmosphère, in lowering or elevating the freezing point of water.

If a convenient minimum thermometer could be constructed,
the effects of very great pressures might easily be tested by her-
metically sealing the thermometer in a strong glass, or in a métal
tube, and putting it into a mixture of ice and water, in a strong
métal vessel, in which an enormous pressure might be produced
by the forcing-pump of a Bramah's press.

In conclusion, it may be remarked, that the same theory which
pointed out the remarkable effect of pressure on the freezing point
of water, now established by experiment, indicates that a cor-
responding effect may be expected for ail liquids which expand
in freezing ; that a î-everse effect, or an élévation of the freezing-
point by an increase of pressure, may be expected for ail liquids
which contract in freezing ; and that the extent of the effect to
be expected may in every case be deduced from Regnault's obser¬
vations on vapour (provided that the freezing point is within the
temperature-limits of lus observations), if the latent beat of a
cubic foot of the liquid, and the altération of its volume in
freezing be known.

Art. XLVI. On the Forces expeuienced by inductively

Magnetized ferro-magnetic or dia-magnetic non-Crys-
TALLINE SUBSTANCES.

[Phil. Mag. xxxvxi. 1850; Poggend. Annal, lxxxii. 1851. Electrostatics
and Magnetism, Art. xxxiv.]
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Art. XLVII. On a remarkable property of S team con-

nected with the ïheory of the SteAM-Engine.

[Phil. Mag. Nov. 1850. Pogg. Ann. lxxxi. 1850.]

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

I ara. permitted by my friend Professor Thomson to communi-
cate the following letter to the Philosophical Magazine, contaiuing
an explanation of the true cause of tlie non-scalding property
of steam issuing from a liigh-pressure boiter. The proposition
announced by Mr Rankine is certainly one of very great im¬
portance ; as it would appear from it that when saturated steam is
allowed to expand so as to evolve work, a part of it is condensed,
and that this condensation afifords beat for the expansion of the
remainder of the steam. This fact, which is analogous to that
of the production of a cloud when air saturated witli vapour is
rarefied in the receiver of an air-pump, exptains the approach
of the œconomical duty of the steam-engine to that of the air-
engine, on which I propose to make a few observations shortly.

I hâve the lronour to remain, Gentlemen,
Yours very respectfully,

James P. Joule.

Pabis, October 15,1850.
My dear Sir,

In Mr Rankine's paper on the Mechanical Action of Heat*,
the following very remarkable resuit is announced :—" If vapour

* Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Yol. xx. Part 1. (Read
Feb. 4, 1850.)
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at saturation is allowed to expand, and at the same time is main-
tained at the température of saturation, the lieat whicli dis-
appears in producing the expansion is greater than that set free
by the fall of température, and the deficiency of beat must be
supplied frorn without, otlierwise a portion of the vapour will
be liquefied in order to supply the heat necessary for the expansion
of the rest." This conclusion can, I think, be reconciled with
known facts oniy by means of your discovery, that heat is evolved
by the friction of .fluids in motion. For it is well known that the
hand may be held with impunity in a current of steam issuing
from the safety-valve of a high-pressure boiler; and again, it
is known that "Watt's law" does not rigorously express the actual
decrease in the latent heat of saturated steam with an élévation of

température ; but, on the contrary, Regnault shows that the "total
heat" of saturated steam increases slowly with the température,
at an approximately uniform rate. These two facts are consistent
and connected with one another; for, according to thelatter, steam
issuing from a high-pressure boiler ought, in the immédiate
neighbourhood and on the outside of the orifice, where, of course,
its pressure scarcely exceeds that of the atmosphère, to be at a
température sensibly above 212°, and consequently supersaturated,
and quite dry ; and it is well known that the hand expériences
no pain from being exposed to a hot current of a dry gas, even if
the température considerably exceeds 212°. But, according to
Mr Rankine's proposition, steam allowed to expand from satura¬
tion will, if no heat he supplied to it, remain saturated, except a
small portion which becomes liquefied. liither then Mr Rankine's
conclusion is opposed to the facts, or some heat must he acquired by
the steam as it issues from the boiler. The pretended explanation
of a corresponding circumstance connected with the rushing of
air from one vessel to another in Gay-Lussac's experiment, on
which you have commented, is certainly not applicable in this
case, since instead of receiving heat from without, the steam must
lose a little in passing through the stop-cock or steam-pipe by
external radiation and convection. There is no possible way in
which the heat can be acquired except by the friction of the steam
as it rushes through the orifice. Hence I think I am justified in
saying that your discovery alone can reconcile Mr Rankine's
discovery with known facts.

In connexion with this subject it is to be remarked, that if
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your fundamental principle regarding the convertibility of heat
and meclianical effect, adopted also by Mr Rankine, be true, a

quantity of water raised from the freezing-point to any higher
température, converted into saturated vapour at that température,
and then allovved to expand through a small orifice wasting ail its
"work" in friction, will, in its expanded state, possess the "total
heat" winch has been given to it ; but, on the contrary, if it be
allowed to expand, pushing out a piston against a resisting force,
it will in the expanded state possess less than that total heat
by the amount corresponding to the meclianical effect developed.
If the proposition quoted above of Mr Rankine's be true, this
amount must exceed the amount of déviation from Watt's law
measured by Regnault ; and must consequently bear a very
considérable ratio to the total heat, instead of being, as I believe
ail experimenters except yourself bave hitherto considered it to
be, quite inappréciable.

In the paragraph following that from whicli I hâve quoted,
Mr Rankine remarks,—"There is as yet no expérimental proof "
of the preceding proposition. " It is true that in the working
of non-condensing engines it has been found that the steam which
escapes is always at the température of saturation corresponding
to its pressure, and carries along with it a portion of water in the
liquid state ; but it is impossible to distinguish between the water
which has been liquefied by the expansion of the steam, and
that which lias been carried over mechanically from the boiler."
The circumstances of the passage of steam through the various
parts of a non-condensing engine, are certainly very complicated.
Even if there were no water " carried over mechanically from
the boiler," we could not conclude the truth of Mr Rankine's
proposition from the fact of the steam issuing moist and at 212°1
from the waste steam-pipe, since this miglit be accounted for
by the external loss of heat from the cylinder, steain-pipes, &c. ;
nor could we conclude that Mr Rankine's proposition is false, if
the steam were observed in any case to issue dry from the steam-
pipe, and at a température above 212°, unless the expansive
principle were known to be pushed to the utmost in the actual
working of the engine. It is however certain that if Mr Rankine's
proposition be true, steam, after having passed through a high-
pressure engine in which the expansive principle is pushed td
the utmost, wliether there be any "priming " or not, and whether
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there be any heat lost externally from the différent parts of
the engine or not, will issue at the température of 212", and
moist (and eonsequently scalding to the hand), from the waste
steam-pipe ; and, Regnault's modification of Watt's law being
considered as established, it is certain that steam issuing im-
mediately from a liigh-pressure boiler into the open air will be
above 212°, and dry.

The démonstration which Mr Rankine gives of his proposition
is partially founded on certain hypothèses regarding the spécifie
heats of gases and vapours. But, hesides this proposition, he
dérivés another conclusion from the same investigation which is
experimentally verified by Regnault's modification of Watt's law :
and lience, as it is easy to show, if we are contented to take
Regnault's resuit as an expérimental fact, and if we adopt your
meclianical équivalent for a thermal unit (or Rankine's value,
which is about §ths of yours), we may demonstrate Mr Rankine's
remarkable theorem without any other hypothesis than the con-

vertibility of heat and mechanical effect.
In a paper by Clausius, published in Poggendorff's Annalen

for last Àpril and May, a similar conclusion to that which I havo
quoted of Mr Rankine's (whose paper was read before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh on the 4th of February), is announced.
I bave not yet been able to make myself fully acquainted with
this paper ; but, from the principles and methods of reasoning
explained at the commencement, which differ from tliose of
Carnot only in the adoption of your axiom instead of Carnot's, ,

I hâve no doubt but that the démonstration of the proposition
in question is the same in substance as Mr Rankine's modified in
the manner I have suggested.

I remain, dear Sir, yours most truly,

William Thomson.

J. P. Joule, Esq.
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Art. XLVIII. On the Dynamical Theory of Heat, with
numerical results deduced from Mr Joule's equivalent
of a Thermal Unit, and M. Regnault's Observations on

Steam.

[ Transactions ofthe Royal Society of Edinburgh, March, 1851, and PAU.
Mag. iv, 1852.]

Introductory Notice.

1. Sir Humphry Davy, by his experiment of melting two
pièces of ice by rubbing them togetber, established tlie foliowing pro¬

position :—" The phenomena of repulsion are not dépendent on a
peculiar elastic fluid for their existence, or calorie does not exist."
And he concludes that heat consists of a motion excited among
the particles of bodies. " To distinguish this motion from others,
and to signify the cause of our sensation of heat," and of the
expansion or expansive pressure produced in matter by heat, "the
name répulsive motion has been adopted

2. The dynamical theory of heat, thus established by Sir
Humphry Davy, is extended to radiant heat by the discovery of
phenomena, especially those of the polarization of radiant heat,
which render it excessively probable that heat propagated through
"vacant space," or through diathermanic substances, consists of
waves of transverse vibrations in an all-pervading médium.

* From Davy's first work, entitled An Essay on Heat, Liglit, and the Combina-
tions of Light, published in 1799, in " Contributions to Physical and Médical
Knowledge, principally from the West of England, eolleeted by Thomas Beddoes,
M.D.," and republished in Dr Davy's édition of his brother's eolleeted works, Vol. n.
Lond. 183G.
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3. The recent discoveries made by Mayer and Joule*, of the
génération of beat through the friction of fluids in motion, and by
the magneto-electric excitation of galvanic currents, would either
of them be sufficient to demonstrate the immateriality of beat;
and would so afford, if required, a perfect confirmation of Sir
Humphry Davy's views.

4. Considering it as tlius established, that heat is not a
substance, but a dynamical form of mechanical effect, we perceive
that there must be an équivalence between mechanical work and
heat, as between cause and effect. The frrst published statement
of this principle appears to be in Mayer's Bemerlcungen iïber die
Kràfte der unbelebten Natur-J-, which contains some correct views
regarding the mutual convertibility of heat and mechanical effect,
along with a false analogy between the approach of a weight to
the earth and a diminution of the volume of a continuous sub¬

stance, on which an attempt is founded to find numerically the
mechanical équivalent of a given quantity of heat. In a paper
published about fourteen months later, " On the Calorific Effects
of Magneto-Electricity and the Mechanical Value of HeatJ,"
Mr Joule of Manchester expresses very distinctly the conséquences

regarding the mutual convertibility of heat and mechanical effect
which follow from the fact, that heat is not a substance but a
state of motion; and investigates on unquestionable principles
the "absolute numerical relations," according to which heat is
connected with mechanical povver ; verifying experimentally, that
whenever heat is generated from purely mechanical action, and no
other effect produced, whether it be by means of the friction of
fluids or by thé magneto-electric excitation of galvanic currents,
the same quantity is generated by the same amount of work
spent; and determining the actual amount of work, in foot-pounds,

* lu May, 1842, Mayer announced in the Annalen of Wohler and Liebig, that he
had raised the température of water from 12° to 13° Cent, by agitatiug it. In
August, 1843, Joule announced to the British Association '1 That heat is evolved by
the passage of water through narrow tubes;" and that he had "obtained one degree
of heat per lb. of water from a mechanical force capable of raising 770 lbs. to the
height of one foot;" and that heat is generated when work is spent in turning a
magneto-electric machine, or an eleetro-magnetic engine. (See his paper "On the
Calorific Effects of Magneto-Electricity, and on the Mechanical Value of Heat."—
PMI. May., Vol. xxiu., 1843.)

+ Annalen of Wohler and Liebig, May, .1842.
î British Association, August, 1843; and Fk\l. Mag., Sept., 1843.
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required to generate a unit of heat, which he calls " the mecbani-
cal équivalent of heat." Since the publication of that paper,
Mr Joule has made numerous sériés of experiments for deter-
mining with as much accuracy as possible the mechanical équiva¬
lent of heat so defined, and has given accounts of them in varïous
communications to the British Association, to the Philosophical
Magazine, to the Royal Society, and to the French Institute.

5. Important contributions to the dynamical theory of heat
have recently been inade by Rankine and Clausius; who, by
mathematical reasoning analogous to Carnot's on the motive
power of heat, but founded on an axiom contrary to his fonda¬
mental axiom, have arrived at some remarkahle conclusions.
The researches of these authors have been published in the
Transactions of this Society, and in Poggendorff's Annàlen, during
the past year ; and they are more particularly referred to below in
connexion with corresponding parts of the investigations at présent
laid before the Royal Society.

[Variops statements regarding animal heat, and the heat of
combustion and chemical combination, are made in the writings of
Liebig (as, for instance, the statement quoted in the foot-note
added to § 18 below), which virtually imply the convertibility of
heat into mechanical effect, and which are inconsistent with any
other than the dynamical theory of lieat.]

G. The object of the présent paper is threefold:—

(1) To show what modifications of the conclusions arrived at
by Carnot, and by others who have followed his peculiar mode of
reasoning regarding the motive power of heat, must be made when
the hypothesis of the dynamical theory, contrary as it is to
Carnot's fundamental hypothesis, is adopted.

(2) To point out the significance in the dynamical theory, of
the numerical results deduced from Regnault's observations on
steam, and communicated ahout two years ago to the Society,
with an account of Carnot's theory, by the author of the présent
paper; and to show that by taking these numbers (subject to
correction when accurate expérimental data regarding the density
of saturated steam shall have been afforded), in connexion with
Joule's mechanical équivalent of a thermal unit, a complété theory
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of the motive power of heat, within the température limits of the
expérimental data, is obtained.

(3) To point ont some remarkable relations Connecting the
physical properties of ail substances, established by reasoning
analogous to that of Carnot, but founded in part on the contrary
principle of the dyn amical theory.

Part I.

Fondamental Principles in the Theory of the Motive Power of
Heat.

7. According to an obvious principle, first introduced, how-
ever, into the theory of the motive power of heat by Carnot,
mechanical effect produced in any process cannot be said to have
been derived from a purely thermal source, unless at the end ot
the process ail the materials used are in precisely the same phy¬
sical and mechanical circumstances as they were at the beginning.
In some conceivable " thermo-dynamic engines," as for instance
Faraday's floating magnet, or Barlow's "wheel and axle," made to
rotate and perform work uniformly by means of a current continu-
ously excited by heat communicated to two metals in contact, or
the thermo-electric rotatory apparatus devised by Marsh, which
lias been actually constructed; this condition is fulfilled at every
instant. On the other hand, in ail thermo-dynamic engines,
founded on electrical agency, in which discontinuous galvanic
currents, or pièces of soft iron in a variable state of magnetization,
are used, and in ail engines founded on the alternate expansions
and contractions of média, there are really altérations in the
condition of materials ; but, in accordance with the principle
stated above, these altérations must be strictly periodical. In any
such engine, the sériés of motions performed during a period, at
the end of which the materials are restored to precisely the same
condition as that in which they existed at the beginning, con-
stitutes what will be called a complété cycle of its opérations.
Whenever in what follows, the wOrk done or the mechanical effect
produced by a thermo-dynamic engine is mentioned without quali¬
fication, it must be understood that the mechanical effect pro¬
duced, either in a non-varying engine, or in a complété cycle,
or any number of complété cycles of a periodical engine, is meant.

t. 12
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8. The source of heat will always be supposée! to be a bot
body at a given constant température, put in contact with some
part of the engine; and when any part of the engine is to be kept
from rising in température (which can only be done by drawing off
whatever heat is deposited in it), this will be supposed to be done
by putting a cold body, which will be called tlie refrigerator, at a
given constant température in contact with it.

9. The whole tlieory of the motive power of heat is founded
on the two following propositions, due respectively to Joule, and
to Carnot and Clausius.

Prop. I. (Joule).—When equal quantities of mechanical effect
are produced by any means whatever from purely thermal sources,
or lost in purely thermal effects, equal quantities of heat are put
out of existence or are generated.

Prop. II. (Carnot and Clausius).—If an engine be such that,
when it is worked backwards, the physical and mechanical agen-
cies in every part of its motions are ail reversed, it produces as
much mechanical effect as can be produced by any thermo-
dynamic engine, with the same températures of source and refri¬
gerator, from a given quantity of heat.

10. The former proposition is shown to be included in the
général "principle of mechanical effect," and is so establislied
beyond ail doubt by the following démonstration.

11. By whatever direct effect the heat gained or lost by a
body in any conceivable circumstances is tested, the measurement
of its quantity may always be founded on a détermination of the
quantity of some standard substance, which it or any equal
quantity of heat could raise from one standard température to
another; the test of equality between two quantities of heat being
their capability of raising equal quantities of any substance from
any température to the same higher température. Now, according
to the dynamical theory of heat, the température of a substance
can only be raised by working upon it in some way so as to pro¬
duce increased thermal motions within it, besides effeeting any
modifications in the mutual distances or arrangements of its
particles which may accompany a change of température. The
work necessary to produce this total mechanical effect is of course
proportional to the quantity of the substance raised from one
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standard température to anotber; and therefore when a body,
or a group of bodies, or a machine, parts with or receives beat,
there is in reality mechanical effect produced from it, or taken
into it, to an extent precisely proportional to the quantity of beat
which it emits or absorbs. But the work whicb any external
forces do upon it, tbe work done by its own molecular forces, and
the amount by whicb the half vis viva of the thermal motions of
ail its parts is diminished, must together be equal to the mechani¬
cal effect produced from it; and consequently, to the mechanical
équivalent of the beat which it emits (which will be positive
or négative, according as the sum of those ternis is positive or
négative). Now let there be either no molecular change or altéra¬
tion of température in any part of the body, or, by a cycle of
opérations, let the température and physical condition bc restored
exactly to what they were at the boginning; the second and
third of the three parts of the work which it has to produce
vanish; and we conclude tbat the heat which it emits or absorbs
will be the thermal équivalent of the work done upon it by
external forces, or done by it against external forces; which is the
proposition to be proved.

12. The démonstration of the second proposition is founded
on the following axiom :—■

It is impossible, by means of inanimate malerial agency, to
dérivé mechanical effect from any portion of matter by cooling
it below the température of the coldest of the sarrounding objects*.

13. To demonstrate the second proposition, let A and B be
two thermo-dynamic engines, of which B satisfi.es the conditions
expressed in the çnunciation; and let, if possible, A dérivé more
work from a given quantity of heat than B, when their sources
and refrigerators are at the same températures, respectively.
Then on account of the condition of complété reversibility in ail its
opérations which it fulfils, B may be worked backwards, and
made to restore any quantity of heat to its source, by the expen-
diture of the amount of work which, by its forward action, it
would dérive from the same quantity of heat. If, therefore, B be

* If this axiom be denied for ail températures, it would bave to be admitted
that a self-acting machine might be set to work and produce mechanical effect by
cooling the sea or earth, with no limit but the total loss of heat from the earth and
sea, cr, in reality, from the whole material world.

12 2
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worked backwards, and made to restore to the source of A (which
we may suppose to be adjustable to tbe engine B) as much heat
as has been drawn from it during a certain period of the working
of A, a smaller amount of work will be spent tlius than was gained
by the working of A. Hence, if such a sériés of opérations of A
forwards and of B backwards be continued, either alternately
or simultaneously, there will resuit a continued production of work
without any continued abstraction of heat from the source; and,
by Prop. I., it follows that there must be more heat abstracted
from the refrigelator by the working of B backwards than is
deposited in it by A. Now it is obvious that A might be made
to spend part of its work in working B backwards, and the whole
might be made self-acting. Also, there being no heat either
taken from or given to the source on the whole, ail the surround-
ing bodies and space except the refrigerator might, without
interfering with any of the conditions which have been assumed,
be made of the same température as the source, whatever that
may be. We should thus have a self-acting machine, capable of
drawing heat constantly from a body surrounded by others at
a higher température, and converting it into mechanical effect.
But this is contrary to the axiom, and therefore we conclude that
the hypothesis that A dérivés more mechanical effect from the
same quantity of heat drawn from the source than B, is false.
Hence no engine whatever, with source and refrigerator at the
same températures, can get more work from a given quantity
of heat introduced than any engine which satisfies the condition of
reversibility, which was to be proved.

14. This proposition was first enunciated by Carnot, being
the expression of his criterion of a perfect thermo-dynamic engine*.
He proved it by demonstrating that a négation of it would require
the admission that there might be a self-acting machine con-
structed which would produce mechanical effect indefinitely, with¬
out any source either in heat or the consumption of materials,
or any other physical agency; but this démonstration involves,
fundamentally, the assumption that, in "a complété cycle of
opérations," the médium parts with exactly tbe same quantity of
heat as it receives. A very strong expression of doubt regarding
the truth of this assumption, as a universal principle, is given by

'* Account of Carnot's Theory, § 13.
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Carnot himself*; and that it is false, where mechanical work is, on
the whole, either gained or spent in the opérations, may (as I have
tried to show above) be considered to be perfectly certain. It
must then be admitted that Carnot's original démonstration
utterly fails, but we cannot infer that the proposition concluded is
false. The truth of the conclusion appeared to me, indeed, so
probable, that I took it in connexion with Joule's principle, on
account of which Carnot's démonstration of it fails, as the founda-
tion of an investigation of the motive power of heat in air-engines
or steam-ongines through finite ranges of température, and ob-
tained about a year ago results, of which the substance is given
in the second part of the paper at présent communicated to the
Koyal Society. It was not until the commencement of the présent
year that I found the démonstration given above, by which the
truth of the proposition is established upon an axiom (§ 12) which
I think will be generally admitted. It is with no wish to claim
priority that I make these statements, as the merit of first
establishing the proposition upon correct principles is entirely due
to Clausius, who published his démonstration of it in the month of
May last year, in the second part of bis paper on the motive
power of heatf. I may be allowed to add, that I have given the
démonstration exactly as it occurred to me before I knew that
Clausius had either enunciated or demonstrated the proposition.
The following is the axiom on which Clausius' démonstration
is founded :—

It is impossible for a self-acting machine, unaided by any ex-
ternal agency, to convey heat from one body to another at a higher
température.

It is easily shown, that, although this and the axiom I have
used are différent in form, either is a conséquence of the other.
The reasoning in each démonstration is strictly analogous to that
which Carnot orginally gave.

15. A complété theory of the motive power of heat would
consist of the application of the two propositions demonstrated
above, to every possible method of producing mechanical effect
from thermal agency J. As yet this has not been done for the

* Account of Carnot's Theory, § 6.
t Poggendorff's Annalen, referred to above.
% "There are at présent known two, and only two, distinct wa.ys in which
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electrical method, as far as regards tlie criterion of a perfect engine
implied in the second proposition, and probably cannot be done
without certain limitations; but the application of the first propo¬
sition has heen very thoroughly investigated, and verified experi-
mentally by Mr Joule in bis researches " On the Calorific Effects
of Magneto-Electricity and on it is founded one of liis "ways of
determining experimentally the mechanical équivalent of heat.
Tlius, from his discovery of the laws of génération of heat in the
galvanic circuit*, it follows that when mechanical work by means
of a magneto-electric machine is the source of the galvanism, the
heat generated in any given portion of the fixed part of the
circuit is proportional to the whole work spent; and from his
expérimental démonstration that heat is developed in any moving
part of the circuit at exactly the same rate as if it were at
rest, and traversed by a current of the same strength, he is enabled
to conclude—

(1) That heat may be created by working a magneto-electric
machine.

(2) That if the current excited be not allowed to produce any
other than thermal effects, the total quantity of heat produced
is in ail circumstances exactly proportional to the quantity of
work spent.

1G. Again, the admirable discovery of Peltier, that cold is
produced by an electrical current passing from bismuth to anti-
mony, is referred to by Joulef, as showing how it may be proved
mechanical effect can be obtained from heat. One of theso is by the altérations of
volume which bodies experience through the action of heat ; the other is through
the médium of electric agency."—" Account of Carnot's Theory, " § 4. (Transactions,
Vol. xvi. part 5.)

* That, iu a given fixed part of the circuit, the heat evolved in a given time is
proportional to the square of the strength of the current, and for différent fixed
parts, with the same strength of current, the quantifies of heat evolved in equal
times are as the résistances. A paper by Mr Joule, containing démonstrations of
these laws, and of others on the relations of the chemieal and thermal agencies
concerned, was communicated to the Royal Society on the 17th of December,
1840, but was not published in the Transactions. (Seo abstract containing a
statement of the laws quoted above, in the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xviu.
p. 308.) It was published in the Philosophical Magazine in October, 1841 (Vol. xix.
p. 200).

+ [Note of March 20, 1852, added in Pliil. Mag. reprint. In the introduction to
his paper on the "Calorific Eiïccts of Magneto-Electricity," &c., PMI. Mag., 1843.

I take this oppoftunity of mentioning that I have only rcccntly bocomc ac-
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tliat, when an electrical current is continuously produced from a
purely thermal source, the quautities of heat evolved electrically
in the différent homogeneous parts of the circuit are only compen¬
sations for a loss from the junctions of the différent metals, or
that, when the effect of the current is entirely thermal, there must
he just as much heat emitted from the parts not affected hy the
source as is taken from the source.

17. Lastly*, when a current produced by thermal agency is
made to work an engine and produce mechanical effect, there will
be less heat emitted from the parts of the circuit not affected by
the source than is taken in from the source, by an amount
precisely équivalent to the mechanical effect produced; since Joule
demonstrates experimentally, that a current from any kind of

quainted with Helmholtz's admirable treatise on the principle of mechanical effect
{Ueber die Erhaltung der Kraft, von Dr H. Helmholtz. Berlin. G. Réimer, 1847),
having seen it for the first time on the 20th of January of this year; and tliat I
should have had occasion to refer to it on this, and on numerous other points of
the dynamieal theory of heat, the mechanical theory of electrolysis, the theory of
electro-magnetic induction, and the mechanieaL theory of thermo-electrio currents,
in various papers communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and to this
Magazine, had I been acquainted with it in time.—W. T., March 20, 1852.]

* This reasoning was suggested to me by the following passage contained in a
letter whioh I received from Mr Joule on the 8th of. July, 1847. "In Peltier's
experiment on cold produced at the bismuth and antimony solder, we have an
instance of the conversion of heat into the mechanical force of the current," which
must have been meant as an answer to a remark I had made, that no evidenee could
be adduced to show that heat is ever put out of existence. X now fully admit the
force of that answer; but it would require a proof that there is more heat put out
of existence at the heated soldering [or in this and other parts of the circuit] than is
created at the cold soldering [and the remainder of the circuit, when a machine is
driven by the current] to malce the "evidenee" be expérimental. That this is the
case I think is certain, because the statements of § 16 in the text are demonstrated
conséquences of the first fondamental proposition; but it is still to be remarked,
that neither in tliis nor in any other case of the production of. mechanical effect
from purely thermal agency, has the ceasing to exist of an équivalent quantity of
heat been demonstrated otherwise than tlieoretically. It would be a very great
step in the expérimental illustration (or vérification, for those who consider such
to be necessary) of the dynamieal theory of heat, to actually show in any one case a
loss of heat ; and it might be done by operating through a very considérable range
of températures with a good air-engine or steam-engine, not allowed to waste its
work in friction. As will be seen in Part. II. of this paper, no experiment of any
kind could show a considérable loss of heat without employing bodies differing
eonsiderably in température ; for instance, a loss of as much as -008, or about one-
tenth of the whole heat used, if the température of ail the bodies usccl be betwoen
0° and 30° Cent.
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source driving au engine, produces in the engine just as much
less beat tlian it would produce iu a fixed wire exercising the
sarne résistance as is équivalent to the mechanical effect produced
by the engine.

■18. The quality of thermal efFects, resulting from equal
causes through very différent means, is beautifully illustrated hy
the following statement, drawn from Mr Joule's paper on magneto-
electricity*.

Let there be three equal and similar galvanic batteries fur-
nished with equal and similar electrodes; let A1 and By be the
terminations of the electrodes (or wires connected with the two
pôles) of the first battery, A2 and B2 the terminations of the
corresponding electrodes of the second, and As and Ba of the third
battery. Let Ax and B1 be connected with the extremities of
a long fixed wire ; let A2 and B2 be connected with the " pôles "
of an electrolytic apparatus for the décomposition of water ; and
let A3 and Ba be connected with the pôles (or ports as they might
be called) of an electro-magnetic engine. Then if the length of
the wire between A1 and Bv and the speed of the engine between
Aa and B3, be so adjusted that the strength of the current (whicli
for simplicity we may suppose to be continuous and perfectly
uniform in each case) may be the same in the three circuits, there
will be more heat given out in any time in the wire between At
and than in the electrolytic apparatus between A2 and B2, or the
working engine between As and B3. But if the hydrogen were
allowed to burn in the oxygen, within the electrolytic vessel, and
the engine to waste ail its work without producing any other than
thermal effects (as it would do, for instance, if ail its work were
spent in continuously agitating a limited fluid mass), the total
heat emitted would be precisely the same in each of these two
pièces of apparatus as in the wire between At and Br It is
worthy of remark that these propositions are rigorously true, being
demonstrable conséquences of the fundamental principle of the
dynamical theory of heat, which have been discovered by Joule,

* In this paper reference is made to his previous paper " On the Heat of
Electrolysis " (published in Vol. vu. part 2, of the second sériés of the Literary and
Philosophical Society of Manchester) for expérimental démonstration of those parts
of the theory in which' ehemieal action is concernée!.
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and illustrated and vérifiée! most copiously in his expérimental
researches*.

19. Both the fundamental propositions may be applied in a

perfectly rigorous manner to the second of the known methods of
producing mechanical effect from thermal agency. This applica¬
tion of the first of the two fundamental propositions has already
been published by Rankine and Clausius; and that of the second,
as Clausius showed in his published paper, is simply Carnot's
unmodified investigation of the relation between the mechanical
effect produced and the thermal circumstances from which it
originates, in the case of an expansive engine working within an
infinitely small range of températures. The simplest investigation
of the consequeuces of the first proposition in this application,
which has occurred to me, is the following, being merely the
modification of an analytical expression of Carnot's axiom re-

garding the permanence of beat, which was given in my former
paper-[-, required to make it express, not Carnot's axiom, but
Joule's.

20. Let us suppose a massj of any substance, occupying
a volume v, under a pressure p uniform in ail directions, and at a
température t, to expand in volume to v + dv, and to rise in tem-

[* Note of March 20, 1852, added in PMI. Mag. reprint. I have recently
met with the following passage in Liebig's Animal Ghemistry (3rd edit. London,
1846, p. 43), in which the dynamical theory of the heat both of combustion
and of the galvanic battery is indieated, if not fully expressed:—"Wlien we
lrindle a lire under a steam-engine, and employ the power obtained to produee
heat by friction, it is impossible that the heat thus obtained can ever be greater
than that which was required to heat the boiler ; and if we use the galvanic current
to produce heat, the amount of heat obtained is never in any circumstances
greater than we might have by the combustion of the zinc which has been dissolved
in the acid."

A paper "On the Heat of Chemical Combination," by Dr Thomas Woods, pub¬
lished last October in the Philosophical Magazine, contains an independent and direct
expérimental démonstration of the proposition stated in the text regarding the
comparative thermal effects in a fixed metallic wire, and an electrolytic vessel
for the décomposition of water, produced by a galvanic current.—W. T., March 20,
1852.]

t "Account of Carnot's Theory," foot-note on § 26.
î This may have parts consisting of différent substances, or of the same sub¬

stance in différent states, provided the température of ail be the same. See below
Part m., § 53—56.
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perature to t + dt. The quantity of work which. it will produce
will be

pdv;
and the quantity of heat which must be added to it to make its
température rise during tlie expansion to t + dt inay be denoted by

Mdv + Ndt.

The mechanical équivalent of this is
J {Mdv + Ndt),

if J dénoté tho mechanical équivalent of a unit of heat. Hence
the mechanical measure of the total external effect produced in
the circumstances is

(p — JM) dv — JNdt.
The total external effect, after any finite amount of expansion,
accompanied by any continuous change of température, lias taken
place, will consequently be, in mechanical terras,

J {(p — JM) dv - JNdt};
where we must suppose t to vary with v, so as to be the actual
température of the médium at each instant, and the intégration
with reference to v must be performed between limita correspond-
ing to the initial and final volumes. Now if, at any subséquent
time, the volume and température of the médium become what
tlicy were at the beginning, however arbitrarily tliey may bave
been made to vary in the period, the total external effect must,
according to Prop. I., amount to notliing; and hence

{p — JM) dv — JNdt*
must be the differential of a fonction of two independent variables,
or we must have

d Çp — JM) _ d (— JN)
dt dv '

this being merely the analytical expression of the condition, that
the preceding intégral may vanish in every case in which the

[* Tlie intégral function j{(JM-p)dv + JNdt} may obviously bo called tho
mechanical energy oî the fluid mass; as (when the constant of intégration is pro-
perly assigned) it expresses the whole work the iiuid lias in it to produee. The
considération of this function is the subject of a short paper communicated to the
Royal Society of Edinburgli, Dec. 15, 1851, as an appendix to tho paper at présent
ropublisked; (see below Part v. §§ 81—96).]
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initial and final values of v and t are the same, respectively.
Observing that J is an absolute constant, \ve may put the resuit
into the form

This équation expresses, in a perfectly comprehensive manner,
the application of the first fundamental proposition to the ther¬
mal and mechanical circumstances of any substance whatever,
under uniform pressure in ail directions, when subjected to any
possible variations of température, volume and pressure.

21. The corresponding application of the second fundamental
proposition is completely expressed by the équation

where /jl dénotés what is called " Carnot's function," a quantity
which lias an absolute value, the same for ail substances for any
given température, but which may vary with the température in
a manner that can only be determined by experiment. To prove
this proposition, it may be remarked in the first place that
Prop. II. could not be true for every case in which the tempéra¬
ture of the refrigerator differs infinitely little from that of the
source, without being true universally. Now, if a substance be
allowed first to expand from » to » + dv, its température being
lcept constantly t; if, secondly, it be allowed to expand further,
without eitlier emitting or absorbing heat till its température
goes down through an infinitely srnall range, to t — t; if, thirdly,
it be compressed at the constant température t — t, so much
(actually by an amount differing from dv by only an infinitely
small quantity of the second order), that when, fourthly, the
volume is further diminished to v without the medium's being
allowed to either émit or absorb heat, its température may be
exactly t ; it may be considered as constituting a thermo-dynamic
engine which fulfils Carnot's condition of complété reversibility.
Hence, by Prop. II., it must produce the same amount of work
for the same quantity of heat absorbed in the first opération, as

any o-ther substance similarly operated upon through the same
Qj'Y)

range of températures. But j- r .dv is obviously the whole work

(3),
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■w.

done in tlie complété cycle, and (by the définition of M in § 20)
Mdv is the quantity of heat absorbed in the first opération.
Hence the value of

dPT dv dP7 . • i tv U 7

dt dt
Mdv ' 01 Mr'

must be the same for ail substances, vvith the same values of t
and t; or, since t is not involved except as a factor, we must have

dp
dt /AS

= V (4),

where p dépends only on t; from which we conclude the propo¬
sition which was to be proved.

[Note of Nov. 9,1881. Elimination of ~ by (2) from (4) gives

r(dM_dF
V dt dv

M ^
a very convenient and important formula.]

dp
22. The very remarkable theorem that must be the same

for ail substances at the same température, was first given
(although not in precisely the same terms) by Carnot, and demon-
strated by him, according to the principles lie adopted. We have
now seen that its truth may be satisfactorily established without
adopting the false part of his principles. Hence ail Carnot's con¬
clusions, and ail conclusions derived by others from his theory,
which dépend merely on équation (3), require no modification
when the dynamical theory is adopted. Thus, ail the conclusions
contained in Sections I., II., and III., of the Àppendix to my
"Account of Carnot's Theory" [Art. xli. §§ 43—53 above], and
in the paper immediately following it in the Transactions [and in
the présent reprint], entitled " Theoretical Considérations on
the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the Freezing Point of Water,"
by my elder brother, still hold. Also, we see that Carnot's ex¬
pression for the mechanical effect derivable from a given quantity
of heat by means of a perfect engine in which the range of
températures is infinitely small, expresses truly the greatest effect
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which can possibly be obtained in tbe circumstances; altliongh
it is in reality only an infinitely small fraction of tlie wbole
mechanical équivalent of the heat supplied; tlie remainder being
irrecoverably lost to man, and therefore "wasted," although not
annihilated.

23. On the other hand, the expression for the mechanical
effect obtainable from a given quantity of heat entering an engine
from a "source" at a given température, when the range down
to the température of the cold part of the engine or the "refri-
gerator " is finite, will differ most materially from that of Carnot ;
since, a finite quantity of mechanical effect being now obtained
from a finite quantity of heat entering the engine, a finite fraction
of this quantity must be converted from heat into mechanical
effect. The investigation of this expression, with numerical dé¬
terminations founded on the numbers deduced from Regnault's
observations on steam, which are shown in Tables I. and II. of my
former paper, constitûtes the second part of the paper at présent
communicated.

Part II.

On the Motive Power of Heat through Finite Ranges of
Température.

24. It is required to détermine the quantity of work which a
perfect engine, supplied from a source at any température, S, and
parting with its waste heat to a refrigerator at any lower tem¬
pérature, T, will produce from a given quantity, H, of heat drawn
from the source.

25. We may suppose the engine to consist of an infinité
number of perfect engines, each working within an infinitely small
range of température, and arranged in a sériés of which the source
of the first is the given source, the refrigerator of the last the
given refrigerator, and the refrigerator of each intermediate engine
is the source of that which follows it in the sériés. Each of these

engines will, in any time, émit just as mucli less heat to its
refrigerator than is supplied to it from its source, as is the équiva¬
lent of the mechanical work which it produces. Hence if t and
t + dt dénoté respectively the températures of the refrigerator and
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source of one of the intermediate engines, and if q donote the
quantity of beat which this origine discharges into its refrigerator
in any time, and q + dq tlie quantity which it draws from its
source in the saine time, the quantity of work which it producos
in that time will he Jdq according to Prop. I., and it will also be
qfidt according to the expression of Prop. II., investigated in § 21 ;
and therefore we must lrave

Jdq — qfidt.
Hence, supposing that the quantity of heat supplied from the first
source, in the time considered is II, we find by intégration

i 11loer —* » J
1 fS
7 ,^I J Jt

But the value of q, when t = T, is the final remainder discharged
into the refrigerator at the température T; and therefore, if this
be denoted by Ii, we bave

77 i rs

losTt = j]/dt (5);
from which we deduce

Ii —Ile'l^ (G).

Now the whole amount of work produced will be tire mechanical
équivalent of the quantity of heat lost ; and, therefore, if this be
denoted by W, we have

W=J{II-E) (7),
and consequently, by (G),

A ndt
J J 7iW=JII{1 — e~J Jy } „...(8).

[S
26. To compare this with the expression IIJ ^ fidt, for the

duty indicated by Carnot's theory*, we may expand the .expo-
nential in the preceding équation, by the usual sériés. We thus

/6 03 \rs
find W= (l ~ï72 + 1.2.3_&C7

?/'J J T

1 [S
where ^ = ~r f

• (9)>

* " Account," &o., Equation 7, § 31. [Art. xli. aboyé.]
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Tliis shows that the work rcally produced, which always falls
short of the duty indicated by Carnot's theory, approaches more
and more nearly to it as the range is diminished ; and ultimately,
when the range is infinitely small, is the same as if Garnot's
theory required no modification, which agréés with the conclusion
stated above in § 22.

27. Àgain, équation (S) shows that the real duty of a given
quantity of heat supplied f'rom the source increases with every
increase of the range; but that instead of increasing indefinitely

rs
in proportion to [xclt, as Carnot's theory makes it do, it never

J T

fSreaches the value JII, but approximates to this limit, as I /udt isJ T

increased without limit. Hence Carnot's remark* regarding the
practical advantage that may be anticipated from the use of the
air-engine, or from any method by which the range of tempéra¬
tures may be increased, loses only a part of its importance, while
a much more satisfactory view than his of the practical problem
is afforded. Thus we see that, although the full équivalent of
mechanical effect cannot bo obtained even by means of a perfect
engine, yet when the actual source of heat is at a high enougli
température above the surrounding objects, we may get more and
more nearly the wliole of the admitted heat converted into
mechanical effect, by simply increasing the effective range of
température in the engine.

28. The preceding investigation (§ 25) shows that the value
of Carnot's function, /r, for ail températures within the range of
the engine, and the absolute value of Joule's équivalent, J, are
enough of data to calculate the amount of mechanical effect of a
perfect engine of any kind, whether a steam-engine, an air-engine,
or even a thermo-electric engine; since, according to the axiom
stated in § 12, and the démonstration of Prop. II., no inanimate
material agency could produce more mechanical effect from a
given .quantity of heat, with a given available range of tempéra¬
tures, than an engine satisfying the criterion stated in the enun-
ciation of the proposition.

* " Account," &o. Appendix, Section iv. [Art. xli. above.]
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29. The mechanical équivalent of a thermal unit Fahrenheit,
or the quantity of lieat necessary to raise the température of a
pound of water from 32° to 33° Fahr., has been determined by
Joule in foot-pounds at Manchester, and the value which he gives
as his best détermination is 772'69. Mr Rankine takes, as
the resuit of Joule's détermination 772, which he estimâtes must
be within of its own amount, of the truth. If we take 772f
as the number, we find, by multiplying it by -f, 1390 as the
équivalent of the thermal unit Centigrade, which is taken as the
value of J in the numerical applications contained in the présent
paper. [Note of Jan. 12, 1882. Joule's recent redetermination
gives 771'8 Manchester foot-pounds as the work required to warm
11b. of water from 32° to 33° Fahr.]

30. With regard to the détermination of the values of yx for
différent températures, it is to be remarked that équation (4)
shows that this might be done by experiments upon any substance
whatever of indestructible texture, and indicates exactly the ex¬
périmental data required in each case. For instance, by first
supposing the médium to be air; and again, by supposing it to
consist partly of liquid water and partly of saturated yapour, we
deduce, as is shown in Part III. of this paper, the two expressions
(6), given in § 30 of my former paper ("Account of Carnot's
Theory"), for the value of yu. at any température. As yet no
experiments have been made upon air which afford the required
data for calculating the value of yx through any extensive range of
température; but for températures between 50° and 60° Fahr.,
Joule's experiments* on the beat evolved by the expenditure of
a given amount of work on the compression of air kept at a
constant température, afford the most direct data for this object
which have yet been obtained; since, if Q be the quantity of heat
evolved by the compression of a fluid subject to "the gaseous
laws" of expansion and compressibility, W the amount of mechani¬
cal work spent, and t the constant température of the fluid, we
have by (11) of § 49 of my former paper,

^ Q(i+Ety\ (
* " On the Changes of Température produced by the Raréfaction and Condensa¬

tion of Air," PMI. Mag., Yol. xxvi., May, 1845.
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which is in reality a simple conséquence of the other expression
for fi in terms of data witli reference to air. Remarks upon the
détermination of fi by such experiments, and by another class of
experiments on air originated by Joule, are reserved for a sepa-
rate communication, which I liope to be able to make to the
Royal Society on another occasion. [Dyn. Theory of Beat, below,
Part iv. §§ 61—80.]

31. The second of the expressions (6), in § 30 of my former
paper, or the équivalent expression (32), given below in the pré¬
sent paper, shows tliat y may be determined for any température
from déterminations for that température of—•

(1) The rate of variation with the température, of the pres¬
sure of saturated steam.

(2) The latent lieat of a given weight of saturated steam.

(3) The volume of a given weight of saturated steam.

(4) The volume of a given weight of water.

The last mentioned of these elements may, on account of the
manner in which it enters the formula, be taken as constant,
without producing any appréciable effect on the probable accu-
racy of the resuit.

32. Regnault's observations bave supplied the first of the
data with very great accuracy for ail températures between — 32°
Cent, and 230°.

33. As regards the second of the data, it must be remarked
that ail experimenters, from Watt, who first made experiments
on the subject, to Regnault, whose déterminations are the most
accurate and extensive that have yet been made, appear to have
either explicitly or tacitly assumed the same principle as that of
Carnot which is overturned by the dynamical theory of heat ;
inasmuch as they have defined the " total heat of steam " as the
quantity of heat required, to couvert a unit of weight of water
at 0°, into steam in the particular state considered. Tbus Reg¬
nault, setting out with this définition for " the total heat of satu¬
rated steam," gives expérimental déterminations of it for the
entire range of températures from 0° to 230°; and lie d.educes the

T. 13
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" latent lieat of saturated steam " at any température, from the
" total beat," so determined, by subtracting from it the quantity
of beat necessary to raise the liquid to that température. Now,
according to tlie dynamical theory, the quantity of heat expressed
by the preceding définition dépends on the manner (which may
be infinitely varied) in -which the specified change of state is
effected ; differing in différent cases by the thermal équivalents of
the différences of the external mechanical effect produced in the
expansion. For instance, the total quantity of heat required to
evaporate a quantity of water at 0°, and then, keeping it always
in the state of saturated vapour*, bring it to the température
100°, cannot be so much as three-fourths of the quantity required,
first, to raise the température of the liquid to 100°, and then
evaporate it at that température ; and yet either quantity is
expressed by what is generally received as a définition of the
"total heat" of the saturated vapour. To find what it is that is
really determined as " total heat " of saturated steam in Regnault's
researches, it is only necessary to remark, that the measurement
actually made is of the quantity of heat emitted by a certain
weiglit of water in passing through a calorirnetrical apparatus,
which it enters as saturated steam, and leaves in the liquid state,
the resuit being reduced to what would have been found if the
final température of the water liad been exactly 0°. For there
being no external mechanical effect produced (other than that of
sound, which it is to be presumed is quite inappréciable), the only
external effect is the émission of heat. Tliis must, therefore,
according to the fundamental proposition of the dynamical theory,
be independent of the intermediate agencies. It follows that,
liowever the steam may rush through the calorimeter, and at
whatever reduced pressure it may actually be condensed-|% the

* See below (Part III. § 58), where the "négative" spécifié heat of saturated
steam is investigated. If the mean value of this quantity between 0" and 100° wero

- l'5 (and it cannot difler inuch from this) there would be 150 units of heat emitted
by a pound of saturated vapour in having its température raised (by compression)
from 0° to 100°. The latent heat of the vapour at 0° being 606*5, the final
quantity of heat required to eonvert a pound of water at 0° into saturated steam
at 100°, in the first of the ways mentioned in the text, would consequently be 456*5,
which is only about f of the quantity 637 found as "the total heat " of the saturated
vapour at 100°, by Regnault.

t If the steam have to rush through a long fine tube, or through a small aper-
ture witliin the calorirnetrical apparatus, its pressure will be diminished before it is
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heat emitted externally must be exactly the same as if the con¬
densation took place under the full pressure of the entering
saturated steam ; and we conclude that the total heat, as actually
determined from his experiments by Kegnault, is the quantity of
heat that would be required, first to raise the liquid to the speci-
fied température, and then to evaporate it at that température ;
and that the principle on winch he détermines the latent heat is
correct. Hence, through the range of his experiments, that
is from 0" to 230°, we may consider the second of the data re¬
quired for the calculation of fi as being supplied in a complété and
satisfactory manner.

34. There remains only the third of the data, or the volume
of a given weight of saturated steam, for which accurate experi¬
ments through an extensive range are wanting; and no expéri¬
mental researches bearing on the subject having been made since
the time wben my former paper was written, I see no reason for
supposing that the values of /a which I then gave are not ,the
most probable that can be obtained in the présent state of science;
and, on the understanding stated in § 33 of that paper, that
accurate expérimental déterminations of the densities of saturated
steam at différent températures may indicate considérable errors
in the densities which have been assumed according to the
"

gaseous laws," and may consequently render considérable altéra¬
tions in my results necessary, I shall still continue to use Table I.
condensed; and there will, therefore, in two parts of the ealorimeter be saturated
steam at différent températures (as, for instance, would be the case if steam from a
high pressure boiler were distilled into the open air); yet, on account of the heat
developed by the fiuid friction, which would be precisely the équivalent of the
mechanical effect of the expansion wasted in the rushing, the heat measured by the
ealorimeter would be precisely the same as if the condensation took place at a pres¬
sure not appreciably lower than that of the entering steam. The cireumstances of
such a case have been overlooked by Clausius (Poggendorff's Annalen, 1850, No. 4,
p. 510), when he expresses with some doubt the opinion that the latent heat of
saturated steam will be truly found from Regnault's " total heat," by deducting "the
sensible heat ; " and gives as a reason that, in the actual experiments, the condensation
must have taken place "under the same pressure, or nearly under the same pres¬
sure," as the evaporation. The question is not, Did the condensation talce place at
a lower pressure than that of the entering steam l but, Did Regnault malce the steam
worh an engine in passing through the ealorimeter, or was there so much noise of
steam rushing through it as to couvert an appréciable portion of the total heat into
external mechanical effect ? And a négative answer to this is a sufficient reason for
adopting with certainty the opinion that the principle of his détermination of the
latent heat is correct.

18—2
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of that paper, which shows the values of /x for the températures
1J, 2|...230|, or, the mean values of fj, for each of the 230

successive Centrigrade degrees of the air-thermometer above the
freezing-point, as the basis of numerical applications of the theory.
It may be added, that any expérimental researches sufïiciently
trustworthy in point of accuracy, yet to be made, either on air
or any other substance, which may lead to values of /x differing
from those, must be admitted as proving a discrepancy between
the true densities of saturated steam, and those which have been
assumed*.

35. Table II. of my former paper, which shows the values of

/j.dt for t = 1, t = 2, t= 3, ... t = 231, renders the calculation of

the mechanical effect derivable from a given quantity of heat by
means of a perfect engine, with any given range included between
the limita 0 and 231, extremely easy ; since the quantity to be
divided by in the index of the exponential in the expression
(8) will be found by subtracting the number in that table cor-
responding to the value of T, from that corresponding to the value

36. The following tables show some numerical results which
have been obtained in tins way, with a few (contained in the
lower part of the second table) calculated from values of / ^dt

* X oannot see that any hypothesis, such as that adopted by Clausius funda-
mentally in his investigations on this subject, and leading, as he shows to détermi¬
nations of the densities of saturated steam at différent températures, whieh indicate
enormous déviations from the gaseous laws of variation with température and
pressure, is more probable, or is probably nearer the truth, than that the density
of saturated steam does follow these laws as it is usually assumed to do. In the
présent state of science it would perhaps be wrong to say that either hypothesis is
more probable than the other [or that the rigorous truth of either hypothesis is
probable at ail].

t It ought to be remarked, that as the unit of force implied in the déterminations
of ^ is the weight of a pound of matter at Paris, and the unit of force in terms
of which J is expressed is the weight of a pound at Manchester, these numbers
ought in strictness to be modified so as to express the values in terms of a
common unit of force; but as the force of gravity at Paris differs by less than
of its own value from the force of gravity at Manchester, this correction will
be much less than the probable errors from other sources, and may therefore be
neglected.

of S.
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estimated for températures above 230°, roughly, according to
the rate of variation of that function within the expérimental
limits.

Column I. in each table shows the assumed ranges.

Column II. shows ranges deduced by means of Table II. of
the former paper, so that the value of pdt for each may be the
same as for the corresponding range shown in column I.

Column III. shows what would be the duty of a unit of heat
if Carnot's theory required no modification (or the actual duty
of a unit of heat with additions through the range, to compensate
for the quantifies converted into mechanical effect).

Column IY. shows the true duty of a unit of heat, and a com-
parison of the numbers in it with the corresponding numbers in
column III. shows how much the true duty falls short of Carnot's
theoretical duty in each case.

Column VI. is calculated by the formula

where e= 2*71828, and for I /idt the successive values shown in

37. Explanation of the Tables.

1 rS

R = e~iwol fidt,J T

column III. are used.

Column IV. is calculated by the formula
W = 1390 (1 — R)

from the values of 1 — R shown in column V.
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38. Table of the Motive Power of Heat.

Range of températures.
III.

Duty of a unit
of heat

through the
whole range.

I. II.

S. T. s. T.
[s1 t'-dt.

0 0 ft.-lbs

1 0 31-08 30 4-960

10 0 40-86 30 48-987
20 0 51-7 30 96-656

30 0 62-6 30 143-06

40 0 73-6 30 188-22
50 0 84-5 30 232-18
60 0 95-4 30 274-97
70 0 106-3 30 316-64
80 0 117-2 30 357-27
90 0 128-0 30 396-93

100 0 138-8 30 435-69
110 0 149-1 30 473-62
120 0 160-3 30 510-77
130 0 171-0 30 547-21
140 0 181-7 30 582-98
150 0 192-3 30 618-14
160 0 203-0 30 652-74
170 0 213-6 30 686-80
180 0 224-2 30 720-39
190 0 190 0 753-50
200 0 200 0 786-17
210 0 210 0 818-45
220 0 220 0 850-34
230 0 230 0 881 87

IV.

Duty of a unit
of lieat sup-
pl ied frora
the source.

Quantity of heat
convcrted into
mechanical

effect.

W.

ft.-lbs.
4-918

48-1
93-4

136
176
214
249
283
315
345
374
401
427
452
476
499
521
542
562
582
600
619
636
653

l—A.

•00356
•0346
•067
■038
■127
•154
•179
•204
•227
■248
•269
•289
■308
■325
•343
•359
•375
•390
•404
•418
•432
•445
•457
•470

VI.

Quantity of
heat wasted.

R.

•99644
•9654
•933
•902
•873
•846
•821
•796
•773
•752
•731
•711
•692
•675
•657
•641
•625
•610
•596
•582
•568
•555
•542
•530

39. Supplementary Table of the Motive Powers of Ileat.

Range of températures.
III.

Duty of a unit
of heat

through the
tvhole range.

IV.

Duty of a unit
of heat sup-
plied from
the source.

V.

Quantity of heat
convcrted into

mechanical
effect.

VI

Quantity of
heat

■ wasted.I. II.

S. T. s. T.
[S1 fxdt. W. 1-A. R.

0 0 0 ft.-lbs. ft.-lbs.

101-1 0 140 30 489*9 377 •271 •729
105-8 0 230 100 446-2 382 •275 •725
300 0 300 0 1099 757 •545 •455
400 0 400 0 1395 879 •632 •368
500 0 500 0 1690 979 ■704 •296
600 0 600 0 1980 1059 •762 •238
oc 0 œ 0 oc 1390 1-000 •000

40. Taking the range 30° to 140° as an example suitable to
the circumstances of some of the best steam-engines that bave yet
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been made (see Appendix to "Account of Carnot's Theory," Sec. v.),
we fhid in column III. of the supplementary table, 377 ft.-lbs. as
tbe corresponding duty of a unit of beat instead of 440, shown in
column III., whicb is Carnot's theoretical duty.- We conclude
tliat the recorded performance of the Fowey-Consols engine in
1845, instead of being only 57-J- per cent, amounted really to 67
per cent., or | of the duty of a perfect engine with the same range
of température ; and this duty being -27l (rather more than J)
of the whole équivalent of the heat used; we conclude further,
that gTjj, or 18 per cent, of the whole heat supplied, was actually
converted into mechanical effect by that steam-engine.

41. The numbers in. the lower part of the supplementary
table show the great advantage that may be anticipated from the
perfecting of the air-engine, or any other kind of thermo-dynamic
engine in which the range of the température can be increased
mucli beyond the limita actually attainable in steam-engines.
Thus an air-engine, with its bot part at 600°, and its cold part at
0° Cent., working with perfect economy, would convert 76 per
cent, of the whole heat used into mechanical effect ; or working
with such economy as bas been estimated for the Fowey-Consols
engine, that is, producing 67 per cent, of the theoretical duty
corresponding to its range of température, would convert 51 per
cent, of ail the heat used into mechanical effect. [Note, of Dec. 30,
1881. A great advance towards realizing this principle is now
achieved in the gas-engine, of which the true dynamical economy
is believed to be already superior to that of the best modem com-
pound steam-engine.]

42. It was suggested to me by Mr Joule, in a letter dated
December 9, 1848, that the true value of /j, might be "inversely
as the températures from zéro * and values for various tempe-
ratures calculated by naeans of the formula,

"•"'m'v, <">•
E* If we taie fx=k y-g where Te may be any constant, we find

■S- k

\E+SJ
which is the formula I gave when this paper was commumcated. I have since
remarked, that Mr Joule's hypothesis implies essentially that the coefficient k must
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were given for comparison with those which I had calculated froin
data regarding steam. This formula is also adopted by Clausius,
who.uses it fundamentally in bis mathematical investigations.
If n were correctly expressed by it, we should have

f»
7,_ n 1 + ESJ g 1 + ET'

and therefore équations (1) and (2) would become

W = JSf-t (i2)>

i+T
= (13).

E + 8
43. The reasons upon which Mr Joule's opinion is founded,

that the preceding équation (11) may be the correct expression for
Carnot's function, althongh the values calculated by means of it
differ considerably from those shown in Table I. of my former
paper, form the subject of a communication which I hope to have
an opportunity of laying before the Royal Society previously to
the close of the présent session. [Part iv. §§ 61—80, below.]

Part III.

Applications of the Dynamical Theory to establish Relations
between the Physical Properties of ail Substances.

44. The two fundamental équations of the dynamical theory
of beat, investigated above, express relations between quantities
of heat required to produce changes of volume and température in
any material médium whatever, subjected to a uniform pressure in
ail directions, which lead to various remarkable conclusions. Such

be as it is taken in the text, the mechanical équivalent of a thermal unit. Mr
Rankine, in a letter dated March 27, 1851, informs me that he has deduced, from
the principles laid down in his paper eommunicated last year to this Society, an
approximate formula for the ratio of the maximum quantity of heat eonverted into
mechanical effect to the whole quantity expended, in an expansive engine of any
substance, which, on comparison, I find agréés exactly with the expression (12)
given in the text as a conséquence of the hypothesis suggested by Mr Joule regarding

.
the value of p at any température.—[April 4, 1851.]
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of these as are independent of Joule's principle (expressed by
équation (2) of § 20), being also independent of the truth or
falseness of Carnot's contrary assumption regarding the perma¬
nence of beat, are common to his theory and to the dynamical
theory ; and some of the most important of them * have been
given by Carnot himself, and other writers who adopted his
principles and mode of reasoning without modification. Other
remarkable conclusions on the same subject might have been
drawn from the équation — 0, expressing Carnot's as-

du ccv

sumption (of the truth of winch expérimental tests might have
been thus suggested); but I am not aware that any conclusion
deducible from it, not included in Carnot's expression for the
motive power of heat through finite ranges of température, has yet
been actually obtained and published.

45. The recent writings of Rankine and Clausius contain
some of the conséquences of the fondamental principle of the
dynamical theory (expressed in the first fondamental proposition
above) regarding physical properties of various substances ; among
which may be mentioned especially a very remarkable discovery
regarding the spécifie heat of saturated steam (investigated also in
this paper in § 58 below), made independently by the two authors,
and a property of water at its freezing-point, deduced from the
corresponding investigation regarding ice and water under pressure
by Clausius; according to which he finds that, for each Ty Cent,
that the solidifying point of water is lowered by pressure, its
latent heat, which under atmospheric pressure is 79, is diminished
by -081. The investigations of both these writers involve funda-
mentally various hypothèses which may be or may not be found
by experiment to be approximately true ; and which render it
difficult to gather from their writings what part of their conclu¬
sions, especially with reference to air and gases, dépend merely on
the necessary principles of the dynamical theory.

46. In the remainder of this paper, the two fondamental
propositions, expressed by the équations

dM dN 1 dp c P „„w-Tn-ji <2>»f§2°.
* See above, § 22.
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and
jx ' dt (3) of § 21,

are applied to establish properties of the spécifie beats of any
substance wliatever; and tben spécial conclusions are deduced for
the case of a fluid following strictly the " gaseous laws " of density,
and for the case of a médium consisting of parts in différent states
at the same température, as water and saturated steam, or ice and
water.

47. In the first place it may be remarked, that by the défi¬
nition of M and N in § 20, N must be what is commonly called
the " spécifie heat at constant volume " of the substance, provided
the quantity of the médium be the standard quantity adopted for
spécifie heats, which, in ail that follows, I shall take as the unit of
weight. Hence the fundamental équation of the dynamical
theory, (2) of § 20, expresses a relation between this spécifie heat
and the quantifies for the particular substance denoted by il/ and
p. If we eliminate M from this équation, by means of équation
(3) of § 21, derived from the expression of the second fundamental
principle of the theory of the motive power of heat, we find

which expresses a relation between the variation in the spécifie
heat at constant volume, of any substance, produced by an altéra¬
tion of its volume at a constant température, and the variation of
its pressure with its température wheri the volume is constant ;

involving a function, p, of the température, which is the same for
ail substances.

48. Again, let K dénoté the spécifie heat of the substance
under constant pressure. Then, if dv and dt be so related that
the pressure of the médium, when its volume and température
are v + dv and t+dt respectively, is the same as when they are
v and t, that is, if

dN
dv

dt) 1 dp
dt J dt

we have

Kdt = Mdv + Ndt.
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Hence we find

M=-£jL(K-N) (15),
dt

which merely shows tlie xneaning in terms of tlie two spécifie
heats, of what I h ave denoted hy M. Using in this for M its
value given by (3) of § 21, we find

dpV

<16>.
A

an expression for the différence between the two spécifie heats,
derived without liypothesis from the second fundamental principle
of the theory of the motive power of heat.

49. These results may be put into forms more convenient for
use, in applications to liquid and solid média, by introducing
the notation :—

dp
k = vx —fdv

1 dp
e~Kdt

where k will be the reciprocal of the compressibility, and e the
coefficient of expansion with heat.

•(17),

Equations (14), (16) and (3), tlius become

m d(~)dN
_ \ /j, J tee .(18),dv dt J

K— N—v— (19),

If=-. Ke. (20);

the third of these équations being annexed to show explicitly the
quantity of heat developed by the compression of the • substance
kept at a constant température. Lastly, if 0 dénoté the rise in
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température produced by a compression from v + dv to v before
any heat is emitted, we hâve

0 = 4. - . dv = -=^—-, dv (21).E p, pK-v/ce2 v '
50. The first of these expressions for Q shows that, when the

substance contracts as its température rises (as is the case, for
instance, with water between its freezing-point and its point of
maximum density), its température would become lowered by a
sudden compression. The second, which shows in terms of its
compressibility and expansibility exactly how much the tempe-
rature of any substance is altered by an infinitely small altération
of its volume, leads to the approximate expression

a Ke

if, as is probably the case, for ail known solids and liquids, e be so
small that e. vue is very small compared with /iK.

51. If, now, we suppose the substance to be a gas, and intro-
duce the hypothesis that its density is strictly subject to the
"

gaseous laws," we should have, by Boyle and Mariotte's law of
compression,

-_l /22V
dv v (

and by Dalton and Gay-Lussac's law of expansion,
dv Ev
dt 1 -f" Et

from which we deduce
dp __ Ep
dt 1 Et

.(23);

Equation (14) will consequently become
f EP _P

d.N V (1 + Et) J\
dv dt (24),

a resuit peculiar to the dynamical theory and équation (16),

which agréés with the resuit of § 53 of my former papcr.
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If V be taken to dénoté the volume of the gas at the tempe-
rature 0° under unity of pressure, (25) becomes

K-N-whï) <*6>-
52. Ail the conclusions obtained by Clausius, with reference

to air or gases, are obtained immediately from these équations
by talc ing

- T E** 1 + M'
dN

which will make = 0, and by assuming, as he does, that N, thus
found to be independent of the density of the gas, is also inde-
pendent of its température.

53. As a last application of the two fondamental équations of
the theory, let the médium with reference to which M and A" are
defined consist of a weight 1 — x of a certain substance in one
state, and a weight x in another state at the same température,
containing more latent heat. To avoid circumlocution and to fix
the ideas, in what follows we may suppose the former state to be
liquid and the latter gaseous ; but the investigation, as will be
seen, is equally applicable to the case of a solid in contact with the
same substance in the liquid or gaseous form.

54. The volume and température of the whole médium being,
as before, denoted respectively by v and t, we shall have

A, (1 — x) + <yx = v (27),
if A and 7 be the volumes of unity of weight of the substance in
the liquid and the gaseous states respectively: and p, the pressure,
may be considered as a fonction of t, depending solely on the
nature of the substance. To express M and N for this mixed
médium, let L dénoté the latent heat of a unit of weight of the
vapour, c the spécifie heat of the liquid, and h the spécifie heat of
the vapour when kept in a state of saturation. We shall have

Mdv = L <1:r dv,dv

Ndt = c (1 — x) dt + hxdt + L^ df.
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Now, by (27), we have

<v-»ï = 1-

,„d m

Hence (30),
7 — A

. d\ dy
dt ~di

N=c(l-x) + hx-L §§ (31).
7 —A x '

55. The expression of the second fundamental proposition in
this case becomes, consequently,

(7-x,|
J» = J-2-* (32).

which agréés with Carnot's original resuit, and is the formula that
lias been used (referred to above in § 31) for determining ^ by
means of Regnault's observations on steam.

56. To express the conclusion derivable from the first funda¬
mental proposition, we have, by differentiating the preceding
expressions for M and N with reference to t and v respectively,

dM
_ 1 dL L d(y—X)

dv 7 — X ' dt (7 — A)2 ' dt

(dy d\\. T dt dt I dx
/dv

_ (h — c L 1 d (7 — A)
{7 — A (7 — A)2} dt

Hence équation (2) of § 20 becomes

dL
dt+C k

_ 1 dp
7-A J dt [
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Combining this with the conclusion (32) derived from the
second fondamental proposition, we obtain

dL , La
«■»

The former of these équations agréés precisely with one which
was first given by Clausius, and the preceding investigation is
substantially the same as the investigation by which he arrived at
it. The second differs from another given by Clausius only in not
implying any hypothesis as to the form of Carnot's function p.

57. If we suppose p and L to be known for any température,

équation (32) enables us to détermine the value of ~ for that

température ; and thence deducing a value of dt, we have

dt=——dp (35);fJblj

which shows the effect of pressure in altering the " boiling-point "
if the mixed médium be a liquid and its vapour, or the melting-
point if it be a solid in contact with the same substance in the
liquid state. This agréés with the conclusion arrived at [see
pp. 156—164 above] by rny elder brother in his "Theoretical
Investigation of the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the Freezing-
Point of Water." His resuit, obtained by taking as the value for p
that derived from Table I. of my former paper for the température
0", is that the freezing-point is lowered by "0075° Cent, by an
additional atmosphère of pressure. Clausius, with the other data
the same, obtains '00733° as tlie lowering of température by the
same additional pressure, which differs from my brother's resuit
only from having been calculated from a formula which implies

E
the hypothetical expression J for p. It was by applying1 + L t

dL
équation (33) to détermine -j- for the same case that ClausiusCLo

arrived at the curious resuit regarding the latent heat of water
under pressure mentioned above (§ 45).

58. Lastly, it may be remarked that every quantity which
appears in équation (33), except h, is known with tolérable ac-
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curacy for saturated steam through a wide range of température ;
and we may therefore use this équation to find h, which has
never yet been made an object of expérimental research. Thus
we have

For tbe value of <y tbe best data regarding tbe density of
saturated steam, that can be liad must be taken. If for différent
températures we use the same values for tbe density of saturated
steam (calculated according to the gaseous laws, and Regnault's
observed pressure frorn —^r6, taken as tbe density at 100°), the
values obtained for the first term of the second member of the

preceding équation are the same as if we take the form

derived from (34), and use the values of /x shown in Table I. of
my former paper. The values of — h in the second column in the
following table have been so calculated, with, besides, the follow-
ing data afforded by Regnault from his observations on the total
beat of steam, and the spécifie beat of water

dL
-77 + c = '30o.at

L = 606-5 + -305* - (-00002*2 + -OOOOOOf).
The values of — h shown in the third column are those derived

by Clausius from an équation which is the same as what (34)
E

would become if J z — were substituted for /x.
1 T"

t.
-h according to Table

I. of " Account of
Carnot's Theory."

—h according to
Clausius.

0
50

100
150
200

1*863
1-479
1-174
0-951
0-780

1-916
1-465
1-133
0-879
0-676

59. From these results it appears, that through the whole
range of températures at Svhich observations have been made, the
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value of h is négative; and, therefore, if a quantity of saturated
vapour be compressed in a vessel containing no liquid water, beat
must be continuously abstracted from it in order that it may
remain saturated as its température rises; and conversely, if a
quantity of saturated vapour be allowed to expand in a closed
vessel, beat must be supplied to it to prevent any part of it from
becoming condensed into the liquid form as tbe température of the
whole sinks. This very remarkable conclusion was first announced
by Mr Rankine, in bis paper communicated to this Society on the
4th of February last year. It was discovered independently by
Clausius, and published in his paper in Poggendorff's Annalen in
the months of April and May of the saine year.

60. It might appear at first sight, that the well-known fact
that steam rushing from a high-pressure boiler through a small
orifice into the open air does not scald a hand exposed to it*, is
inconsistent with the proposition, that steam expanding from a
state of saturation must have heat given to it to prevent any part
from becoming condensed; since the steam would scald the hand
unless it were dry, and consequently above the boiling-point in
température. The explanation of this apparent difficulty, given
in a letter which I wrote to Mr Joule last October [Art. XLVli.
above], and which has since been published in the Philosophical
Magazine, is, that the steam in rushing through the orifice pro¬
duces mechanical effect which is immediately wasted in fluid
friction, and consequently reconverted into heat; so that the
issuing steam at the atmospheric pressure would have to part
■with as much heat to convert it into water at the température
100° as it would have had to part with to have been condensed
at the high pressure and then cooled down to 100°, which for a

[* Note addedJune 26, 1852, in PMI. Mag. reprint.—At présent I am incline! to
believe that the rapidity of the current exercises a great influence on the sensation
experienced in the eircumstanees, by causing the steam to mix with the surrounding
air; for 1 have found that the hand suffers pain when exposed to the steam issuing
from a common kettle, and dried by passing through a copper tube surroùnded by
red-hot coals or heated by lamps. But although there may be uneertainty regarding
the causes of the différent sensations in the différent eircumstanees, I believe there
is no reason for doubting either the fact of the dryness of the steam issuing from
a high-pressure boiler (except when there is "priming" to a considérable extent),
or the correetness of the explanation of this fact which I have given in the letter
referred to.]

T. 14
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pound of steam initially saturated at the température t is, by
Eegnault's modification of Watt's law, -305 (t—100°) more heat
than a pound of saturated steam at 100° would bave to part with
to be reduced to the same state ; and the issuing steam must
therefore be above 100° in température, and dry.

Part IY.

[Note of Dec. 30, 1881. The expérimental method suggested
in this Article, was carried out practically by Mr Joule and the
author in successive years from 1852 to 1856. Extracts from
their joint papers describing their work are included below [Art.
xlix.] in the présent reprint.]
On a Method of discovering experimentally the Relation between

the Mechanical Work spent, and the Heat produced by the
Compression of a Gaseous Fluid*.

61. The important researches of Joule on the thermal cir-
cumstances connected with the expansion and compression of air,
and the admirable reasoning upon them expressed in his paperf
" On the Changes of Température produced by the Raréfaction
and Condensation of Air," especially the way in. which he takes
into account any mechanical effect that may be externally pro¬
duced, or internally lost, in fluid friction, have introduced an
entirely new method of treating questions regarding the physical
properties of fluids. The object of the présent paper is to show
how, by the use of this new method, in connexion with the princi-
ples explained in my preceding paper, a complété theoretical view
may be obtained of the plrenomena experimented on by Joule;
and to point out some of the objects to be attained by a continua¬
tion and extension of his expérimental researches.

62. The Appendix to my "Account of Carnot's Theory" j con-
tains a theoretical investigation of the heat developed by the

* From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. xx. part 2.
April 17, 1851.

+ Philosophical Magazine, May, 1845, Vol. xxvi. p. 309.
$ Transactions, Vol. xvi. part 5.
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compression of any fluid fulfilling the laws* of Boyle and Mariotte
and of Dalton and Gay-Lussac. It has since been shown that
that investigation requires no modification when the dynamical
Theory is adopted, and therefore the formula obtained as the
resuit may be regarded as being established for a fluid of the kind
assumed, independently of any hypothesis whatever. We may
obtain a corresponding formula applicable to a fluid not fulfilling
the gaseous laws of density, or to a solid pressed uniformly on ail
sides, in the following manner.

63. Let Mdv be the quantity of heat absorbed by a body kept
at a constant température t, when its volume is increased from
r to !)+ dv; let p be the uniform pressure which it expériences
from without, when its volume is v and its température t; and let

(âj'Ï)

p + -^dt dénoté the value p would acquire if the température
were raised to t + dt, the volume remaining unchangod. Then, by
équation (3) of § 21 of my former paper, derived from Clausius's
extension of Carnot's theory, we have

M-)l-t <«>+•
where p dénotés Carnot's function, the same for ail substances at
the same température.

Now let the substance expand from any volume F to F', and,
being kept constantly at the température t, let it absorb a quan¬
tity, II, of heat. Then

(»)•
But if TF dénoté the mechanical work which the substance

does in expanding, we have
W=(Vpdv (c),

J r
and therefore

»-lT <*
* To avoid circumlocution, these lawa will, in what followa, be called simply

the gaseous laws, or the gaseous laws of density.
t Throughout tliis paper, formulas which involve no hypothesis whatever are

marked with italic letters; formula: which involve Boyle's and Dalton's laws are
marked with Arabie nuinerals; and formulas involving, besides, May.er's hypothe¬
sis, are marked with Roman numerals.

14—2

II--
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This formula, established without any assumption admitting of
doubt, expresses the relation between the heat developed by the
compression of any substance whatever, and the mechanical work
which is required to efîect the compression, as far as it can be de-
termined without hypothesis hy purely theoretical considérations,

64. The preceding formula leads to that which I formerly
gave for the case of fluids subject to the gaseous laws ; since for
such we have

pv=p0v0(l+Et) (1),
from which we deduce, by (c),

W=p0v0(l +Et) log— (2),

dW „ , F E
and W: (3)'
and therefore, by (d),

w- <*>■

which agréés with équation (11) of § 49 of the former paper.

65. Hence we conclude, that the heat evolved by any fluid
fulfilling the gaseous laws is proportional to the work spent in
compressing it at any given constant température ; but that the
quantity of work required to produce a unit of heat is not constant
for ail températures, unless Carnot's fonction for différent tempe-
ratures vary inversely as 1 + Et) and that.it is not the simple
mechanical équivalent of the heat, as it was unwarrantably*
assumed by Mayer to be, unless this fonction have precisely the
expression

"

This formula was suggested to me by Mr Joule, in a letter
dated December 9, 1848, as probably a true expression for fi, being
required to reconcile the expression derived from Carnot's theory
(which I had communicated to him) for the heat evolved in terms

* In violation of Carnot's important principle, tirât thermal agency and me¬
chanical effect, or mechanical agency and thermal effect, cannot be regarded in
the simple relation of cause and effect, when any other effect, such as the altéra¬
tion of the density of a body, is finally concerned.
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of the worlc spent in the compression of a gas, with the hypothesis
that the latter of these is exactly the mechanical équivalent of the
former, which he had adopted in conséquence of its being, at least
approximately, verified by his own experiments. This, which will
be called Mayer's hypothesis, from its having been first assumed
by Mayer, is also assumed by Clausius without any reason from
experiment ; and an expression for p, the same as the preceding,
is consequently adopted by him as the foundation of his mathe-
matical déductions from elementary reasoning regarding the
motive power of heat. The preceding formulas show, that if it be
true at a particular température for any one fluid fulfilling the
gaseous laws, it must be true for every such fluid at the same
température.

G6. Of the various expérimental researches which might be
suggested as suitable for testing Mayer's hypothesis, it appears
from the preceding formula, that any which would give data for
the détermination of the values of p. through a wide range of
températures would, with a single accurate détermination of J,
afford a complété test. Thus an expérimental détermination of
the density of saturated steam for températures from 0° to 230°
Cent, would complété the data, of which a part have been so
accurately determined by Regnault, for the calculation of the
Values of p between those wide limits, and would contribute more,

perhaps, than any set of expérimental ' researches that could at
présent be proposed, to advance. the mechanical theory of heat.

67. The values of p, given in Table I. of my "Account of
Carnot's Theory," which were calculated from Regnault's observa¬
tions on steam, with the assumption of (the maximum density
of water being unity) for the density of saturated steam at 100°
Cent., and of the gaseous laws for calculating it by means of
Regnault's observed pressures, at other températures, are far from
verifying équation (1), as appears from the Table of the values of

—given in the preceding paper, § 51; or as the following
comparative Table shows :—
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Col. 1.

Température.

t.

Col. 2.

Values oîfi according
to assumed density
of saturated steam.

M.

Col. 3.

Values of ia accord¬
ing to Joule's

formula.

j E
1+JSt '

Col. 4.

Values ofjunceord-
ing to modificd as-

sumption for
density of saturated

steam.

1693'S

0 4-967 5-087 5-038
10 4-832 4-908 4-901
20 4-703 4-740 4-769
30 4-578 4-584 4-643
40 4-456 4-438 4-519
50 4-337 4-300 4-399
60 4-221 4-171 4-281
70 4-114 4-050 4-172
80 4-013 3-935 4-070
90 3-921 3-827 3-977

100 3-833 3-724 3-887
110 3-753 3-627 3-806
120 3-679 3-535 3-731
130 3-611 3-447 3-662
140 3-546 3-364 3-596
150 3-487 3-284 3-536
160 3-432 3-209 3-481
170 3-382 3-136 3-430
180 3-335 3-067 3-382
190 3-289 3-001 3-336
200 3-247 2-937 3-293
210 3-208 2-876 3-254
220 3-171 2-818 3-216
230 3-135 2-762 3-179

where [/a] dénotés the quantity tabulated for the températures
0°, 1°, 2°, ... 230° in Table I. of my "Account of Carnot's Theory ; "
and [cr] dénotés the density of saturated steam which was assumed
in the calculation of that table, the values of ^ in the expression
for it being obtained by dividing the numbers tabulated at the
end of Regnault's eighth Mémoire by 760. The considerableness
of the déviations from the gaseous laws which équation (II) indi-
cates, is seen at once by comparing the numbers in column 2 with
those in column 3 of the preceding table, and observing that the
coefficient of [cr] in (II) is, for each température shown in that
table, obtained by dividing the corresponding number in column
2 by that in column 3. Column 4 shows wliat the values of p,
would be if the density of saturated steam at 100° were instead
of and, for othcr températures, varied according to the
gaseous laws.
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Mr Joule, when I pointed out these discrepancies to him in
the year 1848, suggested that even between 0° and 100" the in-
accuracy of tbe data regarding steam might be sufficient to
account for them. I think it will be generally admitted that
there can be no such inaccuracy in Regnault's part of the data,
and there remains only the uncertainty regarding the density of
saturated steam, to prevent the conclusion that fju cannot be

E
expressed by J j ^ ; so that Mayer's hypothesis would be con-
firmed if, and overturned unless, the density of saturated steam,
instead of following the gaseous laws, were truly expressed by
the équations

68. This subject has been very carefully examined by Clau-
sius, who has indicated the great déviations from the gaseous
laws of density that Mayer's hypothesis requires in saturated
steam, and has given an empirical formula for the density of
saturated steam founded on that hypothesis, and on Regnault's
observations on the pressure and latent heat. In this direction
theory can go no further, for want of expérimental data; although,
from what we know of gases and saturated vapours, it may be
doubted whether such excessive déviations, in the case of steam,
from the laws of a "perfect gas" are rendered probable by a
hypothesis resting on no expérimental evidence whatever *.

69. To Joule we are indebted for a most important sériés of
expérimental researches on the relation between the thermal
effects, the external mechanical effects, and the internai mechani-
cal effects (vis viva destroyed by fluid friction) due to compressions

* Joule's expérimental vérification of Mayer's law for températures of from 50"
to 60° Fahr. shows, if rigorously exact, that the density of saturated steam at
about 10° Centigrade must be of what was assumed for it in the calcula-

tions of my former paper, but does not go towards indicating any déviation
from the gaseous laws of variation in the density of saturated steam at différent
températures.

(IL).

r , 1 1 + Ex 100 pL°"J ~ 1693-5 " l+Et 'H-
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and expansions of air in various circumstances *. These researches
afford actual tests, wliich, so far as they go, are vérifications of
the truth of Mayer's liypothesis for températures between 50° and
60° Fahr., founded on two distinct methods, either of whicb is
perfect in principle, and might be made the foundation of ex-
periments at any température whatever.

70. The first of these methods consists simply in determining,
by direct experiment, the heat evolved by the expenditure of a
given amount of work in compressing air, and comparing it with the
quantity of heat created by the same amount of work in Joule's
original experiments on the heat developed by magneto-electricity,
and by the friction of fluids in motion.

71. The second method is especially remarkable, as affording
in eacli experiment an independent test of the truth of Mayer's
hypothesis for air at the température used, without requiring any
knowledge of the absolute value of the mechanical équivalent of
heat. In Joule's actual experiments, the test is simply this :—
the total external thermal effect is determined when air is allowed
to expand, througli a small orifice, from one vessel into another
previously exhausted by an air-pump. Here the first mechanical
effect produced by the expanding gas is vis viva generated in the
rushing of the air. By the time equilibrium is established, ail
this mechanical effect has been lost in fluid friction (tliere being
no appréciable mechanical effect produced externally in sound,
which is the only external mechapical effect, other than heat, that
can be produced by the motions of a fluid within a fixed rigid
vessel) ; and no truth in physical science can be more certain, than
that by the time thermal as well as mechanical equilibrium is
established at the primitive température, the contents of the two
vessels must have parted with just as much more heat than they
would have parted with had the air in expanding pushed out a
piston against an external resisting force, as is équivalent to the
mechanical effect tlius produced externally. Hence if the two
vessels and the tube Connecting thern be immersed (as they are in
Joule's first set of experiments with this apparatus) in one vessel
of water, and if, after time is allowed for the pressure and tempe-
rature of the air to become the same in the two vessels, the

* Philosophical Magazine, May, 1845.
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water be found to bave neitber gained nor lost beat (it being
understood, of course, that the air and ail other matter external
to the water are at an absolutely constant température during tbe
experiment), then, for the température of the experiment, Mayer's
hypothesis is perfectly confirmed; but any final élévation or de-
pression of température in the water would show that the work
due to the expansion is either greater than or less than the
absolute équivalent of the heat absorbed.

72. Mr Joule's second experiment on the same apparatus, in
which he examined separately the external thermal efîects round
each of the two vessels, and round a portion of the tube containing
the small orifice (a stop-cock), has suggested to me a method
which appears still simpler, and more suitable for obtaining an ex-
cessively delicate test of Mayer's hypothesis for any température.
It consists merely in dispensing with the two vessels in Joule's
apparatus, and substituting for them two long spirals of tube
(instead of doing this for only one of the vessels, as Joule does in
his third experiment with the same apparatus); and in forcing air
continuously through the whole. The first spiral portion of the
tube, up to a short distance from the orifice, ought to be kept as
nearly as possible at the température of the atmosphère sur-
rounding the portion containing the orifice, and serves merely to
fix the température of the entering air. The following investiga¬
tion shows what conclusions miglit be drawn by experimenting
on the thermal phenomena of any fluid whatever treated in this
manner.

73. Let p be the uniform pressure of the fluid in the first
spiral, up to a short distance from the orifice, and let p be the
pressure a short distance from the orifice on the other side, which
will be uniform through the second spiral. Let t be the constant
external température, and let the air in both spirals be kept as
closely as possible at the same température. If tliere be any
élévation or dépression of température of the fluid in passing
through the orifice, it may only be after passing through a con¬
sidérable length of the second spiral that it will again arrive
sensibly at the température t; and the spiral must be made
at least so long, that the fluid issuing from the open end of it,
when accurately tested, may be found not to differ appreciably
from the primitive température t.
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74. Let II be the total quantity of heat emitted from the
portion of the tube containing the orifice, and the second spiral,
during the passage of a volume u through the first spiral, or of an
équivalent volume u through the parts of the second where the
température is sensibly t. This will consist of two parts ; one
(positive) the heat produced by the fluid friction, and the other
(négative) the heat emitted by that portion of the fluid which
passes from one side to the other of the orifice, in virtue of its
expansion. To find these two parts, let us first suppose the trans-
ference of the fluid to take place without loss of mechanical effect
in fluid friction, as it would do if, instead of the partition with a
small orifice, there were substituted a moveable piston, and if a
volume u of fluid, on the side where the pressure is higher (p),
were enclosed between that and another piston, and allowed to
slide through thé tube till the second piston should take the place
of the first, and to expand till its volume should be u'. If we
adopt the same notation with reference to the volume, v, of the
substance between the pistons, kept at a constant température, t,
as has been used uniformly in this and the preceding paper ; we
shall have, for the quantity of heat absorbed during the motion of
the piston,

ru

I Mdv ;
J U

or, by the second fundanrental équation of the theory, (3) of § 21
of the preceding paper,

1 fw' dm ,

-p. h m *•
where «r dénotés the actual pressure (intermediate between p and
p) of the substance when its volume is v. Again, the work done
by the pistons will be given by the équation

ru

W= I mdv +pu —p'u' (e).
J U

If now the transference of the substance from the one portion
of the tube, where the pressure is p, to the other, where the
pressure is p', take place through a small orifice, exactly that
amount, W, of work will be lost as external mechanical effect, and
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will go to gcnerate thermal vis viva. The quantity of heat thus
produced will be

j-1J ^dv+pu — p'u |.
Hence tlie total quantity of heat emitted will be the excess of

this above the amount previously found to be absorbed when the
mechanical effect is ail external; and therefore we have*

s-7{£■***"M"\I", »* (/)'
Whatever changes of température there may actually be of the

air in or near the orifice, this expression will give rigorously the
total quantity of heat emitted by that portion of tube which
contains the orifice and the wliole of the second spiral during the
passage of a volume u through the first spiral, or v! through any
portion of the second spiral where the température is sensibly t.

75. To apply this resuit to the case of a gas fulfilling the
gaseous laws, we may put

pu =p'u'.
Hence (e) becomes

ÇW yj yW - izdv =pu log - =p'u' log - (5),
J U U p

and, by (3), we have
d W

_ Epu , ' u' _ EW
dt 1 +Et °° u 1 + Et '

Hence the expression (/) for the heat emitted becomes

w-

76. Lastly, if Mayer's hypothesis be fulfilled for the gas used
in the experiment, the coefficient of W vanishes by (I), and
therefore

II—0 ..(III).
* A more comprehensive investigation, [§§ 94—96 below,] including a proof

of this resuit, is given in a subséquent communication (Eoyol Soc. Edinb. Dec.
15, 1851), constituting Part v. of the présent sériés of articles, [§§ 81—96 below,]
which will bo republished in an early number of the Philosophical Magazine.
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77. From équation (III) it follows, that if Mayer's hypothesis
be true, there is neither émission nor absorption of beat, on the
whole, required to reduce the température of the air after passing
through the orifice to its primitive value, t. Hence, although no
douht those portions of the air in the intermediate neighbourhood
of the orifice which are communicating, by tlieir expansion, vis
viva to those contiguous to them will be becoming colder, and
those which are the means of occasioning the portions contiguous
to them to lose vis viva, through fluid friction, will be becoming
warmer at each instant; yet very near the orifice on each side,
where the motion of the air is uniform, the température would be
constantly equal to t. Hence the simplest conceivable test of the
truth of Mayer's hypothesis would be, to try whether the tempe-
rature of the air is exactly the same on the tvvo sides of the orifice.
This might be done by very delicate thermometers adjusted in the
tube at sufïicient distances on each side of the orifice to be quite
out of the rush which there is of air in the immédiate neighbour¬
hood of the orifice; but it might be done in a still more refined
manner by means of a delicate galvanometer, and a small thermo-
electric battery arranged so that one set of the solderings might be
within the tube on the side of the entering current of air, and
the other set within the tuhe on the side of the current from the
orifice. The tube on each side of the orifice would need to be bent
so as to bring two parts of it, at small distances from the orifice on
each side, near enough one another to admit of the battery being
so placed. The only difficulty I can perceive in the way of making
the necessary arrangements is what might be experienced in
fitting the two ends of the battery air-tight into the two parts of
the tube. It first occurred to me that the little battery itself
might be placed entirely within the tube, and the différence of
pressure kept up in the two parts by the middle of the battery
being fitted nearly air-tight in the tu.be by means of wax, or other-
wise; but this arrangement would not be satisfactory, as portions
of the bars of the battery, if not the ends themselves directly,
would be altered in température, even if Mayer's hypothesis were

rigorously true, on account of the rushing of the air among them.
No part of the battery ought to be exposed to the rushing of the
air in the neighbourhood of the orifice, and therefore the middle
of the hattery would have to be external to the tube, the ends
being cemented into the tube by some indurating cernent suffi-
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ciently strong and compact to hold perfectly air-tight on tlie side
where the pressure is différent from the atmospheric pressure.
By such means as theso, I think a very satisfactory sériés of
experiments might easily be performed to test Mayer's hypothesis
for air through a very wide range of températures.

78. Should the differential method of experimenting just
described indicate any différence of température whatever on tbe
two sides of the orifice, Mayer's hypothesis would be shown to be
not exactly fulfilled, and, according as the air leaving the orifice is
found to be warmer or colder than the entering air, we should
infer that the heat absorbed, when air expands at a constant tem¬
pérature, is less than or greater than the équivalent of the
mechanical effect produced by the expansion *.

79. Calorimetrical methods, like those used by Joule, might
then be followed for actually determining the heat emitted or
absorbed by the air in the neighbourhood of the orifice, or in the
second spiral, in acquiring the température of the air in the enter¬
ing stream ; and by careful experimenting, it is probable that
excessively accurate results might be thus obtained for a wide
range of température.

80. The resuit of each experiment would be a value of p, in
terms of Joule's mechanical équivalent, to be calculated by the
following expression, derived from équations (5) and (G).

JE
1 + Et

H = —— (7).
1 -J. -

'M P
p IL log S°

p

In the second member of this équation p' dénotés the pressure
of the air through the second spiral, which would be the atmos-

* Note added in FUI. Mag. reprint. Experiments On the plan here suggested
hâve been recently made by Mr Joule and myself, and it has thus been ascertained
that the air leaves the rapids in the neighbourhood of the orifice at a lower tem¬
pérature than it approached them, even if this température be as high as 170° F. ;
and it follows that the heat absorbed is greater than the équivalent of the mechanical
effect of the expansion, even for so high a température, and probably for much
higher. See a paper published in the Supplément to this Volume of the Philo-
sophical Magazine, in which these experiments are described.—Nov. 11, 1852.
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pheric pressure, or excèssively near it, if, as in Joule's third
experiment mentioned above (described in p. 378 of the volume *
containing his paper), the air leaving the second spiral be
measured by means of a pneumatic trough : p dénotés the
pressure in the first spiral, which ought to be constant, and
must be carefully measured ; v! dénotés the volume of air which
leaves the apparatus in any time; and H dénotés the quantity of
heat emitted in the same time. The experiment might be con-
tinued for anylength of time, and each one of these four quantifies
might be determined with great accuracy, so that probably very
accurate direct results of observations might be obtained. If so,
no way of experimenting could be better adaptod than this to the
détermination of Carnot's function, for différent températures, in
terms of Joule's mechanical équivalent of heat.

Part Y.

On the Quantifies of Mechanical Energy contained in a Fluid
in Différent States, as to Température and Densityf.

81. A body which is either emitting heat, or altering its
dimensions against resisting forces, is doing worlc upon matter
external to it The mechanical effect of this work in one case is
the excitation of thermal motions, and in the other the overcoming
of résistances. The body must itself be altering in its circum-
stances, so as to contain a less store of work within it by an
amount precisely equal to the aggregate value of the mechanical
effects produced ; and conversely, the aggregate value of the
mechanical effects produced must dépend solely on the initial
and final states of the body, and is therefore the same whatever
be the intermediate states through which the body passes, pro-
vided the initial and final states be the same.

82. The total mechanical energy of a body might be defined
as the mechanical value of ail the effect it would produce in heat
emitted and in résistances overcome, if it were cooled to the

* Phil. Mag., Vol. xxvi. May, 1845.
t From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. xx. Part 3;

read Decemher 15, 1851.
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utmost, and allowed to contract indefinitely or to expand inde-
finitely according as the forces between its particles are attractive
or répulsive, when the thermal motions within it are ail stopped ;
but in our présent state of ignorance regarding perfect cold, and
the nature of molecular forces, we cannot détermine this "total
mechanical energy " for any portion of matter, nor even can we
be sure that it is not infinitely great for a finite portion of
matter. Hence it is convenient to choose a certain state as

standard for the body under considération, and to use the un-
qualified term, mechanical energy, with reference to this standard
state ; so that the "mechanical energy of a body in a given
state" will dénoté the mechanical value of the effects the body
would produce in passing from the state in which it is given, to
the standard state, or the mechanical value of the whole agency
that would be required to bring the body from the standard state
to the state in which it is given.

83. In the présent communication, a system of formulse
founded on propositions established in the first part of my paper
on the Dynamical Theory of Heat, and expressing relations be¬
tween the pressure of a fluid, and the thermal capacities and
mechanical energy of a given mass of it, ail considered as functions
of the température and volume ; and Carnot's function of the
température ; are brought forward for the purpose of pointing
out the importance of making the mechanical energy of a fluid in
différent states an object of research, along with the other elements
which have hitherto been considered, and partially investigated in
some cases.

84. If we consider the circumstances of a stated quantity (a
unit of matter, a pound, for instance) of a fluid, we find that its
condition, whether it be wholly in the liquid state or wholly
gaseous, or partly liquid and partly gaseous, is completely defined,
when its température, and the volume of the space within which
it is contained, are specified (§§ 20, 53,...56), it being under-
stood, of course, that the dimensions of this space are so limited
that no sensible différences of density in différent parts of the
fluid are produced by gravity. We shall therefore consider the
température, and the volume of unity of mass, of a fluid, as the
independent variables of which its pressure, thermal capacities,
and mechanical energy are functions. The volume and température
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being cîenoted respectively by v and t, let e be the mechanical
energy, p the pressure, K the thermal capacity under constant
pressure, and N the thermal capacity in constant volume ; and let
if be such a fonction of these elements, that

dp

K-n+JS^M. (i),
dv

or (§§ 48, 20), such a quantity that
Mdv+Ndt (2),

may express the. quantity of heat that must be added to the fluid
mass, to elevate its température by dt, when its volume is aug-
mented by dv.

85. The mechanical value of the heat added to the fluid in

any opération, or the quantity of heat added, multiplied by J
(the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit), must be dimi-
nished by the work done by the fluid in expanding against
résistance, to find the actual increase of mechanical energy which
the body acquires. Hence- (de of course denoting the complété
incrément of e, when v and t are increased by dv and dt) we
have

de — J (Mdv — pdv (3).
Hence, according to the usual notation for partial differential
coefficients, we have

t-**-' (1>'

%=JNu>.
Lastly, if we dénoté by p, as formerly, Carnot's fonction of the
température t, we have (§ 21)

1="* ©•
86. The use that may be made of these formula} in investiga¬

tions regarding the pliysical properties of any particular fluid must
dépend on the extent and accuracy of the général data belonging
to the theory of the mechanical action of heat that are available.
Thus, if nothing be known by experiment regarding the values of
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J and fi, we may, in the first place, use équations (4) and (5),
or the following deduced from them (§ 23), by eliminating e,

and équation (6), as tests of the accuracy of expérimental re~
searches on the pressure and thermal capacities of a fluid, on
account of the knowledgo we have from theory that J is certainly
an absolute constant, and that in ail probability, if not. with
absolute certainty, we may regard /z as independent of v, and as
the same for ail fluids at the same température ; and with expéri¬
mental data of sufficient extent, we may use these équations as
means of actually determining the values of J and fj,. No other
way than this has yet been attempted for determining /z ; and if
we except a conceivable, but certainly not at présent practicable
mode of determining this element by experiments on thermo-
electric currents, no other way is yet known. Carnot's original
détermination of /z was effected by means of an expression équi¬
valent to that of équation (6) applied to the case of a mass of
air; and the déterminations by Clapeyron, and tliose shown in
Table I. of my "Account of Carnot's Theory," were calculated
by the formula which is obtained when the same équation is
applied to the case of a fluid mass, partly liquid and partly in
the state of saturated vapour (§ 55).

87. As yet experiments have not been made on the pressure
and thermal capacities of fluids to a sufficient extent to supply
data for the évaluation, even in the roughest manner, of the
expression given for J by équation (7) ; and it may be doubted
whether such data can even be had with accuracy enough to give
as exact a détermination of this important element as may be
effected by direct experiments on the génération of heat by means
of friction. At présent we may regard J as known, probably
within -gfo of its own amount, by experiments of this kind.

88. The value of J being known, équations (4) and (5) may
be used for determining the mechanical energy of a particular
fluid mass in différent states, from spécial expérimental data
regarding its pressure and thermal capacities, but not necessarily
comprehending the values of eacli of these elements for ail states
of the fluid. The theory of the intégration of functions of two

T. 15

dp
_ dM

clt dt dv (7),
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independent variables will, when any set of data are proposed,
make it manifest whetlier or not they are sufïicient, and will
point out the methods, wliether of summation or of analytical
intégration, according to the forms in which the data are fur-
nished, to be followed for determining the value of e for every
value of v. Or the data may be such, that while the thermal
capacities would be derived from them by differentiation,' values
of e may be o.btained from them without intégration. Thus, if
the fluid mass consist of water and vapour of water at the tem¬
pérature t, weighing in ail one pound, and occupying the volume
v*, and if we regard the zéro or "standard" state of the mass
as being liquid water at the température 0°, the mechanical energy
of the mass in the given state will be the mechanical value of the
heat required to raise the température of a pound of water from

v — \
0° to t, and to convert of it into vapoUr, diminished by

ry — A
the work done in the expansion from the volume A to the volume
v ; that is, we have

e = j(ct + LV~^j-p{v~X) (8).
The variables c, L, and p (which dépend on t alone), in this ex¬
pression have been experimentally determined by Regnault for
ail températures from 0° to 230° ; and when 7 is also determined
by experiments on the density of saturated steam, the éléments
for the détermination of e in this case will be complété. The
expressions investigated formerly for M and N in this case (§ 54)
may be readily obtained by means of (4) and (5) of § 85, by the
differentiation of (8).

89. If Carnot's function lias once been determined by means
of observations of any kind, whether on a single fluid or on dif¬
férent fluids, for a certain range of températures, then according

* The same notation is used here as formerly in § 54, viz. p is the pressure
of saturated vapour at the température t, y the volume, and L the latent heat
of a pound of the vapour, \ the volume of a pound of liquid water, and c
the mean thermal capaeity of a pound of water between the températures
0 and t. A mass weighing a pound, and occupying the volume v, when
at the température t, must consist of a weight — ~ of vapour, and

y — A

-—^ of water.
y - \
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to (6) of § 85, the value of ~ '/M for any substance whatever is
known for ail températures within that range. It follows that
when the values of M for différent states of a fluid have been
determined experimentally, the law of pressures for ail tempéra¬
tures and volumes (with an arbitrary function of v to be deter¬
mined by experiments on the pressure of the fluid at one par-
ticular température) may be deduced by means of équation (6) ;
or conversely, which is more likely to be the case for any parti-
cular fluid, if the law of pressures is completely known, M may
be deduced without further experimenting. Hence the second
member of (4) becomes completely known, the équation assuming
the following form, when, for M, its value according to (G) is
substituted :—

de J dp ,,,,

(H-

The intégration of this équation with reference to v leads to an
expression for e, involving an arbitrary function of t, for the
détermination of which more data from experiment are required.
It would, for instance, be sufiicient for this purpose to have the
mechanical energy of the fluid for ail températures when con-
tained in a constant volume; or, what amounts to the same (it
being now supposed that J is known), to have the thermal capa-
city of the fluid in constant volume for a particular volume and
ail températures. Hence we conclude, that when the éléments
J and p, belonging to the général theory of the mechanical action
of heat are known, the mechanical energy of a particular fluid
may be investigated without experiment, from déterminations of
its pressure for ail températures and volumes, and its thermal
capacity for any particular constant volume and ail températures.

90. For example, let the fluid be atmospheric air, or any
other subject to the "gaseous" laws. Then if v„ be the volume of
a unit of weight of the fluid, and 0 the température, in the
standard state from which the mechanical energy in any other
state is reckoned, and if p0 dénoté the corresponding pressure,
we have

dp p^E

15
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and

F„ (ît -F* - **• (i+B)}log
Hence if we dénoté by N0 the value of N when v =v0, whatcver
be the température, we have as the général expression for the
mechanical energy of a unit weight of a fluid subject to the
gaseous laws,

o{y- - C1 + ^)} log~ + jj^dt (9).
91. Let us now suppose the mechanical energy of a particular

fluid mass in various statcs to have been determined in any way,
and let us fînd what results regarding its pressure and thermal
capacities may be deduced. In the first place, by integrating
équation (4'), considered as a differential équation with reference
to t for p, we find

?/."V de 4//£Îi jf"dtP=€ Jo^dv6 dt + ty(v)e (10),
where yjr (v) dénotés a constant with reference to t, which may
vary with v, and cannot be determined without experiment.
Again, we "have from (5), (4), and (1),

AT — ! éî.
Jdt

dp [ .(11).1 de 1 (de \ dt
K-JS + 7(dv+1,)-§

dv

From the first of these équations we infer, that, with a complété
knowledge of the mechanical energy of a particular fluid, we
have enough of data for determining for every state its thermal
capacity in constant volume. From équation (9) we infer, that
with, besides, a knowledge of the pressure for ail volumes and a

particular température, or for ail volumes and a particular sériés
of températures, we have enough to détermine completely the
pressure, and consequently also, according to équation (11), to
détermine the two thermal capacities, for ail states of the fluid.
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92. For example, let tliese équations be applied to the
case of a fluid subject to thc gaseous laws. If we use for
its value derived from (9), in équation (10), we find

p=^(l + M + x(»)e (12),
where % (y), denoting an arbitrary function of v, is used instead

tn y
of (y) • We conclude that the same expression for the
mechanical energy holds for any fluid whose pressure is expressed
by this équation, as for one subject to the gaseous laws. Again,

by using for and ~ , their values derived from (9), in équa¬

tion (11), we have
- (1+^)1

ir=jr.+>.iogi i (is).

1 t V
K-N,+tm logl L + -^ky(U).

The first of these équations shows, that unless Mayer's hypo-
thesis be true, there is a différence in the thermal capacities in
constant volume, of the same gas at the same températures for
différent densities, proportional in amount to the différence of
the logarithms of the densities. The second, compared with the
first, leads to an expression for the différence between the thermal
capacities of a gas in constant volume, and under constant pres¬
sure, agreeing with results arrived at formerly. [Account of
Carnot's Theory, Appendix III. ; and Dynamical Theory of
Heat, § 48.]

93. It may be that more or less information, regarding ex-
plicitly the pressure and thermal capacities of the fluid, may have
been had as the data for determining the mechanical energy ;
but these converse déductions are , still interesting, as showing
how much information regarding its physical properties is com-
prehended in a knowledge of the mechanical energy of a fluid
mass, and how useful a table of the values of this function for
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différent températures and volumes, or an cmpirical fonction of
two variables expressing it, would be, whatever be the expéri¬
mental data from which it is deduced. It is not improbable
that such a table or empirical fonction, and a similar représen¬
tation of the pressure, may be found to be the inost convenient
expression for results of complété observations on the compres-
sibility, the law of expansion by heat, and the thermal capacities
of a vapour or gas.

94. The principles brought forward in a former communi¬
cation "On a Means of discovering experimentally, &c." (which
is now referred to as Part IV. of a sériés of papers on the Dyna-
mical Theory of Heat), may be expressed in a more convenient
and in a somewhat more comprehensive manner than in the
formulas contained in that paper, by introducing the notations
and principles which form the subject of the présent commu¬
nication. Thus, let t be the température and u the volume of
a pound of air flowing gently in a pipe (under very high pressure
it may be) towards a very narrow passage (a nearly closed stop-
cock, for instance), and let p be its pressure. Let t', u, and p'
be the corresponding qualities of the air flowing gently through
a continuation of the pipe, after having passed the "rapids" in
and near the narrow passage. Let Q be the quantity of heat
(which, according to circumstances, may be positive, zéro, or
négative) emitted by a pound of air during its whole passage
from the former locality through the narrow passage to the latter ;
and let S dénoté the mechanical value of the sound emitted
from the "rapids." The only other external mechanical effect
besides these two produced by the air, is the excess (which, ac¬

cording to circumstances, may be négative, zéro, or positive) of
the worlc done by the air in pressing out through the second
part of the pipe above that spent in pressing it in through the
first ; the amount of which, for each pound of air that passes, is
of course p'u — pu. Hence the whole mechanical value of the
effects produced externally by each pound of the air from its own

' mechanical energy is
JQ +S +p'u —pu (15).

Hence if </> {y, t) dénoté the value of e expressed as a fonction
of the independent variables v and t, so that cj) (u, t) may ex¬

press the mechanical energy of a pound of air bcfore, and <f> (u', £')
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the mechanical energy of a pound of air after passing the rapids,
we have

cf> (uf) = <j>(u, t) — {JQ + S + p'u' —pu] (16).
95. If tlie circumstances be arranged (as is always possible)

so as to prevent the air from experiencing either gain or loss of
beat by conduction through the pipe and stopcock, we shall have
Q = 0 ; and if (as is perhaps also possible) only a mechanically
inappréciable amount of sound be allowed to escape, we niay
take 8 = 0. Then the preceding équation becomes

4>(u', t') — <p(u, t) — (p'u' — pu) (17).
If by experimenting in such circumstances it be found that t'
does not differ sensibly from t, Mayer's hypothesis is verified for
air at the température t ; and as pu would then be equal to pu,
according to Boyle and Mariotte's law, we should have

(fi (u', t) — <f> (u, t),
which is, in fact, the expression of Mayer's hypothesis, in terms
of the notation for mechanical energy introduced in this paper.
If, on the other hand, t' be found to differ from t*, let values of
p, p, t, and t' be observed in various experiments of this kind,
and, from the known laws of density of air, let u and u be cal-
culated. We then have, by an application of (13) to the results
of each experiment, an équation showing the différence between
the mechanical energies of a pound of air in two particular spe-
cified states as to température and density. Ail the particular
équations thus obtained may be used towards forming, or for
correcting, a table of the values of the mechanical energy of
a mass of air at various températures and densities.

96. If, according to the plan proposed in my former com¬
munication (§ 72), the air on leaving the narrow passage be
made to pass through a spiral pipe immersed in water in a calori-

* If the values of /i I have used formerly be correct, t' would be less thaii
t for ail cases in which i is Tower than about 30° Cent.; but, on the contrary,
if { be considerably above 30° Cent., t' would be found to exceed t. (See "Account
of Carnot's Theory," Appendix II.) It may be shown, that if they are correct,
air at the température 0° forced up with a pressure of ten atmosphères towards a
small orifice, and expanding through it to the atmospherie pressure, would go
down in température by about 40-4 ; but that if .it had the température of 100°
in approaehing the orifice, it would lëave at a température about 50,2 higher,
provided that in each case thero is no appréciable expenditure of mechanical energy
on sound.
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metrical apparatus, and be so brought back exactly to the primitive
température t, we should have, according to Boyle and Ma-
riotte's law, p'u' —pu = 0; and if II dénoté the value of Q in
this particular case (or the quantity of beat measured by means
of the calorimetric apparatus), the général équation (16) takes
the form

t) — (f>(u, t) — (JII+ S) (18).
If in this we neglect S, as probably insensible, and if we sub-
stitute for tf> (u, t) and <£ (u, t) expressions deduced from (9), we find

(19)-

which agréés exactly witli the expression obtained by a synthe-
tical process, founded on the same principles, in my former com¬
munication (§ 75).

Part VI.

Thermo-electric Currents*.

Preliminary §§ 97—101. Fundamental Principles of Général
Thermo-dynamics recapitulated.

97. Mechanical action may be derived from heat, and heat may
be generated by mechanical action, by means of forces eitlier acting
between contiguous parts of bodies, or due to electric excitation;
but in no other way known, or even conceivable, in the présent
state of science. Hence thermo-dynamics falls naturally into two
divisions, of which the subjects are respectively, the relation of
heat to the forces acting between contiguous parts of bodies, and the
relation of heat to electrical agency. The investigations of the
conditions under which thermo-dynamic effects are produced, in
opérations on any fluid or fluids, whether gaseous or liquid, or passing
from one state to the other, or to or from the solid state, and the
establishment of universal relations between the physical properties
of ail substances in these différent states, which have been given
in Parts I.—-V. of the présent sériés of papers, belong to that first
great division of thermo-dynamics—to be completed (as is intended
for future communication to the Royal Society) by the exten¬
sion of similar researches to the thermo-elastic properties of solids.
[Note of Jan. 12, 1882. This proposed continuation of work on

* From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi. part i. ;

read lst May, 185t.
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thermo-dynamics was communicated not as first intended to the
lloyal Society of Ediiibnrgh, but to the first Number of the Quarterly
Journal of Mathematics. It is reprinted below as Part VII. of
the présent sériés of Articles on the Dynamical Theory of Heat.]
The second division, or thermo-electricity, which may include many
kinds of action as yet undiscovered, has hitherto been investigated
only as far as regards the agency of heat in producing electrical effects
in non-crystalline metals. In a mechanical theory of electric cur-
rents, communicated to the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, Dec. 15,
1851*, the application of the général laws of the dynamical theory
of heat to this kind of agency was made, and certain universal
relations precisely analogous to the thermo-elastic properties of
fiuids established in the previous treatment of the first division
of the subject, were established between the thermo-electric pro¬
perties of non-crystalline metals. The object of the présent
communication is to extend the theory to the phaenomena of
thermo-electricity in crystalline metals ; but as recent expérimental
researches on air have pointed outan absolute thermometric scale*!-,

* See Proceedings of that date, or Philosophical Magazine, first half-year, 1852
[reprinted as Note 1, appended to Art. xlviii. at the end of Part VII. below], where
a sufficiently complété account of the investigations and principal results is given.

t That is a scale defined without referenee to effects experienced by any particular
kind of matter. Such a scale, founded on général thermo-dynamic relations of
heat and matter, and requiring referenee to a particular thermometric substance
only for defining the unit or degree, was, so far as I know, first proposed in a
communication to the Cambridge Philosophical Society (Proceedings, May 1848, or

Philosophical Magazine, October 1848, or Art. xxxix. above). The particular thermo¬
metric assumption there suggested was, that a thermo-dynamic engine working to
perfection, aceording to Carnot's criterion, would give the same work from the same

quantity of heat, with its source and refrigerator difîering by one degree of tempéra¬
ture in any part of the scale ; the fixed points being taken the same as the 0° and
100° of the centigrade scale. A comparison of température, aceording to this as¬

sumption, with température by the air thermometer, effected by the only data at
that time afforded by experiment, namely Itegnault's observations on the pressure
and latent heat of saturated steam at températures of from 0° to 230° of the air
thermometer, showed, as the nature of the assumption required, very wide discre-
pances, even inconveniently wide between the fixed points of agreement. A more
convenient assumption has since been pointed to by Mr Joule's conjecture, that
Carnot's function is equal to the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit divided
by the température by the air thermometer from its zéro of expansion ; an assump¬
tion which experiments on the thermal effects of air escaping through a porous plug,
undertaken by him in conjunction with myself for the purpose of testing it [Philo¬
sophical Magazine, Oct. 1852), have shown to be not rigorously but very approxi-
matively truc. More extensive and accurate experiments liavo given us data for a
closer test (Phil. Tram., June 1853), and in a joint communication by Mr Joule
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thc use of which in expressing the général laws of the dynamical
theory of heat, both leads to a very concise mode of stating the
principles, and shows the most convenient forms of the expressions
brouglit forward in my former communication, the elementary
theory of tKermo-electricity in metals will be included in the
investigations now communicated. I shall take the opportunity
of introducing developments and illustrations, vvhich, although
communicated at the meeting of the Royal Society along with the
original treatment of the subject, did not appear in the printed
abstract; and I shall add some expérimental conclusions which
have since been arrived at, in answer to questions proposed in the
former theoretical investigation.

98. Before entering on the treatment of the spécial subject,
it is convenient to recall the fondamental laws of the dynamical
theory of beat, and it is necessary to explain the thermometric
assumption by which température is now to be measured.

The conditions under which heat and mechanical work are

mutually convertible by means of any material System, subjected
either to a continuous uniform action, or to a cycle of opérations
at the end of which the physical conditions of ail its parts are the
same as at the beginning, are subject to the following laws:—

Law I.—The material System must give out exactly as much
energy as it takes in, either in heat or mechanical work.

Law II.—If every part of the action, and ail its effects, be
perfectly réversible, and if ail the localities of the system by which

and myself to tlie Royal Society of London, to be made during the présent session,
we propose that tlie numerical measure of température shall be not founded on the
expansion of air at a particular pressure, but shall be simply the mechanical équi¬
valent of the thermal unit divided by Carnot's function. We deduce from our
expérimental results, a comparison between différences on the new scale from the
température of freezing water, and températures centigrade of Regnault's standard
air thermometer, which shows no greater discrepance than a few hundredths of a

degree, at températures between the freezing- and boiling-points, and, through a
range of 300° above the freezing-point, so close an agreement that it may be con-
sidered as perfect for most practieal purposes. The form of assumption given
below in the text as the foundation of the new thermometric system, without
explicit reference to Carnot's function, is équivalent to that just stated, inasmuch as
tlie formula for the action of a perfect thermo-dynamic engine, investigated in § 25,
expresses (§ 42) that the heat used is to the heat rejeeted in the proportion of the
température of the source to the température of the refrigerator, if Carnot's function
have the form there given as a conjecture, and now adopted as the définition of
température.
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heat is either emitted or taken in, be at one or other of tvvo
températures, the aggregate amount of heat taken in or emitted.
at the higher température, must exceed the amount emitted or
taken in at the lower température, always in the same ratio when
these températures are the same, whatever be the particular sub¬
stance or arrangement of the material system, and whatever be
the particular nature of the opérations to which it is subject.

99. Définition of température and général thermometric assump-
tion.—If two bodies be put in contact, and neither gives heat to
the other, their températures are said to be the same; but if one
gives heat to the other, its température is said to be higher.

The températures of two bodies are proportional to the quanti¬
tés of heat respectively taken in and given out in localities at one
température and at the other, respectively, by a material system
subjected to a complété cycle of perfectly réversible thermo-
dynamic opérations, and not allowed to part with or take in heat
at any other température: or, the absolute values of two tempéra¬
tures are to one another in the proportion of the heat taken in to
the heat rejected in a perfect thermo-dynamic engine working
with a source and refrigerator at the higher and lower of the
températures respectively.

100. Convention for thermometric unit, and détermination of
absolute températures offixed points in terms of it.

Two fixed points of température being ckosen according to Sir
Isaac Newton's suggestion, by particular etfects on a particular
substance or substances, the différence of these températures is to
be called unity, or any number of units or degrees as may be
found convenient. The particular convention is, that the différence
of températures between the freezing- and boiling-points of water
under standard atmospheric pressure shall be called 100 degrees.
The détermination of the absolute températures of the fixed points
is then to bo effected by means of observations indicating the
economy of a perfect thermo-dynamic engine, with the higher
and the lower respectively as the températures of its source and
refrigerator. The kind of observation best adapted for this object
was originated by Mr Joule, wliose work in 1844* laid the founda-

* " On the Changes of Température occasionecl by tlie Raréfaction and Conden¬
sation of Air," see Proceedings of the Royal Society, June 184-1 ; or, for the paper
in full, Phil. Mag., May 1845.
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tion of the theory, and opened the expérimental investigation;
and it lias been carried out by him, in conjunction with myself,
within the last two years, in accordance with the plan proposed
in Part IV.* of the présent sériés. The best resuit, as regards
this détermination, which we have yet been able to obtain is, that
the température of freezing water is 273'7 on the absolute scale ;
that of the boiling-point being consequently 373"7j". Further détails
regarding the.new thermometric System will be found in a joint
communication to be made by Mr Joule and myself to the Royal
Society of London before the close of the présent session.

101. A corollary from the second général law of the dyna-
mical theory stated above in § 98, équivalent to the law itself in
generality, is, that if a material System experience a continuous
action, or a complété cycle of opérations, of a perfectly réversible
kind, the quantities of heat which it talces in at différent tempéra¬
tures are subject to a linear équation, of which the coefficients are
the corresponding values of an absolute fonction of the tempéra¬
ture. The thermometric assumption which has been adopted is
équivalent to assuming that this absolute fonction is the reciprocal
of the température ; and the équation consequently takes the
form

Ht Ilf Ht„ 9

T + T +Y*"+ '
if t, t', &c. dénoté the températures of the différent localities where
tliere is either émission or absorption of heat, and + Ht, + IIf,
+ Hf, &c. the quantities of heat taken in 01* given out in those
localities respectively. To prove this, conceive an engine emitting
a quantity IIt of heat at the température t, and taking in the cor¬

responding quantity IIt at the température t'; then an engine
T>

. t'
emitting the quantity - IIt + Hf at t', and taking in the corre-

V

sponding quantity t" at the température t"; another

* " On a Method of diseovering expérimentally the Relation between the Heat
Produeed and the Work Spent in the Compression of a Gas." Tram. April
1851 ; or Phil. May. 1852, second lialf-year.

t [Note of Dec.. 1881. Later results show that these numbers are more accurately
273-1 and 373-1. Articlo on Heat by the anthor, Eneyc. Brit.; also published
scparately under the title "Heat," Edinburgh, Black, 1880.]
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emitting t" + IIt at t", and taking in tho corresponding

quantity t'" at t'"-, and so on. Considering n— 2\ t t t J

such engines as forming one system, we liave a material System
causing, by réversible opérations, an émission of heat amounting
to Ilt at the température t, Ht- at the température t',... and
at t{n~2]; and taking in tin~1) + ... + ^n-^j at thë tempe-
rature t[n~l). Now this System, along with the given one, constitutes
a complex system, which causes on the whole neither absorption
nor émission of heat at the températures t, t', &c., or at any otber
températures than tln); but gives rise to an absorption or
émission equal to

,(„-!) (Ht, Ht,

/W

: + <(n_8) J + Ht[n-1)
at tf1"-1', and an émission or absorption equal to + IItw at tw; This
complété system fulfils the criterion of reversibility, and, having
only two températures at localities where heat is taken in or given
out, is therefore subject to Law II. ; that is, we must have

which is the same as

IIt Hf Ht{n-V II>)
T+-^+ ... +1Srir + -?l) =° ...(1).

This équation may be considered as the mathematical expression
of the second fondamental law of the dynamical theory of heat.
The corresponding expression of the first law is

W + J(IIt + Ht> + ...+ Ht[n-1) + Hfin)) = 0 (2),
where W dénotés the aggregate amount of work spent in pro-
ducing the opérations, and J the mechanical équivalent of tho
thermal unit.

§§ 102—106. Initial examination of Thermo-dynamio circum-
stances regarding Electric Gurrents in Linear Gonductors.

102. Peltier's admirable discovery, that an electric current in
a metallic circuit of antimony and bismuth produces cold where it
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passes from bismuth to antimony, and beat where it passes from
antimony to bismuth, show3 how an évolution of mechanical effect,
by means of thermo-electric currents, involves transference of heat
from a body at a higher température to a body at a lower tempe-
rature, and how a reverse thermal effect may be produced, by
thermo-electric means, from the expenditure of work. For if a
galvanic engine be kept in motion doing work, by a thermo-electric
battery of bismuth and antimony, the current by means of which
this is effected passing, as it does, from bismuth to antimony
through the hot junctions, and from antimony to bismuth through
the cold junctions, must cause absorption of heat in each of the
former, and évolution of heat in each of the latter; and to sustain
the différence of température required for the excitation of the
electromotive force, even were there no propagation of heat by
conduction through the battery, it would be necessary continually,
during the existence of the current, to supply heat from a source
to the hot junctions, and to draw off heat from the cold junctions
by a refrigerator:—Or, if work be spent to turn the engine faster
than the rate at which its inductive reaction balances the electro¬
motive force of the battery, there will be a reverse current sent
through the circuit, producing absorption of heat at the cold junc¬
tions, and évolution of heat at the hot junctions, and consequently
effecting the transference of some heat from the refrigerator to the

•source.

103. We see, then, that in Peltier's phsenomenon we have a
réversible thermal agency of exactly the kind supposed in the
second law of the dynamical theory of heat. Before, however, we
can apply either this or the first law, we must consider other
thermal actions which are involved in the circumstances of a

thermo-electric current; and with référencé to the second law, we
shall have to examine whether there are any such of an essentially
irréversible kind.

104. It is to be remarked, in the first place, that a current
cannot pass through a homogeneous conductor without generating
heat in overcoming résistance. This effect, which we shall call the
frictional génération of heat, has been discovered by Joule to be
produced at a rate proportional to the square of the strength of
the current; and, taking place equally with the current in one
direction, or in the contrary, is obviously of an irréversible kind.
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Any other thermal action that can take place must dépend on the
heterogeneity of the circuit, and must be of a kind réversible with
the current.

105. Now if in an unbroken circuit with an engine driven by
a thermo-electric currcnt, the strength of the current be infinitely
small, compared with what it would be were the engine held at
rest, or, which is the same, if the engine be kept at some such
speed that its inductive electromotive force may fall short of, or

may exceed, by only an infinitely small fraction of itself, the
amount required to balance the thermal electromotive force of the
battery, there will be only an infinitely small fraction of the work
done by the current in the former case, or of the work done in
turning the engine in the latter, wasted on the frictional génération
of heat through the electric circuit. In these circumstances, it
is clear, that whatever mechanical effect would be produced in any
time by the engine from a direct current of a certain strength, an
equal amount of work would have to be spent in forcing it to move
faster and keeping up an equal reverse current for the same length
of time; and as the direct and reverse currents would certainly
produce equal and opposite thermal effects at the junctions, and
elsewhere in ail actions depending on heterogeneousness of the
circuit, it appears that, were there no propagation of heat through
the battery by ordinary conduction, Carnot's criterion of a perfect
thermo-dynamic engine would be completely fulfilled, and a de-
finite relation, the same as that which has been already investi-
gated (§ 25) by considering expansive engines fulfilling the same
criterion, would hold between the operative thermal agency and
the mechanical effect produced. It appears extremely probable that
this relation does actually subsist between the part of the thermal
agency which is reversed with the current and the mechanical effect
produced by the engine, and that the ordinary conduction of heat
through the battery takes place independently of the electrica]
circumstances. The following proposition is therefore assumed as
a fondamental hypothesis in the theory at présent laid before the
Royal Society.

106. The electromotive forces produced by inequalities of tem¬
pérature in a circuit of différent metals, and the thermal effects of
electric currents circulating in it, are subject to the laws which
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would follow from the général principles of tlie dynamical theory of
heat ifthere were no conduction of heat from one part of the circuit
to another.

In adopting this hypothesis, it must be distinctly understood .

that it is only a bypothesis, and that, however probable it rriay
appear, expérimental evidence in tlie spécial phœnomena of thermo-
electricity is quite necessary to prove it. Not only are the condi¬
tions prescribed in tbe second law of tbe dynamical theory not
completely fulfilled, but the part of the agency which does fulfil
them, is in ail known circumstances of thermo-electric currents ex-

cessively small in proportion to the agency inseparably accompany-
ing it and essentially violating those conditions. Thus, if the
current be of tbe full strength which the thermal electromotor
alone can sustain against the résistance in its circuit, the whole
mechanical energy of the thermo-electric action is at once spent
in generating heat in the conductor,—an essentially irréversible
process. The whole thermal agency immcdiately concerned in the
current, even in this case when the current is at the strongest, is
(from ail we lmow of the magnitude of tlie thermo-electric force
and absorptions and évolutions of heat) probably very small in com-
parison with the transference of heat from hot to cold by ordinary
conduction through the métal of the circuit. It might be imagined,
that by choosing, for the circuit, materials which are good conduc-
tors of electricity and bad conductors of heat, we might diminish
indefinitely the effect of conduction in comparison with the
thermal effects of the current ; but unfortunately we have no such
substance as a non-conductor of heat. The metals which are the
worst conductors of heat are, nearly in the same proportion, the
worst conductors of electricity; and ail other substances appear to
be comparatively very much worse conductors of electricity than
of heat; stones, glass, dry wood, and so on, being, as compared
with metals, nearly perfect non-conduc.tors of electricity, and yet
possessing very considérable conducting powers for heat. It is
true we may, as has been shown above, diminish without limit the
waste of energy by frictional génération of heat in the circuit, by
using an engine to do work and react against the thermal electro-
motive force; but, as we have also seen, this can only be done by
lceeping the strength of the current very small compared with
what it would be if allowed to waste ail the energy of the electro-
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motive force on the frictional génération of heat, and it therefore
requires a very slow use of the thermo-electric action. At the
same time it does not in any degree restrain the dissipation of
energy by conduction, whicli is always going on, and whicli will
therefore bear even a much greater proportion to the thermal
agency electrically spent than in the case in which the latter was
supposed to be unrestrained by the opération of the engine. By
far the greater part of the heat taken in at ail, then, in any
thermo-electric arrangement is essentially dissipated, and there
would be no violation of the great natural law expressed in Car-
not's principle if the small part of the whole action, which is ré¬
versible, gave a différent, even an enormously différent, and either
a greater or a less, proportion of heat converted into work to heat
taken in than that law requires in ail completely réversible pro¬
cesses. Still the réversible part of the agency, in the thermo-
electric circumstances we bave supposed, is in itself so perfect,
that it appears in the highest degree probable it may be found to
fulfil independently the same conditions as the général law would
impose on it if it took place unaccompanied by any other thermal
or thermo-dynamic process.

§§ 107—111. Mathematical expression of the Thermo-dynamic
circumstances of Gurrents in Linear Gonductors.

107. In a heterogeneous metallic conductor, the whole heat
developed in a given time will consist of a quantity generated
frictionally, increased or diminished by the quantities produced or
absorbed in the différent parts by action depending on hetero-
geneity of the circuit. The former, according to the law dis-
covered by Joule, may be represented by a term Bf, in which B
dénotés a constant depending only on the résistance of the circuit.
The latter, being réversible with the current, may be assumed, at
least for infinitely feeble currents, to be, in a given conductor, pro-
portional simply to the strength of the current; and hence the
whole quantity of heat evolved in a given time must be expressible
by a term of the form — Ay ; where A, whether it varies with y
or not, has a finite positive or négative value when 7 is infinitely
small. Hence the whole heat developed in any portion of a
heterogeneous metallic conductor in a unit of time must be ex¬
pressible by the formula

- Ay + B<f,
T. 16
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where B is essentially positive; but A may be positive, négative,
or zéro, according to the nature of the différent parts of the con-
ducting arc. It may be assumed with great probability, that tbe
quantifies A and B are absolutely constant for a given conductor
with its différent parts at given constant températures; and that
when the températures of the différent parts of a conductor are
kept as nearly constant as possible with currents of différent
strengths passing through it, the quantifies A and B can only
dépend on 7, inasmuch as it may be impossible to prevent the
interior parts of the conductor from varying in température, and
so changing in their résistance to the conduction of electricity, or
in their thermo-electric properties. In the présent paper, accord-
ingly, A and B are assumed to dépend solely on the nature and
thermal circumstances of the conductor, and to be independent of
7; but the investigations and conclusions would be applicable to
cases of action with sufficiently feeble currents, probably to ail
currents due solely to the thermal electromotive force, even if A
and B were in reality variable, provided the limiting values of
these quantifies for infinitely small values of 7 be used.

108. Let us consider a conductor of any length and form, but
of comparatively small transverse dimensions, composed of various
metals at différent températures, but having portions at its two
extremities homogeneous and at the same température. These
terminal portions will be denoted by B and E', and will be called
the principal electrodes, or the electrodes of the principal conductor;
the conductor itself being called the principal conductor to distin-
guish it from others, either joining its extremities or otherwise
circumstanced, which we may have to consider again.

Let an electromotive force be made to act continuously and
uniformly between these electrodes; as may be done, for instance,
by means of a metallic dise included in the circuit touched by
electrodes at its centre and a point of its circumference, and made
to rotate between the pôles of a powerful magnet, an arrangement
équivalent to the "engine" spoken of above. Let the amount of
this electromotive force be denoted by P, to be regarded as posi¬
tive, when it tends to produce a current from E through the
principal conductor, to E'. Let the absolute strength of the cur¬
rent, which in these circumstances passes through the principal
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conductor, be denoted by y, to be considered as positive if in the
direction of P when positive.

109. Then Py will be the amount of work done by the electro-
xnotive force in the unit of time. As this work is spent wholly in
keeping up a uniform electric current in the principal conductor,
it must be equal to the mechanical équivalent of the heat gene-
rated, since no other effect is produced by the current. Hence if
— Ay + By2 be, in accordance with the preceding explanations, the
expression for the heat developed in the conductor in the unit of
time by the current y, and if J, as formerly, dénoté the mechanical
équivalent of the thermal unit, we have

Py — J(— Ay + By2) (3),
which is the expression for the particular circumstances of the first
fondamental law of the dynamical theory of heat.

Hence, by dividing by y, we have
P = J(-A + By) (4),

from which we deduce

P + JA ..

V = (5)-

These équations show that, according as P is greater than,
equal to, or less than — JA, the value of y is positive, zéro, or

négative; and that, in any of the circumstances, the strength of
the actual current is just the same as that of the current which
an electromotive force equal to P + JA would excite in a homo-
geneous metallic conductor having JB for the absolute numerical
measure of its galvanic résistance. Hence we conclude :—

(1) That in ail cases in which the value of A is finite, there
must be an intrinsic electromotive force in the principal conductor,
which would itself produce a current if tlie electrodes E, E' were
put in contact with one another, and which must be balanced by
an equal and opposite force, JA, applied either by means of a
perfect non-conductor, or some electromotor, placed between E and
E', in order that there may be electrical equilibrium in the
principal conductor.

And (2), That JB, which cannot vanish in any case, is the
16—2
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absolute numerical measure of tbe galvanic résistance of the prin¬
cipal conductor itself*.

It appears, therefore, that tbe whole theory of tliermo-electric
force in linear conductors is reduced to a knowledge of the circum-
stances on which the value of the coefficient A, in the expression
— Ay + By* for the heat developed throughout any given conduc¬
tor, dépends.

110. To express the second général law, we must take into
account the températures of the différent localities of the circuit
in which heat is évolved or absorbed, when the current is kept so
feeble (by the action of the electromotive force P against the
thermo-electric force of the system) as to render the frictional
génération of heat insensible. Denoting then by aty the heat ab¬
sorbed in ail parts of the circuit which are at the température t,
by the action of a current of infinitely small strength 7: so that
the term — Ay, expressing the whole heat generated not friction-
ally throughout the principal conductor in any case, will be the
sum of ail such terms with their signs changed, or

Ay = 1<aty,
which gives

t<xt=A (6);
and denoting by F the value of the electromotive force required
to balance the thermo-electric tendency; we have

F=JZat (7).
* This conclusion was first given by Joule in bis first paper, whieli was eommuni-

cated to the Royal Society, December 17, 1840, " On the Production of Heat by
Voltaic Eleetricity " (see Proceedings of that date). The paper was published in the
Philosophical Magazine, vol. xix. p. 260. See also " On the Calorific Effects of
Magneto-electricity, and the Mechanical Value of Heat," by the same author (PMI.
Mag. vol. xxiii. 1843), where the prineiples of meohanical action in the electric

■ génération of heat are more fully developed.
The conclusion stated in the text was also given by Helmholtz in his Erhaltung

der Kraft, Berlin, 1847 (translated in Taylor's New Scientific Memoirs). It was
given bythe author of the présent paper with various numerical applications regard-
ing the electromotive forces of electro-chemical arrangements and the résistances of
metallie conductors in absolute units, in two papers in the PMlosophical Magazine,
December 1851, " On the Mechanical Theory of Electrolysis " [Art. liii. below], and
" On Applications of the Principle of Mechanical Effect to the Measurement of
Electro-motive Forces, and of Galvanic Résistances, in Absolute Units." [Art. liv.
below.]
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The second général law, as expressed above in équation (1), ap-
plied to the présent circumstances, gives immediadely

(8);

or, since 7 is the same for ail terms of the sum,

2^ = 0 (9).t

111. Of these équations, (7) and (3), from which (7) is derived,
involve no hypothesis whatever, but merely express the application
of a great natural law—discovered by Joule for every case of
thermal action, whether chemical, electrical, or mechanical—to
the electrical circumstances of a solid linear conductor having in
any way the property of experiencing reverse thermal effects from
infinitely feeble currents in the two directions through it. Equa¬
tion (9) expresses the hypothetical application of the second général
law discussed above in § 106. The two équations, (7) and (9),
express ail the information that can be derived from the général
dynamical theory of heat, regarding the spécial thermal and elec¬
trical energies brought into action by inequalities of température,
or by the independent excitation of a current in a solid linear
conductor, whether crystalline or not. The condition that the cir¬
cuit is to be linear, being merely one of convenience in the initial
treatment of the subject, may of course be removed by supposing
linear conductors to be put together so as to represent the circum¬
stances of a solid conductor of electricity, with any distribution of
electric currents whatever through it; and we may therefore regard
these two équations as the fundamental équations of the mechani¬
cal theory of thermo-electric currents. To work out the theory
for crystalline or non-crystalline conductors, it is necessary to
consider ail the conditions which détermine the génération or
absorption of heat in différent parts of the circuit, whatever be
the properties of the metals of which it is formed. This we may
now proceed to do; first for non-crystalline, and after that for
crystalline metals.

§§ 112—124. . General Equations of Tliermo-electric Currents
in non-crystalline Linear Conductors. r

112. The only réversible thermal effect of electric currents
which experiment has yet demonstrated, is that which Peltier has
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discovered in the passage of electricity from one métal to another.
Besides this, we may conceive that in one homogeneous métal
formed into a conductor of varying section, différent thermal effects
may be produced by a current in any part, according as it passes
in the direction in which the section increases, or in the contrary
direction; and with greater probability we may suppose, that a
current in a conductor of one métal unequally heated may produce
différent thermal effects, according as it passes from hot to cold, or
from cold to hot. But Magnus lias shown by careful experiments,
that no application of heat can sustain a current in a circuit of one

homogeneous non-crystalline métal, however varying in section;
and from this it is easy to conclude, by équations (7) and (9), that
there can be no réversible thermal effect due to the passage of a
current between parts of a homogeneous metallic conductor having
différent sections. Now it is clear that no circumstances, except
those which have just been mentioned, can possibly give rise to
différent thermal effects in any part of a linear conductor of the
same or of différent metals, uniformly or non-uniformly heated,
provided none of them be crystalline; and we have therefore at
présent nothing in the sum %at, besides the terms depending on
the passage of electricity from one métal to another, which certainly
exist, and terms which may possibly be discovered (§ 121 below),
depending on its passage from hot to cold, or from cold to hot,
in the same métal.

113. Let the principal conductor consist of n différent metals,
in ail n +1 parts, of which the first and last are of the same métal,
and have their terminal portions (which we have called the élec¬
trodes E and E') at the same température T0. Let 1\, T2,1\, &c.
dénoté the températures of the différent junctions in order, and let
II1, IIa, II8, &c. dénoté the amounts (positive or négative) of heat
absorbed at them respectively by a positive current of unit strength
during the unit of time. Let 7afit, yaflt, yafit, &c. dénoté the
quantities of heat evolved in each of the différent metals in the
unit of time by a current of infinitely small strength, 7, passing
from a locality at température t + dt to a locality at température t.
Without hypothesis, but by an obvious analogy, we may call the
elements oq, oq, &c. the spécifie heats of electricity in the différent
metals, since they express the quantities of heat absorbed or evolved
by the unit of current electricity in passing from cold to hot, or
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from hot to cold, between localities differing by a degree of tempe-
rature in each métal respectively. It is easily shown (as will be
seen by the treatment of tlie subject to follow immediately) tbat
if the values of oy, <r2, &c. dépend either on the section of the
conductor, or on the rate of variation of température along it, or
on any other variable differing in différent parts of the conductor,
except the température, a current might be maintained by the
application of lieat to a homogeneous metallic conductor. We
may therefore at once assume them to be, if not invariable, abso-
lute functions of the température. From this it foliows, that if (pt
dénoté any fonction of t, the value of the sum J</>tadt for any
conducting arc of homogeneous métal dépends only on the tempe-
ratures of its extremities, and therefore the parts of the sums
and *$at/t corresponding to the successive metals in the principal
conductor, are respectively

/•To [T, ÇTn-1 [Tn
- a rit, - cr2dt,... - andt, - <rxdt,J T, j T2 Jr. j To

-[*%*> - lTlJdt- - \T'~lafdt> ~p°tdJTi t j To t j Tn t J To t'T!

Hence the général équations (7) and (9) become
f [To [Ti

F=J\U1 + UÎ+ ... +n„- atdt- <r2dt — ...
I JTo JTo

[Tn-1. [Tn 1
- crndt- cr dt j- ......(10),J Tn J Tn. )

IT n Tï fT°cr rTiaJr + p+... + tp- -tdt- sdt-...- ?fdt1i J-1 i. Jî" 1 5 J To t J T» t

■l
Tn (y

%dt = 0 (11),
To f

which are the fondamental équations of thermo-electricity in non-
crystalline conductors. In these, along with the équation

P "b F /i o\(12)î

which shows the strength of the current actually sustained in the
conductor when an independent electromotive force, P, is applied
between the principal electrodes E, E', we liave a full expression
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of the most général circumstances of thermo-electric currents in
linear conductors of non-crystalline metals.

114. The spécial qualifies of the metals of a thermo-electric
circuit must be investigated experimentally before we can fix the
values of 11^,, II2, &c., and cq, <q, &c. for any particular case. The
relation between these quantifies expressed in the général équation
(11) having, as we have seen, a very high degree of probability,
not merely as an approximate law, but as an essential truth, may
be used as a guide, but must be beld provisionally until we have
sufficient expérimental evidence in its favour. The first fonda¬
mental équation (10) admits of no doubt whatever as to its uni-
versal application, and we shall see (§ 123*) that it leads to most
remarkable conclusions from known expérimental facts.

The général principles are most conveniently applied by re-

stricting the number of metals referred to in the général équations
to two; a case whicli we accordingly proceed to consider.

115. Let the principal conductor consist of two metals, one
constituting the middle, and the other the two terminal portions.
Let the junctions of these portions next the terminais E, E' be
denoted by A, A! respectively, and let their températures be T, T'.
Let also II(L'), —II(y) be the quantifies of heat absorbed at
them per second by a current of unit strength. We should have

n(y) = n(Z"),
if the températures were equal, since the Peltier phsenomenon
consists, as we have seen, of equal quantifies of heat evolved or
absorbed, according to the direction of a current crossing the junc-
tion of two différent metals; and if these quantifies be not actually
equal, we may consider them as particular values of a fonction II
of the température, which dépends on the particular relative
thermo-electric quality of the two metals. Accordingly, the pre-
ceding notation is reduced to n = 2, I\ = T, T2 = T', II, = II (T),
II2 = — II (T') ; and we have

[T0 rT, m çrI rr/lt + I a,fit + I atdt — I (a — & ) dt,J Ti J T* J To J T

* See Proceedings of the Boyal Society, May 4, X854; Phil. Mag. July X854, p.
03 [Art. li. below].
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and similarly for the intégral involving 1/t. Hence the général
équations become

JW jn^) -Tl(T') + jjc-t - cr2) dt} (13),
- + fi dt = 0 (14).

n(T) n(Z")
T

If in the latter équation we substitute t for T, and differentiate
with reference to this variable, we hâve as an équivalent équation,

L._o (i5),
or

XI dU /h /»\

''-''"T -dt <16)-
This last équation leads to a remarkably simple expression for the
electromotive force of a thermo-electric pair, solely in the terms
of the Peltier évolution of heat at any température intermediate
between the températures of its junctions; for we have only to
eliminate by means of it (oq — oq) from (13), to find

F=
rT TT

-rl7d> <17»'
116. Let us first apply these équations to the case of a thermo-

electric pair, with the two junctions kept at températures differing
by an infmitely small amount r. In this case we have

n(T)-IL(T') = ~T,

!
T

(<7q-oq)tft = (aq-aq) r;
T'

and équation (13) becomes

F=J{w + (18>-
If we make use of (16) in this, we have

(19).
£

The first of these expressions for the electromotive force involves
no hypotliesis, but only the général principle of équivalence of
heat and work. Its agreement with any expérimental results is
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only to be looked on as a vérification of the accuracy of the
experiments, and can add nothing to the certainty of the part of
the theory from which it is deduced. On the other hand, it would
be extremely important to test the second expression (19) by
direct experiment, and so confirm or correct the only doubtful part
of the theory. The way to do so would be to détermine in abso-
lute measure the electromotive force, F, due to a small différence of
température, r, in any thermo-electric pair, and to détermine, in
known thermal units, the amount of the Peltier effect at a junction
of the two metals with a current of strength measured in electro-
dynamic units, as we should then, by these déterminations, be
able from direct experiments to find the values of the two
members separately which appear equated in (19). As yet no
observations have been made which lead directly or indirectly to
the évaluation of the second member of (19) in any case, but I
hope before long to succeed in carrying out a plan I have formed
for this object. Neither have any observations been made yet
which give in any case a détermination of the first member; but
they may easily be accomplished by any person who possesses a
conductor of which the résistance has been determined in absolute
measure. Mr Joule having kindly put me in possession of the
silver wire on which his observations of the electrical génération of
heab, in 1845, were made with currents measured by a tangent
galvanometer used by him about the same time in experimenting
on the electrolysis of sulphate of copper and sulphate of zinc, I
hope to be able to complété the test of the theoretical resuit with-
out difficulty, in any case in which I may succeed in determining
the amount of the Peltier thermal effect.

117. In the mean time it is interesting to form an estimate,
however rough, of the absolute values of the thermo-electric élé¬
ments in any case in which observations that have been made
afford, directly or indirectly, the requisite data. This I have done
for copper and bismuth, and copper and iron, in the manner shown
in the following explanation, which was communicated in full to
the Royal Society of Edinburgh when the theory was first brought
forward in 1851, although only the part enclosed in double quotation
marks was printed in the Proceedings.

118. Example 1. Copper and Bismuth.—'"Failing direct
data, the absolute value of the electromotive force in an element
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of copper and bismuth, with its two junctions kept at the tempéra¬
tures 0° and 100° Cent., may be estimated indirectly from Pouillet's
comparison of the strength of the current it sends through a copper
wire 20ra long and 1 millim. in diameter, with the strength of a
current decomposing water at an observed rate, by naeans of the
déterminations by Weber and others, of the spécifie résistance of
copper and the electro-chemical équivalent of water, in absolute
units. The spécifie résistances of différent specimens of copper
having been found to differ considerably from one another, it is
impossible, without experiments on the individual wire used by
M. Pouillet, to détermine with much accuracy the absolute résist¬
ance of bis circuit; but the author lias estimated it on the hypo-
thesis that the spécifie résistance of its substance is 2£ British
units. Taking -02 as the electro-chemical équivalent of water in
British absolute units, the author lias thus found 16,300 as the
electromotive force of an element of copper and bismuth, with the
two junctions at 0° and 100° respectively. About 154 of such élé¬
ments would be required to produce the same electromotive force
as a single cell of Daniell's—if, in Daniell's battery, the whole
chemical action were electrically efficient*. A battery of 1000
copper and bismuth elements, with the two sets of junctions at 0°
and 100° C., employed to work a galvanic engine, if the résistance
in the whole circuit be équivalent to that of a copper wire of about
100 feet long and about one-eighth of an incli in diameter, and if
the engine be allowed to move at such a rate as by inductive
reaction to diminish the strength of the current to the half of
what it is when the engine is at rest, would produce mechanical
effect at the rate of about one-fifth of a horse-power. The electro¬
motive force of a copper and bismuth element, with its two
junctions at 0° and 1°, being found by Pouillet to be about of

* M. Jules Regnauld lias silice found experimentally, that 165 copper-bismuth
elements balance the electromotive force of a single cell of Daniell's (see Comptes
Rendus, Jan. 9, 1854, or Bibliothèque Universelle de Genève, March 1854), a resuit
agreeing with the estimate quoted in the text more closely than the uncertainty and
indireetness of the data on which that estimate was founded would hâve justified us
in expecting. The comparison of course affords no test of the thermo-electric
theory; and only shows that, as far as the observations of Weber and others
alluded to render Pouillet's available for determining the absolute electromotive
force of a copper-bismuth element, the absolute electromotive force of a single cell
of Daniell's, obtained by multiplying it by the number found by M. Regnauld,
agréés with that which I first gave on the hypothesis of ail the chemical action
being electrically efficient (Pliil. Mag. Dec. 1851), and so oonfirms this hypothesis.
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the electromotive force when the junctions are at 0° and 100, must
be about 163. The value of ®0"' [i.e. in terms of the notation
now used, n(273"7), or the value of II (t), for the freezing-point]
"'for copper and bismuth, or the quantity of heat absorbed in a
second of time by a current of unit strength in passing from bis¬
muth to copper, when the température is kept at 0°C., must there-
fore be 163/160T6, or very nearly equal to the quantity required to
raise the température of a grain of water from 0° to 1° C.' "

119. Example 2. Copper and Iron.—"By directing the elec¬
tromotive force of one copper and bismuth element against that
of a thermo-electric battery of a variable number of copper and
iron wire elements in one circuit, I have found, by a galvanometer
included in the same circuit, that when the range of température
in ail the thermo-electric elements is the same, and not very far
at either limit from the freezing-point of water, the current passes
in the direction of the copper-bismuth agency when only three,
and in the contrary direction when four or more of the copper-iron
elements are opposed to it. Hence the electromotive force of a
copper-bismuth element is between three and four times that of a
copper-iron element with the same range of température, a little
above the freezing-point of water. The electromotive force of a
copper-iron element, with its two junctions at 0° and 10C. respec-
tively, must therefore be something greater than one-fourth of the
number found above for copper-bismuth with the same range of
température, that is, something more than forty British absolute
units, and we may consequently represent it by m x 40, where
m > 1, We have then by the équation expressing the application
of Carnot's principle [équation (19) of § 116],

®o/* = ©o 273.7 = m x 40>
whence*

©0== \m nearly (a).
* The value of J now used being 32-2 x 1390= 44,758, whieh is the équivalent of

the unit of heat in "absolute units" of work. The "absolute unit of force" on

which this unit of work is founded, and which is generally used in magnetic and
eleetro-magnetie expressions, is the force which acting on the unit of matter (one
grain) during the unit of time (one second), generates a unit of velocity (one foot per
second). The "absolute unit of work" is the work done by the absolute unit of
force in aeting through the unit of space (one foot).
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"Now, by the principle of meclianical effect, we liave
/ /*280 \/ r 280 \

Fr = J[)o %dt -®0J;
if F™ dénoté the electromotive force of a copper-iron element of
which the two junctions are respectively 0° and 280° C., and %dt
the quantity of heat absorhed per second by a current of unit
strength, in passing in copper from a locality at température t to
a locality at t + dt, and in iron from a locality at t + dt to a locality
at t*; since the Peltier génération of heat between copper and
iron at their neutral point, 280°, vanishesi", and therefore the only
absorption of heat is that due to the electric convection expressed
by fàdt; while there is évolution of heat amounting to ®0 at the
cold junction, and of mechanical effect by the current amounting
to F units of work. If we estimate the value of F™ as half what
it would be were the electromotive force the same for ail equal
différences of température as for small différences near the freezing-
pointj, that is, if we take F™ = \ x 40m x 280, the preceding équa¬
tion becomes

results, of which (6) shows how the différence of the aggregate
amount of the theoretically indicated convective effect in the two
metals is related to the Peltier effect at the cold junction; and (c)
shows that its absolute value is rather more than one-third of a

thermal unit per second per unit strength of current.
* That is, if 3- dénoté the algebraic excess of the spécifié heat of eleetrioity in

copper, above the spécifie heat of electricity in iron, according to the terms more
recently introduced.

t See Proceedings of the Royal Society, May, 1854, Phil. Mag., July, 1854.
Instead of 240° conjeetured from Regnauld's observation when these' détails were
first published, 280° is now taken as a closer approximation to the neutral point of
copper and iron.

+ See Phil. Mag. for July 1854, p. 63.

Jo *dt = ®o (l +140 'jj = ©0 (1 + 5WV) = fnearly„.. (b) ;
or, according to (a),

(c);
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120. If the spécifie lieats of current electricity either vanished
or were equal in the différent metals, we should have by (15) and
(16),

5 = constant (20),
t

and F=J^(T-T) (21),t

or the Peltier thermal effect at a junction of two metals would be
proportional to the absolute température at which it takes place,
and the electromotive force in a circuit of any two metals would
vary in the simple ratio of the différence of température on the
new absolute scale between their junctions*. Whatever thermo-
metric system be followed, the second of these conclusions would
require the same law of variation of electromotive force with the
températures of the junctions in every pair of metals used as a
thermo-electric element.

121. Before the existence of a convective effect of electricity
in an unequally lieated métal had even been conjectured, I arrived
at the preceding conclusions by a theory in which the Peltier
effect was taken as the only thermal effect réversible with the
current in a thermo-electric circuit, and found them at variance
with known facts which show remarkably différent laws of electro¬
motive force in thermo-electric pairs of différent metals. I there-
fore inferred, that, besides the Peltier effect, there must be other
réversible thermal effects; and I showed that these can be due to
no other cause than the inequalities of température in single metals
in the circuit. A convective effect of electricity in an unequally
heated conductor of one métal was thus first demonstrated by
theoretical reasoning; but only the différence of the amount of
this effect produced by currents of equal strength in différent
metals, not its quality or its absolute value in any one métal, could
be inferred from the data of thermo-electric force alone. The
case of a thermo-electric circuit of copper and iron, being that

* VVhen the theory was first communieated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
I stated these conclusions with reference to température by the air thermometer,
and therefore in terms of Carnot's absolute function of the température, not simply,
as now, in terms of absolute température. At the same time I gave, as con¬
séquences of Mayer's hypothesis, the same statement in terms of air-thermometer
températures, as is now made absolutely. See Proceedings, Dec. 15, 1851 ; or

Philosophical Magazine, 1852, first half-year [Note 1 appended to Art, xlviii., Part
VII., below].
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which first forced on me the conclusion that an electric current

must produce différent effects according as it passes from hot to
cold, or from cold to hot, in an unequally heated métal, was taken
as an example in my first communication of the theory to this
Society*; and the two metals, copper and iron, were made the
subjects of a conséquent expérimental investigation, to ascertain
the quality of the anticipated property in each of them separately.
The application of the général reasoning to this particular case,
and the answers which I have derived by experiment to the ques¬
tion which it raises, are described in the following extract from a
Report communicated to the Royal Society of London, March 31,
and published in the Proceedings for May 4, 1854, and in the
Philosophical Magazine for July, 1854." [This extract, which con-
stituted §§ 122—133 of "Dynamical Theory of Heat," is not
reprinted here because the paper from which it was taken is
reprinted in full, as tlie first Part of Art. LI. below.]

§§ 134, 135. Inserted September 15, 1854.

134. A continuation of the experiments has sbown many
remarkable variations of order in the thermo-electric sériés. The

following Table exhibits the results of observations to détermine
neutral points for différent pairs of metals; the number at the
head of each column being the température Centigrade at which
the two metals written below it are thermo-electrically neutral to
one another; and the lower métal in each column being that which
passes the other from bismuth towards antimony as the température
rises.

-w c. -120-2. —1°'5. 8°-2. 360. 380. 44°. 44°. 64°. 990. 121°. 130°. 1620-5. 237°. 280°.

*8
Brass

Pi
Cadmium

Pi
Silver

Pi
Zinc

P2
Lead

r*
Brass

P2
Tin

Lead

Brass
Pi
Copper

Pi
Brass

Pi
Lead

Pi
Tin

Iron

Cadmium

Iron

Silver

Iron

Copper

I also found that brass becomes neutral to copper, and copper
becomes neutral to silver, at some higli températures, estimated
at from 800° to 1400° Cent, in the former case, and from 700° to
1000° in the latter, being a little below the melting-point of silver.
The following diagram exhibits the results graphically, constructed
on the principle of drawing a line through the letters corresponding

* See Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinhurgh, Dec. 15, 1851 ; or Phil.
Mag. 1852, first lialf-year [reprinted as Note 1 appended to Art. xlviii., Part VII.,
below].
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to any one of the metallic specimens in a table such as that of
§ 130*, and arranging the spaces so that each line shall be as
nearly straight as possible, if not exactly so.

The objeqt to be aimed at in perfecting a thermo-electric dia-
gram, and perhaps approximately attained to (conjecturally) in the

* Phil. Map, for July 1854, p. 67 [Art. li. below].
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preceding, is to make the ordinates of the lines (which will in
général be curves) corresponding to the différent metallic spéci¬
mens, be exactly proportional to their thermo-electric powers*, with
reference to a standard métal (P8 in the actual diagram).

135. Judging by the eye from the diagram, as regards the
convective agency of electricity in unequally heated conductors, I
infer that the différent metals are probably to be ranked as follows,
in order of the values of the spécifie beat of electricity in them :—

Zinc probably stands high, certainly above platinum.

136. A very close analogy subsists between the thermo-
dynamical circumstances of an electrical current in a circuit of
two metals, and tliose of a fluid circulating in a closed rectangular
tube, consisting of two vertical branches connected by two hori¬
zontal branches. Thus if, by the application of electromotive force
in one case, or by the action of pistons in the other, a current be
instituted, and if at the same time the température be kept uni-
form throughout the circuit, heat will be evolved and absorbed at
the two junctions respectively in the former case, and heat will be
evolved in one and absorbed in the other of the vertical branches
of the tube in the latter case, in conséquence of the variations of
pressure experienced by the fluid in moving through those parts
of the circuit. If the température of one junction of the electrical
circuit be raised above that of the other, and if the température
of one vertical branch of the tube containing fluid be raised above
that of the other, a current will in each case be occasioned without
any other motive appliance. If the current be directed to do work
with ail its energy, by means of an engine in each case, there will
be a conversion of heat into mechanical effect, with perfectly ana-

Specific Heat of Vitreous Electricity.
In Cadmium
... Brass
... Copper ..

Positive.

Positive, zéro, or négative.

Probably négative.
Négative.

Platinum
... Iron

* See § 140,below,
T. 17
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logous relations as to absorption and évolution of heat in différent
parts of the circuit, provided the engine worked by the fluid current
be arranged to pass the fluid through it, from or to either of the
vertical branches of the tube, without variation of température. If
<r1 and <ra dénoté the spécifie heat of unity of mass of the fluid
under the constant pressures at which it exists in the lower and
upper horizontal branches of the tube in the second case; II(T),
n(T') the quantifies of heat evolved and absorbed respectively by
the passage of a unit mass of fluid through the two vertical
branches kept at the respective températures T, T'; and if F
dénoté the work done by a unit mass of the fluid in passing
through the engine; the fondamental équations obtained above
with reference to the thermo-electric circumstances, may be at once
written down for the case of the ordinary fluid as the expression
of' the two fondamental laws of the dynamical theory of heat, both
of which are applicable to this case, without any uncertainty such
as that shown to be conceivable as regards the application of the
second law to the case of a thermo-electric current. The two

équations tlius obtained are équivalent to the two général équations
given in §§ 20 and 21 of the first part of this sériés of papers, as
the expressions of the fondamental laws of the dynamical theory
of heat applied to the elasticity and expansive properties of fluids.
In fact, when we suppose the ranges of both température and
pressure in the circulating fluid to be infinitely small, the équation

fT n
F=J\ — dt, reduced to the notation formerly used, and modifiedJ T' t

by changing the independent variables from (t, p) to (t, v), becomes

J dt '

which is the same as (3) of § 21 ; and a combination of this with

dt\t) t
gives

dM dN
_ 1 dp

dt dv J dt'

which is identical with (2) of § 20. It appears, then, that the
considération of the case of fluid motion here brought forward as
analogous to thermo-electric currents in non-crystalline linear con-
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ductors, is sufficient for establishing tbe général thermo-dynamical
équations offluids; and consequently the universal relations [XLVIII.
Part VII. below] among spécifie heats, elasticities, and thermal
effects of condensation or raréfaction, derived from them in Part III.,
are ail included in the investigation at présent indicated. Not
going into the détails of this investigation, because the former
investigation, which is on the whole more convenient, is fully given
in Parts I. and III., I shall merely point out a spécial application
of it to the case of a liquid which has a température of maximum
density, as for instance water.

137. In the first place, it is to be remarked that if the two
vertical branches be kept at températures a little above and below
the point of maximum density, no current will be produced; and

f ntherefore if T0 dénoté this température, the équation F =J — dt
gives n(îr0) = 0. Again, if one of the vertical branches be kept
at T0, and the other be kept at a température either higher or
lower, a current will set, and always in the same direction. Hence
fT nI — dt has the same sign, whether T be greater or less than T0,

•>t0 t
and consequently II(i) must have contrary signs for values of t
above and below T0; which, by attending to the signs in the général
formulas, we see must be such as to express évolution of heat by
the actual current in the second.vertical branch when its tempéra¬
ture is below, and absorption when above T0. As the current in
each case ascends in this vertical branch, we conclude that a slight
diminution of pressure causes évolution or absorption of heat in
water, according as its température is below or above that of
maximum density; or conversely, that when water is suddenly
compressed, it becomes colder if initially below, or warmer if ini-
tially above, its température of maximum density. This con¬
clusion from général thermo-dynamic principles was first, so far as
I know, mentioned along witli the description of an experiment
to prove the lowering of the freezing-point of water by pressure,
communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in January 1850*
[Art. xlv. above]. The quantitative expression for the effect, which
was given in § 50 of Part III., may be derived with ease from the

* See Proceedings of that date, or Pkilosophical Magazine, Aug. 1850.
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considérations now brought forward. The other thermo-dynamic
équation

fvyo-, = /n\
t dt\t)

shows that the spécifie beat of the water must be greater in the
upper horizontal branch than in the lower, or that the spécifie heat
of water under constant pressure is increased by a diminution of the
pressure. The same conclusion, and the amount of the effect, are
also implied in équations (18) and (19) of Part III. We may
arrive at it without referring to any of the mathematical formulse,
merely by an application of the général principle of mechanical
effect, when once the conclusion regarding the thermal effects of
condensation or raréfaction is established; exactly as the conclusion
regarding the spécifie heats of electricity in copper and in iron was
first arrived at*. For if we suppose one vertical branch to be
kept at the température of maximum density (corresponding to
the neutral point of the metals in the corresponding thermo-
electric case), and the other at some lower température, a current
will set downwards through the former branch, and upwards
through the latter. This current will cause évolution of heat, in
conséquence of the expansion of the fluid, in the branch through
which it rises, but will cause neither absorption nor évolution in
the other vertical branch, since in it the température is that of
the maximum density. There will also be heat generated in
various parts by fluid friction. There must then be, on the whole,
absorption of heat in the horizontal branches, because otlierwise
there would be no source of energy for the heat constantly evolved
to be drawn from. But heat will be evolved by the fluid in
passing in the lower horizontal branch from hot to cold; and
therefore, exactly to the extent of the heat otherwise evolved, this
must be over-compensated by the heat absorbed in the upper
horizontal branch by the fluid passing from cold to hot. On the
other hand, if one of the vertical branches be kept above the
température of maximum density and the other at this point, the
fluid will sink in the latter, causing neither absorption nor évolu¬
tion of heat, and rise in the former, causing absorption ; and there¬
fore more heat must be evolved by the fluid passing from hot to
cold in the upper horizontal branch than is absorbed by it in

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Dec. 15, 1851 ; or extract of
Proceedings of the Royal Society, May 1854,
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passing from cold to hot in the lower. From either case we infer
that the spécifie lieat of the water is greater in the upper than
in the lower branch. The analogy with the thermo-electric cir-
cumstances of two metals which have a neutral point is perfect
algebraically in ail particulars. The proposition just enunciated
corresponds exactly to the conclusion arrived at formerly, that if
one métal passes anotlier in the direction from bismuth towards
antimony in the thermo-electric scale, the spécifie heat of elec-
tricity is greater in the former métal than in the latter; this
statement holding algebraically, even in such a case as that of
copper and iron, where the spécifie heats are of contrary sign in
the two metals, although the existence of such contrary effects is
enough to show how difficult it is to conceive the physical circum-
stances of an electric current as physically analogous to those of a
currcnt of fluid in one direction.

§§ 138—140. General Lemma, regarding relative thermo-electric
properties of Metals, and multiple comhinations in a Linear
Circuit.

138. The général équation (11), investigated above, shows
that the aggregate amount of ail the thermal effects produced by a

current, or by any system of currents, in any solid conductor or
combination of solid conductors must be zéro, if ail the localities in
which tliey are produced are kept at the same température.

Cor. 1. If in any circuit of solid conductors the température
be uniform from a point P through ail the conducting matter to a
point Q, both the aggregate thermal actions and the electro-
motive force are totally independent of this interinediate matter,
whether it be homogeneous or heterogeneous, crystalline or non-
crystalline, linear or solid, and is the same as if P and Q were put
in contact. The importance of this simple and elementary truth
in thermo-electric experiments of various kinds is very obvious. It
appears to have been overlooked by many experimenters, who have
scrupulously avoided introducing extraneous matter (as solder)
in making thermo-electric jmictions, and who have attempted to
explain away Cumming's and Becquerel's remarkable discovery of
thermo-electric inversions, by referring the phœnomena observed
to coatings of oxide formed on the metals at their surfaces of
contact.
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Cor. 2. If n(A, B), 11(2?, G), II ((7,29),... II(Z, A) dénoté the
amounts of the Peltier absorption of heat per unit of strength of
current per unit of time, at the successive junctions of a circuit of
metals, A, B, C,...Z, A, we must have

n(A,B)+U(B,C)+... + U(Z,A)=0.
Thus if the circuit consist of three metals,

U(A,B) + U(B, O) + U(C,A) = 0;
from which, since II(G, A) = —Il {A, G), Ave dérivé

11(2?, C) = Il(A, G) — U(A, B).
139. Noav, by (19) above, the electromotive force in an element

of the two metals (A, B), tending from B to A through the hot
junction, for an infinitely small différence of température t, and a

mean absolute température t, is —T; anJ so for every othert

pair of metals. Hence, if <f>(A, B), <p(B, C), &c. dénoté the quan¬
tifies by which the infinitely small range t must be multiplied to
get the electromotive forces of elements composed of successive
pairs of the metals in the same thermal circumstances, we have

cf> (A, B) + 0 (B, G) + ... + cj) (Z, A) = 0;
and for the case of three metals,

<t>(B, C) = <j>(A, C) — <p(A, B).
Since the thermo-electric force for any range of température is
the sum of the thermo-electric forces for ail the infinitely small
ranges into which Ave may divide the whole range (being, as proved

/.y
above, equal to I (bdt), in the case of each element, the theoremJ T

expressed by these équations is true of the thermo-electric forces
in the single elements for ail ranges of température, provided the
absolute températures of the hot and cold junctions be the same
in the différent elements. The second équation, by successive
applications of which the first may be derived, is the simplest
expression of a theorem which Avas, I believe, first pointed out
and experimentally verified by Becquerel in researches described
in the second volume of his Traité d'Electricité.

140. For brevity, ave shall call what has been denoted. by
cp(B, G) the thermo-electric relation of the métal B to the métal C;
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we shall call a certain métal (perhaps copper or silver) the standard
métal; and if A be the standard métal, we shall call (p(A, B) the
tliermo-electric power of the métal B. The theorem expressed by
the last équation may now be stated thus: The thermo-electric
relation between two metals is equal to the différence of their thermo-
electric powers, which is nearly identical with Becquerel's own
statement of his theorem.

§§ 141—146. Elementary Explanations in Electro-kinematics
and Electro-mechanics.

141. When we confined our attention to electric currents

flowing along linear conductors, it was only necessary to consider
in each case the whole strength of the current, and the longitudinal
electromotive force in any part of the circuit, without taking into
account any of the transverse dimensions of the conducting chan-
nel. In what follows, it will be frequently necessary to consider
distributions of currents in various directions through solid con-
ductors, and it is therefore convenient at présent to notice some

elementary properties, and to define various terms, adapted for
spécifications of Systems of electric currents and electromotive
forces distributed in any manner whatever throughout a solid.

142. It is to be remarked, in the first place, that any portion
of a solid traversed by current electricity may be divided, by tubu-
lar surfaces coinciding with lines of electric motion, into an infinité
number of channels or conducting arcs, each containing an inde-
pendent linear current. The strength of a linear current being, as
before, defined to dénoté the quantity of electr.icity flowing across
any section in the unit of time, wè may now define the intensity of
the current at any point of a conductor as the strength of a linear
current of infinitely small transverse dimensions through this
point, divided by the area of a normal section of its channel. The
elementary proposition of the composition of motions, common to
the kinematics of ordinary fluids and of electricity, shows that the
superposition of two Systems of currents in a body gives a résultant
System, of which the intensity and direction at any point are
represented by the diagonal of a parallelogram described upon
lines representing the intensity and direction of the component
Systems respectively. Hence we may define the components, along
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three lines at riglit angles to one another, of the intensity of
electric current through any point of a body, as the products of
the intensity of the current at that point into the cosines of the
inclination of its direction to those three lines respectively; and
we may regard the spécification of a distribution of currents
through a body as complété, when the components parallel to
three fixed rectangular axes of reference of the intensity of the
current at every point are given.

143. The term electromotive force has been applied in what
précédés, consistently with the ordinary usage, to the whole force
urging electricity through a linear conducting arc. When a current
is sustained through a conducting arc by energy proceeding from
sources belonging entirely to the remainder of the circuit, the
electromotive force may be considered as applied from without to
its extremities; and in ail such cases it may be measured—electro-
statically, by determining in any way the différence of potential
between two conducting bodies insulated from one another and
put in metallic communication with the extremities of the con¬
ducting arc;—or electro-dynamically, by applying to these points
the extremities of another linear conductor of infinitely greater
résistance (practically, for instance, a long fine wire used as a
galvanometer coil), and determining the strength of the current
which branches into it when it is so applied. These tests may of
course be regarded as giving either the amount of the electromotive
force with which the remainder of the circuit acts on, or the
whole of the electromotive force efficient in, the passive conducting
arc first considered. On the other hand, the electromotive force
acting in the portion from which the energy proceeds is not itself
determined by such tests, but is equal to the whole electromotive
force of the sources contained in it, diminished by the reaction of
the force which is measured in the manner just explained. The
same tests applied to any two points whatever of a complété con¬
ducting circuit, however the sources of energy are distributed
through it, show simply the electromotive force acting and reacting
between the two parts into which the circuit inight be separated
by breaking it at these points. In some cases, for instance some
cases of thermo-electric action which we shall have to consider*,
these tests wouid give a zéro indication to whatever two points of

* For one of these see § 167 below.
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a circuit through which a current is actually passing they are
applied, and would therefore show that there is no electric action
and reaction between différent parts of the circuit, but that each
part contains intrinsically the electroinotive force required to sus-
tain the current through it at the existing rate. An actual test of
the electromotive force of sources contained in any part of a linear
conductor is defined, with especial reference to the circumstances
of thermo-electricity, in the following statement :—•

144. Def. The actual intrinsic electromotive force in any part
of a linear conducting circuit is the différence of potential which
it produces in two insulated conductors of a standard métal at one
température, when its extremities are connected with them by
conducting arcs of the same métal, and are insulated from the
remainder of the circuit.

The electromotive force so defined may be determined, either
by determining by some electrostatical method the différence of
potentials in the two conductors of standard métal mentioned in
the définition, or by measuring the strength of the current pro-
duced in a conducting arc of the standard métal of infinitely greater
résistance than the given conducting arc, applied to connect its
extremities when insulated frôm the remainder of its own circuit.

145. With reference to the distribution of electromotive force

through a solid, the following définitions are laid down:—
Def. 1. The intrinsic electromotive force of a linear conductor

at any point is the actual intrinsic electromotive force in an in¬
finitely small arc through this point divided by its length.

Def. 2. The efficient electromotive force at any point of a
linear conducting circuit is the sum of the actual intrinsic electro¬
motive force in an infinitely small arc, and the electromotive force
produced by the remainder of the circuit on its extremities, divided
by its length.

Def. 3. The intrinsic electromotive force in any direction, at
any point in a solid, is the electromotive force that would be
experienced by an infinitely thin conducting arc of standard métal,
applied with its extremities to two points in a line with this direc¬
tion, in an infinitely small portion insulated ail round from the
rest of the solid, divided by the distance between these points.

Def. 4. The electromotive force efficient at any point of a

solid, in any direction, is the différence of the electromotive forces
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that vvould be experienced by an infinitely thin conducting arc of
standard métal, with its extremities applied to two points infinitely
near one another in this direction, divided by the distance between
the points, in the two cases separately of the solid being left un-
changed, and of an infinitely small portion of it containing these
points being insulated from the remainder.

146. Principle of the superposition of thermo-electric action.
It may be assumed as an axiom, that each of any number of co-
existing systems of electric currents produces the same réversible
thermal effect in any locality as if it existed alone.

§§ 147—155. On Thermo-electric Currents in Linear
Conductors of Crystalline Substance.

147. The général characteristic of crystalline matter is, that
physical agencies, having particular directions in the space through
which they act, and depending on particular qualities of the sub¬
stance occupying that space, take place with différent intensities
in différent directions if the substance be crystalline. Substances
not naturally crystalline may have the crystalline characteristic
induced in them by the action of some directional agency, such as
mechanical strain or magnetization, and may be said to be induc-
tively crystalline. Or again, minute fragments of non-crystalline
substances may be put together so as to constitute solids, which
on a large scale possess the général characteristic of homogeneous
crystalline substances; and such bodies may be said to possess the
crystalline characteristic by structure, or to be structurally crystal¬
line.

148. As regards thermo-electric currents, the characteristic of
crystalline substance must be, that bars eut from it in différent
directions would, when treated thermo-electrically as linear con¬
ductors, be found in différent positions in the thermo-electric
sériés; or that two bars eut from différent directions in the sub¬
stance would be thermo-electrically related to one another like
différent metals. This property has been experimentally demon-
strated by Svanberg for crystals of bismuth and antimony; and
there can be no doubt but that other natural metallic crystals will
be found to possess it. I have myself observed, that the thermo-
electric properties of copper and iron wires are affected by alternate
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tension and relaxation in such a manner as to leave no doubt but
that a mass of either métal, when compressed or extended in one
direction, possesses différent thermo-electric relations in différent
directions. Fragments of différent metals may be put together so
as to form solids, possessing by structure the thermo-electric cha-
racteristic of a crystal, in an infinité variety of ways. Thus, a
structure consisting of tliiri layers alternately of two différent
metals, possesses obviously the thermo-electric qualities of a crystal
with an axis of symmetry. I have investigated the thermo-electric
properties in ail directions of such a structure in terms of the
conducting powers for heat and electricity, and the thermo-electric
powers, of the two metals of which it is composed ; and bars made
up of alternate layers of copper and iron, one with the layers
perpendicular, another with the layers oblique, and a third with
the layers parallel to the length, illustrating the theoretical results
which were communicated along with this paper, were exhibited
to the Royal Society. The principal advantage of considering
metallic structures with reference to the theory of thermo-elec-
tricity is, as will be seen below, that we are so enabled to demon-
strate the possibility of crystalline thermo-electric qualities of the
most général conceivable type, and are shown how to construct
solids (whether or not natural crystals may be ever found) actually
possessing them.

149. The following two propositions with reference to thermo-
electric effects in a particular case of crystalline matter are pre-
mised to the unrestricted treatment of the subject, because they
will serve to guide us as to the nature of the agencies for which
the général mathematical expressions are to be investigated.

Prop. I. If a bar of crystalline substance, possessing an axis
of thermo-electric symmetry, has its length oblique to this axis,
a current of electricity sustained in it longitudinally will cause
évolution of heat at one side and absorption of heat at the opposite
side, ail along the bar, when the whole substance is kept at one
température.

Prop. II. If the two sides of such a bar be kept at différent
températures, and a homogeneous conducting arc be applied to
points of the ends which are at the same température, a current
will be produced along the bar, and through the arc completing

' the circuit.
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150. For proving these propositions, it will be convenient to
investigate fully the thermo-electric agency experienced by a bar
eut obliquely from a crystalline substance possessing an axis of
symmetry, when placée! longitudinally in a circuit of wbich the
remainder is composed of the standard métal, and kept with
either its sides or its ends unequally heated. Let 6 and <p dénoté
the thermo-electric powers of two bars eut from the given substance
in directions parallel and perpendicular to its axis of symmetry
respectively. Let us suppose the actual bar to be of rectangular
section, with two of its opposite sides perpendicular to the plane
of its length and the axis of symmetry of its substance. Let a
longitudinal section in this plane be represented by the accompany-
ing diagram ; let OA or any line parallel to it be the direction of
the axis of symmetry tlirough any point; and let a> dénoté the
inclination of this line to tlie length of the bar. Let the breadth
of the two opposite sides of the bar perpendicular to the plane of
the diagram be denoted by a, and in the plane of the diagram by b.
The area of the transverse section of the bar will be ab; and there-
fore if 7 dénoté the strength, and i the intensity, of the current in
it, we have (§ 142)

151. We may suppose the current, itself parallel to the length
of the bar, and in the direction from left to right of the diagram,
to be resolved (§ 142) at any point P at the side of the bar into
two components in directions parallel and perpendicular to OA, of

which the intensities will be i cosco and i sin « respectively. The
former of these components may be supposed to belong to a
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system of currents crossing the bar in lines parallel to OA, and
passing out of it across tbe side CD into a conductor of the
standard métal; and the latter, to a system of currents entering
the bar across CD frotn the same conductor of standard métal,
and crossing it in lines perpendicular to OA. The résultant cur-
rent in the supposed standard métal beside the bar will clearly be
parallel to the length, and can therefore (this métal being non-
crystalline) produce no effect influencing the thermal agency at
the side of the bar or within it. The inclinations of the currents
to a perpendicular to the separating plane of the two metals being
respectively 90° — œ and co, their strengths per unit of area of this
plane, obtained by inultiplying their intensities by the cosine of
those angles respectively, will be each equal to

i cos w sin eo.

Hence the absorptions of heat which they will produce at the
surface of séparation of the metals per unit of area per second
will be

— \i cos m sin o> td, and cos « sin w t(f),

respectively. According to the général principle of the super¬
position of thermo-electric actions stated above, the sum of these
is the rate of absorption of heat per unit of surface when the two
Systems of currents coexist. , But the' résultant of these Systems
is simply the given longitudinal current. in the bar, with no ûow
either out of it or into it across any of its sides. Hence a simple
current of intensity i, parallel to the sides of the bar, causes ab¬
sorption of heat at the side CD amounting to

1

j i cos co sin a> t (0 — 9),
per unit of area per second; and the same démonstration shows
that an equal amount of évolution must be produced at the oppo¬
site side CD'. These effects take place quite independently of
the matter round the bar, since the métal carrying electric currents
which we supposed to exist at the sides of the bar in the course
of the démonstration, can exercise no influence on the phasnomena.

152. If l dénotés the length of the bar, the area of each of
the sides perpendicular to the plane of the diagram will be la-,
and therefore the absorption over the whole of the side CD, and
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the évolution over the whole of the other side CD', per second,
will be

jila cos co sin co t (cf> — 6),
or ^.ry |-cos tu sin co t (<p — 6).
It is obvious that there can be neither évolution nor absorption of
heat at the two other sides.

153. An investigation similar to that which has just been
completed, shows that if the actual current enter froin a conductor
of the standard métal at one end of the bar, and leave it by a
conductor of the same métal at its other end, the absorption and
évolution of heat at these ends respectively will amount to

(td cossco + t(j) sin2&>)
per second.

154. Let us now suppose the two sides CD, C'D' to be kept
at uniform températures, T, T', and the two ends to be kept with
equal and similar distributions of températures, whether a current
is crossing them or not. Then if a current of strength 7 be sent
through the bar from left to right of the diagram, in a circuit of
which the remainder is the standard métal, there will be réversible
thermal action, consisting of the following parts, each stated per
unit of time.

(1) Absorption amounting to O ( ï') ~ 7, in a locality at the
température T.

(2) Evolution amounting to D(T') ^ 7, in a locality at the
température T'.

(3) Absorption amounting to ri7 at one end (that beyond
GC).

and (4) Evolution amounting to 117 at the other end;
where, for brevity, XI(T) and XI(T') are assumed to dénoté the
values of j (sj> — 0) sin co cos co at the températures T and T'\ and II
the mean value of ^.(0 cos2co + <f>sm2a>) for either end of the bar.
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The contributions towards the sums appearing in the général
thermo-dynamic équations wlrich are due to these items of thermal
agency are as follows :

[O ( T) — a (T')] l ry towards lHt,
and

~a(T) n(T')~
T T' y 7 towards ~ ;

b t

the thermal agencies at the ends disappearing from each sum in
conséquence of their being mutually equal and opposite, and simi-
larly distributed through localities equally heated. Now when

H
every réversible thermal effect is included, the value of S — must

be zéro, according to the second général law. Hence either

fÏ(T) Q(T')
t r

must vanish, or there must be a réversible thermal agency not yet
Cl(T) £l(T')

taken into account. But probably - j, — may not vanish,
that is ~ may vary with the température, for natural crystals; and
it certainly does vary with the température for metallic combina-
tions structurally crystalline (for instance, for a bar eut obliquely
from a solid consisting of alternate layers of copper and iron, the
value of O decreases to zéro as the température is raised from an
ordinary atmospheric température up to about 280°, and has a

contrary sign for higher températures). Hence in général there
must be another réversible thermal agency, besides the agencies
at the ends and at the sides of the bar which we have investigated.
Tbis agency must be in the interior; and since the substance is
homogeneous, and uniformly affected by the current, the new
agency must be uniformly distributed through the length, as
différent points of the same cross section can only differ in virtue
of their différent circumstances as to température. If there were
no variation of température, there could be no such effect anywhere
in the interior of the bar; and therefore if dt dénoté the variation
of température in an infinitely small space dx across the bar in the
plane of the diagram, and ^ an unknown element, constant or a
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function of the température, depending on the nature of the sub¬
stance, we may assume

. dt
dx

as the amount of absorption, per unit of the volume of the bar
due to a currént of intensity i, by means of the new agency. The
whole amount in a lamina of tbickness dx, length l, and breadth a
perpendicular to the plane of the diagram, is therefore

. dt 7 7

i% aldx,

or

As there cannot possibly be any other réversible thermal agency
to be taken into account, we may now assume

Sjr,=T j {[am - n(D] + m.
(23,t

The second général law, showing that.2 —4 mùst vanish, gives by
z

the second of these équations,

Sî(T) n(T') , r*x
IT r +IJdt=0 (24)-

Substituting in place of T, t, and differentiating with reference to
this variable, we have as an équivalent équation,

d /Q.
t dt\t

and using this in (22), we have

.(25),

7dt <26>-
This expresses the full amount of heat taken in through the agency
of the current y, of which the mechanical équivalent is therefore
the work done by the current. Hence (according to principles
fully explained above, §§ 109, 110; the thermal circumstances must
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actually cause an electromotive force F, of which the amount is
given by tlie équation

1 fT O

F-Jl11* w.
to act along tlie bar from left to right of the diagram; which will
produce a current unless balanced by an equal and contrary re¬
action. This resuit both establishes Proposition II., enunciated
above in § 149, and shows the amount of the electromotive force
producing the stated effect in terms of T and T', the températures
of the two sides of the bar, the obliquity of the bar to the crystal-
line axis of symmetry, and the thermo-electric properties of the
substance ; silice if 6 and </> dénoté its thermo-electric powers along
the axis of symmetry, and along lines perpendicular to this axis,
at the température t, and co the inclination of this axis to the
length of the bar when the substance is at the température t, we
have

XI =
j (cj) — 6) sin co cos co .....(28).

155. By an investigation exactly similar to that of § 115,
which had reference to non-crystalline linear conductors, we deduce
the following expression for the electromotive force, when the ends
of the bar are kept at températures T, T'from the terminal thermal
agency II, of a current investigated in § 153:

frn

Jrl (29)>F - J

where

II == y (6cos2co + <j) sin'2a>) (30).J

§§ 156—170. On the Thermal Effects and the Thermo-electric
Excitation of Electfical Currents■ in ITomogeneous Grystalline
Solids.

156. The Propositions I. and II., investigated above, suggest
the kind of assumptions to be made regarding the réversible
thermal effects of currents in uniformly heated crystalline solids,
and the electromotive forces induced by any thermal circumstances
which cause inequaîities of température in différent parts. The
formulai expressing these' agencieS' iû the particular case which we
have now investigated, guide us to the précisé forms required to
express those assumptions in the most général possible manner.

T. 18
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157. Let us first suppose a rectangular parallelepiped [a, b, c)
of homogeneous crystalline conducting matter, completely sur-
rounded by continuous métal of the standard tbermo-electric
quality touching it on ail sides, to be traversed in any direction by
a uniform electric current, of which the intensity components
parallel to the three edges of the parallelepiped are h, i, j, and to
be kept in ail points at a uniform température t. Then taking
</>, 6, to dénoté the thermo-electric powers of bars of the sub¬
stance eut from directions parallel to the edges of the parallele¬
piped, quantities which would be equal to one another in whatever
directions those edges are if the substance were non-crystalline;
and 6', 6", cf>', <£", ■yjr', other elements depending on the nature
of the substance with reference to the directions of the sides of the

parallelepiped, to which the name of thermo-electric obliquities
may be given, and which must vanish for every system of rect¬
angular planes through the substance if it be non-crystalline, we
may assume the following expression for the réversible thermal
elfects of the current:

where Q{hiC), Q(c,a), Q(a,b) dénoté quantities of heat absorbed per
second at the sides by which positive current components enter, or

quantities evolved in the same time at the opposite sides. Hence
if the opposite sides be kept at différent températures, currents
will pass, unless prevented by the résistance of surroundingmatter;
and the electromotive forces by which these currents are urged in
directions parallel to the three edges of the parallelepiped have the
following expressions, in which ua, vb, and wc dénoté the différence
of température between corresponding points in the pairs of sides
bc, ca, and ah respectively; reckoned positive, when the température
increases in the direction of positive components of current:

nsfC,a)~ vu, j\ivv -riy~rjY

Q(a,„)=^b j(ll6"+ ùp'+jf)

Q(s, e) = bc J. (hd + icj)" + jyfr')
Q{c, a) = ca-f Q1®' + +ffl) (31),

(32).
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The négative signs are prefixed, in order that positive values of
the electromotive components may correspond to forces in the
direction assumed for positive components of current.

158. The most général conceivable elementary type of crystal-
line thermo-electric properties is expressed in the last équations,
along with the équations (31) by which we arrived at them; and we
shall see that every possible case of thermo-electric action in solids
of whatever kind may be investigated by using them with values,
and variations it may be, of the coefficients <p, 0, &c., suitable to
the circumstances. It might be doubted, indeed, whether these
nine coefficients can be perfectly independent of one another; and
indeed it might appear very probable that they are essentially
reducible to six independent coefficients, from the extraordinary
nature of certain conclusions which we shall show can only be
obviated by supposing

= 6" = y]r', and cj>'=yjr".
Before going on to investigate any conséquences from the unre-
stricted fondamental équations, I shall prove that it is worth while
to do so, by demonstrating that a metallic structure may be
actually made, which, when treated on a large scale as a con-
tinuous solid, according to the electric and thermal conditions
specified for the substance with reference to which the équations
(31) and (32) have been applied, shall exhibit the précisé electric
and thermal properties respectively expressed by those sets of
équations with nine arbitrarily prescribed values for the coefficients
6, <f), &c.

159. Let two zigzag linear conductors of equal dimensions,
each consisting of infinitely short equal lengths of infinitely fine
straight wire alternately of two différent metals, forming right
angles at the successive junctions, be placed in perpendicular
planes, and not touching one another at any point, but with a
common straight line joining the points of bisection of the small

Cold.

Hot.

straight parts of each conductor. Let an insulating substance be
moulded round them so as to form a solid bar of square section,

18—2
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just containing the two zigzags imbedded in it in planes parallel
to its sides. Altkough this substance is a non-conductor of elec-
tricity, we may suppose it to have enougb of conducting power for
heat, or the wires of the electric conductors to b'e fine enough,
that the conduction of heat through the bar when it is unequally
heated may be sensibly the same as if its substance were homo-
geneous throughout, and consequently that the electric conductors
take at every point the températures which the bar would have
at the same point if they "vvere removed. Let an infinité number
of such bars, equal and similar, and of the same substance, be
constructed ; and let a second System of equal and similar bars be
constructed with zigzag conductors of différent metals from the
former; and a third with other différent metals; the sole condition
imposed on the différent zigzag conductors being that the two in
each bar, and those in the bars of différent Systems, exercise the
same résistance against electric conduction. Let an infinité number
of bars of the first set be laid on

a plane parallel to one another,
with intervais between every two
in order, equal to the breadth of
each. Lay perpendicularly across
them an infinité number of bars
of the second System similarly dis-
posed relatively to one another-
place on these again bars of the
first system, constituting another
layer similar and parallel to the
first; on this, again, a layer similar
and parallel to the second; and
so on till the tliickness of the superimposed layers is equal to the
length of each bar. Then let an infinité number of the bars of
the third system be taken and pushed into the square prismatic
apertures perpendicular to the plane of the layers ; the cubical
hollows which are left (not visible in the diagram) being previously
filled up with insulating matter, such as that used in the composi¬
tion of the bars. Let the complex solid cube thus formed be
coated round its sides with infinitely thin connected sheets of the
standard métal, so thin that the résistance to the conduction of
electricity along them is infinitely great, compared to the résistance
to conduction experienced by a current traversing the interior of
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tlie cube by tbe zigzag linear conductors imbedded in it. (For
instance, we may suppose the résistance of four parallel sides of
tbe cube to be as great as, or greater than, the résistance of eacli
one of tbe zigzag linear conductors.) Let an infinité number of
such cubes be built together, with their structural directions pre-
served parallel, so as to form a solid, whicb, taken on a large
scale, shall be homogeneous. A rectangular parallelepiped, abc,
of such a solid, with its sides parallel to the sides of the elemen-
tary cubes, will présent exactly the thermo-electric phenomena
expressed above by the équations (31) and (32), provided the
thermo-electric powers wq', -ut", vs"', w2, œ-2", ct2"', and
w8, ■»/, raq", ®3"' of the metals used in the three Systems fulfil the
following conditions :

i («! ■+ + us" + us"1) = 0,
ïK- O = 0'< \ K" - <") = 6">
ÏK+< + OT2"+ = <£> . /33)
i.<®,-<)=£, 1
-J(w3+ «r,' + OT3"+ «•„"') = f,
iK~ ®"s') = i~ <") = V -

100. To prove tliis, let us first consider the condition of a bar
of any of the three Systems, taken alone, and put in the same
thermal circumstances as those in which each bar of the same

System exists in the compound mass. If, for instance, Ave take a
bar of the first System, we must suppose the température to vary
at the rate u per unit of space along its length ; at the rate v across
it, perpendicularly to two of its sides; and at the rate w across it,
perpendicularly to its other two sides. If l be its length, and e
the breadth of each side, its ends will differ in température by
ul) corresponding points in one pair of its sides by ve, and cor-
responding points in the other pair of sides by we. Now it is
easily proved that the longitudinal electromotive force (that is,
according to the définition, the electromotive force between con¬
ductors of the standard métal connected with its ends) would,
with no différence of températures between its sides, and the
actual différence ul between its ends, be equal to | (ex, + ^1')ul, if
only the first of the zigzag conductors existed imbedded in the
bar, or equal to ^(w/'q-■ar^")id, if only the second; and since the
two bave equal résistances to conduction, and are connected by a
little square dise of the standard métal, it follows that the longi-
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tudinal electromotive force of the actual bar, with only the longi¬
tudinal variation of température, is

i {iX, + CT-/ + xs" + ix,'") ul.

Again, with only the latéral variation ve, we have in one of the
zigzags a littlé thermo-electric battery, of a number of elements
amounting to the greatest integer in IJ2e, which is sensibly equal
to I/2e, since the value of this is infinitely great; the electromotive
force of each element is (raq — vr^)ve ; and therefore the whole
electromotive force of the zigzag is

^ x (tv — to-j') ve, or 1 x (zr, — xs^)v.
This battery is part of a complété circuit with the little terminal
squares and the other zigzag, and therefore its electromotive force
will sustain a current in one direction through itself, and in the
contrary through the second zigzag; but since the résistances are

equal in the two zigzags, and those of the terminal connexions
may be neglected, just half the electromotive force of the first
zigzag, being equal to the action and reaction between the two
parts of the circuit, must remain ready to act between conductors
applied to the terminal dises of the standard métal. In the cir-
cumstances now supposed, the second zigzag is throughout at one
température, and therefore has no intrinsic electromotive force;
and the résultant intrinsic electromotive force of the bar is there¬
fore

v-

Similarly, if there were only the latéral variation we of tempéra¬
ture in the bar, we should find a résultant longitudinal electro¬
motive force equal to

-tx"')w.

If ail the three variations of température are maintained simul-
t'aneously, each will produce its own electromotive force as if the
others did not exist, and the résultant electromotive force due to
them ail will therefore be

\l {(-57ix"+ix'")u + (tX,— X7,')v + (-37— ix"') w).
This being the electromotive force of each bar of the first

system in any of the cubes composing the actual solid, must be
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the component electromotive force of each cube in the direction
to which they are parallel, and therefore

ïa {(^1+ ®'1'+®,1"+ tx"')u + (otj— + (ot/'— zr"')yj\
must be the component electromotive force of the entire parallele-
piped in the same direction. Similar expressions give the com¬
ponent electromotive forces parallel to the edges b and c of the
solid, which are similarly produced by the bars of the second and
third Systems, and we infer the proposition which was to be
proved.

161. Coe. By choosing metals of which the thermo-electric
relations, both to the standard métal and to one another, vary,
we may not only make the nine coefficients have any arbitrarily
given values for a particular température, but we may make them
each vary to any extent with a given change of température.

162. For the sake of convenience in comparing the actual
phenomena of thermo-electric force in différent directions pre-
sented by an unequally heated crystalline solid, let us now, instead
of a parallelepiped imbedded in the standard métal, consider an
insulated sphere of the crystalline substance, with sources of beat
and cold applied at its surface, so as to maintain a uniform varia¬
tion of température in ail lines perpendicular to the parallel
isothermal planes. Let the rate of variation of température per
unit of length, perpendicular to the isothermal surfaces, be q, and
let the cosines of the inclinations of this direction to the three

rectangular directions in the substance to which the edges of the
parallelepiped first considered were parallel, and which we shall
now call the lines of referenûe, be l, m, n respectively. Then if we
take

ql = u, qm = v, qn— w,

the substance of the sphere will be in exactly the same thermal
condition as an equal spherical portion of the parallelepiped; and
it is clear that the preceding expressions for the component electro¬
motive forces of the parallelepiped will give the electromotive forces
of the sphere between the pairs of points at the extremities of
diameters coinciding with the rectangular lines of reference, if we
take each of the three quantities, a, b, c, equal to the diameter of
the sphere. Calling this unity, then, we have
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— E — u0 + v8' + wd" 1
— F=u<p"+V(f> + ivcj)' i (34).
— G = uty' + vty" + wf J

According to the définition given above (§ 144, Def. 3), it appears
that these quantities, E, F, G, are the three components of the
intrinsic electromotive force at any point in the substance, whether
the portion of it we are considering be limited and spherical, or
rectangular, or of any other shape, or be continued to any indefinite
extent by homogeneous or heterogeneous solid conducting matter
with any distribution of température through it. The component
electromotive force P, along a diameter of the sphere inclined to
the rectangular lines of reference, at angles whose cosines are l, m, n
is of course given by the équation

P=El+Fm + Gn... (35),

which may also be employed to transform the général expressions
for the components of the electromotive force to any other lines of
reference.

163. A question now naturally présents itself: Are there three
principal axes at right angles to one another in the substance,
possessing properties of symmetry with reference to the thermo-
electric qualifies, analogous to thqse which have been established
for the dynamical phenomena of a solid rptating about a fixed
point, and for electrostatical and for nragnetic forces, in natural
crystals or in substances structurally çrystalline as regards electric
or magnetic induction ? The following transformation, suggested
by Mr Stohes's paper on the Conduction of Heat in Crystals*, in
which a perfectly analogous transformation is applied to the most
général conceivable équations expressing flux of heat in terms of
variations of température along rectangular lines of reference in a
solid, will show the nature of the answer")".

* Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Nov. 1851 ; also Mathematical
and Physical Papers. Stokes. Yol. n.

f [Note of Mardi 3, 1882. In this paper Stokes explained the rotatory quality
expressed by the général équations of thermal conduction, with nine distinct
arbitrary constants, as follows :—

, " Conceive an elastic solid to be fixed at the origin, and to expand alilte in ail
directions and at ail points with a veloeity of expansion unity, so that a particle
which at the end of time t is situated at a distance r from the origin, at the end of
the time f + dt is situated at a distance r (1 + dt). Conceive this solid to turn with
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164. The direction cosines of the line of greatest thermal
variation, or the perpendicular to the isothermal planes, are

u v w

S' 1' ï'
wliere q, denoting the rate of variation of température in the direc¬
tion of that line, is given by the équation

q = (m2 + d2 + w2) (36).

Taking these values for l, m, n, in the preceding général expression
for the electromotive force in any direction, we find

P = ^ [dlf+ cf)V*+ i^riv2-|- (<f> + i]r")vw + (^'+ 6")wu + (ô'+ cf>") uv],
the négative sign being omitted on the understanding that P shall
be considered positive when the electromotive force is from hot to
cold in the substance. This formula suggests the following changes
in the notation expressing the général thermo-electric coefficients :—

(f>'+ yjr"= 2#j, ^'+6"=2(j>1, 0'+f=2^
— <j)'+ ty"= 2Ç, -yfr'+ff'= 2V, -0'+cj>"=2S",

an angular yelocity tu equal to V (tu'2 + w"3 + tu'"2), about an axis whose direction
cosines are cu'iu-1, tu"cu_1, cu"'tu_1. The direction of motion of any particle will
represent the direction of the flow of heat in what we may still call the auxiliaru
solid, from whence the direction of the flow of heat in the given solid will be
obtained by merely conceiving the whole figure differently magnified or diminished
in three rectangular directions.

" This rotatory sort of motion of heat, produced by the mere diffusion from the
source outwards, certainly seems very strange, and leads us to thinlc, independently
of the theory of molecular radiation, that the expressions for the flux with six
arbitrary constants only, namely the expressions (8), or the équivalent expressions
(7), are the most général possible."

It appeared to me that the assumption made in this last clause was conceivably
invalidated by the existence of crystals (such as those that have the " Pyroeleetrio "
quality) with différence of crystalline form between two ends, the " Dipolar " différ¬
ence as I called it (§ 168 below) : and that it certainly was inapplicable to matter in
a magnetic field (compare §§ 168—171 below), whether the matter be solid or fluid,
or ferro-magnetic or diamagnetic ; that on the contrary we might expect to actually
find the rotatory quality in thermal conduction under magnetic influence. The
same considérations are of course applicable to electrical conduction, and accord-
iugiy (§ 176, below) I would not admit less than nine coefficients for electrical
conduction. Hall's recent great discovery shows that the hypothesis which 28 years
ago I refused to admit, was incorrect, and proves the rotatory quality to exist for
electrical conduction through metals in the magnetic field.]

(37),
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which reduce the général équations, and the formula itself which
suggests them, to

— E = 8u + tyjV + (f)^ + (yw —'àvy|
— F = i/qw + (j)V + 8xw + (à-M — £w) > (38),
— G = (f) {U + + (Çy — Tps) J

P— i (0w2 + <£y2 + + 28qow + 2<j>1wu + 2^xuv) (39).

165. The well-known process of the réduction of the général
équation of the second degree shows that three rectangular axes
may be determined for which the coefficients 81, <£,, ^1 in these
expressions vanish, and for which, consequently, the équations be-
come

-E= du + (rjw — âry)"j
- E=4>v + (ïm - Çw) l (40),
— G = ^w + (Çy - vu) )

P = ^ (8u2jr 4>v*+ tyii?) (41).
166. The law of transformation of the binomial terms (vw—*àrv)

&c. in these expressions is clearly, that if p dénoté a quantity inde-
pendent of the lines of reference, and expressing a spécifie thermo-
electric quality of the substance, which I shall call its thermo-
electric rotatory power, and if A, p,, v dénoté the inclinations of a
certain axis fixed in the substance, which I shall call its axis of
thermo-electric rotation, to any three rectangular lines of refer¬
ence, then the values of f, v> ^ for these lines of reference are as

foliows :

£ = p cos A, v — p cos P-> ^ = p cos v.

(M V W\ in which the
q q qJ

température varies most rapidly, to the axis of thermo-electric rota¬
tion, and if a, /3, y dénoté the angles at which a line perpendicular
to the plane of this angle i is inclined to the axes of reference, we
have

VW — 'br = pq sin i cos a i
iht — Çw = pq sin i cos (3 l (42).

_ iju = pq sin i cos y J
Hence we see that the last terms of the général formula for the
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component electromotive forces along the lines of reference express
the components of an electromotive force acting along a line per-
pendicular both to the axis of thermo-electric rotation, and to the
direct line from hot to cold in the substance, and equal in magni¬
tude to the greatest rate of variation of température perpendicular
to that axis, multiplied by the coefficient p.

167. Or again, if we consider a uniform circular ring of rect-
angular section, eut from any plane of the substance inclined at
an angle A to a plane perpendicular to the axis of thermo-electric
rotation, and if the température of the outer and inner cylindrical
surfaces of this ring be kept each uniform, but différent from one
another, so that there may be a constant rate of variation, y, of
température in the radial direction, but no variation either tan-
gentially or in the transverse direction perpendicular to the plane
of the ring, we find immediately, from (42), that the last terms of
the général expressions indicate a tangential electromotive force,
equal in value to p^cosA, acting uniformly ail round the ring.
This tangential force vanishes if the plane of the ring contains the
axis of thermo-electric rotation, and is greatest when the ring is
in a plane perpendicular to the same axis.

168. The peculiar quality of a solid expressed by these terms
would be destroyed by cutting it into an infinité number of plates
of equal infinitely small thickness, inverting every second plate,
and putting them ail together again into a continuous solid, in
planes perpendicular to the axis of thermo-electric rotation ; a pro-
cess which would clearly not in any way affect the thermo-electric
relations expressed by the first term of the général expressions for
the components of electromotive force ; and it is therefore of a

type, to which also belongs the rotatory property with reference to
light discovered by Faraday as induced by magnetization in trans¬
parent solids, which I shall call dipolar, to distinguish it from such
a rotatory property with reference to light as that which is natu-
rally possessed by many transparent liquids and solids, and which
may be called an isotropic rotatory property. The axis of thermo-
electric rotation, since the agency distinguishing it as a line also
distinguishes between the two directions in it, may be called a

dipolar axis; so may the axis of rotation of a rotating rigid body*,
* [Added, Liverpool, Sept. 27, 1854.]—As is perfectly illustrated by M. Foucault's

beautiful experiment of a rotating solid, plaoing its axis parallel to that of the
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or the direction of magnetization of a magnetized element of
inatter ; and its général type is obviously différent from that of a
principal axis of inertia of a rigid body, or a principal axis of mag-
netic inductive capacity in a crystal, or a line of mechanical tension
in a solid; any of which may be called an isotropic axis.

169. The général directional properties expressed by the first
terms of the second members of (40) are perfectly symmetrical
regarding the three rectangular lines of reference, and are of a type
so familiar that they require no explanation here. We conclude
that every substance has three principal isotropic axes of maximum
and minimum properties regarding thermo-electric power, which
are at right angles to one another ; but that it is only for a par-
ticular class of conceivable substances that the thermo-electric

properties are entirely symmetrical with reference to these axes ;
ail substances for which the rotatory power, p, does not vanish,
having besides a dipolar axis of thermo-electric rotation which may
be inclined in any way to tbem.

170. These principal isotropic axes lose distinction from ail
other directions in the solid when the thermo-electric powers along
them (the values of the coefficients d, cf>, ifr) are equal; but a
rotatory property, distinguishing a certain line as a dipolar axis,
may still exist. By § 159, we see how metallic structures possessing
any of these properties (for instance, having equal thermo-electric
power in ail directions, and possessing a given rotatory power, p,
in a given direction about a given System of parallel lines) may be
actually made. \Added, March 3, 1882. To adapt the général
statement and notation of § 159 and the notation of § 166 to this
case, suppose for example OX to be the résultant axis of the
thermo-electric rotation. We must havo

= nr1 = «■, =tv2
II/ / /I ci

■ = ®2 = œ3 = 2P 9\- (42').
To simplify the subject however and to aid a thorough under-

standing of the anticipated thermo-electric rotatory quality,
instead of following the directions of § 159 begin afresh thus.
Préparé a little thermo-electric battery, such as that used in the
earth's, and so turned that it may itself be rotating in the same direction as the
earth ; which the meeting of the British Association just concluded has given me an

opportunity of witnessing.
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old thermo-multiplier of Melloni, with bismuth and antimony, or
with the more familiar metals copper and iron as illustrated in
tlie annexed diagram, in which the shaded areas represent sections
of square iron plates, and the plain black lines sections of square
copper plates, except two half-squares on the left-hand side below
and right-hand side above. ïhese iron and copper squares or
rectangles are soldered together at their upper and lower edges,

Kg.1.
Coia.

+

Hot.

as shown in the diagram (Fig. 1). The bounding line of the
diagram represents in section a sheet copper cube with rounded
edges, to the middles of two opposite sides of which are soldered
the copper half-squares on the left and right of the diagram
(Fig. 1). Ail interstices are filled up with plaster of Paris so as
to form a solid cube coated with thin sheet copper ; and having
the thermo-electric arrangement firmly embedded in its interior.
The thickness of the sheet copper is to be made différent in the
several sides of the cube so as to fulfil the condition that for the
three directions perpendicular to the ' three pairs of sides, it is

Fig. 2.

a &
A

COio
B

isotropic in respect to both electrical and thermal conduction of the
mass as a whole, consisting as it does of copper, iron, and plaster of
Paris. Imagine now millions of millions of such cubes, tossed as
dice out of a dice-box, and ail Consolidated together by plaster of
Paris. The resulting solid taken as a whole on a large scale, will
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be perfectly isotropic in respect to ail physical qualities, and there-
fore of necessity destitute of the thermo-electric rotatory quality.
Now looking at the désignation hot + cold" marked round the
cube of Fig. 1, understand that it means that if the side marked
hot is at any time at a higher température than the side
marked cold, when the cube is insulated and undisturbed by
any external electric influence, the electric potential on the side
marked + will be higher than the electric potential on the side
marked — ; and understand that the désignation does not mean
that there actually is the différence of température or potential
indicated, but it is merely a symbol for the thermo-electric quality
of the cube. Now from a point of view at a very great distance
look ail through our solid of millions of millions of cubes, and
referring to Fig. 2 when the hot + cold" are seen, as in the
cube A, situated successively in the positions reached by a hand
travelling round in the contrary direction to the motion of the
hands of a watch, leave it as it is. When it is seen with

hot + cold" lying in the same direction as that of the motion of
the hands of a watch, as in the cube B, invert it through 180° round
any axis taken at random through its centre perpendicular to your
line of vision. Do this for every cube, whether as in the diagram
the four thermo-electrically efficient sides are parallel to the line
of vision or whether they are oblique to it : invert it in the
manner described if the symbols — hot + cold lie in the order
wbich would be indicated by the hands of a watch with its face
seen directly or obliquely ; leave it as it is if the symbols are seen
to lie in the opposite direction. The resuit will be a solid fulfilling
precisely the description of- § 170. It will be in fact isotropic in
respect to every physical quality except that it has the thermo-
electric rotatory power, with the supposed line of vision for axis.]

171. [Added, July 1854.] It is far from improbable that a
piece of iron in a state of magnetization, which I havc, since § 147
was written, ascertained to possess différent thermo-electric proper-
ties in différent directions, may also possess rotatory thermo-electric
power*, distinguishing its axis of magnetization, which is essen-

* [Added, Sept. 13, 1854.]—By an experiment made to test its existence, which
has given only négative results, I have ascertained that this "rotatory power," if it
exists in inductively magnetized iron at ail, rnust be very small in comparison with
the amount by which the thermo-electric power in the direction of magnetization
differs from the thermo-electric power of the same métal not magnetized.
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tially, in its magnetic character, dipolar, as thermo-electrically
dipolar also.
§§ 172—181. On tlie général équations of Thermo-electric Action

in any homogeneous or heterogeneous crystallized or non-crys-
tallized solid.

172. Let t dénoté the absolute température at any point, x, y, z
of a solid. Let 0, (f>, fi, 6', fi, fi', 6", fi', fi" be the values of the
nine thermo-electric coefficients for the substance at this point,
quantities which may vary from point to point, either by hetero-
geneousness of the solid, or in virtue of non-uniformity of its
température. Let h, i, j be the components of the intensity of
electric current through the same point (x, y, z).

178. Then, applying équations (31) of § 157 to infinitely small,
contiguous, rectangular parallelepipeds in the neighbourhood of
the point {x, y, z), and denoting by Hdxdydz the résultant réver¬
sible absorption of heat occasioned by the electric current across
the infinitely small element dxdydz, we find

H=^he++dfi (]lff+ ^+W) + W+ ifi+Jfi)| (43)-
174. By the analysis of discontinuous fonctions, this expres¬

sion may be applied not only to homogeneous or to continuously
varying heterogeneous substances, but to abrupt transitions from
one kind of substance to another. Still it may be convenient to
have formulas immediately applicable to such cases, and therefore
I add the following expression for the réversible thermal effect in
any part of the bounding surfaces separating the given solid from
a solid of the standard métal in contact with it:

Q = ^j{p(]i9 + ifi'+jfi') +q(hd'+icl)+jfi")+r(hd"+tfi+jfi)}..(4<4<),
where Q dénotés the quantity of heat absorbed per second per
unit of surface at a point of the bounding surface, and (p, q, r) the
direction cosines of a normal to the surface at the same point.

175. Equations (84) give explicitly the intrinsic electromotive
force at any point of the solid wlien the distribution of température
is given; but we must take into account also the reaction proceed-
ing from the surrounding matter, to get the efficient electromotive
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force determining the current through any part of the body. This
reaction will be the electrostatical résultant force due to accumula¬
tions of electricity at the bounding surface and in the interior of
the conducting mass throughout which the electrical circuits are
completed. Hence if V dénoté the electrical potential at (oc, y, z)
due to these accumulations, the components of the reactional elec-
tromotive force are

dV
dx '

dV

dy'
dV

'

dz '

and the components of the efficient electromotive force in the
solid are therefore

E-
dV dV

"dx' dy'
G-

dV
'

dz '

where E, F, G are given by the foliowing équations, derived from
(34) by substituting for u, v, w their values dt/dx, dt/dy, dt/dz, in
terms of the notation now introduced:—

E =
dt

(
dx

dt

+
dt

dy1 +
dt
dz

F=dJ +dy* + TA
dx 1 dy J dz 1

.(45).

176. The body, being crystalline, probably possesses différent
electrical conductivities in différent directions, and the relation
between current and electromotive force cannot, without hypo-
thesis*, be expressed with less than nine coefficients. These, which
we shall call the coefficients of electric conductivity, we shall dénoté
by k, X, &c. ; and we have the following équations, expressing by
means of them the components of the intensity of electric current
in terms of the efficient electromotive force at any point of the
solid :—

* [Note of Marcli 3, 1882. See footnote on § 1C3 above. Hall's diseovery in
terms of the notation of formula (46), is simply that d ~K"> k'-X", are not
each of them eq.ua! to zéro for a meta! in a ttiagnetie field.]
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<-v'(£-S+x )+* (®-ï) f <46)-

These équations (45) and (46), with
clh di dj . „„

s+s;+s=0
which expresses that as much electricity flows out of any portion
of the solid as into it, in any time (in ail seven équations,) are
sufficient to détermine the seven functions E, F, G, V, h, i, j, for
every point of the solid, subject to whatever conditions may be
prescribed for tbe bounding surface, and so to complété the problem
of finding the motion of electricity across the body in its actual
circumstances ; provided the values of dt/dx, dt/dy, dt/dz are known,
as they will be when the distribution of température is given. We
may certainly, in an electrical problem such as this, suppose the
température actually given at every point of the solid considered,
since we may conceive thermal sources distributed through its
interior to make the température have an arbitrary value at every
point.

177. Yet practically the température will, in ail ordinary cases,
follow by conduction from given thermal circumstances at the
surface. The équations of motion of heat, by which, along with
those of thermo-electric force, such problems may be solved, are as
follows:—(1), three équations,

dy
dt

f=-(t^ + i' ~+r
,.-(
»=-(-'*

'

dx

l"~+l
dx dy ^ dz

,, dt dt
m + m -f- + m -7-

ax dy dz

.(48),

to express the components "à of the "flux of heat" at any point
of the solid, in terms of the variations of température dt/dx,
dt/dy, dt/dz multiplied by coefficients le, l, m, le, &c., which may

T- 19
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be called the nine coefficients of thermal conductivity of the sub¬
stance; and (2) the single équation
dÇ ^_dy d^rdx dy dz

= {hd + + Ty (7^'+ +.^") + Tz (h6"+ W+W}
+?{* (£-£)+<(J-f)+i (®-ï )} (19)-

of which the first member expresses the rate at which heat flows
out of any part of the solid per unit of volume; and the second
member, to which it is equated, the résultant thermal agency
(positive when there is, on the whole, évolution at xyz) produced
by the electric currents.

178. The général treatment of these eleven équations, (45),
(46), (47), (48), (49), leads to two non-linear partial differential
équations of the second order and degree for the détermination of
the functions t and V.

179. It may be remarked, however, that the second term of
the second member of (49), when the prefixed négative sign is
removed, expresses the frictional génération of heat by currents
through the solid, and will therefore, when the electromotive forces
in action are solely thermo-electric, he very small, even in com-
parison with the réversible génération and absorption of heat in
various parts of the body, provided the différences of température
between these différent localities are small fractions of the tem¬

pérature, on the absolute scale from its zéro. Excepting, then,
cases in which there are wide ranges (for instance, of 53°C. or
more) of température, the second principal term of the second
member of (49) may be neglected, and the partial differential
équations to which t and V are subject will become linear; so that
one of the unknown functions may be readily eliminated, and a
linear équation of the fourth order ohtained for the détermination
of the other.

180. Further, it may be remarked that probably in most, if not
in ail known' cases, the réversible as well as the frictional thermal
action of the currents, when excited by thermo-electric force alone,
is very small in comparison with that of conduction, perhaps quite
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insensible. (See above, § 106.) Hence, except when more power-
ful electromotive forces than the tbermo-electric forces of the solid
itself, and of its relation to the matter touching it round its sur¬
face, act to drive currents through. it, we may possibly in ail,
certainly in many cases, neglect the entire second member of (49)
without sensible loss of accuracy; and we then have a differential
équation of the second order for the détermination of the tempéra¬
ture in the interior of the body, simply from ordinary conduction,
according to the conditions imposed on its surface. To express
these last conditions generally, a superficial application of the
three équations (48) with their nine independent coefficients is
required.

181. When t is either given or determined in any way, the
solution of the purely electrical problem is, as was remarked above,
to be had from the seven équations (45), (46), and (47). These
lead to a single partial differential équation of the second order
for the détermination of V through the interior, subject to con¬
ditions as to electromotive force and electrical currents across the

surface, for the expression of which superficial applications of (45)
and (46) will be required. When V is determined, the solution
of the problem is given by (45) and (46), expressing respectively
the electromotive force and the motion of electricity through the
solid.

Part VIL*

§§ 182—210. On the Thermo-elastic, Thermomagnetic, and Pyro-
electric properties of Matter.

[Phil. Mag. Jan, 1878.]

182. A body which is either emitting heat, or altering its
dimensions against resisting forces, is doing work upon matter
external to it. The mechanical effect of this work in one case

* [(Note, written in Sept. 1877 for the Reprint in Phil. Mag.) This paper
is in the main a reprint from an article which appeared under. the title " On
the Thermo-elastic and Thermomagnetic Properties of Matter, Part I.," in April
1855, in the first number of the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, but which was
confined to the thermo-elastic part of the subject. The continuation, in which
it was intended to make a similar application of thermodynamic prineiples to mag-

19—2
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is the excitation of thermal motions, and in the other the over-

coming of résistances. The body must itself be altering in its
circumstances, so as to contain a less store of energy within it,
by an amount precisely equal to the aggregate value of the
mechanical effects produced; and conversely, the aggregate value
of the mechanical effects produced must dépend solely on the
initial and final states of the body, and is therefore the same,
whatever be the intermediate states through which the body
passes, provided the initial and final states be the same.

183. The total intrinsic energy of a body might be defined
as the mechanical value of ail the effect it would produce, in
heat emitted and in résistances overcome, if it were cooled to
the utmost, and allowed to contract indefinitely or to expand
indefinitely according as the forces between its particles are
attractive or répulsive, when the thermal motions within it are ail
stopped; but in our présent state of ignorance regarding perfect
cold, and the nature of molecular forces, we cannot détermine
this " total intrinsic energy" for any portion of matter ; nor even
can we be sure that it is not infinitely great for a finite portion
of matter. Hence it is convenient to choose a certain state as

standard for the body under considération, and to use the un-
qualified term intrinsic energy with reference to this standard
state ; so that the " intrinsic energy of a body in a given state"
will dénoté the mechanical value of the effects the body would
produce in passing frorn the state in which it is given, to the
standard state—or, which is the same, the mechanical value
of the whole agency that would be required to bring the body
from the standard state to the state in which it is given.

netic induction, was never published or written; but the results which it should have
contained were sufficiently indicated in a short article on " Thermomagnetism,"
which I wrote at the request of my friend and colleague the late Professor J. P. Nichol
for the second édition of his Cyclopœdia, published in 1860, and which X include in
the présent reprint. The addition of " Pyro-Electric," which I now make to the
title of the former article, is justified by another short quotation from the second
édition of Nichol's Cyclopœdia (article " Thermo-Electrie, Division I.—Pyro-Elec-
tricity, or Thermo-Electricity of Nonconducting Crystals"), and a short addition,
now written and' published for the first time, in which the same thermodynamio
principles are applied to this form of tkermo-electric action.

Several additions both in the shape of text and footnote are appended in the
course of the reprint. These are ail distinguished by being enclosed in braokets, [].]
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184. In Part Y.* (§§ 81—96, above) of a sériés of papers on
the Dynamical Theory of Heat, communicated to the Royal
Society of Edinburgli, a System of formulas founded on proposi¬
tions established in Part I.f (§§ 7—23 above), of the same sériés of
papers, and expressing, for a given fluid mass, relations between its
pressure, its thermal capacities, its intrinsic energy (ail considered
as functions of its température and volume), and Carnot's function
of the température, were brought forward for the purpose of point-
ing out the importance of making the intrinsic energy of a fluid in
différent states an object of research along with the other elements
which have hitherto been considered, and partially investigated
in some cases. In the présent communication a similar mode
of treatment, extended to include solid bodies, unmagnetic [and
unelectrified], or magnetized [or electrified] in any way, is shown
to lead to the most général possible theory of elasticity, whether
of solids or fluids, and to point out various thermodynamic pro-
perties of solids and various thermal effects of magnetism [and of
electricity] not hitherto discovered.

Section I.—Elasticity of Solids or Fluids not subjected
to Magnetic Force.

185. Let x, y, z, f, y, Ç be six independent variables expressing
the mechanical condition of a homogeneous solid mass, hornogene-
ously strained in any wayj, and let t be its température; and (in
accordance with the preceding explanations) let e dénoté its
intrinsic energy, reckoned from a certain "standard state" defined
by particular values, x0, y0, z0, f0, y0, t0, on which its physical
condition dépends. Thus, if <£ dénotés a certain function depend-
ing on the nature of the substance, and vanishing for the values
x0, y0, ... t0 of the independent variables, we have

e = <f>(x,y,z, £, y, £ t) (1);
and a knowledge of the function [with besides a knowledge of

* Trans. Boy. Soc. Edinb., December 15, 1851.
t Ibid., March 17, 1851.
î The ternis a strain, or to strain, are used simply with reference to altérations

of dimensions or form in a solid—the forces by which "a strain" is produced being
called the straining tensions or pressures, or sometimes merely tlie tensions or pres¬

sures, to which the solid is subjected. This distinction of terms is adopted in
accordance with the expressions used by Mr Bankine in his paper on the Elasticity
of Solids (Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, February 1851).
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w for one particular température*] comprehends ail the thermo-
elastic qualities of the solid.

186. Now let us suppose the body to be strained so as to pass
from the mechanical state («0, y0, z0, Ç0, y0, Q to (x, y, z, f, y, Ç)
while it is constantly kept at the température t ; and let II dénoté
the quantity of heat that must be supplied to it during this
process to prevent its température from being lowered (a quantity
which of course is zéro, or négative, for such strains as cause no
thermal effects, or winch cause positive évolutions of heat). Let
the body be brought back to its mechanical condition (x0, y0, z0,
?o> Vo> £o) through the same or any other of ail the infinitely
varied successions of states by which it may be made to pass from
one to the other of the two which have been named, its tempéra¬
ture being kept always at t. Then, by the second Fundamental
Law of the Dynamical Theory of Heat (§ 98, above) (see Trans.
Boy. Soc. Edirib., May 1, 1854, p. 126), we must have (§ 101,
above)

H II' A

7 T" '
and therefore H' = — H.

187. We conclude that the quantity of heat absorbed by the
body in being strained from one state to another at the same

température is quite independent of the particular succession of
states through which it is made to pass, provided it has throughout
the same température. Hence we must have

(x, y, z, f, y, Ç, t)-f(x0, y0, z0, f0, y0, f0, t)...(2),
where dénotés a fonction of the variables. Now the mechanical

value of the heat taken in by the body while it passes from one
condition to the other, together with the work spent in compelling
it to do so, constitutes the whole augmentation of mechanical
energy which it expériences ; so that if e dénoté this augmenta¬
tion—that is, if

€ y> z> V) & ^ 7o> i/oi zo> £«> Vo> > 0 ■ *-(S),
and if w dénoté the work done by the applied forces and J the
mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit, we have

e = w + JH (4).
* [See équations (10), (11) of § 188 below.]
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From this we conclude that the work required to strain the body
from one to another of two given mechanical states, keeping it
always at the same température, is independent of the particular
succession of mechanical states through which it is made to pass,
and is always the same when the initial and final states are the
same. This theorem was, I believe, first given by Green (as a con¬

séquence of the most général conceivable hypothesis that could be
framed to explain the mutual actions of the différent parts of
a body on which its elasticity dépends), who inferred from it that
there cannot be 36, but only 21, independent coefficients [or
"moduluses"] of elasticity, with reference to axes chosen arbi-
trarily in any solid whatever. It is now demonstrated as a par¬
ticular conséquence of the Second General Thermodynamic Law.
It might at first sight be regarded as simply a conséquence of the
général principle of mechanical effect ; but this would be a mis-
take, fallen into from forgetting that heat is in général evolved
or absorbed when a solid is strained in any way; and the only
absurdity to which a déniai .of the proposition could lead would
be the possibility of a self-acting machine going on continually '
drawing heat from a body surrounded by others at a higher
température, without the assistance of any at a lower température,
and performing an équivalent of mechanical work.

188. The full expression of the Second Thermodynamic Law
for the circumstances of elastic force is, as is shown in the passage
referred to above (§ 101, above) (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb., May 1,
1854, p. 126), that if Ht, H't, &c., dénoté the quantities of heat
emitted from a body when at températures* t, t' respectively,
during opérations changing its physical state in any way, the sum

H
X ~ must vanish for any cycle of changes, if each is of a perfectly

z

* Reekoned on the absolute thermodynamic scale, according to which " tem¬
pérature" is defined § 99 above as the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit
divided by " Carnot's fonction." In a paper " On the Thermal Effects of Pluids in
Motion" by Mr Joule and myself [Art. xlix. below], communicated to the Royal
Society last June [1854], and since published in the Philosophical Transactions, it
is shown that température on the absolute thermodynamic scale does not diSer
sensibly from température on the ordinary scale of the air-thermometer, exeept by
the addition of a constant number, which we find to be about 273-7 for the
Centigrade scale. Thus, on the System now adopted, the température of melting ice
is 273-7, that of boiling water is 373-7, and différences of température are sensibly
the same as on an ordinary standard Centigrade thermometer.
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réversible character, and if at the end of ail the body is brought
back to its primitive state in every respect. Let us consider, for
instance, the following cycle, which obviously fulfils both conditions.

(I.) Let the body, initially in the state (x0, y0, z0, £0, y0, £0, t),
be raised in température from t to t', its form and dimensions
being maintained constant.

(II.) Let it be strained from the state (x0, y0, z0, %0, rj0, £0)
to the state (x, y, z, t], Ç), wbile its température is kept always
at t'.

(III.) Let it be lowered in température from t' to t, its form
and dimensions being retained.

(IY.) Let it be brought back to the mechanical state (x0, y0, z0,
£o> V0> £<>)> while its température is kept constantly at t.

The quantities of heat taken in by the body in these successive
opérations are respectively :—

(!•) ji'P o» Vo> zo> £o> Vo> ~Û ' 0 (^0> l/o> ^0» £o> %> £o> t)b
because the différence of the whole mechanical energies is simply
the mechanical value of the heat taken in or emitted in ail cases

in which no work is either done on the body or received by it
in virtue of the action of applied forces ;

(II.) f(x, y, z, Ç, v, Ç, y0, z0> £0, Vo, £0, t'),
according to the notation expressed by équation (2) above ;

(III.) y, z, £ 7], £ t')-(p(x, y, z, £ v, Ç, t)},
and

(I^*) (*®> V> fj, 7], Ç, t) (xo, y0, Z0, 7]0, Ç0, f)}.
If we suppose t' — t to be infinitely small, these expressions be-

come respectively, in accordance with the previous notation :—

(I) '

where e0 dénotés the value of e for (x0, y0, z0, tj0, r)0, Ç0, t) ;
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(IL) H +

(IV.) -H.
Hence we have

£ (t + £') t'

rViv-v.-H
i (t + 0 t '

or, since e — e0 is what we have denoted by e,

-('■-"{Kf)-?!}'
and tlie expression of the Second Thermodynamic Law becomes

d (H\ 1 de (5)-

Eliminating e from this by (4), we have
jj t dw . ." •./ S W:

and, eliminating H, e — w — t ^ (7).ctt

• dw
This is équivalent to e~ e0 + w — t (8) ;

or, if N0 dénoté the spécifie heat of the mass at any tempéra¬
ture t, when kept constantly in the mechanical state (x0, y0, z0,
^o» Vo> So)»

, dwe=j(tN0dt + w-t ™ (9),
Jto M

an expression which shows how the " intrinsic energy " of the body
may be determined from observations giving w as a function of
the seven independent variables, and N0 as a function of the
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température, for a particular set of values of the geometrical
elements. Conversely, by (5) we have

s-lll-i' (10);J J tdt

and by (6) and (7), or simply by (4),
w = e-JH (11);

which show how H and w may be determined for ail températures
from a knowledge of the intrinsic energy of the body, and of [one
of] those functions themselves for a particular température.

189. Let K dénoté the spécifie heat of the body at any tem¬
pérature t, when it is allowed or compelled to vary in form and
dimensions witb the température, according to any fixed law—
that is, when each of the variables x, y, z, Ç, y, Ç is a given
fonction of t; and let JV" dénoté what this becomes in the par¬
ticular case of each of these elements being maintained at a
constant value ; or, which is the same, let N be the spécifie heat of
the body at any température when maintained at constant dimen¬
sions [x, y, z, y, £). We have

•«-;« <i2>.
JK Ht+ + + S

+i^s+1<-®> +1^1 <ls>-
Since JH is equal to e — lu, this expression may be modified

as follows :—If D dénoté the total differential of e,

jjç _ De /dw dx dw dy dw dz
dt \dx dt dy dt dz ~dt

dw d£ dw dy dw dt\ ,

+ ïëat+djïï+d(di) (nhs)-
190. These équations, may be applied to any kind of matter ;

and they express ail the information that can be derived, from
the général thermodynamic principles, regarding the relations
between thermal and mechanical efïects produced by condensations,
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raréfactions, or distortions of any kind. For the case of a fluid
they become reduced at once to the forms investigated specially
for fluids in my previous communications. Thus, if the mass con-
sidered be one pound of any kind of fluid, we may take one of
the six variables x, y, z, y, Ç as the volume v, which it is made
to occupy in any particular condition, and the remaining five
will not affect its physical properties, and will therefore disappear
from ail the preceding équations; and the state of the fluid
will be completely defined by the values of the two independent
variables v, t. Then, if y» dénoté the pressure, we must have

dw
dv P '

since — pdv is the work done upon a fluid in compressing it.
under pressure p from a volume v to a volume v + dv. But from
(9) we have

de _dw d dw
dv dv dt dv '

and, therefore, ^ = t ^ - p (14),

usr-'t
Hence (13) becomes

de dp fdv'
dt dt \dt

where expresses the assumed relation between the naturally

independent variables v, t. If this be such that the pressure is
constant, we have

dv
_ — dp/dt _

dt dp/dv '
and, K being now the spécifie heat under constant pressure, we
have finally

: <16)'
191. These équations (14) and (15), together with the un-

modified équation (12), which retains the same form in ail cases,
express the général thermodynamic relations between the intrinsic
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energy, the pressure, and the spécifie heats of a fluid. If we
eliminate e, we have

which are the équations used to express those relations in a recent
paper by Mr Joule and myself, "On the Thermal Effects of Fluids
in Motion*" [Art. XLIX., below].

If, instead of Jdtjt, we substitute fidt, considering y as a func-
tion of Carnot's function of the température, they become identical
with the two fundamental équations (14) and (16) given in Part
III. of my first communication "On the Dynamical Theory of
Heat*(* " [§§ 47, 48, abovo],

192. To apply the preceding équations to a body possessing
rigidity, it is necessary to take the form as well as the bulk into
account, and therefore to retain, besides the température, six in-
dependent variables to express those elements. There is, of course,
an infinité variety of ways in which the form and bulk of a homo-
geneously strained body may be expressed by means of six inde-
pendent variables. Thus the lengths (three variables) and the
mutual inclinations (three variables) of the edges of a parallelepiped
enclosing always the same portion of the solid in ail states of
strain (which of course always remains a parallelepiped, provided
the strain is homogeneous throughout the solid), may be chosen
for the independent variables ; or we may choose the six elements
of an ellipsoid enclosing always the same portion of the solid
(which will always remain an ellipsoid however the solid be
strained, provided it is strained homogeneously). Thus, let us
actually take for x, y, z the lengths of three conterminous edges
OX, 0 Y, OZ of a certain parallelepiped of the solid, and for £, y, Ç
the angles between the planes meeting in these edges respectively,
the parallelepiped being so chosen that it becomes strained into a
cube of unit dimensions, when the solid is in the particular state
at which we wish to investigate its thermo-elastic properties.

(16),

and ês? (17),

* Transactions of tlie Royal Society, June 15, 1854.
+ Transactions of the Royal Society of Ëainburgh, March 17, 1851.
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193. If then we take

®o=l> y» = 1> ^o=1>
= Vo = W, ?o=27r.

and if we suppose x, y, z, £, y, Ç to differ infinitely little from
xo> Vo> zo> %<»Vo> £o respectively, the actual state (x, y, z, i-, y, Ç) will
be one in which the body is strained from the state (x0, y0, z0,
io> Vo> to) by the edges of the cube being elongated by x ~ x0, y — y0,
z — z0, and the angles meeting in three conterminous edges receiv-
ing augmentations of £0, ?7 — £"0. ^ is clear, since the
altered angles differ each infinitely little from a right angle, that
the strains represented by £ — £0, y — y0, f — to involve no change
of volume, and are simple déformations, each of a perfectly definite
kind, in the planes YOZ, ZOX, XOY respectively, and that the
change of volume due to the six coexistent strains is actually an
infinitely small augmentation amounting to

x-x0 + y~ya + z-z0.

194. • Considering still x — x0 &c. as each very small, we have
the following development by Maclaurin's theorem, the zéro suf¬
fixes to the differential coefficients being used for brevity to dénoté
the values of the différent coefficients at (x0, y0, z0> £0, y0, Ç0).

w - (î). - "•>+(si)/» - »->+(S)/2 -*•>

+(I). «■-«■- (Ile--)-
+ » {(S).<« - + (wl" »? + (S).^
+ ($).«■+©)„«-»'

+ ï(5;).(—'•x»-»4
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195. According to the System of variables* which we have
adopted, as set forth in § 193, when x — x0 &c. are each infinitely
small, x increasing corresponds to a motion of ail the particles in
a plane at a distance unity from YOZ, in directions perpendicular
to this plane, through a space numerically equal to the incrément
of x ; £ increasing corresponds to a motion of ail the particles at
a distance unity from XOY, in directions parallel to YO, through
a space equal to the incrément of or to a motion of ail the
particles at a distance unity from XOZ, in directions parallel to
ZO, through a space equal to the incrément of £, or to two such
motions superimposed, through any spaces respectively, amounting
together to a quantity equal to the incrément of Similar state-
ments apply to the effects of variations of the other four variables.
Hence, if P, Q, R dénoté the normal components of the superficial
tensions experienced respectively by the three pairs of opposite
faces of the unit cube of the solid in the state of strain in which
we are considering it, and if 8, T, U be the components, along
the planes of the faces, of the actual tensions, taken in order of
symmetry, so that S dénotés the component, perpendicular to the
edge opposite to OX, of the superficial tension in either of the

* [A method of generalized stress and strain components is fully developed in
"Eléments of a Mathematical Theory of Elasticity," first published in the Transac¬
tions of the Royal Society for April, 1856, and embodied in an article on "Elasticity,"
about to be published in the Encyclopœdia Britannica.]
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faces meeting in that edge (which are equal for these two faces, or
else the cube would not be in equilibrium, but would experience
the effect of a couple in a plane perpendicular to OX), and T and
U dénoté components, perpendicular respectively to OY and OZ,
of the superficial tensions of the pairs of faces meeting in those
edges, the worlc done on the parallelepiped during an infinitely
small strain in which the variables become augmented by dx, dy, &c.
respectively will be

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz + Sdtj + Tdy + Ud'Ç.

Hence, if the portion of matter of which the intrinsic energy îs
denoted by e, and to which the notation e, w, &c. applies, be the
matter within the parallelepiped referred to, we have

dw
_ p dw _ n dw _ p

dx~ ' ~di~
dw

_ „ dw _ „ dw _ TT

Tr ' dy~ ' dÇ~
196. Using the development of w expressed by (18), we dérivé

from these équations the following expressions for the six com-
ponent tensions:—

dw\

dx) «

+(si),®- f-)+Os,) -'•>+(aîf),®- f->;

( d2w \ x . fd2w

.(19).

+ (4%) ,(i-a+(spy.(" - "•)+(éïl®~0 ;
dw\

dz/n

+ (£fj0(a; -^~%) ~Zo)
+& ~ to + -to + (g^)o(f- « ;

(20).
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»

197. These équations express in the most général possible
manner the conditions of equilibrium of a solid in any state of
strain whatever at a constant température. They show how the
straining forces are altered with any infinitely small altération • of
the strain. If we dénoté by P0 &c. the values of P &c. for the
state (®0, y0, z0, £0, f0, t), the values of P — P0, Q- Q0, P - B0,
S — S0, T — T0, U —U0 given by these équations as linear funétions
of the strains {x-x0), (y-y0), (z - z0), (£-f0), (y-y,),
with twenty-one coefficients, express the whole.tensions required to
apply these strains to the cube, if the condition of the solid when
the parallelepiped is exactly cubical is a condition of no strain, and
in this case become (if single letters are substituted for the co¬
efficients (d?w/dx*)0 &c.) identical with the équations of equilibrium
of an elastic solid subjected to infinitely small strains, which have
been given by Green, Cauchy, Haughton, and other writers. Many
mathematicians and experimenters have endeavoured to show that
in actual solids there are certain essential relations between these

twenty-one coefficients [or moduluses] of elasticity. Whether or
not it may be true that such relations do hold for natural crystals,
it is quite certain that an arrangement of actual pièces of matter
niay be made, constituting a homogeneous whole when considered
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on a large scale (being, in fact, as homogeneous as writers adopt-
ing the atomic theory in any form consider a natural crystal to be),
which shall have an arbitrarily prescribed value for each one of
these twenty-one coefficients. No one can legitimately deny for ail
natural crystals, known and unknown, any property of elasticity, or
any other mechanical or physical property, which a solid composed
of natural bodies artificially put together may have in reality. To
do so is to assume that the infinitely inconceivable structure of the
particles of a crystal is essentially restricted by arbitrary conditions
imposed bjr mathematicians for the sake of shortening the équations
by which their properties are expressed. It is true experiment
might, and does, show particular values for the coefficients for par-
ticular bodies; but I believe even the collation of recorded ex¬
périmental investigations is enough to show bodies violating every
relation that has been imposed ; and I have not a doubt that an
experiment on a natural crystal, magnetized if necessary, might be
made to show each supposed relation violated. Thus it has been
shown, first I believe by Mr Stokes, that the relation which the
earlier writers supposed to exist between rigidity and résistance to
compression is not verified, because experiments on the torsion of
wires of various metals, rods of india-rubber, &c. indicate, on the
whole, less rigidity than would follow, according to that rela¬
tion, from their résistance to compression, and less in différent pro¬
portions for différent metals. It is quite certain that india-rubber,
jelly of any kind (ever so, stiff), and gutta-percha, are ail of them
enormously less rigid in proportion to their résistance to compres¬
sion than glass or the metals ; and they are ail certainly substances
which may be prepared so as to be at least as homogeneous as rods,
wires, bars, or tubes of metals. From some experiments com-
municated to me by Mr Clerk Maxwell, which he has made on iron
wire by flexure and torsion, it appears highly probable that iron is
more rigid in proportion to its résistance to compression than M.
Wertheim's experiments on brass and glass show these bodies to be.

[198. Since the publication of this paper, the same conclusion
as to the relative qualities of iron and brass has been arrived at by
Everett (Transactions of the Royal Society, 1865 and 1866) as a
resuit of fresh experiments made by himself on these substances
in the Physical Laboratory of the University of Glasgow:—but
an opposite conclusion with reference to- two specimens of flint
glass upon which he experimented, and which both showed greater

T. 20
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rigidity in proportion to compressibility than either his ovvn ex-
periments or those of others had shown for iron or any other sub¬
stance accurately experimented on. Far beyond these specimens
of glass, with respect to greatness of rigidity in proportion to com¬
pressibility, is cork ; which though not hitherto accurately ex¬
perimented on, and tbough no doubt very variable in its elastic
quality, shows obviously a very remarkable property, 011 which its
use for corking bottles dépends, viz, that a column of it compressed
endwise does not swell out sidewise to any sensible degree, if at ail.
It is easy to construct a model elastic solid, on the plan suggested
above, which shall actually show latéral shrinking when compressed
longitudinally, and latéral swelling when pulled out longitudinally.
The false theory, referred to above as having been first proved to
be at fault by Stokes, gives for every kind of solid £ as the ratio of
the latéral shrinking to the longitudinal elongation when a rod is
pulled out lengthwise. (Compare Thomson and Tait's Natural
Philosophy, § 685, or Encyclopœdia Britanica, Art. Elasticity,
§ 48.) The following Table shows how différent are the values
of that ratio determined by experiment on several real solids.]

Substances. Autliority.

Ratio of latéral shrinking or
swelling to longitudinal ex¬
tension or shortening undfer
the influence of push or pull
on both ends of a column of
the substance.

Cork.,

Specimens of "crystal"
glass

A specimen of flint glass.
Another specimen of fiinfc

glass
A specimen of brass
Drawn brass rod
Copper
Iron
Steel
Cast steel

lYulcanized india-rubber..

General experience and
some accurate measure-

ments of diameter of a

cork under various de-
grees of end-pressure,
producing shortenings
from small amounts np
to as much as of the
original length

■ Wertheim

Everett (1865)
■ Everett (1866)

Wertheim
Everett (1866)
W. Thomson
Clerk Maxwell
Kirchhoff
Everett (1866)
Joule

■33

•26

•23

•34
•47

from -40 to -23
•27
•29
•31

Less than -5 by an ex-
ceedingly small amount.
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199. The known fact that [many] gelatinous bodies, and the
nearly certain fact that most bodies of ail kinds, when their tem¬
pératures are raised, become less rigid to a much more marked ex-
tent than that of any effect on their compressibilities, are enough
to show that neither the relation first supposed to exist, nor any
other constant relation between compressibility and rigidity, can
hold even for one body at différent températures.

200. Again, some of the relations which have been supposed
to exist lead to three principal axes of elasticity. Many natural
crystals do certainly exhibit perfect symmetry of form with refer-
ence to three rectangular axes, and therefore probably possess ail
their physical properties symmetrically with reference to those
axes ; but as certainly many, and among them some of the best
known, of natural crystals do not exhibit symmetry of form with
reference to rectangular axes, and possess the mechanical property
of resisting fracture differently in différent directions, without
symmetry about any three rectangular axes—for instance, Iceland
spar, which has three planes of greatest brittleness ("cleavage-
planes"), inclined at equal angles to one another and to a common
axis (the "optic-axis" of the crystal). If, as probably must be
the case, the elastic properties within the limits of elasticity have
correspondence with the mechanical properties on which the
brittleness in différent directions dépends, the last-mentioned
class of crystals cannot have three principal axes of elasticity.at
right angles to one another. It will be an interesting inquiry
{Encyclopœdia Britannica, Art. Elasticity, § 41) to examine
thoroughly the various directional properties of an elastic solid
represented by the différent coefficients (of which the entire
number may of course be reduced from twenty-one to eighteen by
a choice of axes), or by various combinations of them.

201. The général thermodynamic principles expressed above
in the équations (6), (8), (12), and (13) enable us to détermine the
relations between the évolution of heat or cold by strains of any
kind effected on an elastic solid, the variation of its elastic forces
with température, and the différences and variations of its spécifie
heats. Thus (6) gives at once, when the development of w ex¬
pressed by (18) is used, and for (dw/dx)0, &c. are substituted
P, &c., which are infinitely nearly equal to them, the following
expression for the heat absorbed by an infinitely small straining,
namely from (x0, y0, £0, Vo, &) to (x, y, z, £, y, £):—

20—2
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u-'»> - dit (y-y-)-Tt <2 -*•>

202. We conclude that cold is produced whenever a solid is
strained by opposing, and heat when it is strained by yielding to,
any elastic force of its own, tbe strength of which Avould diminish
if the température were raised—but that, on the contrary, heat
is produced when a solid is strained against, and cold when it is
strained by yielding to, any elastic force of its own, the strength
of which would increase if the température were raised. When
the stress is a pressure, uniform in ail directions, fluids may be
included in the statement. Thus we may conclude as certain:—

(1) That a cubical compression of any elastic fluid or solid in
an ordinary condition would cause an évolution of heat ; but that,
on the contrary, a cubical compression would produce cold in any
substance, solid or fluid, in such an ahnormal state that it would
contract if heated, while kept under constant pressure.

(2) That if a Avire already twisted be suddenly twisted further,
always, however, within its limits of elasticity, cold wiïl be pro¬
duced ; and that if it be allowed suddenly to untwist, heat will
be evolved from itself (besides heat generated externally by any
Avork alloAved to be Avasted, Avhich it does in untwisting). For
I suppose it is certain that the torsive rigidity of every Avire is
diminished by an élévation of température.

(3) That a spiral spring suddenly drawn out will become
lower in température, and will rise in température when suddenly
allowed to draAv in. [This resuit has since been experimentally
verified by Joule (" Thermodynamic Properties of Solids," Trans.
Roy. Soc., June, 1858), and the amount of the effect found to agree
Avith that calculated, according to the preceding thermodynamic
theory, from the amount of the weakening of the spring Avhich lie
found by experiment.]

(4) That a bar or rod or wire of any substance with or Avithout
a Aveight hung on it, or experiencing any degree of end thrust, to
begin Avith, becomes cooled if suddenly elongated by end pull or by
diminution of end thrust, and Avarmed if suddenly shortened by end
thrust or by diminution of end pull : except abnormal cases, in
which, Avith constant end pull or end thrust, élévation of tempera-
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ture produces shortening ; in every such case pull or diminished
thrust produces élévation of température, thrust or diminished pull
lowering of température.

(4') That an india-rubber band suddenly drawn out (within its
limits of elasticity) produces cold, and that, on the contrary, when
allowed to contract, heat will be evolved from it. For it is certain
that an india-rubber band with a weight suspended by it will ex-
pand in length if the température be raised. [Alas for over-confi-
dent assertion ! This is not true—at ail events not true in général
for either natural or vulcanized india-rubber, but only true for
india-rubber in somewhat exceptional circumstances. It was
founded on the supposition that india-rubber becomes less rigid
when raised in température, which, besides seeming to be expect-
able for solids generally, seemed to be experimentally proved for
india-rubber by the familiar stiffness of common india-rubber in
very cold weather. My original supposition is in fact correct for
india-rubber which lias become rigid by being kept at rest at a low
température for some time. In this condition india-rubber was
found by Joule to be cooled when suddenly stretched, and lieated
when the stretching weight was removed ; and therefore, when in
this condition, it is certain, from the thermodynamic principle, that
a band of the substance bearing a weight will expand in length if
the température is raised, and shrink when the température is
lowered. But the very piece of india-rubber in which Joule found
a cooling effect by pull when its température was 5° C., gave him a
heating effect by pull, and a cooling effect on withdrawal of pull,
when the température was 15° C. Joule experimented also on
vulcanized india-rubber, and with it always found a heating effect
when the substance was pulled out, and a cooling effect when it was
allowed to shrink back. I pointed out to him that therefore,
by thermodynamic theory, a vulcanized india-rubber band, when
stretched by a constant weight of sufficient amount hung on it,
must, when heated, pull up the weight, and when cooled, allow the
weight to descend. This is an experiment which any one can make
with the greatest ease by hanging a few pounds weight on a com¬
mon india-rubber band, and taking ared-hot coal, in a pair of tongs,-
or a red-hot poker, and moving it up and down close to the band.
The way in which the weight rises when the red-hot body is near,
and falls when it is removed, is quite startling. Joule experimented
on the amount of shrinking per degree of élévation of température,
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with différent weights hung on a band of vulcanized india-rubber,
and found that they closely agreed with the amounts calculated by
my theory from the heating effects of pull, and cooling effects of
ceasing to pull, which he liad observed in the same piece of india-
rubber. Joule's experiments leave tbe statements of the following
paragraph (5) true for'common india-rubber at 5° C., but reverse it
for common india-rubber at higher températures and for vulcanized
india-rubber at ail ordinary températures—that is to say, leave it
applicable to these substances with " pull " substituted for " push "
throughout.]

(5) We may conclude as highly probable, that pushing a column
of india-rubber together longitudinally while leaving it free at its
sides will cause the évolution of heat, when the force by which its
ends are pushed together falls short of a certain limit ; but that, on
the contrary, if this force exceeds a certain limit, cold will be pro-
duced by suddenly increasing the force a very little, so as to con-
tract the column further. For I suppose it'is certain that a column
of india-rubber with no weight, or only a small weight on its top,
will expand longitudinally when its température is raised ; but it
appears to me highly probable that if the weight on ths top of the
column exceed a certain limit, the diminished rigidity of the column
will allow it to descend when the température is raised. [This
second change we now know to be contrary to the true state of the
case ; for we have seen that the rigidity of vulcanized india-rubber
is augmented by élévation of température.]

203. The spécifie heat of an elastic solid homogeneously
strained under given pressures or tensions will be obtained by find-
ing the differential coefficients of x, y, z, y, Ç with reference to
t, so as to make P, Q, B, 8, T, U each remain constant or vary in
a given manner—that is to say, by finding the coefficients of ex¬
pansion in various dimensions for the body with an infinitely small
change of its température, and using these in (3) above.

204. The elastic properties of such a crystal as is frequently
found in natural specimens of garnet—a regular rhombic do-
decahedron—must, if they correspond to the crystalline form, be
symmetrical with reference to six axes in the substance perpen-
dicular to the six pairs of opposite faces of the dodecahedron, or to
the six edges of a regular tetrahedron, related to the dodecahedron
in a determinate manner (having for its corners four of the eight
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trihedral corners of the dodecahedron) ; and yet they may differ,
and in ail probability they do differ, in différent directions through
the crystal. The relations among the coefficients of elasticity,
according to the system of independent variables used in the pre-
ceding paper, which are required to express such circumstances,
may be investigated by choosing for the normal cube a cube with
faces perpendicular to the lines joining the three pairs of opposite
tetrahedral corners of the dodecahedron. The choice of the normal

cube makes ail the coefficients vanish except nine, and makes
these nine related one to another as follows :

where A, fi, k are three independent coefficients, introduced merely
for the sake of comparison with M. Lamé's notation. In différent
natural crystals of the cubical system, such as fluor-spar, garnet, &c.,
it is probable that the three coefficients here left have différent
relations with one another. The body would, as is known, be, in
its elastic qualities, perfectly isotropic if, and not so unless, the
further relation

/d2w\
_ / d2w \ /d2w\

\dx2)o \dydz)0+ \dgy0
were fulfilled. Hence the quantity k in the preceding formulée
expresses the crystalline quality which I suppose to exist in the
elasticity of a crystal of the cubic class.

205. The fact of there being a system of six axes of symmetry
in cubic crystals (the diagonals of sides of the cube), has suggested
to me a system of independent variables, symmetrical with respect
to those six axes, which I believe may be found extremely con-
venient in the treatment of a mechanical theory of crystallography,
and which, so far as I know, has not hitherto been introduced for
the expression of a state of strain in an elastic solid. It is simply
the six edges of a tetrahedron enclosing always the same part of the
solid, a system of variables which might be used in ail expressions
connected with the theory of the elasticity of solids. To apply it
to express the elastic properties of a crystal of the cubical class, let
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the tetrahedron be chosen with its edges parallel to the six lines
which are lines of symmetry when the solid is unstrained. In any
state of strain let x, y, z be the lengths of three edges lying in
one plane, and £, y, 'Ç those of the three others (which meet in a
point). Let x0, y0, z0, f0, y0, dénoté the values (equal among
themselves) of these variables for the unstrained state, and let w
be the work required to bring any portion of the solid (whether
the tetrahedron itself or not is of no conséquence) from the un¬
strained state to the state (x, y, z, f, y, £) while kept at a constant
température. The relations among the coefficients of elasticity
according to this system of variables, to express perfect symmetry
with reference to the six axes, will clearly be :—

/<PwA
__ fd'_w\ _ (d2w\ _ /cfw\ _ /d2w\ _ (d2w\\da?)ç) \dy2)0~\dz2 )0~\dÇ2)0~\dy2 )0~ \dÇi)0~™'

/ d2w \
_ / d2w \ / d2w \

_ / d2w \ _ f d2w ^
\dydz)0 \dzdx) 0 \dxdy) 0 [cîydÇ/ 0 [dÇdg/0

_ / d2w \
_ / d2w \ _ / d2w \ _ f d2w \

\d%dy)o \dxdy/0 KdxdÇJo \dydÇ)0
_ / d2w \ _ / d2w \ _ / d2w \

\dydÇJ o [dzdtjJo dÇdy)0~<T'
/ d2w \ _f d\v \ __t d2w \
\dxdt;) o \dydy)a [dzdçj0~C°'

where vr, a, ca dénoté three independent coefficients of elasticity
for the substance. The définition of the new system of variables
may be given as simply, and in some respects more conveniently,
by referring to the dodecahedron, whose faces are perpendicular to
the edges of the tetrahedron. Thus the six variables x, y, z, Ç, y, Ç
may be taken to dénoté respectively the mutual distances of the
six pairs of parallel faces of the rhombohedron into which the
regular dodecahedron is altered when the solid is strained in any
manner. Thus, if the portion of the solid considered be the dode¬
cahedron itself, and of such dimensions that when it is in its
normal state the area of each face is unity, the value,s of dco/dx&c.,
denoted, as in the preceding paper, by P, Q, R, S, T, U, are normal
tensions (reckoned, as usual, per unit of area) on surfaces in the
solid parallel to the faces of the dodecahedron, which compounded
give the actual straining force to which the solid is subjected.
The coefficients denoted above by ot, cr, co are such as to give the
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following expressions for tbe component straining tensions in terms
of the strains :—

P =-m(x-x0) + co (%-£,) +a (y-y, + z-z0 + r,-Vo +Ç- £,) ;

Q = vs (y-y0) + m (y - Vo) + a (z - z0 + x-x0 + Ç- £0 + £0) 5
P = ® (s - s0) + « (f - £,) + a (x - x„ + y - ya + £ - £, + v - Vo) ;
^ = OT(^-^o) + co (x-x0) + a(y-y0 + s -z0 + V ~ V0 +Ç ~

T = ® (v - 7j0) + <» (2/ - 2/0) + o- (z - z, + x - x0 + Ç - g, + f - £0) ;

Cf = ■ w (£- g0) + to (^ - ^„) + o- (» - x0 +y- y0 + £ - £„ + *?-%).
206. The three quantifies, ra-, &>, o-, or the three coefficients of

elasticity according to the new system of independent variables,
will express, by their différent relative values, the elastic pro-
perties of ail crystals of the cubical class. For a perfectly iso-
tropic body, a particular numerical relation, wliich I have not
yet determined, must hold between za, p, and a ; and two inde¬
pendent coefficients of elasticity will remain. To détermine
this relation, and to find the formula) of transformation from one
set of variables to another on the new system, or from the new
system to the ordinary system (that which was used. in the pre-
ceding portion of this paper), or vice versâ, may be interesting ob-
jects of enquiry.

Glasgow Collège, March 10, 1855.

207. Extracted, from Nichol's " Gyclopœdia of the Physical
Sciences," second édition, 1860. Thermomagnetism. (1) Expéri¬
mental Facts.—Gilbert found that if a piece of soft iron between
the pôles of a magnet be raised to a bright red heat it loses
ail its ordinary indications of magnetism, and it only retains
(Faraday, Exp. Res. 2344—2347) slight traces of the para-
magnetic character. Nickel loses its magnetic inductive capacity
very rapidly as its température rises about 635° Fahr., and bas
very little left at the température of boiling oil. Cobalt loses
its inductive capacity at a far bigher température than that of
either, near the melting-point of copper. Of the three metals,
iron remains nearly constant, nickel falls gradually, and cobalt
actually rises in inductive capacity as the température is raised'
from 0° to 300° Fahr. (Faraday, Exp. Res. 3428 ; Phil. Trans.
Nov. 1855). Cobalt, of course, must have a maximum inductive
capacity at some température intermediate between 300° Fahr.
and the température of melting copper. Crystals, when their
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températures are raised, have their magnetic inductive capacities
in différent directions of the crystalline substance rendered less
unequal, and in général to a very marked degree. Thus Faraday
found the différence of inductive capacities in différent directions
in a crystal of bismuth (a diamagnetic crystal) reduced to less
than lialf when the température was raised from 100° to 280°.
In carbonate of iron (a paramagnetic crystal) the différence of
inductive capacities in différent directions was reduced to one
third when the température was raised from 70° to 289° Fahr.,
and was tripled when the température was again brought down to
70° [Exp. Res. 3400 and 3411).

(2) Thermodynamic Relations.—The theory of the mutual
convertibility of heat and mechanical work in réversible ope-
rations when applied to these phenomena proves :—1. That a

piece of soft iron at a moderate or low red heat, when drawn
gently away from a magnet expériences a cooling effect, and
when allowed to approaeh a magnet expériences a heating effect ;
that nickel at ordinary températures, and cobalt at high tem¬
pératures, within some definite range below that of melting
copper, experience the same kind of effects when subjected to
similar magnetic opérations. 2. That cobalt at ordinary at-
mospheric températures, and at ail températures upwards to
its température of maximum inductive capacity, expériences a
cooling effect when allowed to approaeh a magnet slowly, and
a heating effect when drawn away. 3. That a crystal in a
magnetic field expériences a cooling effect when its axis of
greatest paramagnetic or of least diamagnetic inductive capacity
is turned round from a position along to a position across the lines
of force, and a heating effect when such a motion is reversed.

208. [Let there be three rectangular axes fixed relatively to
the .moveable body, whether soft iron, or copper, or a crystal
in a magnetic field, and, considering the whole magnetic motive*
on the body, reduce it, after the manner of Poinsot, to three
component forces along the magnetic axes and three couples
round these axes. Let P, Q, R be the force-components, and
S, T, U the couple-components thus obtained, which we must

* [lu dynamics the want is keenly felt of an expression for a System of forces
acting on a body : adopting a suggestion of my brother, Professor James Thomson,
the Word "motive" is used in the text to supply this want.]
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suppose to be known functions of t, the température. Equation
(22) of § 201 above gives Ii, the quantity of heat which must be
supplied to prevent the body from becoming cooler when it is
moved through infinitésimal spaces x — x0, y—y0, z — z0 in the
directions of the three axes, and turned through infinitésimal
angles if —£0, V~V0> r°und t^e same axes. The lowering
of température which it expériences if heat is neither given to

H
it nor taken from it is equal to , where G dénotés the whole

capacity for heat of the body, or the product of its mass or bulk
by its spécifie heat per unit of mass or per unit of bulk. If the
directions of x, y, z and if, y, Ç are such that P, Q, B, S, T, U
are positive, then for iron and nickel, and for cobalt at tempéra¬
tures above that of its maximum inductive capacity,

_dP _dQ _dR dS _dT _dU
dt ' dt ' dt ' dt ' dt ' dt

are positive, and therefore the substance expériences a cooling
effect when it is moved in such a manner as to require work to be
done against magnetic force ; and the reverse is the case for cobalt
at ordinary températures.]

209. Extracted from Nicliol's " Cyclopœdia of the Physical
Sciences," second édition, 1860.—Tbe most probable account that
can be given of the pyro-electric quality of dipolar crystals is, that
these bodies intrinsically possess the same kind of bodily electro-
polarization which Faraday, in his Expérimental Besearches, has
clearly proved to be temporarily produced in solid and liquid
non-conductors, and that they possess this property to différent
degrees at différent températures.

The inductive action exercised by this electro-polar state of
the substance, on the matter touching the body ail round, in¬
duces a superficial electrification which perfectly balances its
electric force on ail points in the external matter ; but when
the crystal is broken in two across its electric axis, the two parts
exhibit as wholes contrary electrifications, not only by the free.
electro-polarities on the fractured surfaces discovered by Canton,
but by the induced electrifications on the whole surface, belonging
to the old state of electric equilibrium, and gradually lost by slow
conduction, wliile a new superficial distribution of electricity on
each fragment is acquired which ultimately masks ail external
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symptoms of electric excitement. When the température of
the substance is changed, its electro-polarization changes simul-
taneously, while the masking superficial electrification follows
the change only by slow degrees—more or less slow according to
the greater or less résistance offered to electric conduction in the
substance or along its surface.

[210. If the preceding explanation of pyro-electricity be true,
it rnust follow that, a pyro-electric crystal moved about in an
electric field will experience cooling effects or heating effects
calculable by formula (22) of § 201, witli the same notation for
the electric subject- as that of § 208 for magnetism. Thus the
effects will be the same for a crystal at the same température
whatever be the electrification of its surface. Thus it is re-

inarkable that, in virtue of the wholly latent electric polarity of a

seemingly neutral pyro-electric crystal (that is to say, a crystal
at the surface of which there is an electrification neutralizing
for external space the force due to its internai electric polarity),
the same cooling and heating effects will be produced by moving
it in an electric field, as similar motions would produce in a
similar crystal which, by having been heated in hot water, dried
at the high température, and cooled, is in a state of pyro-electric
excitement.

Yacht ' Lalla Rookh,'
Lakgs, Sept. 13, 1877.]

APPENDIX. (Notes I., II., III.)

Note I.

[From Proceedings of tlie Royal Society of. Edinburgh, Dec. 1851.]

On a Mechanical Theory of Tliermo-Electric Currents.
It was discovered by Peltier that heat is absorbed at a surface

of contact of bismuth and antimony in a compound metallic con-
ductor, when electricity traverses it from the bismuth to the
antimony, and that heat is generated when electricity traverses it
in the contrary direction. This fact, taken in connection with
Joule's law of the electrical génération of heat in a homogeneous
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metallic conductor, suggests the following assumption, which is
the foundation of the theory at présent laid before the Royal
Society.

When electricity passes in a current of uniform strength y
through a heterogeneous linear conductor, no part of which is per-
mitted to vary in température, the heat generated in a given time is
exvressible by the formula

Ay + Bf,
where A, which may be either positive or négative, and B, which is
essentially positive, dénoté qualities independent of y.

The fondamental équations of the theory are the following :—

Fy = J (y2a* + By2) (a),

2«* = 2a,(l-6'-^'"K) (b),
where F dénotés the electromotive force (considered as of the
same sign with y, when it acts in the direction of the current)
which must act to produce or to permit the current y to circulate
uniformly through the conductor ; J the mechanical équivalent of
the thermal unit ; aty the quantity of heat evolved in the unit of
time in ail parts of the conductor which are at the température t
when y is infinitely small ; g " Carnot's fonction*" of the tempe-
rature t ; T the température of the coldest part of the circuit ; and
2 a summation including ail parts of the circuit.

The first of these équations is a mere expression of the équi¬
valence, according to the principles established by Joule, of the
work, -fyf, done in a unit of time by the electromotive force, to
the heat developed, which, in the circumstances, is the sole effect
produced. The second is a conséquence of the first and of the
following équation :—

cj). y = pZuty . (t - T) (c),
where dénotés the electromotive force when y is infinitely small,
and when the températures in ail parts of the circuit are infinitely

* The -values of this function, calculated from Regnault's observations, and"
the hypothesis that the density of saturated steam follows the " gaseous laws," for
every degree of température from 0° to 230° cent., are shown in Table I. of the
author's "Account of Carnot's Theory" [Art. xli., above], Transactions, vol. xvi.,
p. 541.

t See Philosoplncal Magazine., Dec. 1851, " On Applications of the Principle of
Mechanical Effect," &c. [Art. liv., below].
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nearly equal. This latter équation is an expression, for the pré¬
sent circumstances, of the proposition* (first enunciated by Carnot
and first established in the dynamical theory by Clausius) that
the obtaining of mechanical effect from heat, by means of a per-
fectly réversible arrangement, dépends in a definite manner on the
transmission of a certain quantity of heat from one body to another
at a lower température. There is a degree of uncertainty in the
présent application of this principle, on account of the conduction
of heat that must necessarily go on from the hotter to the colder
parts of the circuit ; an agency which is not reversed when the
direction of the current is changed. As it cannot be shown that
the thermal effect of this agency is infinitely small, compared with
that of the electric current, unless y be so large that the term 7?y8,
expressing the thermal effect of another irréversible agency, cannot
be neglected, the conditions required for the application of Carnot
and Clausius's principle, according to the démonstrations of it
which have been already given, are not completely fulfilled : the
author therefore considers that at présent this part of the theory
requires expérimental vérification.

1. A first application of the theory is to the case of antimony
and bismuth ; and it is shown that the fact discovered by Seebeck
is, according to équation (c), a conséquence of the more recent
discovery of Peltier referred to above,—a partial vérification of
the only douhtful part of the theory being thus afforded.

2. If ©y dénoté the quantity of heat evolved, [or — ©y the
quantity absorbed,] at the surface of séparation of two metals in a

compound circuit, by the passage of a current of electricity of
strength y across it, when the température t is kept constant ; and
if </> dénoté the electromotive force produced in the same circuit
by keeping the two junctions at températures t and t', which differ
from one another by an infinitely small amount, the magnitude of
this force is given by the équation

* = ©/*(«'-«) id),
and its direction is such, that a current produced by it would
cause the absorption of heat at the hotter junction, and the évolu¬
tion of heat at the colder. A complété expérimental vérification
of this conclusion would fully estahlish the theory.

*•"Dynamical Theory of Heat" [§ 9, above] (Transactions, vol. xx., part ii.),
Prop. II., &e.
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3. If a current of electricity, passing from hot to cold, or from
cold to hot, in the same métal produced the same thermal effects ;
that is, if no term of "%at depended upon variation of température
from point to point of the same métal ; we should have, by équa¬
tion (et),

<fi = J^ (f — t) ; and therefore, by (d), ^ = i ©/a.
From this we deduce

© = ®0 e ; and <fi — (t' — t) /a©0 e 5 ^°^dt _

A table of the values of for every tenth degree from 0 to
230 is given, according to the values of g*, used in the author's
previous papers ; showing, that if the hypothesis just mentioned
were true, the thermal electromotive force corresponding to a given
very small différence of températures would, for the same two
metals, increase very slowly, as the mean absolute température is
raised. Or, if Mayer's hypothesis, vvhich leads to the expression

1 +^Et ^°r W<3re ^rue' elecfrom°five force of the same pair of
metals would be the same, for the same différence of températures,
whatever be the absolute températures. Whether the values of g,

previously found were correct or not, it would follow, from the
preceding expression for (fi, that the electromotive force of a
thermo-electric pair is subject to the same law of variation, with
the températures of the two junctions, whatever be the metals of
which it is composed. This resuit being at variance with known
facts, the hypothesis on which it is founded must be false ; and
the author arrives at the remarkable conclusion, that an electric
current produces différent thermal effects, according as it passes
from hot to cold, or from cold to hot, in the same métal.

4. If A (t' — t) be taken to dénoté the value of the part of £ae
which dépends on this circumstance, and which corresponds to ail
parts of the circuit of which the températures lie within an

* The unit of force adopted in magnetic and electro-magnetic researches, being
that force which, acting on a unit of matter, generateâ a unit of velocity in the unit
of time, the values of /j. and J used in this paper are obtained by multiplying the
values used in the author's former papers, by 32-2.
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infini tely small range t to t'; the équations to be substituted for
the preceding are

/7(H)
t) (e),

and therefore, by (d),
d® - 1 „ y Jt\•* </>•

5. The following expressions for F, the electromotive force in
a thermo-electric pair, with the two junctions at températures S
and T differing by any finite amount, are then established in terms
of the preceding notations, with the addition of suffixes to dénoté
the particular values of ® for the températures of the junctions.

F= [ /iSdt = j\&s-0T+[ 'àdt
t l j t

rs

:j{ea(i-e-U>)+ j^(1.
i r
jj t

fxdt. dt

■ig)-

6. It has been shown by Magnus, tbat no sensible electi'o-
motive force is produced by keeping the différent parts of a circuit
of one homogeneous métal at différent températures, however
différent their sections rnay be. It is concluded that for this case
^ = 0 ; and therefore that, for a thermo-electric element of two
metals, we must have

* = ^ (t)-%({),
where Tj and dénoté functions depending solely on the quali-
ties of the two metals, and expressing the thermal effects of a
current passing througli a conductor of either métal, kept at différ¬
ent uniform températures in différent parts. Thus, with référencé
to the métal to which Tj corresponds, if a current of strength <y

pass through a conductor consisting of it, the quantity of heat
absorbed in any infinitely small part PP' is Tj (t) (t' — t) 7, if t and
t' be the températures at P and P' respectively, and if the current
be in the direction from P to P'. An application to the case of
copper and iron is made, in which it is shown that, if Tj, and
refer to these metals respectively, if S be a certain température
defined below (whicb, according to Regnault's observations, cannot
differ much from 240 cent.), and if T be any lower température ;
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we have

(t)-%(t)}dt = ®T+jF,
since the experiments made by Becquerel lead to the conclusion,
that at a certain high température iron and copper change their
places in the thermo-electric sériés (a conclusion which the author
has experimentally verified), and if this température be denoted
by 8, we must consequently have ©s = 0.

The quantifies denoted by ©j, and F in the preceding équation
being both positive, it is concluded that, when a thermo-electric
current passes through a piece of iron from one end Icept at about
240° cent., to the other end hept cold, in a circuit of which the re-
mainder is copper, including a long résistance wire of uniform
température throughout or an electro-magnetic engine raising
weights, there is heat evolved at the cold junction of the copper and
iron, and (no heat béing either absorbed or evolved at the hot junction)
there must be a quantity ofheat absorbed on the whole in the rest of
the circuit. When there is no engine raising weights, in the circuit,
the sum of the quantities evolved, at the cold junction, and generated
in the " résistance wire," is equal to the quantity absorbed on the
whole in the other parts of the circuit. When there is an engine in
the circuit, the sum of the heat evolved at the cold junction and the
thermal équivalent of the weights raised, is equal to the quantity. of
heat absorbed on the whole in ail the circuit except the cold junction.

7. An application of the theory to the case of a circuit con-
sisting of several différent metals, shows that if

dénoté the electromotive forces in single elements, consisting
respectively of différent metals taken in order, with the same abso-
lute températures of the junctions in each element, we have

which expresses a proposition, the truth of which was first pointed
out and experimentally verified by Becquerel. A curious expéri¬
mental vérification of this proposition (so far as regards the signs
of the terms of the preceding équation) was made by the author,
with reference to certain specimens of platinum wire, and iron and
copper wires. He had observed that the platinum wire, with iron
wires bent round its ends, constituted a less powerful thermo-

<f>(A, B), 4>(B,G), <j>(0,D), Z,A)

<j>(A,B) + cj>(B, 0) + <f>(0,D) .+ (j) (Z, A) — 0,
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electric element than an iron wire with copper wires bent round
its ends, for températures within atmospberic limits. He tried, in
conséquence, the platinum wire with copper wires bent round its
ends, and connected with the ends of a galvanometer coil ; and he
found that, with températures within atmospheric limits, a current
passed from the copper to the platinum through the hot junction,
and concluded that, in the thermo-electric sériés

this platinum wire must, at ordinary températures, be between
iron and copper. He found that the platinum wire retained the
same properties after having been heated to redness in a spirit-
lamp and cooled again ; but with températures above some limit
itself considerably below that of boiling water, he found that the
iron and platinum constituted a more powerful thermo-electric
element than the iron and copper ; and he verified that for such
températures, in the platinum and copper element the current
was from the platinum to the copper through the hot junction,
and therefore that the copper now lay between the iron and the
platinum of the sériés, or in the position in which other observers
have generally found copper to lie with reference to platinum. A
second somewhat thinner platinum wire was found to lie invariably
on the négative side of copper, for ail températures above the
freezing point ; but a third, still thinner, possessed ' the same
property as the iirst, altlrough in a less marked degree, as the
superior limit of the range of températures for which it was posi¬
tive towards copper was lower than in the case of the first wire.
By making an element of the first and third platinum wire, it was
found that the former was positive towards the latter, as was to be
expected.

In conclusion, varions objects. of expérimental research regard-
ing thermo-electric forces and currents are pointed out, and methods
of experimenting are suggested. It is pointed out that, failing
direct data, the absolute value of the electromotive force in an
element of copper and bismuth, with its two junctions kept at the
températures 0° and 100° cent., may be estimated indirectly from
Pouillet's comparison of the strength of the current it sends
through a copper wire 20 métrés long and 1 millimétré in diameter,

+

Bismuth,
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with the strength of a current decomposing water at an observed
rate ; by means of déterminations by Weber, and of others, of the
spécifie résistance of copper and the electro-chemical équivalent of
water, in absolute units. The spécifie résistances of différent spéci¬
mens of copper having been found to differ considerably from one
another, it is impossible, without experiments on the individual
wire used by M. Pouillet, to détermine with ' much accuracy the
absolute résistance of his circuit, but the author has estimated it
on the hypothesis that the spécifie résistance of its substance is 2J
British units. Taking '02 as the electro-chemical équivalent of
water in British absolute units, the author has thus found 16300
as the electromotive force of an element of copper and bismuth,
with the two junctions at 0° and 100° respectively. About 154 of
such elements would be required to produce the same electro¬
motive force as a single cell of Daniell's ; if, in Daniell's battery,
the whole chemical action were electrically efficient. A battery of
1000 copper and bismuth elements, with the two sets of junctions
at 0° and 100° cent., employed to work a galvanic engine, if the
résistance in the whole circuit be équivalent to that of a copper
wire of about 100 feet long and about one-eighth of an inch in
diameter, and if the engine be allowed to move at such a rate as
by inductive reaction to diminish the strength of the current to the
half of what it is when the engine is at rest, would produce me-
chanical effect at the rate of about one fîfth of a horse-power. The
electromotive force of a copper and bismuth element, with its two
junctions at 0° and 1°, being found by Pouillet to be about ^ of
the electromotive force when the junctions are at 0° and 100°, must
be about 163. The value of 0O for copper and bismuth, according
to these results (and to the value 160T6 of /a at 0°), or the quan-
tity of heat absorbed in a second of time by a current of unit
strength in passing from bismuth to copper, when the température
is kept at 0°, is ^ ^ , or very nearly equal to the quantity required
to raise the température of a grain of water from 0° to 1° cent.

21—2
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Note II.

[From Proceedings ofthe Royal Society of Edinburgli, May, 1854.]

A Mechanxcal Theory of Thermo-electric Currents in

Crystalline Solids.

[Abstract of Part VI. (§§ 97—181) above.]
In this paper the Mecbanical Theory of Thermo-electric

Currents in linear conductors of non-crystalline substance, first
communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh December 15,
1851 [Note I. of this appendix], is extended to solids of any form
and of crystalline substance.

It is proved, that if a solid be such that bars eut from it in
différent directions have différent thermo-electric powers relatively
to one another, or to other linear conductors, forming part of a
circuit, there must, for every bar eut from it, except in certain
particular directions (principal thermo-electric axes), be a new
thermo-electric quality, of a kind quite distinct from any hitherto
known ; giving rise to a reciprocal thermo-dynamic action, which
consists of a différence in température at the sides of the bar causing
a current to flow longitudinally, when the two ends, being at the same
température, are connected by a uniformly heated conductor; and a
current through the bar causing an absorption and évolution of heat
at its two sides, when these are kept at the same température.

The most général conceivable thermo-electric relations of a

crystalline solid, or body possessing, inductively or structurally,
différent physical properties in différent directions, are next
examined. It is shown how a metallic structure may be actually
made up of pièces of différent non-crystalline metals, which, taken
on a large scale compared with the dimensions of the lieterogeneous
elements of which it is composed, will be found to exhibit the
most général type of thermo-electric directional relations indicated
by the abstract investigation ; and it is inferred that it would be
wrong to limit the général expressions by any particular assump-
tion, even if we only discover simpler types of thermo-electric rela¬
tions in natural crystals.
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The général équations determining the thermo-electric currents
in any naturally, inductively, or structurally crystalline solid ;
resulting either from a completely specified distribution of tempe-
rature through it ; or from given external appliances of heat, on
which, and on the thermo-electric currents themselves, the distribu¬
tion of heat through the interior will dépend ; are investigated.

Certain particular applications of the général équations are also
made ; and the thermo-electric properties of metallic structures
(laid before the Society as solids actually possessing the properties
referred to), are investigated.

The paper in which this extension of the theory is described,
includes a more developed account of the theory of thermo-electric
currents in non-crystalline conductors, formerly communicated, than
has been hitherto printed ; with a simplification in the fonda¬
mental équations introduced without hypothesis, by the adoption
of a thermometric assumption proposed as the foundation of an
absolute scale of température, in conséquence of thermo-dynamic
experiments on air recently made by Mr Joule and the author. It
also includes a brief outline of some expérimental investigations
undertaken to answer questions proposed in the former theoretical
communication, and suggested by various considérations which
occurred in the course of the research, and by the new part of the
theory now communicated to the Royal Society.
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Note III.

[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Nov. 1853.]

Note (A) on the Mechanical Action of Heat, and
(B) the Specific Heat of Air*.

(a) Synthetical Investigation of the Duty of a Perfect Thermo-Dynamic Engine
founded on the Expansions and Condensations of a Fluid, for whicli the gaseous
laws liold and the ratio (le) of the spécifie heat under constant pressure to the
specific heat in constant volume is constant; and modification of the resuit ly the
assumption o/Mayeb's hypothesis t.

Let tlie source from which the heat is supplied be at the
température 8, and let T dénoté the température of the coldest
body that can be obtained as a refrigerator. A cycle of the follow-
ing four opérations, being réversible in every respect, gives, according
to Carnot's principle, first demonstrated for the Dynamical Theory
by Clausius, the greatest possible statical mechanical effect that
can be obtained in these circumstances from a quantity of heat
supplied from the source.

(1) Let a quantity of air contained in a cylinder and piston, at
the température S, be allowed to expand to any extent, and let
heat be supplied to it to keep its température constantly S.

(2) Let the air expand farther, without being allowed to take
heat from or to part with heat to surrounding matter, until its
température sinks to T.

(3) Let the air be allowed to part with heat so as to keep its
température constantly T, while it is compressed to such an extent
that at the end of the fourth opération the température may be 8.

* Extracted from the Philosophical Transactions (Part n. 1852), being a Note
added to a paper by Mr Joule on the Air Engine.

t That is, that the heat evolved when air is compressed and kept at constant
température, is the thermal équivalent of the work spent in the compression
—(Addition, April, 1853). Experiments recently made by Mr Joule and myself
have shown that this hypothesis is so nearly true for atmospheric air, that it may be
used in ail calculations in which the déviations from "the gaseous laws" of com¬

pression and expansion are not taken into account. See Philosophical Magasine,
Oct. 1852.
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(4) Let the air be fartber compressed, and prevented from
either gaining or parting with heat, till the piston reaohes its
primitive position.

The amount of mechanical effect gained on the whole of this
cycle of opérations will be the excess of the mechanical effect
obtained by the first and second above the work spent in the third
and fourth. Now if P and V dénoté the primitive pressure and
volume of the air, and if Px and Vlt P2 and F2, P3 and F3, P4 and
V4, dénoté the pressure and volume respectively, at the ends of
the four successive opérations, we have by the gaseous laws, and
by Poisson's formula and a conclusion from it quoted above*, the
following expressions :—

VMechanical effect obtained by the first opération = PFlog~.
Mechanical effect obtained by the second opération

* From a Letter of tlie Author's to Mr Joule.
" To find the work neeessary to compress a given mass of air to a given fraction

of its volume, when no heat is permitted to leave the air ; let P, V, T be the primi¬
tive pressure, volume, and température, respectively ; let p, v, and t be the pressure,
volume, and température at any instant during the compression ; and let P', F', and
V be what they beeome when the compression is concluded. Then if h dénoté the
ratio of the spécifié heat of air at constant pressure to the spécifie heat of air kept
in a space of constant volume, and if, as appears to be nearly, if not rigorously true,
k be constant for varying températures and pressures, we shall have by the investi¬
gation in Miller's ' Hydrostaties' (Edit. 1835, p. 22)—

Work spent in the third opération
= PaVs log£.V

3

Work spent in the fourth opération

i+Et m*-1
1+ET" \®/ '

But
pv 1 + Ft
PV~ 1 + FT'

therefore
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Nowy according to the gaseous laws, we have

PV=PV PV-PV 1 +^11 > 2 2 >

and P3 Vs = P2 F2 ; and (since Vi — V) Pi — P.

Also, by Poisson's formula,

\vj \VJ 1+ ET'

By means of these we perceive that the work spent in the
fourth opération is equal to the mechanical effect gained in the
second ; and we find, for the whole gain of mechanical effect
(denoted by M), the expressions

M- (FF- Wlog^-PFlog^.fifi^).
Ail the preceding formulas are founded on the assumption

of the gaseous laws and the constancy of the ratio (Je) of the spécifie
heat under constant pressure to the spécifie heat in constant
volume, for the air contained in the cylinder and piston, and
involve no other hypothesis*. If now we add the assumption
of Mayer's hypothesis, which for the actual circumstances is

V .

PV\og^ = JH, H denoting the heat abstracted by the air from
the surrounding matter in the first opération, and J the mechani-

Now the work done in compressing the mass from volume v to volume v-dv will he
pdv, or by what précédés,

pv.v— .

v

Hence by the intégral caleulus we readily find, for the work, W, neeessary to com-

press from v to v,

W=PV- èï {(p)""1} •"
* From the sole hypothesis that k is constant for ono fluid fulfilling the gaseous

laws and having e for its coefficient of expansion, I find it follows, as a neeessary
je

conséquence, that Carnot's function would have the form ■=—- where g1 + Et + 0
dénotés an unknown absolute constant, and t the température measured by a thermo-
meter founded on the equable expansions of that gas. From this it follows, that
for such a gas subjected to the four opérations described in the text, we must have

_trl vx ttt 1+es , ,, ttte(s-t)pvioS-j=jh1 + es+g, and consequently, ^=^1+E8 + 0.
whieh is Mr Rankine's général formula.
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cal équivalent of a thermal unit, we have
E(S- T)M — JE.

1 + JES '

The investigation of this formula given in my paper on the
Dynamical Theory of Heat, shows that it would be true for every
perfect thermo-dynamic "engine, if Mayer's hypothesis were true
for a fluid subject to the gaseous laws of pressure and density,
whether, for such a fluid (did it exist), k were constant or not.

It was first ohtained by using, in the formula

4 f\dt
M = JHe JJt ,

which involves no hypothesis, the expression
J

1/E+t
for Carnot's function, which Mr Joule had suggested to me, in
a letter dated December 9, 1848, as the expression of Mayer's
hypothesis, in terms of the notation of my "Account of Carnot's
Theory*" [Art. xli. above]. Mr Eankine*f bas arrived at a formula
agreeing with it (with the exception of a constant term in the
denominator, which, as its value is unknown, but probably small,
he neglects in the actual use of the formula), as a conséquence of
the fundamental principles assumed in his Theory of Molecular
Yortices (Phil. Mag., Dec. 1851), when applied to any fluid what-
ever, subjected to a cycle of four opérations satisfying Carnot's
criterion of reversibility (being in fact precisely analogous to those
described above, and originally invented by Carnot) ; and he thus
establishes Carnot's law as a conséquence of the équations of the
mutual conversion of heat and expansive power, which had been
given in the first section of his paper on the Mechanical Action of
Heat^;.

* Royal Society of Edinburgh, Jan. 2,1849, Transactions, Vol. xvi. pt. 5.
f "On the Economy of Heat in Expansive Engines." Royal Society of Edin¬

burgh, April 21, 1851, Transactions, Vol. xx. part 2.
X Royal Society of Edinburgh, Feb. 4, 1850, Transactions, Vol. xx. pt. 1.
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(B) Note on the Spécifie Heats of Air.

Let JV be the spécifie heat of unity of weight of any fluid at
the température t, kept within constant volume, v ; and let kN be
the spécifie heat of the same fluid mass, under constant pressure, p.
Without any other assumption than that of Carnot's principle, the
following équation is demonstrated in my paper* on the "Dynami-
cal Theory of Heat " [§ 48 above],

(dp\
kN-N=-

dt

dp'
^~dv

where p, dénotés the value of Carnot's function, for the tempéra¬
ture t, and the differentiations indicated are with reference to
v and t considered as independent variables, of which p is a func¬
tion. If the fluid be subject to Boyle's and Mariotte's law of com¬
pression, we have

dp _ p _

dv v '

and if it be subject also to Gay-Lussac's law of expansion,
dp p
dt 1 + Et"

Hence, for such a fluid,

JcN-N= —pv f
vil +EtyJ'

In the case of dry air these laws are fulfilled to a very
high degree of approximation, and, for it, according to Regnault's
observations,

^ =26215, E = '00366
1 -f- Mit

(a British foot being the unit of length, and the weight of a
British pound at Paris, the unit of force).

* Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, Mar. 17, 1851, Transactions, Yol. xx. pt. 2.
t This équation expresses a proposition first demonstrated by Carnot. See

"Account of Carnot's Theory" [Art. xli. above], Appendix III. Page 148 (Trans¬
actions, Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, Yol. xvi. part 5).
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We hâve consequently, for dry air,
262157?»

H(l+jEt) [)'
Now it is demonstrated, without any other assumption than

that of Oarnot's principle, in my " Account of Carnot's Theory "
(Appendix III.) [Art. XLI. above], that

EH

H (1 +.Et) W'
if W dénoté the quantity of work that must be spent in compress-
ing a fluid subject to the gaseous laws, to produce H units of heat
when its température is lcept at t. Hence

TeN-N= 26215E x 95-947 x ^ (2).
If we adoptthe values of fi shown in Table I. of the'"Account

of Carnot's Theory " [Art. XLI. above], depending on no uncertain
data except the densities of saturated steam at différent tem¬
pératures, which, for want of accurate expérimental data, were
derived from the value 16935 for the density of saturated vapour
at 100°, by the assumption of the " gaseous laws " of variation
with température and pressure ; we find 1357 and 1369 for the

E
values of

+ Et) ^ ^emPera^ure ® anc^ 10° respectively ;
and hence, for these températures,

(« = 0) = -07071

(< = 10°) = '07008Loby

W .

Or, if we adopt Mayer's hypothesis, according to which is
equal to the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit*, we have
W
-££= 1390; and hence, for ail températures,

95-947

JcN~N=~^- = -06903 (a').

•(«)•

* The numher 1390, derived from Mr Joule's expérimenta on the friction of
fluids, cannot differ by an(^ prohably does not differ by of its own value,
from the true value of the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit.
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The very accurate observations which bave been made on the
velocity of sound in air, taken in connection with the results of
Regnault's observations on its density, &c., lead to the value T410
for le, which is probably true in three if not in four of its figures.
Now, Je being known, the preceding équations enable us to déter¬
mine the absolute values of the two spécifie heats (IcN, and N)
according to the hypothèses used in (a) and (a!) respectively ; and
we thus find,

Spécifie lieat of air under Spécifie beat of air in
constant pressure (kN). constant volume (2v).

for <= 0, -2431 1724,
for t = 10, -2410 1709,

according to the tabulated values of Carnot's fonction.
Or, for ail températures, "2374 1684,

according to Mayer's hypothesis.
By the adoption of hypothèses involving that of Mayer, and taking
1389'6 and l-4 as the values of J and 1c, respectively, Mr Rankine
finds '2404 and T7l7 as the values of the two spécifie heats.

Hence it is probable that the values of the spécifie heat of air
under constant pressure, found by Suermann ("3046), and by De la
Roche and Berard ('2669), are both considerably too great ; and
the true value, to two significant figures, is probably "24.

Glasgow Collège, Feb. 19, 1852.

bostsckiet.

In a paper communicated to the Royal Society, along with the above (Mareh,
1852), Mr Joule deseribed a new expérimental détermination of the spécifié heat of
air under constant atmospheric pressure, which gave -23 as a mean resuit, but he
used -2389 as probably nearerthe truth, correcting certain tables, calculated from De
la Roche and Berard's resuit, which he had given in his paper on the Air Engine.
M. Regnault has just published (Comptes Rendus, April 18,1853) the results of expéri¬
mental researches on the spécifié heat of air, by which he finds that for ail tempéra¬
tures from - 30° to + 225° centigrade, and for ail pressures from one up to ten atmo¬
sphères, the spécifie heat of air is from -237 to -2379, and thus both pushes to a
minuter degree of accuracy the direct confirmation which the theoretical results
published by Mr Rankine and myself first obtained from Mr Joule's experiments,
and justifies Mr Joule in the number he actually used in his calculations.

Glasgow Collège, April, 1853.
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Art. XLIX. On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion.

By J. P. Joule and W. Thomson.

Preliminary.

On tiie Thermal Effects experienced by Air in rushing

tiirough small apertures*.

[Phil. Mag. 2nd half year, 1852.]
Tiie hypothesis that the heat evolved from air compressed and

kept at a constant température is mechanically équivalent to the
work spent in effecting the compression, assumed by Mayer as the
foundation for an estimate of the numerical relation between

quantifies of heat and mechanical work, and adopted by
Holtzmann, Clausius, and other writers, was made the subject of
an expérimental research by Mr Joule-j-, and verified as at least
approximately true for air at ordinary atmospheric températures.
A theoretical investigation, founded on a conclusion of Carnot'sj,
which requires no modification § in the dynamical theory of heat,
also leads to a vérification of Mayer's hypothesis within limits of
accuracy as close as those which can be attributed to Mr Joule's
expérimental tests. But the same investigation establishes the
conclusion, that that hypothesis cannot be rigorously true except
for one definite température within the range of Regnault's ex-
periments on the pressure and latent heat of saturated aqueous
vapour, unless the density of the vapour both differs considerably
at the température 100° Cent, from what it is usually supposed to
be, and for other températures and pressures présents great dis-
crepancies from the gaseous laws. No experiments, however,

* Communicated by the Authors; having been read to the British Association
at Belfast, Sept. 3, 1852.

t Phil. Mag. May 1845, p. 375,, " On the Changes of Température produced by
the Raréfaction and Condensation of Air."

î Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (April, 1849), Vol. xvi. part 5,
" Appendix to Account of Carnot's Theory," §§ 46—51.

§ Trans. Royal Soc. Ediiib. (Mardi, 1851), Vol. xx. part 2, or Phil. Mag. Aug.
1852, "On the Dynamical Theory of Heat," § 30.
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which hâve yet been published on the density of saturated
aqueous vapour are of sufficient accuracy to admit of an un-
conditional statement of the indications of theory regarding the
truth of Mayer's hypothesis, which cannot therefore be considered
to have been hitherto sufficiently tested either experimentally or
theoretically. The experiments described in the présent com¬
munication were commenced by the autliors jointly in Manchester
last May. The results which have been already obtained, although
they appear to establish beyond doubt a very considérable dis-
crepancy from Mayer's hypothesis for températures from 40° to
170° Fahr., are far from satisfactory ; but as the authors are con-
vinced that, without apparatus on a much larger scale, and a much
more ample source of mechanical work than has hitherto been
available to them, they could not get as complété and accurate
results as are to be desired, they think it right at présent to pub-
lish an account of the progress they have made in the inquiry.

The following brief statement of the proposed method, and the
principles on which it is founded, is drawn from §§ 77, 78 of
Part IV. of the sériés of articles on the Dynamical Theory of Heat
[Art. XLvin. above] republished in this Magazine from the Trans¬
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburqh in 1851* (Vol. xx.

part 2, pp. 296, 297).
Let air be forced continuously and as uniformly as possible,

by means of a forcing-pump, through a long tube, open to the
atmosphère at the far end, and nearly stopped in one place so as
to leave, for a short space, only an extremely narrow passage, on
each side of which, and in every other part of the tube, the
passage is comparatively very wide ; and let us suppose, first, that
the air in rushing through the narrow passage is not allowed to
gain any heat from, nor (if it had any tendency to do so) to part
with any to, the surrounding matter. Then, if Mayer's hypothesis
were true, the air after leaving the narrow passage would have
exactly the same température as it had before reaching it. If, on
the contrary, the air expériences either a cooling or a heating
effect in the circumstances, we may infer that the heat produced
by the fluid friction in the rapids, or, which is the same, the
thermal équivalent of the work done by the air in expanding from
its state of high pressure on one side of the narrow passage to the
state of atmospheric pressure which it has after passing the rapids,

* See also " Dynamical Theory of Heat," part 5, Trant. Roy. Soc. Edirib. 1852,
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is in one case less, and in the other more, than sufficient to
compensate the cold due to the expansion ; and the bypothesis in
question would be disproved.

The apparatus consisted principally of a forcing-pump of
10| inches stroke and 1§ internai diameter, worked by a hand-
lever, and adapted to pump air, through a strong copper vessel*
of 136 cubic inches capacity (used for the purpose of equalizing
the pressure of the air), into one end of a spiral leaden pipe
24 feet long and Tgths of an inch in diameter, provided with a
stop-cock at its other end. The spiral was in ail the experiments
kept immersed in a large water-bath.

In the first sériés of experiments, the température of the bath
was kept as nearly as possible the same as that of the surrounding
atmosphère; and the stop-cock, which was kept just above the
surface of the water, had a vulcanized india-rubber tube tied to its
mouth. The forcing-pump was worked uniformly, and the stop-
cock was kept so nearly closed as to sustain a pressure of from two
to five atmosphères within the spiral. A thermometer plaçed in
the vulcanized india-rubber tube, with its bulb near the stop-cock,
always showed a somewhat lower température than another placed
in the water-bath-f; and it was concluded that the air had
experienced a cooling effect in passing through the stop-cock.

To diminish the effects which might be anticipated from the
conduction of heat through the solid matter round the narrow

passage, a strong vulcanized india-rubber tube, a few inches long,
and of considerably less diameter than the former, was tied on
the mouth of the stop-cock in place of that one which was
removed, and tied over the mouth of the narrower. The stop-cock
was now kept wide open, and the narrow passage was obtained by

* This and the forcing-pump are parts of the apparatus used by Mr Joule in his
original experiments on air. See Pliil. Mag. May, 1845.

+ When the forcing-pump is worked so as to keep up a uniform pressure in the
spiral, and the water of the bath is stirred so as to be at a uniform température
throughout, this température will be, with almost perfect accuracy, the température
of the air as it approaches the stop-cock. It is to be remarked, however, that when,
by altering the aperture of the stop-eock, or the rate of working the pump, the
pressure within the spiral is altered, even- although not very suddenly, the air
throughout the spiral, up to the narrow passage, alters in température on account
of the expansion or condensation which it is experiencing, and tliere is an immédiate
corresponding altération in the température of the stream of air flowing from the
rapide, which produces often a most sensible effect on the thermometer in the
issuing stream.
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squeezing the double india-rubber tube by means of a pair of
wooden pincers applied to compress the inner tube very near its
end, through the other surrounding it. The two thermometers
were placed, one, as before, in the bath, and the other in the wide
india-rubber tube, with its bulb let down so as to be close to the
end of the narrower one within. It was still found that, the
forcing-pump being worked as before, when the pincers were
applied so as to keep up a steady pressure of two atmosphères or
more in the spiral, the thermometer placed in the current of air
fiowing from the narrow passage showed a lower température than
that of the air in the spiral, as shown by the other. Sometimes
the whole of the narrow india-rubber tube, the wooden pincers,
and several inches of the wider tube containing the thermometer,
were kept below the surface of the bath, and still the cooling
effect was observed ; and this even when hot water, at a tempéra¬
ture of about 150° F., was used, although in this case the observed
cooling effect was less than when the température of the bath was
lower.

As it was considered possible that the cooling effects observed
in these experiments might be due wholly or partly to the air
reaching the thermometer-bulb before it had lost ail the vis viva
produced by the expansion in the narrow passage, and conse-
quently before the full équivalent of heat had been produced by
the friction, and as some influence (although this might be
expected to diminish the cooling effect) must have been produced
by the conduction of heat through the solid matter round the air,
especially about the narrow passage, an attempt was made to
détermine the whole thermal effect by means of a calorimetrical
apparatus applied externally. For this purpose the india-rubber
tubes were removed, and the stop-cock was again had recourse to
for producing the narrow passage. A piece of small block-tin
tube, about 10 inches long, was attached to the mouth of the stop-
cock, and was bent into a spiral, as close round the stop-cock as it
could be conveniently arranged. A portion of the block-tin pipe
was unbent from the principal spiral, and was bent down so as to
allow the stop-cock to be removed from the water-bath, and to be
immersed with the exit spiral in a small glass jar filled with
water. The forcing-pump was now worked at a uniform rate,
with the stop-cock nearly closed, for a quarter of an hour, and
then nearly open for a quarter of an hour, and so on for several
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alternations. The températures of the water in the large bath
and in the glass jar were observed at fréquent stated intervais
during these experiments ; but, instead of there being any cooling
effect discovered when the stop-cock was nearly closed, there was
found to be a slight élévation of température during every period
of the experiments, averaging nominally '06525° F. for four
periods of a quarter of an hour when the stop-cock was nearly
closed, and '06533° when it was wide open, or, within the limits of
the accuracy of the observations, '065° in each case ; a rise due, no

doubt, to the rising température of the surrounding atmosphère
during the sériés of experiments. Hence the results appear at
first sight only négative; but it is to be remarked that, the
température of the bath having been on an average 3J° F.
lower than that of the water in the glass jar, the natural rise of
température in the glass jar must have been somewhat checked
by the air coming from the principal spiral ; and had there been
no cooling effect due to rushing through the stop-cock when it
was nearly closed, would have been more checked when the stop-
cock was wide open than when it was nearly closed, as the same
number of strokes of the pump must have sent considerably more
air through the apparatus in one case than in the other. A
cooling effect on the whole, due to the rushing through the nearly
closed stop-cock, is thus indicated, if not satisfactorily proved.

Other calorimetric experiments were made with the stop-cock
immersed in water in one glass jar, and the air from it, conducted
by a vulcanized india-rubber tube, to flow through a small spiral
of block-tin pipe immersed in a second glass jar of equal capacity ;
and it was found that the water in the jar round the stop-cock
was cooled, while that in the other, containing the exit spiral, was
heated, during the working of the pump, with the stop-cock
nearly closed, and a pressure of about three atmosphères in the
principal spiral. The explanation of this curious resuit is clearly,
that the water round the stop-cock supplied a little heat to the
air in the first part of the rapids, where it lias been cooled by
expansion and has not yet received ail the heat of the friction,
and that the heat so obtained, along with the heat produced by
friction throughout the rapids, raises the température of the air a
little above what it would have had if no heat had been gained
from without ; so that about the end of the rapids the air has a
température a little above that of the surrounding water, and is
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led, under the protection of the india-rubber tube, to tbe exit
spiral with a slightly elevated température. This is what would
necessarily happen in any case of an arrangement such as that
described, if Mayer's hypothesis were strictly true ; but then tbe
quantity of heat emitted to tbe water in tbe second glass jar, from
the air in passing through tbe exit spiral, would be exactly equal
to tbat taken by conduction through the stop-cock from the water
in the first. In reality, according to the discrepancy from Mayer's
hypothesis, which the other experiments described in this com¬
munication appear to establish, there must have been somewhat
more heat taken in by conduction through the stop-cock than
was emitted by it in flowing through the exit spiral ; but the
experiments were not of sufficient accuracy, and were affected by
too many disturbing circumstances, to allow this différence to be
tested.

To obtain a décisive test of the discrepancy from Mayer's
hypothesis, indicated by the experiments which have been de¬
scribed, and to obtain either comparative or absolute détermina¬
tions of its amount for différent températures, some altérations in
the apparatus, especially with regard to the narrow passage and
the thermometer for the température of the air flowing from it,
were found to be necessary by Mr Joule, who continued the
research alone, and made the experiments described in what
follows.

A piece of brass piping, a (see the accompanying sketch drawn
half the actual size), was soldered to the termination of the leaden
spiral, and a bit of calf-skin leather, b, having been tightly bound
over its end, it was found that the natural pores of the leather
were sufficient to allow of a uniform and conveniently rapid flow
of air from the receiver. By protecting the end over which the
leather diaphragm was bound with a piece of vulcanized india-
rubber tube, c, the former could be immersed to the depth of
about two inches in the bath of water. A small thermometer*,
having a spherical bulb Jth of an inch in diameter, was placed
within the india-rubber tube, the bulb being allowed to rest on the
central part of the leather diaphragm "f".

* We Lad two of these thermometers, one of which had Eahrenheit's, the other
an arbitrary scale.

+ The bulb was kept in this position for convenienoe sake, but it was aseertained
that the effects were not peroeptibly diminished when it was raised J of an inch
above the diaphragm.
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In making the experiments, the pump was worked at a
uniform rate until the pressure of the air in the spiral and the

température of the thermometer had become sensibly constant.
The water of the bath was at the same time constantly stirred,
and by various devices kept as uniform as possible during each
sériés of experiments. The température of the stream of air
having been observed, the same thermometer was immediately
plunged into the bath to ascertain its température, the différence
between the two readings giving of course the cooling effect of the
rushing air.

According to theory*, the cooling effect for a given tempera-
* See "Account of Carnot's Theory," Appendix II. [Art. xli. aboyé], Trans. Boy.

Soc. Edinb. Jan. 1849, Vol. xvx. p. 566; and "Dynamical Theory," § 75 [Art.
xlvin. aboyé], Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. April, 1851, Yol. xx. p. 296; or PMI. Mag.
Dec. 1852. The numbers shown in the table of § 51 of the former paper being used
in the formula of § 75 of the latter, and 1390 being used for J, we find (according
to the numerical data used formerly for deriving numerical results from the theory)
how much heat would haye to be added to each pound of the issuing stream of air
to bring it back to the température it had when approaching the narrow passage ;
and this number, diyided by -24, the spécifie heat of air under constant pressure,
would be the dépression of température (in Centigrade degrees) aetually experieneed
by the air when no heat is eommunieated to it in or after the rapids.

22—2
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ture would be independent of the kind of aperture and of the
copiousness of the stream, and would be simply proportional to
the logarithm of the pressure, if the insulation of the current
against gain or loss of heat from the surrounding matter were
perfect, and if the thermometer be so placed in the issuing stream
as to be quite out of the rapids. On this account the values of
the cooling effect divided by the logarithm of the pressure were
calculated, and are sliown in the last columns of the tables of
results given below. When this was done for the first two sériés
of experiments, the discrepancies (see columns 5 of the first two
of the tables given below) were found to be so great, and espe-
cially among the results of the différent experiments for the
higher température of 160° F., ail made with the pressure and
other circumstances as nearly as possible tlie same, so irregular,
that great uncertainty was felt as to the numerical results, which
must obviously have been much affected by purely accidentai
circumstances. Àt the same time it was noticed, that in the case
of Sériés 1, in which the température of the bath was always as
nearly as possible that of the atmosphère, and différent pressures
were used, the discrepancies showed a somewhat regular tendency
of the value of the cooling effect divided by the logarithm of the
pressure to increase with the pressure ; which was probably owing
to the circumstance that the stream was more copious, and that
less of the cooling effect was lost (as some probably was in every
case) by the conduction of heat from without, the higher the
pressure under which the air approached the narrow passage.
Hence in ail the subséquent experiments the quantity of air
pumped through per second was noted.

The foliowing Tables show the results obtained from ten sériés
of experiments conducted in the manner described :
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Sériés 1.

Col. 1. Col. 2. Col. 3. Col. 4. Col. 5*.

Quantity of air
pumped in

cubic inches per
second.

Température of
bath.

Pressure of air
in atmosphères. Cooling effect.

Cooling effect
divided by

logarithm of
pressure.

A. T. P. D. D

logP"

Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.

61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61

1-79
2-64
2-9
3-22
3-4
3-61
3-61
3-61
3-84
4-11

0

0-5
0-9
0-7
1-5
1-4
1-4
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-7

ï-98
2-13
1-51
2-95
2-64
2-51
2-33
2-51
2-57
2-77

Mean 61 2-39

Sériés 2.

Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.
Not noted.

160
160
160
160
160

2-64
2-64
2-64
2-64
2-64

0-264
0-396
0-66
0-528
0-66

0-62
0-94
1-56
1-25
1-56

Mean 160 2-64 0-502 1-18

Sériés 3.

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
8-4
8-4

170-8
170-8
170-8
170-8
170-8
170-8
170-8

3-61
4-11
4-11
4-11
4-26
4-78
4-98

0-396
0-528
0-66
0-726
0-66
0-858
0-858

0-71
0-86
1-08
1-18
1-05
1-26
1-23

Mean 6'4 170-8 4-28 0-67 1-05

Sériés 4.

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

37-8
38-8
37-9
44-4
45-3
46-3

3-4
3-4
3-61
3-04
3-04
3-04

0-8
1-1
0-6
1-1
0-9
1-0

1-51
2-07
1-08
2-28
1-86
2-07

41-75 1-81

* The true value of ^or any Particu^ar température would be the dépression
°f température that would be experienced by air approaching the narrow passage at
that température and under ten atmosphères of pressure, since P is measured in
atmosphères, and the common logarithm is taken.
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Table (continued).
Sériés 5.

Col. 1. Col. 2. Col. 3. Col. 4 Col. 5.

Q,uantity of air
pumped in

cubic inches per
second.

Température of
bath.

Pressure of air
in atmosphères.

Cooling effect.
Cooling cffect

divided by
logaritlim of

pressure.

A. T. P. I). D

log P

GOGOGO ^̂̂
4°6-8
38-7
39-3

3-84
4-11
4-11

0

1-2
1-8
1-8

2-06
2-93
2-93

Mean 8-4 41-6 2-64

Sériés 6.

11-2
11-2
11-2
11-2

39-7
40-9
41-9
43

4-4
4-4
4-4
4-4

1-7
1-9
1-5
1-5

2-64
2-95
2-33
2-33

Mean 11-2 41-38 4-4 1-65 2-56

Sériés 7.

1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4

64-1
64-2
64-0
64-2
64-3

1-9
1-87
1-9
1-9
1-9

0-3
0-45
0-4
0-5
0-45

1-08
1-65
1-43
1-79
1-61

Mean 1-4 64-16 1-894 0-42 1-51

Sériés 8.

2'8
2-8
2-8
2-8
2-8

64-2
64-3
64-5
64-7
64-7

2-41
2-41
2-41
2-41
2-41

0-5
0-5
0-5
0-7
0-6

1-31
1-31
1-31
1-83
1-57

Mean 2-8 64-48 2-41 0-56 1-46

Sériés 9.

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

64-6
64-7
64-8
65-0

2-9
2-9
3-04
2-97

0-8
0-8
0-8
0-7

1-73
1-73
1-66
1-48

Mean 5-6 64-775 1-65

Sériés 10.

11-2
11-2
11-2

. 65-
65-1
G5-1

4-11
4-11
4-11

1-2
1-3
1-4

1-95
2-12
2-28

Mean 11-2 65-06 4-11 1-3 2-12
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The numbers in the last column of any one of these tables
show, by their discrepancies, how much uncertainty there must
be in the results on account of purely accidentai circumstances.

The following table is arranged, with double argument of
température and of quantity of air passing per second, to show a
comparison of the means of the différent sériés (Sériés 3 being
divided into two, one consisting of the fîrst five experiments, and
the other of the remaining two).

Table of Mean Values °fj~p in différent Sériés of Experiments.

Quantity of air passing per second.

1-4 2-8 5'6 8"4 11-2

u 411 1-81 2-64 2'56

g/0
Ho
H

641 1-51 1-46
. 1-65 2-12

171 •98 1-25

The général increase of the numbers from left to right in this
table shows that very much of the cooling effect must be lost on
account of the insufficiency of the current of air. This loss might
possibly be diminished by improving the thermal insulation of the
current in and after the rapids ; but it appears probable that it
could be reduced sufïiciently to admit of satisfactory observations
being made, only by using a much more copious current of air
than could be obtained with the apparatus hitherto employed.

The decrease of the numbers from the upper to the lower
spaces, especially in the one complété vertical column (that under
the argument 5'6), shows that the cooling effect is less to a
remarkable degree for the higher than for the lower températures.
Even from 41° to 65° F. the diminution is most sensible ; and at
171° the cooling effect appears to be only about half as much as at
41°.

The best results for the différent températures are probably.
those shown under the arguments 8-4 and 11'2, being those
obtained from the most copious currents ; but it is probable that

they ail fall considerably short of the true values of ^ p for the
actual températures ; and we may consider it as perfectly estab-
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lished by the experiments described above, that there is a final
cooling effect produced by air rushing through a small aperture at
any température up to 170° F., and that the amount ofthis cooling
effect decreases as the température is augmented. Now according to
the theoretical views on this subject brought forward in the papers
on " Carnot's Theory " [Art. XLi. above], and " On the Dynamical
Theory o£ Heat " [Art. XLVXH. above], already referred to, a cooling
effect was expected for low températures; and the amount of this
effect was expected to be the less the higher the température ; ex-
pectations which have therefore been perfectly confirmed by ex-
periment. But since the excess of the heat of compression above
the thermal équivalent of the work was, in the theoretical investi¬
gation, found to diminish to zéro* as the température is raised to
about 33° Cent., or 92° Fahr., and to be négative for ail higher tem¬
pératures, a heating instead of a cooling effect would be found for
such a température as 171° F., if the data regarding saturated steam
used in obtaining numerical results from the theory were correct.
Ail of these data except the density had been obtained from
Kegnault's very exact expérimental déterminations ; and we may
consequently consider it as nearly certain, that the true values of
the density of saturated aqueous vapour differ considerably from
those which were assumed. Thus, if the error is to be accounted
for by the density alone, the fact of there being any cooling effect
in the air experiments at 171° Fahr. (77° Cent.) shows that the
density of saturated aqueous vapour at that température must be
greater than it was assumed to be in the ratio of something more
than 1416 to 1390, or must be more than T019 of what it was

assumed to be : and, since the experiments render it almost if not
absolutely certain, that even at 100° Cent, air rushing through a
small aperture would produce a final cooling effect, it is probable
that the density of steam at the ordinary boiling-point, instead of
being about ypgpg > as ^ is generally supposed to be, must be
something more than 11433°06 of this ; that is, must exceed ppjg-.

With a view to ascertain what effect would be produced in the
case of the air rushing violently against the thermometer-bulb,
the leather diaphragm was now perforated with a fine needle, and

* See the table in § 51 of the "Account of Carnot's Theory" [Art. xli. above],
from which it appears that -the element tabulated would have the value 1390,
or that of the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit, at about 33° Cent.
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the bulb placed on the orifice so as to cause tbe air to rush
between the leather and the sides of the bulb. With this arrange¬
ment the following results were obtained :—

Sériés 11.

A. T. P. D. logP
J> ■

o O

11-2 64 3-22 3-5 6-90
11-2 64 3-31 3-5 6-73
11-2 64 3-61 3'8 6-82
11-2 64 2-30 4-0 11-05
11-2 64 3-31 6-1 11-73
11-2 64 2-58 4-7 11-41
11-2 64 4-78 5-3 7-80
11-2 64 1-9 4-0 14-34

Mean 11-2 64 9-60

The great irregularities in the last column of the above table
are owing to the difficulty of keeping the bulb of the thermometer
in exactly the same place over the orifice. The least variation
would occasion an immédiate and considérable change of tempéra¬
ture ; and when the bulb was removed to only \ of an inch above
the orifice, the cooling effects were reduced to the amount ob-
served when the natural pores alone of the leather were employed.
There can be no doubt but that the reason why the cooling effects
experienced by the thermometer-bulb were greater in these
experiments than in the former is, that in these it was exposed to
the current of air in localities in which a sensible portion of the
mechanical effect of the work done by the expansion had not been
converted into heat by friction, but still existed in the f'orm of vis
viva of fluid motion. Hence this sériés of experiments confirms
the theoretical anticipations formerly published* regarding the
condition of the air in the rapids caused by flowing through a
small aperture.

* See " Dynamical Theory," § 77 [Art. xlviii. above], Trans. Eoyal Soc. Edinb.
April, 1851 ; or Phil. Mag. Dec. 1852.
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[From Transactions ofthe Royal Society, June, 1853.]

. Part I.

In a paper communicated to thé Royal Society, June 20,
1844, "On the Changes of Température produced by the Rare-
faction and Condensation of Air*," Mr Joule pointed out the
dynamical cause of the principal phenomena, and described the
experiments upon which his conclusions were founded. Subse-
quently Professor Thomson pointed out that the accordance
discovered in that investigation between the work spent and the
mechanical équivalent of the heat evolved in the compression of
air may be only approximate, and in a paper communicated to the
Royal Society of Edinburgh in Âpril, 1851, "On a Method of
discovering experimentally the relation between the Mechanical
Work spent, and the Heat produced by the compression of a
Gaseous Fluidf " [Art. xlviii. above, §§ 61—80], proposed the
method of experimenting adopted in the présent investigation, by
means of which we have already arrived at partial results];. This
method consists in forcing the compressed elastic fiuid through a
mass of porous non-conducting material, and observing the con¬
séquent change of température in the elastic fluid. The porous
plug was adopted instead of a single orifice, in order that the work
done by the expanding fluid may be immediately spent in friction,
without any appréciable portion of it being even temporarily
employed to generate ordinary vis viva, or being devoted to pro¬
duce sound. The non-conducting material was chosen to diminish
as rnuch as possible ail loss of thermal effect by conduction, either
from the air on one side to the air on the other side of the plug,
or between the plug and the surrounding matter.

A principal object of the researches is to détermine the value
of fi, Carnot's function. If the gas fulfilled perfectly the laws of
compression and expansion ordinarly assumed, we should have§

l_l/E+t KS
/a ~ J Ep0U0 log P '

* Philosophical Magazine, May, 1845, p. 369.
+ Transactions of the Royal Society, Edinburgh, April 21, 1851.
î Philosophical Magazine, Dec. 1852, p. 481.
§ Dynamical Theory of Heat, (équation 7), § 80 [Art. xlviii. above], Trans¬

actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, April 21, 1851.
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where J is the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit ; p0u0
the product of the pressure in pounds on the square foot into the
volume in cubic feet of a pound of the gas at 0° Cent. ; P is the
ratio of the pressure on the high pressure side to that on the other
side of the plug ; S is the observed cooling effect ; t the tempéra¬
ture Cent, of the bath, and K the thermal capacity of a pound of
the gas under constant pressure equal to that on the low pressure
side of the gas. To establish this équation it is only necessary to
remark that Kè is the heat that would have to be added to each

pound of the exit stream of air, to bring it to the température of
the bath, and is the same (according to the général principle of
mechanical energy) as would have to be added to it in passing
through the plug, to make it leave the plug with its température
unaltered. We have therefore Ko = — H, in terms of the no¬
tation used in the passage referred to.

On the above hypothesis (that the gas fulfils the laws of
compression and expansion ordinarily assumed) 3/log P would be
the same for ail values of P; but Regnault has shown that the
hypothesis is not rigorously true for atmospheric air, and our
experiments show that S/log P increases with P. Hence, in re-

ducing the experiments, a correction rnust be first applied to take
into account the déviations, as far as they are lcnown, of the fluid
used, from the gaseous laws, and then the value of p, may be
determined. The formula by which this is to be done is the
following (Dynamical Theory of Heat [Art. xlviii. above], équation
(/), § 74, or équation (17), § 95, and (8), § 88)—

j j {w — (pu — pu)} + Kh
p. dw

dt

where w=f™pdv,
u and u' denoting the volumes of a pound of the gas at the high
pressure and low pressure respectively, and at the same tempéra¬
ture (that of the bath), and v the volume of a pound of it at that
température, when at any intermediate pressure p. An expression
for w for any température may be derived from an empirical
formula for the compressibility of air at that température, and
between the limits of pressure in the experiment.

The apparatus, which we have been enabled to provide by the
assistance of a grant from the Royal Society, consists mainly of a
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pump, by which air may be forced into a sériés of tubes acting at
at once as a receiver of the elastic fluid, and as a means of
comraunicating to it any required température ; nozzles, and plugs
of porous material being employed to discharge the air against the
bulb of a thermometer.

The pump a, fig. 1, consists of a cast-iron cylinder of 6 inclies
internai diameter, in which a piston, fig. 2, fitted with spiral

Fig. 1.

of the beam of a steam-engine through a stroke of 22 inches. The
pump is single-acting, the air entering at the base of the cylinder
during the up-stroke, and being expelled thence into the recei.ving
tubes by the down-stroke. The governor of the steam-engine
limita the number of complété strokes of the pump to 27 per
minute. The valves, fig. 3, consist of loose spheres of brass 0'6 of
an inch in diameter, which fall by their own gravity over orifices
0-45 of an inch diameter. The cylinder and valves in connection
with it are immersed in water to prevent the wear and tear which
might arise from a variable or too elevated température.

Wrought-iron tubing, bb, fig. 1, of 2 inches internai diameter,
conducts the compressed air horizontally a distance of 6 feet,
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effected by means of a coupling-joint. The copper tubing, which
is of 2 inches internai diameter and 74 feet in length, is arranged
in two coils, each being immersed in a wooden vessel of 4 feet
diameter, from the bottom and sides
of which it is kept at a distance of
6 inches. The coils are connected

by means of a coupling-joint d, near
which a stop-cock, e, is placed, in
order to let a portion of air escape
"when it is wanted to reduce the pres¬
sure. The terminal coil has a flange,
f to which any required nozzle
may be attached by means of screw-
bolts. Near the flange, a small pipe,
g, is screwed, at the termination of
which a calibrated glass tube bent
(as shown in fig. 4), and partly filled
with mercury, is tightly secured. A
stop-cock at h, and another in a small branch pipe at i, permit the
air at any time to be let off, so as to examine the state of the gauge
when uninfluenced by any except atmospheric pressure. The branch
pipe is also employed in collecting a small portion of air for chemical
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thence vertically to an élévation of 18 feet, where another length
of 23 feet conveys it to the copper tubing, cc ; the junction being

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.
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analysis during each experiment. A pipe, j, is so suspended, that
by means of india-rubber junctions, a communication can readily be
made to convey tbe air issuing from the nozzle into tbe gas-meter, Je,
vvbicb has a capacity of 40 cubic feet, and is carefully graduated by
calibration. A bent glass tube, l, inserted in tbe top of the meter,
and containing a little water, indicates the slight différence which
sometimes exists between the pressure of air in the meter and that
of the external atmosphère. When required, a wrought-iron pipe,
m, 1 incb in diameter, is used to convey tbe elastic fluid from the
meter to the desiccating apparatus, and thence to the pump so as
to circulate through the entire apparatus.

We have already pointed out the différent thermal effects to
be anticipated from the rashing of air from a single narrow orifice.
They are cold, on the one hand, from the expenditure of heat in
labouring force to communicate rapid motion to the air by means
of expansion ; and heat, on the other, in conséquence of the vis
viva of the rushing air being reconverted into heat. The two
opposite effects nearly neutralize each other at 2 or 3 inches
distance from the orifice, leaving however a slight prépondérance
of cooling effect ; but close to the orifice the variations of tempe-
rature are excessive, as will be made manifest by the following
experiments.

A thin plate of copper, having a hole of ^th of an inch
diameter, drilled in the centre, was bolted to the flange, an india-
rubber washer making the joint air-tight. At the ordinary velo-
city of the pump the orifice was sufficient to discharge the whole
quantity of air when its pressure arrived at 124 lbs. on the square
inch. When however lower pressures were tried, the stop-cock e
was kept partially open. The thermometer used was one with a
spherical bulb 0'15 of an inch in diameter. Holding it as close to
the orifice as possible without touching the métal, the following
observations were made at various pressures, the température of
the water in which the coils were immers ed being 22° Cent. The
air was dried and deprived of carbonic acid by passing it, previous
to entering the pump, through a vessel 4^ feet long and 20 inches
diameter, filled with quick-lime.

Total pressure of the air in Température Dépression below
lbs. on the square inch. Centigrade. température of bath.

o

124
72
31

11-65
16-25

8-58 13-42
10-35

5-75
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The heating effect was exhibited as fol-
lows :—The hulb of the therinometer was 6.
inserted into a piece of conical gutta percha
pipe in such a manner that an extremely gli
narrow passage was allowed between the
interior surface of the pipe and the bulb.
Thus armed, the thermometer was held, as

represented by fig. 5, at half an inch distance
from the orifice, when the following results were obtained :—

Total pressure of the air in
lbs. on the square inch.

124
71

Température
Centigrade.

45-75 ,

39-23

Elévation above
température of bath.

23-75
17-23

31 26-2 4-20

It must be remarked, that the above recorded thermal effects
are not to be taken as representing the maximum results to be
derived from the rushing air at the pressures named. The déter¬
mination of these, in the form of experiment above given, is
prevented by several circumstances. In particular it must be
observed, that the cooling effects must have been reduced in con¬

séquence of the heat evolved by the friction of the rushing air
against the bulb of the thermometer. The heating effects, re-
sulting as they do from the absorption and conversion into hèat
of the vis viva of the rushing air, dépend very much upon the
narrowness of the space between the thermometer and gutta
percha pipe. We intend further on to return to this subject,
but in the mean time will mention three forms of experiment
whereby the heating effect is very strikingly and instructively
exhibited.

Experiment 1.—The finger and thumb are brought over the
orifice, as represented in fig. 6, so that by gradu- Fig. 6.
ally closing them the stream of air is pinched. \
It is found that the effort to close the finger and \
thumb is opposed by considérable force, which V^Xl/41")
increases with the pressure applied. At the >0(g
same time a strong tremulous motion is felt and _ È
a shrill noise is heard, whilst the heat produced in five or six
seconds nécessitâtes the termination of the experiment.
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Experiment 2.—Fig. 7. The finger is placed over the orifice
Fig. 7. and pressed until a thin stratum of air escapes

between the copper-plate and the finger. In
this case the burning heat of the rushing air is
equally remarkable in spite of the proximity

of the finger to the cold métal.

Experiment 3.—Fig. 8. A piece of thick india-rubber is
Fig- 8. pressed by the finger over the narrow orifice so

as to ailow a thin stream of air to rush between
the india-rubber and the plate of copper. In
this case the india-rubber is speedily raised to a

température which prevents its being handled comfortably.
We have now adduced enough to illustrate the immense and

sudden changes of température which exist in the " rapids" of
a current of air, changes which point out the necessity of em-
ploying a porous plug, in order that when the air arrives at the
thermometer its state may be reduced to a uniform condition.

Fig. 9. Figs. 4 and 9 represent our first arrangement for
the porous plug, where n is a brass casting with
flange to boit to the copper tube. It has eight
studs, o, and eight holes, pp, drilled into the
inner part of the flange. The studs and holes
furnish the means of securing the porous material

(in the présent instance of cotton wool) in its place, by binding
it down tightly with twine. Immédiate contact between the
cotton and métal is prevented by the insertion of a piece of
india-rubber tubing ; qqq are three pièces of india-rubber tube
inserted within each other, the inner one cominunicating with
a glass tube r, through which the divisions of the thermometer
may be seen, and which serves to convey the air to the meter.
In the experiments about to be given, the thermometer was in
immédiate contact with the cotton plug as represented in the
figure, and the nozzle was immersed in the bath up to the line s.
The weight of the cotton wool in the dry state was 251 grs., its
spécifie gravity 1 '404, and being compressed into a space 1-| inch
in diameter and l'9 inch long, the opening left for the passage
of air must have been equal in volume to a pipe of l'33 of an
inch diameter.
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First sériés of experiments. Atmospheric air dried and de-
prived of carbonic acid by quick-lime. Gauge 73-6 ; barom.
30'04 = 14'695 lbs. pressure per square inch.

Gauge.

Total
pressure
in lbs. per

square
inch.

Cubic incites
of air passed
per minute
reduced to

atmospheric
pressure.

Température of bath *
ascertaiped by Thermometer

No. 1, in Centigrade
Température of the issuing

air, ascertained by
Thermometer No. 2.

37-5 ^
37-5
38
37*8 )
38 \

38 (
37-8
38 )
38 \

37-7S
37-5
37-5 )

37-7

37-9

37'(

35-854

35-647

35-866

12703

12703

12703

445
445-5
445-9i
446
446-1-
446-6'
446-8
447-1,
447-2-
447
447-8
448

445-6 =18-2676

446-65 = 18-3128

447-62 = 18-3545

414

414 ~ 17*8298
414-i
415-4-
416
416
417-6.
418
418-21
418-4
418

416-45 = 17-9295

418-15 = 18-0110

A Liebig tube containing sulphuric acid, spécifie gravity l'8,
gained 0'03 of a grain by passing through it, during the experi-
ment, 100 cubic inches of air.

The observations above tabulated were made at intervais of
two or three minutes. It will be observed tbat tbe cooling effect
appeared to be greater at tbe commencement tlian at the termi-
nation of the sériés. This may be attributed in a great measure
to the drying of the cotton, which was found to contain at least
5 per cent, of moisture after exposure to the atmosphère. There was
also anotber source of interférence with the accuracy of the results
owing to a considérable oscillation of pressure arising from the action
of the pump. We had remarked tbat when the number of strokes-
of the engine was suddenly reduced from twenty-seven to twenty-
five per minute, a dépression of the thermometer equal to some
hundredths of a degree Cent, took place, a circumstance evidently
owing to the entire mass of air in the coils and cotton plugs
sufîering dilatation without allowing time for the escape of the
conséquent thermal effect. Hence it was found absolutely essential

* By varying the température of the water in which the coils were immersed, it
was found that the température of the water surrounding the first coil exercised no

perceptible influence, the température of the rushing air being entirely regulated by
that of the terminal coil. However, the précaution was taken of keeping both coils
at nearly the same température.

T. 23
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to keep the pump working at a perfectly uniform rate. For a
similar reason it was also most important to prevent the oscilla¬
tions of pressure due to the action of the pump, particularly as
it appeared obvious that the heat evolved by the sudden increase
of pressure, on the admission of a fresh supply of air from the
pump, would arrive at the thermometer in a larger proportion
than the cold produced by the subséquent graduai dilatation. In
fact, on making an experiment in which the air was kept at a low
pressure, hy opening a stop-cock provided for the purpose, the
oscillations of pressure amounting to ^th of the whole, it was
found that an apparent heating effect, equal to 0°'2 Cent., was
produced instead of a small cooling effect.

It hecame therefore necessary to obviate the above source of
error, and the method first employed with that view, was to place
a diaphragm of copper with a hole in its centre fth of an inch
in diameter at the junction hetween the iron and copper pipes.
The oscillation heing thus reduced, so as to be hardly perceptible,
we made the f'ollowing observations.

Second sériés of experiments. Atmospheric air dried and de-
prived of carbonic acid by quick-lime. Gauge 73'75; baro-
meter 30T62 = 14'755 lhs. pressure per square inch; thermo¬
meter 19°'3 Cent.

Gauge.

Total
pressure

in lbs. per
square
inch.

Cubic inches
of air issuing

per minute
at atmo¬
spheric

pressure.

Température of bath
by Thermometer No. 1,

degrees Centigrade.

Température of issuing air
by Thermometer No. 2,

degrees Centigrade.

39 s

38'6
38'5
38-5 1
38-5 \
38'8
38-8
38-751
38-8 )
38-8
38-8
38-8 1

38-65

38-79

38-8

36-069

35-912

35-900

11796

11796

11796

467
467
467
467-1.
467-1-
467-2
467-2
467-3.
467-3
467-4
467-4
467-4.

467-02 = 19-186

467-2 =19-194

467-37 = 19-202

434
435
435
435
435
435
435
435
435'
435
435
436

434-9 =18-810

435-37 = 18-832

4)

°)
'g[-435-82=18-854

Suspecting that particles of the sperm oil employed for lubri-
cating the pump were" carried mechanically to the cotton plug
and interfered with the results, we now substituted a box with
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perforated caps, filled with cotton wool, for the diaphragm used
in tbe last sériés. With this arrangement the pressure was kept
as uniform as with the other, and ail solid and liquid particles
were kept back by filtration.

Third sériés of experiments. Atmospheric air dried and deprived
of carbonic acid by quick-lime*, and filtered through cotton.
Gauge73'7; thermometer 210,7 Cent.; baroineter 30-10 = 14-71
lbs. on the square incb.

Gaugc.

Total
pressure

in lbs. per
square
inch.

Cubic inch es
of air issuing
per minute
at atmo¬

spheric
pressure.

Température of bath
by Thermometer No. 1, in

degrees Centigrade.

Température of the issuing
air by Thermometer No. 2,

in degrees Centigrade.

3
6
9

12
15

.16
,18
21
23
25
28
30
32
34
36
38

39 v

39-1
39'5
39-2 ]
39 '1 )
39 "Sol
39'1
39-2 )
39-2 ;
391 (
39-2
39'2 )
39'5 )
39-3
39-25
39-3 >

39-2

39-19

39-18

39-34

34-410

34-418

34-426

34-279

11784

11784

11784

11784

357-7-
357-8
358
358-2,
358-7-
358-9
359-1
359-2,
359

-359-7
359-8
360
360-1
860-2
360-4
360-4,

357-92 = 14-506

358-97 = 14-552

359-72 = 14-584

360-27 = 14-607

337-3i
337-8
338
338-4
338-8
338-7
339
338-9
339-25-
339-8
339-7
340
340
340-2
340-4
340-4

337-89 = 14-183

338-85 = 14-230

339-69 = 14-270

340-25 = 14-296

The stop-cock for reducing pressure being now partially opened,
the observations were continued as follows :—

* The use of quick-lime as a desiccating agent was suggested to us by Mr Thomas
Ransome. It answered its purpose admirably after it had fallen a little by use, so
as to be finely subdivided. The perfection of its action was shown by the desiccating
cylinder remaining, after having been used two hours, cold at the lower part, while
the upper part for about 9 inches was made very hot. The analysis of the air passed
during the third sériés of experiments showed that one of the Liebig tubes had
gained no weight whatever ; and in one instance we have observed that the sul-
phuric acid of 1 "8 spécifie gravity, actually lost weight, apparently indicating that
the air dried by quick-lime was able to remove water from acid of that density.
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Time of
Total

pressure Température of bath Température of the issuing Cooling
effect.observa¬ Gauge. in Ibs. per by Thermometer No. 1, in air by Thermometer No. 2,

tion. square deg rees Centigrade. in degrees Centigrade.
inch.

h m

50 55-r 361-7" 344- 1
52 55-1 361-9 344-8
54 55-1 361-9 345-3
55 55-1 361-9 345-8

• 57
59

55-1
55'1 -55-12 22-876 362-1

362-3
.362-26 = 14-693 346-0

346-4
-346-19 = 14-579 0-114

1 1 55-1 362-4 346-9
3 55-1 362-7 347-2
5 55-1 362-7 347-6
7 55-3 363

.
347-9

11 54-3^ 363-3- 348-9i
13 54-4 363-3 348-9
15 54-4 363-5 349-2
17 54-7 363-7 349-4
19 54-5 -54-51 23-217 363-9 -363-82 = 14-760 350- -349-74 = 14-749 0-011
20 54-5 364-1 350-
22 54-6 364-2 350-3
24 54-6 364-2 350-4
26 54-6J 364-2. 350-6^
30 54-6 375- 356-4
32 54-6 375-4 358-2
33 54-2-1 375-4o 359-4-1
35 54'3 375-5 359-8
37
39

54-4
54-6 -54-38 23-277 375-8

375-7
.375-7 =15-270 360-

360-1 -360 =15-238 0-032

40 54-3 375-8 360-3
42 54-5J 376- J 360-4J

During the above experiment 100 cubic inches of the air was

slowly passed through two Liebig tubes containing sulphuric acid,
spécifie gravity l-8. The first tube gained 0'006 of a grain, the
second remained at exactly the same weight.

P.S. Oct. 14, 1853.—The apparently anomalous results con-
tained in the last Table have been fully explained, and shown to
dépend on the altération of pressure which took place towards the
beginning of the interval of time from 42m to 50m, by subséquent
researches which we hope soon to lay before the Royal Society.
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[From the Transactions of tins Royal Society, June, 1854.]

Part II.

In tlie last experiment related in our former paper*, in which
a low pressure of air was employed, a considérable variation of the
cooling effect was observed, which it was necessary to account for
in order to ascertain its influence on tbe results. We therefore
continued the experiments at low pressures, trying the various
arrangements which might be supposed to exercise influence over
the phenomena. We had already interposed a plug of cotton wool
between the iron and copper pipes, which was found to have the
very important effect of equalizing the pressure, besides stopping
any solid or liquid particles driven from the pump, and which
has therefore been retained in ail the subséquent experiments.
Another improvement was now effected by introducing a nozzle
constructed of boxwood, instead of the brass one previously used.
This nozzle is represented by fig. 1, Plate IV., in which aa is a
brass casting which bolts upon the terminal flange of the copper
piping, bb is a turned piece of boxwood screwing into the above,
having two ledges for the réception of perforated brass plates, the
upper plate being secured in its place by the turned boxwood cc,
which is screwed into the top of the first piece. The space en-
closed by the perforated plates is 2-72 inches long and an inch and
a half in diameter, and being filled with cotton, silk, or other
material more or less compressed, présents as much résistance to
the passage of the air as may be desired. A tin can, d, filled with
cotton wool, and screwing to the brass casting, serves to keep the
water of the bath from coming in contact with the boxwood
nozzle.

In the folio wing experiments, made in order to ascertain the
variations in the cooling effect above referred to, the nozzle was
filled with 382 grs. of cotton wool, which was sufficient to keep up
a pressure of about 34« lbs. on the inch in the tubes, when the'
pump was working at the ordinary rate. By opening the stop-cock
in the main pipe this pressure could be further reduced to about
22 lbs. by diminishing the quantity of air arriving at the nozzle.

* Transactions of the Royal Society, June, 1853.
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By shutting and opening the stop-coclc \ve liad thereforetbe means
of producing a temporary variation of pressure, and of investigating
its effect on the température of the air issuing from the nozzle. In
the first experiments the stop-cock was kept open for a length of
time, until the température of the rushing air became pretty
constant; it was then shut for a period of 3f, 7J, 15, 30 or 60
seconds, then reopened. The oscillations of température thus pro-
duced are laid down upon the Chart No. 1, in which the ordinates
of the curves represent the températures according to the scale of
thermometer C, each division corresponding to 0-0477 of a degree
Centigrade. The divisions of the horizontal lines represent inter¬
vais of time equal to a quarter of a minute. The horizontal blaclc
lines show the température of the bath in each experiment.

The effect upon the pressure of the air produced by shutting
the stop-cock during various intervais of time, is given in the
following Table

Stop.cock shut for 5". 15«. 30». lm. 2m.

Initial pressure
m s

22-35 22-35 22-35 22-35 22-35
Pressure after 0 S 24-92 24-92 24-92 24-92 24-92
Pressure after 0 15 23-07 28-46 28-40 28-46 28-46
Pressure after 0 30 22>43 23-38 30-84 30-84 30-84
Pressure after 0 45 22-35 22-5 24-27 32-03 32-03
Pressure after 1 0 22-35 22-43 22-83 32-79 32-79
Pressure after 1 15 22-35 22-45 24-54 33-08
Pressure after 1 30 22-35 22-35 22-83 33-25
Pressure after 1 45 22-35 22-43 33-33
Pressure after 2 0 22-35 33-41
Pressure after 2 15 22-35 24-54
Pressure after 2 30 22-54
Pressure after 2 45 22-40
Pressure after 3 0 22-35

The last column gives also the effect occasioned by the per¬
manent shutting or opening of the stop-cock, 33'41 Ibs. being nearly
equal to the pressure when the stop-cock Iras been closed for a long
time.

In the next experiments, the opposite effect of opening the
stop-cock was tried, the results of which are laid down on Chart
No. 2.

The effect upon the pressure of the air produced by opening
the stop-cock during the various intervais of time employed in the
experiments, is exhibited in the next Table :—
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Stop-cock openel for ...... 3|". 74". 15». 30". lm.

Initial pressure..
in s

34-37 34-37 34-37 34-37 34-37
Pressure after .. . 0 3? 20-57 29-57 29-57 29-57 29-57
Pressure after .. . 0 7* 27-43 27-43 27-43 27-43
Pressure after .. . 0 15 22-47 30-41 25-15 25-15 25-15
Pressure after .. . 0 SO 33-5 32-47 30-41 23-23 23-23
Pressure after .. . 0 45 33-94 33-5 32-4 29-4 22-9
Pressure after .. . 1 0 34-1 34-1 33-5 32-13 22-76
Pressure after .. . 1 15 34-2 34-3 33-94 33-24 28-82
Pressure after .. . 1 30 34-33 34-37 34-14 33-90 31-44
Pressure after .. . 1 45 34-37 34-37 34-30 34-14 32-9
Pressure after .. . 2 0 34-37 34-37 34-33 33-66
Pressure after .. . 2 15 34-37 34-06
Pressure after .. . 2 30 34-20
Pressure after ,. . 2 45 34-37

The remarkable fluctuations of température in the issuing
stream accompanying such changes of pressure, and continuing to
be very perceptible in the différent cases for periods of from 3 or 4
minutes up to nearly half an hour after the pressure had become
sensibly uniform, dépend on a complication of circumstances, which
appear to consist of (1) the change of cooling effect due to the
instautaneous change of pressure ; (2) a heating or cooling effect
produced instantaneously by compression or expansion in ail the
air flowing towards and entering the plug, and conveyed through
the plug to the issuing stream ; and (3) heat or cold communicated
by contact from the air on the high-pressure side, to the metals
and boxwood, and conducted through them to the issuing stream.

The first of these causes may be expected to influence the
issuing stream instantaneously on any change in the stop-cock ;
and after fluctuations from other sources have ceased, it must
leave a permanent effect in those cases in which the stop-cock
is permanently changed. But after a certain interval the reverse
agency of the second cause, much more considérable in amount,
"will begin to afîect the issuing stream, will soon preponderate over
the first, and (always on the supposition that this convection is
uninfluenced by conduction of any of the materials) will affect
it with ail the variations, undirninished in amount, which the
air entering the plug expériences, but behind time by a constant
interval equal to the time occupied by as much air as is equal
in thermal capacity to the cotton of the plug, in passing through
the apparatus* ; this, in the experiments with the stop-cock shut,

* To prove this, \ve have only to investigate the convection of heat through a
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would be very exactly a quarter of a minute ; but it appears to
prismatic solid of porous material, when a fluid entering it with a varying tempéra¬

ture is forced through it in a continuous
and uniform stream. Let AB be the

porous body, of length a and transverse
section S ; and let a fluid be pressed
continuously through it in the direction
from A to B, the température of this fluid
as it enters at A being an arbitrary fonc¬
tion F (t) of the time. Then if v be the
common température of the porous body

and fluid passing through it, at a distance x from the end A, we have

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊËÊÊËÊÊÊÊËÊÊÊÊÊÊË
A •.♦«tt-V—.V.v

B

dv
_ d2v 8 dv

l.t. " il 'f- t. ■m ;dt " dx* S dx

if h be the conducting power of the porous solid for heat (the solid surrounding it
being supposed to be an infinitely bad conductor, or the circumstances to be other-
wise arranged, as is practieable in a variety of ways, so that there may be no latéral
conduction of heat), a the thermal capacity of unity of its bulk, and 8 the thermal
capacity of as much of the fluid as passes in the unit time. Now if, as is probably
the case in the actual circumstances, conduction through the porous solid itself is
insensible in its influence as compared with the convection of the fluid, this équation
will become approximately

dv 8 do ...

" <ït ~~ ~S dx (2)'
which, in fact, expresses rigorously the eiïecfc of the second cause mentioned in tho
text if alone operative.

If F dénoté any arbitrary function, and if 0 be supposed to be constant, the
général intégral of this équation is—

ffS ^
.(3);'('-*)

and if the arbitrary function be chosen to express by F (t) the given variation of
température where the fluid enters the porous body, we have the particular solution
of the proposed problem. We infer from it that, at any distance x in the porous

body from the entrance, the température will follow the same law and extent of
variation as at the entrance, only later in time by an interval equal to trSxjO. We
conclude that the variations of température in the issuing stream due to the second
cause alone, in the actual circumstances, are equal and similar to those of the air
entering the plug, but later in time by crSa/d. In this expression, the numerator,
<rSa, dénotés simply the thermal capacity of the whole plug. The plug, in the
actual experiments, having consisted of 382 grains of cotton, of which the thermal
capacity is about 191 times that of a grain of water, and (when the stop-cock was

closed) the air having been pumped through at the rate, per second, of 50 grains, of
which the capacity is twelve times that of a grain of water, the value of trSa/6 must
have been seconds, or about a quarter of a minute. When the Btop-cock was

open, an unknown quantity of air escaped through it, and therefore the value of
aSajd must have been somewhat greater. The variation which the value of 8 must
have experienced when the stop-cock was opened or closed in the course of an experi-
ment, or even merely in conséquence of the change of pressure following the initial
opening or closing of the stop-cock, makes the circumstances not such as in any of
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liave averaged more nearly one-third of a minute in tlie varying
circumstances of the actual experiments, since our observations (as
may be partially judged from the preceding charts) showed us
with very remarkable sharpness, in each case about twenty
seconds after the shutting or opening of the stop-cock, the com¬
mencement of the heating or cooling effect on the issuing stream,
due to the sudden compression or raréfaction instantaneously pro-
duced in the air on the other side of the plug.

The entering air will, very soon after its pressure ceases to
vary, be reduced to the température of the bath by the excellent
conducting action of the spiral copper pipe through which it
passes ; and, consequently, twenty seconds or so later, the issuing
stream can experience no further fluctuations in température ex-
cept by the agency depending on the third cause.

That the third cause may produce very considérable effects
is obvious, when we think how great tbe variations of température
must be to which the surfaces of the solid materials in the neigh-
bourhood of tbe plug on the bigh-pressure side are subjected
during the sudden changes of pressure : and that the heat con¬
sequently taken in or emitted by these bodies may influence the
issuing stream perceptibly for a quarter or a half hour after the
changes of pressure from which it originated bave ceased, is quite
intelligible on account of the slowness of conduction of heat
through the wood and metals, when we take into account the
actual dimensions of the parts of the apparatus round the plug.
It is not easy, however, to expla-in ail the fluctuations of tem¬
pérature which have been observed after the pressure had become
constant in the différent cases. Those shown in the first set of

diagrams are just such as might be expected from the alternate
heating and cooling which the solids must have experienced at
their surfaces on the high-pressure side, and which must be con-
ducted through so as to affect the issuing stream after a considér¬
able time ; but the great élévations of température shown in the
second set of diagrams, which correspond to cases when the
pressure was temporarily or permanently diminislied, are not, so
far as we see, explained by the causes we have mentioned, and the
circumstances of these cases require further examination.

the cases to correspond rigorously to the preceding solution ; which, notwithstand-
ing, represents the général nature of the convective effect nearly enough for the ex-
planation in the texi.
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When we liad thus examined the'causes of the fluctuations of

température in the issuing air, the précautions to prevent their
injurious effect upon the accuracy of the déterminations of the
cooling effect in the passage of air through the porous plug became
évident. These were simply to render the action of the pump as
uniform as possible, and to commence the record of observations
only after one hour and a lialf or two hours had elapsed from the
starting of the pump. The System then adopted was to observe
the thermometers in the bath and stream of air, and the pressure-
gauge every two minutes or minute and a half; the means of
which observations are recorded in the columns of the Tables. In
some instances the air previous to passi'ng into the pump was
transmitted through a cylinder which had been filled with quick-
lime. But since by previous use its povver of absorbing water had
been considerably deteriorated, a portion of the air was always trans¬
mitted through a Liebig tube containing asbestos moistened with
sulphuric acid or chloride of zinc. The influence of a small quantity
of moisture in the air is trifling, but will hereafter be examined.
That of the carbonic acid contained by the atmosphère was, as will
appear in the sequel, quite inappréciable. It will be proper to
observe that the thermometers by which the température of the
bath and issuing air was ascertained, were repeatedly compared to-
gether to avoid any error which might arise from the altération of
their fixed points from time to time.
Table I.—Experiments with a plug consisting of 191 grains of

■ cotton wool.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the results
in Columns
4, 6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

'Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in lbs.
on the
square

inch.

Atmo-
spheric

pressure.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
bath.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
eflfect in

Cent,
degrees.

20
20
10
10
10
10
10

10822
10998

Not observed.
10709
10769
10769
10769

0-51
0-30
0-56
0-66
0-66
0-66
0-66

21-326
21-239
20-446
20-910
20-934
20-995
20-933

14-400
14-252
14-609
14-772
14-775
14-779
14-782

20-295
16-740
17-738
16-039
16-065
16-084
16-081

20-201
16-615
17-622
15-924
15-967
15-934
15-974

0-094
0-125
0-116
0-115
0-098
0-100
0-107

0-57 20-969 14-624 17-006 16-898 0-108
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In each, excepting the first of the seven experiments above
recorded, the air was passed tbrough the quick-lime cylinder.

In the next experiments the nozzle was filled with 382 grains
of cotton wool. The intermediate stop-cock was however partly
opened, in order that by discharging a portion of the air before its
arrivai at the nozzle, the pressure might not be widely différent
from that employed in the last sériés. In ail excepting the last
experiment recorded in the following Table, the cylinder of lime
was dispensed with.

Table II.—Experiments with a smaller quantity of air passed
through a ping consisting of 382 grs. of cotton wool.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6'. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the results
in Colurnns
4, 6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in ihs.
on the
square
incli.

Atmo-
spheric

pressure.

Tem¬
pérature

of the -

batli.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effectiu

Cent,
degre es.

20
30
20
45
20
36
50

3865
3960

Not observed.
3125

Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

059
0-73
0-56
0-65
1-23
1-20
1-36

22-614
22-818
22-818
22-296
22-000
22-616
22-582

14-513
14-514
14-604
14-590
14-518
14-520
14-518

20-363
19-853
20-481
20-584
18-636
20-474
20-485

20-224
19-769
20-407
20-313
18-476
20-336
20-325

0-139
0-084
0-074
0-271
0-160
0-138
0-160

0-90 22-678 14-540 20-125 19-979 0-146

Table III.—Experiments in which the entire quantity of air
propelled by the pump was passed through a plug consisting of
382 grains of cotton wool. The cylinder of lime was not em¬
ployed.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the results
in Columns
4,6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in lbs.
on the
square
inch.

Atmo-
spheric

pressure.

Tem-
perature

of the
bath.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effcct in

Cent,
degrees.

7
10
10
10
10

11766
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

0-56
0-56
0-36
0-36
0-36

36-625
35-671
35-772
35-872
36-026

14-583
14-790
14-504
14-504
14-504

19-869
20-419
16-096
16-104
16-232

19-535
20-098
15-730
15-721
15-869

0-334
0-321
0-366
0-383
0-363

Mean 0-44 35-993 14-577 17-744 17-390 0'3o4
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In the next sériés of experiments the air was passed through a

plug of silk, formed by rolling a silk handkerchief into a cylindri-
cal shape, and then screwing it into the nozzle. The silk weighed
580 grains, and the small quantity of cotton wool placed on the
side next the thermometer in order to equalize the stream of air
more completely, weighed 15 grains. The stop-cock was partly
opened as in the experiments of Table IL, in order to reduce the
pressure to that obtained by passing the full quantity of air pro-
pelled by the pump through a more porous plug. The cylinder of
lime was employed.
Table IV.—Experiments in which a smaller quantity of air was

passed through a plug consisting of 580 grains of silk.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the results
in Colurans
4, 6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in Ibs.
on tiie
square
incli.

Atmo-
spheric

pressure.

Tem¬
pérature

of tlie
batii.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

10
10
10
10

3071
Not observe!.
Not observed.
Not observed.

0-18
0-18
0-14
0-14

33'168
33-024
33-820
33-226

14-727
14-732
14-660
14-650

18-882
18-884
19-066
19-068

18-524
18-536
18-686
18-695

0*358
0*348
0*380
0*373.

Mean 0-16 33-309 14-692 18-975 18-610 0*365

Table V.—Experiments in which the entire quantity of air pro-
pelled by the pump was passed through the silk plug. The
cylinder of lime was employed in ail excepting the first two
experiments.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the resuit
in Columns
4, 6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in ibs.
on the
square
inch.

Atmo-
spheric

pressure.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
bath.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

7594
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

7742
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

0-40
0-40
0-32
0-32
011
0-11
0-11
0-11

53-722
53-530
53-317
53-317
55-797
54-074
55-720
56-174

14-580
14-580
14-563
14-563
14-615
14-611
14-608
14-605

17-585
17-628
17-993
18-027
17-822
17-813
17-808
17-796

16-903
16-954
17-318
17-357
17-063
17-079
17-082
17-058

0-682
0-674
0-675
0-670
0-759
0-734
0-726
0-738

0-23 54'456 14-591 17-809 17-102 0-707
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In order to obtain a greater pressure, a plug was formed of silk
" waste " compressed very tightly into the nozzle.

Table VI.—Experiments in which the air, after passing through
the cylinder of lime, was forced, through a plug consisting of
740 grains of silk.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

wliich the results
in Columns
4, 6, and 7,

are obtain ed.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in Ibs.
on the
square
incil.

Atmo¬
spheric

pressure.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
bath.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

5650
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

5378
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.
Not observed.

0-19
0-19
0-19
0-19
0-15
0-15
0'15
0-15
0-14
0-14
0-14
0-14

79-852
80-133
79'870
80-013
79-814
80-274
79-903
77-867
78-214
78-245
78-180
78-633

14-777
14-782
14-787
14-793
14-960
14-957
14-953
14-950
14-638
14-638
14-638
14-638

17-050
17-066
17-079
17-083
16-481
16-489
16-505
16-521
12-851
12-877
12-885
12-905

15-884
15-913
15-945
15-967
15-338
15-374
15-392
15-428
11-770
11-800
11-824
11-839

1-166
1-153
1-134
1-116
1-143
1-115
1-113
1-093
1-081
1-077
1-061
1-066

0-16 79-250 14-793 15-483 14-373 1-110

In the foregoing experiments the pressure of the air on its exit
from the plug was always exactly equal to the atmospheric pres¬
sure. To ascertain the effect of an altération in the pressure of
the exit air, we now enclosed a long siphon barometer within the
glass tube (fig. 10). The upper part of this tube was surmounted
with a cap, furnished with a stop-cock, by partially closing which
the air at its exit could be brought to the required pressure. The
influence of pressure in raising the mercury in the thermometer by
compressing its bulb, was ascertained by plunging the instrument
into a bottle of water within the glass tube, and noting the amount
of the sudden rise or fall of the quicksilver on a sudden augmenta¬
tion or réduction of pressure. It was found that the pressuré
equal to that of 17 inches of mercury, raised the indication by
00,09 ; which quantity was therefore subtracted after the usual
réduction of the thermometric scale.
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Table VII.—Experiments with the plug consisting of 740 grains
of silk. Pressure of the exit air increased. Cylinder of lime
used.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Number of obser¬
vations from

which the results
in Columns
4, 6, and 7,

are obtained.

Cubic inches
passed through

the nozzle
per minute.

Water in
100 grains
of air, in
grains.

Pressure
in lbs.
on the
square
inch.

Pressure
of the

exit air.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
bath.

Tem¬
pérature

of the
issuing

air.

Cooling
effectin

Cent,
degrees.

10
10
]0
10

Not observed.
Not observed.
N ot observed.
Not observed.

0-14
0-14
0-14
0-14

82-982
82-510
81-895
80-630

23-093
22-878
22-798
22-488

12-673
12-713
12-755
12-795

11-612
11-676
11-725
11-792

1-061
1-037
1-030
1-003

Mean
Estimated at

5400 0-14 82-004 22-814 12-734 11-701 1-033

With reference to the experiments in Table VII. it may be
remarked, that the cooling effect must be the excess of that which
would have been obtained had the air been only resisted by
the atmospheric pressure in escaping from the plug, above the
cooling effect that would be found in an experiment with the
température of the batli and the pressure of the entering air
the same as the température and pressure of the exit air in the
actual experiment, and the air issuing at atmospheric pressure.
Hence, since two or three degrees of différence of température
in the bath would not sensibly alter the cooling effect in any
of the experiments on air, the cooling effect in an experiment
in which the pressure of the exit air is increased, must be sensibly
equal to the différence of the cooling effects in two of the ordinary
experiments, with the high pressures the same as those used
for the entering and issuing air respectively, and the low pressure
that of the atmosphère in each case; a conclusion which is
verified by the actual results, as the comparison given below
shows.

The results recorded in the foregoing Tables are laid downo o

on Chart No. 3, in which the horizontal lines represent the excess
of the pressure of the air in the receiver over that of the exit
air as found by subtracting the fifth from the fourth columns
of the Tables, and the vertical lines represent the cooling effect in
tenths of a degree Centigrade. It will be remarked that the
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line drawn through tbe points of observation is nearly straight,
indicating that the cooling effect is, approximately at least, pro-
portional to the excess of pressure, being about '018° per pound
on the square inch of différence of pressure. Or we may arrive
at the same conclusion by dividing the cooling effect (S) by the
différence of pressures (P - P') in the différent experiments.
We thus find, from the means shown in the différent tables,—

Table (I.) -p-4p7 = '0170
(II.) •0179

(III.) •0165

(IV.) •0196

(V.) •0177

(VI.) •0172

(VII.) •0174

Mean •0176

On the Cooling Effects experiencecl by Carbonic Acid in passing
through a porous Plug.

The position of the apparatus gave us considérable practical
facilities in experimenting with carbonic acid. A fermenting
tun 10 feet deep and 8 feet square was filled with wort to a depth
of 6 feet. After the fermentation had been carried on for about

forty hours, the gas was found to be produced in sufficient quantity
to supply the pump for the requisite time. The carbonic acid
was conveyed by a gutta-percha pipe, and passed through two
glass vessels surrounded by ice in order to condense the greater
portion of vapours. In the succeeding experiment the total
quantity of liquid so condensed was 300 grains, which having a
spécifie gravity of -9965, was composed of 10 grains of alcohol
and 290 grains of water. On analysing a portion of the gas
during the experiment by passing it through a tube containing
chloride of zinc, it was found to contain 0'733 gr. of water to
100 grs. of carbonic acid.

Table VIII.—Carbonic acid forced through a plug of 382 grs.
of cotton woo! Mean barometric pressure 29'45 inches,
équivalent to 14'399 lbs. Gauge under atmospheric pressure
151. The pump was placed in connexion with the pipe im-
mersed in carbonic acid at 10h 55™.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Time of Volume per- Pressure-gauge ; mean Température of the l.ath, Température of the Cooling
eft'ect in

Cent,
degrees.

obser¬ centage of pressure m lbs. on the bv indications of ïssuing -as, by indications
vation. carbonic acid. square inch. thermometer. of hcrlnometer.

h m

10 47 0 79-0 486-0 198-5
49 0 79-0 486-0 198-5
53 0 79-6 486-0 198-2
57 85-2 486-0 195-0
58 86-0 486-0 186-0
59 - 85-0-] 486-0- 188-6 -i

11 0 95-51 85-0 486-0 188-5
2 86-4 486-0 187-6
4 86-7 486-0 187-8
6 86-6 486-0 188-9
9 95-51 86-6 486-0 188-9

13 84-0 486-0 188-65
14 84-2 lbs. 486-0 O 188-1
15 95-51 -94-89 84-4 >■84-906 = 32-989 486-0 -486-00 = 20-001 188-0 -188-36 = 18-611 1-390
19 84-5 486-0 188-0
22 84-1 486-0 188-1
24 84-6 486-0 188-3
25 93-03 84-2 486-0 188-5
28 84-1 486-0 188-6
32 83-2 486-Oj 188-9
33 : 83-8" 486-0^ 188-9
35 86-82 84-0 486-0 189-0
40 83-8 486-0 189-6
41 83-9 486-0 189-7
43 85-0 485-9 189-9
45 79-37 .80-61 86-0 (.84-245 = 33'286 485-9 .485-94 = 19-998 190-4 -lOO'l =18*787 1-211
49 84-6 485-9 190-8
51 84-5 485-9 190-8
53 83-9 485-9 190-6
55 75-65 83-6 485-9 190-6

12 0 - 83-6J 485-9 J 190-8 -

2 1 83-01 485-71 190-8 "
5 70-68 I 82-7 485-7 190-9
9

13
-68-82 82-7

82-9 ■82-783 = 33-960 485-4
485-4 ■485-52 = 19-980 190-8

191-1 '191-07 = 18-884 1-096

15 66-96 1 82-7 485-5 191-3
21 J 82-7 485-4 191-5

„

23
"

82-81 485-4" 191-55^
25 65-72 82-9 485-4 191-6
28 82-9 485-4 191-7
33 82-2 485-4 191-8
35 63-23 82-3 485-4 191-7
40 81-9 485-3 191-65
44 81-9 485-2 191-6
45 63-23 ■63-85 82-1 •82-986 = 33-864 485-2 ■485-18 = 19-966 191-6 -191-82 = 18-959 1-007
52 82-4 485-0 191-65
55 62-0 83-9 485-0 192-0

1 2 84-1 485-0 192-1
5 63-23 84-9 485-0 192-1

11 85-4 485-0 192-3
15 65-72 82-1 484-9 192-1
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Table IX.—Carbonic acid forced through a plug consisting of
191 grs. of cotton wool. Mean barometric pressure 29'6
inches, équivalent to 1P472 Ibs. Gauge under atmospheric
pressure 150'6. Pump placed in connexion with the pipe
immersed in carbonic acid at 10h 38m.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Time of
obser¬
vation.

Volume pcr-
centape of

carbonic acid.

Pressure-gauge, and
pressuro in lbs. on tiie
square inch équivalent

thereto.

Indication of thermometer.
Température of the batli.

Indication of thermometer.
Température of the

xssuing gas.

Cooling
effectin

Cent,
degrees.

h m

10 40 123-0 461-5 189-5
42 123-1 461-6 187-6
44 "

123-1" 461-6 " 187-25"
so 90-51
63 123-0 461-75 187-5
55 123-2 lbs. 461-75 O 187-45 O

57 -94-58 123-0 -122-91 = 20-43 461-75 -461-78 = 18-962 187-55 "187*49 = 18*522 0*44
69 122-9 461-8 187-55

11 0 93-65
1 122-6 461-9 187-55
3 122-6 J 461-95J 187-6 -

5 122-6" 462-0 " 187-551
7 122-5 462-0 188-1
9 122-8 462-0 188-1

10 81-86
11 122-1 462-0 188-4
15 -76-27 121-6 -121-91 = 20-682 462-2 ■462-11 = 18-976 188-4 ■188*35 = 18*609 0-367
17 121-7 462-15 188-4
19 121-6 462-2 188-55
20 70-68 121-7 462-2 188-7
21 121-3 462-2 188-65
25 J 121-2 462-2 188-7

In the above, as weîl as in the next sériés, the carbonic acid
contained 0'35 per cent, of water.
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Table X.—Experiment in which carbonic acid was forced through
a plug consisting of 580 grs. of silk. Mean barometric
pressure 29*56, équivalent to 14*452 lbs. Gauge under at-
mosplieric pressure 150'8. Pump placed in connexion with
the pipe immersed in carbonic acid at 12h 53m. Quantit.y of
gas forced through the plug about 7170 cubic inches per
minute.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. G.

Time of
obser¬
vation.

Volume per-
centage of

carbonic acid.

PreSBure-gauge, and
pressure in lbs. on the
square inch équivalent

tliereto.

Indication of thcrmomcter.
Température of tlie batli.

Indication of tbermometcr.
Température of the

issuing gas.

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

h s

12 42 0 52-2^ 404-2 v 185-0 \

44 0 52-2
lbs.

-52-2 =55-454

404-35 185-5
40
49

0
0

52-2
52-2

404-4
40-1-35

-404-34 = 19-072 185-5
185-55 -185-53 = 18-323 0-749

50 0 52-2 404-35 185-55 »

52 0 52-21 404-4 V 185-5 1
54 56-0 404-55 179-0
57 55-7 404-05 100-3

1 0 95-5H 50-01 404-3 N 105-0 >
5 50-0 404-55 105-0
7 50-0 404-5 105-0
9 5G-0 404-4 104-9

10 9G'0 -94-85 •55-92 = 51-7 -404-47 = 19-077 -1G5-0 =1G*25G 2-821
11 55-8 404-0 104-9
13 55-6 404-55 104-8
17 56-0 404-5 ■ 105-0
20 93-031 50-01 404-4 1 105-4 1
24 55-51 404-0 106-0
25 55-7 404-0 166-3
27 5G-1 404-0 106-8
30 85-92 56-0 -55-94 = 51-08 404-7 -404-71 = 19-088 107-9 •167-8 = 1G-538 2*550
35 56-1 404-8 108-9
30 5G-1 404-8 169-1
38 56-lJ 404-9 .) 169-0 )

In the above experiment, as well as in those of the adjoining
Tables, the sudden diminution of pressure on Connecting the
pump with the receiver containing carbonic acid, is in perfect
accordance with the discovery by Professor Graham of the
superior facility with whiclr that gas may be transmitted through
a porous body compared with an equal volume of atmospheric air.
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Table XI.—Experiment in wliicli carbonic acid was forced through
a ping consisting of 740 grs. of silk, Mean barometric
pressure 3T065, équivalent to 14723 lbs. on the incb.
Gauge under atmosplieric pressure 145'65. Pump placed
in connexion witli tbe pijoe immersed in carbonic acid at
llh37m. Per-centage of moisture in tlie carbonic acid 015.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Time of
obser¬
vation.

Volume per-
centage of car¬

bonic acid.

Pressure-gauge, and
pressure in lbs. on the
square inch équivalent

thereto.

Indication of thermometer.
Température of the batli.

Indication of thermometer.
Température of the

issuing gas.

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

h m

11 28 35*5 318-9 117-9
30 35-1 318-95 118-0
32 35-6 318-95 118-0
31 35*2 318-95 117-9
36 35-2 318-95 117-73
37 36-0 318-95 117-5
38 30-2 318-95 112-0
39 95-51 36-6 94-0
43 36-9 319-03 83-95
45 95-51 37-0 83-6
47 37-1 83-0
50 95-51" 37-01 319-05^ 82-6 ■]
53 37-0 82-4"
55 95-51 37-0 lbs. 319-15 O 82-35 O o

57 -95-51 37-0 >37-0 = 75-324 >319-17 = 12-844 82-3 -82-62 = 7-974 4-87
12 0 95-51 37-0 82-7

2 37-0 319-3 83-0
5 95-51. 37'Oj -

83-0
,

In order to ascértain the cooling effect due to pure carbonic
acid, we may at présent neglect the effect due to the small
quantity of watery vapour contained by the gas ; and as the
cooling effects observed in the various mixtures of atmospheric
air and carbonic acid appear nearly consistent with the hypothesis
that the spécifie heats of the two elastic fluids are for equal
volumes equal to one another, and that eaeh fluid expériences
in the mixture the same absolute thermo-dynamic effect as if
the other were removed, we may for the présent take the following
estimate of the cooling effects due to pure carbonic acid, at the
various températures and pressures employed, calculated by
means of tliis hypothesis from the observations in whicli the
per-centage of carbonic acid was the greatest, and in fact so great,
that a considérable error in the correction for the common air
would scarcely affect the resuit to any sensible extent.

24—2
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Température of
the bath.

Excess of pressure,
P-F.

Cooling effect,
S.

Cooling effect divided by excess
of pressure.

From Table IX.... 18*902 5-958 Ô-459 ■0770
From TableVIII.... 20*001 18-590 1-440 ■0778
From Table X.... 19-077 37-248 2-938 •0789
From Table XI.... 12-844 60-G01 5-049 ■0833

"
Mean 17-721 Mean of first three -0779

Mean of ail -0793

We shall see immediately that tlie température of the bath
makes a very considérable altération in the cooling effect, and
we therefore select tbe first three results, obtained at nearly the
same température, in order to indicate the effect of pressure.
On referring to Chart No. 3, it will be remarked that these three
results range themselves almost accurately in a straight line. Or,
by looking to the numbers in the last column, we arrive at the
same conclusion.

Cooling Effect * experienced by Hydrogen in passing through a
porous Plug.

Not having been able as yet to arrange the large apparatus so
as to avoid danger in using tins gas in it, we have contented
ourselves for the présent with obtaining a détermination by
the hclp of the smaller force-pump employed in our preliminary
experiments. The hydrogen, after passing through a tube filled
with fragments of caustic potash, was forced, at a pressure of
68'4 lbs. on the inch, through a piece of leather in contact with
the bulb of a small thermometer, the latter being protected from
the water of the bath by a piece of india-rubber tube. At a
température of about 10° Cent., a slight cooling effect was ob-
served, which was found by repeated trials to be 0°'07G. The
pressure of the atmosphère being 147 lbs., it would appear that
the cooling effect experienced by this gas is only one-thirteenth of

* [Note of March 29, 1882. We afterwarda found that it was not a cooling
effect, but a heating effect, that was experienced by Hydrogen : very small at low
températures ; and somewhat larger but still very small at températures of about 90°
Cent. See Part IV. and Abstracts below.]
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that observed witb atmospheric air. "VVe state this resuit with
some reserve, on account of the imperfection of such experiments
on a small scale, but there can be no doubt that the effect of
hydrogen is vastly inferior to that of atmospheric air.

Influence of Température on tlie Gooling Effect.

By passing steam through pipes plunged into the water of
the bath, we were able to maintain it at a high température
without any considérable variation. Tlie passage of hot air
speedily raised the température of the stem of the thermometer,
as well as of the glass tube in which it was enclosed ; but never-
theless the précaution was taken of enclosing the whole in a
tin vessel, by means of which water in constant circulation with
the water of the bath was kept within one or two inches of the
level of the mercury in the thermometer. The bath was com-
pletely covered with a wooden lid, and the water kept in constant
and vigorous agitation by a proper stirrer.

Table XII.— Experiment in which—lst, air ; 2nd, carbonic acid ;
3rd, air dried by quicklime was forced through a plug con-
sisting of 740 grs. of silk. Mean barometric pressure 30'015,
équivalent to 14'68 lbs. on the inch. Gauge under the at¬
mospheric pressure 150. Per-centage of moisture in the car¬
bonic acid 0'31. Pump placed in connexion with the pipe
iinmersed in carbonic acid at 1111 24m. Disconnected and
attached to the quicklime cylinder at 12h 22m.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Time of
obser¬
vation.

"Volume per-
centage of car-

bonic acid.

Pressurc-gauge, and
pressure in lbs. on tlie
square inch équivalent

thercto.

Indication of thermometcr.
Température of tlie bath.

Indication of thermometcr.
Température of tlie

issuing gas. •

Cooling
effect in

Cent,
degrees.

h m

11 5 0 31-6 v 646-35-, 479-1 v

7 0 31-4
lbs.

■31-62 = 91-508

646-3 478-8
9

11
0
0

31-7
31-6

6-16-1
646-05 -646-15 = 91-452 478-05

478-1 -478-43 = 90-008 1-444

13 0 31-9 646-05 478-2
15 0 31-5 646-057 478-357
17 0 31-8 646-2 478-7 v

19 0 31-5 '646-0' 478-6
21
22

0
0

32-0
32-2 -31-95 = 90-576 646-0

646-1
-646-08 = 91-442 478-7

478-6 -478-58 = 90-043 1-399

23 0 32-2 646-1 478-1
24 0 32-0 646-1 478-8
25 0 32-0 646-1 477-0
26 0 32-1 646-4 471-6
30 95-5D 32-2 ^ 646-7 > 469-2 >

32 95-51 32-2 646-5 469-5
33
36

95-51
95-51 -95-51

32-0
32-6 ■32-23=89-799 646-45

646-7
-646-59 = 91-516

469-0
469-6 -469-63 = 88-044 3-472

38 95-51 32-2 646-6 469-9
40
43

/

93-031
32-2
32-1

646-6
646-6 ■

469-987
470-051

46
48 90-60 -91-81

32-1
32-1 ■32-1 =90-162 647-0

647-1
-647-03 = 91-579 470-3

470-9 -470-57 = 88-255 3-324

50 ; . 32-1 ;
- 647-4 471-05J

53 80-82^ 32-1 647-2
647-2

471-2 N.
55 32-05 471-75
58

12 0 75-65 -77-37
32-0
32-0 -32-16=90-006 647-2

647-7
-647-5 =91-647 472-05

472-6 -472-29=88-638 3-009

4 32-6 647-9 472-9
6 75-65; 32-257 647-8 7 473-257
9 32-8 1 647-951 473-951

11 65-72 32-4 ' 647-9 474-1
15
20

60-83
60-83

-62-46 32-2
32-4

-32-54=88-971 647-95
647-95

.647-94=91-711 474-8
475-15 •474-64 = 89-162 2-549

22 32-9 J 647-95J 475-2
27 0 32-0 647-85 477-0
29 0 32-0 647-8 480-1
31 0 31-6 647-5 480-6

33 0 32-0 647-3 480-6
35 0 32-1 647-1 480-8
37 0 32-2 647-0 480-83

39 0 32-0 1 647-1 N 480-9 1
41 0 32-1 647-03 481-03
43 0 32-1 647-1 480-9
45 0 32-1 -32-3 =89-618 647-03 ■647-02 = 91-578 481-02 -480-97 = 90-528 1-050
47 0 32-4 647-05 481-04
49 0 32-6 646-98 480-98
51 0 32-8 646-85J 480-9 )
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Although hot air had been p'assèd through the plug for half an
hour before the readings in the preceding Table were obtained,
it is probable that the numbers T444 and T399, representing
the cooling effect of atmospheric air, are not so accurate as the
value 1°'050. Taking this latter figure for the effect of an excess
of pressure of 89 618—14'68 = 74'938 lbs., we find a considérable
decrease of cooling effect owing to élévation of température, for
that pressure, at the low températures previously employed, is
able to produce a cooling effect of 10,309.

In order to obtain the effect of carbonic acid unmixed with

atmospheric air, we shall, in accordance with the prineiple already
adhered to, consider the thermal capacities of the gases to be
cqual for equal volumes. Then the cooling effect of the pure
gas

3-472 x 100-T052 x 4-49

Collecting these results, we have,—-

Température
of batli.

Kxcess of
pressure.

Cooling
effect.

Cooling effect
redueed to 100 lbs.

pressure.

Theorctical cooling
effect for 100 lbs.

pressure.

o o o

12-844 60-C01 5-049 8-33 8-27
19-077 37'248 2-938 7-89 8-07
91-516 74-933 3-586 4-78 4-96

Note.—The numbers shown in the last column of the Table are

calculated by the général expression given in our former paper*
for the cooling effect, from an empirical formula for the pressure
of carbonic acid, recently communicated by Mr Rankine in a
letter, from which the following is extracted.

" Glasgow, May 9, 1854.
" Annexed I send you formulas for carbonic acid, in which the

coefficient a has been determined solely from Regnault's experi-
ments on the increase of pressure at constant volume between
0° and 100° Cent. It gives most satisfactory results for expan¬
sion at constant pressure, compression at constant température,
and also (I think) for cooling by free expansion" [i.e. the cooling
effect in our experiments].

* Philosophical Transactions, June, 1853.
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" Carbonic Àcid Gas.

P pressure in pounds per square foot.
V volume of one pound in cubic feet.
P0 one atmosphère.
V0 theoretical volume, in the state of perfect gas, of one lb. at

the pressure P0 and the température of melting ice.
P0F0 for carbonic acid 17116 feet, log P0 V0 = 4"2334023.
(P„F0 actually, at 0°, 17145.)
Kr dynam. spec. heat at constant pressure 300'7 feet ;

log Kt = 2-4781334.
G absolute température of melting ice, 274° Cent.
"The absolute zéros of gaseous tension and of heat are sup-

posed sensibly to coincide, i.e. k is supposed inappreciably small.
"Formula-.

PV _T+G a V0
P0V~ G T+GV [>'

a = l-9, loga = 0'2787536.
"Cooling by free expansion, supposing the perfect gas thermo-

meter to give the true scale of absolute températures :

gr_750F0 Sa_|F0_F0] . ■
Kr'T+OXV, Vj W'

V n

log—2-5111438."

By substituting for ■— and ■— their approximate values jfr—p- C1'
1 2 "h h 10

G P
anc^ T~+U P ' We ret^uce ^

3 V0aG P,-P,
~KP(T+ Gf P0 '

from which vve have calculated the theoretical results for différent
températures shown above, which agree remarkably well with those
we have obtained from observation.

The interprétation given above for the expérimental results
on mixtures of carbonic acid and air dépends on the assumption

* Obtained by using Mr Rankine's formula (1) in the général expression for the
oooling effect given in our former paper, and repeated below as équation (15) of
Section Y.
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(rendered probable as a very close approximation to the trutli, by
Dalton's law), that in a mixture each gas retains ail its physical
properties unchanged by the presence of the other. This assump-
tion, however, may be only approximately true, perhaps similar
in accuracy to Boyle's and Gay-Lussac's laws of compression and
expansion by heat ; and the theory of gases would be very much
advanced by accurate comparative experiments on ail the physical
properties of mixtures and of their components separately. Towards
this object we have experimented on the thermal effect of the
mutual interpénétration of carbonic acid and air. In one experi-
ment we found that when 7500 cubic inches of carbonic acid at
the atmospheric pressure were mixed with 1000 cubic inches of
common air and a perfect mutual interpénétration had taken
place, the température had fallen by about '2° Cent. We intend
to try more exact experiments on this subject.

Theoretical Déductions.

§ 1. On the Relation hetiveen the Heat evolved and the Work
spent in Compressing a Gas kept at constant température.

This relation is not a relation of simple mechanical équivalence,
as was supposed by Mayer* in his 'Bemerkungen liber die Kràfte
der unbelebten Natur,' in winch he founded on it an attempt to
evaluate numerically the mechanical équivalent of the thermal
unit. The heat evolved may be less than, equal to, or greater
than the équivalent of the Avork spent, according as the work
produces other effects in the fluid than heat, produces only heat,
or is assisted by molecular forces in generating heat, and according
to the quantity of heat, greater than, equal to, or less than that
held by the fluid in its primitive condition, which it rnust hold to
keep itself at the saine température when compressed. The à
priori assumption of équivalence, for the case of air, without some

spécial reason from theory or expériment, is not less unwarrantable
than for the case of any fluid whatever subjected to compression.-
Yet it may be demonstrated-j- that water below its température
of maximum density (39°'1 Fahr.), instead of evolving any heat at

* Annalcn of Wohler and Liebig, May, 1842.
f Dynamieal Theory of Heat, § 63, équation (!>) [Art. xlviii. above], Trans. Boy.

Soc. Edinb,, April, 1851, Vol. xvr. p. 290 ; or Phil. Mag., Dec. 1852, p. 425.
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ail when compressée!, actually absorbs heat, and at higher tempe-
ratures evolves heat in greater or less, but probably always very
small, proportion to the équivalent of tlie work spent ; while air,
as will bo shown presently, evolves always, at least when kept at
any température between 0° and 100° Cent., somewhat more heat
than the work spent in compressing it could alone croate. The
first attempts to déterminé the relation in question, for the case of
air, established an approximate équivalence without deciding how
close it might be, or the direction of the discrepance, if any. Thus
experiments " On the Changes of Température produced by the
Raréfaction and Condensation of Air*," showed an approximate
agreement between the heat evolved by compressing air into a
strong copper vessel under water, and the heat generated by an
equal expenditure of work in stirring a liquid; and again, con-
versely, an approximate compensation of the cold of expansion
when air in expanding spends ail its work in stirring its own mass
by rushing through the narrow passage of a slightly opened stop-
cock. Again, theory f, without any doubtful hypothesis, showed
from Regnault's observations on the pressure and latent heat of
steam, that unless the density of saturated steam differs very
much from what it would be if following the gaseous laws of
expansion and compression, the heat evolved by the compression
of air must be sensibly less than the équivalent of the work spent
when the température is as low as 0° Cent., and very considerably
greater than that équivalent when the température is above 40° or
50°. Mr Rankine is, so far as we know, the only other writer wlio
independently admitted the necessity of experiment on the sub-
ject, and he was probably not aware of the experiments which
had been made in 1844, on the raréfaction and condensation of
air, when he remarkedj, that "the value of k is unknown; and
as yet no expérimental data exist by which it can be deterinined"
(k denoting in his expressions a quantity the vanishing of which
for any gas would involve the équivalence in question). In further

* Communicated to the Royal Society, June 20, 1844, and published in the
Philosophical Magazine, May 1845.

f Àppendix to "Account of Carnot's Theory" [Art. xu. above], Roy. Soc.
Edinburgh, April 30, 1849, Transactions, Vol. xvi. p. 568 ; eonfirmed in the
Dynamical Theory, § 22 [Art. xlviii. above], Transactions Roy. Soc. Edinb., March
17, 1851 ; and Phil. Mag. July, 1852, p. 20.

■ î Mechanical Action of Heat, Section II. (10), communicatod to the Roy. Soc.
Edinb., Feb. 4, 1850, Transactions, Vol. xx. p. 166.
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observing that probably k is small in comparison with the recipro-
cal of the coefficient of expansion, Mr Rankine virtually adopted
the équivalence as probably approximate ; but in his article " On
the Thermie Phenomena of Currents of Elastic Fluids*," he took
the first opportunity of testing it closely, afforded by our pre-
liminary experiments on the thermal effects of air escaping through
narrow passages.

We are now able to give much more précisé answers to the
question regarding the heat of compression, and to others which
rise from it, than those preliminary experiments enabled us to do.
Thus if K dénoté the spécifie heat under constant pressure, of air
or any other gas, issuing from the plug in the experiments de-
scribed above, the quantity of heat that would bave to be supplied,
per pound of the fluid passing, to make the issuing stroam have
the température of the bath, would be KS, or Km(P — P')/U,
where m is equal to '26° for air and 1T5° for carbonic acid, since

. Ave found that the cooling effect was simply proportional to the
différence of pressure in each case, and was '0176° per pound per
square inch, or '26 per atmosphère, for air, and about times as
much for carbonic acid. Tliis shows precisely how much the heat
of friction in the plug falls short of compensating the cold of
expansion. But the heat of friction is the thermal équivalent of
ail the work done actually in the narrow passages by the air
expanding as it flows through. Now this, in the cases of air and
carbonic acid, is really not as much as the whole work of expan¬
sion, on account of the déviation from Boyle's law to which these
gases are subject ; but it exceeds the whole work of expansion in
the case of hydrogen which présents a contrary déviation; since
P'V', the work which a pound of air must do to escape against
the atmospheric pressure, is, for the two former gases, rather
greater, and for hydrogen rather less, than PV, which is the work
done on it in pushing it through the spiral up to the plug. In
any case, w denoting the whole work of expansion, w — (P'V'—PV)
will be the work actually spent in friction within the plug ; and
1 {w — (PT'-P7)j/J will be the quantity of heat into which it is
converted, a quantity which, in the cases of air and carbonic acid,
falls short by Km{P — P')/II of compensating the cold of expan¬
sion. If therefore II dénoté the quantity of heat that would

* Mechanical Action of Heat, Subsection 4, communicated to the Roy. Soc.
Edinb. Jan. 4, 1853, .Transactions, Yol. xx. p. 580.
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exactly compensate the cold of expansion, or winch amounts to
the same, the quantity of heat that would be evolved hy compres-
sing a pound of the gas from the volume V' to the volume V, when
kept at a constant température, we have

j {w - (P V'- P F)} = II -Km F ~j~ ,
whence

II=j + |-j(P' V'-PV) + Km ^=pj.
Now, from the results derived by Eegnault from his experiments
on the compressibility of air, of carbonic acid, and of hydrogen, at
three or four degrees above the freezing-point, we find, approxi-
mately,

FV'-PV_ ,P-P'
PV fl '

where /= '00082 for air,
/= '0064 for carbonic acid,

and f= — "00043 for hydrogen.
No doubt the déviations from Boyle's law will be somewhat dif¬
férent at the higher température (about 15° or 16° Cent.) of tho
bath in our experiments, probably a little smaller for air and
carbonic acid, and possibly greater for hydrogen; but the preceding
formula may express them accurately enough for the rough esti-
mate which we are now attempting.

We have, therefore, for air or carbonic acid,
rr W ( Tr PVf\P — P' W PV fJKïl ,\ P — P'+ -n +

The values of JK and PV for the three gases in the circumstances
of the experiments are as follow:—

For atmospheric air JK — 1390 x "238 = 331
For carbonic acid JW = 1390 X "217 =301
For hydrogen.' JK—1390 x 3"4046 = 4732,

and for atmospheric air, at 15° Cent. PV— 26224 (1 +15 x '00360)
= 27663,

for carbonic acid, at 10° Cent. PV= 17154 (1 +10 x "00366)
= 17782,

for hydrogen at 10° Cent. PF= 378960 (1 +10 x "00367)
= 393000.
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Hence we liave, for air and carbonic acid,
w PV P-P'

x_rr>
where X dénotés *0024 for air, and 'OIS for carbonic acid; showing
(since tliese values of X are positive) that in the case of each of
tliese gases, more heat is evolved in compressing it than tbe équi¬
valent of tbe work spent (a conclusion tbat would hold for hydrogen
even if no cooling effect, or a heating effect less than a . certain
limit, were observed for it in our form of experiment). To find
the proportion which this excess bears to the whole heat evolved,
or to the thermal équivalent of the work spent in the compression,
we may use the expression

p
w = PVlog p,,

as approximately equal to the mechanical value of either of those
energies; and we thus find for the proportionate excess,

H-w/J _ P-P' AAO, P-P' , .
• iy- =X tïjTîïu = "0024 lor air,w/j n iog (p/p ) n iog (p/p )

P-P'
or = "013 —.7,.for carbonic acid.11 log (1/1 )
This équation shows in what proportion the heat evolved exceeds
the équivalent of the work spent in any particular case of com¬
pression of either gas. Thus for a very small compression from
P' = II, the atmospheric pressure, we have

l°g p? = log fl + "^yr-11) ="Prrn approximately,P' ° V n J II

and therefore — -,= '0024 for air,
w/J

or = "013 for carbonic acid.

Therefore, when slightly compressed from the ordinary atmo¬
spheric pressure, and kept at a température of about 60° Fahr.,
common air evolves more heat by and carbonic acid more by
7^ than tlie amount mechanically équivalent to the work of com¬
pression. For considérable compressions from the atmospheric
pressure, the proportionate excesses of the heat evolved are
greater than these values, in the ratio of the Napierian logarithm
of the number of times the pressure is increased, to this number
diminished by 1. Thus, if either gas be compressed from the
standard state to double density, the heat evolved exceeds the
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thermal équivalent of tlie work spent, by in the case of air,
and in the case of carbonic acid.

As regards these two gases, it appears that the observed cooling
effect was chiefly due to an actual prépondérance of the mechanical
équivalent of the beat required to compensate the cold of ex¬
pansion over the work of expansion, but that rather more than
one-fourth of it in the case of air, and about one-third of it in
the case of carbonic acid, depended on a portion of the work of
expansion going to do the extra work spent by the gas in issuing
against the atmospheric pressure above that gained by it in being
sent into the plug. On the other hand, in the case of hydrogen, in
such an cxperiment as we have performed, there would be a heat-
ing effect, if the work of expansion were precisely equal to the
mechanical équivalent of the cold of expansion, since not only the
whole work of expansion, but also the excess of the work done in
forcing the gas in above that performed by it in escaping, is spent
in friction in the plug. Since we have observed actually a cooling
effect, it follows that the heat absorbed in expansion must exceed
the équivalent of the work of expansion, enough to over-com-
pensate the whole heat of friction mechanically équivalent, as this
is, to the work of expansion together with the extra work of
sending the gas into the plug above that which it does in escaping.
In the actual experiment* we found a cooling effect of '076°, with
a différence of pressures, P —P', equal to 53'7 lbs. per square inch,
or 3'7 atmosphères. Now the mechanical value of the spécifie
heat of a pound of hydrogen is, according to the resuit stated
above, 4732 foot-pounds, and hence the mechanical value of the
heat that would compensate the observed cooling effect per pound
of hydrogen passing is 360 foot-pounds. But, according to
Regnault's experiments on the compression of hydrogen, quoted
above, we have

PV— P' V'=PVx '00043 —approximately ;

* From the single experiment we have made on hydrogen we eannot conclude
that at other pressures a cooling effect proportional to the différence of pressures,
would be observed, and therefore we confine the comparison of the three gases to
the particular pressure used in the hydrogen experiment. It should be remarked
too, that we feel little confidence in the value assigned to the thermal effect for the
case observed in the experiment on hydrogen, and only consider it established that
it is a cooling effect, and very small. [Addition of Mareh 29, 1882. Subséquent
experiments showed us, that the effect was in truth very small ; and probably not a
cooling effect, but a very slight degree of heating. See Part IV. and Abstracts below.]
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and as the température was about 10° in our experiment, we liave,
as stated above, PV= 393000.

Hence, for the case of the experiment in which the différence
of pressures was 3 7 atmosphères, or

we have PV — PV' — G25 ;

that is, 625 foot-pounds more of work, per pound of hydrogen, is
spent in sending the hydrogen into the plug at 4'7 atmosphères of
pressure, than wouldbe gained in abowingit to escape at the same
température against the atmospheric pressure. Hence the heat
required to compensate the cold of expansion, is generated by
friction frôm (1) the actual work of expansion, together with (2)
the extra work of 625 foot-pounds per pound of gas, and (3) the
amount équivalent to 360 foot-pounds which would have to be
communicated from without to do away with the residual cooling
effect observed. Its mechanical équivalent therefore exceeds the
work of expansion by 985 foot-pounds; which is of its own
amount, since the work of expansion in the circumstances is ap-

proximately 393000 x log4'7 = 608000 foot-pounds. Conversely,
the heat evolved by the compression of hydrogen at 10° Cent.,
from 1 to 4'7 atmosphères, exceeds by the work spent. The
corresponding excess in the case of atmospheric air, according to
the resuit obtained above, is -py¥, and in the case of carbonic
acid îjV

It is important to observe how much less close is the com¬
pensation in carbonic acid than in either of the other gases, and
it appears probable that the more a gas deviates from the gaseous
laws, or the more it approaches the condition of a vapour at
saturation, the wider will be the discrepancy. We hope, with a
view to investigating further the physical properties of gases, to
extend our method of experimenting to steam (which will pro-

bably présent a large cooling effect), and perhaps to some other
vapours.

In Mr Joule's original experiment* to test the relation between-
heat evolved and work spent in the compression of air, without an

* The second experiment mentioned in the abstract publislied in the Proceedings
of the Iloyal Society, June 20, 1841, and described in the Philosophical Magazine,
May 1845, p. 377.
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independent détermination of the mechanical équivalent of the
thermal unit, air was allowed to expand through the aperture of
an open stop-cock from one copper vessel into another previously
exhausted by an air-pump, and the whole external thermal effect on
the métal of the vessels, and a mass of water below winch they are

kept, was examined. We may now estimate the actual amount of
that external thermal effect, which observation only showed to be
insensibly small. In the first place it is to be remarked, that,
however the equilibrium of pressure and température is estab-
lished between the two air vessels, provided only no appréciable
amount of work is emitted in sound, the same quantity of heat
must be absorbed from the copper and water to reduce tliem
to their primitive température ; and that this quantity, as was
shown above, is equal to

PV
AAA1 P-P' 27000 x-0024 P-P' n.aP-F

-J X '0021 X „ X -JJ- = -046 -J,-..

In the actual experiments the exhausted vessel was equal in
capacity to the charged vessel, and the latter contained "13 of a

pound of air under 21 atmosphères of pressure, at the commence¬
ment. Hence P' — \P, and

P -P'

and the quantity of heat required from without to compensate the
total internai cooling effect must have been

•046 x 10-5 x -13 = -063.

This amount of heat, taken from 16J lbs. of water, 28 lbs. of
copper, and 7 lbs. of tinned iron, as in the actual experiment,
would produce a lowering of température of only "003° Cent. We
need not therefore wonder that no sensible external thermal effect
was the resuit of the experiment when the two copper vessels and
the pipe Connecting them were kept under water, stirred about
through the whole space surrounding them, and that similar ex¬
periments, more recently made by M. Regnault, should have led
only to the same négative conclusion.

If, on the other hand, the air were neither allowed to take in
heat from nor to part with heat to the surrounding matter in any
part of the apparatus, it would experience a résultant cooling effect
(after arriving at a state of uniformity of température as well as
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pressure) to be calculated by dividing the preceding expression for
tbe quantity of heat wbich would be required to compensate it, by
'17, the spécifie heat of air under constant pressure. The cooling
efifect on the air itself therefore amounts to

P-P'

which is equal to 20-8, for air expanding, as in Mr Joule's experi-
ment, from 21 atmosphères to half' that pressure, and is 900 times
as great as the thermometric effect when spread over the water
and copper of the apparatus. Hence our présent system, in which
the thermometric effect on the air itself is directly observed, affords
a test hundreds of times more sensitive than the method first

adopted by Mr Joule, and no doubt also than that recently
practised by M. Regnault, in which the dimensions of the various
parts of the apparatus (although not yet published) must have
been on a corresponding scale, or in somewhat similar proportions,
to those used formerly by Mr Joule.

§ 2. On the density of Saturated Steam.
The relation between the heat evolved and the work spent,

approximately established by the air-experiments communicated to
the Royal Society in 1844, was subjected to an independent
indirect test by an application of Carnot's theory, with values of
"Carnot's function" which had been calculated from Regnault's
data as to the pressure and latent heat of steam, and the
assumption (in want of expérimental data), that the density varies
according to the gaseous laws. The vérification thus obtained was
very striking, showing an exact agreement with the relation of
équivalence at a température a little above that of observation,
and an agreement with the actual expérimental results quite
within the limits of the errors of observation ; but a very wide
discrepancy from équivalence for other températures. The follow-
ing Table is extracted from the Appendix to the "Account of

* It is worthy of remark that this, the expression for the cooling effect experi-
enced by a mass of atmospheric air expanding from a bulk in which its pressure is
P to a bulk in which, at the same (or very nearly the same) température its pressure
is P', and spending ail its work of expansion in friction among its own particles,
agréés very elosely with the expression, -26 (P —P')/n, for the cooling effect in the
somewhat différent circumstances of our experiments.

T. 25
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Carnot's Theory " [Art. XLI. above] in which the tbeoretical com-
parison was first made, to facilitate a comparison with what we
now know to be the true circumstances of the case.

" Table of the Values of = [F].

" Work requisite to
produce a unit of beat

by the compression
of a gas

Jh

" Température
of the gas

t.

"Work requisite to
produce a unit of heat

by the compression
of a gas

M(1. + Et)

" Température
of the gas

t.

ft. lbs. ft. lbs. O

1357-1 0 1446-4 120
1368-7 10 1455-8 130
1379-0 20 1465-3 140
1388-0 30 1475-8 150
1395-7 40 1489-2 160
1401-8 50 1499-0 170
1406-7 60 1511-3 180
1412-0 70 1523-5 190
1417-6 80 1536-5 200
1424-0 90 1550-3 210
1430-6 100 1564-0 220
1438-2 110 1577-8 230 "

We now know, from the experiments described above in the
présent paper, that the numbers in the first column, and we may
conclude with almost equal certainty, that the numbers in the
third also, ought to be each very nearly the mechanical équivalent
of the thermal unit. This having been ascertained to be 1390 (for
the thermal unit Centigrade) by the experiments on the friction of
lluids and solids, communicated to the Royal Society in 1849, and
the work having been found above to fall short of the équivalent
of heat produced, by about at the température of the air-
experiments at présent communicated, and by somewhat less at
such a higher température as 30°, we may infer that the agreement
of the tabulated theoretical resuit with the fact is perfect at about
30° Cent. Or, neglecting the small discrepance by which the work
truly required falls short of the équivalent of heat produced, we
may conclude that the true value of /r(l + Et)/E for ail tempéra¬
tures is about 1390 ; and hence that if [ W] dénoté the numbers
■shown for it in the preceding table, /a the true value of Carnot's
function, and [/a] the value tabulated for any température in the
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"Account of Oarnot's Theory" [Art. XLI. above], we must have, to
a very close degree of approximation,

But if [cr] dénoté the formerly assumed spécifie gravity of saturated
steam, p its pressure, and A its latent beat per pound of matter,
and if p be the mass (in pounds) of water in a cubic foot, the ex¬
pression from which the tabulated values of [/a] were calculated is

while the true expression for Oarnot's fonction in terms of
properties of steam is

vv e nave, wiereiore, f—=; = -, ;
[cr | lo./U

and we infer that the densities of saturated steam in reality bear
the same proportions to the densities assumed, according to the
gaseous laws, as the numbers shown for différent températures in
the preceding Table bear to 1390. Thus we see that the assumed
density must have been very nearly correct, about 30° Cent., but
that the true density increases much more at the high tempéra¬
tures and pressures than according to the gaseous laws, and con-
sequently that steam appears to deviate from Boyle's law in the
same direction as carbonic acid, but to a much greater amount,
which in fact it must do unless its coefficient of expansion is very
much less, instead of being, as it probably is, somewhat greater
than for air. Also, we infer that the spécifie gravity of steam
at 100° Cent., instead of being only * , as was assumed, or
about xtVp' as ^ to generally supposed to be, must be as great
as yg-Vfi- Without using the preceding Table, we may détermine
the absolute density of saturated steam by means of a formula
obtained as follows. Since we have seen the true value of W
is nearly 1390, we must have, very approximately, 1390.27/(1 +1Ht),

M-llWIÉ.
PH * dt'

Hence

25—2
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and lience, according to the preceding expression for p, in terms of
the properties of steam,

or, within the degree of approximation to which we are going
(omitting as we do fractions such as of the quantity evaluated),

(1 + Et) dp
9(7 ~ 1390E.\~dt'

an équation by which pa, the mass of a cubic foot of steam in
fraction of a pound, or r, its spécifie gravity (the value of p being
63'887), may be calculated from observations such as those of
Regnault on steam. Thus, using Mr Rankine's empirical formula
for the pressure which represents M. Regnault's observations
correctly at ail températures, and M. Regnault's own formula for
the latent heat ; and taking E = we have

273 +t P ((274-6 + #)* + (274X '4342945
9<J 1390 (606-5 + 0-305«) -{* + '00002#" + -0000003#8) '

with the following équations for calculating p and the terms
involving /3 and 7 ;

iogioP = « - t + f74.g - (274-6 + #)" '
a = 4-950433 + log102114 = 8'275538,

log1# /3 = 3-1851091,
logl07 = 5-0827176.

The densities of saturated steam calculated for any tem¬
pératures, either by means of this formula, or by the expression
given above, with the assistance of the Table of values of [W], are
the same as those which, in corresponding on the subject in 1848,
we found would be required to reconcile Regnault's actual obser¬
vations on steam with the results of air-experiments which we
then contemplated undertaking, should they turn out, as we now
find they do, to confirm the relation which the air-experiments of
1844 had approximately established. They should agree with
results which Clausius* gave as a conséquence of his extension of

* Poggendorfi's Annalen, April and May, 1850.
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Carnot's principle to the dynamical theory of heat, and his
assumption of Mayer's hypothesis.

§ 3. Evaluation of Carnot's Function.
The importance of this object, not only for calculating the

efficiency of steam-engines and air-engines, but for advancing the
theory of heat and thermo-electricity, was a principal reason
inducing us to undertake the présent investigation. Our pre-

liminary experiments, demonstrating that the cooling effect which
we discovered in ail of them was very slight for a considérable
variety of températures (from about 0° to 77° Cent.), were sufficient
to show, as we have seen in §§ 1 and 2, that ^(1 + Et)/E must
be very nearly equal to the mechanical équivalent of the thermal
unit ; and therefore we have

M = Y/W+i aPProximately>
or, taking for E the standard coefficient of expansion of atmospheric
air, '003665,

J
M ~ 272-85 + t'

At the commencement of our first communication to the Royal
Society on the subject, we proposed to deduce more précisé values
for this function by means of the équation

J JK8—(P'V'~PV) + w

fx, dw '
dt

fV'where w — pdv ;
J r

v, V, V dénoté, with reference to air at the température of the
bath, respectively, the volumes occupied by a pound under any
pressure p, under a pressure, P, equal to that with which the air
enters the plug, and under a pressure, P', with which the air
escapes from the plug ; and JKS is the mechanical équivalent of
the amount of heat per pound of air passing that would be re-
quired to compensate the observed cooling effect S. The direct use
of this équation for determining J/p requires, besides our own
results, information as to compressibility and expansion which is as
yet but very insufficiently afforded by direct experiments, and
is consequently very unsatisfactory, so much so that we shall only
give an outline, without détails, of two plans we have followed, and
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mention the results. First, it may be remarked that, approxi-
mately,

w = (1 + Et)Hlog p, and ~ = EH log ,

II being the " height of the homogeneous atmosphère," or the
product of the pressure into the volume of a pound of air, at

. 0° Cent. ; of which the value is 26224 feet. Hence, if (B dénoté a

certain mean coefficient of expansion suitable to the circumstances
W

of each individual experiment, it is easity seen that ^ may be put
dt

under the form 1/ dè + t, and thus we have
/ 1 JK8 - {P'V — PV)
„ — (JE + t + p '' ^ EH log|

since the numerator of the fraction constituting the last term is so
small, that the approximate value may be used for the denomina-
tor. The first term of the second member may easily be deter-
mined analytically in général terms ; but as it has reference to the
rate of expansion at the particular température of the experiment,
and not to the mean expansion from 0° to 100°, which alone
has been investigated by Regnault and others who have made
sufficiently accurate experiments, we have not data for determining
its values for the particular cases of the experiments. We may,
however, failing more précisé data, consider the expansion of air as
uniform from 0° to 100°, for any pressure within the limits of the
experiments (four or five atmosphères); because it is so for air at
the atmospheric density by the hypothesis of the air-thermometer,
and Regnault's comparisons of air-thermometers in différent con¬
ditions show for ail, whether on the constant-volume or constant-
pressure principle, with density or pressure from one-half to double
the standard density or pressure, a very close agreement with the
standard air-thermometer. On this assumption then, when we
take into account Regnault's observations regarding the effect of
variations of density on the coefficient of increase of pressure, we
find that a suitable mean coefficient CB for the circumstances of the

preceding formula for Jfoj, is expressed, to a sufficient degree of
approximation, by the équation

■0000441 P - P'
<B = -0036534 + -

3-81 niog P/P"
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Also, bj using Regnault's expérimental results on compressibility
of air as if they had been made, not at 4°'75, but at 16° Cent., we
bave estimated P'V' — PV for the numerator of the last terni of
the preceding expression. We have thus obtained estimâtes for
the value of J/p,, from eight of our experiments (not corresponding
exactly to the arrangement in seven sériés given above), which,
with the various items of the correction in the case of each ex-

periment, are shown in the following Table:

No. of
experi-
ment.

Pressure
of air

forced into
the plug.

Baro-
metric

pressure.
Excess. Cooliug

effect.

Correction
by cooling

effect.

Correction
byrecipro-

cal co¬

efficient of
expansion.

Correction by
compressibility
'(subtracted).

Value of/
divided by
Carnot's

function for
16° Cent.

P. P'. P-P'. S.
JKS 1 1 P'V - PV J

EHlogP/P'' © E- Emogp/p'' P16
i. 20-913 14-777 6-166 ô-105 1-031 0-174 0-290 289-4

h. 21-282 14-326 6-956 0-109 0-942 0-168 0-291 289-3
m. 35-822 14-504 21-318 0-375 1-421 0-519 0-412 289-97
IV. 33-310 14-692 18-618 0-364 1-523 0-470 0-372 290-065
V. 55-441 14-610 40-831 0-740 1-892 0-923 0-480 289-705

VI. 53-471 14-571 38-900 0-676 1-814 0-883 0-475 289-59
VII. 79-464 14-955 64-509 1-116 2-272 1-379 0-592 289-69

VIII. 79-967 14-785 65-182 1-142 2-300 1-376 0-586 289-73

Mean 289-68

In conséquence of the approximate equality of J/p to 1/E+t,
its value must be, within a very minute fraction, less by 16 .at 0°
than at 16°; and, from the mean resuit of the preceding Table, we
therefore deduce 273'68 as the value of //p. at the freezing-
point. The correction thus obtained on the approximate estimate
1/JU+ t — 272'85 + t, for Jjp, at températures not much above the
freezing-point, is an augmentation of '83.

For calculating the unknown terms in the expression for Jjp,
we have also used Mr Rankine's formula for the pressure of air,
which is as follows;—

_ TrC+tL aC /1\* hC /1 \4"
pv H G |1 (C +1)2 \pv) C+ 't\pv.

where 0= 274f6, log10a =-3176168, log10A = 3-8181546, '
-a 26224ti = y :1 — a + h

and, v being the volume of a pound of air when at the température
t and under the pressure p, p dénotés the mass in pounds of a cubic
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foot at the standard atmospheric pressure of 29*9218 inches of
mercury. The value of p according to this équation, when sub-
stituted in the général expression for J/n, gives

- = G +t
P

JKGs , \(P\4 (F\*1 13 ( C f-P\* (P\l\
^B+Sh(c^m) ~ (n) hï8fe) lin) ~ln)}

+
log P/P'

From this we find,with the data of the eight experiments just quoted,
the following values for J/p at the température of 16° Cent.,

289-044, 289-008, 288*849, 289-112, 288*787, 288*722, 288*505,
288*559, the mean of which is 288*82,

giving a correction of only *03 to be subtracted from the previous
approximate estimate 1 jE+ t.

It should be observed that Carnot's fonction varies only with
the température; and therefore if such an expression as the pre-

ceding, derived from Mr Rankine's formula, be correct, the cooling
effect, 8, must vary with the pressure and température in such a
way as to reduce the complex fraction, constituting the second
term, to either a constant or a fonction of t. Now at the tempéra¬
ture of our experiments, 8 is very approximately proportional
simply to P— P', and therefore ail the terms involvingthe pressure
in the numerator ought to be either linear or logarithmic; and the
linear terms should balance one another so as to leave only terms
which, when divided by log P/P', become independent of the
pressures. This condition is not fulfilled by the actual expression,
but the calculated results agree with one another as closely as
could be expected from a formula obtained with such insuffi-
cient expérimental data as Mr Rankine had for investigating
the empirical forms which his theory left undetermined. We shall
see in § 5 below, that simpler forms represent Regnault's data
within their limits of error of observation, and at the same time
may be reduced to consistency in' the présent application.

As yet we have no data regarding the cooling effect, of suffi-
cient accuracyfor attemptingan independent évaluation of Carnot's
fonction for other températures. In the following section, how-
ever, we propose a new System of thermometry, the adoption of
which will quite alter the form in which such a problem as
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that of evaluating Carnot's fonction for any température présents
itself.

§ 4. On an absolute Thermometric Scale founded on the Mechanical
Action of Heat.

In a communication to the Cambridge Philosophical Society*
of June, 1848, [Art. xxxix. above] it was pointed out that any
System of thermometry, founded either on equal additions of heat,
or equal expansions, or equal augmentations of pressure, must
dépend on the particular thermometric substance chosen, since
the spécifie heats, the expansions, and the elasticities of substances
vary, and, so far as we know, not proportionally with absolute rigour
for any two substances. Even the air-thermometer does not afford
a perfect standard, unless the précisé constitution and physical state
of the gas used (the density, for a pressure-thermometer, or the pres¬
sure, for an expansion-thermometer) be prescribed; but the very
close agreement which Regnault found between différent air- and
gas-thermometers removes, for ail practical purposes, the incon¬
vénient narrowness of the restriction to atmospheric air kept per-
manently at its standard density, imposed on the thermometric sub¬
stance in laying down a rigorous définition of température. It
appears then that the standard of practical thermometry consists
essentially in the reference to a certain numerically expressible
quality of a particular substance. In the communication alluded
to, the question, "Is there any principle on which an absolute
thermometric scale can be founded?" was answered by showing
that Carnot's fonction (derivable from the properties of any sub¬
stance whatever, but the same for ail bodies at the same tempéra¬
ture), or any arbitrary fonction of Carnot's fonction, may be de-
fined as température, and is therefore the foundation of an absolute
System of thermometry. We may now adopt this suggestion with
great advantage, since we have found that Carnot's fonction varies
very nearly in the inverse ratio of what has been called "tempéra¬
ture from the zéro of the air-thermometer," that is, Centigrade
température by the air-thermometer increased by the reciprocal of
the coefficient of expansion ; and we may define température simply

* " On an Absolute Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot's Theory of the
Motive Power of Heat, and caleulated from Regnault's Observations on Steam," by
Prof. W. Thomson, [Art. xxxix. above] Proceedings Gamb. PMI. Soc., June 5, 1848,
or Philosophical Magazine, Oct. 1848.
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as the reciprocal of Carnot's fonction. When we take into account
what has been proved regarding the mechanical action of heat*,
and consider what is meant by Carnot's fonction, we see that the
following explicit définition may be substituted:—

If any substance whatever, subjected to a perfectly réversible
cycle of opérations, talces in heat onlyin a locality Icept at a uniform
.température, and emits heat only in another locality kept at a
uniform température, the températures of tliese localities are propor-
tional to the quantifies of heat talcen in or emitted at them in a

complété cycle of the opérations.
To fix on a unit or degree for the numerical measurement of

température, we may either call some definite température, such as
that of melting ice, unity, or any number we please; or we may
choose two definite températures, such as that of melting ice and
that of saturated vapour of water under the pressure 29'9218
inches of mercury in the latitude of 45°, and call the différence of
these températures any number we please, 100 for instance. The
latter assumption is the only one that can be made conveniently in
the présent state of science, on account of the necessity of retain-
ing a connexion with practical thermometry as hitherto practised;
but the former is far préférable in the abstract, and must be
adopted ultimately. In the mean time it becomes a question,
what is the température of melting ice, if the différence between
it and the standard boiling-point be called 100°? When this
question is answered within a tenth of a degree or so, it may be
convenient to alter the foundation on which the degree is defined,
by assuming the température of melting ice to agree with that
which has been found in terms of the old degree; and then to
make it an object of forther expérimental research, to détermine
by what minute fraction the range from freezing to the présent
standard boiling-point exceeds or falls short of 100. The expéri¬
mental data at présent available do not enable us to assign the
température of melting ice, according to the new scale, to perfect
certainty within less than two- or three-tenths of a degree ; but
we shall see that its value is probably about 273'7, agreeing with
the value of J/p at 0° found by the first method in § 3. From the
very close approximation to equality between J/y, and 1/E+t,
which our experiments have established, we may be sure that

* Dynamical Theory of Heat, [Art. xlviii. above] §§ 42, 43.
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température from the freezing-point by the new System must
agree to a very minute fraction of a degree vvitb Centigrade tem¬
pérature between the two prescribed points of agreement, 0° and
100°, and we may consider it as highly probable that tbere will also
be a very close agreement through a wide range on each side of
these limits. It becomes of course an object of the greatest
importance, when the new system is adopted, to compare it with
the old standard; and this is in fact what is substituted for the
problem, the évaluation of Carnot's function, now that it is pro-
posed to call the reciprocal of Carnot's function, température. In
the next section we shall see by what kind of examination of the
physical properties of air this is to be done, and investigate an
empirical formula expressing them consistently with ail the expéri¬
mental data as yet to be had, so far as we know, The following
Table, showing the indications of the constant-volume and con-
stant-pressure air-thermometer in comparison for every twenty
degrees of the new scale, from the freezing-point to 300° above it,
has been calculated from the formulse (9), (10), and (39) of § 5
below.

Comparison of Air-thermometer with Absolute Scale.

j Température
I by absolute1 scale in Cent.

I degrees from
the freezing-

point.

| t - 273*7.

o

0

20

40
60
80

100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300

Température Centigrade
by constant-volume

tliermometer with air of
spécifie gravity 'Ijv.

g=100
Psr3-7~Pm7

0

20 + '0298 x -
v

40+-0403 ,,

60+-0366 ,,

80+ -0223 ,,

100+ -0000 „

120- -0284 ,,

140- '0615 „

160- -0983 „

180-"1382 ,,

200- -1796 „

220- '2232 „

240- -2663 ,,

260- -3141 „

280- -3610 „

300- -4085 ,,

Température Centigrade
by constant-pressure air-

thermometer.

$ = 100 V*-V*»-T .

v373-7 ~ vm-7

0

20+-0404x|t
40 + -0477 ,,

60 +-0467 „

80 +-0277 „

100 +-0000 ,,

120--0339 ,,

140- -0721 ,,

160--1134 ,,

180--1571 „

200 --2018 ,,

220--2478 „

240-'2932 ,,
'

260--3420 „

280--3897 ,,

300--4377 „
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The standard defined by Regnault is that of the constant-
volume air-thermometer, with air at the density which it has when
at the freezing-point under the pressure of 760 mm. or 22'9218
inches of mercury, and its indications are shown in comparison
with the absolute scale by taking <£>/v = 1 in the second column of
the preceding Table. The greatest discrepance between 0° and
100° Cent, amounts to less than ^ïïth of a degree, and the discre¬
pance at 300° Cent, is only four-tenths. The discrepancies of the
constant-pressure air-thermometer, when the pressure is equal to
the standard atmospheric pressure, or p/II = 1, are somewhat
greater, but still very small.

§ 5. Pliysical Properties of Air expressed according to the abso¬
lute Thermodynamic scale of Température.

Ail the pliysical properties of a fluid of given constitution are
completely fixed when its density and température are specified ;
and as it is these qualities which we can most conveniently regard
as being immediately adjustable in any arbitrary manner, we shall
generally consider them as the independent variables in formulas
expressing the pressure, the spécifie heats, and other properties of
the particular fluid in any physical condition.

Let v be the volume (in cubic feet) of a unit mass (one pound)
of the fluid, and t its absolute température ; and let p be its pres¬
sure in the condition defined by these elements.

Let also e be the "mechanical energy*" of the fluid, reckoned
from some assumed standard or zéro state, that is, the sum of the
mechanical value of the heat communicated to it, and of the work
spent on it, to raise it from that zéro state to the condition defined
by (v> t) ; and let N and K be its spécifie heats with constant
volume, and with constant pressure, respectively. Then denoting;
as before, the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit by J,
and the value of Carnot's fonction for the température t by /a, we
havef

dv~ g dt P (
* Dynamical Theory of Heat, [Art. xlviii. above] Part V.—On the Quantitieg of

Mechanical Energy contained in a Fluid in différent States as to Température and
Density, § 28. Trans. Boy. Soc. Edin., Dec. 15, 1851.

t Ibid. §§ 89, 91.
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N-rà '•••»'
dp

„ 1 de
, 1 (de \ dt

K—jdt+j\{)'
dv

From these we deduce, by eliminating e,

K - N (4),
. g dp

d -

dv

1 dp
and d— ^ dt' ldp (S)

dv dt J dt (
équations which express two général theorems regarding the
spécifie heats of any fiuid whatever, first published * in the Trans¬
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, March 1851. The
former (4) is the extension of a theorem on the spécifie heats of
gases originally given by Carnot-f-, while the latter (5) is inconsistent
with one of his fundamentai assumptions, and expresses in fact the
opposed axiom of the Dynamical Theory. The use of the absolute
thermo-dynamic System of thermometry proposed in Section 4,
according to which the définition of température is

-î <6>'
simplifies these équations, and they become

(dp)

jK-JN-f|. (7),
dv

w-

To compare with the absolute scale the indications of a ther-
mometer in which the particular fiuid (which may be any gas, or
even liquid) referred to in the notation p, v, t, is used as the

* Ibid. §§ 47, 48. [Art. xlviii. above].
t See "Account of Carnot's Theory," [Art. xli. above] Appendix III., Trans.

Roy. Soc. Edin., April 30, 1849, p. 565.
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thermometric substance, let p0 and pm dénoté the pressures wliich
it has when at the freezing and boiling points respectively, and
kept in constant volume, v; and let v0 and vm dénoté the volumes
which it occupies under the same pressure, p, at those tempéra¬
tures. Then if 6 and A dénoté its thermometric indications when
used as a constant-volume and as a constant-pressure thermometer
-respectively, we have

0 = 100-^—^- (9),
Pm Pu

^ = 100 v~v° (10).
«100-%

Let also e dénoté the " coefficient of increase of elasticity with
température*," and e the coefficient of expansion at constant pres¬
sure, when the gas is in the state defined by {v, t) ; and let E and
E dénoté the mean values of the same coefficients between 0° and
100° Cent. Then we have

.•, % m),p0dt
dp

J±r„<12»'
*0 X dv

y — Pm — Po /io\

ioop7 <13>'
■p _ «100 — «0 a \

E-T(Kh7 (14>
Lastly, the général expression for Jfri quoted in § 2 from our

paper of last year [Part I. of Art. XLIX. above], leads to the fol-
lowing expression for the cooling effect on the fluid when forced
through a porous plug as in our air experiments: —

s-À{,C(,ï-î')*+(i'F'-p7 <i5>'
(p, v) (P', V) (P, V), as explained above, having reference to the
fluid in différent states of density, but always at the same tempe-
rature, t, as that with which it enters the plug.

* So ealled by Mr Rankine. The same element, is callcd by M. Regnault the
coefficient of dilatation of a gas at constant volume.
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From these équations, it appears that if p be fully given in
terms of v and absolute values of t for nny fluid, the various pro-
perties denoted by

JK- JN, d(JN"> t e, % 6, e, E, E, and S,
av

may ail be determined for it in every condition. Conversely, ex¬
périmental investigations of these properties may be made to
contribute, along with direct measurements of the pressure for
various particular conditions of the pressure, towards completing
the détermination of the function which expresses this element in
terms of v and t. But it must be remarked, that even complété
observations determining the pressure for every given state of the
fluid, could give no information as to the values of t on the abso¬
lute scale, although they might afford data enough for fully ex¬
pressing p in terms of the volume and the température with
reference to some particular substance used thermometrically. On
the other hand, observations on the spécifie beats of the fluid, or
on the thermal effects it expériences in escaping through narrow

passages, may lead to a knowledge of the absolute température, t,
of the fluid when in some known condition, or to the expression of
p in terms of v, and absolute values of t-, and accordingly the
formulse (7), (8), and (15) contain t explicitly, each of them in fact
essentially involving Carnot's function. As for actual observations
on the spécifie heats of air, none which have yet been published
appear to do more, than illustrate the theory, by confirming (as
Mr Joule's, and the more précisé results more recently published
by M. Regnault, do), within the limits of their accuracy, the value
for the spécifie beat of air under constant pressure which we calcu-
lated* from the ratio of the spécifie heats, determined according to
Laplace's theory by observations on the velocity of sound, and the
différence of the spécifie heats determined by Carnot's theorem with
the value of Carnot's function estimated from Mr Joule's original
experiments on the changes of température produced by the rare-
faction and condensation of airf, and established to a closer degree
of accuracy by our preliminary experiments on expansion through
a resisting solid|. It ought also to be remarked, that the spécifie
heats of air can only be applied to the évaluation of absolute

* Philosophical Transactions, March 1852, p. 82. [Art. xlviii. Appendix Note
ni.]

t Royal Society Proceedings, June 10, 1844, or Phil. Mag. May, 1845.
t Phil, Mag. Dec. 1852.
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température with a knowledge of the mechanical équivalent of the
thermal unit: and therefore it is probable that, even when suf-
ficiently accurate direct déterminations of the spécifie heats are
obtained, tbey may be useful rather for a correction or vérification
of the mechanical équivalent, than for the thermometric object.
On the other hand, a comparatively very rough approximation to
JK, the mechanical value of the spécifie heat of a pound of the
fluid, will be quite sufficient to render our experiments on the
cooling effects available for expressing with much accuracy, by
means of the formula (15), a thermo-dynamic relation between
absolute température and the mechanical properties of the fluid at
two différent températures.

[Note of Jan. 5th, 1882. The remainder of this Article (five
quarto pages of the Transactions) which was devoted to working
out an empirical formula for the thermo-elastic properties of air,
and the calculation of spécifie heats from it, is not reproduced
here, because at the conclusion of Part IY. of this sériés of papers
by Dr Joule and myself, a better and simpler empirical formula is
derived from more comprehensive expérimental data.]

Part III.

[From Transactions oftlie Royal Society, June, 1860.]
On the Changes of Température experienced by bodies moving

through Air.
This interesting branch of our researches has been prosecuted

by us from time to time since 1856. In the spring of that year
we commenced our experiments by trying the effect of whirling
thermometers in the air. This process has been confidently re-
commended as a means of obtaining the température of the
atmosphère, but we were sure that the plan was not absolutely
correct, and one of us had*, as early as 1847, explained the pheno-
mena of " shooting-stars" by the heat developed by bodies rushing
into our atmosphère. In our early experiments we whirled a
thermometer by means of a string, alternately quickly and slowly,
and it was found that the thermometer was invariably higher
after quick than after slow whirling, in some cases the différence
amounting to as much as a degree Fahrenheit. We also suc-

* See Joule, "On Shooting Stars," Philosophical Magazine, 1848, ûrst half-year,
p. 349.
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ceeded in exhibiting tbe sarae phenomenon by whirling a thermo-
electric junction. In 1857 we resumed the subject, using an

apparatus consisting of a wheel worked by hand, communicating
rapid rotation to an axle, at tbe extremity of which an arm
carrying a thermometer, with its bulb outwards, was fixed. The
distance between the centre of the axle and the thermometer
bulb was 39 inches. The thermometers made use of were filled
with ether or chloroform, and had, the smaller 275, and the larger
330 divisions to the degree C. The lengths of the cylindrical
bulbs were ^ and 1T4ÏÏ inch, their diameters '26 and -48 of an inch
respectively. The method of experimenting was to revolve the
thermometer bulb at a certain velocity until we knew by ex¬
périence that it had obtained the full thermal effect, then to stop
it as suddenly as possible and observe the température.

Alternately with these observations others were made to
ascertain the température after a slow velocity, the effect due
to which was calculated from the other observations, on the
hypothesis that it varied with the square of the velocity. In ail
cases the results in the Tables are means of several experiments.

Sériés I.—Bulb -26 inch diameter.

Velocities iu the
altornate experiments,

in feet per second.
Différence of

thermal effect.
Estimated effect
of low velocity.

Thermal effect
of liigh velocity.

Velocity due
to 1° C.

46-9 and 24
51'5 and 24
68 T and 24
72-7 and 24
78'7 and 24
84-8 and 24

103-7 and 24
130-2 and 24
133-2 and 24
145-4 and 24

0-082
0-098
0-151
0-191
0-228
0-251
0-833
0-531
0-607
0-676

0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018
0-018

o

0-1
0-116
0-169
0-209
0-246
0-269
0-351
0-549
0-625
0-694

148-8
151-2
165-6
159
158-6
163-5
175
175-7
168-5
174-6

Sériés II.—Bulb "48 inch diameter.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence of
thermal effect.

Estimated effect
of low velocity.

Thermal effect
of liigh velocity.

Velocity due
to 1° C.

36-3 and 18
66*6 and 18
84-8 and 18

125-6 and 18

0-039
0-112
0-158
0-427

0-015
0-015
0-015
0-015

0-054
0-127
0-173
0-442

156-2
186-9
203-9
189

T. 26
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In the following experiments, made in the spring of 1859,
thermo-electric junctions of copper and iron wire were whirled,
and the effect measured by a Thomson's reflecting galvanometer.
The arrangement will be understood from the adjoining sketch,
where

a is the axle of the whirling apparatus, b a block of wood
placed on the end of the axle ; to this is attached cc, a copper

d

tube, T3(jth of an inch in diameter, with a hole in its side. de is
a copper wire, which, entering the hole, passes along the axis of
the tube, from which it is insulated by non-conducting material.
df is an iron wire soldered at d to the copper wire. gg are thick
copper wires, communicating at their remote ends with the
galvanometer. They apply to the tube and wire with a springing
force, perfect contact being maintained by keeping the touching
surfaces clean, and lubricated with oil. A thin piece of wood, not
drawn in the sketch, was attached to the block of wood. It was
made to extend to within 1, 2, or 3 feet off d, according as the
velocity was to be slow or quick. The wires being tied to it, were
prevented from twisting out of their proper position. The distance
of d from the axis of révolution was generally 44 inches. The
thermal value of the indications of the galvanometer was re-
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peatedly ascertained by direct observations of the effect of heating
the junctions.

The following Tables comprise the results of
those experiments in which the junction was placed
at right angles to the direction of its motion.

Sériés III.—Junction of wires °f an i110^ i'1 diameter.

Vclocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.
Différence of

thermal effect.
Estimated effect
of ]o\v velocity.

Thermal effect
of higli velocity.

Velocity due
to 1» C.

.

53-6 and 21 0-21 0-037 0-247 108
77-8 and 17'5 0-258 0-025 0-283 146-3

105 and 18 0-373 0-026 0-399 166-2
126'4 and 44-8 0-320 0-058 0-378 205-6
146 and 25 0-673 0-030 0-703 174-1
159-3 and 34 0-866 0-041 0-907 167-3
180 and 48 0-671 0-051 0-722 211
186-6 and 48-3 0-967 0-071 1-038 181-3
221 and 47 1-393 0-050 1-443 184
300-5 and 105-8 2-364 0-333 2-697 183
315-6 and 73 3-572 0-202 3-774 162-5
326-5 and 66-2 4-133 0-172 4-305 157-3
372-5 and 66-4 5-21 0-170 5-380 160-6

Sériés IV.-—Junction of wires Jïïth of an inch in diameter.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in fect per second.
Différence of

thermal effect.
Estimated effect
of low velocity.

Thermal effect
of higli velocity.

Velocity due
to 1» C. -

29 and 17*5 0-022 0-012 0-034 175-2
46-2 and 15-5 0-157 0-026 0-183 108
73-7 and 16-75 0-281 0-024 0-305 133-5
90 and 17 0-363 0-013 0-376 146-8

139-1 and 26 0-61 0-021 0-631 175-1
155 '6 and 26 0-878 0-024 0-902 163-9
246-4 and 31 1-482 0-023 1-505 200-8
262-6 and 35 2-087 0-045 2-132 179-8

Sériés V.—Junction of wires f^th of an inch in diameter.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence of
thermal effect.

Estimated effect
of low velocity.

Thermal effect
of high velocity.

Velocity due
to 1° C.

64-03 and 33-96 0-127 0-049 0-176 152-6
91-48 and 41-17 0-204 0-073 0-277 173-8

134-9 and 51 0-67 0-112 0-782 152-5
160-73 and 47-34 0-685 0-097 0-782 181-8
177-9 and 48-25 0-863 0-100 0-963 181-3
208 and 44 1-469 0-071 1-540 168

26—2
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Sériés VI.—Junction of wires ^-7th of an inch in diameter.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.
Différence of
thermal effect.

Estimated effect
of low velocity.

Thermal effect
of higli velocity.

Velocity due
to 1° C.

93'1 ancl 39 0-198 0*042 0-240 190
109-6 and 52-4 0-239 0-072 0-311 196-5
133-96 and 58-3 0-432 0-100 0-532 183
163-7 and 55-2 0-654 0-084 0-738 190-5

From the above Tables it is manifest that the thermal effect
increases nearly with the square of the velocity ; it is, however,
a little greater at low velocities than accords with this law.
Taking, therefore, the means of the foregoing results, and re-
jecting ail those obtained from a velocity under 100 feet per
second, we obtain the following summary :—

Material of the
whirled oylinder.

Glass
Glass

Copper-iron
Copper-iron
Copper-iron
Copper-iron

Velocity due
Diameter. to 1° Cent.

0-26 173-45

0-48 189

o-oi 177-54
0-025 179-9
0-057 170-9
0115 190

18013Mean

It may be inferred from the above that the thermal effect is
independent of the kind of material whirled, provided its surface
is smooth ; and that it is likewise independent of the diameter
of the cylinder moving in a direction perpendicular to its length.

In the next experiments we whirled the junc-
tions parallel to the direction of motion.

Sériés VII.

Diameter
of wire.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

high velocity.
Velocity

due to 1° C.

.

Means.

•01 |
•057

■115 |

123-4 and 45'2
186-7 and 54-2
126-5 and 39-6
206*6 and 44
100-5 and 44-8
182-7 and 50

0-415
1-160
0-59
1-518
0-215
1-053

Ô-064
0-107
0-058
0-072
0-053
0-085

0-479
1-267
0-648
1-59
0-268
1-138

178-3
165-9
157-1
164
194-1
171-3

1172-1
|160-55
j 182-7
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The général mean of the velocities due to 1° Cent, is therefore
171*78, which is not notably différent frora the resuit obtained
when the wire was placed at right angles to the direction of
motion. The absence of any considérable effect arising frora the
shape of the body whirled, was also shown by the following results
obtained with a junction of flattened wires a quarter of an inch
broad and one-thirtieth of an inch thick.

Sériés VIII.

Position of junction.
Velocities in the

alternate experiments,
in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

high velocity.

Velocity
due

to lo C.
Mean.

Fiat side againstf
the air j

85-8 and 40
156-5 and 52
164-4 and 48

0-165
0-683
0-786

0-046
0-085
0-074

0-211
0-768
0-810

186-6
178-6)
182-6 \ 180-6

Thin edge against) 182-4 and 54-3 0-811 0-074 0-885 193-9

The général mean of ail the foregoing results is 179*15 feet
per 1° Cent. The phenomena hitherto observed seemed to point
to the effect of stopping air as a cause, since 145 feet per second
is the velocity of air équivalent to the quantity of heat required
to raise its substance, under constant pressure, by 1° Cent, temp¬
érature ; and it was reasonable to infer that a portion of the effect
was lost by radiation. The following experiments, made with
a junction of fine wires covered loosely with cotton-wool or tow,
enabled us to eliminate ail effects but those due to stopped air.
Their results will be found to agree closely with theory.

Sériés IX.

Velocities in the Différence Estimated Thermal Velocity
Position of junction. alternate experiments, of thermal effect of effect of due Mean.

in feet per second. effect. low velocity. high velocity. to 1° C.

Cotton-wool closely
tied about the
junction of fine
wires

r 91-3 and 34
112 and 26

0*25
0*447

0-04
0-025

0-29
0-472

169-6
162-8

. 135-8 and 40-6 1*37 0-14 1-51 110-5 ■148-76
140-3 and 24

, 167-6 and 43-5
0-823
1-188

0-024
0-085

0-847
1-273

152-4
148-5 J

Junction of fine r 94-1 and 35 0-494 0-079 0-573 124 -v

wires placed in a 95-7 and 25-3 0-426 0-032 0-458 141-1
small wicker bas¬ 105-5 and 27-6 0-33 0-026 0-356 168-3

■ 144-53
ket filled with

-

113-5 and 33 0-409 0-038 0-447 169-5
cotton wool or 116-8 and 33 0-639 0-055 0-694 140-1
tow C. 116-8 and 47-4 0-739 0-145 0-884 124-2 __
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When the junction was placed in the basket, without any
cotton-wool or tow, a velocity of 160'lft. per second was required
to give 1°. N.B. The basket was so open that its orifices amounted
to half the entire area.

In several of our experiments with very slow velocities there
appeared to be a greater évolution of heat than could be due to
the stopping of air. This circumstance induced us to try various
modifications of the surface of the whirled body. In the first
instance we covered the bulb of the thermometer used in the
second sériés of experiments with five folds of writing-paper, and
then obtained the following results :—

Sériés X.

"Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

liigh velocity.

Velocity due to 1° G.,
or Ki°, on tlie liypothesis that

*-*•

36*3 and 18 0-045 Ô-015 0-060 148-2
51-5 ancl 18 0-115 0-015 0-130 142-8
72-6 and 18 0-146 0-015 0-161 180-9

118 and 18 0-385 0-015 0-400 186-6

It will be seen from the last column that the effect at slow
velocities was greater than that which miglit have been antici-
pated. We were thus led to try the effect of a further increase
of what we may call " fluid friction." In the next sériés the bulb
was wrapped with fine iron wire.

Sériés XI.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

liigh velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C.,
or Fîo, on the liypothesis that

V*-

15-36 and 7-68 0-022 0-008 0-030 88-8
23-04 and 15-36 0-069 0-03 0-099 73-2
30-71 and 15-36 0-118 0-03 0-148 79-8
46*08 and 15*36 0-177 0-03 0-207 101-3
69-12 and 15-36 0-267 0-03 0-297 126-8

111-34 and 15-36 0-530 0*03 0-560 148-8
126-72 and 15-36 0-598 0-03 0-628 160
153-55 and 15-36 0-850 + 0-03 0-880 + 163-4-
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In the next experiments the bulb was wrapped with a spiral
of fine brass wire.

rïï\sUflim fflïfffB!

Sériés XII.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

effect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
effect of

higli velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C.,
or V\o, on the hypothesis that

7-68 and 1-92 0-006 0-002 0-008 86-3
15-36 and 7-68 0-033 0-008 0-041 75-8
23-04 and 15-30 0-070 0-041 0-111 69-1
30-71 and 15*36 0-105 0-041 0-146 80-3
46-08 and 19-2 0-120 0-075 0-195 104-4
76-8 and 23-04 0-203 0-111 0-314 137-1

115-18 and 23-04 0-570 ■ 0-111 0-681 139-5
148-78 and 76'8 0-488 0-314 0-802 166-2

The last columns of tbe above Tables clearly indicate that at
slow velocities a source of heat exists besides that from stopped
air. It is also évident that, as the velocity increases, this thermal
cause decreases; for at a velocity of 150 feet per second the
thermal effect is such as would be due to the influence of stopped
air alone.

In prosecuting still further this part of our subject we made
the following arrangement. A dise of mill-board, 32 inches in
diameter, was fixed at the end of the axis of the whirling appa-
ratus. An ether thermometer, whose bulb was one-fourth of an
inch in diameter, was tied by its stem to the face of the dise, so
that the bulb was 15 inches distant from the axis of révolution,
and 1 inch from the margin of the dise. In the following Table
the first five experiments were made with the above arrangement,
but in the last two a thermo-electric junction of thin copper and
iron wires, tied closely to tbe mill-board, was substituted for the
ether thermometer.
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Sériés XIII.

Velocitics in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

eftect.

Estimated
effect of

low velocity.

Thermal
ctfect of

higli velocity.

Velocity due to lu C.,
or Fjo, on the hypothesis that

'"-S*

Thermo- '
eleetric
junction '

3-15 and -5
7-85 and 3T5

15-7 and 7 '85
31-4 and 15-7

0*029
0-027
0-052
0-022

Ô-005
0-034
0-061
0-113

0-034
0-061
0-113
0-135

17-1
31-7
46-6
85-5

63-3 and 27-4
90-2 and 25

0-106
0-286

0-120
0-116

0-226
0-402

133-3
142-3

The surface of the mill-board dise being rather rough, it was
judged désirable to make similar experiments with a dise of sheet
zinc. This was perfectly smooth, 36inches in diameter. The
thermometer bulb was fixed at 17'1 inches distance from the axis.

series XIV.

Velocities in the
alternate experiments,

in feet per second.

Différence
of thermal

eftect.

Estimated
eftect of

low velocity.

Thermal
eftect of

high velocity.

Velocity due to 1° C.,
or Vi°, on the hypothesis that

1-71 and -57 0-024 o-oio 0-034 9-2
3-42 and 1-71 0-017 0-034 0-051 15-1
8-55 and 3-42 0-027 0-051 0-078 30-7

17-1 and 8-55 0-023 0-078 0-101 53-8
34-2 and 17-1 0-046 0-102 0-148 88-8
57-28 and 17-1 0-070 0-102 0-172 138-3

The last column of the two foregoing Tables clearly show the
inapplicability of the law of the increase of température with the
square of the velocity, at low velocities. The thermal effect
appears even to increase at a slower rate than simply with the
velocity. This phenomenon may, we think, be ascribed to the
internai fluid friction of the particles of air among themselves,
which Professor Stokes has proved to exist, by his researches on
the motion of pendulums. We may easily apprehend that in such
experiments as our last, the entire face of the dise is covered with
a film of air, which revolves along with it at very slow velocities.

' As the velocity increases there will still be a film of air adhering to
the dise, but with the différence that it will be constantly replaced
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by fresh stopped air, the thermal effect of which will ultimately
be the only recognizable phenomenon.

A very interesting and important branch of our subject was
to inquire into the thermal phenomena which take place at the
surface of a sphere passing rapidly through air. Some of our

experiments on this subject have been made by blowing air froin
a large bellows against the bail ; others by whirling a bail or
sphere in the air by means of the apparatus already described.
We shall commence by describing the latter, in some of which
a thermo-electric junction was employed, and in others an ether
thermometer.

Sériés XV.—Wooden bail 2 inches in diameter, with a thermo-
electric junction of fine copper and iron wires made even
with the surface.

Position of the junction in respect
to the direction of motion.

Velocities in alternate
experiments.

Différence of
thermal effect.

In front, or anterior j
75-6 and 23-1

118-4 and 23-1
141-5 and 39-5

0-269
0-517
0-745

At the side, or equatorial... j
74 and 28-5

115 and 26-3
120 and 40

-0-146
0-283
0-020

In the rear, or posterior ... j
71-5 and 25

112-4 and 19'3
113-7 and 42

0-093
0-414
0-280

In the above experiments differential results for the several
pairs of velocities are alone given, so that, although one of the
quantities has a négative sign, there is no proof of actual cooling
effect. In the next experiments we whirled a thin glass globe,
3-58 inches in diameter, placed at a distance of 38 inches from
the axle of the apparatus. The small bulb of an ether thermo¬
meter was kept in contact with the glass.
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SERIES XVI.

[XLIX.

Position of the bulb of tlie
thermometer in respect to the

direction of motion.

Velocities in the alternate
expérimenta,

in feet per second.
Différence of

thermal effect.

Thermal eflfect
due to

ïow velocity.

Thermal cffect
due to

high velocity.

In front of the globe..

At the side of the globe... •

In the rear of the globe...

3-84 and 1-92
7-68 and 3-84

15-36 and 7-68
23-04 and 15-36

and 15-36
and 15-36

38-4
57-5

3-84 and 1-92
7-68 and 3-84

15-36 and 7-G8
23-04 and 7-68

and 23-04
and 23-04

38-4
57-5

3-84 and 1-92
7-68 and 3-84

15-36 and 7-68
23-04 and 15-36

and 15-36
and 15-36

38-4
57-5
70-92 and 15-36

0-002
0-007
0-148
0-106
0-133
0-211

0-029
0-109
0-138
0-181
0-000
0-087

0-011
0-024
0-147
0-076
0-062
0-091
0-204

0-001
0-003
0-010
0-153
0-153
0-153

0-007
0-036
0-145
0-145
0-326
0-326

0-004
0-015
0-039
0-186
0-186
0-186
0-186

0-003
0-010
0-153
0-259
0-286
0-364

0-036
0-145
0-283
0-326
0-326
0-413

0-015
0-039
0-186
0-262
0-248
0-277
0-390

In the next experiments, a 12-inch globe, such as is used in
schools, was fixed at a distance of 3 feet from the axis of the
revolving apparatus. The ether thermometer was generally em-
ployed, as in the last sériés, but for the highest velocity a thermo-
electric junction of thin wires placed close to the globe registered
the thermal effect.

SERIES XVII.

Measurer of Iieat, and its position
in respect to the direction of

the motion.

•fi J Ether thermometer -

S]<| iThermo-electrie junction

Ether thermometer

Thermo-electric junction

Ether thermometer

[ Therrao-electric junction

f

Velocities in the al¬
ternate experiments,
in feet per second.

3-72 and 1-24
7-44 and 3-72

14-88 and 7-44
39-68 and 7-44

3-72 and 1-24
7-44 and 3-72

14-88 and 7-44
39-37 and 7'44

3-72 and 1-24
7-44 and 3-72

14-88 and 7-44
37-2 and 7-44

Différence ! Thermal effect
of thermal due to

effect. low velocity.

0-019
0-008
0-028
0-200

0-007
0-013
0-024
0-170

0-024
0-022
0-046
0-140

0-009 estimd.
0-028
0-036
0-036

0-003 estimd.
0-010
0-023
0-023

0-012 estimd.
0-036
0-058
0-058

Thermal
effect due
to high
velocity.

0-028
0-036
0-064
0-236

0-010
0-023
0-047
0-193

0-036
0-058
0-104
0-198
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In the experiments in which air was blown against a sphere,
we made use of a large organ-bellows, from which a constant
stream of air could be kept up at velocities dépendent upon the
weights laid on. In our first trials, the air issued from a circular
aperture 2£ inches in diameter, and the bail was placed, at half
an incli distance, in front of the aperture. We shall, as before,
call that point of the bail which was nearest the wind, the
Anterior Pôle ; the inost sheltered point, the Posterior Pôle; and
the intermediate part, the Equator. The balls were furnished
with thermo-electric junctions of thin copper and iron wires,
made flat with the surface, the junctions being in each case 90°
apart from one another.

Sériés XVIII.—|-inch Wooden Bail.
Velocity of air. o

68ft. per sec. ... Equator 0*114 colder) _.Posterior Pôle 0'067 colder than Equator.
than Anterior Pôle \

Sériés XIX.—1-inch Wooden Bail.
Velocity of air. 0

l-2 ... Equator 0'088 warmer
than Anterior Pôle.

3-6 ... Equator 0-129 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle (

7 "2 ... Equator OT60 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

14-4 ... Equator 0-120 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

28-8 ... Equator 0-056 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle

36 ... Equator 0-008 eolder
than Anterior Pôle.

48 ... Equator 0-035 colder
than Anterior Pôle.

57-6 ...Equator 0-056 colder)
than Anterior Pôle j

73 ... Equator 0-245 eolder
than Anterior Pôle.

... Posterior Pôle Ô-03 warmer than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-022 warmer than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-018 eolder than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-018 colder than Equator.

105 ..Equator 0-380 colder)
than Anterior Pôle (

.. Posterior Pôle 0-090 colder than Equator.

. Posterior Pôle 0-232 colder than Equator.

In our next sériés, one junction was placed within the beilows,
and the other in contact with the différent parts of the 1-inch
bail. Ail the results will be seen to indicate, as might have been
anticipated, that the junction within the beilows was warmer
than any part of the bail.
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Sériés XX.

Velocity of air.
Pressure of air in the bellows,

in inches of water.

Cold of Anterior
Pôle, in respect to
the inner j unction.

Cold of Equator,
in respect to

the inner j unction.

Cold of Posterior
l'oie, in respect to
the inner j unction.

2-4 0-003 estimated 0-098 Ô-065 Ô-028
3-6 0-006 estimated 0-094 0-065 0-028
7-2 0-025 estimated 0-083 0-103 0-060

14-4 0-105 estimated o-iio 0-089 0-109
28-8 0-42 estimated 0-102 0-112
73 2-7 estimated 0-188 0-309 0-300

105 5-6 measured 0-195 0-360

A further modification of the experiments was made by
placing a glass tube 3 feet long and of 1^-inch interior diameter,
within the aperture, so that two-thirds of the tube was inside, and
one-tbird outside of the bellows. A bail furnished with junctions
90° distant from each other was placed within the tube.

Sériés XXI.—Wooden Bail, 1-inch diameter.
o

.. Posterior Pôle 0-052 warmer than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-052 warmer than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-035 warmer than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-017 warmer than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-008 colder than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-013 colder than Equator.

.. Posterior Pôle 0-014 colder than Equator.
.. Posterior Pôle 0-023 colder than Equator.

83-8 Posterior Pôle 0-041 colder than Equator.
108 ... Equator 0t-019^colder| _ posterior Pôle 0-086 colder than Equator.

Sériés XXII.—Wooden Bail, |-inch diameter.
O

Posterior Pôle 0*050 warmer than Equator.

Posterior Pôle 0-047 warmer than Equator.

Posterior Pôle 0-031 warmer than Equator.

Posterior Pôle 0-012 warmer than Equator.

v/wuj an. o

1-8 ... Equator 0-045 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle |

2-7 ... Equator 0-056 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle J

5-4 ... Equator 0-074 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

10-8 ... Equator 0-052 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

21-6 ... Equator 0-037 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

43-2 ... Equator 0-011 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

54 ... Equator 0-019 colder)
than Anterior Pôle j

Velocity of air. o

1-8 ... Equator 0-048 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle ( • • •

5-4 ... Equator 0-030 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

10-8 ... Equator 0-023 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j

21-6 ... Equator 0-008 warmer)
than Anterior Pôle j
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Velocity of air.
43*2 ... Equator 0*006 colder)

than Anterior Pôle j
54 ... Equator 0-019 colder)

than Anterior Pôle j
62 ... Equator 0-026 colder)

than Anterior Pôle (
83-8... Equator 0-040 colder)

than Anterior Pôle (

108 .. Equator 0-068 colder)
than Anterior Pôle 1

... Posterior Pôle 0-009 warmer than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-006 colder than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-014 colder than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-031 colder than Equator.

... Posterior Pôle 0-050 colder than Equator.

The général resuit is that at slow velocities of air there is
a graduai increase of température from the anterior to the
posterior pôle, but the reverse at high velocities. We observed
a great effect for slow velocities at the commencement of an
experiment, which gradually declined on continued blowing. This
phenomenon was apparently owing to circumstances in connexion
with the température of the orifice and of the bellows.

The causes of the thermal effects on the surface of halls

slowly passing througli air are very complicated, as tbey arise
from the effects of stopped air, fluid friction, and varied pressures.
In order, if possible, to throw some light on these, we made the
following observations :—

Ist. That when the 12-inch globe passed through the air at
the velocity of about 12 feet per second or
under, the air at the equatorial part moved
in the reverse direction. We did not observe
the velocity, if it existed, at which this pheno¬
menon ceased to take place*.

2nd. An ivory bail, T7 inch diameter,
had holes drilled from points of tbe surface
90° asunder, which holes met at the centre of
the bail. Into the lower one (see adjoining
figure) a bent glass tube, partly filled with
water, was cemented; in the other, at c, a

porous wooden plug was placed. It was then
found that when c was made the anterior pôle
in a blast from the bellows, a pressure was
experienced able to produce a différence of
level in the tubes b and d equal to 2'5 inches.
When c was put in the equatorial position,

* See Proceedings of the Royal Society, June 18, 1857, p. 558. [Appendix to
présent Article below.]

(7
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there was, on the contrary, a suction equal to 1*2 inch. When
c was made the posterior pôle there was also a suction, equal,
however, to only 0'1 inch. Having tied a thick fold of silk over
the orifice d, Ave tried the same thing in a strong breeze of
wind, Avhen we found that on making c the anterior pôle, we
had a pressure amounting to 0'6 of an inch ; on making c equa-
torial, a suction of 03 ; and on making c the posterior pôle, a
suction of 0'05 inch.

We have not hitberto been able to detect any change in the
thermal effect, owing to the Avhistling sound of wire or other
bodies rapidly Avhirled. We think it possible that this vibratory
action decreases the résistance and the évolution of heat. Some
of the sounds produced are interesting and worthy of further
investigation. When a small piece of paper was attached to the
revolving Avire, we obtained a continuous succession of loud cracks
similar to those of a Avhip.

But although this and other parts of our subject remain to
be cleared up, we believe that it will be found that at ail high
velocities the thermal effect arises entirely from stopped air, and
thus is independent of the shape and mass of the body, and of
the température and density of the atmosphère. From some
experiments described in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of
June 19, 1856, p. 18-3 [Appendix to présent Article beloAv], Ave
inferred that a body placed in a stream of air moving with a
velocity of 1780 feet per second, Avas raised 137° G. above the
température of that stream. This gives 152 feet per second as
the velocity due to 1°, Avliile our direct results, given in the présent
paper, indicate 179.

It must be obvious that a thermometer placed in the Avind
registers the température of the air, plus the greater portion, but
not the wliole, of the température due to the vis viva of its
motion. In a place perfectly sheltered from the AA'ind, the temp¬
érature of a thermometer immersed in the air will be that of the

wind, plus the Avhole température due to the vis viva of the
moving air. In accordance Avith this Ave have found that a ther¬
mometer placed in a sheltered situation, such as on the top of
a Avall opposite the wind, indicates a higher température than
when it is exposed to the blast. A minute examination of these
phenomena cannot fail to interest the meteorologist.
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Part IV.

[From Transactions of the Royal Society, June, 1862.]

In the Second Part of these researches we have given the
results of our experiments on the différence between the temp¬
ératures of an elastic fluid on the high- and low-pressure sides of
a porous plug through which it was transmitted. The gases
employed were atmospheric air and carbonic acid. With the
former, 0°"0176 of cooling effect was observed for each pound per
square inch of différence of pressure, the température on the
high-pressure side being 17°'125. With the latter gas, 0°'0833
of cooling effect was produced per lb. of différence of pressure,
the température on the high-pressure side being 12°'844.

It was also shown tliat in each of the above gases the différence
of the températures on the opposite sides of thè porous plug is
sensibly proportional to the différence of the pressures.

An attempt was also made to ascertain the cooling effect when.
elastic fluids of high température were employed; and it was
satisfactorily shown that in this case a considérable diminution
of the effect took place. Thus, in air at 910-58, the effect was

only 0°014; and in carbonic acid at 91°'52 it was 00,0474.
In the experiments at high températures there appeared to

be some grounds for suspecting that the apparent cooling effect
was too high ; for the quantity of transmitted air was very con¬
sidérable, and its température possibly had not arrived accurately
at that of the bath by the time it reached the porous plug.

The obvious way to get rid of ail uncertainty on this head
was to increase the length of the coil of pipes. Hence in the
following experiments the total length of 2-inch copper pipe im-
mersed in the bath was 60 feet instead of 35, as in the former
sériés. The volume of air transmitted in a given time was also
considerably less. There could therefore be no doubt that the
température of the air on its arrivai at the plug was sensibly the
same as that of the bath.

The nozzle employed in the former sériés of experiments was
of box-wood, — the space occupied by cotton-wool, or other
porous material, being 2'72 inches long and an inch and a half
in diameter. The box-wood was protected from the water of the
bath by being enveloped by a tin can filled with cotton-wool.
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This was unquestionably in most respects the best arrangement
for obtaining accurate results ; but it was found necessary to make
each experiment last one hour or more before we could confidently
dépend on the thermal effect. The oscillations of température
which took place during the first part of the time vvere traced
to various causes, one of the principal being the length of time
which, on account of the large capacity for heat and the small
conductivity of the box-wood nozzle, elapsed before the first large
thermal effects conséquent on the getting up of the pressure were
dissipated. No doubt the results we arrived at were very accurate
with the elastic fluids employed, viz. atmospheric air and carbonic
acid ; but we possessed an unlimited supply of the former and
a supply of the latter equal to 120 cubic feet, which was sufticient
to last for more than half an hour without being exhausted. In
extending the inquiry to gases not so readily procured in large
quantities, it was therefore désirable to use a porous plug of
smaller dimensions enclosed in a nozzle of less capacity for heat,
so as to arrive rapidly at the normal effect.

Various altérations of the apparatus were made in order to
meet the new requirements of our experiments. A small high-
pressure engine of about one-horse power was placed in gear
with a double-acting compressing air-pump, which had a cylinder
4Jr inches in diameter, with a length of stroke of 9 inches. The
engine was able to work the piston of the pump sixty complété
strokes in the minute. The quantity of air which it ought to
have discharged at low pressure was therefore upwards of 16,000
cubic inches per minute. But much loss, of course, occurred from
leakage past the metallic piston, and in conséquence of the
necessary clearance at the top and bottom of the cylinder when
the pressure increased by a few atmosphères ; so that in practice
we never pumped more than 8000 cubic inches per minute.

The nozzle we employed will be understood by inspecting
Plate XXVI. fig. 1, where aa is the upright end of the coil of
copper pipes. On a shoulder within the pipe a perforated metallic
disk (b) rests. Over this a short piece of india-rubber tube (cc)
enclosing a silk plug (d), which is kept in a compressed state by
the upper perforated metallic plate (e). This upper plate is
pressed down with any required force by the opération of the
screw / on the metallic tube gg. A tube of cork (hh) is placed
within the metallic tube, in order to protect the bulb of the
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thermometer from the effects of a too rapid conduction of beat
from the bath. Cotton-wool is loosely packed round the bulb,
so as to distribute the flowing air as evenly as possible. The
glass tube (ii) is attached to the nozzle by means of a piece of
strong india-rubber tubing, and through it the indications of the
thermometer are read. The top of the glass tube is attached to
the metallic tube II, for the purpose of conveying the gas to the
meter.

The thermometer (m) for registering the température of the
bath is placed with its bulb near the nozzle. The level of the
water is shown by nn; and oo represents the wooden cover of
the bath.

Wlien a high température was employed, it was maintained
by introducing steam into the bath by means of a pipe led from
the boiler. The water of the bath was in every case constantly
and thoroughly stirred, especially when high températures were
used.

The général disposition of the apparatus will be understood
from fig. 2, in which A represents the boiler, B the steam-engine
geared to the condensing air-pump G. Froin this pump the com-
pressed air passes through a train of pipes 60 feet long and
2 inches in diameter, and then enters the coil of pipes in the
bath D. Thence, after issuing from the porous plug, it passes
through the gasometer E, and ultimately arrives again at the
pump G. This complété circulation is of great importance, inas-
much as it permits the gas which has been collected in the meter
to be used for a much longer period than would otherwise bave
been possible. A glass vessel full of chloride of calcium is placed
in the circuit at F, and chloride of calcium is also placed in the
pipe at f. A small tube leading from the coil is carried to the
shorter leg of the glass siphon gauge G, of which the longer leg
is 17 feet, and the shorter 12 feet long.

The thermometers employed were ail carefully calibrated, and
had about ten divisions to the degree Centigrade. We took the
précaution of verifying the air- and bath-thermometers from time
to time, especially when high températures were used, in which
latter case a comparison between the thermometers at high temp¬
érature was made immediately after each experiment.

T. 27
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Atmospheric Air.
In the experiments described in tlie présent paper, the air

was not deprived of its carbonic acid. It was simply dried by
transmitting it in tbe first place, before it entered the pump,
througb a cylinder 18 inches long and 12 inches in diameter filled
with cbloride of calcium, and afterwards, in its compressed state,
through a pipe 12 feet long and 2 inches in diameter filled with
the same substance. The experiments were principally carried on
in the winter season; so that the chloride kept dry for a long
time. From its condition after some weeks' use, it was évident
that the water was removed, almost as much as chloride of calcium
can remove it, after tlie air had traversed three inches of the
chloride contained by the first vesscl.
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Oxygen Gas.
This elastic fluid was procured by cautiously heating chlorate

of potash mixed with a small quantity of peroxide of manganèse.
In its way to the meter it passed through a tube containing
caustic potash, in order to deprive it of any carbonic acid it might
contain. The same drying-apparatus was employed as in the
case of atmospheric air.
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Nitrogen Gas.
In preparing tins gas tho meter was first filled with air, and

then a long shallow tin vessel was floated under it, containing
sticks of phosphorus so disposed as to burn in succession. Some
hours were allowed to elapse after the combustion had termi-
nated, in order to allow of the déposition of the phosphoric acid
formed.
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Carbonic Acid.

Tliis gas was formée! by adding sulphuric acid to a solution
of carbonate of soda. It was dried in the saine manner as ail
the otlier gases.

Table IV.
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Hydrogen.
Our method of procuring this elastic fiuid was to pour sul-

phuric acid, prepared from sulpliur, into a carboy nearly filled
with water and containing fragments of sheet zinc. The gas was
passed through a tube filled with rags steeped in a solution of
sulphate of copper, and then through a tube filled with sticks
of caustic potash. The rags became speedily browned, and we
therefore adopted the plan of pouring a small quantity of solution
of sulphate of copper from time to time into the carboy itself.
This succeeded perfectly ; the rags retained their blue colour, and
the gas was rendered perfectly inodorous, whilst at the same time
its évolution became much more free and regular.
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Remarks on the Tables.

The correction for conduction of heat tlirough the plug, in-
serted in column G of Table I., and in column 7 of the rest of
the Tables, was obtained from data furnished by experiments in
which the différence between the température of the bath and
the air was purposely made very great. It was considered as
directly proportional to the différence of température, and in-
versely to the quantity of elastic fluid transmitted in a given time.

The lOth column of Tables II., III., IV., and V. is calculated
on the hypothesis that, in mixtures with other gases, atmospheric
air retains its thermal qualities without change. This hypothesis
is almost certainly incorrect, since it is reasonable to expect that
the effect of mixture on the physical character is experienced by
each of the constituent gases. The column is given as one method
of showing the effect of mixture.

Effect of Mixture on the Constituent Gases.—Although the ex¬
periments on nitrogen given in Table III. are not so numerous
as might be desired, we may infer from them, and the results in
Table II., that common air and ail other mixtures of oxygen and
nitrogen behave more like a perfect gas, i.e. give less cooling effect
than either one or the other gas alone. We might expect the
mixture to be something intermediate between the two. But
this does not appear to be the case. The two are very nearly
equal in their déviations from the condition of a perfect gas.
Nitrogen deviates less than oxygen, but oxygen mixed with nitro¬
gen differs less than nitrogen !

In the case of carbonic acid, which at low températures (7°)
deviates five times as much as atmospheric air, we might expect
that a mixture of C02 and air would deviate more than air and
less than C02. This is the case (see Table IV.). Further, we
might expect the two to contribute each its proportion of cooling
effect according to its own amount, and its spécifie heat volume
for volume. But do the mixtures exliibit such a resuit ? No ! See
column 10, Table IV., in which also note, under experiments
8 and 9, the great diminution produced by the admixture of
hydrogen.

If, instead of attributing to air and carbonic acid moments in
proportion to their spécifie heats, or 1 : 1*39, as we have done
in column 10, we use 1 : -7, we obtain more consistent results.
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Let S dénoté the cooling effect experienced by air per 100
inclies of mercury, S' that by carbonic acid, and À that by a
mixture of volume V of air, and V of carbonic acid ; then we

may take
mVB + m'V'B'

~

mV+ m'V'

to represent the cooling effect for the mixture, where m and m
are numbers wliich we may call the moments (or importances)
of the two in determining the cooling effect for the mixture.o o

The ratio .of m to m is the proper resuit of eacli experiment on
a mixture, if we knew Avith perfect accuracy the cooling effect for
each gas with none of the other mixed. Now for common air
we have direct experiments (Table I.), and know the cooling effect
for it better than from any inferences from mixtures. But for
pure C02 we know the effect, for the most part, only inferentially.
Hence, having tried making m : m' :: 1 : T39 without obtaining
consistent results, Ave tried other proportions ; and, after various
attempts, found that m : m' : : 1 : 7, for ail températures and
pressures within the limits of our experiments, gives results as
consistent Avith one another as the probable errors of the experi¬
ments justify us in expecting. Thus, using the formula

A VS + V'S' x -7 •

F+ V x 7 '

Ave have, for calculating the effect for C02 from any experiment
on a mixture, the following formula,

y. (V+V'x7)A- VS
V x 7

Hence, using the numbers in columns 3 and 9 of Table IV. which
relate to mixtures of air and carbonic acid alone, Ave fmd
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Table YI.

No of
experiment.

Proportions of
mixtures.

Température
of bath.

Thermal effect
for air.

Deduced thermal
effect for pure C02.

Air CO2
î 68-42 31-58 7°3G -•88 -4-51
2 89-16 10-84 7-36 -•88 -4-61
3 3-52 96-48 7-38 -•88 - 4-46
4 62-5 37-5 7-41 -•88 -4-19
5 88-13 11-87 7-43 -■88 -3-98
G 97-46 2-54 7-61 -■88 -3-89

1G 1-83 98-17 35-6 -•75 ■ -3-44
14 67-7 32-3 49-7 -•7 -3-04
15 87-77 12-23 49-76 -•7 -2-77
13 0-83 99-17 54 -•66 -2-96
10 2-11 97-89 93-52 -•51 -2-19
11 56-78 43-22 91-26 -•51 -2-21
12 77-77 22-23 91-64 -•51 - 3-08
17 1-66 98-34 97-55 - -49 -2-16

X 2 8 4. 5

The agreement for each set of results at températures nearly
agreeing (with one exception, No. 12), shows that the assumption
m : m : : 1 : -7 cannot fce far wrong within our limits of tem¬
pérature.

[Received subsequently to tlie reading of the Paper.]

Application of the preceding results to deduce approximately the
Equation of Elasticity for the gases experimented on.

The "Equation of Elasticity" for any fluid is the most appro-
priate name for the équation expressing the relation between the
pressure and the volume of any portion of the fluid. As this
relation dépends on the température, the équation expressing it
involves essentially three variables, which, as in our previous
communications on this subject, we shall dénoté by p, v, t. Of
these, p is the pressure in units of force per unit of area, v the
volume of a unit mass of the fluid, and t the température accord-
ing to the absolute thermodynamic system of thermometry* which.
we have proposed. As before, we shall still adopt a degree, or
thermometric unit, agreeing approximately with the degree Centi¬
grade of the air-thermometer ; according to which, as we have

* Philosophical Transactions, 1854, p. 350. [Présent Article, Part II. sec. iv.

above.]
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demonstrated by experiment*, tbe value of t for the freezing-
point is within a few tenths of a degree of 2737 (its value at tbe
standard boiling-point being, by définition of tbe Centigrade
scale, 100° more tban at the freezing-point).

Instead of, as in our previous communications, taking v and t
as independent variables, we shall now take p and t ; and we shall
accordingly consider tbe object of the équation of elasticity as
being to express v explicitly as a function of p and t. Whatever
may be the relation between these elements, the thermal effect,
d'à (reckoned as positive when it is a rise in température), pro-
duced by forcing the fluid in a continuons stream through a
narrow passage or porous plug by an infinitely small différence
of pressures, dp, vvill be given by the formula

where K dénotés the thermal capacity, under constant pressure,
of unit of mass of the fluid. This formula may be derived from
équation (15) of our previous communication already referred to,
by substituting p, v, and —S- for P, V, and S in that équation,
changing to p and t, instead of v and t, as independent variables,
and differentiating with reference to p. It is scarcely necessary
to remark that a direct démonstration of our présent formula,
founded on elementary tliermodynamic principles, may be readily
obtained.

Each experiment, of the several sériés recorded above, gives
a value for d'à/dp, whicb is found by multiplying the " corrected
thermal effect" by "MMi§ t0 reduce from the amounts per 100J 2114 r

inches of mercury to the amounts per pound per square foot.
Now by examining carefully the sériés of results for différent
températures, in the cases of atmospheric air and of carbonic acid,
we find that they follow very closely the law of varying inversely
as the square of the absolute température (or température Centi¬
grade with 273 7 added). Thus for air the formula

* Philosophical Transactions, 1854, p. 352. [Présent Article, Part II. sec. iv.
above.]

and for carbonic acid
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express, the former almost accurately, the latter with a déviation
which we shall hereafter investigate, the results through the whole
range of température for which the investigation has been
carried out.

Air.

Température. Actual cooling effect. Theoretieal cooling effect.

0 •92 •92
7T •88 •87

39'5 •75 •70
92-8 •51 •51

Carbonic acid.

Température. Aetual cooling effect. Theoretieal cooling effect.
0 0 0

0 4-64 464
7'4 4-37 4-4

35-6 3-41 363
540 2-95 3-23
93-5 2-16 2-57
97-5 2-14 2-52

We have not experiments enough to establish the law of
variation with température of the thermal effect for the pure
gases oxygen and nitrogen, or for any stated mixture of them
other than common air; but there can be no doubt, from the
général character of the results, that the same law will be about
as approximately followed by them as it is by air.

Hence we may présumé that in ail these cases the cooling
effect is very well represented by the formula

- a /273-7v
dp \ t J'

Comparing this with the général formula given above, we find

, dv . TV. /273-7V>dt-"=AJK{-r )■
The général intégral of this differential équation, for v in terms
of t, is

, . r„/273-7\sv = Pt — %AJK{-j—J »
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P denoting an arbitrary constant with reference to t, which, so
far as tliis intégration is concerned, may be an arbitrary fonction
of p. To détermine its form, we remark in tlie first place, in
conséquence of Boyle's lavv, tbat it must be approxirnately C/p,
G being independent of botli pressure and température ; and tlius,
if we omit the second terni, we bave two gaseous laws expressed
by tlie approximate équation v = Ct/p.

Now it is generally believed [but is certainly false] * tbat at
higber and higber températures tbe gases approximate more
and more nearly to tbe rigorous fulfilment of Boyle's law. If
this is true, tbe complété expression for P must be of tbe form
C/p, since any other would simply sbow a déviation from Boyle's
law at very liigh températures, when the second terrn of our

général intégral disappears. Assuming then that no such dévia¬
tion exists, we bave, as the complété solution

This is an expression of exactly tbe saine form as tbat which
Professor Rankine found applicable to carbonic acid, in the first
place to express its déviations from the laws of Boyle and
Gay-Lussac, as sbown by Regnault's experiments, and which be
afterwards proved to give correctly tbe law and tbe absolute
amount of the cooling effect demonstrated by our first experi¬
ments on that gas j*.

That more complicated formulse were found for the law of
elasticity for common air both by Mr Rankine and by ourselves,
now seerns to be ovving to an irreconcileability among the data
we had from observation. The whole amounts of the déviations
from the gaseous laws are so small, for common air, that very
small absolute errors in observations of so heterogeneous a charac-
ter as those of Regnault on the law of compression and on the
changes produced by pressure in the coefficients of expansion, and
our own 011 the thermo-dynamic property on which we have ex-
perimented, may readily présent us with results either absolutely
inconsistent with one anotlier, or only reconcileable by very
strained assumptions. It is satisfactory noiv to find, when we
have succeeded in extending our observations through a con-

* Note of Aug. 1879.
t I'hilosophical Transactions, 1854, Part 11. p. 336.
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siderable range of température, that tliey lead to so simple a law ;
and it is probable tliat the formula we bave been led to by these
observations alone, will give tire déviations frorn Boyle's law,
and the changes produeed by pressure in the coefficients of ex¬
pansion, with more accuracy than has hitherto been attained in
attcmpts to détermine these déviations by direct observation.
We must, however, reserve for a future communication the com-

parison between such results of our tlreory and experiments, and
Regnault's direct observations. In the mean time we conclude
by putting the intégral équation of elasticity into a more con-
venient form, by taking C=p}/i0, where pj dénotés the "heiglrt
of the homogeneous atmosphère" for the gas under any excessively
small pressure, at any température t0, and taking ta to dénoté the
absolute température of freezing water, in which case we slrall
have, as nearly as observations hitherto made allow us to déter¬
mine, i?0= 2730'7. Then, in terms of this notation, and of that
above explained, in which t, p, v dénoté absolute température,
pressure in pounds weiglit per square foot, and volume in cubic
feet of one pound of air, the équation of elasticity investigated
above becomes

where A dénotés the amount of the thermal effect per pound per
square foot for température t0, determined by our observations,
reclconed positive when it is a dépression of température.
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APPENDIX.

ABSTRACT OF PART I. ABOVE.

[From tho l'rocecdings ofthe Royal Society, Vol. vi., June, 1853.]

On the Thermal Effects of Elastic Fluids.

The authors had already proved by experiments conducted on
a small scale, that when dry atmospheric air, exposed to pressure,
is made to percolate a plug of non-conducting porous material, a
dépression of température takes place increasing in some propor¬
tion with the pressure of the air in the receiver. The numerous
sources of error winch were to be apprehended in experiments of
this kind conducted on a small scale, induced the authors to apply
for the means of executing them on a larger scale ; and the présent
paper contains the introductory part of their researches with appa-
ratus furnished by the Royal Society, comprising a force pump
worked by a steam-engine and capable of propelling 250 cubic
inches of air per second, and a sériés of tubes by whicli the elastic
fluid is conveyed through a bath of water, by which its tempéra¬
ture is regulated, a flange at the terminal permitting the attach-
ment of any nozzle which is desired.

Preliminary experiments were made in order to illustrate the
thermal plienomena which resuit from the rush of air through a

single aperture. Two effects were anticipated, one of heat arising
from the vis viva of air in rapid motion, the other of cold arising
from dilatation of the gas and the conséquent, conversion of heat
into mechanical effect. The latter was exhibited by placing the
bulb of a very small thermometer close to a small orifice through
which dry atmospheric air, confined under a pressure of 8 atmo¬
sphères, was permitted to escape. In this case the thermometer
was depressed 13° Cent, below the température of the bath. The
former effect was exhibited by causing the stream of air as it
issued from the orifice to pass in a very narrow stream between
the bulb of the thermometer and a piece of gutta percha tube in
which the latter was enclosed. In this experiment, with a pres¬
sure of 8 atmosphères, an élévation of température equal to 23
Cent, was observed. The same phenomenon was even more strik-
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ingly exhibited by pinching the rusbing stream with the finger
and thumb, tbe heat resulting therefrom being insupportable.

The varied effects thus exhibited in the "rapids" neutralize
one another at a short distance from the orifice, leaving however
a small cooling effect, to ascertain the law of which and its amount
for various gases, the présent researches have principally been
instituted. A plug of cotton wool was employed, for the purpose
at once of preventing the escape of thermal effect in the rapids,
and of mechanical effect in the shape of sound. With this arrange¬
ment a dépression of 0°'31 Cent, was observed, the température of
the dry atmospheric air in the receiver being 14°*5 Cent., and its
pressure 34'41bs. on the square inch, and the pressure of the
atmosphère being 14'7 lbs. per square inch.

ABSTRACT OF PART II. ABOVE.

[From the Proceedings ofthe Royal Society, Vol. vu., June, 1854.]
On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion.

The first experiments described in this paper show that the
anomalies exhibited in the last table of experiments, in the paper
preceding it*, are dueto fluctuations of température in the issuing
stream conséquent on a change of the pressure with which the
entering air is forced into the plug. It appears from these experi¬
ments, that when a considérable altération is suddenly made in
the pressure of the entering stream, the issuing stream expériences
remarkable successions of augmentations and diminutions of tem¬
pérature, which are sometimes perceptible for half-an-hour after
the pressure of the entering stream has ceased to vary.

Several sériés of experiments are next described in which air is
forced (by means of the large pump and other apparatus described
in the first paper) through a plug of cotton wool, or unspun silk
pressed together, at pressures varying in their excess above the
atmospheric pressure, from five or six up to fifty or sixty pounds on
the square inch. By these it appears that the cooling effect which
the air, as found in the authors' previous experiments, always
expériences in passing through the porous plug, varies proportionally
to the excess of the pressure of the air on entering the plug above

* Communicated to the Royal Society, June 1853, and published in the
Transactions. [Présent Article, Part I. above.]

t. 28
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that with which it is allowed to escape. Seven sériés of experi¬
ments, in each of which the air entered the plug at a température
of about 16° Cent., gave a mean cooling effect of about '0175°
Cent., per pound on the square inch, or '27° Cent, per atmosphère,
of différence of pressure. Experiments made at lower and at higher
températures showed that the cooling effect is very sensibly less
for high than for low températures, but have not yet led to suffi-
ciently exact results at other températures than that stated (16°
Cent.), to indicate the law according to which it varies with the
température.

Experiments on carbonic acid at différent températures are also
described, which show thatat about 16° Cent., this gas expériences
4J times as great a cooling effect as air. They agree well at ail
the différent températures with a theoretical resuit derived accord¬
ing to the général dynamical theory from an empirical formula for
the pressure of carbonic acid in terms of its température and
density, which was kindly communicated by Mr Rankine to the
authors, having been investigated by him upon no other expéri¬
mental data than those of Regnault on the expansion of the gas
by heat and its compressibility.

Experiments were also made on hydrogen gas, which, although
not such as to lead to accurate déterminations, appeared to indi¬
cate very decidedly a cooling effect* amounting to a small fraction,
perhaps about T^, of that which air would experience in the same
circumstances.

The following theoretical déductions from these experiments
are made:—

I. The relations between the heat generated and the work
spent in compressing carbonic acid, air and hydrogen, are inves¬
tigated from the expérimental results. In each case the relation
is nearly that of équivalence, but the heat developed exceeds the
équivalent of the work spent, by a very small amount for hydro¬
gen, considerably more for air, and still more for carbonic acid.
For slight compressions with the gases kept about the température
16°, this excess amounts to about T1T of the whole heat emitted in
the case of carbonic acid, and in the case of air.

II. It is shown by the général dynamical theory, that the air
experiments, taken in connexion with Regnault's expérimental

* Subséquent experiments showed this to be a mistake. See Note to this
passage in Part II. above.
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results on the latent heat and pressure of saturated steam, make
it certain that the density of saturated steam increases very much
more with the pressure than according to Boyle's and Gay-Lussac's
gaseous laws, and numhers are given expressing the theoretical
densities of saturated steam at différent températures, which it is
desired should be verified by direct experiments.

III. Carnot's function in the "Theory of the Motive Power
of Heat" is shown to be very nearly equal to the mechanical
équivalent of the thermal unit divided by the température from
the zéro of the air-thermometer (that is, température Centigrade
with a number equal to the reciprocal of the coefficient of expan¬
sion added), and corrections, depending on the amount of the
observed cooling effects in the new air experiments, and the dévia¬
tions from the gaseous laws of expansion and compression deter-
mined by Regnault, are applied to give a more précisé évaluation.

IV. An absolute scale of température, that is, a scale not
founded on reference to any particular thermometric substance or
to any spécial qualities of any class of bodies, is founded on the
following définition:—

If a physical System be subjected to cycles of perfectly réversible
opérations and be not allowed to taJce in or to émit heat except in
localities, at two fixed températures, these températures are propor-
tional to the whole quantities of heat taken in or emitted at them
respectively during a complété cycle of the opérations.

The principles upon which the unit or degree of température
is to be chosen, so as to make the différence of températures on the
absolute scale, agree with that on any other scale for a particular
range of températures. If the différence of températures between
the freezing and the boiling-points of water be made 100° on the
new scale, the absolute température of the freezing-point is shown
to be about 273'7; and it is demonstrated that the températures
from the freezing-point on the new scale will agree very closely
with Centigrade température by the standard air-thermometer;
quite within the limits of the most accurate practical thermometry
when the température is betveen 0° and 100° Cent., and very
nearly if not quite within these limits for températures up to 300°
Cent.

V. An empirical formula for the pressure of air in terms of its
density, and its température on the absolute scale, is investigated,

28—2
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by using forms such as those first proposée! and used by Mr Ran-
kine, and determining the constants so as to fulfil the conditions
(1) of giving the observed cooling effects, (2) of agreeing with
Regnault's observations on expansion by heat, and (3) of agreeing
with Regnault's expérimental results on compressibility at a par-
ticular température.

A table of comparison of température by the air-thermometer
under varied conditions of température and pressure with the
absolute scale, is deduced from this formula.

Expressions for the spécifie heats of any fluid in terms of the
absolute température, the density, and the pressure, derived from
the général dynamical theory, are worked out for the case of air
according to the empirical formula; and tables of numerical results
derived exclusively from these expressions and the ratio of the
spécifie heats as determined by the theory of sound, are given.
These tables show the mechanical values of the spécifie heats of
air at différent constant pressures, and at différent constant densi-
ties. Taking 1390 as the mechanical équivalent of the thermal
unit as determined by Mr Joules experiment on the friction of
fluids, the authors find, as the mean spécifie heat of air under con¬
stant pressure,

•2390, from 0° to 100° Cent.
"2384, from 0° to 300° Cent.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. vin., February, 1856.]

A very great dépression of température lias been remarked by
some observers when steam of high pressure issues from a small
orifice into the open air. After the experiments we have made on
the rush of air in similar circumstances, it could not be doubted
that a great élévation of température of the issuing steam might
be observed as well as the great dépression usually supposed to be
the only resuit. The metliod to obtain the entire thermal effect is
obviously that which we have already employed in our experi¬
ments on permànently elastic fluids, viz. to transmit the steam
through a porous material and to ascertain its température as it
enters into and issues from the resisting médium. We have made
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a preliminary experiment of this kind which may be sufficiently
interesting to place on record before proceeding to obtain more
exact numerical results.

A short pipe an inch and a half diameter was screwed into an
elbow pipe inserted into the top of a high pressure steam-boiler.
A cotton plug placed in the short pipe had a fine wire of platina
passed through it, the ends of which were connected with iron
wires passing away to a sensitive galvanometer. The deflection
due to a given différence of température of the same metallic
junctions having been previously ascertained, we were able to
estimate the différence of température of the steam at the opposite
ends of the plug. The resuit of several experiments showed that
for each lb. of pressure by which the steam on the pressure side
exceeded that of the atmosphère on the exit side there was a
cooling effect of 0-2 Cent. The steam, therefore, issued at a
température above 100° Cent., and, consequently, dry ; showing
the correctness of the view which we brought forward some years

ago * as to the non-scalding property of steam issuing from a high-
pressure boiler.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Yol. vin., June, 1856.]

On the Température of Solids exposed to Gurrents of Air.

In examining the thermal effects experienced by air rushing
through narrow passages, we have found, in various parts of the
stream, very decided indications of a lowering of température (see
Phil. Trans. June, 1853) [présent Article, Part I., above], but never
nearly so great as theoretical considérations at first led us to
expect, in air forced by its own pressure into so rapid motion as it
was in our experiments. The theoretical investigation is simply as
follows :—Let P and F dénoté the pressure and the volume of a
pound of the air moving very slowly up a wide pipe towards the
narrow passage. Let p and v dénoté the pressure and the volume
per pound in any part of the narrow passage, where the velocity
is q. Le.t also e — E dénoté the différence of intrinsic energies of

* See a letter from Mr Thomson to Mr Joule, published in the Philosophical
Magazine, Nov. 1850. [Art. xlvii. above.]
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the air per pound in the two situations. Then the équation of
mechanical effect is

(t = {PV-pv) + (E-e),

since the first member is the mechanical value of the motion, per
pound of air ; the first bracketed term of the second member is the
excess of work done in pushing it forward, above the work spent
by it in pushing forward the fluid immediately in advance of it in
the narrow passage ; and the second bracketed terni is the amount
of intrinsic energy given up by the fluid in passing from one
situation to the other.

Now, to the degree of accuracy to which air follows Boyle's
and Gay-Lussac's laws, we have

pv^PV,
if t and T dénoté the températures of the air in the two positions
reckoned from the absolute zéro of the air-thermometer. Also, to
about the same degree of accuracy, our experiments on the tempe-
rature of air escaping from a state of high pressure through a
porous plug, establish Mayer's liypothesis as the thermo-dynamic
law of expansion; and to this degree of accuracy we may assume
the intrinsic energy of a mass of air to be independent of its
density when its température remains unaltered. Lastly, Carnot's
principle, as modified in the dynamical theory, shows that a fluid
which fulfils those three laws must have its capacit.y for heat in
constant volume constant for ail températures and pressures,—a
resuit confirmed by Regnault's direct experiments to a correspond-
ing degree of accuracy. Hence the variation of intrinsic energy in
a mass of air is, according to those laws, simply the différence of
températures multiplied by a constant, irrespectively of any ex¬
pansion or condensation that may have been experienced. Hence,
if N dénoté the capacity for heat of a pound of air in constant
volume, and J the mechanical value of the thermal unit, we have

E—e — JN(T— t).

Thus the preceding équation of mechanical effect becomes
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Now (see "Notes on the Air-Engine," Pliil. Trans. March,
1852, p. 81 [Art. XLViii., Appendix III. above], or "Thermal
Effects of Fluid in Motion " [présent Article], Part 2, Phil. Trans.
June, 1854, p. 361) we have

1 II 1 PV
JJSf=

h — 1 t. k—Y T

where le dénotés the ratio of the spécifie heat of air under constant
pressure to the spécifie heat of air in constant volume ; H, the pro-
duct of the pressure into the volume of a pound, or the " height of
the homogeneous atmosphère" for air at the freezing-point (26,215
feet, according to Regnault's observations on the density of air),
and t0 the absolute température of freezing (about 274° Cent.).
Hence we have

é"PF(1+À)(1-r)=ëi(1-ï')-
Now the velocity of sound in air at anv température is equal

to the product of y'le into the velocity a body would acquire in
falling under the action of a constant force of gravity through half
the height of the homogeneous atmosphère ; and therefore if we
dénoté by a the velocity of sound in air at the température T, we
have

a2 = JcgP V
Hence we dérivé from the preceding équation,

T-t_lc-lfq
T 2 U

which expresses the lowering of température, in any part of the
narrow channel, in terms of the ratio of the actual velocity of the
air in that place to the velocity of sound in air at the température
of the stream where it moves slowly up towards the rapids. It is
to be observed, that the only hypothesis which lias been made is,
that in ail the states of température and pressure through which
it passes the air fulfils the three gaseous laws mentioned above ;
hence whatever frictional résistance, or irregular action from
irregularities in the channel, the air may have experienced before
coming to the part considered, provided only it has not been
allowed either to give out heat or to take in heat from the matter
round it, nor to lose any mechanical energy in sound, or in other
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motions not among its own particles, the preceding formulas will
give the lowering of température it expériences in acquiring the
velocity q. It is to be observed that this is not the velocity the
air would have in issuing in the same quantity at the density
which it has in the slow stream approaching the narrow passage.
Were no fluid friction operative in the circumstances, the density
and pressure would be the same in the slow stream flowing away
from, and in the slow stream approaching towards the narrow
passage; and each would be got by considering the lowering of
température from T to t as simply due to expansion, so that we
should have

t
_ /Fy-1T~\v)

by Poisson's formula. Hence if Q dénoté what we may call the
"reduced velocity" in any part of the narrow channel, as distin-
guished from q, the actual or true velocity in the same locality, we
have

and the rate of flow of the air will be, in pounds per second, wQA,
if w dénoté the weight of the unit of volume, under pressure P,
and A the area of the section in the narrow part of the channel
considered. The preceding équation, expressed in terms of the
" reduced velocity," then becomes

t

T 2 \t) U/ '
and therefore we have

The second member, which vanishes when t = 0, and when
t = T, attains a maximum when

t = -83 T,
the maximum value being

Q = -578.
a

Hence, if there were no fluid friction, the "reduced velocity" could
never, in any part of a narrow channel, exceed '578 of the velocity
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of sound, in air of the température which the air has in the wide
parts of the channel, where it is moving slowly. If this tempe-
rature be 13° Cent, above the freezing-point, or 287° absolute
température (being 55° Fahr., an ordinary atmospheric condition),
the velocity of sound would be 1115 feet per second, and the
maximum reduced velocity of the stream would be 644 feet per
second. The cooling effect that air must, in such circumstances,
experience in acquiring such a velocity would be from 287° to 2380,2
absolute température, or 480,8 Cent.

The effects of fluid friction in différent parts of the stream
would require to be known in order to estimate the reduced
velocity in any narrow part, according to either the density on the
liigh-pressure side or the density on the low-pressure side. We
have not as yet made any sufficient investigation to allow us to
give even a conjectural estimate of what these effects may be in
any case. But it appears improbable that the " reduced velocity,"
according to the density on the high-pressure side, could ever with
friction exceed the greatest amount it could possibly have without
friction. It therefore seems improbable that the "reduced velo¬
city" in terms of the density on the high-pressure side can ever,
in the narrowest part of the channel, exceed 644 feet per second,
if the température of the high-pressure air moving slowly be about
the atmospheric température of 13° Cent, used in the preceding
estimate.

Experiments in which we have forced air through apertures of
T"inf(r> Tïïuh» aîQd T§ooths of an inch in diameter drilled in thin
plates of copper, have given us a maximum velocity, reduced to the
density of the high-pressure side, equal to 550 feet per second.
But there can be little doubt that the stream of air, after issuing
from an orifice in a thin plate, contracts as that of water does
under similar circumstances. If the velocity were calculated from
the area of this contracted part of the stream, it is highly probable
that the maximum velocity reduced to the density on the high-
pressure side would be found as near 644 feet as the degree of
accuracy of the experiments warrants us to expect.

As an example of the results we have obtained on examining
the température of the rushing stream by a thermo-electric junction
placed -jfth of an inch above the orificê, we cite an experiment, in
which the total pressure of the air in the receiver being 98 inches
of mercury, we found the velocity in the orifice equal to 535 and
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1780 feet respectively as reduced to the density on the high-
pressure and that on the atmospheric side. The actual velocity in
the small aperture must have been greater than either of these,
perhaps not much greater than 1780, the velocity reduced to
atmospheric density. If it had been only this, the cooling effect
would have been exactly T^ ^ (ilil) ' ^at; *s> a l°weririg °f
température amounting to 150° Cent. But the amount of cooling
effect observed in the experiment was only 13° Cent. ; nor have we
ever succeeded in observing (whether with thermometers held in
various positions in the stream, or with a thermo-electric arrange¬
ment constituted by a narrow tube through which the air flows, or
by a straight wire of two différent metals in the axis of the
stream, with the junction in the place of most rapid motion, and in
other positions on each side of it,) a greater cooling effect than
20" Cent.; we therefore infer that a body round which air is
flowing rapidly acquires a liigher température than the average
température of the air close to it ail round. The explanation of
this conclusion probably is, that the surface of contact between the
air and the solid is the locality of the most intense frictional
génération of heat that takes place, and that consequently a
stratum of air round the body bas a higher average température
than the air further off ; but whatever the explanation may be, it
appears certainly demonstrated that the air does not give its own
température even to a tube through which it flows, or to a wire or
thermometer-bulb completely surrounded by it.

Having been convinced of this conclusion by experiments on
rapid motion of air through small passages, we inferred of course
that the sarne phenomenon must take place universally whenever
air flows against a solid or a solid is carried through air. If a
velocity of 1780 feet per second in the foregoing experiment gave
137° Cent, différence of température between the air and the solid,
how probable is it that meteors moving at from six to tlrirty miles
per second even through a rarefied atmosphère, really acquire, in
accordance with the same law, ail the heat which they manifest !
On the other hand, it seemed worth while to look for the same

kind of effect on a much smaller scale in bodies moving at
moderate velocities through the ordinary atmosphère. Accordingly,

'

although it has been a practice in général undoubtingly followed,
to whirl a thermometer through the air for the purpose of finding
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the atmospheric température, we hâve tried and found, with
thermometers of différent sizes and variously shaped bulbs, whirled
through the air at the end of a string, with velocities of from 80 to
120 feet per second, températures always higher than when the
same thermometers are whirled in exactly the same circumstances
at smaller velocities. By alternately whirling the same thermo¬
meters for half a minute or so fast, and then for a similar time
slow, we have found différences of température sometimes little if
at ail short of a Fahrenheit degree. By whirling a thermo-electric
junction alternately fast and slow, the same phenomenon is most
satisfactorily and strikingly exhibited by a galvanometer. This
last experiment we have performed at night, under a cloudy sky,
with the galvanometer within doors, and the testing thermo-
electric apparatus whirled in the middle of a field ; and thus, with
as little as can be conceived of disturbing circumstances, we
confîrmed the resuit we had previously found by whirling thermo¬
meters.

Velocity of Air escaping through Narrow Apertures*.
In the foregoing part of this communication, referring to the

circumstances of certain experiments, we have stated our opinion
that the velocity of atmospheric air impelled through narrow
orifices was, in the narrowest part of the stream, greater than the
reduced velocity corresponding to the atmospheric pressure; in
other words, that the density of the air, kept at a constant
température, was, in the narrowest part, less than the atmospheric
density. In order to avoid misconception, we now add, that this
holds true only when the différence of pressures on the two sides
is small, and friction plays but a small part in bringing down the
velocity of the exit stream. If there is a great différence between
the pressures on the two sides, the reduced velocity will, on the
contrary, be less than that corresponding with the atmospheric
pressure ; and even if the pressure in the most rapid part falls
short of the atmospheric pressure, the density may, on account of
the cooling experieneed, exceed the atmospheric density.

We stated that, at 57° Fahr., the greatest velocity of air pass-
ing through a small orifice is 550 feet per second, if reduced to the

* lteceived June 19, 1856.
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density on the high-pressure side. The experiments from which
we obtained this resuit enable us also to say that this maximum
occurs, with the above température and a barometric pressure of
30T4 inches, when the pressure of the air is equal to about
50 inches of mercury above the atmospheric pressure. At a higher
or lower pressure, a smaller volume of the compressed air escapes
in a given time.

Surface Condenser.—A three-horse power high-pressure steam-
engine was procured for our experiments. Wishing to give it
equal power with a lower pressure, we caused the steam from the
eduction port to pass downwards through a perpendicular iron gas-

pipe, ten feet long and an inch and a half in diameter, placed
within a larger pipe through which water was made to ascend.
The lower end of the gas-pipe was connected with the feed-pump
of the boiler, a small orifice being contrived in the pump cover in
order to allow the escape of air before it could pass, along with the
condensed water, into the boiler. This simple arrangement con-
stituted a " surface condenser" of a very efficient kind, giving a
vacuum of 23 inches, although considérable leakage of air took
place, and the apparatus generally was not so perfect as subsé¬
quent experience would have enabled us to make it. Beside's the
ordinary well-known advantages of the " surface condenser," such
as the prévention of incrustation of the boiler, there is one which
may be especially remarked as appertaining to the system we have
adopted, of causing the current of steam to move in an opposite
direction to that of the water employed to condense it. The
refrigerating water may thus be made to pass out of the condenser
at a high température, while the vacuum is that due to a low
température; and hence the quantity of water used for the
purpose of condensation may be materially reduced. We find that
our system does not require an amount of surface so great as to
involve a cumbrousness or cost which would prevent its général
adoption, and have no doubt that it will shortly supersede that at
the présent time almost universally used.
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[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Yol. vin., June, 1857.]

Température of a BocLy moving slowly through Air.
The motion of air in the neighbourhood of a body moving very

slowly through it, may be approximately determined by treating
the problem as if air were an incompressible fluid. The ordinary
hydro-dynamical équations, so applied, give the velocity and the
pressure of the fluid at any point ; and the variations of density
and température actually experienced by the air are approximately
determined by using the approximate évaluation of the pressure
thus obtained. Now, if a solid of any shape be carried uniforinly
through a perfect liquid*, it expériences fluid-pressure at différent
parts of its surface, expressed by the following formula,—

p = n + ^(F-<f),
where II dénotés the fluid-pressure at considérable distances from
the solid, p the mass of unity of volume of the fluid, V the
velocity of translation of the solid, and q the velocity of the fluid
relatively to the solid, at the point of its surface in question.
The effect of this pressure on the whole is, no résultant force, and
only a résultant couple which vanishes in certain cases, including
ail in which the solid is symmetrical with reference to the
direction of motion. If the surface of the body be everywhere
convex, there will be an augmentation of pressure in the fore and
after parts of it, and a diminution of pressure round a médium
zone. There are clearly in every such case just two points of the
surface of the solid, one in the fore part, and the other in the after
part, at which the velocity of the fluid relatively to it is zéro, and
which we may call the fore and after pôle respectively. The
middle région round the body in which the relative velocity
exceeds V, and where consequently the fluid pressure is diminished
by the motion, may be called the equatorial zone ; and where there
is a definite middle line, or line of maximum relative velocity, this
line will be called the equator.

If the fluid be air instead of the idéal " perfect liquid," and if
the motion be slow enough to admit of the approximation referred
to above, there will be a heating effect on the fore and after parts

* That is, as we shall call it for brevity, an idéal fluid, perfectly incompressible
and perfectly free from mutual friction among its parts.
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of the body, and a cooling effect on the equatorial zone. If the
dimensions and the thermal conductivity of the body be such that
there is no sensible loss on these heating and cooling effects by
conduction, the température maintained at any point of the sur¬
face by the air flowing against it, will be given by the équation

where © dénotés the température of the air as uninfluenced by
the motion, and p and II dénoté the same as before*. Hence,
using for p its value by the preceding équation, we have

But if H dénoté the length of a column of homogeneous atmo¬
sphère of which the weight is equal to the pressure on its
perpendicular section, and if g dénoté the dynamical measure of
the force of gravity (32'2 in feet per second of velocity generated
per second), we have

and if we dénoté by a the velocity of sound in the air, which is
equal to Vl'41 x gll, the expression for the température becomes

According to the supposition on which our approximation
dépends, that the velocity of the motion is small, that is, as we
now see, a small fraction of the velocity of sound, this expression
becomes

At either the fore or after pôle, or generally at every point
where the velocity of the air relatively to the solid vanishes (at a

* The températures are reckoned according to the absolute thermodynamio
scale which we have proposed, and may, to a degree of accuracy correspondent with
that of the ordinary " gaseous laws," be taken as température Centigrade by the
air-thermometer, with 273°-7 added in each case. See the authors' previous paper
"On the Thermal Efiects of ïluids in Motion," [présent Article] Part II., Philo-
sopliical Transactions, 1851, Part 2, p. 353.

gpE= II ;
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re-entrant angle for instance, if there is such), we have q = o,
and therefore an élévation of température amounting to

If, for instance, the absolute température, ©, of the air at a
distance from the solid be 287° (that is 55° on the Fahr. scale), for
which the velocity of sound is 1115 per second, the élévation of
température at a pôle, or at any point of no relative motion, will
be, in degrees Centigrade,

5*8 X (I)1. 58-8 X
the velocity V being reckoned in feet per second. If, for instance,
the velocity of the body through the air be 88 feet per second
(60 miles an hour), the élévation of température at the points
of no relative motion is '36°, or rather more than J of a degree
Centigrade.

To find the greatest dépression of température in any case, it is
necessary to take the form of the body into account. If this be
spherical, the absolute velocity of the fluid backwards across the
equator will be half the velocity of the bail forwards; or the
relative velocity (q) of the fluid across the equator will be f of the
velocity of the solid. Hence the dépression of température at the
equator of a sphere moving slowly through the air will be jùst f of
the élévation of température at each pôle. It is obvious from this
that a spheroid of révolution, moving in the direction of its axis,
would experience at its equator a dépression of température,
greater if it be an oblate spheroid, or less if it be a prolate
spheroid, than | of the élévation of température at each pôle.

It must be borne in mind, that, besides the limitation to
velocities of the body, small in comparison Avith the velocity of
sonnd, these conclusions involve the supposition that the relative
motions of the différent parts of the air are unresisted by mutual
friction, a supposition which is not even approximately true in
most cases that can corne under observation. Even in the case of
a bail pendulum vibrating in air, Professor Stokes* finds that the
motion is seriously influenced by fluid friction. Hence with velo-

* " On the Eflect of the Internai Friction of Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums,"
read to the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Dec. 9, 1850, and published in Vol. ix.
Part 2, of their Transactions, [or Mathematical and Physical Papers, Stokes, Vol. u.].
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cities which could give any efFect sensible on even the most
delicate of the ether thermometers yet made (380 divisions to a
degree), it is not to be expected that anything like a complété
vérification or even illustration of the preceding theory, involving
the assumption of no friction, can be had. It is probable that the
forward polar région of heating effect will, in conséquence of fluid
friction, become gradually larger as the velocity is increased, until
it spreads over the whole equatorial région, and does away with
ail cooling effects.

Our expérimental inquiry has hitherto been chiefly directed to
ascertain the law of the thermal efFect upon a thermometer rapidly
whirled in the air. We have also made some experiments on the
modifying efFects of resisting envelopes, and on the températures
at différent parts of the surface of a whirled globe. The whirling
apparatus consisted of a wheel worked by hand, communicating
rapid rotation to an axle, at the extremity of which an arm
carrying the thermometer with its bulb outwards was fixed. The
distance between the centre of the axle and the thermometer bulb
was in ail the experiments 39 inches. The thermometers made
use of were filled with ether or chloroform, and had, the smaller
275, and the larger 330 divisions to the degree Centigrade. The
lengths of the cylindrical bulbs were T% and 1T4ÏÏ inch( their
diameters "26 and '48 of an inch respectively.

Table I.—Small bulb Thermometer.

Velocity in feet Rise of température in Rise divicled by
per second. divisions of the scale. square of velocity.

46-9 27^ -0125
51-5 32 -0121
68T 46£ '0100
72-7 571 '0109
78-7 67| '0109
84 8 74 -0103

104-5 91 -0083
130-2 151 -0089
133-2 172 -0097
145-4 191 -0090

Mean... '01026
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The. above Table shows an increase of température nearly
proportional to the square of the velocity.

/ 275
V— >/ ,Q^Q2q =: 163'7 = the velocity in feet per second, which,

in air of the same density, would have raised the température
1° Centigrade,

Table II.—Larger brdb Thermometer,
Velocity in feet Bise of température in Bise divided by
per second. divisions of scale. square of velocity.

36-3 18 -0125
66-6 42 -0095
84'8 57 -0079

125'6 146 -0093

Mean. 0098

In this instance F = ,y^-oo98 = 183'5 feet per second for 1°
Centigrade. It is however possible that the full thermal effect
was not so completely attained in three minutes (the time occu-
pied by each whirling) as with the smaller bulb. On the whole it
did not appear to us that the experiments justified the conclusion,
that an increase of the dimensions of the bulb was accompanied by
an altération of the thermal effect.

Table III.—Larger bulb Thermometer covered with five folds of
writing-paper.

Velocity in feet Bise of température in Biso divided by
per second. divisions of scale. square of velocity.

36-3 20 ' -0152
51-5 43 -0162
72-6 53 -0101

118.0 132 -0095

The increased thermal effect at comparatively slow velocities,
exhibited in the above Table, appeared to be owing to the friction
of the air against the paper surface being greater than against the
polished glass surface.

One quarter of the enveloping paper was now removed, and
the bulb whirled with its bared part in the rear. The results
were as follow :—

t. 29
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Table IY.—Paper removed from posterior side.
Velocity in feet

per second.
75-6
96-8

Rise of température in
divisions of scale.

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

60

87

•0105

•0093

On whirling in the contrary direction, so that the naked part
of the bulb went first, we got,—

Table V.—Paper removed from anterior side.
Velocity in feet
per second.

8T7
93-8

Rise of température in
divisions of scale.

56
72

Rise divided by
square of velocity.

-0084
-0082

On rotating with the bare part, posterior and anterior in turns,
at the constant velocity of 90 feet per second, the mean resuit did
not appear to indicate any decided différence of thermal effect.

Another quarter of paper was now removed from the opposite
side. Then on whirling so that the bared parts were anterior and
posterior, we obtained a rise of 83 divisions with a velocity of 93-8.
But on turning the thermometer on its axis one quarter round, so
that the bared parts were on each side, we found the somewhat
smaller rise of 62 divisions for a velocity of 90'8 feet per second.

The effect of surface friction having been exliibited at slow
velocities with the papered bulb, we were induced to try the effect
of increasing it by wrapping iron wire round the bulb.

Table VI.—Larger bulb Thermometer wrapped with iron wire.
Velocity in feet Rise in divisions
per second. of scale.

15 36 10-25
23 04 33

30-71* 49-25
46-08 68-75
69-12 98

111-34 185

126-72 207

Rise divided by
square of velocity.
... -0434
... -0623
... -0522
... -0324
... -0206

... -0149

... -0129
153'55 above 280 above '0118

* The whirring sound began at this velocity. According to its intensity the
thermal effect must necessarily suffer diminution ; unless indeed it gives rise to
increased résistance.
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On inspecting the above Table, it will be seen that the thermal
effect produced at slow velocities was five times as great as with
the bare bulb. This increase is evidently due to friction. In fact,
as one layer of wire was employed, and the. coils were not so close
as to prevent the access of air between them, the surface must
have been about four times as great as that of the uncovered bulb.
At high velocities, it is probable that a cushion of air which has
not time to escape past resisting obstacles makes the actual
friction almost independent of variations of surface, which leave
the magnitude of the body unaltered. In conformity with this
observation, it will be seen that at high velocities the thermal
effect was nearly reduced to the quantity observed with the
uncovered bulb. Similar remarks apply to the following results
obtained after wrapping round the bulb a fine spiral of thin brass
wire.

Table VII.—Bulb wrapped with a spiral offine brass wire.

Velocity in feet Bise in divisions Bise divided by
per second. of scale. square of velocity.

7-08 2-5 -0424
15 36 13-5 -0572
23-04 36-5 -0687
30-71 48 -0509

46-08 64-5 -0304

76-8 103-5 -0175
11518 224-5 -0169

148-78 264 -0119

The thermal effects on différent sides of a sphere moving
through air, have been investigated by us experimentally by
whirling a thin glass globe of 3'58 inches diameter along with the
smaller thermometer, the bulb of which was placed successively in
three positions, viz. in front, at one side, and in the rear. In each
situation it was placed as near the glass globe as possible without
actually touching it.

29—2
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Table VIII.—Smaller Thermometer whirled along with glass
globe.

lliso in divisions of scale.
Velocity in feet

per second. îherm. in front. Therm. at side. Therm. in rear.

3-84 -66 10 4
7-68 2-66 40 105

15-36 41-9 78 51
23 04 71-2 90 71'7
38-4 78-4 90 68
57-5 99-9 112 76
70-92 107

The effects of fluid friction are strikingly évident in the above
results, particularly at the slow velocities of 3 and 7 feet per
second. It is clear from these, that the air, after coming in
contact with the front of the globe, traverses with friction the
equatorial parts, giving out an accumulating thermal effect, a part
of which is carried round to the after pôle. At higher velocities
the effects of friction seem rapidly to diminish, so that at velocities
between 23 and 38 feet per second, the mean indication of thermo-
meters placed ail round the globe would be nearly constant. Our
anticipation (written before these latter experiments were made),
that a complété vérification of the theory propounded at the
commencement was impossible with our présent means, is thus
completely justified.

It may be proper to observe, that in the form of experiinent
hitherto adopted by us, the results are probably, to a trifling
extent, influenced by the vortex of air occasioned by the circular
motion.

We have on several occasions noticed the effect of sudden

changes in the force of wind on the température of a thermometer
held in it. Sometimes the thermometer was observed to rise,
at other times to fall, when a gust came suddenly on. When a
rise occurred, it was seldom équivalent to the effect, as ascertained
by the foregoing experiments, due to the increased velocity of the
air. Hence we draw the conclusion, that the actual température
of a gust of wind is lower than that of the subséquent lull. This
is probably owing to the air in the latter case having had its vis
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viva converted into heat by collision with material objects. In
fact we find that in sheltered situations, such for instance as one or

two inches above a wall opposite to tbe wind, the tbermometer
indicates a higher température than it does when exposed to tbe
blast. The question, which is one of great interest for meteoro-
logical science, has hitherto been only partially discussed by us,
and for its complété solution will require a careful estimate of tbe
température of the earth's surface, of the effects of radiation, &c.,
and also a knowledge of the causes of gusts in différent winds.

[From tho Proeeedings ofthe Royal Society, Vol. x., Julie, 1860.]

In our paper published in the Philosophical Transactions for
1854 [Présent Art. Part II. above], we explained the object of our
experiments to ascertain the différence of température between
the high- and low-pressure sides of a porous plug through which
elastic fluids were forced. Our experiments were then limited to
air and carbonic acid. With new apparatus, obtained by an allot-
ment from the Government grant, we have been able to détermine
the thermal ëffect with various other elastic fluids. The following
is a brief summary of our principal results at a low température
(about 7° Cent.) :

Elastic Fluid.

Thermal effect
pcr 100 lbs. pressuro
on tlie square inch,

in dcgrees Centigrade.

Air.
3-9 Air +96-1 Hydrogen
7-9 Air +92-1 Nitrogen
5-1 Air +94-9 Oxygen
3-5 Air +96-5 Carbonic acid

58-3 Air +41-7 Hydrogen
62-5 Air + 37-5 Carbonic acid
54-6 Nitrogen+ 45-4 Oxygen

4-23 Air j + 46-47 Hydrogen )Air j+49.3 Carbonic acid . .j

1-6 Cold.
0-116 Heat.
1-772 Cold.
1-936 Cold.
8-19 Cold.
0-7 Cold.
3-486 Cold.
1-696 Cold.

2-848 Cold.

Further experiments are being made at high températures,
which show, in tbe gases in which a cooling effect is found, a
decrease of this effect, and an increase of the heating effect in
hydrogen. The results at présent arrived at, indicate invariably
that a mixture of gases gives a smaller cooling effect than that
deduced from the average of the. effects of the pure gases.
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ABSTRACT OF PART III. ABOYE.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. x., June, 1860.]

An abstract of a great part of the présent paper has appeared
in the Proceedings, Vol. vin. p. 556 [see also présent Appendix
above], To the experiments then adduced a large number have
since been added, which have been made by whirling thermo-
meters and thermo-electric junctions in the air. The resuit shows
that at high velocities the thermal effect is proportional to the
square of the velocity, the rise of température of the whirled body
being evidently that due to the communication of the velocity to
a constantly renewed film of air. With very small velocities of
bodies of large surface, the thermal effect was very greatly in-
creased by that kind of fluid friction the effect of which on the
motion of pendulums has been investigated by Frof. Stokes*.

ABSTRACT OF PART IV. ABOVE.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. xn., June, 1862.]

A brief notice of some of the experiments contained in this
paper has already appeared in the Proceedings [see also présent
Appendix above], Their object was to ascertain with accuracy
the lowering of température, in atmospheric air and other gases,
which takes place on passing them through a porous plug from
a state of high to one of low pressure. Various pressures were
employed, with the resuit (indicated by the authors in their
Part II.) that the thermal effect is approximately proportional to
the différence of pressure on the two sides of the plug. The
experiments were also tried at various températures, ranging
from 5° to 98° Cent.-, and have shown that the thermal effect,
if one of cooling, is approximately proportional to the inverse
square of the absolute température. Thus, for example, the ré¬

frigération at the freezing température is about twice that at
* " On tlie effect of the Internai Friction of Fluids on the Motion of Pendulums,"

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Dec. 1850, Vol. ix., Part n.; or
Mathematical and Physical Papers, Stolses, Vol. n.
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100° Cent. In the case of hydrogen, the reverse phenomenon of a
rise of température on passing through the plug was observed,
the rise being doubled in quantity when the température of the
gas was raised to 100°. This resuit is conformable with the ex-
periments of Regnault, who found that hydrogen, unlike other
gases, has its elasticity increased more rapidly than in the inverse
ratio of the volume. The authors have also made numerous

experiments with mixtures of gases, the remarkable resuit being,
that the thermal effect (cooling) of the compound gas is less
than it would be, if the gases, after mixture, retained in in-
tegrity the physical characters they possessed while in a pure
state.
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[From the Philosophical Magazine, May, 1879.]

Art. L. On Thermodynamic Motivity.

After having for some years felt with Professor Tait the want
of a word "to express the Availability for work of the heat in a
given magazine, a term for that possession the waste of which is
called Dissipation*," I suggested three years ago the word Motivity
to supply this want, and made a verbal communication to the
Royal Society of Edinburgh defming and illustrating the applica¬
tion of the word; but as the communication was not given in
writing, only the title of the paper, "Thermodynamic Motivity,"
was published. In conséquence of Professor Tait's letter to me,
published in the présent number of the Philosophical Magazine,
I now offer, for publication in the Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh and in the Philosophical Magazine, the following
short abstract of the substance of that communication.

In my paper " On the Restoration of Energy from Unequally
Heated Space" [Art. lxiii. below], published in the Philosophical
Magazine in January, 1853,1 gave the following expression for the
amount of "mechanical energy" derivable from a body, B, given
with its différent parts at différent températures, by the equaliza-
tion of the température throughout to one common température "h

* Tait's Thermodynamics, first édition (1868), § 178 : quoted also in Professor
Tait's letter in the présent number of the Philosophical Magazine.

f In the présent article I suppose this température to be the given température
of the médium in which B is plaeed; and thermodynamic engines to work with
their récipient and rejectant organs respectively in connexion with some part of B
at température t, and the endless surrounding matter at température T. In the
original paper this supposition is introduced subordinately at the conclusion. The
chief purpose of the paper was the solution of a more difficult problem, that of
finding the value of T,—a kind of average température of B to fulfil the condition
that the quantifies of heat rejected and taken in by organs of the thermodynamic
engines at température T are equal. The burden of the problem was the évaluation
of this thermodynamic average ; and I failed to remark that when the value which
the solution gave for T is substituted in the formula of the text it reduces it to

J jjjdxdydz j cdt, which was not instantly obvious from the analytical form
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T, by ineans of perfect thermodynamic engines,

W=jjfjdxdydzj\dt (l - (1),
where t dénotés the température of any point x, y, z of the body,
c the thermal capacity of the body's substance at that point and
that température, J Joule's équivalent, and y Carnot's fonction of
the température t.

Further on in the same paper a simplification is introduced
thus:—

"Let the température of the body be measured according to
an absolute scale, founded on the values of Carnot's fonction, and
expressed by the following équation,

, Jt = a,
A

where a is a constant which may have any value ; but ought to
have for its value the reciprocal of the expansibility of air, in order
that the system of measuring température here adopted may agree
approximately with that of the air-thermometer. Then we have

=^_» (2).
t + a v '

It was only to obtain agreement with the zéro of the ordinary
Centigrade scale of the air-thermometer that the a was needed;
and in the joint paper by Joule and myself [Art. XLIX., Part II.
above], published in the Transactions of the Royal Society (London)
for June, 1854, we agreed to drop it, and to define température
simply as the reciprocal of Carnot's fonction, with a constant
coefficient proper to the unit or degree of température adopted.
Thus definitively, in équation (6) of § 5 of that paper, we took
t = J/y, and have used this expression ever since as the expression
for température on the arbitrarily assumed thermodynamic scale.
With it we have

-h f'ndt T /o\.e J Jt w;

of my solution, but which we immediately see must be the case by thinking of the
physical meaning of the resuit ; for the sum of the excesses of the heats taken in
above those rejeeted by ail the engines must, by the first law of thermodynamies, be
equal to the work gained by the supposed proeess. This important simplification
was first given by Professor Tait in his Thermodynamies (first and second édi¬
tions). It does not, howovor, affect the subordinate problem of the original paper,
which is the main problem of this one.
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and by substitution (1) beoomes

'///' LT
(4).

Suppose now B to be surrounded by other matter ail at a coramon
température T. The work obtainable from the given distribution
of température in B by means of perfect thermodynamic engines
is expressed by the formula (4). If, then, there be no circumstances
connected with the gravity, or elasticity, or capillary attraction, or
electricity, or magnetism, of B in virtue of which work can be
obtained, that expressed by (4) is what I propose to call the whole
Motivity of B in its actual circumstances. If, on the other hand,
work is obtainable from B in virtue of some of these other causes,
and if V dénoté its whole amount, then

is what I call the whole Motivity of B in its actual circumstances
according to this more comprehensive supposition.

We may imagine the whole Motivity of B developed in an
infinité variety of ways. The one which is obvious from the
formula (5) is first to keep every part of B unmoved, and to take
ail the work producible by perfect thermodynamic engines equal-
izing its température to T; and then keeping it rigorously at this
température, to take ail the work that can be got from it elastic-
ally, cohesively, electrically, magnetically, and gravitationally, by
letting it corne to rest unstressed, diselectrified, demagnetized, and
in the lowest position to which it can descend. But instead of
proceeding in this one definite way, any other order of procédure
whatever leading to the same final condition may be followed; and,
provided nothing is done whicli cannot be undone (that is to say,
in the technical language of thermodynamics, provided ail the
opérations are réversible), the same whole quantity of work will be
obtained in passing from the same initial condition to the same
final condition, whatever may have been the order of procédure.
Hence the Motivity is a fonction of the température, volume,
figure, and proper independent variables for expressing the cohesive,
the electric, and the magnetic condition of B, with the gravita-
tional potential of B simply added (which, when the force of
gravity is sensibly constant and in parallel lines, will be simply
the product of the gravity of B into the height of its centre of

jm=v+w. (5)
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gravity above its lowest position). So also is the Energy of
a body B (as I first pointed out, for the case of B a fluid, in
Part V. of " Dynamical Theory of Heat " [Art. xlviii. above ;
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for December 15,
1851], entitled, " On the Quantities of Mechanical Energy con-
tained in a Fluid in Différent States as to Température and
Density.") Considération of the Energy and the Motivity, as two
functions of ail the independent variables specifying the condition
of B completely in respect to température, elasticity, capillary
attraction, electricity, and magnetism, leads in the simplest and
most direct way to démonstrations of the theorems regarding the
thermodynamic properties of matter which I gave in Part III.
of the Dynamical Theory of Heat (Mardi 1851) [Art. xlviii.
above] ; in Part VI. of Dynamical Theory of Heat, Thermo-electric
Currents (May 1, 1854) [Art. xlviii. above] ; in a paper in the
Proceedings for 1858 of the Royal Society of London, entitled,
"On the Thermal Effect of Drawing out a Film of Liquid;" and
in a communication to the Royal Society of Edinburgh (Proc.
R. S. E. 1869—70), "On the Equilibrium of Vapour at the Curved
Surface of a Liquid;" and in my article on the Thermo-elastic and
Thermomagnetic Properties of Matter, in the first number of the
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (April 1855) [Art. xlviii.
Part. VII. above]; and in short articles in Nichol's Cyclopœdia
under the titles " Thermomagnetism," " Tliermo-electricity," and
" Pyro-electricity," put together and republished with additions in
the Philosophical Magazine for January, 1878, under the title "On
the Thermo-elastic, Thermomagnetic, and Pyro-electric Properties
of Matter" [Art. xlviii. Part VII. above],

It would be beyond the scope of the présent article to enter
in détail into these applications, which were merely indicated in
my communication to the Royal Society of Edinburgh of three
years ago, as a very short and simple analytical method of setting
forth the whole non-molecular theory of Thermodynamics.

Univebsity or Glasgow,
April 11, 1879.
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[From tlie Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. vu. May, 1854.]

Art. LI. Expérimental Researches in Thermo-
electricity.

§ I. On the Thermal Effects of Electric Ourrents in Unequally
Heated Conductors.

Tiieoretical considérations (communicated in December 1851
to the Royal Society of Edinburgh), [Art. xlviii. App. I. above,]
founded on observations which liad been made regarding the law of
thermo-electric force in an unequally heated circuit of two metals,
led me to the conclusion that an electric current must exercise a

convective effect on heat in a liomogeneous metallic conductor of
whicli différent parts are kept at différent températures. A spécial
application of the reasoning to the case of a compound circuit of
copper and iron was made, and it is repeated here because of the
illustration it affords of the mechanical principles on winch the
général reasoning is founded.

Becquerel discovered that if one junction of copper and' iron,
in a circuit of the two metals, be kept at an ordinary atmospheric
température, while the other is raised gradually to a red or white
heat, a current first sets from copper to iron through the hot
junction, increasing in strength only as long as the température
is below about 300° Cent.; and becoining feebler with farther
élévations of température until it ceases, and a current actually
sets in the contrary direction when a high red heat is attained.
Many experimenters liave professed tliemselves unable to verify
this extraordinary discovery, but the description which M. Becquerel
gives of his experiments leaves no room for the doubts which sortie
have thrown upon his conclusion, and establishes the thermo-
electric inversion between iron and copper, not as a singular case
(extraordinary and unexpected as it appeared), but as a pheno-
menon to be looked for between any two metals, when tried
through a sufficient range of température, especially any two which
lie near one another in the thermo-electric sériés for ordinary

'

températures. M. Regnault has verified M. Becquerel's conclusion
so far, in finding that the strength of the current in a circuit of
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copper and iron wire did not increase sensibly for élévations of
température above 240° Cent., and began to dimimsh when the
température considerably exceeded this limit ; but the actual
inversion ôbserved by M. Becquerel is required to show that the
diminution of strength in the current is due to a real falling off in
the electromotive force, and not to the increased résistance known
to be produced by an élévation of température.

From Becquerel's discovery it follows that, for températures
below a certain limit, which, for particular specimens of copper and
iron wire, I have ascertained, by a mode of experimenting described
below, to be 280° Cent., copper is on the négative side of iron in
the thermo-electric sériés, and on the positive side for higher
températures ; and at the limiting température copper and iron
are thermo-electrically neutral to one another. It follows, ac-
cording to the général mechanical theory of thermo-electric currents
referred to above, that electricity passing from copper to iron
causes the absorption or the évolution of heat according as the
température of the metals is below or above the neutral point ;
but neither évolution nor absorption of heat, if the température be
precisely that of neutrality (a conclusion which I have already
partially verified by experiment). Hence, if in a circuit of copper
and iron, one junction be kept about 280°, that is, at the neutral
température, and the other at any lower température, a thermo-
electric current will set from copper to iron through the hot,
and from iron to copper through the cold junction; causing the
évolution of heat at the latter, and the raising of weights too if it
be employed to work an electro-magnetic engine, but not causing
the absorption of any heat at the hot junction. Hence there must
be an absorption of heat at some part or parts of the circuit
consisting solely of one métal or of the other, to an amount
équivalent to the heat evolved at the cold junction, together with
the thermal value of any mechanical effects produced in other
parts of the circuit. The locality of this absorption can only be
where the températures of the single metals are non-uniform,
since the thermal effect of a current in any homogeneous uniformly
heated conductor is always an évolution of heat. Hence there
must be on the whole an absorption of heat, caused by the current
in passing from cold to hot in copper, and from hot to cold in iron.
When a current is forced through the circuit against the thermo-
electric force, the saine reasoning establishes an évolution of heat
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to an amount équivalent to the sum of the heat that would be
then taken in at the cold junction, and the value in heat of the
energy spent by the agency (chemical or of any other kind) hy
which the electromotive force is applied. The aggregate réversible
thermal effect, thus demonstrated to exist in the unequally heated
portions of the two metals, might be produced in one of the
metals alone, or (as appears more natural to suppose) it may be
the sum or différence of efifects experienced by the two. Adopting
as a matter of form. the latter supposition, without excluding
the former possibility, we may assert that either there is absorption
of heat by the current passing from hot to cold in the copper,
and évolution, to a less extent, in the iron of the same circuit ; or
there is absorption of heat produced by the current from hot to
cold in the iron, and évolution of heat to a less amount in the
copper ; or there must be absorption of heat in each métal, with
the reverse effect in each case when the current is reversed.
The réversible effect in a single métal of non-uniform température
may be called a convection of heat ; and to avoid cii'cumlocution, I
shall express it, that the vitreous electricity carries heat with it,
or that the spécifie heat of vitreous electricity is positive, when
this convection is in the nominal "direction of the current," and I
shall apply the same expressions to "resinous electricity" 'when
the convection is against the nominal direction of the current.
It is established then that one or other of the foliowing three hypo¬
thèses must be true :—

Vitreous electricity carries heat with it in an unequally heated
conductor whether of copper or iron ; but more in copper than in
iron.

Or Resinous electricity carries heat with it in an unequally
heated conductor whether of copper or iron ; but more in iron than
in copper.

Or Vitreous electricity carries heat with it in an unequally
heated conductor of copper, and Resinous electricity carries heat
with it in an unequally heated conductor of iron.

Immediately after communicating this theory to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, I commenced trying to ascertain by ex-
periment which of the three hypothèses is the truth, as Theory
with only thermo-electric data could not décidé between them. I
had a slight bias in favour of the first rather than the second,
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in conséquence of the positiveness which, after Franklin, we
habitually attribute to the vitreous electricity, and a very strong
feeling of tlie improbability of the third. With the able and
persevering exertions of my assistant, Mr McFarlane, applied to
the construction of various forms of apparatus and to assist me
in conducting experiments, the research has been carried on, with
little intermission, for more than two years. Mr Robert Davidson,
Mr Charles A. Smith, and other friends have also given much
valuable assistance during the greater part of this time, in the
différent expérimental investigations of which results are now laid
before the Royal Society. Only nugatory results were obtained
until recently from multiplied and varied experiments both on
copper and iron conductors ; but the theoretical anticipation was
of such a nature that no want of expérimental evidence could
influence my conviction of its truth. About four months ago, by
means of a new form of apparatus, I ascertained that resinous
electricity carries heat with it in an unequally heated iron conductor.
A similar equally sensitive arrangement showed no resuit for
copper. The second hypothesis might then have been expected to
hold; but to ascertain the truth with certainty I have continued
ever since, getting an experiment on copper nearly every week
with more and more sensitive arrangements, and at last, in two
experiments, I have made out with certainty, that vitreous elec¬
tricity carries heat with it in an unequally heated copper con¬
ductor.

The third hypothesis is thus established : a most unexpected
conclusion I am willing to confess.

I intend to continue the research, and I hope not only to
ascertain the nature of the thermal effects in other metals, but to
détermine its amount in absolute measure in the most important
cases, and to find how it varies, if at ail, with the température;
that is, to détermine the character (positive or négative) and the
value of the spécifie heat, varying or not with the température, of
the unit of current electricity in various metals.

§ II. On the Law of Thermo-electric Force in an unequally heated
circuit of two Metals.

A général relation between the spécifie heats of electricity in
two différent metals, and the law of thermo-electric force, in a
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circuit composée! of them according to the températures of their
junctions, was established in the communication to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh referred to abovo, and was expressed by
an équation* which may now be simplified by the thermometric
assumption

(fi denoting Carnot's fonction, J Joule's équivalent, and t the
température measured from an absolute zéro, about 273|° Cent,
below the freezing-point,) since this assumption defines a system of
thermometry in absolute measure, which the expérimental researches
recently made by Mr Joule and myself establisb as not differing
sensibly from the scale of the air-thermometer between ordinary
limits. The équation, when so modifiée!, takes the following
form :—

where ^ dénotés the excess of the spécifie beat of electricity in the
métal through which the current goes from cold to hot above the
spécifie heat of the same electricity in the other métal, at the tem¬
pérature t; F the thermo-electric force in the circuit when the
two junctions are kept at the températures S and T respectively,
of which the former is the higher; and @s the amount of heat
absorbed per unit of electricity crossing the hot junction. The
following relation (similarly simplified in form). was also es¬
tablished :—

©
_ <2©

t lit'

These relations show how important it is towards the spécial
object of determining the spécifie heats of electricity in metals, to
investigate the law of electromotive force in various cases, and to
détermine the thermal effect of electricity in passing from one
métal to anotherat various températures. Both of these objects of
research are therefore included in the général investigation of the
subject.

The only progress I Rave as yet made in the last-mentioned
* Seo Procecdings R.S.l2. Dec. 1851, or Philosnphical Magazine, 1852. [Art. xiviii.

App. I. above.]
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branch of the inquiry, has been to demonstrate experimentally that
there is a cooling or heating efFect produced by a current between
copper and iron at an ordinary atmospheric température according
as it passes from copper to iron or from iron to copper, in vérifica¬
tion of a theoretical conclusion mentioned above : but I intend

sbortly to extend the vérification of theory to a démonstration that
reverse effects take place between those metals at a température
above their neutral point of about 280° Cent. ; and I hope also to
be able to make déterminations in absolute measure of the amount

of the Peltier efFect for a given strength of current between various
pairs of metals.

With reference to laws of electromotive force in various cases,
I have commenced by determining the order of several specimens
of metals in the thermo-electric sériés, and have ascertained some

very curious facts regarding varieties in this sériés which exist
at différent températures. In this I have only followed Becquerel's
remarkable discovery, from which I had been led to the reasoning
and expérimental investigation regarding copper and iron described
above. My way of experimenting has been to raise the tempéra¬
ture first of one junction as far as the circumstances admit, keeping
the other cold, and then to raise the température of the other
gradually, and watch the indications of a galvanometer during
the whole process. When an inversion of the current is noticed,
the changing température is brought back till the galvanometer
shows no current; and then (by a process quite analogous to
that followed by Mr Joule and Dr Lyon Playfair in ascertaining the
température at which water is of maximum density) the tempéra¬
tures of the two junctions are approximated, the galvanometer
always being kept as near zéro as possible. When the différence
between any two températures on each side of the neutral point
which give no current is not very great, their arithmetical inean
will be the neutral température. A regular déviation of the mean
température from the true neutral température is to be looked for
with wide ranges, and a détermination of it would show the law
according to which the différence of the spécifie heat of electricity
in the two metals varies with the températures ; but I have not
even as yet ascertained with certainty the existence of such a
déviation in any particular case. The following is a summary of
the principal results I have already obtained in this department of
the subject.

T. 30
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The metals tried being,—three platinum wires (P1 the thickest,
P2 the thinnest, and P3 one of intermediate thickness), brass wires
(P), a lead wire (L'), slips of sheet lead (L), copper wires (0), and
iron wire (J), I find that the specimens experimented on stand
thermo-electrically at différent températures in the order shown
in the following Table, and explained in the heading by reference
to bismuth and antimony, or to the terms "négative" and "positive"
as often used :—

Temp.
Cent.

—20

0

37

64

130

140

280

300

It must be added, by way of explanation, that the bracket en-

closing the symbols of any two of the metallic specimens indicates
that they are neutral to one another at the corresponding tem¬
pérature, and thé arrow-head below one of them shows the direction
in which it is changing its place with reference to the other, in the
sériés, as the température is raised. When there is any doubt as
to a position as shown in the Table, the symbol of the métal is a
small letter instead of a capital.

The rapidity with which copper changes its place among some
of the other metals (the platinums and iron) is very remarkable.
Brass also changes its place in the same direction possibly no less
rapidly than copper ; and lead changes its place also in the same
direction but certainly less rapidly than brass, which after passing
the thiclc platinum wire (I\) at 130° Cent, passes the lead at 140°,
the lead itself having probably passed the thick platinum at some
température a little below 130°*.

* I hâve since found that it does pass the thick platinum, at the température
118°. [May 16, 1854.]

Bismuth Antimony
'Négative." "Positive."

.. P3 ... c P2 P1 I

■ ■ P, ... I' P, G P1 I

■■P3 b...{L'P,} G...P, I

• • P3 A • • <' - V {CP,} I

P1 5 I .
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The conclusion as regards spécifie heats of electricity in the
différent metals, from the équation expressing thermo-electric
force given above, is that the spécifie heat of vitreous electricity is
greater in each métal passing another from left to right in the
sériés as the température rises than in the métal it passes : thus
in particular,—

The spécifie heat of vitreous electricity is greater in copper than
in platinum or in iron; greater in brass than in platinum or in
lead ; and greater in lead than in platinum.

It is probable enough from the results regarding iron and
copper mentioned above, that the spécifie heat of vitreous electricity
is positive in brass ; very small positive, or else négative, in
platinum, perhaps of about the same value as in iron. It will not
be difiicult to test these spéculations either by direct experiment
on the convective effects of electric currents in the différent metals,
or by comparative measurements of thermo-electric forces for
various températures in circuits of the metals, and I trust to be
able to do so before long.

§ III. On Thermo-electricity in crystalline metals, and in metals in
a state of mechanical strain.

Having recently been occupied with an extension of the
mechanical theory to the phenomena of thermo-electricity in
crystalline metals, I have been led to expérimental investigation
on this branch of the subject. The difficulty of obtaining actual
metallic crystals of considérable dimensions made it désirable to
imitate crystalline structure in various ways. The analogies of the
crystalline optical properties which have been observed in trans¬
parent solids, in a state of strain, and of the crystalline structure
as regards magnetic induction which Dr Tyndall's remarkable
experiments show t,o be produced not only in bismuth but in
wax, thick paste of flour, and "the pith of fresh rolls" by pressure,
made it almost certain that pressure or tension on a mass of métal
would give it the thermo-electric properties of a crystal. The only
case which I have as yet had time to try, vérifiés this anticipation.
I have found that copper wire stretched by a weight bears to

30—2
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similar copper wire unstretched, exactly the thermo-electric re¬
lation which Svanberg discovered in a bar eut equatorially from a
crystal of bismuth or antimony compared witb a bar eut axially
from a crystal of the same métal. Thus I found tliat :—

If part of a circuit of copper wire be stretched by a considérable
force and the remainder left in its natural condition, or stretched
by a less force, and if either extremity of the stretched part be
heated, a current sets from the stretched to the unstretched part
through the hot junction: and if the wire be stretched and un¬
stretched on the two sides of the heated part alternately, the
current is reversed (as far as I have been able yet to test, instan-
taneously) with each change of the tension.

I intend to make similar experiments on other metallic wires ;
also to try the effect of transverse as well as of longitudinal tension
on slips of sheet métal with their ends at différent températures,
when placed longitudinally in an electric circuit; and the effects of
oblique tension on slips of métal similarly placed in a circuit,
but kept with their ends at the same température and their
latéral edges unequally heated. I have no doubt of being able so to
verify every thermo-electric characteristic of crystalline structure,
in metals in a state of strain.

Glasgow Collège,
March 30, 1854.

P.S. April 19, 1854.—I have to-day found by experiment that
iron wire when stretched by a considérable force bears a thermo-
electric relation to unstretched iron wire, the opposite of that
which I had previously discovered in the case of copper wire ; and I
have ascertained that when the wire is alternately stretched and
unstretched on the two sides of a heated part the current is
reversed along with the change of tension, always passing from
the unstretched to the stretched part, through the hot locality.

I hopebefore the end of the présent Session to have a complété
account of ail the experiments of which the results are stated above,
ready to communicate to the Royal Society.
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§ IV. Account of Expérimental Researches in Thermo-
electricity.

[British Association Report. Part n. 1854.]

The experiments described in this paper have been made for
the purpose of continuing the investigation of varions branches of
the subject commenced in researches, of which an account was
published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for May last.
[Preceding portion of présent Article.] In one class of experi¬
ments, thermo-electric inversions, of the kind first discovered
by Prof. Cumming, were sought for between various pairs of
metals ; and many remarkable variations of order in the thermo-
electric sériés were found. The following table exhibits the
results of observations to détermine the neutral points in various
cases in which thermo-electric inversions had been ascertained.
The first column is the température, Centigrade, at which the
two metals opposite are thermo-electrically neutral to one another,
and the latter métal is that which passes the otherfrom hismutli
towards antimony as the température rises :—

—14 Cent. .. ... P2—Brass. 64 Cent. ... ... P,—Copper.
—12-2 „ ... ... P1—Cadmium. 99 „ ...

—1-5 „ ... ... Pj—Silver. 121 „ ...

8'2 „ .. ... Pj—Zinc. 130 „ ... ... Px—Tin.
36 „ ... ... P„—Lead. 162-5 „ ... ... Iron—Cadmium.
38 „ ... ... P2—Brass. 237 „ ... ... Iron—Silver.
44 „ ... ... P2—Tin. 280 „ ...

44 „ ... ... Lead—Brass.

*** Pi. P2. P3 dénoté three différent speeimens of platinum wire, which have
been found to differ very markedly and constantly in their thermo-electric qualities.

It was also found that brass becomes neutral to copper, and copper
becomes neutral to silver, at some high température, estimated at
from 800° to 1400° Cent., in the former case, and from 700° to
1000° in the latter. A diagram, showing the results of these
observations, and the orders of the différent metals in the thermo-
electric sériés at différent températures, was exhibited to the
Section. In other experiments the effects of magnetization on
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the thermo-electrie qualities of iron were tested. It was found
that both soft iron wire longitudinally magnetized, when actually
under the influence of a galvanic hélix, and steel magnetized
permanently in an ordinary way and removed from the magnetic
influence by which the magnetic state is induced, exhibit very
decided thermo-electric effects of the magnetization : in each case
a thermo-electric current in métal homogeneous except as regards
magnetization, could be produced with great facility ; the current
being always from unmagnetized to magnetized tlirough the hot
junctions. It is intended to continue the experiments to ascertain
the effects of transverse magnetization on portions ôf a circuit of
soft iron or of steel wire ; and to test différences of thermo-electric
properties in différent directions in a magnetized mass, which the
author anticipated from certain considérations more fully explained
in a theoretical paper on thermo-electricity in crystals recently com-
municated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh [Art. XLVIII. Part VI.
above]. Experiments on the effects of temporary and permanent
strains, by tension, and by either latéral or longitudinal compres¬
sion, on various metals were described. The thermo-electric effects
of temporary tension in the cases of copper and iron, which had
been communicated by the author to the Royal Society in May
[beginning portion of présent Article] (namely, current from
stretched to unstretched through hot, in copper, and from un-
stretched to stretched through hot, in iron), were verified by means
of a new form of apparatus so simple that he hoped to be able with
great ease to test the corresponding property for a great variety of
metals. In those two cases the permanent thermo-electric effects
of permanent extension by drawing the wires through a draw-
plate, which had been discovered by Magnus, were the reverse of
temporary effects of temporary extension discovered by the author
of the présent paper. The thermo-electric effects produced by
permanent latéral compression, always found to agree with those
of permanent longitudinal extension, were tested in the cases of
zinc, tin, cadmium, and lead, and were found to be the same as in
the case of copper. The current was from unstrained to strained
through hot in each case. Some of these results agreed, while others
appeared at variance, with what might have been expected from
Magnus's careful experiments ; but as the author had not com-
pleted a cycle of experiments which he proposed to make on the
thermo-electric effects, either temporary or permanent, of longi-
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tudinal extensions, latéral compressions, longitudinal compressions
and latéral extensions, he refrained from. any further remarks on
the présent occasion.

Art. LU. On the tiieory of Magnetic Induction in

Crystalline and non-Crystalline substances.

\Phil. Mag. March, 1851. Electrostatics and Magnetism, Art. xxx.]
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Art. LUI. On the Mechanical Theory op Electrolysis.

1. Certain principles discovered by Mr Joule, and published
for the first time in his various papers in this Magazine, must
ultimately become an important part of the foundation of a
mechanical theory of cliemistry. The object of the présent com¬
munication is to investigate, according to those principles, the
relation, in any case of electrolysis, between the electro-motive
intensity, the electro-chemical équivalents of the substances
operated on, and the mechanical équivalent of the chemical effect
produced in the consumption of a given amount of the materials ;
and by means of it to détermine in absolute measure the electro-
motive intensity of a single cell of Damell's battery, and the
electro-motive intensity required for the electrolysis of water,
from expérimental data which Mr Joule has kindly communicated
to me.

2. If a galvanic current, produced by means of a magneto-
electric machine, be employed in electrolysis, it will generate,
in any time, less heat throughout its entire circuit than the équi¬
valent of the work spent, by air amount which may be called the
thermal équivalent of the chemical action which has been efîected,
being the quantity of heat which would be obtained by recom-
bining the elements of the decomposed substance, and reducing
the compound to its primitive condition in every respect; or

generally, by undoing ail the action which has been done in the
electro-chemical apparatus. Now the quantity of heat which is
équivalent to the work done is obtained by dividing the number
which measures the work by the number which measures by the
same unit the mechanical équivalent of the unit of heat. Ilence
if the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit be denoted by
J, the work done in any time by W, the total quantity of heat
evolved in the same time throughout the circuit by II, and the
thermal équivalent of the chemical effect produced by ©, we have

[Pliil. Mag. Dec. 1851.]

(i);
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an équation which may also be written in the form
W=JH + M (2),

if M be used to dénoté the value of J©, or, as it may be called,
the mechanical équivalent of the chemical effect produced in the
stated period of time.

3. To avoid the necessity of considering variable or discon-
tinuous currents, let us suppose the "machine" to consist of a
metallic dise, touched at its centre and at its circumference by
fixed wires, and made to revolve in its own plane about an axis
through its centre, held in any position not at right angles to
the direction of the earth's magnetic force*. [Note of April 16,
1882. Better have said an axis coïncident with the direction ofthe
earth's magnetic force.\ If these wires be connected by contact
between their ends, there will, as is known, be a current produced
in them of a strength proportional directly to the angular velocity
of the dise, and inversely to the résistance through the whole
circuit. Hence there will be between the ends of the wires, if
separated by an insulating médium, an electromotive force the
intensity of which will be constant and proportional to the
angular velocity of the dise.

4. Let us now suppose the wires to be connected with the
electrodes of an electro-chemical apparatus, for instance a gal-
vanic battery of any kind, or an apparatus for the décomposition
of water ; and let us conceive the electro-motive intensity between
them to be suffîcient to produce a current in its own direction.
The preceding équations, when applied to this case, will have
each of their terms proportional to the time, since the action is
continuons and uniform, and therefore it will be convenient to
consider the unit of time as the period during which the amounts
of work and beat denoted by W and H, and the amount of
chemical action of which the thermal and the mechanical équi¬
valents are denoted respectively by © and M, are produced. If r
dénoté the radius of the dise, tu the angular velocity with which
it is moved, F the component of the earth's magnetic force per-
pendicular to its plane, and 7 the strength of the current which
is induced ; the work done in a unit of time in moving the dise
against the résistance which it expériences in virtue of the earth's

* This is in fact the " new eleetrical machine " suggested by Faraday in the
Bakerian Lecture of 1832. (Expérimental Researches, § 154.)
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magnetic action on tbe current through it, will be expressed by the

intégral [ wz.F,<ydz\ as is easily proved, whether the currentJ o

be supposed to pass directly between the centre of the dise and
the point of its circumference touched by the fixed wire, or to be,
as it in reality must be, more or less diffused from the direct line,
on account of the latéral extension of the revolving conductor.
Hence we have

W = \r*Fvw ; (3).
5. Let E dénoté the quantity (in units of matter, as grains

for instance) of one of the elements concerned in the chemical
action, which is electrolysed or combined in the unit of time, and
let 6 dénoté the quantity of heat absorbed in the chemical action
during the electrolysis or combination of a unit quantity of that
element. Then we have

® = 6.E (4),
M—J. 6E (5).

Now it has been shown by Faraday, that in electro-chemical
action of any known kind, produced by means of a continuous
current, the amount of the action in a given time is approximately
if not rigorously proportional to the strength of the current ;
and ail subséquent researches on the subject have tended to
confirm this conclusion. The only exception to it which, so far
as I am aware, has yet been discovered, is the fact established
by Faraday, that various electrolytes can conduct a continuous
current, when the electro-motive intensity is below certain limits,
without experiencing any continued décomposition*; but from
it we may infer as probable, that in général the quantity decom-
posed with high or low electro-motive intensities is not quite
rigorously proportional to the strength of the current.

* It is probable that when an electromotor of an intensity below a certain limit
is put in connexion with two platinum eleetrodes immersed in water, there is at the
first instant no electrolytic résistance; and a deeomposing current passes which
gradually falls off in strength, until the eleetrodes are, by the separated oxygen and
hydrogen, put into a certain state, such that with the water between them, they
exert a resisting electric force very nearly equal to that of the electromotor ; after
which a uniform current of excessively reduced strength passes without producing
further décomposition. I hope before long to be able to communicate to the
Magazine an account of some experiments I have mado to illustrate these circum-
stanceâ.
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This non-electrolytic conducting power is, liowever, at least
in thé case of water, found to be excessively feeble ; and it is
not probable that when electrolysis is actually going on in any
ordinary case, the quantity of electricity conducted by means of
it is ever considérable compared with tliat which is electrically
conducted ; and the normal law of true electrolytic conduction
will therefore be assumed as applicable to the conduction through
the electro-chemical apparatus, subject to modification in any
case in which the déviations from it can be determined. If,
then, we dénoté by e the electro-chemical équivalent of the
particular element referred to for measuring the chemical action,
that is, the quantity of it which is electrolysed or combined in a
unit of time by the opération of a current of unit strength, since
the actual strength of the current is y, we have

The déviations from the normal law which may exist in any

particular case may be represented by giving e a variable value.
For instance, if it were true that when the electro-motive inten-
sity in an apparatus for the décomposition of water exceeds a
certain limit, there is décomposition at a rate precisely propor-
tional to the strength of the current ; and when the intensity is
below that limit, a slight current passes without any décompo¬
sition ; e would be a discontinuous fonction of the intensity,
having a constant value when the intensity is above, and being
zéro when the intensity is below, the limit for décomposition.

6. According to Joule's law of the génération of heat in the
galvanic circuit, the quantity of heat developed in a unit of time
would be rigorously proportional to the square of the strength
of the current, if the total résistance were constant in ail the
circumstances considered ; and therefore we may conveniently
assume

but as we are not sure that the whole résistance is independent
of the strength of the current when an electrolysed fluid forms
part of the circuit, we must not assume that R is constant. In
what follows, ail that is assumed regarding the value of R is,

E = ey, (6).

H = By2 (7);
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that it is neither infinitely great nor infinitely small in any of
the circumstances considered*.

7. If we substitute the expressions (3), (4) and (6), (7) for
the three terms of the original équation (1), we have

W = —-^7 (8),

from which we deduce
■Jr2Fa> — J9e ...

■>" in (9)-
8. It appears from this resuit that the value of y will he posi¬

tive or négative according as the angular velocity of the dise
exceeds or falls short of a certain value Û, given by the équation

a = §T- <10>>
and therefore we conclude that, when the angular velocity has
exactly this value, the electro-motive intensity of the dise is just
equal to the intensity of the reverse electro-motive force exerted
on the fixed wires, by the electro-chemical apparatus with which
they are connected.

9. If we adopt as the unit of electro-motive intensity that
which is produced by a conductor of unit length, carried, in a

* Sinee the présent article was put into the Editor's hands, I have become
acquainted with a paper by Mr Joule " On the Heat evolved during the Electrolysis
of Water," published by the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester
in 1843 (Vol. vu. part 3, second sériés), in which it is shown, that in some cases of
electro-chemical action (for instance, when hydrogen is evolved at an electrode or

battery-plate of a métal possessing a considérable affinity for oxygen) there is a
" résistance to electrolysis without chemical change," producing " a reaction on the
intensity of the battery," and causing the évolution of heat to an amount exactly
équivalent to the loss of heating power, or of external electro-motive force, which
the battery thus sufîers. [Note of April 17, 1882. For further development of this
subject see Art. nv. below.] In any electro-chemical apparatus in which this kind
of résistance occurs, the quantity of heat developed by a current of strength y will
be expressible in the form Ay + By2, where A and B are finite when y is infinitely

small. Consequently what is denoted in the text by R will be equal to - + B, and
7

will therefore be infinitely great when y is infinitely small. The modification
required for such cases will be simply to use B in place of R, and to diminish the
value of I found in the text (12) by JA ; but the assumption that R does not become
infinité in any of the circumstances considered is, I believe, quite justifiable in the
two spécial cases which form the subject of the présent communication.—W. T.,
Nov. 1, 1851.
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magnetic field of unit force, with unit velocity, in a direction
which is both perpendicular to its own length and to the lines of
force in the magnetic field, it is easily shown that the electro-
motive force of the dise, in the circumstances specified above, is
given by the équation

i = \r*Fco (11).£

Hence if I dénoté the electro-motive force of the dise when it

just balances that of the chemical apparatus, we have by (10)
I=Jde (12).

This équation comprehends a général expression of the conclu¬
sion long since arrived at by Mr Joule, that the quantities of heat
developed by différent chemical combinations are, for quantities
of the chemical action electrically équivalent, proportional to tbe
intensifies of galvanic arrangements adapted to allow the combi¬
nations to take place without any évolution of heat in their own
localities ; and it may be stated in général terms thus :—

The intensity of an electro-chemical apparatus is, in absolute
measure, equal to the mëchanical équivalent of as much of the
chemical action as goes on with a current of unit strength during
a unit of time.

10. When w is Iess than XI, y is (§ 8) négative ; and hence
équations (3), (5) and (6), show W and M to be négative also.
In this case the direction of the current is contrary to the electro-
motive force of the dise ; the chemical action is the source of
the current instead of being an effect of it ; and the dise by its
rotation produces mëchanical effect as an electro-magnetic engine,
instead of requiring work to be spent upon it to keep it moving
as a magneto-electric machine. If we assume

y = -y', W = -W',
so that when y, M, and W are négative their absolute values
may be represented by y', M' and W', we find by (9), (10), (5),
(6), (2), (3) the following expressions for these quantities :

IFF
7= 5! (û-ffl) (13),

M' = J6ey' = (fl _ w) (i4);

= |r2ido.y' = ^ M'.. (15).
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The first of the three expressions (15) for W merely shows
that the mechanical effect produced by the dise in any period of
time is less than M', the full mechanical équivalent of the con-
sumption of materials in the electro-chemical apparatus, by the
mechanical équivalent of the heat generated in the whole circuit
during that period. From the third we infer, that the fraction
of the entire duty of the consumption which is actually performed

by the engine is equal to ^. If w were precisely equal to H,
the electro-motive force of the battery would be precisely balanced,
and there could be no current, and hence the performance of
the engine cannot be perfect ; but if w be less than fî by an
infinitely small amount, the battery will be allowed to act very
slowly ; a very slight current, with a very small consumption of
materials, will be generated ; and the mechanical effect produced
frorn it will be infinitely nearly equal to the whole duty, and in¬
finitely greater than the portion of the effect wasted in the création
of heat throughout the circuit,

11. A condition precisely analogous to that of reversibility,
established by Garnot and Clausius as the criterion of perfection
for a thermo-dynamic engine*, is applicable to this electro-mag-
netic engine ; and is satisfied by it when the dise revolves with
an angular velocity infinitely nearly equal to U, since then y',
M', and W are each of them proportional to û — w, whether this
quantity be positive or négative ; and consequently if the motion
of the dise relatively to a state of rotation with the angular ve¬
locity H be reversed, ail the physical and mechanical agencies
are reversed.

12. From experiments made at Manchester in the year 1845
by Mr Joule, on the quantity of zinc electrolysed from a solu¬
tion of sulphate of zinc by means of a galvanic current measured
by his tangent galvanometer, I have found the electro-chemical
équivalent of zinc to be '07284-J- [ = '00S311 C. G. s.] ; and I am

* "If an engine be such that, when it is worked backwards, the physical and
mechanical agencies in every part of its motions are ail reversed, it produces as
much mechanical effect as can be produced by any thermo-dynamic engine, with the
same températures of source and refrigerator, from a given quantity of heat."
(From § 9 of "Dynamical Theory of Heat." [Art. xnviii, above.] Transactions of the
Royal Society of Edinburyh, March 17, 1851, Vol. xx. part 2.)

+ See note on "Electro-chemical Equivalents" published at the end of this
paper.
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informée! by him, that from other experiments which he has made,
he finds that the entire heat developed by the consumption of a
grain of zinc in a Daniell's battery is as much as would raise
the température of 769 grains of water from 0° to 1° Cent.*
Hcnce, if we wish to apply the preceding investigations to the
case in which the electro-chemical apparatus (§ 4) is a single cell
of Daniell's battery, we may consider the consumption of a grain
of zinc as the unit of the chemical action which takes place, and
therefore we have

e = -07284, 6 = 769.

Again, according to Mr Joule's last researches on the me-
chanical équivalent of heat, the work done by a grain of matter
in descending through 1890 feet is capable of raising the tem¬
pérature of a grain of water from 0° to 1°. Hence, since the unit
of force adopted in the measurement of galvanic strength on which
the preceding value of e is founded, is that force which, operating
during one second of time upon one grain of matter, would
generate a velocity of one foot per second, and is consequently

of the weight of a grain at Manchester, we haveoJi'A

J= 1390 x32-2 = 44758.

Substituting these values for e, 0, and J in (12), we have
/=2507100 [=1-074 Volts]

for the "intensity" or "electro-motive force" of a cell of Daniell's
battery in absolute measure. To compare this with the electro-
motive intensity of a revolving dise such as we have considered
(§ 3), let the axis of rotation of the dise be vertical or nearly
vertical, and, the vertical component of the terrestrial magnetic
force at Manchester being about 9'94, let us suppose that we have

* By experiments on the friction of fluids, Mr Joule has found that the quantity
of work neoessary to raise the température of a pound, or 7000 grains, of water
from 0° to 1° Cent, is 1390 foot-pounds. Hence the mechanical équivalent of the
consumption of a grain of zinc in Daniell's battery is 152'7, or nearly 153 foot-
pounds. Messrs Seoresby and Joule, in their paper " On the Powers of Electro-
magnetism, Steam and Horses " (Phil. Mag., Vol. xxvi. 1846, p. 451), use 158 as the
number expressing this équivalent according to earlier experiments made by Mr
Joule. The experiments from which he dedueed the thermal équivalents of chemi¬
cal action, communicated to me for this paper, are described in a paper communi-
cated to the Freneh Institute, and acknowledged in the Comptes Rendus for Feb. 9,
1846, but not yet published.
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F= 10 exactly, which would be the case with a dise exactly hori¬
zontal in localities a little north of Manchester, and might be
made the case in any part of Great Britain by a suitable adjust-
ment of the axis of the dise. Then we have by (11),

i = 5«r2 ;

or if n be the number of turns per second,
i~ 5 x 2irnr2 = 31*416 x nr

Hence
i 31*416 x nr2 nr2
I= 2507100 = 79803 '

It appears, therefore, that if the radius of the dise be one foot,
it would, when revolving at the rate of one turn per second, pro¬

duce an intensity °f that of a single cell of Daniell's
and it would consequently have to make more than 79803
turns per second to reverse the action of such a cell in the
arrangement described in § 4.* We conclude also, that a dise of
one foot radius, touched at its centre and circumference by the
electrodes of a single cell of Daniell's, and allowed to turn about
a vertical axis by the action of the earth upon the current passing
through it, would revolve with a continually accelerated motion
approaching to the limiting rate of 79803 turns per second, if it
were subject to no frictional or otlier résistance; and that if, by re-
sisting forces, it were kept steadily revolving at the rate of n turns
per second, it would, in overcoming those forces, be performing

71
of the whole work due to the consumption of zinc and

déposition of copper in the battery.

13. If the electro-chemical apparatus mentioned in § 4 be a
vessel of pure water with two plates of platinum immersed in it,
we may consider a grain of hydrogen electrolysed as the unit for
measuring the chemical action which takes place. Now Mr Joule
finds that, in the electrolysis of one grain of hydrogen from

* Hence in the multiple form of "the new electrical machine" suggested by
Faraday, about 800 dises, each one foot in radius, would be required, so that with a
rotation at the rate of 100 turns per second about a vertical axis in any part
of Great Britain, it might give an intensity equal to that of a single cell of
Daniell's.
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water acidulated with sulphuric acid, as mucli heat is absorbed
as would raise the température of 33558 grains of water from 0°
to 1°. Hence 9 must be less than 33553 by the quantity of
heat evolved when as much pure water as contains one grain
of hydrogen is mixed with acidulated water, sucb as that used by
Mr Joule ; but, without appréciable error on this account, we

may take
6 = 33553.

I have found also, from results of experiments on the electro-
lysis of water made by Mr Joule at Manchester in 1845, that
the electro-chemical équivalent of hydrogen is "002201. Using
this value for e, and the values indicated above for 6 and J, we
have by (12),

1=3305400 [=1-416 Yolts]
for the electro-motive force, in absolute measure, required for the
décomposition of water. This exceeds the electro-motive force
of a single cell of Daniell's battery, found above, in the ratio
of T318 to 1. Hence at least two cells of HanielFs battery are

required for the electrolysis of water ; but fourteen cells of
Daniell's battery connected in one circuit with ten electrolytic
vessels of water with platinum electrodes would be sufficient to
effect gaseous décomposition in each vessel.

14. In the Bakerian Lecture of 1832, "On Terrestrial Mag-
neto-electric Induction," Faraday, after describing some experi¬
ments he had made at Waterloo Bridge, without however arriving
at any positive results, to test the existence of an inductive effect
of the terrestrial magnetic force upon the flowing water of the
Thames, brought forward some very remarkable spéculations
regarding the possible effects of magnéto-electric induction upon
large masses in motion relatively to the earth, or upon the earth
itself in motion with reference to surrounding space. The pre-
ceding investigations enable us to compare the electro-motive
forces in such cases with electro-motive forces the effects of
which are familiarly known to us, and so to form some estimate,
it may be very vague, of the anticipated effects. Thus let us
conceive a mass of air or water, or any other substance moving
relatively to the earth with a velocity V, and let A and B be
two fixed points in it or at its two sides, at a distance a apart,
in a line perpendicular to the direction of motion. Then if F

T. 31
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be the component of the terrestrial magnetic force perpendicular
to the plane of AB and the lines of motion across it, there will
be between A and B, or between any fixed conductors connected
with them, and insulated in ail other places from the moving
mass, an electro-motive force, the intensity of which is given by
the équation

i = FVa.

15. If, for instance, the velocity be one mile per hour, we
should have F= 1*4667; and if we take F= 10, which will be
nearly the case for a mass moving horizontally in any part of
Great Britain*, we have

i = 14-667 x a.

If we take a = 960, we find i = 14080 for the electro-motive
force between two platinum plates immersed, as in Faraday's
experiment, below the surface of the Thames, at a distance of
960 feet apart across the stream, when the tide is in such a state
that the current is at the rate of a mile an hour. The electro-
motive force varying directly as the rate of the current, must
therefore, when there is a current of two miles and a half an hour,
be 85200, which is very little more than of that which
was found in § 13 for the intensity required to décomposé water ;
and as there is probably in no state of the tide a current of more
than three or four miles an hour, it is not to be wondered at
that no galvanic current was discovered in a wire Connecting the
platinum plates.

16. An experiment on a much larger scale might be performed
by means of the telegraph wires which have recently been laid
between England and France, across the straits of Dover, by
simply Connecting the ends of one of these wires with platinum
plates immersed in the sea on the two sides of the channel. If
the distance between the plates be twenty miles, in a direction
on the whole at right angles to the direction of the motion of the

* In June, 1846, the horizontal magnetic force was found to be 3-7284, and the
dip 68° 58', at Woolwich (Philosopliical Transactions, 1846, p. 246). Hence the
vertical force was 3-7284 x tan 68° 58', or 9-696. At the same period it was 9-94 at
Manchester, and it must have been 10 exactly at loealities in England or Scotland
not far north of Manchester.
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water through the channel, and if, in a particular state of the
tide, there be an average velocity of a mile an hour, there would, as
we find from the preceding expression, by substituting 20 x 5280
for a, be an electro-motive force of 1,549,000, or very nearly half
of that which is required for the décomposition of water. It
is not probable that the current produced by the action of this
force alone through the wire Connecting the platinum plates
would be found to be sensible; since a sensible continuous cur¬
rent with water and platinum electrodes in the circuit can
scarcely be obtained by any electro-motive force less than that
which is required for the continued gaseous décomposition of
water. The existence of the inductive action might, however, I
think, be tested by using a galvanic battery of very low intensity,
to assist the electro-motive force arising from induction, and by
adding a little nitric acid to the liquid till it is found that a sen¬
sible current is produced. It might then he observed whether or
not, when the tide turns and the water flows in the other direc¬
tion through the channel, the electrical current becomes insensible,
or becomes less than it was ; and whether it goes on again as
before when the tide turns again, and the water flows as it did at
first. There would probably be some difficulty experienced in
keeping the electro-motive force of the battery sufficiently con¬
stant during twelve hours to make the experiment perfectly satis-
factory, and many difficulties that could not be foreseen might
occur. If, however, in any state of the tide the mean rate per
hour of the stream in the channel exceeds two miles or two miles
and a half, it is probable that the inductive action might produce
a sensible electric current in the telegraph wire without such
assistance. It is very much to be desired that the experiment
should be tried, as it would afford probably the best test that could
at présent be applied, to find whether electrolysable liquids pos-
sess the property of magneto-electric induction discovered by
Faraday in metallic conductors.

17. The possible magneto-electric effects of the earth's rotation
were also considered by Faraday, and it was conjectured that
electricity may, in virtue of them, rise to considérable intensity.
The général nature of the effect was shown to be a tendency for
electricity to flow through the earth from the equator towards
the pôles, from whence it would endeavour to return externally
to the equatorial régions. If the distribution of terrestrial mag-

31—2
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netism were perfectly symmetrical about the axis of rotation,
there could be no other kind of effect than this produced by the
rotatory motion ; and, neglecting at présent the currents in com¬
plété external circuits, which may exist in virtue of the want of
this symmetry, we may endeavour to form a rough estimate of
the electro-motive force that would exist between the equatorial
régions of the revolving mass and a quadrantal conductor fixed
relatively to the earth's centre, with one end near the surface at
the equator and the other touching the surface at one pôle. The
electrical circumstances would be the same if the earth were at

rest, and the conductor were made to revolve once round in
23h 56m 4S, with one end always touching at the pôle, and the
other close to the surface at the equator. In such circumstances
there would be an electro-motive force equal to fvds on any
infinitely small element ds of the moving conductor, if v dénoté
the velocity of its motion, and f the vertical magnetic force at
the part of the earth over which it is passing. Now if 6 be the
latitude of the element ds, and V the velocity of the surface at
the equator, we have

v = V cos 6 ;

if the distribution of magnetic force at the surface be, as in
making this rough estimate we may assume it to be, of the sim-
plest type, we have

f=F sinO,
where F dénotés the vertical magnetic force at the pôle ; and if
r dénoté the earth's radius, we have

ds = rdd.

The intensity of the total electro-motive force between the equa¬
torial end of the moving conductor and the earth, being the sum
of the electro-motive forces on ail its elements, will consequently
be equal to

[ FVr sin 9 cos 9d9 ;J o

and hence, denoting it by i, we have

i = l FVr.2

Now the earth's diameter being about 7912 miles, we have
r = 8956 x 5280 ; and, by dividing the number of feet in the
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earth's circumference by 86164, the number of seconds in the
sidereal day, we find V= 1523. If we take F— 14, we find, by
substituting these values for the factors of the preceding ex¬
pression,

» = 222,700,000,000.

This is about 88800 times the intensity of a single cell of Daniell's
battery (§12), and may therefore be about 50 times that of the
battery of two thousand pairs of copper and zinc plates, charged
with nitro-sulphuric acid, by which Sir Humphry Davy only ob-
tained sparks half an inch long in the exhausted receiver of an
air-pump. Nowthe electro-motive force we have been considering
could in reality only produce galvanic currents by forcing a passage
through the whole thickness of the atmosphère, upwards from
the surface about the pôles, and downwards to the earth in the
equatorial régions, and we may conclude that it does not produce
galvanic currents.

18. From the smallness of the electro-motive intensity in this
extreme case, we may infer that no part of the phenomena of
atmospheric electricity can be attributed to the inductive action
of the terrestrial magnetism on masses of air or water in motion
near the surface of the earth.

19. If the space surrounding the earth, beyond the limits of
the atmosphère, were capable of conducting electricity, and were
affected as a fïxed conductor by the motion of a magnet in the
neighbourhood of it, there would be electrical currents in com¬

plété external circuits, induced both by the earth's rotatory mo¬
tion, on account of the distribution of magnetism not being sym-
metrical about the axis of rotation, and by its motion through
space ; and it is I think far from improbable that the phenomena
of aurora borealis and australis are so produced. It is quite im¬
possible, in the présent state of science regarding the relative
motion of the earth or of the solar system, and the médium filling
ail space, which by its undulations transmits light and radiant
heat, to form any estimate on satisfactory principles of the induc¬
tive electro-motive forces which may arise from the motion of
translation of the terrestrial magnet through this médium ; but
we may form some idea of those which its rotatory motion may
produce by calculating the total electro-motive force on a closed
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conductor held externally in a fixed position with reference to the
eartli's centre. Thus let us conceive a circular conductor, of
radius R, to be held with a diameter coincident with the earth's
axis of rotation [and its centre coincident with the earth's] ; and
let i be the intensity of the total electromotive force which it
would experience if it were made to revolve round the earth once
in 23h 56m 4S, and the earth held at rest. Denoting by P the
radial component of the terrestrial magnetic force at any element
of this conductor, and in other respects using the same notation
as before, we have

f7T 7? 7?2 rn
i = P*V cos 9.Rd9 == V — P cos 9d9.

J -TT r r J

If we assume the distribution of magnetic force at the earth's
surface to be of the simplest type, the force at either magnetic
pôle to be 15, and the magnetic axis to be inclined at an angle
of 20° to the axis of rotation, we have, at the time when the
moving conductor is passing over the earth's magnetic pôles,

P=15 Jsin (9 + 20°) ;
and in these circumstances we have consequently

i=loVjijn sin (9 + 20°) cos 9d9 = 15 x 1523 . ~ tt sin 20°.
If we take r = R, we find, from this,

» = 512,700,000,000,

which is about 204000 times the intensity of a single cell of
Daniell's. One-half or one-third of this amount would be the

electro-motive force experienced by a fixed circular conductor of
twice or three times the earth's diameter, at the time when the
earth's magnetic pôles are passing under it.

Gkeypoint, County Down,
October 6, 1851.
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Note on Electro-chemical Equivalents.

The electro-chemical équivalents of zinc and hydrogen used in
the preceding paper were deduced from experiments made by
Mr Joule on the electrolysis of sulphate of zinc and of water
acidulated with sulphuric acid, in which the galvanic currents
used were measured by means of a tangent galvanometer con-
sisting of a needle half an inch in length, suspended in the centre
of a circular conductor one foot in diameter, fixed in the plane
of the magnetic meridian. The electro-chemical équivalent of
a substance, being defined as the mass (in grains) electrolysed
from any combination in a second of time by the action of
a current of unit strength, will be found by dividing the mass
of the substance electrolysed per second in any experiment
by the strength of the current. One way of combining several
experiments so as to obtain a mean resuit, will be to take
the arithmetical mean of the quantities of the substance found
to be electrolysed per second in the différent experiments, and
divide it by the mean of the observed strengths of the cur¬
rents. In the tangent galvanometer, the tangents of the angles
of deflection are proportional to the strengths of the currents,
and consequently the arithmetical mean of the tangents of the
angles of deflection in différent experiments will be the tangent
of the angle of deflection corresponding to a current of mean
strength. The mean results, taken in this way, of four experi¬
ments on the electrolysis of sulphate of zinc, and of four experi¬
ments on the electrolysis of acidulated water, made at Manchester
on the 8th, 9th, 15th and 16th of September, 1845, are as
follows :—

Electrolysis of Sulphate of Zinc.
Mean corrected tangent

of deflection.
Zinc deposited

per second.
•7345 "01508 grain.

Electrolysis of Acidulated Water.
Mean corrected tangent

of deflection.
Hydrogen liberated

per second.
1-7600 •001092 grain.
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To détermine the strength of the current (7) in absolute
measure, which produces a deflection (S) of the needle in the
tangent galvanometer, we have the équation

rll
7 = ^ tan

where r dénotés the radius of the circular conductor, and H the
horizontal component of the earth's magnetic force, in ahsolute
measure ; since the magnetic axis of the needle will be drawn
from the magnetic meridian into a vertical plane containing the
résultant of the horizontal force H in the magnetic meridian,
and the force perpendicular to the plane of the conductor,

and consequently to the magnetic meridian. It is impossible
at présent to assign with accuracy the values of the horizontal
magnetic force at Manchester at the times when the experi-
ments were made ; but according to data which Colonel Sabine
has kindly communicated to me, it must have been nearly
3"542 in 1846, and cannot probably at any time of observation
during that or the preceding year have differed by as much as

—of its value from that amount. Taking, therefore, 3'542 for

IT, and taking ^ for r (the diameter of the conductor being.one
u

rH
foot), we have = "28186 ; and consequently, for observa-

LIT

tions made with Mr Joule's tangent galvanometer at Manchester
in 1846,

7 = "28183 x tan S.

Hence from the preceding expérimental results, we find for the
electro-chemical équivalent of zinc,

•01508
•28183 x "7345 , or "07284; [="00331 C.G.S.]

and for the electro-chemical équivalent of hydrogen,
"001092

■28183 x 1-7600 , or "002201. [ = -000102 c. G. s.]

From the mean results of a sériés of four experiments on the
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electrolysis of sulphate of copper, communicated to me by Mr
Joule, I have found for the electro-chemical équivalent of copper,

•07052.

In Dove's Repertorium ("Vol. vin. p. 273), values of the electro-
chemical équivalents of water and zinc, determined by Weber,
"who was the first to give an electro-chemical équivalent in abso-
lute electro-magnetic measure, and by other experimenters,
are given in absolute measure according to the French units.
To reduce tbese to British measure, we must multiply by
(21692), the square root of the fraction obtained by dividing
tlie number (15*432) of grains in a gramme, by the number
(3*2809) of feet in a metre. The electro-chemical équivalent
of water is obtained by multiplying that of hydrogen by 9 ; and
according to the theory of équivalence in electro-chemistry,
it might also be obtained by multiplying the electro-chemical

9 9
équivalent of zinc by , and that of copper by . TheoZ'o Os.'(

following table shows the values of the electro-chemical équivalent
of water in British absolute measure obtained in these différent

ways.

Observers. Galvanometer used. Electro-chemical action observed.
Deduced electro-
chemical équiva¬
lent of water.*

Weber
Bunsen
Bunsen

Casselmann...

Casselmann...

Joule

Joule

Joule

The "electro-dynamometer'
Tangent galvanometer

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Décomposition of water
Décomposition of water
Dissolution of zinc
Décomposition of water
in acid and saline solu¬
tions

Zinc [deposited or dis-
solved?]

Décomposition of water
Déposition of zinc from
solution of sulphate of
zinc

Déposition of copper from
solution of sulphate of
copper

!
i

•02034
•02011
•01995

•02033

•02021

•01981

■ -02030

■ -02002

* [Note of June Ist, 1882. These values may be compared with others on the
c. a. s. System, by observing that an electro-chemical équivalent of -02 in the old
"British absolute measure" (foot-grain-second), is equal to *000922 on the o. g. s.

System of units.]
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Art. LIV. Applications op the Peinciple op Meciianical
Effect to the Measurement of Electro-motive Forces,
AND OF GALVANIC RESISTANCES, IN ABSOLUTE UNITS.

[Phil. Mag. Dec. 1851.]

1. In a short paper " On the Theory of Electro-magnetic
Induction," [Art. xxxv. ahove], communicated to the British
Association in 1848*, I demonstrated that "the amount of me-
chanical effect continually lost or spent in some physical agency
(according to Joule, the génération of heat) during the existence
of a galvanic current in a given closed wire, is, for a given time,
proportional to the square of the strength of the current;" and
I showed that Neumann's beautiful analytical expression for the
electro-motive force experienced by a linear conductor moving
relatively to a magnet of any kind, is, in virtue of this proposition,
an immédiate conséquence of the général principle of mechanical
effect. At that time I did not see clearly how the reasoning could
be extended to inductive effects produced by a magnet (either of
magnetized matter or an electro-magnet) of varying power upon a
fixed conductor in its neighbourhood, or to " the induction of a vary¬
ing current on itself but I have recently succeeded in making this
extension, and found that the same général principle of mechanical
effect is sufïicient to enable us to found on a few elementary
facts, a complété theory of electro-magnetic or electro-dynamic
induction. The présent communication, which is necessarily very
brief, contains some propositions belonging to that part of the
theory which was communicated to the British Association ; but
it is principally devoted to practical applications with reference
to the measurement of electro-motive forces arising from chemical
action, and to the System of measurement of "galvanic résistance
in absolute units," recently introduced by Weber*f".

2. Prop. I.—If a current of uniform strength be sustained
in a linear conductor, and if an electro-motive force act in this

* Beport, 1848; Transactions of Sections, p. 9.
+ " Messungen galvanischer Leitungswiderstânde naeh einem absoluten Maasse

von "Wilhelm Weber.—Poggendorff's Annalen, March 1851, No. 3.
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conductor in the saine direction as the current, it will produce
work at a rate equal to the number measuring the force multiplied
by the number measuring the strength of the current.

3. Let the electro-motive force considered be produced by the
motion of a straight conductor of unit-length, held at right angles
to the lines of force of a magnetic field of unit-intensity, and
carried in a direction perpendicular to its own length and to those
lines of force. The velocity of the motion will be numerically
equal to the electro-motive force, which will be denoted by F, thus
inductively produced, since the unit of electro-motive force
adopted by those who h ave introduced or used absolute units in
electro-dynamics is that which would be produced in the same
circumstances if the velocity of the motion were unity. If the
ends of the moveable conductor be pressed on two fixed conductors,
connected with one another either simply by a wire, or through
any circuit excited by electro-motive forces, so that a current of
strength 7 is sustained through it, it will experience an electro-
magnetic force in a direction perpendicular to its own length and
to the lines of magnetic force in the field across which it is moving,
of which the amount will be the product of 7 into the intensity
of the magnetic force, or, since this is unity, simply to 7 *. The
motion of the conductor being in that line, the force will be
directly opposed to it when the current is in the direction in which
it would be if it were produced solely by the electro-motive force
we are considering ; and therefore, if we regard 7 as positive when
this is the case, the work done in moving the conductor during
any time will be equal to the product of 7 into the space through
which it is moved, and will therefore in the unit of time be Fy,
since F is numerically equal to the velocity of the motion. But
this work produces no other effect than making the electro-motive
force act, and therefore the electro-motive force must produce
some kind of effect mechanically équivalent to it. Now if an
equal electro-motive force were produced in any other way (whether
chemically, thermally, or by a common frictional electrical machine)
between the same two conductors, connected in the same way, it
would produce the same effects. Hence, universally, the mechani-
cal value of the work done in a unit of time by an electro-motive

* This statement virtually expresses the définition of the "strength" of a

current, accor'ding to the electro-magnetic unit now generally adopted.
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force F, on a circuit through which a current of strength 7 is
passing, is F*y.

4. If the algebraic signs of F and 7 be différent, that is if the
electro-motive force act against the direction of the current, the
amount of work done by it is négative, or effect is gained by
allowing it to act. This is the case with the inductive re-actiôn,
by which an electro-magnetic engine at work resists the current
by which it is excited, or with the electrolytic résistance expe-
rienced in the décomposition of water.

5. The application of the proposition which has just been
proved, to chemical and thermal electro-motive forces is of much
importance. I hope to make a communication to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh before the end of this year, in which, by
the application to thermal electro-motive forces, the principles
explained in a previous communication* "On the Dynamical
Theory of Heat," will be extended so as to include a mechanical
theory of thermo-electric currents. The application to chemical
electro-motive forces leads immediately to the expression for the
electro-motive force of a galvanic battery, which was obtained by
virtually the same reasoning, in another paper published in this
Volume of the Magazine -f- (p. 429) [Art. liii. above]: for if e be
the electro-chemical équivalent of one of the substances concerned
in the chemical action ; if 6 be the quantity of heat evolved by
as much of the chemical action concerned in producing the cur¬
rent as takes place during the consurnption of a unit of màss of
this substance ; and ifJ be the mechanical équivalent of the thermal
unit, the mechanical value of the chemical action which goes on
in a unit of time will be Jde7, and this must therefore be equal
to F'y, the work done by the electro-motive force which results.
Hence we have

F—Jde,
which is the expression given in the paper referred to above, for
the electro-motive force of a_ galvanic battery in absolute measure.

6. In applying this formula to the case of Daniell's battery,
I used a value for 6 derived from experiments made by Mr Joule,

* March, 1851. Published in the Transactions, Vol. xx. Part ii. [Art. xlviii.
Parts i. ii. iii. above.]

+ "On the Mechanical Theory of Electrolysis." [Art. liii. above.]
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the détails of which hâve not yet been published, but whicb I
believe to have consisted of observations of phenomena depending
on tbe actual working electro-motive forces of the battery. I am
now enabled to compare that value of the thermal équivalent,
with the results of observations made directly on tbe heat of
combination, by Dr Andrews *, who bas kindly communicated to
me the following data :—

(1) The heat evolved by the combi¬
nation of one grain of zinc with gaseous
oxygen amounts to

1301 units.

(2) The heat evolved by the combi¬
nation of the l-246 grains of oxide
thus formed with dilute sulphuric acid
amounts to

369 units.

(3) The heat evolved by the combi¬
nation of the équivalent quantity,
'9727 ofa grain of copper, with oxygen,
amounts to

588'6 units.

(4) The heat evolved by the com¬
bination of the T221 grains of oxide
thus formed, with dilute sulphuric
acid, amounts to

293 units.

Hence the thermal équivalent of the whole chemical action which
goes on in a Daniell's battery during the consumption of a grain
of zinc is

1301 +369- (588-6 + 293), or 788"4 (I):
the thermal équivalent of the part of it which consists of oxida-
tion and deoxidation alone is

1301-588-6, or 712-4 .(II).
The thermal équivalent which I used formerly is

769 (III).
If the opinion expressed by Faraday, in April, 1834 (Exper.

Researches, 919), with reference to the galvanic batteries then
known, that the oxidation alone is concerned in producing the
current, and the dissolution of the oxide in acid is electrically in-
operative, be true for Daniell's battery, the number (II) is the
thermal équivalent of the electrically effective chemical action.
Joule's number (III) is considerably greater than this, and falls
but little short of (I), the thermal équivalent of the whole chèmi-

* Published in his papers " On the Heat disengaged during the Combination of
Bodies with Oxygen and Chlorine" (PMI. Mag. May and June, 1848), "On the
Heat disengaged during Metallic Substitutions" (PMI. Transactions, Part I. for
1848), "On the Heat developed during the Combination of Acids and Bases"
(Tram. Iïoyal Irish Academy, Vol. xix. Part H.), &c.
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cal action that goes on during the consumption of a grain of zinc.
If we take suceessively (I), (II), (III) as the value of 6, and
take for e and J the values '07284 and 44758, which were
used in my former paper, we find the follôwing values for the
product Jde :—

(I) 2570300, which would be the electro-motive force (in
[=T101 Volts] British absolute units) of a single cell of

Daniell's battery if the whole chemical action
were electrically efficient.

(II) 2322550, which would be the electro-motive force of a

[ = -995 Yolts] single cell of Daniell's battery if only the oxi-
dation and deoxidation of the metals were

electrically efficient.

(III) 2507100, which is the electro-motive force of a single cell
[=1*074 Volts] of Daniell's battery, according to Joule's ex-

periments.
7. The thermal équivalent of the whole chemical action in a

cell of Smee's battery (zinc and platinized silver in dilute sulphu-
ric acid), or of any battery consisting of zinc and a less oxidizable
métal immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, is found by subtracting
the quantity of heat that might be obtained by burning in gaseous
oxygen the hydrogen that escapes, from the quantity of heat that
would be obtained in the formation of the sulphate if the zinc
were oxidized in gaseous oxygen instead of by combination with
oxygen derived from the décomposition of water. Now the
quantity of hydrogen that escapes during the consumption of
a grain of zinc is S,^S3 of a grain (if 32'53, which corresponds to
the équivalents used by Dr Andrews, be taken as the équivalent
of zinc, instead of 32*3 which I used in my former paper).
According to Dr Andrews' experiments, the combination of this
with gaseous oxygen would evolve

d:53 x '^3808, or 1039*3 units of heat.
Hence the thermal équivalent of the whole chemical action corre-
sponding to the consumption of a grain of zinc in Smee's
battery is

1301 + 369 - 1039*3, or 630*7 (I).
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The équivalent of that part which consists of the oxidation of zinc
and the deoxidation of hydrogen is

1301-1039-3, or 2617 (II).
Hence (I) if the whole chemical action be efficient in producing
the current, the electro-motive force is 2056200.

(II) If only the oxidation and deoxidation be efficient, the
electro-motive force is 853190.

The external electro-motive force (or the electro-motive force
with which the battery opérâtes on a very long thin wire Connect¬
ing its plates), according to either hypothesis, would be fourni by
subtracting the " chemical résistance* " due to the évolution of
hydrogen at the platinized silver, from the whole electro-motive
force : but, on account of the feeble affinity of the platinized sur¬
face for oxygen, it is probable that this opposing electro-motive
force, if it exist at ail, is but very slight.

(III) The external electro-motive force of a single cell of
Smee's battery is, according to Joule's experiments -f-, '65 of that
of a single cell of Daniell's; and therefore if we take the prece-
ding number (III), derived from his own experiments, as the true
external electro-motive force of a single cell of Daniell's, that of a
single cell of Smee's is

1,629,600.
This number is nearly double that which was found for the electro-
motive force on the supposition that the oxidation and deoxidation
alone are electrically efficient; but it falls considerably short of
what was found on the suppositions that the whole chemical
action is efficient, and that there is no " chemical résistance."

8. It is to be remarked that the external electro-motive force
determined for a single cell of Smee's, according to the preceding
principles, by subtracting the "chemical résistance" from the
value of J0e, is the permanent working external electro-motive
force. The electro-statical tension, which will détermine the
initial working external electro-motive force, dépends on the

* See foot note on § 6 of my paper " On the Meehanical Theory of Electro-
lysis." [Art. lui. above. See also Art. lv. below.]

t Phil. Mag., Jan.—June, 1844, xxiv. p. 115, and Dove's Rep., Vol. vin. p. 341.
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primitive state of the platinized silver plate. It could never be
greater than to make the initial working force be

J x 1670 x e, or 5444500,

corresponding to the combination of zinc with gaseous oxygen
and of the oxide with sulphuric acid. It might possibly reach
this limit if the platinized surface had been carefully cleaned,
and kept in oxygen gas until the instant of immersion, or if it had
been used as the positive electrode of an apparatus for decom-
posing water, immediately before being connected' with the zinc
plate ; and then it could only reach it if the whole chemical
action were electrically efficient, and if there were no " chemical
résistance " due to the affinity of the platinized surface for
oxygen.

9. It is also to be remarked, that the permanent working
electro-motive force of a galvanic element, consisting of zinc and
a less oxidizable métal immersed in sulphuric acid, can never
exceed the number 2056200, derived above from the full thermal
équivalent for the single cell of Smee's, since the chemical action
is identical in ail such cases, and the mechanical value of the ex-
ternal effect can never exceed that of the chemical action. In a

pair consisting of zinc and tin, the electro-motive force has been
found by Poggendorf * to be only about half that of a pair consist¬
ing of zinc and copper, and consequently less than half that of a
single cell of Smee's. There is therefore an immense loss of
mechanical effect in the external working of a galvanic battery
composed of such elements; which must be compensated by heat
produced within the cells. I believe with Joule, that this com-
pensating heat is produced at the surface of the tin in conséquence
of hydrogen being forced to bubble up from it, instead of the
métal itself being allowed to combine with the oxygen of the
water in contact with it. A most curious resuit of this theory of
"chemical résistance" is, that in experiments (such as those of
Faraday, Exp. Researches, 1027, 1028) in which an electrical
current passing through a trougli containing dilute sulphuric acid,
is made to traverse a diaphragm of an oxidizable métal (zinc
or tin), dissolving it on one side and evolving bubbles of hydrogen

* "Berl. Acb. 46, 242," Pogg. Ann., lxx. 60. Dove's Repertorium, Vol. vil.

p. 341.
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on the other ; part (if not ail) of the heat of combination will be
evolved, not on the side on which the métal is eaten away, but on
the side at which the bubbles of hydrogen appear. It will be very
interesting to verify this conclusion, by comparing the quantities
of heat evolved in two equal and similar electrolytic cells, in the
same circuit, each with zinc for the positive electrode, and one
with zinc, the other with platinum or platinized silver for the
positive electrode. The electro-motive force of the latter cell
would be sufficient to excite a current through the circuit, but it
might be found convenient to add electro-motive force from some
other source*.

10. Prop. II. The résistance of a metallic conductor, in terms
of Weber's absolute unit, is equal to tlie product of the quantity of
heat developed in it in a unit of time by a current of unit strength,
into the mechanical équivalent of a thermal unit.

11. If H dénoté the quantity of heat developed in the con¬
ductor in a unit of time, by a current of strength the mechanical
value of the whole effect produced in it will, according to the
principles established by Joule, be JH. But this effect is pro¬
duced by the electro-motive force, F, and therefore, by Prop. I.,
we have

JH - Fy.
Now, according to Ohm's original définition of galvanic résistance,
if Je dénoté the résistance of the given conductor, we have

F
V = k■

If the electro-motive force and the strength of the current be
measured in absolute units of the kind explained above, the

* An examination of the thermal effects of a current through four equal and
similar vessels eontaining dilute sulphuric acid, and connected by means of élec¬
trodes [immersed plates] of zinc and platinum, varied according to the four per¬
mutations of double zinc, double platinum, zinc-platinum, platinum-zinc, in one
circuit, excited by an independent galvanic battery or other electromotor, would
throw great light on the theory of chemical electro-motive forces and resistaûces.
Vessels eontaining electrodes of other metals, sueh as tin, variously combined, and
direct and reverse cells of Daniell's battery, might ail be introdueed into the same
circuit. If the exteriors of ail the cells were equal and similar, the excesses
of their permanent températures above that of an equal and similar cell in the
neighbourhood, eontaining no source of heat within it, would be very nearly
proportional to the rates at which heat is developed in them. [Compare Article lv.

below.]
t 32
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number k, expressing the résistance in this formula, will express
it in terms of the absolute unit introduced by Weber. Using the
value k<y derived from this, for F, in the preceding équation, we
have

JH = krf.
This équation expresses the law of the excitation of heat in the
galvanic circuit discovered by Joule; and if we take 7 = 1, it
expresses the proposition to be proved.

12. In Mr Joule's original paper on the heat evolved by
metallic conductors of electricity*, experiments are described, in
which the strengths of the currents used are determined in abso-
lute measure, the unit employed being the strength which a
current must have to décomposé 9 grains of water in an hour of
time. But the electro-chemical équivalent of water, according to
the system of absolute measurement introduced by Weber, is,
in British units, very nearly '02, and therefore a current.of unit
strength would décomposé 72 grains of water in an hour. ITence
Joule's original unit is very exactly ^th of the British electro-
magnetic unit for measuring current electricity. By using the
formula k = JH/y2, and taking for 7 one-eighth the number of
Mr Joule's "degrees of current;" for H the quantity of heat
(measured by grains of water raised 1° Cent.) evolved by the
current through the conductor experimented on; and for J the
value 44758; I have found

k = 13,240,000
as the absolute résistance of a certain wire used by Mr Joule
for an absolute standard of résistance in the experiments on the
heat evolved in electrolysis, described in the second part of the
same paper -f.

13. The "spécifie résistance" of a métal referred to unity of
volume, may be defined as the absolute résistance of a unit length

* Proceedings of tlie Royal Society, Dec. 17, 1840; Philosophical Magazine, Vol.
xix. (Oct. 1841), p. 260.

f The three experiments from which the number in the text was deduced as a
mean resuit (described in §§ 25, 26, 27 of the paper, Phil. Mag. Vol. xix. Oct. 1841,
p. 266), lead separately to the following values for the résistance :—

13260000

13360000

13090000;
none of which différa by as much as th from the mean given in the text.
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of a conductor of unit section; and the spécifie résistance of a
métal referred to unity of mass, or simply "the spécifie résistance
of a métal " (since the term, which was introduced by Weber, is,
when unqualified, so used by him), is defined as the absolute
résistance of a conductor of uniform section, and of unit length and
unit weight. Hence, since the résistance of conductors of similar
substance are inversely proportional to their sections, and directly
proportional to their lengths, we have

av = Jca>/1*, cr = Icm/l2 ;
if l be the length, ® the area of the section, and m the mass (or
weight) of a conductor, h its absolute résistance, and cr, and <x the
spécifie résistances of its substance referred respectively to unity
of volume and to unity of mass.

14. The absolute résistance of a certain silver wire, and of a
column of mercury contained in a spiral glass tube, may be deter-
mined from expérimental data extracted from a paper of Mr
Joule's laid before the French Institute (Comptes Rendus, Feb. 9,
1846), and communicated to me by the author. In four experi-
ments on the silver wire, and in four similar experiinents on the
mercury tube, a current measured by a tangent galvanometer was
passed through the conductor, and, in each experiment, the quan-
tity of heat evolved during ten minutes was determined by
the élévation of température produced in a measured mass of
water, the température of the conductors during ail the experi-

* By means of this I have found 4-1 for the spécifié résistance of eopper, aceord-
ing to the statement made in § 24 of Mr Joule's paper, that his standard conductor
was "10 feet long and -024 of an inch thick;" but there must be some mistake
here, as it will be seen below that this is about double wliat we might expect it to
be. [Note of July 27, 1882. It is more probable that the wire was of less than half
the proper conductivity for eopper wire than that Joule had made any mistake in
stating its dimensions. Such deficieneies of conductivity in ordinary eopper wire as,
nine years later, I found even in wires supplied for submarine telegraph cables, some
of which I found to have less than 40 per cent, of the conductivity of others, were
not imagined possible at the date (1851) of this paper.] I have found 2'17 for the
spécifie résistance of eopper referred to unity of volume, according to the experiment
described in § 9, on a wire stated to be 2 yards long and ^¥th of an inch thick; and
l'78 and l'98, according to the experiments described in §§ 9 and 11, on a wire
stated to be 2 yards long and T\th of an inch thick; also 7*7 for that of iron, in a
wire stated (§ 11) to be 2 yards long and ^7th of an inch thick. It is to be remarked,
however, that no attempt was made by Mr Joule to détermine the sections of his
wires with accuracy, and that the "thicknesses" are merely mentioned in round
numbers, as descriptive of the kinds of wire used in his différent experiments.

32—2
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ments having been nearly 50° Fahr. The mean resuit of the four
experiments on each conductor is expressed in terms of the square
root of the sum of the squares of the tangents of the galvanometer-
deflections, and the mean quantity of heat evolved in ten minutes.
The vveight of the silver wire in air and in water, the weight of the
mercury contained in the glass tube, and the exact length of each
conductor, were determined a short time ago, at my request, hy
Mr Joule, and the areas of the sections of the conductors hâve
heen deduced. The same galvanom.eter having been used as was
employed in the experiments on electrolysis, referred to in the
"Note on Electro-chemical Equivalents," contained in this Volume
of the Magazine, [Art. lui. above], and the experiments at présent
referred to having also heen made at Manchester in 1845, the
strength of the current in absolute measure is found by multiply-
ing the tangent of deflection by "28186. The various expérimental
data thus obtained are as follows :

Conductor. Length
in feet.

Mass in
grains.

Sectional area in
square feet.

Mean eorrect-
ed tangent of
deflection.

Mean strength
of current in

absolute units.

Mean quantity of
heat produced in

10 minutes.

Silver wire..

Mercury in
glass tube

27f 434-51

1511-5

•0000034462

•000048119

1-4526 •40943 |
19375 grs. of water

raised 1»-7718 G.
in température.

The résistance of the mercury conduc¬
tor was found to be *74964 of that of the
silver wire.

Taking as the thermal unit the quantity of heat required to
raise the température of a grain of water by 1° Cent., we find
57'213 as the heat generated in the silver wire in one second, of
which the mechanical équivalent is 44758 x 57'213. Dividing"
this by the square of the strength of the current, we find 15276000
for the absolute résistance of the silver wire; and by multiplying
by "74964, we deduce 11451000 for the absolute résistance of the
mercury conductor. Multiplying each absolute résistance by the
sectional area of the conductor to which it corresponds, and
dividing by the length ; and again, multiplying each résistance
by the mass, and dividing by the square of the length, we obtain
the following results with reference to the spécifie résistances of
silver and mercury at about 10° Cent, of température.
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Métal.
Spécifie résista

unity of
British System.

nce referred to
volume.

[C. G. S.]

"Spécifie résistance."

Silver
Mercury

1-9028
106-65

[1768]
[99081]

8671500
648410000

15. The " conducting powers " o£ metals, as ordinarily defined,
are inversely proportional to their spécifie résistances referred to
unity of volume. Hence, according to the preceding results, the
conducting powers of silver and mercury at about 10° Cent, of
température are in the proportion of 1 to "01784. According
to the experiments of M. E. Becquerel (Dove's Repertorium, Yol.
Vin. p. 193), the conducting powers of silver and mercury at
0° Cent, are in the proportion of 1 to "017387; and at 100° Cent.,
of 1 to "022083: at 10° Cent, they rnust therefore be nearly in the
proportion of 1 to "01786, which agréés very closely with the pre¬
ceding comparative resuit. Again, according to M. Becquerel's
experiments, the conducting powers of silver and copper are,—

at 0° in the proportion of 1 to "91517,
atlOO0 ... Ito "91030,

and therefore at 10° ... 1 to "915.

Hence the spécifie résistance of copper at about 10° Cent, referred
to unity of volume, may be found by dividing that of silver by
"915; and from the preceding resuit, it is thus found to be 2"080.
Multiplying this by 3810500, the weight in grains of a cubic foot
of copper (found by taking 8 "72 as the spécifie gravity of copper),
we obtain for the " spécifie résistance " of copper the value 7925800.

16. Weber, in first introducing the measurement of résistances
in absolute units, gave two expérimental methods, both founded
virtually on a comparison of the electromotive forces with the
strengths of the currents produced by them, in the conductors
examined; and lie actually applied them to various conductors,
and obtained results which, reduced to British units, are shown in
the following table. The first four numbers in the second column
are deduced from M. Weber's results, on the hypothesis that the
spécifie gravity of each specimen of copper is 8"72. The only
numbers given on the authority of M. Weber are the first four
of the column headed " Spécifie résistance." Some of the spécifie
résistances derived above from Mr Joule's experiments are shown
in the same table for the sake of comparison.
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Quality of mctal, &c.
Spécifie résistai

to uifity of

Britisli System.

ice referred
volume.

[C. G. S.]

" Spécifie
résistance."

No. 1. Jaoobi's copper wire
No. 2. Kirchhoff's eopper wire
No. 3. Weber's copper wire
No. 4. Wire of eleetrolytieally precipi- )

tated copper (
No. 5. Copper at about 10° Cent., accord- )

ing to Joule and Becquerel j
[One of Joule's copper wires]
[Another of Joule's copper wires] ...

[Pure copper at 0° Cent.]
No. 6. Joule's silver wire at about 10° C,
No. 7. Mercury at about 10° Cent

2-851
2-365
2-303

2-079

2-080

[4-1]
[1-78]

1-903
106-65

[2649]
[2197]
[2139]
[1931]

[1932]
[3809]
[1653]
[1640]
[1768]

[99081]

10870000
9225000
8778000

7924000

7926000

8671000
648400000

The great discrepancies among the first four numbers of the
third column, each of which is probably correct in three of its
significant figures, show how very much the spécifie résistances
of the substance of différent specimens of copper wire may differ
from one another. The spécifie résistance of copper (No. 5),
deduced indirectly from Joule's absolute by means of Becquerel's
relative déterminations, agréés very closely with that of the elec-
trolytically precipitated copper (No. 4) experimented on by Weber.

17. It is very much to be desired that Weber's direct process,
and the indirect method founded on estimating, according to
Joule's principles, the mechanical value of the thermal effects of a

galvanic current, should be both put in practice to détermine the
absolute résistance of the same conductor, or that the résistance of
two conductors to which the two methods have been separately
applied, should be accurately compared. Such an investigation
could scarcely be expected to give a more approximate value of the
mechanical équivalent of a thermal unit than has been already
found by means of experiments on the friction of fluids; but it
would afford a most interesting illustration of those principles by
which Mr Joule has shown how to trace an équivalence between
work spent and mechanical effect produced, in ail physical agencies
in which heat is concerned.

Glasgow Collège, Nov. 19, 1851.

[Note of June 1, 1882. In the preeeding paper as originally published, values
stated in absolute measure were given on the British System, with the foot, grain
and second as the fondamental units. Where it seemed advisable there has now

been added, in square brackets, beside the original figures, the eorresponding
values on the C. G. S. System of units.]
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Art. LY. On the Sources of Heat generated by the

Galvanic Battery.

[Brit. Jss. Rep. 1852. (Part 2.)]

It has been stated as an objection to the chemical theory of
the galvanic battery, that the chemical action being the same
in ail elements consisting of zinc and any less oxidizable métal,
their electromotive force ought according to that theory to be
the same ; which is contrary to experience, the electromotive
force of a zinc and tin element in dilute sulphuric acid, for instance,
being found by Poggendorff to be only about half that of a zinc
and platinum element in the same liquid. Mr Joule in 1841
gave (in his paper on the heat of electrolysis) the key to the
explanation of ail such diffîculties, by pointing out that the heat
must be generated in différent quantifies by the electrical évolu¬
tion of equal quantifies of hydrogen at equal surfaces of différent
metals. The author of the présent communication, reasoning on
elementary mechanical and physical principles, from Faraday's
experiments, which show that a zinc diaphragm in a trough of
dilute sulphuric acid exercises no sensible résistance to the con-
tinued passage of a feeble electric current, demonstrated that a
feeble continued current, passing out of an electrolytic cell by a
zinc electrode, must generate exactly as much more heat at the zinc
surface than the same amount of current would develope in passing
out of an electrolytic cell by a platinum electrode, as a zinc-platinum
pair worlcing against great external résistance would develope in
the résistance wire by the same amount of current. A sériés of
experiments, commenced for illustrating this conclusion, were
described and a few of the conclusions stated. It was found that
in two equal and similar electrolytic cells in the same circuit,
which differed from one another in one of them having its exit
electrodes of zinc, and the other of. platinum, very sensibly more
heat was developed in'the former than in" the lattér, vërifyihg
so far the conclusion stated. By separating the two electrodes
by means of porous diaphragms, it was found that, at least with
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low strengths of current, more heat was developed at the négative
than at the positive electrode, when both electrodes were of zinc ;
while when both were of platinum, much more heat was found
at the positive electrode than was found at the négative, for
ail strengths of current which gave sufficient thermal effects to
be tested in this respect. The last-mentioned resuit, which had
not been anticipated by the author, appears to be in accordance
with expérimental conclusions announced by De la Rive.

Many other results of a remarkable nature were obtained in a
sériés of experiments on the heat evolved in différent parts of
various electrolytic and chemical-electromotive arrangements, but
much difficulty had been found in interpreting them correctly on
account of initial irregularities depending on "polarization," which
often appeared to last as long as the experiments could be con-
tinued without introducing other sources of disturbance, and which
produced marked effects on the observed thermal phenomena.

This communication was brought forward principally for the
pui-pose of calling attention to what may be done if experimenters
can be induced to undertake researches on the évolution of heat
in ail parts of a galvanic battery or of any electro-thermal ap-
paratus, but partly also on account of the novelty of some of
the results which have been already obtained by the author.

Art. LYI. On certain Magnetic Curves ; with appli¬
cations to problems in the theories of Heat,
Electricity, anh Fluid Motion.

[Brit. Ass. Rep. 1852. (Part 2.) " Electrostatics and Magnetism,"
Art. xxxv.]

Art. LVII. On the Equilibrium of Elongated Masses of
Ferro-Magnetic Substance in uniform and varied

fields of force.

[Brit. Ass. Rep., Sept. 1852. (Part 2.) "Electeostatics and Magnetism,"
Art. xx;xv.]
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Art. LVIII. On thb Mechanical Action of Radiant Heat
or Light : On the Power of Animated Créatures over

Matter: On the Sources available to Man for the

production of mechanical Effect*.

On the Mechanical Action of Radiant Heat or Light.
It is assumed in this communication that the undulatory theory

of radiant heat and light, according to which light is merely radiant
heat, of which the vibrations are performed in periods between
certain limits of duration, is true. " The chemical rays," beyond
the violet end of the spectrum, consist of undulations of which
the full vibrations are executed in periods shorter than those of
the extreme visible violet light, or than about the eight hundred
million millionth of a second. The periods of the vibrations of
visible light lie between this limit and another, about double as
great, corresponding to the extreme visible red light. The vibra¬
tions of the obscure radiant heat beyond the red end are executed
in longer periods than this; the longest which has yet been experi-
mentally tested being about the eighty million millionth of a
second.

The élévation of température produced in a body by the inci¬
dence of radiant heat upon it is a mechanical effect of the dynamical
kind, since the communication of heat to a body is merely the
excitation or the augmentation of certain motions among its par-
ticles. According to Pouillet's estimate of heat radiated from the
sun in any time, and Joule's mechanical équivalent of a thermal
unit, it appears that the mechanical value of the solar heat incident
perpendicularly on a square foot above the earth's atmospherè is
about eighty-four foot-pounds per second.

Mechanical effect of the statical kind might be produced from
the solar radiant heat, by using it as the source of heat in a

thermo-dynamic engine. It is estimated that about 556 foot-
* From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgb, February, 1852.
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pounds per second of ordinary mechanical effect, or about the
work of "one horse power," might possibly be produced by such
an engine exposing 1800 square feet to receive solar heat, during
a warm summer day in this country; but tbe dimensions of the
moveable parts of the engine would necessarily be so great as to
occasion practical difficulties in the way of using it with econo-
mical advantage that might be insurmountable.

The chemical effects of light belong to the class of mechanical
effects of the statical kind ; and reasoning analogous to that intro-
duced and experimentally verified in the case of electrolysis by
Joule, leads to the conclusion that when such effects are produced
there will be a loss of heating effect in the radiant heat or light
which is absorbed by the body acted on, to an extent thermally
équivalent to the mechanical value of the work done against
forces of chemical affinity.

The deoxidation of carbon and hydrogen from carbonic acid
and water, effected by the action of solar light on the green parts
of plants, is (as the author recently found was pointed out by
Helmholtz* in 1847) a mechanical effect of radiant heat. In
virtue of this action combustible substances are produced by
plants; and its mechanical value is to be estimated by determin-
ing the heat evolved by burning them, and multiplying by the
mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit. Taking, from Liebig's
Agricultural Chemistry, the estimate 2600 pounds of dry fir-wood
for the annual produce of one Hessian acre, or 26,910 square feet
of forest land (which in mechanical value appears not to differ
much from estimâtes given in the same treatise for produce of
various kinds obtained from cultivated land), and assuming, as a
very rough estimate, 4000 thermal units Centigrade as the heat
of combustion of unity of mass of dry fir-wood, the author finds
550,000 foot-pounds (or the work of a horse-power, for 1000
seconds) as the mechanical value of the mean annual produce of
a square foot of the land. Taking 50° 34' (that of Giessen) as the
latitude of the locality, the author estimâtes the mechanical value
of the solar heat, which, were none of it absorbed by the atmo¬
sphère, would fall annually on each square foot of the land, at
530,000,000 foot pounds ; and infers that probably a good deal

* Veber die Erhaltung der Kraft,, von Dr H. Helmlioltz. Berlin, 1847.
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more, yggg of the solar heat, which actually falls on growing plants,
is converted into mechanical effect.

When the vibrations of light thus act during the growth of
plants, to separate, against forces of chemical afifinity, combustible
materials from oxygen, they must lose vis viva to an extent équi¬
valent to the statical mechanical effect thus produced; and there-
fore quantities of solar heat are actually put out of existence by
the growth of plants, but an équivalent of statical mechanical
effect is stored up in the organic products, and may be reproduced
as heat, by burning them. Ail the heat of fires, obtained by
burning wood grown from year to year, is in fact solar heat re¬
produced.

The actual convertibility of radiant heat into statical mechani¬
cal effect, by inanimate material agency, is considered in this
paper as subject to Carnot's principle; and a possible connexion
of this principle with the circumstances regarding the quality of
the radiant heat (or the colour of the light), required to produce
the growth of plants, is suggested.

On the Power of Animated Créatures over Matter.
The question, "Can animated créatures set matter in motion

in virtue of an inhérent power of producing a mechanical effect?"
must be answered in the négative, according to the well-esta-
blished theory of animal heat and motion, which ascribes them
to the chemical action (principally oxidation, or a combustion at
low températures) experienced by the food. A principal object
of the présent communication is to point out the relation of this
theory to the dynamical theory of heat. It is remarked, in the
first place, tbat both animal heat and weights raised or résistance
overcome, are mechanical effects of the chemical forces which act
during the combination of food with oxygen. The former is a
dynamical mechanical effect, being thermal motions excited ; the
latter is a mechanical effect of the statical kind. The whole me¬

chanical value of these effects, which are produced by means of
the animal mechanism in any time, must be equal to the mechani¬
cal value of the work done by the chemical forces. Hence, when
an animal is going up-hill or working against resisting force, there
is less heat generated than the amount due to the oxidation of
the food, by the thermal équivalent of the mechanical effect pro-
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duced. From an estimate made by Mr Joule, it appears that from
£ to l of the mechanical équivalent of the complété oxidation of
ail the food consumed by a horse may be produced, from day to
day, as weights raised. The oxidation of the whole food consumed
being, in reality, far from complété, it follows that a less proportion
than £, perhaps even less than f, of the heat due to the whole
chemical action that actually goes on in the body of the animal, is
given out as heat. An estimate, according to the same principle,
upon very imperfect data, however, is made by the author, regard-
ing the relation between the thermal and the non-thermal me¬
chanical effects produced by a man at work; by whicli it appears
that probably as much as £ of the whole work of the chemical
forces arising from the oxidation of his food during the twenty-four
hours, may be directed to raising his own weight, by a man walking
up-hill for eight hours a day; and perhaps even as much as £ of
the work of the chemical forces may be directed to the overcoming
of external résistances by a man exerting himself for six hours a
day in such opérations as pumping. In the former case there
would not be more than |, and in the latter not more than f of
the thermal équivalent of the chemical action emitted as animal
heat, on the whole, during the twenty-four hours, and the quanti¬
fies of heat emitted during the times of working would bear much
smaller proportions respectively than these, to the thermal équi¬
valents of the chemical forces actually operating during those
times.

A curious inference is pointed out, that an animal would be
sensibly less warm in going up-hill than in going down-hill, were
the breathing not greater in the former case than in the latter.

The application of Carnot's principle, and of Joule's discoveries
regarding the heat of electrolysis and the calorific effects of mag-
neto-electricity, is pointed out ; according to which it appears
nearly certain that, when an animal works against resisting force,
there is not a conversion of heat into external mechanical effect,
but the full thermal équivalent of the chemical forces is never
produced; in other words, that the animal body does not act as a

thermo-dynamic engine; and very probable that the chemical forces
produce the external mechanical effects through electrical means.

Certainty regarding the means in the animal body by which
external mechanical effects are produced from chemical forces
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acting internally, caimot be arrived at without more experiment
and observation than has yet been applied ; but the relation of
mechanical équivalence, between the work done by the chemical
forces, and the final mechanical effects produced, whether solely
heat, or partly heat and partly résistance overcome, may be as-
serted with confidence. Whatever be the nature of these means,
consciousness teaches every individual that they are, to some ex-
tent, subject to the direction of his will. It appears, therefore,
that animated créatures have the power of immediately applying,
to certain moving particles of matter within their bodies, forces
by which the motions of these particles are directed to produce
desired mechanical effects.

On the Sources available to Man for the production of Mechanical
Effect.

Men can obtain mechanical effect for their own purposes either
hy working mechanically themselves, and directing other animais
to work for them, or by using natural heat, the gravitation of
descending solid masses, the natural motions of water and air,
and the heat, or galvanic currents, or other mechanical effects
produced by chemical combination, but in no other way at présent
known. Hence the stores from which mechanical effect may be
drawn by man belong to one or other of the following classes :

I. The food of animais.

II. Natural heat.

III. Solid matter found in elevated positions.
IV. The natural motions of water and air.

V. Natural combustibles (as wood, coal, coal-gas, oils, marsh
gas, diamond, native sulphur, native metals, meteoric
iron).

VI. Artificial combustibles (as smelted or electrolytically
deposited metals, hydrogen, phosphorus).

In the présent communication, known facts in natural history
and physical science, with reference to the sources from which
these stores have derived their mechanical energies, are adduced
to establish the following général conclusions:—-
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1. Heat radiatedfrom the suri (sunlight being included in this
term) is the principal source of mechanical effect available to man*.
From it is derived the whole mechanical effect obtained by means
of animais working, water-wheels worked by rivers, steam-engines,
ami galvanic engines, and part cit floaot of tho moohanioal offoot
obtaincd bj mcaiia of windmills, and the sails of ships aot drivent
bjr tho trado windc f.

2. The motions of the earth, moon, and sun, and their mutual
attractions, constitute an important source of available mechanical
effect. From thom ail) but ohioflyj no doubt, from the earth's
motion of rotation, is derived the mechanical effect of water-wheels
driven by the tides. Tho mpclïi..miaail.,nffoct no largoly uood in the
sailingM.of ..shlps ■iby...thoi..tvado-wimk-'ia ■rieriv^tF-parfely; pcrbaps

aulai htaù~f~.
3. The other known sources of mechanical effect available to

man are either terrestrial—that is, belonging to the earth, and
available without the influence of any external body,—or me-
teoric,—that is, belonging to bodies deposited on the earth from
external space. Terrestrial sources, including mountain quarries
and mines, the heat of bot springs, and the combustion of native
sulphur, perhaps also the combustion of ail inorganic native com¬
bustibles, are actually used, but the mechanical effect obtained
from them is very inconsiderable, compared with that which is
obtained from sources belonging to the two classes mentioned
above. Meteoric sources, including only the heat of newly-fallen
meteoric bodies, and the combustion of meteoric iron, need not
be reckoned among those available to man for practical purposes.

* A général conclusion équivalent to this was published by Sir John Herschel
in 1833. See his Astronomy, edit. 1849, § (399).

f [Note of June 1, 1882. These conclusions (1 and 2) as originally printed con-
tained a serious dynamical error, which I first noticed and corrected in my opening
address to section A of the British Association at York last year. ' The paragraphe
are printed as originally published, but with deleting marks to shew the necessary
corrections.]
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Art. LIX. On a Universal Tendency in Nature to tue

Dissipation of Mechanioal Energy*.

The object of the présent communication is to call attention
to the remarkable conséquences which follow from Carnot's pro¬
position, that there is an absolute waste of mechanical energy
available to man when heat is allowed to pass from one body to
another at a lovver température, by any means not fulfilling his
criterion of a " perfect thermo-dynamic engine," established, on a
new foundation, in the dynamical theory of heat. As. it is most
certain that Creative Power alone can either call into existence
or annihilate mechanical energy, the "waste" referred to cannot
be annihilation, but must be some transformation of energyf. To
explain the nature of this transformation, it is convenient, in the
first place, to divide stores of mechanical energy into two classes—
statical and dynamical. A quantity of weights at a height, ready
to descend and do work when wanted, an electrified body, a- quan¬
tity of fuel, contain stores of mechanical energy of the statical
kind. Masses of matter in motion, a volume of space through which
undulations of light or radiant heat are passing, a body having
thermal motions among its particles (that is, not infinitely cold),
contain stores of mechanical energy of the dynamical kind.

The following propositions are laid down regarding the dissi¬
pation of mechanical energy from a given store, and the resto-
ration of it to its primitive condition. They are necessary consé¬
quences of the axiom, " It is impossible, by means of inanimate
material agency, to dérivé mechanical effect from any portion of
'matter by cooling it below the température of the coldest of the
surrounding objects." (Dynamical Theory of Heat [Art. xlviii.
above], § 12.)

* From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for April 19, 1852,
also Philosophical Magazine, Oct. 1852.

t See the Author's previous paper 011 the Dynamical Theory of Heat, § 22
[Art. XLvxn. above].
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I. When heat is created by a réversible process (so that the
mechanical energy thus spent may be restored to its primitive
condition), there is also a transference from a cold body to a hot
body of a quantity of heat bearing to the quantity created a
definite proportion depending on the températures of the two
bodies.

II. When heat is created by any unreversible process (such
as friction), there is a dissipation of mechanical energy, and a full
restoration of it to its primitive condition is impossible.

III. When heat is diffused by conduction, there is a dissipation
of mechanical energy, and perfect restoration is impossible.

IV. When radiant heat or light is absorbed, otherwise than
in végétation, or in chemical action, there is a dissipation of me¬
chanical energy, and perfect restoration is impossible.

In connexion with the second proposition, the question, IIow
far is the loss of power experienced by steam in rushing through
narrow steam-pipes compensated, as regards the economy of the
engine, by the lieat (containing an exact équivalent of mechanical
energy) created by the friction? is considered, and the ■ followirig
conclusion is arrived at:—

Let S dénoté the température of the steam (wliich is nearly
the same in the boiler and steam-pipe, and in the cylinder till the
expansion within it commences); T the température of the con¬
denser; y the value of Oarnot's function, for any température t;
and R the value of

Then (1 — R)w expresses the greatest amount of mechanical effect
that can be economized in the circumstances from a quantity
w/J of heat produced by the expenditure of a quantity w of work
in friction, whether of the steam in the pipes and entrance ports, or
of any solids or fluids in motion in any part of the engine; and the
remainder, Rio, is absolutely and irrecoverably wasted, unless some
use is made of the heat discharged from the condenser. The value
of 1 — R has been shown to be not more than about \ for the best
steam-engines, and we may infer that in them at least three-fourths
of the work spent in any kind of friction is utterly wasted.
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In connexion with the third proposition, the quantity of work
that could be got by equalizing the température of ail parts of a
solid body possessing initially a given non-uniform distribution of
heat, if this could be done by means of perfect thermo-dynamic
engines without any conduction of heat, is investigated. If t be
the initial température (estimated according to any arbitrary
System) at any point xyz of the solid, T the final uniform tempéra¬
ture, and c the thermal capacity of unity of volume of the solid
the required mechanical effect is of course equal to

being simply the mechanical équivalent of the amount of heat
put out of existence. Hence the problem becomes reduced to
that of the détermination of T. The following solution is ob-
tained :—

that is, if we agree to call J/fi — a the température of a body, for
which fi is the value of Cariions function (a and / being constants),
the preceding expression becomes

The following général conclusions are drawn from the propo¬
sitions stated above, and known facts with reference to the me-
chanics of animal and vegetable bodies:—

* According to " Mayer's hypothesis,". this System coincides with that in which
equal différences of température are defined as those with which the same mass of
air under constant pressure has equal différences of volume, provided J be the
mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit, and a-1 the coefficient of expansion of
air.

jjjjo(t-T)dxdyde,

If the system of thermometry adopted* be such that ,

T=

T. 33
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1. There is at présent in the material world a universal ten-
dency to the dissipation of mechanical energy.

2. Any restoration of mechanical energy, without more than '
an équivalent of dissipation, is impossible in inanimate material
processes, and is probably never effected by means of organized
matter, either endowed with vegetable life or subjected to the will
of an animated créature.

3. Within a finite period of time past, the earth must have
been, and within a finite period of time to come the earth must
again be, unfit for the habitation of man as at présent constituted,
unless opérations have been, or are to be performed, which are
impossible under the laws to which the known opérations going
on at présent in the material world are subject.
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[From the Glasgow PMI. Soc. Proc. Vol. m. Dec. 1852.]

Art. LX. On the Economy oe the Heating or Cooling of

Buildings by means of Currents of Air*.

If it be required to introduce a certain quantity of air at a
stated température higher than that of the atmosphère into a
building, it might at first sight appear that the utmost economy
"vvould be attained if ail the heat produced by the combustion
of the coals used were communicated to the air; and in fact the
greatest economy that has yet been aimed at in heating air or
any other substance, for any purpose whatever, has had this for
its limit. If an engine be employed to pump in air for heating
and ventilating a building (as is done in Queen's Collège, Bel¬
fast), ail the waste heat of the engine, along with the heat of
the fire not used in the engine, may be applied by suitable
arrangements to warm the entering current of air; and even the
heat actually converted into mechanical effeet by the engine,
will be reconverted into heat by the friction of the air in the
passages, since the overcoming of résistance depending on this
friction is the sole worlc done by the engine. It appears there-
fore that whether the engine be economical as a converter of
heat into mechanical work, or not, there would be perfect economy
of the heat of the fire if ail the heat escaping in any way from
the engine, as well as ail the residue from the fire, were applied
to heating the air pumped in, and if none of this heat were

* Mathematical démonstrations of tlie results stated in this paper have since
been published in the Camb. and Pub. Math. Journal, Nov. 1853. [Art. xlviii.
note m. above.]

33—2
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allowed to escape by conduction, through the air passages. It
is not my présent object to détermine how nearly in practice this
degree of economy may be approximated to ; but to point out
how the limit which has hitherto appeared absolute, may be sur-
passed, and a current of warm air at such a température as is
convenient for heating and ventilating a building may be ob-
tained mechanically, either by water power witliout any consump-
tion of coals, or, by means of a steam engine, driven by a fire
burning actually less coals than are capable of generating by their
combustion the required heat; and secondly, to show how, with
similar mechanical means, currents of cold air, such as might
undoubtedly_ be used with great advantage to health and com-
fort for cooling houses in tropical countries*, may be produced
by motive power requiring (if derived from heat by means of
steam engines) the consumption of less coals perhaps than are
used constantly for warming houses in this country.

In the mathematical investigation communicated with this
paper, it is shown in the first place, according to the général
principles of the dynamical theory of heat, that any substance
may be heated thirty degrees above the atmospheric température
by means of a properly contrived machine, driven by an agent
spending not more than about ^ of energy of the heat thus
communicated; and that a corresponding machine, or the saine
machine worked backwards, may be employed to produce cooling
effects, requiring about the same expenditure of energy in work-
ing it to cool the same substance through a similar range of
température. When a body is heated by such means, about §£

* The mode of action and apparatus proposed for this purpose differs from that
proposed originally by Professor Piazzi Smyth for the same purpose, only in the
use of an egress cylinder, by which the air is made to do work by its extra pressure
and by expansion in passing from the réservoir to the locality where it is wanted,
which not only saves a great proportion of the motive power that would be required
were the air allowed simply to escape through a passage, regulated by a stop-cock
or otherwise, but is absolutely essential to the success of the project, as it has been
demonstrated by Mr Joule and the author of this communication, that the cold of
expansion would be so nearly compensated by the heat generated by friction, when
the air is allowed to rush out without doing work, as to give not two-tenths of a

degree of cooling effect in apparatus planned for 30 degrees. The use of an egress
cylinder has (as the meeting was informed by Mr Macquorn Rankine), recently
been introduced into plans adopted by a committee of the British Association
appointed to consider the practieability of Professor Piazzi Smyth's suggestion,
with a view to recommending it to government for public buildings in India.
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of the lieat is drawn from surrounding objects, and ^ is created
by the action of the agent; and when a body is cooled by the
corresponding process, the whole heat abstracted from it, together
with a quantity created by the agent, equal to about -fa of this
amount, is given out to the surrounding objects.

A very good steam engine converts about ^ of the heat
generated in its furnace into mechanical eifect; and consequently,
if employed to work a machine of the kind described, might
raise a substance thirty degrees above the atmospheric tempéra¬
ture by the expenditure of only or f, that is, less than one-
third of the coal that would be required to produce the same
élévation of température with perfect economy in a direct pro¬
cess. If a water-wheel were employed, it would produce by
means of the proposed machine the stated élévation of tempéra¬
ture, with the expenditure of ^ of the work, which it would
have to spend to produce the same heating effect by friction.

The machine by which such effects are to be produced must
have the properties of a "perfect thermo-dynamic engine," and
in practice would be either like a steam engine, founded on the
evaporation and re-condensation of a liquid (perhaps some liquid
of which the boiling point is lower than that of water), or an air
engine of some kind. If the substance to be heated or cooled
be air, it will be convenient to choose this itself as the médium
operated on in the machine. For carrying out the proposed ob-
ject, including the discharge of the air into the locality where it is
wanted, the following général plan was given as likely to be found
practicable. Two cylinders, each provided with a piston, ports,
valves, and expansion gearing, like a high-pressure double-acting
steam engine, are used, one of them to pass air from the atmo¬
sphère into a large receiver, and the other to remove air from
this receiver and discharge into the locality where it is wanted.
The first, or ingress cylinder and the receiver, should be kept with
their contents as nearly as possible at the atmospheric tempéra¬
ture, and for this purpose ought to be of good conducting material,
as thin as is consistent with the requisite strength, and formed so as
to expose as mucli external surface as possible to the atmosphère,
or still better, to a stream of water.. The egress cylinder ought
to be protected as much as possible from thermal communication
with the atmosphère or surrounding objects. According as the
air is to be heated, or cooled, the pistons and valve gearing must
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be worked so as to keep the pressure in the receiver below, or
above, that of the atmosphère. If the cylinders be of equal di¬
mensions, the arrangement when the air is to be heated, would
be as follows :—The two pistons working at the same rate, air
is to be admitted freely from the atmosphère into the ingress
cylinder, until a certain fraction of the stroke, depending on the
heating effect required, is performed, then the entrance port is to
be shut, so that during the remainder of the stroke the air
may expand down to the pressure of the receiver, into which,
by the opening of another valve, it is to be admitted in the
reverse stroke ; while the egress cylinder* is to draw air freely
from the receiver through the whole of each stroke on one side
or the other of its piston, and in the reverse stroke first to
compress this air to the atmospheric pressure (and so heat it as
required), and then discharge it into a pipe leading to the locality
wliere it is to be used. If it be required to heat the air from
50° to 80° Fahr., the ratio of expansion to the whole stroke in
the ingress cylinder would be the pressure of the air in the
receiver would be of that of the atmosphère (about 2*7 lbs.
on the square inch below the atmospheric pressure), and the
ratio of compression to the whole stroke in the egress. cylinder
would be TVo. If 1 lb. of air (or about 13-| cubic feet, at the
stated température of 80°, and the mean atmospheric pressure,)
be to be delivered per second, the motive power required for
working the machine would be *283 of a horse power, were the
action perfect, with no loss of effect, by friction, by loss of ex-
pansive power due to cooling in the ingress cylinder, or other-
wise. If each cylinder be four feet in stroke, and 26'3 inches
diameter, the pistons would have to be worked at 26'1 double
strokes per minute.

On the other hand, if it be desired to cool air, either the
ingress piston must be worked faster than the other, or the stroke

* In this case the egress cylinder acts merely as an air pump, to draw air from
the receiver and diseharge it into the locality where it is wanted, and the valves
required for this purpose might be ordinary self-acting pump-valves. A similar
remark applies to the action of the ingress cylinder in the use of the apparatus for
producing a cooling effect on the air transmitted, which will then be that of a

compressing air-pump to force air from the atmosphère into the receiver. But
in order that the same apparatus may be used for the double purpose of heating or
cooling, as may be required at différent seasons, it will be convenient to have the
valves of each cylinder worked mechanically, like those of a steam engine.
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of the other must be diminished, or the ingress cylinder must
be larger, or an auxiliary ingress cylinder must be added. The
last plan appears to be undoubtedly the best, as it will allow
the two principal pistons to be worked stroke for stroke together,
and consequently to be carried by one piston rod, or by a simple
lever, without the necessity of any variable Connecting gearing,
whether the machine be used for heating or for cooling air; ail
that is necessary to adapt it to the latter purpose, besides alter-
ing the valve gearing, being to connect a small auxiliary piston
to work beside the principal ingress cylinder, with which it is
to have free communication at each end. If it were required
to cool air from 80° to 50° Fahr., the auxiliary cylinder would
be required to have its volume Ty of that of each of the prin¬
cipal cylinders; and, if its stroke be the same, its diameter would
therefore be a little less than a quarter of theirs. The valves
would have to be altered to give compression in the ingress
cylinder during the same fraction of the stroke as is required
for expansion when the air is heated through the same range
of température, and the valves of the egress cylinder would have
to give the same proportion of expansion as is given of com¬
pression in the other case; and the pressure kept up in the
receiver, by the action of the pistons thus arranged, would be
1t1ïï8ïï atmos., or about 3'2 lbs. on the square inch above the atmo-
spheric pressure. The principal cylinders being of the same
dimensions as those assumed above, and the quantity of air re¬
quired being the same (1 lb. per second), the pistons would have
to be worked at only 2T4 double strokes per minute instead
of 261, and the horse power required would be -288, instead of
as formerly '283, when the same machine was used for giving
a supply of heated air.

[Note added June 26, 1881. The method of cooling air in
unlimited quantifies described in this article has been realized
by Mr Coleman, first in refrigerators used for the distillation of
paraffin, and after that in the Bell-Coleman refrigerator, for carry-
ing supplies of fresh meat from North America to Europe; in a
great refrigerator recently sent out for the Abattoir at Brisbane,
Queensland ; and other large practical applications of a similar
kind. The Bell-Coleman machine sends large quantifies of air
cooled 10° or 20? C. below freezing point into the chamber to be
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kept cool ; and the général température of this chamber is thus
maintained at the desired point, which, for the case of carrying
fresh meat from America to this country is about 35° F.

The method of heating air described in the article remains
unrealized to this day. When Niagara is set to work for the
benefit of North America through electric conductors, it will no
doubt be largely employed for the warming of houses over a
considérable part of Canada and the United States. But it is
probable that it will also have applications though less large in
other cold countries, to multiply the heat of coal and other fuel,
and to utilize wind and water power (with aid of electric accu-
mulators) for warming houses.]
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Art. LXI. On ti-ie Mechanical Values of Distributions
of Electricity, Magnetism, and Galvanism.

Glasgow Phil. Soc. Proc. Vol. in., Jan. 1853, with additions, enolosed in
braokets [ ], from Nichol's Cyclopœdia, 2nd édition, 1860, Article
"Dynamical Relations of Magnetism"; and other additions, enolosed in
double brackets [[ ]], of date July, 1882, not hitherto published.

I. Eleotricity at Rest.

To electrify an insulated conductor (a Leyden phial, for
instance, or any mass of métal resting on supports of glass), in the
ordinary way by means of an electrical machine, requires the
expenditure of work in turning the machine. But inasmuch as
part, obviously by far the greater part, of the work done in this
opération goes to generate heat by means of friction, and of the
small residue some, it may be a considérable proportion, is wasted
in generating heat (electrical light being included in the term) by
the flashes, illuminated points, and sparks, which accompany the
transmission of the electricity from the glass of the machine where
it is first excited, to the conductor which receives it, the mechani¬
cal value of the electrification thus effected would be enormously
overestimated if it were regarded as équivalent to the work that
has been spent. Notwithstanding, the mechanical value of any
electrification of a conductor has a perfectly definite character,
and may be calculated with ease in any particular case, by means
of formulse demonstrated in this communication. The simplest
case is that of a single conductor insulated at a distance from
other conductors, or with only uninsulated conducting matter in
its neighbourhood. In this case the mechanical value of the
electrification of the conductor, is equal to half the square of the
quantity of electricity, multiplied by the capacity of the conductor*.

* A term introduoed by the author to signify the proportion of the quantity of
electricity that the conductor would retain to that which it would communicate
to a conducting bail of unit radius, insulated at a great distance from other
conducting matter, if connected with it by means of a fine wire.
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In. any case whatever, the total mechanical value of ail tlie
distributions of electricity on any number of [[non-conductors,
or]] separate insulated conductors, electrified with any quantifies
of electricity, is demonstrated by the author to be equal to half
the sum of the products obtained by multiplying the " potential*"
in each conductor [[or infinitésimal part of a non-conductor,]] by
the quantity of electricity with which it is charged. Each term of
this expression does not represent the independent value of the
actual distribution on the conductor to which it corresponds, inas-
much as the "potential" in each dépends on the presence of the
others, when they are near enough to exert any sensible mutual
influence; but independent expressions of these independent values
are readily obtained, although not in a form convenient for state-
ment here ; and the author proves that their sum is equal to the
total value, as calculated by the preceding expression. When a
conductor is discharged without other mechanically valuable effects
being developed, the heat generally, as for instance in the sparks
produced when the knob of a Leyden phial is put in communica¬
tion with the outside coating, or when a flash of lightning takes
place, is equal in mechanical value to the distribution of electricity
lost. Hence, by what précédés, the amount of heat is proportional
to the square of the quantifies discharged, as was first demon¬
strated by Joule, in a communication to the Koyal Society in 1840,
although it had been announced by Sir W. Snow Harris, as an
expérimental resuit, to be simply proportional to the quantity.
Mr Joule's resuit has been verified by independent experimenters
in France, Italy, and Germany. The author pointed out other
applications of his investigation, some of a practical kind, and
others in the Mathematical Theory of Electricity -[•. He mentioned,
that although he had first arrived at the results in 1845, and used

* A term first introduced by Green, which may be defined as the quantity of
mechanical work that would have to be spent to bring a unit of electricity from
a great distance up to the surface of the conductor, supposed to retain its distri¬
bution unaltered.

t [Among the latter, an analytical investigation of the mutual attraction
and repulsion between two electrified spherical conductors may be referred to.
Results of this investigation were published as early as 1845 [[Gamb. and Dub.
Math. Jour. Nov., 1845; Electrostatics and Magnetism, §§ 30, 31]], although it waS
not till some years later that the author sueceeded in finding a synthetical véri¬
fication, which, along with the original analytical solution is published in the
[[Electrostatics and Magnetism, Art. vi.]] Philosophical Magazine for April, 1853.]
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them in papers published in that year, the first explicit publication
of the theorem regarding the mechanical value of the electrifica,-
tion of a conductor appears to be in 1847, in a paper entitled
" Ueber die Erhaltung der Kraft," by Helmholtz, [who had inde-
pendently arrived at the same theorem.

The excellent terms—potential energy and actual* energy—
which have been introduced by Prof. Rankine to designate the
statical and dynamical forms of mechanical energy, are well illus-
trated by their application to this subject, Thus, what has been
defined above as the mechanical value of an electric charge, is its
" potential energy." When two electrified bodies repel one
another, and experience no sensible résistance to their motions,
a portion of the potential energy of the electrical System is
converted into actual energy of motion. If a body is repelled
or attracted upward by electric force, there is a conversion of the
potential energy of electricity into potential energy of gravitation.
If an electrified conductor is discharged without being allowed
to produce electrolytic, or ordinary mechanical effects, its potential
energy is, as has been remarked above, wholly converted into
actual energy of heat and light in the flash. If in its discharge it
breaks a body into fragments thrown violently asunder, and some
of them raised against gravity by the electric force, and at the
same time décomposés water; its potential energy is converted
partly into actual energy of motion, partly into potential energy
of chemical affinity and partly into potential energy of gravitation ;
and the remainder into actual energy of heat.]

II. Magnetism.

If a piece of soft iron be allowed to approach a magnet very
slowly from a distant position, and be afterwards drawn away so
rapidly that at the instant when it reaches its primitive position,
where it is left at rest, it retains as yet sensibly unimpaired j* the

[[* The name kinetic energy, which I subsequently gave as seeming préférable
to "actual energy," has been generally adopted; but Rankine's name "potential
energy " remains to this day, and is universally used to designate energy of the
static kind.—'W. T., July 18, 1882.]]

+ [[Note of July 17, 1882. It is not certain, I thinlc I may say not probable,
that this condition could be fultilled without so great a velocity as to thoroughly
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magnetization it had acquired at the nearest position, a certain
amount of work must have been finally expended on the motion
of the iron. For during the approach, the iron has only the
magnetization due to the action of the magnet on it in its actual
position at each instant, but at each instant of the time in which
the iron is being drawn away, it has the whole magnetization due
to the action of the magnet on it when it was at the nearest.
Hence it is drawn away against more powerful forces of attraction
by the magnet, than those with which the magnet attracts it
during its approach ; from which it fôllows that more work is
spent in drawing the iron away than had been gained in letting it
approach the magnet. The sole effect due to this excess of work
is the magnetization which the iron carries away with it; and
consequently, the mechanical value of this magnetization must be
precisely equal to the mechanical value of the balance of work
spent in producing it.

After a very short time has elapsed with the piece of soft iron
at a great distance from the magnet, it will have lost, as is well
known, ail or nearly ail the magnetization which it had acquired
temporarily in the neighbourhood of the magnet; and in this short
time some energy, équivalent to that of the magnetization lost,
must have been produced. Mr Joule's experiments show that
this energy consists of heat, which is generated during the de-
magnetization of the iron; and we infer the remarkable conclusion,
that at the end of the process, which has been described, or of any
motion of a piece of soft iron in the neighbourhood of a magnet,
from a certain position and back to the same, the iron will be as
much the warmer than it was at the beginning, as it would have
been without any magnetic action, if it had received the heat that
would be generated by the expenditure of the same amount of
work on mere friction. [[The heat generated by the electro-
magnetically induced electric currents in the iron, ignored in the
preceding statements, is included in the reckoning of heat and
work to which Joule's conclusion applies.]]

The same considérations are applicable to the magnetization
of a piece of steel, with this différence, that according to the
hardness of the steel, the magnetization which it receives in the
dieturb ail the supposed magnetic conditions, at least by heating to incandescence, if
not by more serious disturbance of the luminiferous ether. See Joule & Thomson,
" Thermal Efiects of Fluids in Motion," Part m., p. 400 above.]]
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nearest position will be more or less permanent, and if there be
any demagnetization after removal from the magnet, it will be
mucb less complété than in the case of soft iron, and that beat
will be necessarily generated both during the magnetization which
takes place during the graduai approach, and in the subséquent
demagnetization. Further, by putting together a number of pièces
of steel, each separately magnetized, a complété magnet will be
formed, of which the mechanical value will be equal to the sum of
the mechanical values of its parts, increased or diminished by the
amount of work spent or gained in bringing them together.

[A curious experiment illustrating these principles is easily
made by subjecting a piece of soft iron at rest to alternate
magnetizations and demagnetizations, or reverse magnetizations,
through the action of an electro-magnet, and observing the changes
of température which it expériences, care being taken to prevent
any sensible effect of conduction of heat from the coils of the
electro-magnet. In a variety of ways it is easy to show by this
action an élévation of température amounting to several degrees
centigrade, in a piece of unmoved soft iron. Surely when this
subtle magnetic influence, producing heat at a distance through
bodies seemingly insensible to its effects, is known, even as we
may now imagine " Knowing " it, we shall know that it is a dynami-
cal quality—a modification of the constitutional motions—of ail
the matter occupying space in which it rests.

For theoretical considérations regarding reverse thermal effects
which it is anticipated rnust be experienced by a body according
as it is moved to or from a magnet, see " Thermo-Magnetism."]
[[ §§ 207, 208 of Art. xlviii. above.]]

Upon the principles which have been explained, the author
has investigated the mechanical value of any conceivable dis¬
tribution of magnetism, in any kind of substance. [[ (A) Let
the whole substance become, for a time, endowed with perfect
coercivity; so that, whatever we do to it, every part of it shall
retain absolutely unchanged the magnetization it had at the be-
ginning of our opérations. Now divide the whole of the mag¬
netized substance into infinitely fine filaments along the lines of
magnetization ; and divide each of these filaments into infinitely
short parts, but still infinitely long in comparison with transverse
diameters. Each of these parts will be infinitely nearly straight,
and infinitely nearly uniform from end to end. Now, very slowly
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to avoid heating by induced electric currents, separate these parts
to infinitely great distances from one another. To do this requires,
on the part of the agent performing the opérations, the absorption
of an amount of work, essentially positive, which is easily proved
(and is in fact proved by (10) below) to be equal to

1 /»CO /»00 /»00

-Q— I I I dxdydzB? (a),
J -oo •'.-oo J -oo

where li dénotés the résultant magnetic force at any point in an
infinitely fine crevasse in the substance, tangential to its lines of
magnetization in its given condition. Now let us have access to an
auxiliary magnet of perfect coercivity in some distant place, giving
a field F, in which we can find any needed intensity of magnetizing
force. Take each of our infinitésimal bars to such a position of F,
that the force it expériences there suffices to maintain its mag-
netism unchanged without aid from any coercivity of its own. Let
now the idéal temporary "perfect coercivity" be done away with,
and the original quality of the bar given back'to it. This quality
is necessarily, for some parts of the given substance, a condition of
partial if not of perfect coercivity ; else there would be no mag-
netism to deal with. For some parts of the substance it may be
a condition of zéro coercivity, that is to say, of perfectly free
susceptibili.ty. Lastly, move the bar very slowly through such a
sériés of positions of F, to an infinitely great distance from F,
that we have it finally unmagnetized in a place of zéro force. Let
the whole heat generated during this last journey, through and
away from F, be measured. It will necessarily amount to a
positive quantity for every part of the substance which has partial
coercivity : but to zéro for every part if any there is which has
either perfect coercivity or no coercivity at ail. Whatever be the
condition of the given substance as to more or less of coercivity,
and as to degree of susceptibility, a positive amount of work, in-
cluding the heat generated, must have been absorbed by the
agent in these journeys to and from F: this positive amount, foi"
an infinitésimal bar of volume b, is, in the notation explained
below, represented by

y m]
The resuit, which cannot be well expressed, except in mathe-

matical language, is as follows :

JJfXtfdxdydz + jjjlFdxdydz,
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where R dénotés the résultant magnetic force* at any internai or
external point (x, y, z), q the intensity of magnetization at a point
(x, y, z), of the magnet, and A a quantity depending on the nature
of the substance at this point.

The intégral constituting the first term of this expression,
includes the whole of the magnetized substance, and expresses the
sum of the separate mechanical values of the distributions in ail
the parts obtained by infinitely minute division along the lines of
magnetization. The second term [[, an intégral extending through
ail space,]] expresses the amount of work that would have to be
spent to put these parts together, were they given separately,
each with the exact magnetization that it is to have when in its
place in the whole. [[In the first term, \q2 is, for every part of
the space occupied by intrinsically magnetic matter, as mag¬
netized steel, an arbitrary formula for the experimentally de-
terminable " mechanical value " of this magnetism, supposed
given in infinitely thin bars.]] If [[any part of]] the substance
be perfectly free in its susceptibility for magnetization or de-
magnetization, [[or perfectly devoid of " coercivity" ; and if
the intensity of magnetization of this part of the substance be
assumed to be in simple proportion to the magnetizing force ; in
other words, if its " susceptibility" be independent of the magni¬
tude of the force,]] A will [[, for that part of the substance,]]
express such a fonction of the inductive capacity that if a bail of
similar substance be placed in a magnetic field where the force
is F, the intensity of the magnetization induced in it will be

F/{2A + 477-/3).
[[ (B) The quantity here denoted by A is half the reciprocal of

what was afterwards, in Electrostatics and Magnetism, § 611, 3,
Def. 2, called the "magnetic susceptibility" of the substance, as
we see by § 626 of the same. Thus if we dénoté the susceptibility
by g, and neglect the part jjjXq'dxdydz, consisting of the me¬
chanical value of the intrinsic magnetization supposed given*in
infinitely thin bars and kept in virtue of coercivity, and take into
our reckoning only the part of JJJ\q2dxdydz which dépends on

* [[Reckoned according to the " polar" définition of Electrostatics and Magnetism,
§ 480. Compare § 517, foot-note, and Postscript of Nov. 1881.]]
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induced magnetization in substance perfectly devoid of coercivity,
the preceding expression becomes

JJJdxdydz-^— + -^—JjjdxdydzR2 (1) ;2fi

which may be verified, for isotropic substance, as follows* : Let
£, 7], Ç be the components of q, the induced magnetism, and
X, Y, Z those of R, the magnetizing force. By the définition of
" susceptibility" we have, for isotropic substance,

£ = pX, y — p Y, Ç = pZ (2),
whence

<f/p ~ %X +1] Y+ ÇZ (3) ;

and the first term of (1) may be written
1 p co p oo p co
M dxdydz(Xg + Yy + ZÇ) (4),

^ —00 ^ —00 —00

the intégral being taken through ail space, but its elements
vanishing in virtue of the vanishing of £, r], Ç, wherever the
susceptibility is zéro. Now because X, Y, Z are the components
of a force due to a distribution of the idéal " magnetic matter,"
Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is a complété differential, and, V denoting the
corresponding potential, we have

„ dVIV IV
x = ~dî- Z—S (6)-

AT dX , dY dZ o XT A / \ / r*\AIso- 3i+a7+ï--'r=4'r<',+,') <6>;
and {Electrostatics and Magnetism, § 473)

, M , dÇ _
_ /7V

dx dy dz ' '
if p dénoté the density of the idéal magnetic matter representing
the given intrinsic magnetism, kept by coercivity, and <x that of
the magnetism (f, y, Ç) induced by it.

Using (5) in (4), integrating by parts in the well-known
manner, and remarking that the integrated parts — \ F£, — \ Vy,

* For aeolotropic substance, with Cartesian formulas necessarily more comph"
eated and notation more elaborate, substantially the same proof is applicable. See
Electrostatics and Magnetism, §§ 700—730,
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— %VÇ vanish at the respective limits x = ± <x>, y=± oo, z = ± oo ,

we find tlie following équivalent

l+ï) <*>'
Hence, and bj (7) we find, for the first term of (1),

Jjjdxdydz =-^JJJdxdydzVo- (9).
For the second term of (1) we similarly find, by (5), and intégration
by parts, and (6),

~fJJdxdydzR2 = ~ HJdxdy dzV{p + <r) (10).
Thus finally (1) is reduced to

h jjjdxdydz Vp (11).
Now imagine that instead of the given distribution of rigid mag-
netism we have a similar distribution less strong in the ratio of
1 to 6 ; 6 denoting any numeric less than unity : so that instead
of p we now have 6p. If the susceptibility were independent of
the intensity of the magnetizing force we should now have 6V
instead of V: but this supposition we have known to be far fronr
the truth ever since Joule made the discovery forty years ago of
the limit to the amount of the magnetization of which soft iron is
capable ; and to avoid erroneous assumption we shall therefore, for
the potential at (x, y, s) due to dp and the magnetism induced by
it, take if V, where ^ dénotés a fonction of (x, y, z, 6); vanishing
when 0 = 0; and equal to unity for ail values of x, y, z, when 6 is
unity. Denoting now by dw the work required to bring idéal
magnetic matter from infinité distances so as to increase 6p to
(6 + dd)p, we have

dw = jjjdxdydz^V. pdd = dd jjjdxdydz%Vp (12).
Hence, if W dénoté the work required to bring idéal magnetic
matter from infinité distances to constitute the given distribution
p in the presence of the given susceptible substance, we have

W = jjdd jjjdxdydz^Vp (13):
and, on the assumption of constant susceptibility, which makes

== 9, we therefore have
T. 34
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W = JadôôJfjdxdydz Vp = \^dxdy.dz Vp (14).
Returning hence to (11) and (1), we verify the theorem.

By (3) and (2) we may put (1) into the following form :

Here (iiry-{ 1) is what is called tlie "magnetic permeability " in
Electrostatics and Magnetism, § 628, and denoted by ot. See also
§ 717 (55), whicb is the équivalent for aeolotropic substance to our
présent formula (15) for isotropic substance. The a2 of Art. xxxvi.
above corresponds to the (47rp, +1) of our présent notation ; which
is the " permeability " in the magnetic and hydrokinetic applica¬
tions (El. and Mag. §§ 751—763); the thermal conductivity in the
application to Fourier's Theory of Heat (Ibid. §§ 1—10) ; and
Faraday's "spécifie inductive capacity" in the electrostatic appli-

If an electric current be excited in a conductor, and then left
without electro-inotive force, it retains energy to produce heat,
light, and other kinds of mechanical effect, and it lasts with
diminishing, or it may be with alternately diminishing and increas-
ing strength, before it finally ceases and electrical equilibrium is
established : as is amply demonstrated by the experiments of Faraday
and Henry, on the spark which takes place when a galvanic circuit
is opened at any point, and by those of Weber, Helmholtz, and
others on the electro-magnetic effects of varying currents. The
object of the présent communication is to showhow the mechanical
value of ail the effects that a current in a close circuit can produce
after the electro-motive force ceases, may be obtained by a détermi¬
nation, (founded on the known laws of electro-dynamic induction,) of
the mechanical value of the energy of a current of given strength, cir-
culating in a linear conductor (a bent wire, for instance) of any form.
To do this ;—in the first place it may be remarked, that although
a current, once instituted in a conductor, will circulate in it with
diminishing strength after the. electro-motive force ceases, just as
if the electricity had inertia, it will diminish in strength according

(15).

cation (Ibid. §§ 44—49.)]]

III. Electricity in Motion.
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to the same, or nearly the same, laws as a current of water or
other fluid, once set in motion and left without moving force, in
a pipe forming a closed circuit. But according to Faraday, who
found that an electric circuit consisting of a wire doubled on itself,
with the two parts close together, gives no sensible spark when
suddenly opened, compared to that given by an equal length of
wire bent into a coil, it appears that the effects of ordinary inertiei
either do not exist for electricity in motion, or are but small com¬
pared with those which, in a suitable arrangement, are produced
by the "induction of the current upon itself." In the présent
state of science it is only these effects that can be determined by
a mathematical investigation; but the effects of electrical inertia,
should it be found to exist, will be taken into account by adding a
term of determinate form to the fully determined resuit of the
présent investigation which expresses the mechanical value of a
current in a linear conductor, as far as it dépends on the induction
of the current on itself.

The général principle of the investigation is this;—if two
conductors, with a current sustained in each by a constant electro-
motive force, be slowly moved towards one another, and there be
a certain gain of Work on the whole, by electro-dynamic force,
operating during the motion, there will be twice as much as this
of work spent by the electro-motive forces (for instance, twice the
équivalent of chemical action in the batteries, should the "electro-
motive forces be chemical,) over and above that which they would
have had to spend in the same time if the conductors had been at
rest merely to keep up the currents : because the electro-dynamic
induction produced by the motion will augment the currents; while
on the other hand, if the motion be such as to require the expendi-
ture of work against electro-dynamic forces to produce it, there
will be twice as much work saved off the action of the electro-
motive forces by the currents being diminished during the motion.
Hence the aggregate mechanical value of the currents in the two
conductors, when brought to rest will be increased in the one case
by an amount equal to the work done by mu tuai electro-dynamic
forces in the motion, and will be diminished by the corresponding
amount in the other case. The same considérations are applicable
to relative motions of two portions of the same linear conductor
(supposed perfectly flexible). Hence it is concluded that the
mechanical value of a current of given strength in a linear con-

84—2
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ductor of any form, is determined by calculating tbe amount of
work against electro-dynamic forces, required to double it upon
itself, while a current of constant strength is sustained in it. The
mathematical problem thus presented leads to an expression for
the required mecbanical value consisting of two factors, of winch
one is determined according to tbe form and dimensions of the
line of the conductor in any case, irrespectively of its section, and
the other is the square of the strength of the current. If it be
found necessary to take inertia into account, it will be necessary
to add to this expression a term consisting of two factors, of which
one is directly proportional to tbe length of the conductor, and
inversely proportional to the area of its section, and the other is
the square of the strength of the current, to obtain the complété
mechanical value of tbe electrical motion.

[The mechanical value of a current in a closed circuit, deter¬
mined on these principles, may be calculated by means of the
following simple formula not hitherto published :—

i JJI Pddxdydz
where B dénotés the résultant electro-magnetic force at any point
(as, y, z).

This expression may be useful in the dynamical theory of
electro-magnetic engines, and of magneto-electric machines. As
an example let the circuit consist of a length l of wire, wrapped in
a hélix approximating to a succession of circles on a cylinder of
length a. The mechanical value of a current of strength y flowing
through it is approximately

whatever be the diameter of the cylinder provided it be small
in proportion to its length. For instance let 100 feet of wire be
wrapped on a cylinder an inch or two in diameter, and one foot
long. The mechanical value of a current of unit strength (or a
current which would décomposé about fa of a grain of water per
second) flowing through it, is 50,000 dynamical units.

We must divide this by 32p2 to reduce to " foot-grains," and
we find therefore that the "vis viva," or "actual energy," or
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"mechanical value," o£ the current in that case (which is just such
as a very ordinary expérimental illustration might be) is 1550
times as much. as is produced by gravity upon a grain of water
descending one foot. If we divide again this number by 1390, to
reduce to thermal units, we find 1*12; and conclude that about a

grain and a tenth of water would be raised in température one
degree Cent, by the spark on breaking circuit or that 1600 such
sparks would give the same élévation of température to a quarter
of a pound of water. It is well known that these effects are
immensely increased by inserting soft iron into the cylindrical
space surrounded by the coil. The same theory gives complété
indications for finding how much, when expérimental détermina¬
tions of the law and amount of magnetization are complété enough
to supply the requisite numerical data.

The following définition is of importance in applications of the
theory of the energy of electricity in motion :—

The electro-dynamic capacity of a linear conductor of any
form is double the mechanical value of a current of unit strength
circulating in it.]
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Art. LXII. On Transient Electric Currents.

Àbstract.

[From Glasgow Phil. Soc. Pi-oc. Jan. 1853.]

Followed by the full Mathematical Paper.
[From Phil. Hag. June, 1853.]

Tiie object of this communication is to détermine tlie motion
of electricity at any instant after an electrifie.d conductor of given
capacity, is put in connexion with the earth by means of a wire
or other linear conductor of given form and given resisting power.
The solution is founded on the équation of energy (corresponding
precisely to "the équation of vis-viva" in ordinary dynamics)
which is sufficient for the solution of every mechanical problem,
involving only one variable element to be determined in terms of
the time. That there is only one such variable in the présent
case follows from two assumptions which are made regarding the
data, namely,

(1) That the electrical capacity of the first mentioned, or

principal conductor, as it will be called, is so great in comparison
with that of the second or discharger, as to allow no appréciable
proportion of its original charge to be contained in the discharger
at any instant of the discharge, which will imply that the strength
of the current at each instant must be sensibly uniform through
the whole length of the discharger.

(2) That there is no sensible résistance to conduction over
the principal conductor, so that the arnount of charge left in it at
any instant of the discharge will be distributed on it in sensibly
the same way as if there was complété electrical equilibrium.

The theorems demonstrated in the first and third parts of the
previous communication [Art. lxi. above] give expressions for the
mechanical values of the charge left in the principal conductor, and
the electrical motion in the discharger, at any instant, in terms of
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the amount of that charge, and the rate at which it is diminishing.
The sum of these tvvo quantifies, constitutes the whole electro-
statical and electro-dynamical energy in the apparatus, and the dimi¬
nution which it expériences in any time, must be mechanically com-
pensated by heat générated in the same time. We have thus an

équation between the diminution of the electrical energy in any
infinitely small time, and the expression according to Joule's law
for the heat generated in the same time in the discharger multi-
plied by the mechanical équivalent of the thermal unit. The
équation so obtained is in the form of a well-known differential
équation, of which the intégral gives the quantity of electricity
left at any instant in the principal conductor, and consequently
expresses the complété solution of the problem. Precisely the
same équation and solution are applicable to the circumstances of
a pendulum, drawn through a small angle from the vertical, and
let go in a viscous fluid, which exercises a résistance simply pro-
portional to the velocity of the body moving through it.

The interprétation of the solution indicates two kinds of dis¬
charge, presenting very remarkable distinguishing characteristics ;
a continued discharge, and an oscillatory discharge ; one or other
of which will take place in any particular case. In the continued
discharge the quantity of electricity on the principal conductor
diminishes continuously, and the discharging current first increases
to a maximum, and then diminishes continuously until after an
infinité time equilibrium is established. In the oscillatory dis¬
charge, the principal conductor first loses its charge, becomes
charged with a less amount of the contrary kind of electricity,
becomes again discharged, and again charged with a still smaller
amount of electricity, but of the same kind as the initial charge,
and so on for an infinité number of times, until equilibrium is
established ; the strength of the current and its direction, in the
discharger, has corresponding variations; and the instants when
the charge of either kind of electricity on the principal conductor
is at the greatest, being also those where the current in the dis¬
charger is oh the turn, follow one another at equal intervais of
time. The continued or the oscillatory discharge talces place in
any particular case, according to the electrical capacity of the
principal conductor, the electro-dynamical capacity of the dis¬
charger, and the résistance of the discharger to the conduction of
electricity. Thus,. if the discharger be given, it will effect a con-
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tinued or an oscillatory discharge, according as the capacity of
the principal conductor exceeds or falls short of a certain limit.
If the principal conductor, and the length and substance of the
discharger, be given, the discharge will be continued or oscillatory
according as the electro-dynamic capacity of the latter, depending
as it does on the form into which it is bent, falls short of, or
exceeds a certain limit. Lastly, if the principal conductor, and
the length and form of the discharger be given, the discharge will
be continued or oscillatory, according as the résistance of the dis¬
charger to conduction exceeds or falls short of a certain limit.

It ought to be remarked that, although the electrical equili-
brium is not rigorously attained, whatever kind of discharge it
may be, in any finite time ; yet practically, in ail ordinary expéri¬
mental cases the discharge is finished almost instantaneously as
regards ail appréciable effects ; and the great obstacle in the way
of experimenting at ail on the subject arises from the difficulty of
arranging the circumstances, so that the periods of time indicated
by the theory for the succession of various phenomena, (as for
instance, the alternations of the charges of the contrary electricity
on the principal conductor), may not be inappreciably small.

It is not improbable that double, triple, and quadruple flashes
of lightning which are frequently seen on the continent of Europe,
and sometimes, though not so frequently, in this country, lasting
generally long enough to allow an observer, after his attention is
drawn by the first light of the flash, to turn his head round and
see distinctiy the course of the lightning in the sky, resuit from
the discharge possessing the oscillatory character. A corresponding
phenomenon might probably he produced artificially on a small
scale, by discharging a Leyden phial or other conductor across
a very small space of air, and through a linear conductor of
large electro-dynamic capacity and small résistance. Should it he
impossible, on account of the too great rapidity of the successive
flashes, for the unaided eye to distinguish tbem, Wheatstone's
method of a revolving mirror might be employed, and might show
the spark as several points or short lines of light separated by
dark intervais, instead of a single point of light, or of an unbroken
line of light, as it would be if the discharge were instantaneous,
or were continuous and of appréciable duration.

The experiments by Riess and others on the magnetization of
fine steel needles by the discharge of electrified conductors, illus-
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trate in a very remarkable manner the oscillatory character of the
discharge in certain circumstances ; not only when, as in the case
with which we are at présent occupied, the whole mechanical effect
of the discharge is produced within a single linear conductor, but
when induced currents in secondary conductors generate a portion
of the final thermal équivalent.

The décomposition of water by electricity from an ordinary
electrical machine, in which, as has been shown by Faraday, more
than the electro-chemical équivalent of the whole electricity that
passes appears in oxygen and hydrogen rising mixed from each
pôle, is probably due to electrical oscillations in the discharger
conséquent on the successive sparks*. Thus, if the général law
of electro-chemical décomposition be applicable to currents of such
very short duration as that of each alternation in such an oscilla-
tory discharge as may take place in these circumstances, there will
be decomposed altogether as much water as is electro-cliemically
équivalent to the sum of the quantities of electricity that pass in
ail the successive currents in the two directions, while the quanti¬
ties of oxygen and hydrogen which appear at the two electrodes
will differ by the quantities arising from the décomposition of a

quantity of water electro-chemically équivalent to only the quantity
of electricity initially contained by the principal conductor. The
mathematical results of the présent communication lead to an
expression for the quantity of water decomposed by an oscillatory
discharge in any case to which they are applicable, and show that
the greater the electro-dynamic capacity of the charger, the less
its résistance, and the less electro-statical capacity of the principal
conductor, the greater will be the quantity of water decomposed.
Probably the best arrangement in practice would be one in which
merely a small bail or knob is substituted for a principal conductor
fulfilling the conditions prescribed above; but those conditions
not being fullilled, the circumstances would not be exactly ex-
pressed by the formulse of the présent communication ; the résist¬
ance would be much diminished, and consequently the whole
quantity of water decomposed much increased, by substituting
large platinum electrodes for the mere points used by Wollaston;

* This conjecture was first, so far as I am aware, given by Helmholtz, the
existence of electrical oscillations in many cases of discharge having been in-
dicated by him as a probable conclusion from the experiments of Riess, alluded to
in the text.
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but then the oxygen and hydrogen separated during the first
direct current would adhéré to the platinum plates and would be
in part neutralized by combination with the hydrogen and oxygen

brought to the same plates respectively by the succeeding reverse
current ; and so on through ail the alternations of the discharge.
In fact, if the electrodes be too large, ail the équivalent quantities
of the two gases brought successively to the same electrode will
recombine, and at the end of the discharge there will be only
oxygen at the one electrode and only hydrogen at the other, in
quantities electro-chemically équivalent to the initial charge of
the principal conductor. Hence \ve see the necessity of using very
minute electrodes, and of making a considérable quantity of elec-
tricity pass in each discharge, so that each successive alternation
of the current may actually liberate from the electrodes some of
the gases which it draws from the water. [The above results may
be applied to détermine the laws, according to which a current
varies at the commencement and end of any period, during which
a constant electro-motive force, such as that of a galvanic battery,
acts in a conductor of given electro-dynamic capacity and résist¬
ance, and to sliow how the relation between the' electro-statical
and electro-dynamical units of electrical quantity and electro-
motive force may be experimentally determined.

Induction Goils.—In the single coil apparatus, the récipient arc
complétés a circuit with the induction coil. A battery sends its
current divided through the "coil" and the "récipient arc," in
quantities inversely proportional to the résistances of these two
channels. At the instant when the battery circuit is broken, the
current in the coil, with its great momentum, overbalances the
comparatively small momentum of the current previously excited
in the récipient arc by the direct action of the battery and gives
rise to the induced current.

In the double apparatus—with primary and secondary coils—
the impulse induced in the secondary coil is equal in absolute
measure to the strengtb of the current stopped in the primary,
multiplied by a coefficient of induction. The whole quantity of
the current which it produces is equal to its own measure divided
by the résistance in the whole circuit of secondary coil and
récipient arc. The more sudden the stoppage of the primary
current, the more intense and the shorter in duration is the shock
in the secondary, and hence also tlie improved effect produced
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by Fizeau's addition of the condenser *.] Probably the most
effective arrangement would be one in which a Leyden phial or
otber body of considérable capacity is put in connection with the
machine and discharged in sparks through a powerful discharger,
not only of great electro-dynamic capacity, and of as little résist¬
ance as possible except where the inetallic communication is broken
in the electrolytic vessel, but of considérable electro-statical capa¬
city, so that ail, or as great a portion as possible, of the oscillating
electricity may remain in it and not give rise to successive sparks
across the space of air separating the discharger from the source
of the electricity.

The paper is concluded with applications of the results to
détermine the laws, according to ivhich a current varies at the
commencement and end of any period, during which a constant
electro-motive force, such as that of a galvanic battery, acts in a
conductor of given electro-dynamic capacity and résistance, and to
show how the relation between the electro-statical and electro-

dynamic units of electrical quantity and electro-motive force may
be experiinentally determined.

* [Note of June 12,1882. This addition is made from the article on Dynamical
Relations of Magnetism, eontribnted by the Autlior to Nichol's Cyclopedia, 2nd
Edition, 1860.]
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Art. LXII. (completed). On Transient Ex^ectric Currents.

[From Phil. Mag. June, 1853.]

Tue object of this communication is to détermine the motion
of electricity at any instant after an electrified conductor, of given
capacity, charged initially with a given quantity of electricity, is
put in connexion with the earth by means of a wire or other linear
conductor of given form and resisting power. This linear con¬
ductor, which, to distinguish it from the other or principal con¬
ductor, will be called the discharger, is supposed to bc of such
small electrical capacity that the whole quantity of free electricity
in it at any instant during the discharge is excessively small
compared with the original charge of the principal conductor.
Now any différence that can exist in the strength of the current
at any instant in différent parts of the discharger must produce
accumulations of free electricity in the discharger itself, and there-
fore must be very small* compared with the actual strength of the
current depending on the discharge of the principal conductor.
The strength of the current throughout the discharger will there-
fore be considered as the same at each instant, and, being
measured by the quantity of electricity discharged per second, will
be denoted by y. Again, the conducting property and extent
of surface of the principal conductor, and the résistance of the
discharger, will be considered as so related that the potential
throughout the principal conductor is uniform at each instant,
lïence if q dénoté the quantity of electricity which the principal
conductor possesses at any time f, we have

Now, if G dénoté the electrical capacity of the principal con¬
ductor, that is, the quantity of electricity which it takes to make
the potential within it unity, the mechanical value or the "potential

1
energy" of the distribution of a quantity q upon it is ôTy- As' Z G

this diminishes from the commencement of the discharge, and
* [Contrast tliis with the discharge of a submarine telegraph cable. W. T.

Aug. 11, 1882.]
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varies during the whole period of the discharge, corresponding
mechanical effects rnust be produced in the discharger according
to the général law of "vis viva," or of the préservation of mecha¬
nical energy. The mechanical effects in the discharger are of
two kinds,—first, the excitation or altération of electrical motion ;

secondly, the génération of heat. To estimate the first of these, it
is necessary to know the mechanical value or the "actual energy "
[kinetic energy] of an electrical current of given strength established
and left without electromotive force in the discharger. In investi¬
gations which I have made towards a mechanical theory of electro-
magnetic induction [Art. lxi. above], I have found that the me¬
chanical value of a current in a closed linear conductor is equal to
the quantity of work that would have to be spent against the mutual
electro-magnetic forces between its parts in bending it from its ac¬
tual shape into any other shape, while a current of constant strength
is sustained in it by an external electromotive force, together with
the mechanical value of the current in the conductor thus altered.

According to Faraday's experiments (Expérimental Researches,
§ 1090, &c.), it appears that the actual energy of a current in a
linear conductor doubled. upon itself throughout its whole extent,
is either nothing, or such as to produce no sensible spark when
the circuit is suddenly opened at any point; that is, that what
can be obviously interpreted as inertia of electricity either _does
not exist, or produces but insensible effects compared to those
which have been attributed to the "induction of a current upon
itself." According to these views, the actual energy , of an
electric current of given strength in a given closed linear con¬
ductor would be determined analytically by calculating the amount
of work against mutual electro-magnetic actions required to double
it upon itself throughout its whole extent ; but it may be that a
more complété knowledge of the circumstances will show a term
depending on electrical inertia which must be added to the quan¬
tity determined in that way to give the entire mechanical value
of the current. However this may be, and whether the linear
conductor be open or closed, it is obvious that the actual energy of
a current established in it and left without electromotive force
must be proportional to the square of the strength of the current,
and this is ail that is required to be known for the présent in¬

vestigation. Let then ^ Ay2 dénoté the actual energy of a currentA
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of strength, 7, in the linear conductor which serves for discharger
in the arrangement which forms the suhject of the présent in¬
vestigation, A being a constant which may be called the electro-
dynamic capacity [see end of Art. LXI. above] of the discharger.
The work spent in exciting electrical motion dnring the time
dt will be

Again, the work done in generating heat in the same time is,
according to Jouïes law,

bfdt,
if le dénoté the "galvanic résistance" of the discharger, or the
mechanical équivalent of the heat generated in it, in the unit of
time by a current of unit strength*. Now the loss of potential
energy from the principal conductor, in the time dt, being

is entirely spent in producing these effects; and therefore

-d^=d(±Arf)+bfdt .-. (2).
This équation and (1), with the conditions

q — Q, and 7 = 0, when t — 0 (3),
are sufficient for the détermination of q and 7 for any value of t,
that is, for the complété solution of the problem.

By (1) we have

and (2) becomes

jj^dt = A yd<y + h<y2dt,
from which we find

Î=°(4Ï+*) (1)-
* See a paper entitled "Application of the Principle of Mechanieal Effeet to

the Measurement of Electromotive Forces and Galvanio Résistances in absolule

units," Phil. Mag., Dec., 1851. [Art. liv., above.]
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.(5).

Substituting for y its value by (1), we obtain
d*q Je dq 1 A—/ -l 1J a = 0
df + A dt + GA 1

The genei-al solution of tliis équation is

q = ifep8 + K'/\
where p and p' are the roots of the équation

„ Je 1 .

* + ÂX+GA=°-
Using équations (3) and (1) to détermine the arbitrary con¬

stants K and K', and to dérivé an expression for 7, we obtain a
complété solution of the problem which is expressed most con-
veniently by one or the other of the following sets of formulas,
according as p and p' are real or imaginary:—

G
1 2 xA

a A + "ea< +[<*A- p—o.t

^=2ërc6~*jt i6'
at .

"vvhere

F 1_\«
,*A' CAJ '

•(6),

q = e Aa ja'J. cos (a't) +^ sin (a't)

7 =

Q_
'.A

Q
a'AG

e . sin (a't)

where

a

\GA êA-

.(7).

Among numerous other beautiful applications of bis " electro-
dynamometer," Weber has shown a method of determining what
he calls the "duration"* of a transient electric current. In ac-

cordance with the terms he uses, the duration, and the mean

* "Bestimmung der Dauer momentaner Strôme mit dem Dynamometer nebst
Anwendung auf physiologische Versuche," § 13 of Weber',s Electro-dynamische
Maasbestimmungen, Loipsio, 1846.
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strength of a transient current may be defined respectively as the
duration and tbe strength that a uniform current must have to
produce the same effects on the electro-dynamometer and on an
ordinary galvanometer ; so that if T and T dénoté the duration
and the mean strength of a current, of which the actual strength
at any instant is 7, we have

T =

ydt
p c/J

rfdt
J 0

p co

7*dt
J 0

/; 7dt

•(8);

since the electro-dynamometer indicates the value of / 7*dt, and
J 0

. rœ

the ordinary galvanometer that of I 7dt. If for 7 we use the ex-J 0

pression in either (6) or (7), we find

<fdt ■fJ 0 21cC' •(9),

as might have been foreseen, independently of the complété solu¬
tion, by considering that, as the heat generated in the discharger
is the sole final effect produced by the discharge, the mechanical

p 00
value of the whole heat generated, or I l&fclt, must be equalJ 0

1 O2
5 -pf, the mechanical value of the primitive charge, and that k hasz o

been assumed to have a constant value during the discharge.
Again, we dérivé from (1) and (3),

p GO

I 7dt = Q (10).
J 0

Ilence in the présent case the expressions for the duration and
mean strength of the current becomes

T= 2ktf
r = ^~

2IcC
.(11).
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We conclude that the "duration" of the discharge is pro-
portional to the capacity of the principal conductor, and to the
résistance of the discharger; and that it is independent of the
quantity of electricity in the primitive charge, and of the electro-
dynamical capacity (denoted above by A) of the discharger. The
only doubtful assumption involved in the preceding investigation
is that of the constancy of k during the discharge. Joule's experi-
ments show that the value of k remains unchanged for the same
metallic conductor kept at the same température, whatever be the
strength of the current passing through it ; but that it would be
increased by any élévation of température, whether produced by
the current itself or by any other source of heat, since an éléva¬
tion of température always increases the galvanic résistance of a
métal. Wlien large quantities of electricity are discharged, or
when the discharger is a very line wire, great augmentations and
diminutions may therefore take place in the value of k, and there-
fore the solution obtained above is not applicable to such cases.
If, liowever, k dénoté the mean résistance of the discharger during
the discharge, that is, a quantity such that

where k dénotés the actual résistance at any instant of the dis¬
charge, the last équations (11) become merely the expressions
for the elements determinedby Weber from observations by means
of the two instruments, and they are therefore applicable to ail
cases.

In the experiments described by Weber, the discharger con-
sisted of a wet cord of various lengths, and ail the wire of the electro-.
dynamometer and the ordinary galvanometer. The "durations"
of the discharge in différent cases were found to be nearly pro-
portional to the length of the wet cord, and equal to '0851 sec.,
or about ^ of a second, when the length of the cord was 2
métrés. As the principal résistance must undoubtedly have been
in the wet cord, we may infer from équations (11) and (12) that
the mean résistances in ail the différent discharges must have been
nearly proportional to its lengths. In some of the experiments
the length was only a \ of a metre, and the value of T was about
"0095 of a second. Hence the current in the string must have
been about eight times as intense as when the duration was

T. 35
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since the quantities of electricity discharged were nearly equal in
the différent cases. We conclude that the intensity of the current
cannot have materially affected the resisting power of the cord ;

probably not nearly so much as inévitable différences arising from
accidentai circumstances in the différent experiments. Hence,
although nothing is known with certainty regarding the non-
electrolytic résistance of liquid conductors in général, it is pro¬
bable that the whole résistance of the discharger in Weber's
experiments must have been nearly independent of the strength of
the current at each instant; and we may therefore consider the
général solution expressed above by (6) or (7) as at least approxi-
mately applicable to these cases.

The two forms (6) and (7) of the solution of the général problem
indicate two kinds of discharge presenting very remarkable dis-

F
tinguishing characteristics. Thus in ail cases in which exceeds

Jj-, the exponentials in (6) are ail real ; and the solution ex¬
pressed by these équations shows that the quantity of electricity on
the principal conductor diminishes continuously, and that the dis-
charging current commences and gradually increases in strength up
to a time given by the équation

\4J2 GA) 2A U^2 GA)

after which it diminishes gradually, and, as well as the quantity
of electricity on the principal conductor, becomes nothing when

1 Je2
t — oo . On the other hand, when g-j exceeds —^ 2, the exponentials
and trigonometrical functions in (7) are ail real ; and the solution
expressed by these équations shows that the principal conductor
loses its charge, becomes chargée! with a less quantity of the con-

trary kind of electricity, becomes again discharged, and after that
charged with a still less quantity of the same kind of electricity as
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at first, and so on for an infinité number of times before equi-
librium is established. The times at which the charge of either
kind of electricity on the principal conductor is a maximum, being
those at which 7 vanishes, are the roots of the équation sin (a't) = 0,
and therefore follow successively from the commencement at equal
intervais -, The quantifies constituting the successive maximum
charges are

Jcir
_ 2kir _ Zktr

Q, —Qe~^', Qe 2Aa', — Qe 2Aa', &c (14);

each being less in absolute magnitude than that which précédés
kir

it in the ratio of 1 : ëiA"', and of the opposite kind. The strength
of current will be a maximum in either direction when ^ = 0, or

at

when
h

jj-j sin (a't) = a cos (at) ;ZA.

and therefore if 1\, &c. dénoté the successive times when this is
the case, measured from the commencement of the discharge, and
7t, 7a, &c. the corresponding maximum values of the strength of
the current, and if 6 dénoté the acute angle satisfying the équation
tan 6 = , we havek

y _ 0 m 0+iT m 6 + 2TT
( ! F y

' 2

(\ f y
*

l 1 F y
VCd. 4A*) \CA 4AV \GA 4A*)

7» &c->

V,= (-£■) Vv
a(-- JL. V V27.\GA 4A2) 6

It is probable that many remarkable phenomena which have
been observed in connexion with electrical discharges are due to
the oscillatory character which we have tlius found to be possessed
when the condition
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is fulfilled. Thus if the interval of time

(T7Z)1'\GA 4A'J
at which the successive instants when the strength of the current
is a maximum follow one another, be sufficiently great, and if the
évolution of heat in any part of the circuit by the current during
several of its alternations in directions be sufficiently intense to
produce visible light, a succession of flashes ' diminishing in
intensity and following one another rapidly at equal intervais
will be seen. It appears to me not improbable that double, triple,
and quadruple flashes of lightning which I have frequently seen
on the continent of Europe, and sometimes, though not so fre¬
quently in this country, lasting generally long enough to allow an
observer, after his attention is drawn by the first light of the flash,
to turn his head round and see distinctly the course of the light¬
ning in the sky, resuit from the discharge possessing this oscillatory
character. A corresponding phenomenon might probably be pro-
duced artificially on a small scale by discharging a Leyden phial or
other conductor across a very small space of air, and through a
linear conductor of large electro-dynamic capacity and small ré¬
sistance. Should it be impossible on account of the too great
rapidity of the successive flashes for the unaided eye to distinguisb
them, Wheatstone's method of a revolving mirror might be
employed, and might show the spark as several points or short
lines of light separated by dark intervais, instead of a single point
of light, or of an unbroken line of light, as it would be if the
discharge were instantaneous, or were continuous and of appréciable
duration.

The experiments of Riess, Feddersen and others on the mag-
netization of fine steel needles by the discharge of electrified
conduçtors, illustrate in a very remarkable manner the oscillatory
character of the discharge in certain circumstances ; not only
Avhen, as in the case with which we are at présent occupied, the
whole mechanical effect of the discharge is produced within a
single linear conductor, but when induced currents in secondary
conductors generate a portion of the final thermal équivalent.

The décomposition of water by electricity from an ordinary
electrical machine, in which, as has been shown by Faraday, more
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than the electro-chemical équivalent of the whole electricity that
passes appears in oxygen and hydrogen rising mixed from each
pôle, is probably due to electrical oscillations in the discharger
conséquent on the successive sparks*. Thus, if the général law of
electro-chemical décomposition be applicable to currents of such
very short duration as that of each alternation in such an oscilla-
tory discharge as may take place in these circumstances, there
will be decomposed altogether as much water as is electro-
chemically équivalent to the sum of the quantities of electricity
that pass in ail the successive currents in the two directions, while
the quantities of oxygen and hydrogen which appear at the two
electrodes will differ by the quantities arising from the décom¬
position of a quantity of water electro-chemically équivalent to
only the quantity of electricity initially contained by the prin¬
cipal conductor. The formulas investigated above will be applicable
to this case if the end of the discharging train next the machine
be placed in metallic communication with an insulated con¬
ductor, satisfying the conditions laid dovsn with reference to the
"principal conductor" at the commencement of this paper, and if
this conductor be successively electrified by sparks from the
machine. The whole quantity of water decomposed will therefore
be the electro-chemical équivalent of the sum of the absolute
values of the quantities of electricity flowing out of and into the
principal conductor during the successive alternations of the
current, that is, according to the preceding formulas, the electro-
chemical équivalent of the quantity,

Jcir
_ for 2Ictr 1 4. e""2ia'

Q (1 + 2e 2A«' + 2e~2Aa' + &c.), or Q -g-,
1 g 2Aa'

* This explanation oceurred to me about a year and a half ago, in conséquence
of the conclusions regarding the oscillatory nature of the discharge in certain cir¬
cumstances drawn from the mathematical investigation. I afterwards found that
it had been suggested, as' a conjecture by Helmholtz, in his Erhaltung der Kraft
(Berlin, 1847), in the following terms:—

" ** It is easy to explain this law if we assume that the discharge of a battery
is not a simple motion of the electricity in one direction, but a backward and
forward motion between the coatings, in oscillations which become continually
smaller until the entire vis viva is destroyed by the sum of the résistances. The
notion that the current of discharge consists of alternately opposed currents is
favoured by the alternately opposed magnetic actions of the same ; and secondly, by
the phenoména observed by Wollaston while attempting to décomposé water by
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of electricity. This quantity will be the greater the more nearly

e 2Aa' approaches to unity, that is the greater is or — lj ,
4A

or the greater is Hence the greater the electro-dynamic

capacity of the discharger, the less its résistance, and the less the
electro-statical capacity of the principal conductor, the greater
will be the whole quantity of water decomposed. Probably the
best arrangement in practice would be one in which merely a small
bail or knob is substituted for a principal conductor fulfilling the
conditions prescribed above; but those conditions not being ful-
filled, the circumstances would not be exactly expressed by the
formulas of the présent communication. The résistance would be
rnuch diminished, and consequently the whole quantity of water
decomposed much increased, by substituting large platinum élec¬
trodes for the mere points used by Wollaston; but then the oxygen
and hydrogen separated during the first direct current would
adhéré to the platinum plates, and would be in part neutralized by
combination with the hydrogen and oxygen brought to the same
plates respectively by the succeeding reverse current; and so on
through ail the alternations of the discharge. In fact, if the élec¬
trodes be too large, ail the équivalent quantifies of the two gases
brought successively to the same electrode will recombine, and at
the end of the discharge there will be only oxygen at the one
electrode and only hydrogen at the other, in quantifies electro-
chemically équivalent to the initial charge of the principal con¬
ductor. Hence we see the necessity of using very minute élec¬
trodes, and of making a considérable quantity of electricity pass in
each discharge, so that each successive alternation of the current
may actually liberate from the electrodes some of the gases Avhich
it draws from the water. Probably the most effective arrange¬
ment would be one in which a Leyden phial or other body of con¬
sidérable capacity is put in connexion with the machine and
discharged in sparks through a powerful discharger, not only of
great electro-dynamic capacity and of as little résistance as possible
except where the metallic communication is broken in the elec-
trolytic vessel, but of great electro-statical capacity also, so that

electrie shoelrs, that both descriptions of gases are exhibited at both electrodes."
[Quoted from tlie translation in Taylor's New Scientijic Memoirs, Part II.]
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ail, or as great a portion as possible, of the oscillating electricity
may remain in it and not give rise- to successive sparks across
the space of air separating the discharger from the source of the
electricity.

The initial effect of a uniform electromotive force in establish-

ing a current in a linear conductor may be determined by giving
G and Q infinité values in the preceding formulai, and ® a finite
value V, which will amount to supposing the potential at one end
of the discharger to be kept constantly at the value V, while the
potential at the other end is kept at zéro. The formulas suitable to
this case, which is obviously a case of non-oscillatory discharge, are
(6) ; and from them we deduce

7=-(l-e a*) (16),

which agréés with conclusions arrived at by Helmholtz and others.
This resuit shows how, when a linear conductor, initially in a

state of electrical equilibrium, becomes subjected to a constant
electromotive force V between its extremities, a current com-

V
mences in it and rises gradually in strength towards the limit y-.

This limit cannot be perfectly reached in any finite time, although
in reality only a very minute time elapses from the commencement
in ordinary cases, until the current acquires so nearly the full

V
strength that no further augmentation is perceptible*.

The équations (6), expressing generally a continuous discharge,
assume the following forms when A is infinitely small,

ry = -9^e~k07 Gk

_t_
q=zQe ,cC

•(17),

which show how, when anytbing like electrical inertia is insensible,
the current commences instantly with its maximum strength,
and then gradually sinks as the charge gradually and permanently
leaves the principal conductor.

* See a paper by Helmholtz in Poggen&orfî's Annalen, 1852, which eontains
valuable researehes, both theoretical and expérimental, on this subject.
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One of the results of the preceding investigations shows a very
important application that may be made of Weber's expérimental
détermination of the " duration " of a transient current, to enable
us to détermine the numerical relation between electro-statical
and electro-magnetic units. For if cr dénoté the quantity of
electricity in electro-statical measure which passes in the unit of
time to constitute a current of unit strength in electro-magnetic
measure, the strength of a current expressed above by 7 will be

^ 7, in terms of the electro-magnetic unit ; and if K dénoté the
résistance, in absolute electro-magnetic measure, of a linear con-
ductor of which the résistance measured as above in terms of the
electro-statical unit is le, we have

K

which gives
g)"-*

= ~ (18).

Hence the first of équations (11) gives
/2KC\i

a — (19).

Now Weber has not only determined T, in certain cases alluded
to above, but has shown how K may be determined for any linear
conductor. Again, the value of G for a Leyden phial is, according
to Green and Faraday, expressed by the équation

°-'ir »•
where 8 dénotés the area of one side of the coated glass, t the
thickness of the glass, and I the spécifie inductive capacity of its
substance*. Thus, either by using a Leyden phial or some other
conductor of which the electro-statical capacity can be found, and
by determining the "duration" of a discharge from it through
a linear conductor, of which the résistance in absolute electro-
magnetic measure has been determined, we have everything that

* The value of I for flint-glass is, according to Faraday (Expérimental Ile-
searches, Sériés XI.), greater than l'7G, for shell-lac about 2, for sulphur rather
more than 2'2. See a paper "On the Elementary Laws of Statical Electricity,"
§ 8. (Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. 1., Nov. 1815.) [Art. xxo
above.)
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is required for calculating the value of a by means of équation
(19). The détermination of this quantity enables us to compare
the electro-statical and electro-magnetic measures of electromotive
force. For if V dénoté a constant différence of potentials kept
up between the two extremities of a linear conductor, and if y
dénoté the strength of the uniform current that results, we have,
according to the conclusions drawn above from (16), y= V/k. But
if F dénoté the electromotive force between the ends of the linear
conductor in electro-magnetic measure, we have

1
= F_F_

K~aVc'

and therefore F= a V (21).
Many différent ways of determining the value of this important

element, a, besides that suggested above, might probably be put in
practice. Perhaps the most accurate would be to take a multiple
galvanic battery of constant and known electromotive force (con-
sisting, for instance, of a hnndred or more cells of Daniell's), and
measure the force of attraction between two plane conductors
parallel to one another at a very small ineasured distance asunder,
with only air between them. If X be the force of attraction
thus measured, a the distance between the conductors, 8 the area

of each or of that portion of each which is directly opposed to the
other, and V the différence of the electrical potential kept up
between them by the battery, we should have V= a (8ttX/S)^ ;
and therefore, if F be the electromotive force of the battery in
electro-magnetic measure, a = F/^Xa'/S)*.

[Note added Aug. 11, 1882. The theory of oscillatory electric discharge inves-
tigated in the preceding paper, of 1853, soon reeeived an interesting illustration in
Peddersen's beautiful photographie investigation of the electric spark (Pogg. Ann.
Vol. cviii. p. 497, 1859; and Vols. cxii. and oxin., 1861). More recently (see Pogg.
Ann. clii., 1874, p. 535) it has been made the subject of a very important and ably
performed expérimental research (" Einige experimentelle Untersuchungen iiber
electrische Sclrwingungen ; von N. Schiller") in Helmholtz's laboratory in Berlin;
and among other valuable results the spécifie inductive capacities of several solid
insulating substances have been determined from the measurements of periods of
the observed oscillations.]
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[From PMI. Mag. Yol. v. Feb. 1853.]

Art. LXIII. On the Restoeation of Mechanical Energy
FROM AN UNEQUALLY HEATED SPACE.

When heat is cliffused by conduction from one part to another
of an unequally heated body, the body is put into such a state that
it is impossible to dérivé as much mechanical effect of a non-
thermal kind* from it as could have been derived from the body
in its given state -f\ Hence, if a body be given in an envelope
imperméable to heat, with its différent parts at différent tempéra¬
tures, a dissipation of mechanical energy within it, going on until
the températures of ail its parts become the same, can only be
avoided by immediately restoring a portion of its mechanical
energy from the state of heat, and equalizing the température of
ail its parts, wholly by the opération of perfect thermo-dynamic
engines. Let T be the uniform température to which the body is
brought by this process of restoration ; let t be the température
of the body in its given condition at any point xyz ; and let
cdt.dx dy dz be the quantity of heat that an infinitely small element,
dx dy dz, of the body at this point must part with to go down

* [Note added Jan. 14, 1853.] Instead of " mechanical effect of a non-thermal
kind," I should have said simply potential energy, had I at the time of writing this
paper learned the use of the admirable terms "potential" and "actual" introduced
by Mr Rankine in his paper "On the Transformation of Energy " (communicated to
the Glasgow Philosophical Society at its last meeting, Jan. 5, and published in the
présent number of the Philosophical Magazine), to designate the two kinds of energy
which I had previously distinguished by the inconvénient adjectives of "statical"
and "dynamical." (See Proc. Roy. Soc., Edinb., April 19, 1852; or Phil. Mag.,
Oct., 1852, p. 304.) [Art. lix. above.]

t Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for April 19, 1852 (p. 139), or p.
305 of the last Volume of this Journal [Art. lix. above], The formulse given in that
paper which have reference to the subject of the présent communication, requiro
corrections, which are indicated in "Errata" published in the last Number.
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in température from t to t — dt. Let us suppose that this quantity
of heat enters a perfect thermo-dynamic engine, of which the
hot part is at the température t, and the cold part at the
température T. The quantity of work that will be derived from it
will be

dxdydzJ.cdt.{ (a),
where p. dénotés Carnot's function, and J the mechanical équi¬
valent of the thermal unit (see "Djmamical Theory of Heat," § 25,
Trans. Royal Soc., Edinb., 1851, or Pliil. Mag., Aug. 1852) [Art.
XLVIII. above], and the part of it rejected as waste into the
refrigerator at the température T will be

7irt
dx dy dz. cdt. e ■

or

f î
dx dy dz. cdt. e J (5),

zlP
dx dy dz.cdt.e M

-IrT „ ^ ''

Hence the whole work obtained by lowering, by means of a perfect
thermo-dynamic engine, the temperture of the element dx dy dz
from t to T is

-ir«

dx dy dz [ J. cdt,. (1 — e J ''dt) (d) ;J T

and the part of the heat taken from this element, which is rejected
into the refrigerator, is

-1 Çt

,1dxdy dz I cdt.

JJo

or

-ir«
dx dy dz | j'cdt e 'h*** -J*cdt e ■(e).

These expressions are of course equally applicable to parts of
the body of which the températures are lower than T-, and, without
change of form, will express respectively (in virtue of the algebraic
signs corresponding to any case in which t is < T), (d) the quantity
of work obtained by raising the température of an element dxdydz
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from t to T by heat drawn frora a source at the température T by
means of a perfect thermo-dynamic engine, and (e) the négative quan-
tity of heat given to the part of the engine at the température
T in this process. Now if such a process be completed for every
part of the body without either taking or giving heat by communica¬
tion with other bodies, the whole quantity of heat given to the
refrigerators at T by the engines worked from ail the parts of
the body for which t > T, must be equal to the whole quantity
given by the sources at T to the engines working to raise the
température of those parts of the body for which t<T; or,
algebraically, the sum of the quantities of heat given by ail the
engines to the parts of them at T must be 0, that is, according
to (e),

r* zlj'^dt_rrJJJdxdy dz jj" cdt. eJ — J'cdt.
j J J o

■0 (1).

From this we deduce

JJJdx dydz.j cdt. e — JJJgx dy dzJ cdt. e J (2),
by which the value of T may be found. When T is determined,
the whole work obtained in the process may be calculated by
adding ail the terms given by the expression (d); and thus, if W
dénoté its value, we find

W^jJffdxdydz j'cdt. (l-e^^dt) (3).
The first member of the former of these équations may be put

into a simpler form if we take © to dénoté the thermal capacity
of the whole body at the température 6, a quantity which must
generally be considered as a function of 6. Thus, if cedxdydz
dénoté the thermal capacity of the portion dx dy dz when at the
température 6, we have

JJJcedx dy dz = <d (4) ;
and the équation becomes

JJedÛ. e^d' — JJJdx dy dzj* cdt. e^dt (5).
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the value of the intégral

In order that tbere may be data enough for solvingthe problem,
the nature of the given body must be specified so that the value
of c for each point xyz is known, not only for the given initial
température t of that point, but for ail other températures through
which we have to suppose it to vary in this investigation ; and ©
is therefore to be regarded as a known function of 6. Hence

[ @dûeJ^dt maybe regarded as a knownJ o

function of 6, and may be tabulated for différent values of this
variable. The value of 6, for which this function is equal to the
second member of équation (5), is the required quantity T.

The solution of the problem may be put under a very simple
form, if the thermal capacity of each part of the body be inde-
pendent of the température, in the following manner. Let the
température of the body be measured according to an absolute
scale, founded on the values of Carnot's function, and expressed by
the following équation,

t = - — a (6),
H-

where a is a constant which might have any value, but ought to
have for its value the reciprocal of the coefficient of expansion
of air, in order that the System of measuring température here
adopted may agree approximately with that of the air-thermo-
meter. Then we have

ait a. , "
6 Jh — an(J g Jh -

t + a. ' 0 + a'

and since, according to the hypothesis that is now made, © is con -
stant, the first member of équation (5) becomes simply

„ . T + a
@a l0g~^

and we have explicitly, for the value of T, the équation

T= a YT • >*»*»& _

JJJlog(i+a) .cdxdydz
m [[[cdxdydz

or 1 = e JJJ — a

•(7);
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and équation (3) takes the simpler form,

W = JJJJcdœdydzjt — T — (T + a) log (8).
If the given body be of infinité extent, and if the température

of ail parts of it have a uniform value, T, with the exception of a
certain limited space of finite extent through which there is a

given varied distribution of température, any of the équations
(2), (5), or (7) leads to the resuit

T= T,

which might have been foreseen without analysis. In this case,
then, équation (3) gives (in terms of a definite intégral of which
the elements vanish for ail points at which t has the value T) the
work that may be obtained by hringing the température of ail the
matter to T; and the same resuit is expressed more simply by (8)
when the spécifie beat of ail the matter in the space through
which the initial distribution of température is non-uniform does
not vary with the température.

END OF VOL. X.

( I.IL1E )
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PUBLICATIONS

Edited for the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.

A TREATISE ON NATTJRAL PHILOSOPHY. By Sir -W.
Thomson, LL.D., D.C.L., E.B.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Glasgow, and P. G. Tait, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy
in the University of Edinburgh. Vol. I. Part I. Demy 8vo. 16s.

Part II. Nearly ready.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Professors
Sir W. Thomson and P. G. Tait. Part I. Demy 8vo. cloth. Second
Edition. 9s.

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROFESSOR
J. CLEBK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. Niven, M.A. In 2 Vols, royal 4to.

[In the Press.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS. By Geobge
Gabriel Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., E.B.S., Fellow of Pembroke Collège
and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge.
Beprinted from the Original Journals and Transactions, with Additional Notes
by the Author. Vol. I. Demy 8vo. eloth. 15s. Vol. II. Nearly ready.
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THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT. By Joseph
Fourier. Translatée!, with Notes, by A. Freeman, M.A., Fellow of St John's
Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 16s.

THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCHES OF THE HONOUR-
ABLE HENRY CAYENDISH, F.E.S. Written between 1771 and 1781.
Edited from the. original manuseripts in the possession of the Duke of
Devonshire, K.G., by J. Cleric Maxwell, F.E.S. Demy 8vo. cloth. 18s.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON QUATERNIONS. By
P. G. Tait, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the TJniversity of
Edinburgh. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 14s.

HYDRODYNAMICS. A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory
of the Motion of Fluids. By Horace Lamb, M. A., formerly Fellow of Trinity
Collège, Cambridge ; Professor of Mathematics in the University of Adelaide.
Demy 8vo. 12s.

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMINANTS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN ANALYSIS AND GrEOMETRY, By
Robert Forsyth Scott, M.A., of St John's Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo.
12s.

aonDon : C. J. CLAY, M.A. & SON,
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREIiOUSE,

17, Patebnoster Row.

In the Press.

PAPERS ON ELECTROSTATICS AND MAGNETISM. By
Sir W. Thomson, F.R.S. Neiv Edition. Macmillan and Co.
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PUBLICATIONS OF

CIn Camfcrftge ©îu'btrsh'tp fresiô.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &c.
THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE of the Au-

thorized English Version, with the Text Revised by a Collation of its
Early and other Principal Editions, the Use of the Italie Type made
uniform, the Marginal References remodelled, and a Critical Intro¬
duction prefixed, by F. H. A. Scrivener, M.A., LL.D., Editor of
the Greek Testament, Codex Augiensis, &c., and one of the Revisers
of the Authorized Version. Crown 4to. gilt. 21 s.

From the Times.
_ Syndics of the Cambridge University Press,

"Students of the Bible should be particu- an édition of the English Bible, according to
larly grateful (to the Cambridge University the text of 1611, revised by a comparison with
Press) for having produced, with the able as- later issues on principles stated by him in his
sistance of Dr Scrivener, a complété critical Introduction. Here he enters at length into
édition of the Authorized Version of the Eng- the history of the chief éditions of the version,
lish Bible, an édition such as, to use the words and of such features as the marginal notes, the
of the Editor, ' would have been executed long use of italic type, and the changes of ortho-
ago had this version been nothing more than graphy, as well as into the most interesting
the greatest and best known of English clas- question as to the original texts from which
sics.' Falling at a time when the formai revi- our translation is produced."
sion of this version has been undertaken by a r? jt j- * r> j

distinguished Company of scholars and divines, ithe Methodist Recorder. _

the publication of this édition must be corn lhls noble I1'»"0 ?f 0,Y,er I3°3 Pa! r if
sidered most opportune." eY"y r"Pect worthy of editor and publ.shers

Front the Athenœum allke' .ahe name of the Cambridge University
"Apart from its religions importance, the Prfss '5 fuara"'ee enough for its perfection m

English Bible has the glory, which but few °u"rard form, the name of the editor is equal
sister versions indeed can claim, of being the guaranteo for the worth and açcuracy of its
chief classic of the language, of having, in contente. Wlthout question it .s lie best
conjonction with Shakspeare, and in an im- ?arafap.b e'b]e eyer ^'«hed, and „s re.
measurable degree more tha'n he, fixed the d"ce.d P"ce of,a gtnnea brings it within reach
language beyond any possibility of important of a IarBe nUmber of students.'
change. Thus the recent contributions to the From the Londwi Qucirterly Review.
literature of the subject, by such workers as " The work is worthy in every respect of the
Mr Francis Fry and Canon Westcott, appeal editor's famé, and of the Cambridge University
to a wide range of sympathies; and to these Press. The noble English Version, to which
may now be added Dr Scrivener, well known our country and religion"owe so much, was
for his labours in the cause of the Greek Testa- probably never presented before in so perfect a
ment criticism, who has brought out, for the form."

THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE. Student's
Edition, on good writing ftafter, with one column of print and wide
margin to each page for MS. notes. This édition will be found of
great use to those who are engaged in the task of Biblical criticism.
Two Vols. Crown 4-to. gilt. 3U. 6d.

THE AUTHORIZED EDITION OF THE ENGLISH
BIBLE (1611), ITS SUBSEQUENT REPRINTS AND MO-
DERN REPRESENTATIVES. Being the Introduction to the
Cambridge Paragraph Bible (1873), re-edited with corrections and
additions. By F. H. A. Scrivener, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., Pre-
bendary of Exeter and Vicar of Hendon. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

THE LECTIONARY BIBLE, WITH APOCRYPHA,
divided into Sections adapted to the Calendar and Tables of
Lessons of 1871. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

London : C. J. Cla y <&-» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehonse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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BREVIARIUM AD USUM INSIGNIS ECCLESIAE
SARUM. Juxta Editionem maximam pro Claudio Chevallon
et Francisco Regnault a.d. mdxxxi. in Aima Parisiorum
Academia impressam : labore ac studio Francisci Procter,
A.m., et Christophori Wordsworth, A.m.

fasciculus I. In quo continentur Kalendartum, et ordo
Temporalis sive Proprium de Tempore totius anni, una cum
ordinali suo quod usitato vocabulo dicitur plca sive Directorium
Sacerdotum. Demy 8vo. i8a

"The value of this reprint is considérable to cost prohibîtory to ail but a few. . . . Messrs
liturgical students, who will now be able to con- Procter and Wordsworth have discharged their
suit in-their own libraries a work absolu tely in- éditorial task with much care and judgment,
dispensable to a right understanding of the lus- though the conditions under which they have
tory of the Prayer-Book, but which till now been working are such as to hide that fact from
usually necessitated a visit to some public ail but experts."—Literary Churchman.
library, since the rarity of the volume made its

Fasciculus II. In quo continentur Psalterium, cum ordinario
Officii totius hebdomadae juxta Horas Canonicas, et proprio Com-
pletorii, Litania, Commune Sanctorum, Ordinarium Missae
cum Canone et xiii Missis, &c. &c. Demy 8vo. 12s.

"Not only experts in liturgiology, but ail For ail persons of religious tastes the Breviary,
persons interested in the history of the Anglican with its mixture of Psalin and Anthem and
Bookof Common Prayer, will be grateful to the Prayer and Hymn, ail hanging one on the
Syndicate of the Cambridge University Press other, and connected into a harmonious whole,
for forwarding the publication of the volume must be deeply interesting."—CImrch Qucir~
which bears the above title, and which has ierly Revie%u.
recently appeared under their auspices."— "The editors have done their work excel-
Notes and Queries. lently, and deserve ail praise for their labours

"Cambridge has worthily taken the lead in rendering what they justly call 'this most
with the Breviary, which is of especial value interesting Service-book ' more readily access-
for that part of the reform of the Prayer-Book ible to historical and liturgica students.''—
which will fit it for the wants of our time . . . Saturday-Rcview.

Fasciculus III. In quo continetur Proprium Sanctorum
quod et sanctorale dicitur, una cum accentuario. Demy 8vo. 15J.

Fasciculi I. II. III. complété, £2. 2s.
GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT, in parallel

Columns on the same page. Edited by J. Scholefield, M.A. late
Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Small Odlavo. New
Edition, with the Marginal Référencés as arranged and revised by
Dr Scrivener. Cloth, red edges. 7s. 6d.

GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT. The Stu-
dent's Edition of the above, on large writingfiaper. 4to. \2s.

GREEK TESTAMENT, ex editione Stephani tertia, 1550.
Small 8vo. 3r. 6d.

THE NEW TESTAMENT IN GREEK according to the
text followed in the Authorised Version, with the Variations adopted
in the Revised Version. Edited by F. H. A. Scrivener, M.A.,
D.C.L., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 6s. Morocco boards or limp. 12s.

THE PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND
ENGLISH, being the Authorised Version setforth in 1611 Arranged
in Parallel Columns with the Revised Version of 1881, and with the
original Greek, as edited by F. H. A. scrivener, M.A., D.C.L.,
LL.D. Prebendary of Exeter and Vicar of Hendon. Crown 8vo.
12s. 6d. The Revised Version is tlie Joint Property of the Universi-
ties of Cambridge and Oxford.

London: C. J, Clav & Sons, Cambridge University Press' Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES, with Notes and In¬
troduction. By the Very Rev. E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of
Wells. Large Paper Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

" No one can say that the Old Testament is point in English exegesis of the Old Testa-
a dull or worn-out subject after reading this ment; indeed, even Delitzsch, whose pride it
singularly attractive and also instructive com- is to leave no source of illustration unexplored,
mentary. Its wealth of literary and historical is far inferior on this head to Dr Plumptre."—
illustration surpasses anything to which we can Academy, Sept. 10, 1881.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW in
Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions, synoptically arranged:
with Collations of the best Manuscripts. By J. M. Kemble, M.A.
and Archdeacon Hardwick. Demy 4to. lor.

New Edition. By the Rev. Professor Skeat. [Immediately.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK in Anglo-

Saxon and Northumbrian Versions, synoptically arranged : with Col¬
lations exhibiting ail the Readings of ail the MSS. Edited by the
Rev. W. W. Skeat, Litt.D., Elrington and Bosworth Professor of
Anglo-Saxon. Demy 4to. ros.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE, uniform
with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 4to. 10s.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN, uniform
with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 4to. ioj.

" The Gospel according to St John, in Kemble, some forty years ago. Of the par-
Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions: ticular volume now before us, we can only say
Edited for the Syndics of the University it is worthy of its two predecessors. We repeat
Press, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A., that the service rendered to the study of Anglo-
completes an undertaking designed and com- Saxon by this Synoptic collection cannot easily
menced by that distinguished scholar, J. M. be overstated."—Contem/orary Review.
THE POINTED PRAYER BOOK, being the Book of

Common Prayer with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as
they are to be sung or said in Churches. Royal 24mo. ir. 6d.

The same in square 32mo. cloth. 6d.
THE CAMBRIDGE PSALTER, for the use of Choirs and

Organists. Specially adapted for Congrégations in which the " Cam¬
bridge Pointed Prayer Book" is used. Demy 8vo. cloth extra, 3-r. 6d.
cloth limp, eut flush. 2s. 6d. >

THE PARAGRAPH PSALTER, arranged for the use of
Choirs by Brooke Foss Westcott, D.D., Regius Professor of
Divinity in the University of Cambridge. Fcap. 4to. $s.

The same in royal 32mo. Cloth l.r. Leather l.r. 6d.
"The Paragraph Psalter exhibits ail the and there is not a clergyman or organist in

care, thought, and learning that those acquaint- England who should be without this Psalter
ed with the works of the Regius Professor of as a work of reference."—Moming Post.
Divinity at Cambridge would expect to find,
THE MISSING FRAGMENT OF THE LATIN TRANS¬

LATION OF THE FOURTH BOOK OF EZRA, discovered,
and edited with an Introduction and Notes, and a facsimile of the
MS., by Robert L. Bensly, M.A., Reader in Hebrew, Gonville and
Caius Collège, Cambridge. Demy 4to. ior.

"It has been said of this book that it has Bible we understand that of the larger size
added a new chapter to the Bible, and, startling which contains the Apocrypha. and if the
as the statement may at first sight appear, it is Second Book of Esdras can be fairly called a
no exaggeration of the actual fact, if by the part of the Apocrypha. "—Saturday Review.

GOSPEL DIBTICULTIES, or the Displaced Section of
S. Luke. By the Rev. J. J. I-Ialcombe, Rector of Balsham and
Rural Dean of North Camps, formerly Reader and Librarian at the
Charterhouse. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

London : C. y. Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THEOLOGY—(ANCIENT).
THE GREEK LITURGIES. Chiefly from original Autho-

rities. By C. A. Swainson, D.D., Master of Christ's Collège, Cam¬
bridge. Crown 4to. Paper covers. 15J.

"Jeder folgende Forscher wird dankbâr Griechischen Liturgien sicher gelegt hat."—
anerkennen, dass Swainson das Fundament zu Adolph Harnack, Theologische Literatur-
einer historiseh-kritischen Geschichte der Zeitung.

THE PALESTINIAN MISHNA. By W. H. LOWE, M.A.,
Lecturer in Hebrew at Christ's Collège, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 21 s.

SAYINGS OF THE JEWISH FATHERS, comprising
Pirqe Aboth and Pereq R. Meir in Hebrew and English, with Cri-
tical and Illustrative Notes. By Charles Tayi.or, D.D. Master
of St John's Collège, Cambridge, and Honorary Fellow of King's
Collège, London. Demy 8vo. 10s.

' A careful and thorough édition which does
crédit to English scholarship, of a short treatise
from the Mishna, containing a sériés of sen¬
tences or maxims ascribed mostly to Jewish
teachers immediately preceding, or immediately
following the Christian era. . —Contempo-
rary Review.

"The 'Masseketh Aboth* stands at the
head of Hebrew non-canonical writings. It is
of ancient date, claiming to contain the dicta
of teschers who flourished from b.c. 200 to the
same year of our era. The précisé time of its
compilation in its présent form is, of course, in
doubt. Mr Taylor's explanatory and illustra¬
tive commentary is very full and satisfactory."
—Spectator.

THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA'S COMMENTARY
ON THE MINOR EPISTLES OF S. PAUL. The Latin Ver¬
sion with the Greek Fragments, edited from the MSS. with Notes
and an Introduction, by H. B. Swete, D.D., Rector of Ashdon,
Essex, and late Fellow of Gonville and Caius Collège, Cambridge.
In Two Volumes. Volume I., containing the Introduction, with
Facsimiles of the MSS., and the Commentary upon Galatians—
Colossians. Demy 8vo. 12s.

"In dem oben verzeichneten Bûche liegt
uns die erste Hâlfte einer vollstândigen, ebenso
sorgfâltig gearbeiteten wie schôn ausgestat-
teten Ausgabe des Commentars mit ausfuhr-
lichen Prolegomena und reichhaltigen kritis-
chen und erlâuternden Anmerkungen vor."—
Literarisches Centralblatt.

"It is the resuit of thorough, careful, and
patient investigation of ail the points bearing
on the subject, and the results are presented
with admirable good sense and modesty."—
Guardian.

"Auf Grund dieser Quellen ist der Text
bei Swete mit musterhafter Akribie herge-
stellt. Aber auch sonst hat der Herausgeber
mit unermùdlichem Fleisse und eingehend-
ster Sachkenntniss sein Werk mit allen den-
jenigen Zugaben ausgeriistet, welche bei einer
solchen Text-Ausgabe nur irgend

_ erwartet
werden kônnen. ... Von den drei Haupt-

handschriften . . . sind vortrefïliche photo-
graphische Facsimile's beigegeben, wie ùber-
haupt das ganze Werk von der University
P?-ess zu Cambridge mit bekannter Eleganz
ausgestattet ist."—Theologische Literaturzei~
tung.

"It is a hopeful sïgn, amid forebodings
which arise about the theological learning of
the Universities, that we have before us the
first instalment of a thoroughly scientific and
painstaking work, commenced at Cambridge
and completed at a country rectory."— Church
Quarterly Review (Jan. 1881).

" Hernn Swete's Leistung ist eine so
tiichtige dass wir das Werk in keinen besseren
Hânden wissen mochten, und mit den sich-
ersten Erwartungen auf das Gelingen der
Fortsetzung entgegen sehen."—Gôttingische
gelehrte Anzeigen (Sept. 1881).

Volume II., containing the Commentary on i Thessalonians-
Philemon, Appendices and Indices. 12s.

"Eine Ausgabe . . . fur welche aile zugâng-
lichen Hiilfsmittel in musterhafter Weise be-
niitzt wurden . . . eine reife Frucht siebenjâhri-
gen Fleisses."—Theologische LiteraUirzeitung
(Sept. 23, 1882).

"Mit derselben Sorgfalt bearbeitet die wir
bei dem ersten Theile gerûhmt haben."—
Literarisches Centralblatt (July 29, 1882).

"M. Jacobi...commença...une édition du
texte. Ce travail a été repris en Angleterre et

mené à bien dans les deux volumes que je
signale en ce moment...Elle est accompagnée
de notes érudites, suivie de divers appendices,
parmi lesquels on appréciera surtout un recueil
des fragments des oeuvres dogmatiques, de
Théodore, et précédée d'une introduction où
sont traitées à fond toutes les questions d'his¬
toire littéraire qui se rattachent soit au com¬
mentaire lui-même, soit à. sa version Latine."—
Bulletin Critique, 1885.

Lotulon : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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SANCTI IRENHïI EPISCOPI LUGDUNENSIS libros
quinque adversus Hsereses, versione Latina cum Codicibus Claro-
montano ac Arundeliano denuo collata, praemissa de placitis Gnos-
ticorum prolusione, fragmenta necnon Graece, Syriace, Armeniace,
commentatione perpétua et indicibus variis edidit W. Wigan
Harvey, S.T.B. Collegii Regalis olim Socius. 2 Vols. 8vo. i8r.

M. MINUCII FELICIS OCTAVIUS. The text newly
revised from the original MS., with an English Commentary,
Analysis, Introduction, and Copious -Indices. Edited by H. A.
Holden, LL.D. Examiner in Greek to the University of London.
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THEOPHILI EPISCOPI ANTIOCHENSIS LIBRI
TRES AD AUTOLYCUM edidit, Prolegomenis Versione Notulis
Indicibus instruxit Gulielmus Gilson Humphry, S.T.B. Collegii
SanCtiss. Trin. apud Cantabrigienses quondam Socius. Post 8vo. 5-r.

THEOPHYLACTI IN EVANGELIUM S. MATTHHlI
COMMENTARIUS, edited by W. G. Humphry, B.D. Prebendary
of St Paul's, late Fellow of Trinity Collège. Demy 8vo. Js. 6d.

TERTULLIANUS DE CORONA MILITIS, DE SPEC-
TACULIS, DE IDOLOLATRIA, with Analysis and English Notes,
by George Currey, D.D. Preacher at the Charter House, late
Fellow and Tutor of St John's Collège. Crown 8vo. 51-.

FRAGMENTS OF PHILO AND JOSEPHUS. Newly
edited by J. Rendel Harris, M.A., Fellow of Clare Collège,
Cambridge. With two Facsimiles. Demy 4to. 12r. 6d.

THE ORIGIN OF THE LEICESTER CODEX OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT. By J. Rendel Harris, M.A.

[.Nearly ready.

THEOLOGY—(ENGLISH).
WORKS OF ISAAC BARROW, compared with the Ori¬

ginal MSS., enlarged with Materials hitherto unpublished. A new
Edition, by A. Napier, M.A. of Trinity Collège, Vicar of Holkham,
Norfolk. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo. ^3- 3J-

TREATISE OF THE POPE'S SUPREMACY, and a
Discourse concerning the Unity of the Church, by Isaac Barrow.
Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PEARSON'S EXPOSITION OF THE CREED, edited
by Temple Chevallier, B.D. late Fellow and Tutor of St Catha-
rine's Collège, Cambridge. New Edition. Revised by R. slnker,
B.D., Librarian of Trinity Collège. Demy 8vo. I2j.

"a new édition of JBishop Pearson's famous places, and the citations themselves have been
work On the Creed hasjust been issued by the adapted to the best and newest texts of the
Cambridge University Press. It is the well- several authors—texts which have undergone
known édition of Temple Chevallier, thoroughly vast improvements within the last two centu-
overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, of Trinity ries. The Indices have also been revised and
Collège. The whole text and notes have been enlarged Al'together this appears to be the
most carefully examined and corrected, and most complété and convenient édition as yet
spécial pains have been taken to verify the al- published of a work which has long been re-
most innumerable references. These have been cognised in ail quarters as a standard one."—
more clearly and accurately given in very many Guardian.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE

CREED written by the Right Rev. John Pearson, D.D. late Lord
Bishop of Chester, by W. H. Mill, D.D. late Regius Professor of
Hebrew in the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5s.

London: C. J. Clav Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Laite.
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WHEATLY ON THE COMMON FRAYER, edited by
G. E. CoRRIE, D.D. late Master of Jésus Collège. Demy8vo. ys.bd.

TWO FORMS OF PRAYER OF THE TIME OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH. Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. bd.

"From ' Collections and Notes' 1867—1876, ker Society's volume of Occasional Forms of
by W. Carew Hazlitt (p. 340), we learn that— Prayer, but it had been lost sight of for 200
'A very remarkable Volume,-in the original years.' 13y the kindness of the présent pos-
vellum cover, and containing 25 Forms of sessor of this valuable volume, containing in ail
Prayer of the reign of Elizabeth, each with the 25 distinct publications, I ain enabled to re-
autographof Humphrey Dyson, has lately fallen print in the following pages the two Forms
into the hands of my friend Mr H. Pyne. It is of Prayer supposed to have been lost."—Ex-
mentioned specially in the Préfacé to the Par- tract from the Préfacé.
CjESAR MORGAN'S INVESTIGATION OF THE

TRINITY OF PLATO, and of Philo Judasus, and of the effecfts
which an attachment to their writings had upon the principles and
reasonings of the Fathers of the Christian Church. Revised by H. A.
PlOLDEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo. t[s.

SELECT DISCOURSES, by John Smitii, late Fellovv of
Oueens' Collège, Cambridge. Edited by H. G. Williams, B.D. late
Professor of Arabie. Royal 8vo. ys. 6d.

"The 'Select Discourses' of John Smith, with the richest lights of méditative genius...
collected and published from his papers after He was one of those rare thinkers in whom
his death, are, in my opinion, much the most largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of
considérable work left to us by this Cambridge poetic and spéculative insight, only served to
School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They have evoke more fully the religions spirit, and while
a right to a place in English literary history." hedrewthe mouldof his thoùghtfrom Plotinus
—Mr Matthew Arnold, in the Contempo- hevivified the substance of it from St Paul."—
rary Revieiv. Principal Tulloch, Rational Theology in

"Of ail the products of the Cambridge England in the xjth Cetitury.
School, the 'Select Discourses' are perhaps "We may instance Mr Henry Griffin Wil-
the highest, as they are the most accessible liams's revised édition of Mr John Smith's
and the most widely appreciated...and indeed 'Select Discourses,' which have won Mr
110 spiritually thoughtful mind can read them Matthew Arnold's admiration, as an example
unmoved. They carry us so directly into an of worthy work for an University Press to
atmosphère of divine philosophy, luminous uridertake."—Times.
THE HOMILIES, with Various Readings, and the Quo-

tations from the Fathers given at length in the Original Languages.
Edited by G. E. CoitRlE, D.D. late Master of Jésus Collège. Demy
8vo. 7s. 6d.

DE OBLIGATIONS CONSCIENTES PRrELECTIONES
decem Oxonii in Schola Theologica habite a Roberto Sanderson,
SS. Theologias ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes,
including an abridged Translation, by W. Whewell, D.D. late
Master of Trinity Collège. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.

ARCHBISHOP USIIER'S ANSWER TO A JESUIT,
with other Tradts on Popery. Edited by J. Scholefield, M.A. late
Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.

WILSON'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD OF
explaining the New Testament, by tlie early opinions of Jews and
Christians concerning Christ. Edited by T. Turton, D.D. late
Lord Bishop of Ely. Demy 8vo. 5s.

LECTURES ON DIVINITY delivered in the University
of Cambridge, by John Hey, D.D. Third Edition, revised by T.
Turton, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 15j.

S. AUSTIN AND HIS PLACE IN THE HISTORY
OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. Being the Hulsean Lectures for
1885. By W. Cunningham, B.D., Chaplain and Birkbeck Lecturer,
Trinity Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. Buckram, \2s„bd.

London : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press IVarchousc,
Ave Maria Lav.e.
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PUBLICATIONS OF

ARABIC, SANSKRIT, SYRIAC, &c.
THE DIVYÂVADÂNA, a Collection of Early Buddhist

Legends, now first edited from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in
Cambridge and Paris. By E. B. Cowell, M.A., Professor of
Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge, and R. A. Neil, M.A.,
Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke Collège. Demy 8vo. i8.r.

POEMS OF BEHA ED DIN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT.
With a Metrical Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H.
Palmer, M.A., Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord
Almoner's Professor of Arabie, formerly Fellow of St John's Collège,
Cambridge. 2 vols. Crown 4to.

Vol. I. The Arabic Text. ior. 611. ; cloth extra. 15j.
Vol. II. English Translation, ior. 6d. ; cloth extra. 15.1.

" We h ave no hésitation in saying that in remarked, by not unskilful imitations of the
both Prof. Palmer has made an addition to Ori- styles of several of our own favourite poets,
entai literature for which scholars should be living and dead."—Saturday Review.
grateful ; and that, while his knowledge of "This sumptuoiïs édition of the poems of
Arabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mastery Behâ-ed-din Zoheir is a very welcome addition
of the original, his English compositions are to the small sériés of Eastern poets accessible
distinguished by versatility, command of lan- to readers who are not Orientalists."—Aca-
guage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we have demy.

THE CHRONICLE OF JOSHUA THE STYLITE, com-
posed in Syriac a.d. 507 with an English translation and notes, by
W. Wright, LL.D., Professor of Arabic. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

11 Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat ein Lehrmittel fur den syrischen TJnterricht ; es
nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen erscheint auch gerade zur rechten Zeit, da die
dritten Bearbeiter gefunden, der sich um die zweite Ausgabe von Roedigers syrischer Chres-
Emendation des Textes wie um die Erklarung tomathie im Buchhandel vollstândig vergriffen
der Realien wesentlich verdient gemacht hat und diejenige von Kirsch-Bernstein nur noch

. . . Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dankens- in wenigen Exemplaren vorhanden ist."—
werte Gabe und besonders empfehlenswert als Deutsche Litteraturzeitung.

KALÏLAH AND DIMNAH, OR, THE FABLES OF
BIDPAI ; being an account of their Iiterary history, together with
an English Translation of the same, with Notes, by I. G. N. Keith-
Falconer, M.A., Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the Univer¬
sity of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

NALOPÀKHYÀNAM, OR, THE TALE OF NALA ;
containing the Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a
Vocabulary and a sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the late
Rev. Thomas Jarrett, M.A. Trinity Collège, Regius Professor
of Hebrew. Demy 8vo. ios-,

NOTES ON THE TALE OF NALA, for the use of
Classical Students, by J. Peile, Litt. D., Fellow and Tutor of
Christ's Collège. Demy 8vo. I2J.

CATALOGUE OF THE BUDDHIST SANSKRIT
MANUSCRIPTS in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited
by C. Bendall, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius Collège. Demy
8vo. 12 s.

"It is unnecessary to state how the com- those concerned in it on the resuit. . . Mr Ben-
pilation of the présent catalogue came to be dall has entitled himself to the thanks of ail
placed in Mr Bendall's hands; from the cha- Oriental scholars, and we hope he may have
racter of his work it is évident the sélection before him a long course of successful labour in
was judicious, and we may fairly congratulate the field he has chosen."—Atheuœum.

London: C. J. Clay & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Latte.
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GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS, &c.
SOPHOCLES : The Plays and Fragments, with Critical

Notes, Commentary, and Translation in English Prose, by R. C.
Jebb, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow.

Part I. Oedipus Tyrannus. Demy 8vo. New Edition, In the Press.
Part II. Oedipus Coloneus. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.
Part III. The Antigone. \In the Press.
"Of his explanatory and critical notes we vivacity. In fact, one might take this édition

can only speak with admiration. Thorough with him on a journey, and, without any other
scholarship combines with taste, érudition, and help whatever, acquire with comfort and de-
boundless industry to make this first volume a light a thorough acquaintance with the noblest
pattern of editing. The work is made com- production of, perhaps, the most difficult of ail
plete by a prose translation, upon pages alter- Greek poets—the most difficult, yet possessed
nating with the text, of which we may say at the same time of an immortal charm for one
shortly that it displays sound judgment and who has mastered him, as Mr Jebb has, and
taste, without sacrificing précision to poetry of can feel so subtly perfection of form and lan-
expression."—The Times. guage...We await with lively expectation the

"This larger édition he has deferred these continuation, and completion of Mr Jebb's
many years for reasons which he has given in great task, and it is a fortunate thing that his
his préfacé, and Which we accept with entire power of work seems to be as great as the style
satisfaction, as we have now the first portion is happy in which the work is done."—The
of a work composed in the fulness of his powers A tlicnœum.
and with ail the resources of fine érudition and "An édition which marks a definite ad-
laboriously earned experience...We will confi- vance, which is whole in itself, and brings a
dently aver, then, that the édition is neither mass of solid and well-wrought material such
tedious nor long ; for we get in one compact as future constructors will desire to adapt, is
volume such a cyclopsedia of instruction, such définitive in the only applicable sense of the
a variety of helps to the full compréhension of term, and such is the édition of Professor Jebb.
the poet, as not so many years ago would have No man is better fitted to express in relation to
needed a small library, and ail this instruction Sophocles the mind of the présent génération."
and assistance given, not in a dull and pedantic —The Saturday Review.
way, but in a style of singular clearness and
AESCHYLI FABULAE.—IKETIAE2 XOIPPOPOI IN

LIBRO MEDICEO MENDOSE SCRIPTAE EX VV. DD.
CONIECTURIS EMENDATIUS EDITAE cum Scholiis Graecis
et brevi adnotatione critica, curante F. A. Paley, M.A., LL.D.
Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.

THE AGAMEMNON OF AESCHYLUS. With a Trans¬
lation in English Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Explanatory.
New Edition Revised. By Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D.,
Regius Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s.

"One of the best éditions of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy."—Athenœum.
THE THEALTETUS OF PLATO with a Translation and

Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. ys.6d.
ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI TTXH2. ARISTOTLE'S PSY-

CHOLOGY, in Greek and English, with Introduction and Notes,
by EDWIN WALLACE, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Worcester
Collège, Oxford. Demy 8vo. i8j.

"The notes are exactly what such notes " Wallace's Bearbeitung der Aristotelischen
ought to be,—helps to the student, not mere Psychologie ist das Werk eines denkenden und
displays of learning. By far the more valuable in allen Schriften des Aristoteles und grossten-
parts of the notes are neither critical nor lite- teils auch in der neueren Litteratur zu densel-
rary, but philosophical and expository of the ben belesenen Mannes. . . Der schwachste
thought, and of the connection of thought, in Teil der Arbeit ist der kritische . . . Aber in
the treatise itself. In this relation the notes are allen diesen Dingen liegt auch nach der Ab-
invaluable. Of the translation, it may be said sicht des Verfassers nicht der Schwerpunkt
that an English reader may fairly master by seiner Arbeit, sondern."—-Prof. Susemihl in
means of it this great treatise of Aristotle."— Philologische Wochenschrift.
Spectator.
ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI AIKAI02TNH2. THE FIFTH

BOOK OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE.
Edited by Henry Jackson, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity Collège,
Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s.

"It is not too much to say that some of the will hope that this is not the only portion of
points he discusses have never had so much the Aristotelian writings which he is likely to
light thrown upon them before.... Scholars edit "—Athenœum.
Condon : C. y. Cjca y Son/s, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Cane.
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ARISTOTLE. THE RIiETORIC. With a Commentary
by the late E. M. Cope, Fellow of Trinity Collège, Cambridge, re-
vised and edited by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. With a biographical
Memoir by the late H. A. J. Munro, Litt.D. 3 Vols., Demy 8vo.
Now reduced to 21 s. (originally published at 311. 6d.)

"This work is in manywayscreditableto the "Mr Sandys has performed hîs arduous
University of Cambridge. Ifan English student duties with marked ability and admirable tact,
wishes to bave a full conception of what is con- ....... In every part of bis work—revising,
tained in th.ç Rhetoric of Aristotle, to Mr Cope's supplementing, and completing—he has done
édition he must go."—Academy. exceedingly well."—Examiner.

PINDAR. OLYMPIAN AND PYTIilAN ODES. With
Notes Explanatory and Critical, Introductions and Introductory
Essays. Edited by C. A. M. Fennell, Litt.D., late Fellow of
Jésus Collège. Crown 8vo. gs.

"Mr Fennell deserves the thanks of ail clas- in comparative philology."—Atheneeum.
sical students for his careful and scholarly edi- "Considered simply as a contribution to the
tion of the Olympian and Pythian odes. He study and criticism of Pindar, Mr FenneH's
brings to his task the necessary enthusiasm for édition is a work of great merit."—Saturday
his author, great industry, a sound judgment, Review.
and, in particular, copious and minute learning

THE ISTHMIAN AND NEMEAN ODES. By the same
Editor. Crown 8vo. gs.

"... As a handy and instructive édition of valuable help to the study of the most diflicult
a difficult classic no work of recent years sur- of Greek authors, and is enriched with notes
passes Mr Fennell's 'Pindar.'"—Athenœum. on points of scholarship and etymology which

"This work is in no way inferior to could only have been written by a seholar of
the previous volume. The commentary affords very high attainments."—Saturday Review.

PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, with In¬
troductions and English Notes, by F. A. Paley, M.A. Editor of
Aeschylus, etc. and J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. Fellow and Tutor of St
John's Collège, and Public Orator in the University of Cambridge.

Part I. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum
de Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum. New Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

"Mr Paley's scholarship is sound and Iiterature which bears upon his author, and
accurate, his experience of editing wide, and the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the
if he is content to devote his learning and delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich,
abilities to the production of such manuals obtains full justice at his hands. . . . We
as these, they will be received with gratitude hope this édition may lead the way to a more
throughout the higher schools of the country. général study of these speeches in schools
Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German than has hitherto been possible."—Academy.

part II. Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II.; Nicostra-
tum, Cononem, Calliclem. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

" It is long since we have corne upon a work mosthenes —Saturday Review.
evincing more pains, scholarship, aiid varied " the édition reflects crédit on
research and illustration than Mr Sandys's Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be ex¬
contribution to the ' Private Orations of De- tensively used."—Athenœum.

DEMOSTHENES AGAINST ANDROTION AND
AGAINST TIMOCRATES, with Introductions and English Com¬
mentary, by William Wayte, M.A., late Professor of Greek, Uni¬
versity Collège, London. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

"These speeches are highly interesting, as prehended subject matter .... Besides a most
illustrating Attic Law, as that law was in- lucid and interesting introduction, Mr Wayte
fluenced by the exigences of politics ... As has given the student effective help in his
vigorous examples of the great orator's style, running commentary. We may note, as being
they are worthy of ail admiration ; and they so well managed as to form a very valuable
have the advantage—not inconsiderable when part of the exegesis, the summaries given with
the actual attainments of the average school- every two or three sections throughout the
boy are considered—of having an easily com- speech."—Sflectator.

PLATO'S PHHîDO, literally translatée), by the late E. M.
Cope, Fellow of Trinity Collège, Cambridge, revised by Henry
jackson, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity Collège. Demy 8vo. $s.

London : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press IVarehouse,
Ave Maria Lanc.
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THE BACCHAE OF EURIPIDES. With Introduction,
Critical Notes, and Archœological Illustrations, by J. E. Sandys,
Litt.D. New and Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo. I2J. 6d.

" Of the présent édition of the BaccJue by Mr able advance in freedom and lightness of style.
Sandys we may safely say that never before has . . . Under such cireumstances it is superfluous
a Greek play, in England at least, had fuller to say that for the purposes of teachers and ad-
justice done to its criticism, interprétation, vanced students this handsome édition far sur-
and archœological illustration, whether for the passes ail its predecessors."—Athenceum.
young student or the more advanced scholar. "It has not, like so many such books, been
The Cambridge Public Orator may be said to hastily produced to meet the momentary need
have taken the lead in issuing a complété edi- of some particular examination ; but it has em-
tion of a Greek play, which is destined perhaps ployed for some years the labour and thought
to gain redoubled favour now that the study of of a highly finished scholar, whose aim seems
ancien t monuments has been applicd to its il- to have been that his book should goforth totus
lustration."—Saturday Review. teres atque rotuudiis, armed at ail points with

"The volume is interspersed with well- ail that may throw light upon its subject. The
executed woodcuts, and its général attractive- resuit is a work which wiîl not only assist the
ness of form refïccts great crédit on the Uni- schoolboy or undergraduate in his tasks, but
versity Press. In the notes Mr Sandys has more will adorn the library of the scholar."—The
than sustained his well-earned réputation as a Guardian.
careful and learned editor, and shows consider-
THE TYPES OF GREEK COINS. By PERCY Gardner,

Litt. D., F.S.A., Disney Professor of Archœology. With 16 Autotype
plates, containing photographs of Coins of ail parts of the Greek World.
Impl. 4to. Cloth extra, £i. i ir. 6d.\ Roxburgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s.

"Professor Gardner's book is written with is less purely and dryly scientific. Neverthe-
such lucidity and in a manner so straightfor- less, it takes high rank as proceeding upon a
ward that it may well win converts, and it may truly scientific basis at the same time that it
be distinctly recommended to that ornnivorous treats the subject of numismatics in an attrac-
class of readers—'men in the schools'."—Sa- tive style and is élégant enough tojustify its ap-
turday Review. pearance in the drawing-room."—Athenceum.

1 "The Types ofGreek Coins' is a work which
A SELECTION OF GREEK INSCRIPTIONS, with

Introductions and Annotations by E. S. Roberts, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of Gonville and Caius Collège. [,Nearly ready.

ESSAYS ON THE ART OF PHEIDIAS. By C. Wald-
stein, M.A., Phil. D., Reader in Classical Archaeology in the
University of Cambridge. Royal 8vo. With numerous Illustrations.
16 Plates. Buckram, 30^.

" I acknowledge expressly the warm enthu- very valuable contribution towards a more
siasm for idéal art which pervades the whole thorough knowledge of the style of Pheidias."—
volume, and the shàrp eye Dr Waldstein has The Academy.
proved himself to possess in his spécial line of " ' Essays on the Art of Pheidias' form an
study, namely, stylistic analysis, which has led extremely valuable and important piece of
him to several happy and important discoveries. work. . . . Taking it for the illustrations alone,
His book will be universally welcomed as a it is an exceedingly fascinating book."—Times.
M. TULLI CICERONIS AD. M. BRUTUM ORATOR.

A revised text edited with Introductory Essays and with critical
and explanatory notes, by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. Demy 8vo. 16s.

M. TULLI CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM
ET MALORUM LIBRI QUINQUE. The text revised and
explained ; With a Translation by James S. Reid, Litt.D., Fellow
and Tutor of Gonville and Caius Collège. 3 Vols. [In the Press.

Vol. III. Containing the Translation. Demy 8vo. 8j.
M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES, with

Marginal Analysis, an English Commentary, and copious Indices,
by H. A. Holden, LL.D., Examiner in Greek to the University
ofLondon. Sixth Édition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo. gs.

" Few éditions of a classic have found so position of the work secure." — American
much favour as Dr Holden's De OJ/iciis, and Journal ofPhilology.
the présent revision (sixth édition) makes the
M. TVLLI CICERONIS PRO C RABIRIO [PERDVEL-

LIONIS REO] ORATIO AD QVIRITES With Notes Introduc¬
tion and Appendices by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
St John's Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

London : C. y. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehotise,
Ave Maria Lane.
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12 PUBLICATIONS OF

M. TULLII CICERONIS DE NATURA DEORUM
Libri Très, with Introduction and Commentary by Joseph 13.
Mayor, M.A., together with a new collation of several of the
English MSS. by J. H. SwAINSON, M.A.

Vol. I. Demy 8vo. ior. 6d. Vol. II. I2J. 6d. Vol. III. ioj.
" Such éditions as thatofwhich Prof. Mayor jetzt, nachdem der grosste Theil erschienen

has given us the first instalment will doubtless ist, sagen, dass niemand, welcher sich sachlich
do much to remedy this undeserved neglect. It oder kritisch mit der Schrift De Nat. Deor.
is one on which great pains and much learning beschâftigt, die neue Ausgabe wird ignoriren
have evidently been expended, and is in every durfen."—P. Schwencke in JB. f. cl. Alt.
way admirably suited to meet the needs of the vol. 35, p. 90 foll.
student.. . The notes of the editor are ail that "Nell* edizione sua è più compiuto, che in
could be expected from his well-known learn- qualunque altra edizione anteriore, e in parte
ing and scholavship."—Academy. nuove, non meno 1' apparato critico dal testo

"Der vorliegende zweite JBand enthâlt che 1' esame ed il commento del contenuto del
N. D. 11. und zeigt ebenso wie der erste einen libro."—R. Bonghi in Nuova Antologia, Oct.
erheblichen Fortschritt gegen die bisher vor- 1881, pp. 717—731.
handenen commentirten Ausgaben. Man darf
P. VERGILI MARONIS OPERA cum Prolegomenis

et Commentario Critico edidit B. H. Kennedy, S.T.P., Graecae
Linguae Prof. Regius. Extra Fcap. 8vo. 5r.

See also Pitt Press Sériés, pp. 24—27.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS. By

Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Phi-
losophy in the University of Glasgow. Collected from différent
Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the présent time. Vol. I.
Demy 8vo. l8r. Vol. II. 15J. [Volume III. I11 the Press.

"Wherever exact science has found a fol- âge of 17, before the author had commenced
lower Sir William Thomson's name is known as résidence as an undergraduate in Cambridge."
a leader and a master. For a space of 40 years —The Times.
each of his successive contributions to know- "We are convinced that nothing has had a
ledge in the domain of expérimental and mathe- greater effect on the progress of the théories oî
matical physics has been recognized as marking electricity and magnetism during the last ten
a stage in the progress of the subject. But, un- years than the publication of Sir W. Thomson's
happily for the mere learner, he is no writer of reprint of papers on electrostatics and magnet-
text-books. His eager fertility overflows into ism, and we believe that the présent volume is
the nearest available journal. . . The papers in destined in no less degree to further the ad-
this volume deal largely with the subject of the vancement of physical science."—Glasgow
dynamics of heat. They begin with two or Herald.
three articles which were in part written at the
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS, by

George Gabriel Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of
Pembroke Collège, and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the
University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original Journals and
Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author. Vol. I. Demy
8vo. 15s. Vol. II. 15^. [Volume III. In the Press.

" ...The same spirit pervades the papers on which well befits the subtle nature of the sub¬
pure mathematics which are included in the jects, and inspires the completest confidence in
volume. They have a severe accuracy of style their author." — The Times.
A HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY

AND OF THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, from Galilei to
the présent time. Vol. I. Galilei to Saint-Venant, 1639-1850.
By the late I. Todhunter, D. Se., F.R.S., edited and completed
by Professor Karl Pearson, M.A. Demy 8vo. 2$s.

A TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By
R. S. Heath, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Mason Science
Collège, Birmingham. Demy 8vo. \Nearly ready.

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROF.
'

J. CLERK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. Niven, M.A. In 2 vols.
Royal 4to. [Nearly ready.

London : C. J. Cl a y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By
Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., and P. G. Tait, M.A.,
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.
Parti. Demy 8vo. 16s. Part II. Derny 8vo. i8j.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Pro-
fessors Sir W. THOMSON and P. G. Tait. Demy 8vo. Second.
Edition, gs.

AN ATTEMPT TO TEST THE THEORIES OF
CAPILLARY ACTION by Francis Bashforth, B.D., and
J. C. Adams, M.A., F.R.S. Demy 4to. £1. is.

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMI-
nants and their applications in Analysis and Geometry, by R. F.
Scott, M.A., Fellow of St John's Collège. Demy 8vo. 12s.

HYDRODYNAMICS, a Treatise on the Mathematical
Theory of the Motion of Fluids, by Horace Lamb, M.A., formerly
Fellow of Trinity Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF ITEAT, by Joseph
Fourier. Translated, with Notes, by A. Freeman, M.A., Fellow
of St John's Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 16s.

PRACTICAL WORK AT THE CAVENDISH LABORA-
TORY. HEAT. Editée! by W. N. Shaw, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of
Emmanuel Collège. Demy 8vo. y.

THE ELECTRICAL RESÈARCITES OF THE Hon. H.
Cavendish, F.R.S. Written between 1771 and 1781. Edited from
the original MSS. in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K. G.,
by the late J. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. i8j.

"Every department of éditorial duty ap- faction to Prof. Maxwell to see this goodly
pears to have been most conscientiously per- volume completed before his life's work was
formed ; and it must have been no small satis- done."—A thenœum.
An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on QUATERNIONS.

By P. G. Tait, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 14j.
THE MATHEMATICAL WORKS OF ISAAC BAR-

ROW, D.D. Edited by W. Whewell, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
COUNTERPOINT. A Practical Course of Study, by Pro¬

fessor Sir G. A. Macfarren, M.A., Mus. Doc. New Edition,
revised. Crown 4t0. 7s. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
CHEMISTRY, by M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A., Fellow and Prae-
lector in Chemistry of Gonville and Caius Collège. Demy 8vo. 15J.

"The value of the boolc as a digest of the more comprehensive scheme, has produced a
historical developments of chemical thought systematic treatise on the principles of chemical
is immense."—Academy. philosophy which stands far in advance of any

" Theoretical Chemistry has moved so rapidly kindred work in our language. It is a treatise
of late years that most of our ordinary text that requires for its due compréhension a fair
books have been left far behind. German acquaintance with physical science, and it can
students, to be sure, possess an excellent guide hardly be placed with advantage in the hands
to the présent state of the science in 'Die of any one who does not possess an extended
Modernen Theorien der Chemie* of Prof. knowledge of descriptive chemistry. But the
Lothar Meyer ; but in this country the student advanced student whose mind is well equipped
has had to content himself with such works as with an array of chemical and physical facts
Dr Tilden's ' Introduction to Chemical Philo- can turn to Mr Muir's masterly volume for
sophy', an admirable book in its way, butrather unfailing help in acquiring a knowledge of the
slender. Mr Pattison Muir having aimed at a principles of modem chemistry."—A thenœum.
ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. I. PRINCIPLES. By

M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A., and Charles Slater, M.A., M.B.
II. COURSE OF LABORATORY WORK. By M. M. Pattison
Muir, M.A., and D. J. Carnegie, B.A. [In the Press.

NOTES ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Concise and
Explanatory. By H. J. H. Fenton, M.A., F.I.C., Demonstrator of
Chemistry in the University of Cambridge. Cr. 4to. New Edition. 6s.

London : C. J. Cla y S-5 Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lanc.
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H PUBLICATIONS OF

LECTURES ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS,
by S. H. Vines, D.Sc., Fellow of Christ's Collège. Demy 8vo.
•With Illustrations. 2 ls.

"To say that Dr Vines' book is a most science that the vvorks in most général use in
valurtble addition to our own botanical litera- this country for higher botanical teaching have
ture is but a narrow meed of praise : it is a been of foreign origin. ...This isnot as it should
work which will take its place as cosmopolitan : be; and vve welcome Dr Vines' Lectures on
no more clear or concise discussion of the diffi- the Physiology of Plants as an important step
cuit chemistry of metabolism lias appeared towards the removal of this reproach. ...The
In érudition it stands alone ainong English work forms an important contribution to the
books, and will compare favourably with any literature of the subject....It will be eagerly
foreign competitors."—Nature. welcomed by ail students, and must be in the

"It lias long been a reproach to English hands of ail teachers."—Academy.
A SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK MATHEMATICS.

By J. Gow, Litt.D., Fellow ofTrinity Collège. Demy8vo. los.bd.
DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA ; a Study in the

History of Greek Algebra. By T. L. Heath, M.A., Fellow of
Trinity Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.

"This study in the history of Greek Algebra classification of Diophantus's methods of solu-
is an exceedingly valuable contribution to the tion taken in conjunction with the invaluable
history of mathematics."—Academy. abstract, présents the. English reader with a

"The most thorough account extant of capital picture of what Greek algebraists had
Diophantus's place, work, and critics. . .. [The really accomplished.]"—Athenceum.
THE FOSSILS AND PALYEONTOLOGICAL AFFIN-

ITIES OF THE NEOCOMIAN DEPOSITS OF UPWARE
AND BRICKHILL with Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay
for the Year 1879. By W. Keeping, M.A.; F.G.S. Demy 8vo. \os.bd.

A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS AND PAPERS ON PRO-
TOZOA, CŒLENTERATES, WORMS, and certain smaller groups
of animais, published during the.years 1861—1883, by D'Arcy W.
Thompson, B.A. Demy 8vo. 12s-, 6d.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made at the Obser-
vatory of Cambridge by the late Rev. James Challis, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.R.A.S. For varions Years, from 1846 to 1860.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS from 1861 to 1865.
Vol. XXI. Royal 4to. 15r. From 1866 to 1869. Vol. XXII.
Royal 4to. \Nearly ready.

A CATALOGUE OF TIIE COLLECTION OF BIRDS
formed by the late H. E. Stricicland, now in the possession of the
University of Cambridge. By O. Salvin, M.A. Demy8vo. £\.is.

A CATALOGUE OF AUSTRALIAN FOSSILS, Strati-
graphically and Zoologically arranged, by R. Etheridge, Jun.,
F.G.S. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY,
VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE, for the Use of Stu¬
dents in the Muséum of Zoology and Comparative Anatonry. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo. is. 6d.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE
BRITISH PALvEOZOIC ROCKS, by the Rev. Adam Sedgwick,
M.A., F.R.S., and Frederick McCoy, F.G.S. One vol., Royal 4to.
Plates, £1. ir.

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF CAM-
BRIAN AND SILURIAN FOSSILS contained in the Geological
Muséum of the University of Cambridge, by J. W. Salter, F.G.S.
With a Portrait of Professor Sedgwick. Royal 4to. ys. 6d.

CATALOGUE OF OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS con¬

tained in the Anatomical Muséum of the University of Cambridge.
Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

London : C. y. Cla y 6-» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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LAW.
A SELECTION OF CASES ON THE ENGLISH LAW

OF CONTRACT. By Gérard Brown Finch, M.A., of Lincoln's
Inn, Barrister at Lavv ; Law Lecturer and late Fellovv of Oueens
Collège, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 28J.

"An invaluable guide towards the best method of légal study."—Law Quarterly
R eview.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROMAN LAW ON
THE LAW OF ENGLAND. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for
1884. By t. e. scruïton, m.a. Demy 8vo. ioj. 6d.

"Légal work of just the kind that a learned University should promote by its prizes."—
Law Quarterly Review.

LAND IN FETTERS. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for
1885. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. Js. 6d.

AN ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY. By E. C.
Clark, LL.D.,Regius Professor of Civil Law in the University of Cam¬
bridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

" Prof. Clark's little book is the substance Students of jurisprudence# will find much to
of lectures delivered by him upon those por- interest and instruct them in the work of Prof,
tions of Austin's work on jurisprudence which Clark."—Athenœum.
deal with the "opération of sanctions"...

PRACTICAL J URISPRUDENCE, a Comment on Austin.
By E. C. Claric, LL.D. Regius Professor of Civil Law. Crown
8vo. 9.J.

"Damit schliesst dieses inhaltreiche und tical Jurisprudence."—Kûnig. Ce7itralblatt/ilr
nach allen Seiten anregende Buch iiber Prac- Rechtswissenschaft.

A SELECTION OF THE STATE TRIALS. By J. W.
WlLLIS-BUND, M.A., LL.B., Barrister-at-Law, Professor of Con-
stitutional Law and History, University Collège, London. Crown
8vo. Vols. I. and II. In 3 parts. Mow redueed to 30r. (originally
published at 46J.)

"This work is a very useful contribution to not without considérable value to those who
that important branch of the constitutional his- seek information with regard to procédure and
tory of England which is concemed with the the growth of the law of evidence. We should
growth and development of the law of treason, add that Mr Willis-Bund lias given short pre-
as it may be gathered from trials before the faces and appendices to the trials, so as to form
ordinary courts. The author has very wisely a connected narrative of the events in history
distinguished these cases from those of im- to which they relate. We can thoroughly re-
peachmentfor treason before Parliament, which commend the book."—Law Times.
he proposes to trcat in a future volume under " To a large class of readers Mr Willis-
the général head'Proceedings in Parliament.," Bund's compilation will thus be of great as-
— The Academy. sistance, for he présents in a convenient form a

" This is a work of such obvious utility that judicious sélection of the principal statutes and
the only wonder is that no one should have un- the leading cases bearing on the crime of trea-
dertaken it before ... In many respects there- son . . . For ail classes of readers these volumes
fore, although the trials are more or less possess an indirect interest, arising from the
abridged, this is for the ordinary student's pur- nature of the cases themselves, from the men
pose not only a more handy, but a more useful who were actors in them, and from the numerous
work than Howell's."—Saturday Review. points of social life which are incidentally illus-

" But, although the book is most interesting trated in the course of the trials."—Athenceum.
to the historian of constitutional law, it is also

THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PERPETUAL EDICT
OF SALVIUS JULIANUS, collected, arranged, and annotated by
Bryan Walker, M. A., LL.D., Law Lecturer of St John's Collège, and
late Fellow of Corpus Christi Collège, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s,

" In the présent book we have the fruits of such a student will be interested as well asper-
the same kind of thorough and well-ordered haps surprised to find how abundantly the ex-
study which was brought to bear upon the notes tant fragments illustrate and clear up points
to the Commentaries and the lnstitutes . . . which have attracted his attention in the Com-
Hitherto the Edict has been almost inac- mentaries, or the lnstitutes, or the Digest."—
cessible to the ordinary English student, and • Law Times.

London : C. y. Cla y Sr* Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehoitsc,
Ave Maria Lane.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF JUS-
TINIAN'S DIGEST. Containing an account of its composition
and of the Jurists used or referred to therein. By Henry John
Roby, M.A., formerly Prof, of Jurisprudence, University Collège,
London. Demy 8vo. 9s.

JUSTINIAN'S DIGEST. Lib. VII., Tit. I. De Usufructu
with a Légal and Philological Commentary. By H. J. Roby, M.A.
Demy 8vo. gs.

Or the Tvvo Parts complété in One Volume. Demy 8vo. i8y.
"Not an obscurity, philological, historical, tained and developed. Roman law, almost

or légal, has been left unsifted. More inform- more than Roman légions, was the backbone
ing aid still has been supplied to the student of of the Roman commonwealth. Mr Roby, by
the Digest at large- by a preliminary account, his careful sketch of the sages of Roman law,
covering nearly 300 pages, of the mode of from Sextus Papirius, under Tarquin the
composition of the Digest, and of the jurists Proud, to the Byzantine Bar, has contributed to
whose décisions and arguments constitute its render the tenacity and durability of the most
substance. Nowhere else can a clearer view enduring polity the world has ever experienced
be obtained of the personal succession by which somewhat more intelligible."—The Times.
the tradition of Roman légal science was sus-

THE COMMENTARIES OF GAIUS AND RULES OF
ULPIAN. With a Translation and Notes, by J. T. Abdy, LL.D.,
Judge of County Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the
University of Cambridge, and Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D., Law
Lecturer of St John's Collège, Cambridge, formerly Law Student of
Trinity Hall and Chancellor's Medallist for Légal Studies. New
Edition by Bryan Wai.ker. Crown 8vo. 16s.

"As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy way of reference or necessary explanation.
and Walker have done their work well. . . For Thus the Roman jurist is allowed to speak for
one thing the editors deserve spécial commen- himself, and the reader feels that he is really
dation. They have presented Gaius to the studying Roman law in the original, and not a
reader with few notes and those merely by fanciful représentation ofit."—Athenœum.

THE INSTITUEES OF JUSTINIAN, translatée! with
Notes by J. T. Abdy, LL.D., and Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D.
Crown 8vo. iôr.

"We welcome liere a valuable contribution the ordinary student, whose attention is.dis-
to the study of jurisprudence. The text of the tracted from the subject-matter by the dif-
Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even to ficulty of struggling through the language in
practised scholars, whose knowledge of clas- which it is contained, it will be almost indis-
sical models does not always avail them in pensable."—Spectator.
dealing with the technicalities of légal phrase- "The notes are learned and carefully com-
ology. Nor can the ordinary dictionaries be piled, and this édition will be found useful to
expected to furnish ail the help that is wanted. students."—Law Times.
This translation will then be of great use. To

SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DIGEST, annotated
by B. Walker, M.A., LL.D. Part I. Mandati vel Contra. Digest
xvii. 1. 'Crown 8vo. 51-.

"This small volume is published as an ex- Mr Walker deserves crédit for the way in which
périment. The author proposes to publish an he has performed the task undertaken. The
annotated édition and translation of several translation, as might be expected.is scholarly."
books of the Digest if this one is received with —Law Times.
favour. We are pleased to be able to say that

Part II. De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel
amittenda possessione. Digest xli. 1 and 11. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest xii. 1 ancl4—7 and Digest
xiii. 1—3. Crown 8vo. 6s.

GROTIUS DE JURE BELLI ET PACIS, with the Notes
of Barbeyrac and others ; accompanied by an abridged Translation
of the Text, by W. Whewell, D.D. late Master of Trinity Collège.
3 Vols. Demy 8vo. I2r. The translation separate, 6s.

London: C. y. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehonse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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HISTORY.
LIFE AND TIMES OF STEIN, OR GERMANY AND

PRUSSIA IN THE NAPOLEONIC AGE, by J. R. Seeley,
M.A., Regius Professor of Modem History in the University of
Cambridge, with Portraits and Maps. 3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 30J.

" Dr Buscii's volumehas made people think are apt to shtink."—Times.
and talk even more than usual of Prince Bis- " In a notice of this kind scant justice can
marckj, andProfessorSeeley's very learned work be done to a work like the one before us; no
on Stein will turn attention to an earlier and an short résumé can give even the most meagre
almost equally eminent German statesman. It notion of the contents of these volumes, which
has been the good fortune of Prince Bismarck contain no page that is superfluous, and none
to help to raise Prussia to a position which she that is uninteresting .... To understand the
had never before attained, and to complété the Germany of to-day one must study the Ger-
work of German unification. The frustrated many of many yesterdays, and now that study
labours of Stein in the same field were also has been made easy by this work, to which no

very great, and well worthy to be taken into one can hesitate to assign a very high place
account. He was one, perhaps the chief, of among those recent historiés which have aimed
the illustrious group of strangers who came to at original research."—Athenœum.
the rescue of Prussia in her darkest hour, about " We congratulate Cambridge and her Pro-
the time of the inglorious Peace of Tilsit, and fessor of History on the appearance of such a
who laboured to put life and order into her noteworthy production. And we may add that
dispirited army, her impoverished finances, and it is something upon which we may congra-
her inefficient Civil Service. Stein strove, too, tulate England that on the especial field of the
—no man more,—for the cause of unification Germans, history, on the history of their own
when it seemed almost folly to hope for suc- country, by the use of their own literary
cess. Engljshmen will feel very pardonable weapons, an Englishman has produced a his-
pride at seeing one of their countrymen under- tory of Germany in the Napoleonic âge far
take to write the history of a period from the superior to any that exists in German."—Ex-
investigation of which even laborious Germans aviiner.

THE DESPATCHES OF EARL GOWER, English Am-
bassador at the court of Versailles from June 1790 to August 1792,
to which are added the Despatches of Mr Lindsay and Mr Munro,
and the Diary of Lord Palmerston in France during July and
August 1791. Edited by Oscar Browning, M.A., Fellow of King's
Collège, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 151-.

THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY AND
COMMERCE. By W. Cunningham, B.D., late Deputy to the
Knightbridge Professor in the University of Cambridge. With
Maps and Charts. Crown 8vo. 12s.

"Mr Cunningham is not likely to disap- merce have grown. It is with the proccss of
point any readers except such as begin by mis- growth that he is concerned ; and this process
taking the character of his book. He does not he traces with the philosophical insight which
promise, and does not give, an account of the distinguishes between what is important and
dimensions to which English industryand coin- what is trivial."—Guardian. "

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF GREEK PIISTORY.
Accompanied by a short narrative of events, with references to the
sources of information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by
Carl Peter. Translated from the German by G. Chawner,
M.A., Fellow of King's Collège, Cambridge. Demy 4to. 10s.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF ROMAN HISTORY.
By the same. [.Preparing.

KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN EARLY ARABIA,
by W. Robertson Smith, M.A., LL.D., Fellow of Christ's Collège
and University Librarian. Crown 8vo. 7 s. 6d.

"It would be superfluous to praise a book ally throws light, not merely on the social
so learned and masterly as Professor Robertson history of Arabia, but on the earlier passages
Smith's ; it is enougb to say that no student of of Old Testament history .... We must be
early history can afford to be without Kinship grateful to him for so valuable a contribution
in Early Arabia."—Nature. to the early history of social organisation."—

" It is clearly and vividly written, full of Scotsman.
curious and picturesque material, and incident-

Londott : C. J. Cla y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehonse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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TRAVELS IN NORTHERN ARABIA IN 1876 AND
1877. By Charles M. Doughty, of Gonville and Caius Collège.
With Illustrations. Demy 8vo. [In the Press.

HISTORY OF NEPAL, translatée! by Munshï Shew
Shunker Singh and Pandit ShrI Gunanand; edited with an
Introductory Sketch of the Countryand People by Dr D. wright,
late Residency Surgeon at Kathmândû, and with facsimiles of native
drawings, and portraits of Sir Jung BahàDUR, the klng OF Népal,
Sic. Super-royal 8vo. ior. 6d.

"The Cambridge University Press have Introduction is based on personal inquiry and
done well in publishing this work. Such trans- observation, is written intelligently and can-
lations are valuable not only to the historian didly, and adds much to the value of the
but also to the ethnologist;. . . Dr Wright's volume"—Nature.

A JOURNEY OF LITERARY AND ARCHAÎOLOGICAL
RESEARCH IN NEPAL AND NORTHERN INDIA, during
the Winter of 1884-5. by Cecil Bendall, M.A., Fellow of Gonville
and Caius Collège, Cambridge; Professor of Sanskrit in University
Collège, London. Demy 8vo. ior.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE ROYAL INjUNCTIONS OF
1535, by J. B. Mullinger, M.A., Lecturer on History and Librarian
to St John's Collège. Part I. Demy 8vo. (734 pp.), 12s.

Part II. From the Royal Injunctions of 1535 to the Accession of
Charles the First. Demy 8vo. 18s.

"That Mr Mullinger's work should admit "Mr Mullinger has succeeded perfectly in
of being regarded as a continuous narrative, presenting the earnest and thoughtful student
in which character it has no predecessors with a thorough and trustworthy history."—
worth mentioning, is one of the many advan- Guardian.
tages it possesses over unnalistic compilations, "The entire work is a model of accurate
even so valuable as Cooper's, as well as over and industrious scholarship. The same quali-
Athenae."—Prof. A. W. Ward in the Academy. tics that distinguished the earlier volume are

"Mr Mullinger's narrative omits nothing again visible, and the whole is still conspi-
which is required by the fullest interprétation cuous for minuteness and fidelity of workman-
of his subject. He shews in the statutes of ship and breadth and toleration of view."—
the Collèges, the internai organization of the Notes and Queries.
University, its connection with national pro- "Mr Mullinger displays an admirable
blems, its studies, its social life, and the thoroughness in his work. Nothing could be
activity of its leading members. Ail this he more exhaustive and conscientious than his
combines in a form which is eminently read- method : and his style...is, picturesque and
able."—Prof. Creighton in Cont. Review. clevated."—Times.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF ST JOHN THE
EVANGELIST, by Thomas Baker, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited
by John E. B. Mayor, M.A. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 24-r.

"To antiquaries the book will bc a source
_ "The work displays very wide reading, and

of almost inexhaustible amusement, by his- it will be ofgreat use to members of the col-
torians it will be found a work of considérable lege and of the university, and, perhaps, of
service on questions respecting our social pro- still greater use to students of English his-
gress in past times ; and the care and thorough- tory, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary
ness with which Mr Mayor has discharged his and academical, who have hitherto had to be
éditorial functions are creditable to his learning content with ' Dyer.'"—Academy.
and industry."—Athetia'um.

SCHOLAE ACADEMICAE : some Account of the Studies
at the English Universities in the Eighteenth Century. By Chris-
topher wordsworth, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse. Demy 8vo.
icw. 6d.

"Mr Wordsworth has collected a great éducation and learning."—Saturday Review.
quantity of minute and curious information

_ "Of the^whole volume it may be said that
about the working of Cambridge institutions in it is a genuine service rendered to the study
the last century, with an occasional comparison of University history, and that the habits of
of the corresponding state of things at Oxford. thought of any writer educated at either seat of
. . . To a great extent it is purely a book of re- learning in the last century will, in many cases,
ference, and as such it will be of permanent be far better understood after a considération
value for the historical knowledge of English of the materials here collected."—Academy.

London : C. J. Cla y ô-» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE UNI¬
VERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE AND OF THE COLLEGES OF
CAMBRIDGE AND ETON, by the late Robert Willis, M.A.
F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor in the University of Cambridge. Edited
with large Additions and brought up to the présent time by JOHN
Willis Clark, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity Collège, Cam¬
bridge. Four Vols. Super Royal 8vo. £6. 6s.

Also a limited Edition of the same, consisting of 120 numbered
Copies only, large paper Quarto ; the woodcuts and steel engravings
mounted on India paper ; price Twenty-five Guineas net each set.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT MARBLES IN GREAT

BRITAIN, by Prof. Adolf Michaelis. Translated by C. A. M.
Fennell, Litt. D., late Fellow of Jésus Collège. Royal 8vo. Rox-
burgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s.

"The object of the présent work of Mich- remarkable. The book is beautifully executed,
aelis is to describe and make known the vast and with its few handsome plates, and excel-
treasures of ancient sculpture now accumulated lent indexes, does much crédit to the Gam¬
in the galleries of Great Britain, the extent and bridge Press, lt has not been printed in
value of which are scarcely appreciated, and German, but appears for the first time in the
chiefly so because there has hitherto been little English translation. Ail lovers of true art and
accessible information about them. To. the of good work should be grateful to the Syndics
loving labours of a learned German the owners of the University Press for the libéral facilities
of art treasures in England are for the second afforded by them towards the production of
time indebted for a full description of their rich this important volume by Professor Michaelis."
possessions. Waagen gave to the private col- —Saturday Review.
lections of pictures the advantage of his in- " Professor Michaelis has achieved so high
spection and cultivated acquaintance with art, a famé as an authority in classical archseology
and now Michaelis performs the same office that it seems unnecessary to say how good
for the still less known private hoards of an- a book this is."— The Antiquary.
tique sculptures for which our country is so

RHODES IN ANCIENT TIMES. By Cecil Torr, M.A.
With six plates. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

RHODES IN MODERN TIMES. By the same Author.
[Nearly ready.

CHAPTERS ON ENGLISH METRE. By Rev. Joseph
B. Mayor, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE WOODCUTTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS
during the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In three parts.
I. History of the Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts.
III. List of the Books containing Woodcuts. By william martin
Conway. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE. By Prof.
wlndlsch. Translated by Dr Norman Moore. Crown 8vo. js.ôd.

LECTURES ON TEACPIING, delivered in the University
of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880. By J. G. fltch, M.A., LL.D.
HerMajesty's Inspector of Training Collèges. Cr. 8vo. New Edit. 5-r.

"As principal of a training collège and as a "Therefore, without reviewing the book for
Government inspector of schools, Mr Fitch has the second time, we are glad to avail ourselves
got at his fingers' ends the working of primary of the opportunity of calling attention to the
éducation, while as assistant commissioner to re-issue of the volume in the five-shilling form,
the late Endowed Schools Commission he has bringing it within the reach of the rank and
seen something of the machinery of our higher file of the profession. YVe cannot let the oc-
schools . . . Mr Fitch's book covers so wide a casion pass without making spécial reference to
field and touches on so many burning questions the excellent section on ' punishments ' in the
that we must be content to recommend it as lecture on'Discipline.'"—SchoolBoardChron-
the best existing vade mecum for the teacher." icle.
—Pall Mail Gazette.

For other books on Education, sec Pitt Press Sériés, pp. 30, 31.
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FROM SHAKESPEARE TO POPE: an Inquiry into
the causes and phenomena of the rise of Classical Poetry in England.
By Edmund Gosse, M.A., Clark Lecturer in English Literature at
Trinity Collège, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE LITERATURE OF THE FRENCH RENAIS¬
SANCE. An Introductory Essay. By A. A. Tilley, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of King's Collège, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

STUDIES IN THE LITERARY RELATIONS- OF
ENGLAND WITH GERMANY IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY. By C. H. Herford, M.A. Crown 8vo. gs.

CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS
preserved in the University Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M.
Schiller-Szinessy. Volume I. containing Section i. The Holy
Scripttires; Section il. Commentaries on the Bible. Demy 8vo. gs.

Volume II. In the Press.
A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS preserved

in the Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5 Vols.
jos. each. INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE. Demy 8vo. ior.

A CATALOGUE OF ADVERSARIA and printed books
containing MS. notes, preserved in the Library of the University of
Cambridge. 3s. 6d.

THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LI¬
BRARY OF THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, Catalogued with
Descriptions, and an Introduction, by W. G. Searle, M.A., late
Fellow of Queens' Collège, Cambridge Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE GRACES,
Documents, and other Papers in the University Registry which
concern the University Library. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHEŒ BURCKHARDTIANHL
Demy 4to. 5.1.

GRADUATI CANTABRIGIENSES : SIVE CATA¬
LOGUS exhibens nomina eorum quos ab Anno Academico Admis-
sionum MDCCC usque ad octavum diem Octobris MDCCCLXXXIV
gradu quocunque ornavit Academia Cantabrigiensis, e libris sub-
scriptionum desumptus. Cura Henrici Richards Luard S. T. P.
Coll. SS. Trin. Socii atque Academia; Registrarii. DemySvo. \is.6d.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
and for the Collèges therein, made published and approved (1878—■
1882) under the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877.
With an Appendix. Demy 8vo. 16s.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
With some Acts of Parliament relating to the University. Demy
8vo. 3J. 6d.

ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAM¬
BRIDGE. Demy 8vo., cloth. 7s. 6d.

TRUSTS, STATUTES AND DIRECTIONS affecting
(1) The Professorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships
and Prizes. (3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. 5s.

COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS,
for the use of persons in Statu Pupillari. Demy 8vo. 6d.

London : C. J. Clay & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
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THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

(E[ic Cnmbn&rjf îàtblc for
ècïjools antr Colltgcs,

General Editor : The Very Reverend J. J. S. Perowne, D.D.,
Dean of Peterborough.

" It is difficult to commend too highly this excellent sériés, the volumes of which are now
becoming numerous."—Guardian.

"The modesty of the général title of this sériés has, we believe, led many to misunderstand
its character and underrate its value. The books are well suited for study in the upper forms of
our best schools, but not the less are they adapted to the wants of ail Bible students who are not
specialists. We doubt, indeed, whether any of the numerous popular commentaries recently
issued in this country will be found more serviceable for général use."—Academy.

" One of the most popular and useful literary enterprises of the nineteenth century."—Baptist
Magazine.

" Of great value. The whole sériés of comments for schools is highly esteemed by students
capable of forming a judgment. The books are scholarly without being pretentious: information
is so given as to be easily understood."—Sivord and Trowel.

The Very Reverend J. J. S. Perowne, D.D., Dean of Peterborough, has
undertaken the général éditorial supervision of the work, assisted by a staff of
eminent coadjutors. Some of the books have been already edited or undertaken
by the following gentlemen :

Rev. A. Carr, M.A., late Assistant Master at Wellington Collège.
Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D., late Fellow ofBalliol Collège, Oxford.
Rev. S. Cox, Nottingham.
Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D., Professor of Hebrezv, Edinburgh.
The Ven. F. W. Farrar, D.D., Archdeacon of Westminster.
Rev. C. D. Ginsburg, LL.D.
Rev. A. E. IIumphreys, M. A., late Fellow of Trinity Collège, Cambridge.
Rev. A. F. Kirkpatrick, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Collège, Regius Professor

ofHebrcw.
Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A., late Professor at St David''s Collège, Lamfieter.
Rev. J. R. Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor ofDivinity.
Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D., Warden ofSt Augustine's Collège, Canterbury.
Rev. H. C. G. Moule, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity Collège, Principal of

Ridley Hall, Cambi'idge.
, Rev. W. F. Moulton, D.D., Head Master of the Leys School, Cambridge.

Rev. E. PI. Perowne, D.D., Master of Corpus Christi Collège, Cambridge.
The Ven. T. T. Perowne, B.D., Archdeacon ofNorwich.
Rev. A. Plummer, M.A., D.D., Master of University Collège, Durham.
The Very Rev. E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of Wells.
Rev. W. Simcox, M.A., Rector of Weyhill, Hauts.
W. Robertson Smith, M.A., Fellow of Christ's Collège, and University

Librarian.
Rev. H. D. M. Spence, M.A., Dean of Gloucester.
Rev. A. W. Streane, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi Collège, Cambridge.

London : C. f. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehonse,
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES.
Continuel.

Now Ready. Cloth, Extra Fcap. 8vo.
THE BOOK OF JOSHUA. By the Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D.

With 2 Maps. is. 6d.
THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A.

With Map. 34. 6d.
THE FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

Kirkpatrick, M.A. With Map. 34. 6d.
THE SECOND BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

Kirkpatrick, M. A. With 2 Maps. 34. 6d.
THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By the Rev. Prof. Lumby, D.D.

3,9. 6d.
THE BOOK OF JOB. By the Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D. 53.
THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. By the Very Rev. E. H.

Plumptre, D.D., Dean ofWells. 5*.
THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH. By the Rev. A. W. Streane,

M.A. With Map. 44. 6d.
THE BOOK OF HOSEA. By Rev. T. K. Cheyne, M.A., D.D. 3*.
THE BOOKS OF OBADIAH AND JONAH. By Archdeacon

perowne. 24. 6d.

THE BOOK OF MICAH. By Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.D. 14. 6d.
THE BOOKS OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH. By Arch¬

deacon Perowne. 3s.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the

Rev. A. Carr, M.A. With 2 Maps. 2s. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.

G. F. Maclear, D.D. With 4 Maps. 24. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon

F. W. Farrar. With 4 Maps. 44. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev.

a. Plummer, m.a., d.d. With 4 Maps. 44. 6d.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Professor

Lumiîy, D.D. With 4 Maps. 44. 6d.
THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.

Moule, M.A. 34. 6d.
THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the Rev.

J. J. Lias, M.A. With a Map and Plan. 24.
THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the

Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. 24.

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.
Moule, M.A. 24. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. Farrar. 34. 6d.
THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF ST JAMES. By the Very Rev.

E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of Wells. 14. 6d.
THE EPISTLES OF ST PETER AND ST JUDE. By the

same Editor. 24. 6d.

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. Plummer,
M.A., D.D. 34. Gd.

London : C. y. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehotisc,
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES.
Continuel.

Preparing.
THE BOOK OF GENESIS. By the Yery Rev. the Dean of

Peterborougii.
THE BOOKS OF EXODUS, NUMBERS AND DEUTERO-

NOMY. By the Rev. C. D. Ginsburg, LL.D.
THE SECOND BOOK OF KINGS. By the Rev. Prof. Lumby, D.D.
THE BOOK OF PSALMS. By the Rev. Prof. Kirkpatrick, M.A.
THE BOOK OF ISAIAH. By W. Robertson Smith, M.A.
THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. By the Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D.
THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. By the Rev. E. H.

Perowne, D.D.
THE EPISTLES TO THE PHILIPPIANS, COLOSSIANS

AND PHILEMON. By the Rev. H. C. G. Moule, M.A.
THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS. By the Rev.

W. F. Moulton, D.D.
THE BOOK OF REVELATION. By the Rev. W. Simcox, M.A.

THE CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,

with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities, and
English Notes, prepared under the direction of the General Editor,

The Very Reverend J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D.
Now Ready.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the
Rev. A. Carr, M.A. With 4 Maps. 41-. 6d.

"Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very valu-
able aid to the student. They are indeed remarkably interesting, while ail explanations on

meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and good sense."—
Fait Mail Gazette.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.

G. F. Maclear, D.D. Witli 3 Maps. 4*. 6d.
f,The Cambridge Greek Testament, of which Dr Maclear's édition of the Gospel according to

St Mark is a volume, certainly supplies a want. Without pretending to compete with the leading
commentaries, or to embody very much original research, it forms a most satisfactory introduction
to the study of the New Testament in the original... Dr Maclear's introduction contains ail that
is lcnown of St Mark's life, with references to passages in the New Testament in which he is
mentioned; an acccunt of the circumstances in which the Gospel was composed, with an estimate
of the influence of St Petcr's teaching upon St Mark ; an excellent sketch of the spécial character-
istics of this Gospel ; an analysis, and a chapter on the text of the New Testament generally . . .
The work is completed by three good maps."—Saturday Review.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon

Farrar. With 4 Maps. 6s.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOPIN. By the Rev. A.

Plummer, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 6s.
" a valuable addition has also been made to 'The Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools,'

Dr Pluminer's notes on ' the Gospel according to St John ' are scholarly, concise, and instructive,
and embody the results of much thought and wide reading."—Expositor.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Prof. Lumby, D.D.,

with 4 Maps. 6s.
THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE .CORINTHIANS. By the

Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. y.
THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Archdeacon Farrar.

[In the Press.
THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. Plummer,

M.A., D.D. 4,r.

London : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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24 PUBLICATIONS OF

THE PITT PRESS SERIES.
[Copies of the Pitt Press Sériés may generally be obtained bound in iwo parts for

Class use, the text and notes in scparate volumes.]

I. GREEK.

SOPHOCLES.—OEDIPUS TYRANNUS. School Edition,
with Introduction and Commentary, by R. C. Jebb, Litt. D., LL.D., Professor
of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 4-r. 6d.

XENOPHON.—ANABAS1S, Books I. III. IV. and V.
With a Map and English Notes by Alfred Pretor, M.A., Fellow of
St Catharine's Collège, Cambridge. ts. each.

" In Mr Pretor's édition of the Anabasis the text of Kûhner has been followed in the main,
while the exhaustive and admirable notes of the great German editor have been largely utilised.
These notes deal with the minutest as well as the most important difficulties in construction, and
ail questions of history, antiquity, and geography are briefly but very effectually elucidated."—The
Examiner.

"We welcome this addition to the other books of the A nabasis so ably edited by Mr Pretor.
Although originally intended for the use of candidates at the university local examinations, yet
this édition will be found adapted not only to meet the wants of the junior student, but even
advanced scholars will find much in this work that will repay its perusal."—The Schoolmaster.

"Mr Pretor's 'Anabasis of Xenophon, Book IV.' displays a union of accurate Cambridge
scholarship, with experience of what is required by learners gained in examining middle-class
schools. The text is large and clearly printed, and the notes explain ail difficulties. . . . Mr
Pretor's notes seem to be ail that could be wished as regards grammar, geography, and other
matters."—The Academy.
BOOKS II. VI. and VII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d. each.

" Another Greek text, designed it would seem for students preparing for the local examinations,
is 'Xenophon's Anabasis,' Book II., with English Notes, by Alfred Pretor, M. A. The editor has
exercised his usual discrimination in utilising the text and notes of Kuhner, with the occasional
assistance of the best hints of Schneider, Vollbrecht and Macmichael on critical matters, and of
Mr R. W. Taylor on points of history and geography. . . When Mr Pretor commits himself to
Commentator's work, he is eminently helpful. . . Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar
to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves fortunate in having Pretor's text-book as our chart and
guide."—Contemporary Review.
XENOPHON.—ANABASIS. By A. Pretor, M.A., Text

and Notes, complété in two Volumes. 7s. 6d.
XENOPHON.—AGESILAUS. The Text revised with

Critical and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices. By
H. Hailstone, M. A., late Scholar of Peterhouse. 1s. 6d.

XENOPHON.—CYROPAEDEIA. Books I. II. With In-
troduction, Notes and Map. By Rev. H. A. Holden, M.A., LL.D.
2 vols. Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Notes. 6s.

— BOOKS III., IV. By the same Editor. [In the Press.
ARISTOPHANES—RANAE. With English Notes and

Introduction by W. C. Green, M.A., late Assistant Master at Rugby
School. 3-f. 6ct.

ARISTOPHANES—AVES. By the same Editor. New
Edition. 3-f. 6d.

"The notes to bothplays are excellent. Much has been done in these two volumes to render
the study of Aristophanes a real treat to a boy instead of a drudgery, by helping him to under-
stand the fun and to express it in his mother tongue. —The Examiner.
ARISTOPHANES—PLUTUS. By the same Editor. 3s. 6d.
PLATONIS APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. With Introduction,

Notes and Appendices by J. Adam, B.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of
Emmanuel Collège, y. 6d.

HERODOTUS, book. VIII., Cl-iaps. 1—90. Edited with
Notes and Introduction by E. S. Shuckburgii, M.A., late Fellow of
Emmanuel Collège. [Immeiiiately.

London : C. y. Cla y &-> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
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EURIPIDES. HERCULES FURENS. With Intro¬
ductions, Notes and Analysis. By A. Gray, M. A., Fellow of Jésus Collège,
and J. T. Hutchinson, M. A., Christ's Collège. New Edition, with addi¬
tions. 2S.

"Messrs Hutchinson and Gray have produced a careful and useful édition."—Saturday
Review.
EURIPIDES. HERACLEID^E. With Introduction and

Critical Notes by E. A. Beck, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 3^ 6d.
LUCIANI SOMNIUM CHARON PISCATOR ET DE

LUCTU, with English Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow of
St John's Collège, Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix. 3J. 6d.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES OF THE GRACCHI. With In¬
troduction, Notes and Lexicon by Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D.,
Examiner in Greek to the University of London. 6s.

PLUTARCH'S LIFE OF SULLA. With Introduction,
Notes, and Lexicon. By the Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 6s.

OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE.
Edited by E. Wallace, M.A. (See p. 31.)

II. LATIN.
M. T. CICERONIS DE AMICITIA. Edited by J. S.

Reid, Litt. D., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius Collège. New
Edition, with Additions. 3^. 6d.

"Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, 'a thorough examination of the Latinity
of the dialogue. ' The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry
acute corrections. . . . This volume, like Mr Reid's other éditions, is a solid gain to the scholar-
ship of the country."—A thenœum.

"A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid's able and thorough édition of the De
Amicitiâ of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the
instructive and most suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . . When
we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk.
Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner's général knowledge of Ciceronian
Latin or to elucidate the text."—Saturday Review.
M. T. CICERONIS CATO MAJOR DE SENECTUTE.

Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt. D. Revised Edition. 3s. 6d.
" The notes are excellent and scholarlike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and

likely to be useful even to more advanced students."—Gtcardian.
M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO ARCHIA POETA.

Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt. D. Revised Edition, is.
" It is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could

wisTi to know about Archias, about Cicero's connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and
the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and
scholar-like. ... No boy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long
step in scholarship."^—The Academy.

M. T. CICERONIS PRO L. CORNELIO BALBO ORA-
TIO. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt. D. u. 6d.

" We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the
minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual
appendices. "—Saturday Review.
M. T. CICERONIS PRO P. CORNELIO SULLA

ORATIO. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt. D. 3s. 6d.
" Mr Reid is so well known to scholars as a commentator on Cicero that a new work from him

scarcely needs any commendation of ours. His édition of the speech Pro Sulla is fully equal in
merit to the volumes which he has already published . . . It would be difficult to speak too highly
of the notes. There could be no better way of gaining an insight into the characteristics of
Cicero's style and the Latinity of his period than by making a careful study of this speech with
the aid of Mr Reid's commentary . . . Mr Reid's intimate knowledge of the minutest détails of
scholarship enables him to detect and explain the slightest points of distinction between the
usages of différent authors and différent periods . . . The notes are followed by a valuable
appendix on the text, and another on points of orthography ; an excellent index brings the work
to a close."—Saturday Review.

London : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge University Press Warchouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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M, T. CICERONIS PRO CN. PLANCIO ORATIO.
Ëditecl by H. A. Holden, LL.D., Examiner in Greek to the University of
Londori. Second Edition. 4r. 6d

"As a book for students this édition can have few rivais. It is enriched by an excellent intro¬
duction and a Chrortological table of the principal evènts of the life of Cicero ; while in its ap-
pendix, and in the notes on the text which are added, there is much of the greatest value. The
volume is neatly got up, and is in every way comméndable."—The Scotsmah.

M. T. CICERONIS IN O. CAECILIUM DIVINATIO
ET IN C. VERREM ACTIO PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes

by W. E. IIeitland, M.A., and Herbert Cowie, M.A., Fellows of
St John's Collège, Cambridge. 31-.

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO L. MURENA, with
English Introduction and Notes. By W. E. IIeitland, M.A., Fellow
and Classical Lecturer of St John's Collège, Cambridge. Second Edition,
carefully revised. 3s.

" Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero's lively and brilliant
oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland's handy édition, which may be pronounced 'four-square '
in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a
second édition."—Saturday Review.

M. T. CICERONIS IN GAIUM VERREM ACTIO
PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes. By H. Cowie, M.A., Fellow
of St John's Collège, Cambridge, is. 6d.

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO T. A. MILONE,
with a Translation of Asconius' Introduction, Marginal Analysis and
English Notes. Editeçl by the Rev. John Smyth Purton, B.D., late
Président and Tutor of St Catharine's Collège. 2s. 6d.

"The éditorial work is excellently done."—The Academy.

M. T. CICERONIS SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS. With In-
troduction and Notes. By W. D. PEARMAN, M. A., Head Master of Potsdam
School, Jamaica. is.

M. TULLI CICERONIS ORATIO PHILIPPICA
SECUNDA. With Introduction and Notes by A. G. Peskett, M.A.,
Fellow of Magdalene Collège. 3s. 6d.

P. OVIDII NASONIS FASTORUM Liber VI. With
a Plan of Rome and Notes by A. Sidgwick, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi
Collège, Oxford. 1 s. 6d.

" Mr Sidgwick's editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid's Fasti furnishes a careful and serviceable
volume for average students. It eschews 'construes' which supersede the use of the dictionary,
but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and historical and mythical allusions, besides
illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false dérivations, and the more remarkable variations of
the text."—Sattirday Review.

" Itis eminently good and useful. . . . The Introduction is singularly clear on the astronomy of
Ovid, which is properly shown to be ignorant and confused; there is an excellent little map of
Rome, giving just the places mentioned in the text and no more ; the notes are evidently written
by a practical schoolmaster."—The Academy.

M. ANNAEI LUCANI PHARSALIAE LIBER
PRIMUS, edited with English Introduction and Notes by W. E. Heitland,
M.A. and C. E. Haskins, M. A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John's Col¬
lège, Cambridge, il. 6d.

"A careful and scholarlike production."—Times.
" In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr

Heitland deserve praise."—Sattirday Review.

Loiidon : C. j. Cl a y sr* Sons, Cambridge University Press VVarehouse,
Ave Maria Lanc.
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GAI IULI CAESARIS DE BELLO GALLICO COM¬
MENT. I. II. III. With Maps and English Notes by A. G. Peskett,
M.A., Fellow of Magdalene Collège, Cambridge. y.

" In an unusually succinct introduction lie gives ail the preliminary and collatéral information
that is likely to be useful to a young student ; and, wherever we have examined his notes, we
have found them eminently practical and satisfying. . . The book may well be recommended for
careful study in school or collège."—Saturday Review.

"The notes are scholarly, short, and a real help to the most elementary beginners in Latin
prose."—The Examiner.

COMMENT. IV. and V. and COMMENT. VII. by
the same Editor. 2.r. each.

COMMENT. VI. AND COMMENT. VIII. by the
same Editor. is. bd. each.

P. VERGILI MARONIS AENEIDOS LIBRI I., II., III.,
IV., V., VI., VII., VIII., IX., X., XI., XII. Edited with Notes by A.
Sidgwick, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi Collège, Oxford. 1 s. 6d. each.

" Much more attention is given to the literary aspect of the poem than is usually paid to it in
éditions intended for the use of beginners. The introduction points out the distinction between
primitive and literary epics, explains the purpose of the poem, and gives an outline of the story."
—Saturday Review.

" Mr Arthur Sidgwick's ' Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.' is worthy of his réputation, and is dis-
tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appréciation of a boy's difficultés
and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to
praise in these pages."—The Academy.

"As masterly in its clearly divided préfacé and appendices as in the sound and independent
character of its annotations. . . . There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation
and suggestion. ... No difiîculty is left unnoticed or unhandled."—Saturday Review.
BOOKS IX. X. in one volume. 3^.
BOOKS X., XI., XII. in one volume. 3J. 6d.
P. VERGILI MARONIS GEORGICON LIBRI I. II.

Iiy the same Editor. is.
Libri III. IV. By the same Editor. 2s.

QUINTUS CURTIUS. A Portion of the History.
(Alexander in India.) By W. E. Heitland, M. A., Fellow and Lecturer
of St John's Collège, Cambridge, and T. E. Raven, B.A., Assistant Master
in Sherborne School. 31. 6d.

"Equally cominendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is
Alexander in India, a compilation from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for
the Pitt Press by Messrs Ideitland and Raven. . . . The work of Curtius has merits of its
own, which, in former générations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still
make it a popular text-book in Continental schools The réputation of Mr Heitland is a
sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, whieh are ample without being excessive,
and the book is well furnished with ail that is needful in the nature of maps, indices, and
appendices." —Academy.
BEDA'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOKS

III., IV., the Text from tlie very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University
Library, collated with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German of
Ebert, and with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. Mayor, M. A., Professor of Latin,
and J. R. Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Revised édition.
7s. 6d.

"To young students of English History the illustrative notes will be of great service, while
the study of the texts will be a good introduction to Medkeval Latin."—The Nonconformist.

"In Bede's works Englishmen can go back to origines of their history, unequalled for
form and matter by any modem European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren-
dering a part of Bede's greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He
has adorned this édition of the third and fourth books of the ' Ecclesiastical History' with that
amazing érudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans.
And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes
the expression, La sauce vaut mieux que le poisson. They are literally crammed with interest¬
ing information about early English life. For though ecclesiastical in name, Bede's history treats
of ail parts of the national life, since the Church had points of contact with ail."—Examiner.

Books I. and II. In the Press.

London : C. J. Cla y Sons, Cambridge. University Press Warihouse,
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28 PUBLICATIONS OF

III. FRENCH.

LA CANNE DE JONC. By A. De Vigny. Edited with
Notes by Rev. H. A. Bull, M.A., late Master at Wellington Collège. 2s.

BATAILLE DE DAMES. By Scribe and Legouvé.
Edited by Rev. H. A. Bull, M.A. 2s.

JEANNE D'ARC by A. De Lamartine. With a Map
and Notes Historical and Philological and a Vocabulary by Rev. A. C.
Clapin, M.A., St John's Collège, Cambridge, and Bachelier-ès-Lettres of
the University of France. 2s.

LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, Comédie-Ballet en
Cinq Actes. Par J.-B. Poquelin de Molière (1670). With a life of
Molière and Grammatical and Philological Notes. By the same Editor. is.6d.

LA PICCIOLA. By X. B. Saintine. The Text, with
Introduction, Notes and Map, by the same Editor. 2r.

LA GUERRE. By Mm. Ercicmann-Chatrian. With
Map, Introduction and Commentary by the same Editor. 3.1.

LAZARE HOCHE—PAR ÉMILE DE BONNECHOSE.
With Three Maps, Introduction and Commentary, by C. Colbeck., M.A.,
late Fellow ofTrinity Collège, Cambridge. 2s.

LE VERRE D'EAU. A Comedy, by Scribe. With a
Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By
the same Editor. 2s.

" It may be national préjudice, but we consider this édition far superior to any of the sériés
which hitherto have been edited exctusively by foreigners. Mr Colbeck seems better to under-
stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi¬
rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work."—Journal
0/ Education.

HISTOIRE DU SIÈCLE DE LOUIS XIV PAR
VOLTAIRE. Part I. Chaps. I.—XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and
Historical, Biographical and Geographical Indices, etc. by Gustave Masson,
B. A. Univ. Gallic., Assistant Master of Harrow School, and G. W. prothero,
M. A., Fellow and Tutor of King's Collège, Cambridge, is. 6d.

Part II. Chaps. XIV,—XXIV. With Three Maps
of the Period. By the same Editors. 2r. 6d.

_— Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same
Editors. is. 6d.

M. DARU, par M. C. A. Sainte-Beuve, (Causeries du
Lundi, Vol. IX.). With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes
Philological and Historical. By Gustave Masson. 2s.

LA SUITE DU MENTEUR. A Comedy in Five Acts,
by P. Corneille. Edited with Fontenelle's Memoir of the Author, Voltaire's
Critical Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By Gustave
Masson. 2 s.

LA JEUNE SIBÉRIENNE. LE LÉPREUX DE LA
CITÉ D'AOSTE. Taies by Count Xavier de Maistre. With Bio¬
graphical Notice, Critical Appréciations, and Notes. By G. Masson. 2s.

Lottdon : C. J. Cla y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warekouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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LE DIRECTOIRE. (Considérations sur la Révolution
Française. Troisième et quatrième parties.) Par Madame la Baronne de
Staël-Holstein. With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological
Table, and Notes Plistorical and Philological, by G. Masson, B.A., and
G. W. Prothero, M. A. Revised and enlarged Edition, is,

" Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face
respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the
world-knôwn work of Madame de Staël on the French Révolution, is beyond ail praise for
the excellence both of its style and of its matter."—Times.

DIX ANNÉES D'ÉXIL. Livre II. Chapitres 1—8.
Par Madame la Baronne De Staël-PIolstein. With a Biographical
Sketch of the Author, a Sélection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de
Staël's Contemporaries, arid Notes Historical and Philological. By Gustave
Masson and G. W. Prothero, M.A. Revised and enlarged édition. is.

FRÉDÉGONDE ET BRUNEHAUT. A Tragedy in Five
Acts, by N. Lemercier. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chrono¬
logical Tables, a Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By
Gustave Masson. is.

LE VIEUX CÉLIBATAIRE. A Comedy, by Collin
D'Harleville. With a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary
and Historical Notes. By the same Editor. is.

LA METROMANIE, A Comedy, by Piron, with a Bio¬
graphical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By the
same Editor. 2s.

LASCARIS, ou LES GRECS DU XVe. SIÈCLE,
Nouvelle Historique, par A. F. Villemain, with a Biographical Sketch of
the Author, a Sélection of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and
Philological. By the same Editor. is.

LETTRES SUR L'HISTOIRE DE FRANCE (XIII—
XXIV.). Par Augustin Thierry. By Gustave Masson, B.A. and
G. W. Prothero, M.A. With Map. 2r. (\d.

IV. G E RM AN.
SELECTED FABLES. Lessing and Gellert. Edited

with Notes by ICarl IIermann Breul, m.A., Lecturer in German at the
University of Cambridge. 3J.

DIE KARAVANE von Wiuielm Hauff. Edited with
Notes by A. Schlottmann, Ph. D. 3s. 6d.

CULTURGESCHICHTLICHE'NOVELLEN, von W. H.
Rieiil, with Grammatical, Philological, and Plistorical Notes, and a Com¬
plété Index, by H. J. Wolstenholme, B.A. (Lond.). 4*. 6d.

ERNST, HERZOG VON SCHWABEN. UHLAND. With
Introduction and Notes. By H. J. Wolsteni-iolme, B.A. (Lond.),
Lecturer in German at Newnham Collège, Cambridge. %s. 6d.

ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel in funf Aufziigen von
Karl Gutzkow. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English
Notes, and an Index. By the same Editor. 3.?. 6d.

"We are glad to be able to notice a careful édition of K. Gutzkow's amusing comedy
'Zopf and Schwert' by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain
references to standard grammatical works."—Academy.

@oett)c'ô iïnabenjafjve. (1749—1759-) GOETHE'S BOY-
HOOD: being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged
and Annotated by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D., late Professor at the
Johanneum, Hamburg. 2s.

London : C. J. Cla y &-> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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3° PUBLICATIONS OF

I-IAUFF. DAS WIRTHSHAUS IM SPESSART. Edited
by A. Sciilottmann, Th. D., late Assistant Master at Uppingham School.
3J. 6d.

DER OBERHOF. A Taie of Westphalian Life, by Karl
Immermann. With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by Wilhelm
Wagner, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. 32.

A BOOK OF GERMAN DACTYLIC POETRY. Ar-
ranged and Annotated by the same Editor. 32.

2)er erfte iîreujjug (THE FIRST CRUSADE), by Fried-
ricii von Raumer. Condensed from the Author's 'History of the Hohen-
staufen', with a life of Raumer, two Plans and English Notes. By
the same Editor. is.

" Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story
of the First Crusade lias an undyîng interest. The notes are, on the whole, good."—Educational
Times.

A BOOK OF BALLADS ON GERMAN HISTORY.
Arranged and Annotated by the same Editor. 1s.

" It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with
the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their King Alaric,
clown to the Franco-German War and the installation of the présent Emperor. The notes supply
very well the Connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of
growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modem Germany."
— Times.

DER STAAT FRIEDRICHS DES GROSSEN. By G.
Freytag. With Notes. By the same Editor. is.

GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With
an Introduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Revised édition by J. W.
Cartmell, M. A. 32. 6d.

"The notes are among the best that we know, with the réservation that they are often too
abundant."—Academy.

2)aS 3aî)t 1813 (The Year 1813), by F. Kohlrausch.
With English Notes. By W. Wagner. 2s.

V. ENGLISH.

COWLEY'S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes. By
the Rev. J. RAWSON Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity ; Fellow
of St Catharine's Collège. 4s.

SIR THOMAS MORE'S UTOPIA. With Notes by the
Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. y. 6d.

"To Dr Lumby we must give praise unqualified and unstinted. He has done his work
admirably Every student of history, every politician, every social reformer, every one
interested in literary curiosities, every lover of English should buy and carefully read Dr
Lumby's édition of the 'Utopia.' We are afraid to say more lest we should be thought ex¬
travagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force."—The Teacher.

" lt was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very
great boon has therefore been conferred on the général English reader by the managers of the
Pitt Press Sériés, in the issue of a convenient little volume of More*s Utopia not in the original
Latin, butin the quaint English Translation thereof made by Raphe Robynson, which adds a
linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . Ail this has been edited in a most com¬
plété and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name
alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modem stock of classical
English literature."—Guardian.

BACON'S HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF KING
HENRY VII. With Notes by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. 3j.

London : C. J, Cla y fir* Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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MORE'S HISTORY QF KING RICHARD III. Edited
with Notes, Glossary and Index of Names. By J. Rawson Lumby, D.D.
to which is added the conclusion of the Ilistory of King Richard III. as given
in the continuation of Hardyng's Chronicle, London, 1543. 3-S". 6d.

THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, edited with Intro¬
duction and Notes by the Rev. Professor Skeat, Litt.D., formerly Fellow
of Christ's Collège, Cambridge. 3^. 6d.

"This édition of a play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a
scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome."—Athenceum.

"Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained."—Tivies.
LOCKE ON EDUCATION. With Introduction and Notes

by the Rev. R. II. Quick, M. A. 3s. 6d.
"The work before us leaves nothing to be desired. It is of convenient form and reasonable

price, accurately printed, and accompanied by notes which are admirable, There is no teacher
too young to find this book interesting ; there is no teacher too old to find it profitable."—The
School Bulletin, New York.
MILTON'S TRACTATE ON EDUCATION. A fac-

simile reprint from the Edition of 1673. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Oscar Browning, M.A., Senior Fellow of Iving's Collège,
Cambridge, and University Lecturer. is.

"A separate reprint of Milton's famous letter to Master Samuel Hartlib was a desideratum,
and we are grateful to Mr Browning for his élégant and sçholarly édition, to which is prefixed the
careful résumé of the work given in his 'History of Educational Théories.'"—Journal of
Education.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING. By the
Rev. Edward Thring, M.A., Head Master of Uppingham School, late
Fellow of King's Collège, Cambridge. New Edition. 4^. 6d.

"Any attempt to summarize the contents of the volume would fail to give our readers a
taste of the pleasure that its perusal has given us."—Journal of Education.
LECTURES ON THE TEACHING OF MODERN

LANGUAGES. By C. Colbeck, M.A., Assistant Master of ITarrow
CJcnnnl | Tu -flip Pi'cçç

GENERAL AIMS OF THE TEACHER, AND FORM
MANAGEMENT. Two Lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge
in the Lent Term, 1883, by F. W. Farrar, D.D. Archdeacon of West¬
minster, and R. B. Poole, B.D. Head Master of Bedford Modem School.
1 s. 6d.

THREE LECTURES ON THE PRACTICE OF EDU¬
CATION. Delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Easter Term,
1882, under the direction of the Teachers' Training Syndicate. 2s. .

JOHN AMOS COMENIUS, Bishop of the Moravians. His
Life and Educational Works, by S.. S. Laurie, A.M., F.R.S.E., Professor of
the Institutes and History of Education in the University of Edinburgh.
Second Edition, revised. 3.?. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE.
Compiled by Edwin Wallace, M.A., LL.D. (St Andrews), late Fellow
of Worcester Collège, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged. 4s. 6d.

"A judicious sélection of characteristic passages, arranged in paragraphe, each of which is
preceded by a masterly and perspicuous English analysis."—Scoisman.

" Gives in a comparatively small compass a very good sketch of Aristotïe's teaching."—Sai.
Review.

A SKETCH OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY FROM
THALES TO CICERO, by Joseph B. Mayor, M.A. y. 6d.

"Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Sériés A Sketch ofAncient Philosofhy in
which hehas endeavoured to give a général view of the philosophical Systems illustrated by the
genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thaïes to Cicero. In the course
of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato's Republic, and of the Ethics and
Politics of Aristotle ; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of
the book."—The Guardian.

\Other Volumes are in preparationl\
London : C. J, Cla r Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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©mbergttp of ©ambrtbge.
LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.

Examination Papers, for various years, with the Régulations for the
Examination. Demy 8vo. 2S. each, or by Post, 2s. 2d.

Class Lists, for various years, Boys is., Girls 6d.
Annual Reports of the Syndicate, with Supplementary Tables showing

the success and failure of the Candidates. 2s. each, by Post 2s. 2,d.

HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
Examination Papers for various years, to which are added the Régu¬

lationsfor the Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, by Post 2s. 2d.
Class Lists, for various years. is. By post, is. 2d.
Reports of the Syndicate. Demy 8vo. il, by Post 1 s. 2d.

LOCAL LECTURES SYNDICATE.
Calendar for the years 1875—80. Fcap. 8vo. cloth. 2s.; for 1880—81. is.

TEACHERS' TRAINING SYNDICATE.
Examination Papers for various years, to which are added the Régu¬

lations for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 6d., by Post ~jd.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY REPORTER.
Published by Authority.

Containing ail the Officiai Notices of the University, Reports of
Discussions in the Schools, and Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical, Antiquarian, and Philological Societies. 3d. weekly.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION PAPERS.
These Papers are published in occasional numbers every Term, and in

volumes for the Academical year.
vol. XIII. Parts 177 to 195. Papers for the Year 1883—84,13s. cloth.
Vol. XIV. „ 1 to 20. „ „ 1884— .85, 15.9. cloth.
Vol. XV. „ 21 to 43. „ „ 1883—86, 15L cloth.

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examinations.
Papers set in the Examination for Certificates, July, 1885. 2s. 6d.
List of Candidates who obtained Certificates at the Examinations

held in 1885 and 1886 ; and Supplementary Tables. 6d.
Régulations of the Board for 1887. 9d.
Report of the Board for the year ending Oct. 31,1886. il

Studies from the Morphological Laboratory in the Uni¬
versity of Cambridge. Edited by Adam Sedgwick, M.A., Fellow and
I.eçturer ofTrinity Collège, Cambridge. Vol. II. Part I. Royal 8vo. lor.

" Vol. II. Part II. 1S. 6d. Vol. III. Part I. 7s. 6d.
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